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ANDERSON J (PRESIDING JUDGE): This is an appeal from a decision of the President of the Western Australian
1
Industrial Relations Commission in which the President declined to make the orders and declarations sought by the appellant in
an application made pursuant to s 66 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
2
Section 66 relevantly provides—
“66(1) …
(2)
… the president may make such order or give such directions relating to the rules of the organisation, their
observance or non-observance or the manner of their observance, either generally or in the particular case, as he
considers to be appropriate…”
3
The appellant was the president of the respondent which is a State organisation, she having obtained that position in virtue of
her election to the position of branch president of the Community and Public Sector Union (the “CPSU”). The latter is a
federal organisation. A certificate has been issued under s 71 of the Act and it is common cause that the general effect of the
certificate is that all of the office bearers elected to office in the State branch of the CPSU hold the same office in the
respondent. Apparently there is a challenge to the validity of the s 71 certificate, but that challenge is in other proceedings and
does not affect the issues which arise for consideration in this case.
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In November 2002 persons who were members of both organisations and who were interested in contesting the next elections
for offices within the State branch of the CPSU (and hence for offices within the respondent) commenced their campaigns.
This in itself caused some degree of dissension because the elections had not yet been called. Campaigning was seen in some
quarters to be premature. The appellant began to receive complaints from members about this and to the effect that the
campaigning methods on the part of the candidates-to-be were out of order. There were complaints that electioneering material
was being distributed in an unorthodox manner, that union funds were being misused for campaigning purposes and that
confidential information was being used in order to facilitate the distribution of campaign “flyers”. The appellant commenced
to make enquiries of the people concerned but they were not co-operative and she did not get far. Some people told her that she
had no authority to make the enquiries or to require staff members to report on the matters the subject of the complaints. The
appellant decided to obtain legal advice as to her powers and responsibilities, which she apparently did in the name of the
respondent, although the information about this is scant. Ultimately, the appellant decided to call a special meeting of the
respondent’s Council to deal with the complaints and she gave notice of a special Council meeting to be held on 20 November
2002. There was considerable disputation about the formalities with respect to the calling of the meeting, it being alleged
against the appellant by some members of the Council that proper procedures had not been followed. The meeting did go
ahead. It would appear it was a meeting of the Council of the respondent and not a meeting of the Council of the State branch
of the CPSU; nor was it a joint meeting. Once again, however, the information we have about this is rather vague. The minutes
of the meeting have not been placed before the Court. At the meeting the appellant presented a report with respect to the
complaints she had received and the results of the investigations which she had made into those complaints. It is evident that
her report received a hostile reception from the majority of Council members and a motion was put and passed in the following
terms—
“Resolution SCM06/02
Council receives the report submitted by the president and expresses great concern with the president’s failure
to—
1.
Act in consultation with the principal officers.
2.
Comply with the rules of the Union.
3.
Afford procedural fairness.
4.
Convene Council meetings appropriately and comply with standing orders;
and directs that the president desists from further action on this matter.”
This was in effect and in the circumstances a censure of the appellant for acting improperly by seeking to obtain a report from
officers of the respondent in respect of the matters the subject of the complaints, failing to consult other officers before
convening the special meeting, failing to comply with the rules and standing orders with respect to the convening of meetings,
obtaining legal advice at the expense of the respondent without the authority of the respondent and failing to accord procedural
fairness to the persons referred to in her report. The appellant was aggrieved by the resolution. In essence she maintained that
she had acted entirely in accordance with the rules and within her powers as president of the respondent and in discharge of her
duties as president of the respondent; and therefore the resolution censuring her was unjustified. I gather that she sought the
removal of the resolution from the minute book and I gather that when she was unsuccessful in persuading the Council to
rescind the resolution these proceedings were commenced. In the application the appellant sought the following orders—
“1.
An order or directions under s 66(2) of the Act requiring the council and the executive council of the
respondent to observe its rules in regard to the powers of its President.
2.
A declaration that the applicant as President of the respondent is empowered under the rules of the
respondent to obtain a report from the officers of the respondent on matters arising from the distribution
of a fundraising flyer related to the 2003 union elections.
3.
An order directing the council of the respondent to remove and keep removed from the minute book of
the meeting all references to the resolution SCM06/02 carried on 20 November 2002 at a special council
meeting as it was factually and legally incorrect.
4.
A declaration that the applicant as President of the respondent is able to obtain legal advice reasonably
required to enable her to perform her duties as President without first obtaining the approval from the
council of the respondent.
5.
A declaration that all such legal costs reasonably incurred by the applicant as President of the
respondent in the performance of her office are expenses incurred by or on behalf of the respondent and
for which the respondent is liable to pay.”
Sharkey P declined to make any orders or declarations in favour of the appellant and dismissed her application. It is from the
dismissal of her application that the appellant now appeals to this Court.
Due to the amendments that were made to the Industrial Relations Act in August 2002 this Court’s appellate jurisdiction is
very limited. It is defined in s 90 as follows—
“90(1) Subject to this section, an appeal lies to the Court in the manner prescribed from any decision of the
President, the Full Bench, or the Commission in court session—
(a)
on the ground that the decision is in excess of jurisdiction in that the matter the subject of
the decisions is not an industrial matter
(b)
erroneous in law in that there has been an error in the construction or interpretation of any
Act, regulation, award, industrial agreement or order in the course of making the decision
appealed against; or
(c)
on the ground that the appellant has been denied the right to be heard
but upon no other ground.”
It is clear that the President’s decision to dismiss the application was not in excess of jurisdiction in the way referred to in
s 90(1)(a) and it is also clear that the appellant was not denied the right to be heard within the meaning of s 90(1)(c). The
President was not engaged in the construction or interpretation of any regulation, award, industrial agreement or order within
the meaning of s 91(b). Therefore the question on which the competence of the appeal depends is simply whether the
President’s decision to dismiss the application arguably involved “an error in the construction or interpretation of any Act”. If
so, the appeal is competent but otherwise it is not.
Mr McCorry, who appeared for the appellant, contended that there was an error of that kind in as much as the President
misconstrued s 66 as conferring upon him an absolute discretion to decline to grant relief even where an applicant has proved
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that an irregularity of the kind referred to in s 66(2) has occurred. As I understood his argument it was to the effect that s 66(2)
obliged the President to grant the relief sought by the appellant because the appellant had established before him (and the
President appeared to accept) that the rules of the respondent were not observed or were observed in an inappropriate manner;
and that because the President decided not to grant any relief at all and to dismiss the appellant’s application the President must
have erred in his construction of the Act as regards the ambit of his discretion.
Whether this is correct or not depends on an analysis of the reasons why Sharkey P declined relief. If he did take the approach
that whilst the merits of the case lay with the appellant she should be refused relief on discretionary grounds a question might
arise, and probably would arise, as to the proper construction of s 66(2), that question being: Does the section confer a
discretion to refuse relief even in a meritorious case?
I would say in passing that I would doubt that s 66(2) confers an absolute discretion. I would doubt that the discretion imported
by the empowering word “may” in s 66(2) is wholly unregulated in the sense that there is no duty or obligation in the President
to use the power which is conferred on him by the section. I can find nothing in the Act which would indicate that this was
parliament’s intention. In my opinion, the power given to the President by s 66(2) is a power given for the purpose of ensuring
that the persons identified in s 66(1) (members of an organisation or persons who wish to become members of an organisation)
have a means of enforcing the rules of that organisation. The power is to be used for the benefit of such persons if the
conditions on which they are entitled to call for its exercise are proven to exist. We can perhaps put to one side frivolous
complaints of trivial non-observances of purely procedural rules, but a power such as is conferred by s 66(2) ought to be
exercised if good reason for its exercise is shown to have arisen: Julius v Bishop of Oxford (1880) LR 5 AC 214 per
Lord Cairns at 225. See also Ward v Williams (1955) 92 CLR 496 at 505 - 506; Tortola Pty Ltd v Saladar Pty Ltd [1985]
WAR 195 at 199 - 200.
If therefore Sharkey P had approached the case on the basis that although the appellant had proved a case for relief under
s 66(2) there was an absolute and unfettered discretion to decline to grant relief, that would have been arguably an erroneous
view of the extent of his discretion under the section and, as such, it arguably would have involved a misconstruction of the
section.
However, I think Mr McCorry’s submission proceeds upon a misunderstanding of the President’s decision. I shall try to
explain why I think this is so.
As to par 1 of the orders sought by the appellant Sharkey P appears to have regarded this as an introductory or generalised head
of claim which did not of itself provide a basis for the grant of specific relief. I would agree. There was no point in the
President making a general order that the governing body of the respondent “observe its rules in regard to” the powers of its
president. Insofar as the refusal to make an order in terms of par 1 was an exercise of discretion, I think it was well within the
ambit of the discretion conferred by s 66(2).
As to par 2 of the orders sought the President observed that the report referred to in this head of claim had in fact been obtained
by the appellant so there was no purpose in making a declaration that the appellant “is empowered” to obtain it. I must say with
respect that this approach rather misses the point. The appellant had been censured by (or believes she had been censured by)
the Council through resolution SCM60/02 for seeking to obtain the report or reports in question. I think she wanted this
declaration in order to attack the validity of this aspect of SCM60/02. As I understand her case, she wanted Sharkey P to
declare that her action in obtaining the report(s) was within power and that there was no ground on which she should have been
censured for so acting. But whether the President was right or wrong in his understanding of the basis of this head of claim I do
not see that in refusing the relief sought he was acting on a misconstruction or misinterpretation of s 66(2).
As to the claim in par 3 of the orders sought (the claim to have SCM60/02 removed from the minute book of the respondent)
the President took the approach, I think, that the resolution related in substance to the affairs of the State branch of the CPSU
and not to the affairs of the respondent. His reasoning was, as I follow it, that in order to enquire into the question whether the
resolution was “factually and legally incorrect” as alleged by the appellant, he would have to enquire into the conduct of the
appellant in her capacity as branch president of the federal body, which he had no authority to do. Whether or not the President
was right about the nature of the enquiry which he was being called upon to undertake, his decision does not involve the
construction or interpretation of any Act. Specifically his refusal to make an order was not based upon a misunderstanding of
the ambit of his discretion as conferred by s 66(2).
It is to be noted that the President observed that one basis upon which SCM60/02 could have been attacked as a resolution of
the Council of the respondent was that the respondent had no right to concern itself with or resolve upon matters which were
exclusively the concern of the federal body. However, he held that because this point had not been argued, he would not base a
decision upon it. This was an application of natural justice principles, and did not involve the construction or interpretation of
any Act.
As to the claim in item 4 of the orders sought, which is a claim for a declaration that in deciding to obtain legal advice the
appellant had acted within the powers of her office Sharkey P held that she did have that power as the respondent’s president
but only in relation to the affairs of the respondent. She could not, in the name of the respondent, obtain legal advice with
respect to her powers and duties as an office holder in the federal organisation. He thought that this is what she had done so he
declined to grant relief.
Once again, this might be right or wrong in point of fact but it does not involve the construction or interpretation of the
Industrial Relations Act.
As to the relief sought in item 5, which is a declaration that all legal costs reasonably incurred by the appellant as president of
the respondent in the performance of her office are expenses incurred by or on behalf of the respondent and for which the
respondent is liable to pay, Sharkey P declined to grant the declaration, for the same reason as he had declined to grant the
declaration sought in item 4. It is implicit in his reasons that if the appellant had incurred legal costs in the name of the
respondent in her capacity as president of the respondent and in respect to the affairs of the respondent he would have made the
declaration. But he took the view, rightly or wrongly, that in fact the legal costs in question were incurred in relation to the
affairs of the federal organisation. Hence, no purpose would be served by making a declaration with respect to the appellant’s
authority to incur legal costs as president of the respondent in relation to the affairs of the respondent. It is of course arguable
that because the election of office bearers in the federal body would automatically determine the office bearers in the
respondent, the appellant had a dual responsibility to both organisations to exercise her powers of office to investigate
allegations of improper conduct with respect to the elections, they being the only elections that were to be held. If so, legal
costs incurred in the discharge of that dual responsibility arguably were the joint responsibility of the two organisations.
Whether this is so or not I cannot see that the decision which Sharkey P arrived at can be said to be erroneous in law “in that
there has been an error in the construction or interpretation of any Act…” within the meaning of s 90(1)(b).
I would dismiss the appeal on the ground that the decision of the President does not attract the appellate jurisdiction of this
Court.
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HASLUCK J: I have had the advantage of reading in draft the reasons for judgment of EM Heenan J. It follows that there is
no need for me to describe the circumstances giving rise to the appeal or to undertake a full review of the relevant statutory
provisions. I am generally in agreement with the views expressed by his Honour and with his central conclusion that the
learned President, having largely vindicated the actions of the appellant, erred in failing to afford relief to the appellant.
23 This brings me to the jurisdiction of the Industrial Appellate Court and the question of whether it is open to this Court to deal
with the issues raised by the appeal. It was common ground at the hearing of the appeal that the crucial provision in the
circumstances of the present case is s 90(1)(b) which provides that an appeal lies to the Industrial Appeal Court from any
decision of the President on the ground that the relevant decision is erroneous in law in that there has been an error in the
construction or interpretation of any Act, regulation, award, industrial agreement or order in the course of making the decision
appealed against, but upon no other ground.
24 Until comparatively recent times s 90(1) provided that an appeal lay to the Industrial Appeal Court in the manner prescribed
from any decision of the President on the ground that the decision was erroneous in law or was in excess of jurisdiction but
upon no other ground. The effect of the Labour Relations Reform Act 2002, which took effect on 1 August 2002, was to amend
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 so as to introduce the new provision I mentioned earlier. Section 90(1) in its amended form
clearly reflects a parliamentary intention to limit the jurisdiction of the Industrial Appeal Court to certain prescribed areas of
disputation and that intention must be respected: United Construction Pty Ltd v Birighitti [2003] WASCA 24 at pars 88 - 105.
25 However, in the circumstances of the present case I share the view expressed by EM Heenan J that, both in construing the
nature of the discretion which existed for the Commission to exercise power or to grant or to refuse a remedy on an application
under s 66 of the Act and in purporting to exercise that statutory discretion, the Commission has erroneously interpreted its
powers under the Act. In declining toexercise a discretion to grant relief it has done so with reference to factors which are
outside the scope of a proper exercise of the discretion which this section confers, with the result that the appeal lies within the
jurisdiction of the Industrial Appeal Court under s 90(1)(b) of the Industrial Relations Act.
26 Accordingly, for these reasons, I consider that the appeal should be allowed and that orders should be made in the terms
proposed by EM Heenan J.
27 EM HEENAN J: By an application filed on 27 February 2003, the present appellant, then the President of the Civil Service
Association of WA Inc (“CSA”), sought orders and declarations from the President of the Industrial Relations Commission,
under s 66 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, concerning a resolution (SCM 06/02) carried by the Council of the respondent
on 20 November 2002 which, his Honour the learned President later found in his decision “was in its terms condemnatory of
Ms Robertson’s action as president” (reasons for decision par 54). The basis upon which the appellant sought to have the
learned President exercise the jurisdiction of the Commission under s 66 of the Act was contained in the submission, made in
the Commission and again at the hearing of this appeal, that the majority of the Council of the respondent, in passing that
resolution and thereby purporting to give it effect, misconstrued and so failed to observe the Rules of the respondent
organisation, and the powers of the appellant then as president of the organisation. She sought orders, declarations or directions
of the Commission designed to secure the observance, or the manner of the observance, of the rules of the organisation by
correcting the record of the Executive which, so it was submitted, wrongly characterised the nature and significance of the
appellant’s conduct.
28 In the result, the learned President of the Commission, after a full hearing, dismissed the application, on what appear to be
discretionary grounds, notwithstanding that the learned President found that a number of the basic grounds of the appellant’s
application had been established. From that order dismissing her application, the appellant appeals to this Court under s 90 of
the Act and, in effect, seeks declarations and orders from this Court which she submits should have been made by the learned
President in the Commission.
29 In order to succeed in the present appeal the appellant must establish that—
(a)
she had made out a case before the President sitting as the Commission entitling her to orders or declarations
relating to the rules of the respondent organisation, their observance or non-observance or their matter of
observance, which are of a nature which might be made by the Commission under s 66(2) of the Act;
(b)
having established grounds for relief to be granted under s 66(2) of the Act it was erroneous in law for the
learned President to decline to grant relief of the nature sought, either wholly or in part and, insofar as the
learned President may have had any discretion to decline to grant the relief sought, either in whole or in part,
there had been an error in law in the exercise of the discretion to withhold relief; and
(c)
that this appeal is from a decision of the President erroneous in law within the meaning of subs 90(1)(b) of the
Act and that it has not been shown, to the satisfaction of this Court, that no injustice has been suffered by the
appellant, or even if so, that there is good reason not to confirm the decision which is the subject of appeal –
s 90(3a).
In order to appreciate the significance of these prerequisites for success in this appeal it is necessary to outline, although only
somewhat briefly, the background of events which led to the appellant’s initial application to the Commission for relief under
s 66 of the Act.
Background
30 The respondent is an organisation of employees registered under Div 4 of Pt II of the Act and, as such, by virtue of s 61—
“ ... the organisation and its members for the time being shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Court and the
Commission under this Act; and subject to this Act, all its members shall be bound by the rules of the organisation
during the continuance of their membership.”
31 Also, as is not uncommon, the respondent organisation was and is closely associated with a sister federal registered
organisation the Community and Public Sector Union (“the CPSU”). For reasons which were subsequently explained by the
Commission in Jones v CSA (Application No PRES 3 of 2002), a decision given after this present dispute had arisen, it turns
out that the members of the Executive of the respondent, the CSA, mistakenly believed at the material time that elections held
for office bearers of the State branch of the federal union (the CPSU) would result in the persons who were elected to those
offices, also becoming office bearers of the State organisation by reason of an erroneous belief that a certificate under s 71 of
the Act was in effect at the material times – see subs 71(5). The decision of the Commission in Jones v CSA (supra) held that
there was no such certificate applicable at the material times with all the implications which that has for the method of election
of office bearers for the State registered organisation, and for the tenure of office of those individuals who were acting as office
bearers of the State organisation on the basis that their election as office bearers of the federal organisation conferred on them
the status of office bearers of the State body. Nevertheless, recognition of the mistaken anticipation by all the parties involved
at the time, that election as an office-bearer of the CPSU would result in appointment to a corresponding position of office
bearer in the CSA, is necessary to comprehend fully the conduct of the parties which led to the present controversy and the
appellant’s application to the Commission.
22
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The background facts are fully set out by his Honour President Sharkey in his reasons for decision in the Commission. His
Honour describes how the applicant, Ms Robertson, had been President of the CSA since 1993 and that, by November 2002, it
was anticipated that an election for office bearers of the CSPU would be held and, as a result of the common misapprehension
which I have already mentioned, that this election would lead to those elected becoming appointed to corresponding positions
in the CSA. Before a date for the CPSU elections had been set, and before nominations were called for candidates for that
election, a group of persons intending to stand as candidates for that election distributed “flyers” to office members of the CSA
within the organisation’s premises, and to certain members and other supporters. The appellant was not one of this group but
those members were opposed to her policies for the organisations, although in the end nothing turns on this. This early start in
what amounted to an unofficial election campaign caused some concern and disapproval among certain members of the
respondent organisation, who complained about this to the appellant. She also shared these concerns. Some of the concerns
relayed to the appellant as president, or entertained herself, were about whether or not the conduct of the candidates in
distributing “flyers” was permitted by the rules of the organisation, whether the resources or personnel of the respondent were
being improperly utilised for the advancement of the campaign and associated doubts about the propriety of these actions. As a
result, the appellant, acting as president of the CSA, called for a report about the apparent activities to be provided to her by the
staff of the organisation. She also sought and obtained legal advice, including an opinion from independent counsel, upon the
lawfulness of the apparent conduct of the persons initiating this early campaign. Acting on her sole initiative and without
conferring with other members of the Council of the CSA, she also convened a special meeting of its Council to discuss these
concerns as matters of urgency.
At all times during the hearing of this application in the Commission the parties have treated the actions of the appellant, and
the meetings of the organisation which were convened in response, as the activities of the respondent organisation, that is the
CSA, and not as activities of the CPSU. Neither of the parties to this appeal questioned, or in any way challenged, that
characterisation of the events. Indeed, if the contrary had been the case and these were activities or disputes concerning the
rules or operation of the federal registered organisation, neither the Commission nor this Court would have jurisdiction to deal
with the initial application as that would be within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal Court – see s 412 and s 414,
Workplace Relations Act (Clth) 1996. See now Pt 3 of Sch 1B of the Workplace Relations Act.
Nevertheless, the concerns entertained by the appellant, and the factors which prompted her to investigate the distribution of
“flyers” and the activities of the group making early election manoeuvres undoubtedly related to conduct taken in anticipation
of an election for office bearers of the federal organisation, namely the CPSU. Given the misunderstanding which I have
described, it is not at all surprising or incongruous that office bearers of the State organisation, the CSA, should have concerns
about the conduct of members in the face of an impending election for the federal organisation which, as things then stood, was
believed would result in appointment to the various offices within the State organisation. Although this is an issue to which I
will need to return, this focus by the State organisation and its officers upon conduct of members which had potential
significance for an election of the federal organisation does not to me take the matters under consideration outside the scope of
issues material for due consideration by the State organisation or its office bearers. If not already apparent from what I have
said, this is because of the then current (but wrongful) anticipation that the election of office-bearers for the federal
organisation would have automatic application for the control and management of the State organisation. In other words, the
conduct which was causing concern was believed to be likely to have a direct and immediate effect on the State organisation.
What happened next was that the Council of the CSA passed the resolution SCM 06/02 on 22 November 2002 critical of the
appellant which, by her application to the Commission, she challenged. The terms of that resolution are—
“Council receives the report submitted by the President and expresses great concern with the President’s failure to—
(1)
act in consultation with the principal officers;
(2)
comply with the Rules of the Union;
(3)
afford procedural fairness;
(4)
convene Council meetings appropriately and comply with Standing Orders;
And directs that the President desists from further action on this matter.”
By its terms, therefore, the resolution amounted to a declaration by the Council that the president had failed to comply with the
rules of the union when calling for a report from staff about the circumstances under which the “flyer” was released; in seeking
and obtaining independent counsel’s advice upon the steps taken by those who had initiated the early election campaign; in
unilaterally convening a meeting of the Council of the organisation; and in failing to “afford procedural fairness” which,
presumably, meant failing to discuss her concerns with those individuals involved in the early election campaign. Furthermore,
the resolution of Council purported to direct, and therefore bind, the appellant as president to cease any further investigation,
evaluation or discussion on those issues. The force of these implicit, but obvious, conclusions in the resolution, and the
direction to the appellant, as president, to cease further action, depended on whether or not they correctly reflected the rules of
the organisation as those rules applied to the circumstances which had arisen. If they did then, perhaps, the appellant was justly
censured and the resolution should stand as a record of the limitations or restrictions applying to any president, including the
appellant, under the rules of the organisation. On the other hand, if the resolution constituted a mistaken interpretation of the
effect and application of the rules of the organisation and purported to compel the appellant to cease acting, when she was
entitled to pursue the course which she had embarked upon, then that could produce an unjustified restriction upon the
function of the president. It would constitute, and perhaps entrench, the non-observance or a mistaken manner of the
observance of the rules of the organisation.
Consequently, the appellant, as president of the CSA, made an application to his Honour the President of the Commission,
under s 66 of the Act, seeking orders or directions relating to the rules of the organisation, their observance or non-observance
or the manner of their observance. There was no dispute, either at the hearing of the application before his Honour the
President, sitting as the Commission, nor in this Court, about the power of the President, acting under s 66, to make orders or
declarations generally of the nature sought. Indeed, the power to declare the true interpretation of any rule is expressly
conferred under subs 66(2)(d). But the power of the President on such an application is more extensive than any of the
enumerated instances under subs 66(2) as it is expressly provided that “the President may make such order or give such
directions ... as he considers to be appropriate”, and the various enumerated instances in s 66(2) are without limitation to the
generality of that power. Nor was there ever any issue about the precise form of orders or relief sought by the appellant in her
application. No doubt this was because the Commission, when granting relief or redress under the Act, is not restricted to the
specific claim made – s 26(2) – but must act according to the substantial merits and without regard to legal forms – s 26(1)(a).
Rather, as shall emerge, the issue which eventually became significant was whether or not, if a case had been made out
showing a non-observance or erroneous observance of the rules of a registered organisation, the provisions of subs 66(2) which
provided that “the President may make such order or give such directions ... as he considers to be appropriate ... ” meant that
there was a discretion to decline to make any order, to give any direction or to grant any relief.
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Of the issues about which the appellant complained and sought relief under s 66, the learned President, in his reasons for
decision, said—
“[65]
This was not a meeting of the CPSU, a Federal organisation. The CSA rules applied. Further, the president is
expressly and clearly empowered to call a meeting of the Council at any time (see r 14(7)(c)).
...
[76]
In my opinion, that power is not conditioned by, qualified by or affected by r 14(3) which expresses a
requirement that the president act in conjunction with a number of listed principal officers in any urgent
matter.
[77]
There is expressly and separately conferred on the president the power to call a Council meeting at any time.
As a result, the president, given the nature of her office, and of the power to preside over meetings, was not
required to act in conjunction with the principal officers in calling the special Council meeting.
[78]
The president did not, in that respect, act in breach of the rules and the Council erred in so resolving in breach
of the rules ... The president clearly complied with the rules of the CSA and the Council was entirely in error
in resolving otherwise.”
And, with regard to the criticism of the appellant for investigating the concerns voiced about the early election campaign, his
Honour said—
“[81]
I now turn to the question of the president’s power to seek the reports and information which she sought on
8 November 2002. The president has the power to do so by r 14(b)(5). ... She also reported to the Council,
which is what occurred at the meeting of 20 November 2002. It was wrong of the Council to resolve
otherwise. However, that matter has now been resolved and should not be the subject of any order, direction
or declaration.”
And, with regard to the resolution which recorded that the appellant had failed to afford procedural fairness, his Honour said—
“[83]
There is no evidence of unfairness and I do not understand the allegation. In any event, this was not a
proceeding to which I am persuaded the notion of procedural fairness applies. Accordingly, the resolution was
itself passed in breach of the rules and was null and void. However, I have no power to strike it out from the
minutes.”
And with regard to the appellant’s action, as president, in seeking and obtaining legal advice and, incidentally, incurring
expense by doing so, his Honour said—
“[89]
In my opinion, the president is empowered to enforce the rules, association policies and standing rules and
have control of meetings at which he or she [presides] and shall use all necessary power to secure and enforce
order and expedition in the conduct of the business and good order of the members thereat.
[90]
It is implicit in that power that the president in carrying out those duties is an agent of the CSA and entitled to
incur expenditure in obtaining legal opinions and a fortiori to obtain such an opinion.”
38 These findings, made by the learned President, were not challenged at the hearing of this appeal. They appear to constitute a
complete acceptance of the contentions of the appellant advanced on the application under s 66 that the terms of the resolution
of the Council of 20 November 2002 (resolution SCM 06/02) involved, or reflected, an erroneous view of the rules of the
organisation, resulting in action by the Council which constituted a non-observance or erroneous observance of those rules.
39 While it may not have been possible for the learned President to make any order directing that the resolution should be struck
out of the minutes of the respondent, it was, nevertheless, within his Honour’s power to make a declaration or declarations to
the effect that the appellant, as president, was entitled under the rules of the respondent organisation to act as she did, and that
the resolution of the Council constituted an erroneous application of those rules and an attempt to curtail the exercise of
functions entrusted by the rules to the president, which she was empowered to exercise. As the conclusions of the learned
President largely vindicated the actions of the appellant, the critical issue which then arose was whether or not there was any
power, or indeed reason, for the President to decline to grant relief which recognised the propriety of the appellant’s conduct
and that all the members of the respondent organisation “shall be bound by the rules of the organisation during the continuance
of their membership” – s 61.
Reasons given to decline relief
40 By the time that the learned President gave his decision on the appellant’s application under s 66, his Honour had delivered his
decision in the case of Jones v CSA (Application No PRES 3 of 2002) which, as previously observed, held that there was no
s 71 certificate then in force applying the rules of the CPSU to the CSA. That decision, therefore, cast a shadow over the
appointments of the various office bearers of the CSA and the tenure of those officers. The learned President made it clear that
the mistaken assumption by Council members of the CSA, that the rules of the CPSU applied to the powers of the President in
the conduct of meetings of the State organisation when conducting its affairs, contributed, to a significant degree, to the
erroneous view, reflected in Resolution SCM 06/02, and to the erroneous view about limitations on the appellant’s powers,
when acting as President of the CSA in the events which happened. However, his Honour pointed out that no issue about the
existence or the effect of a s 71 certificate, had been raised by the parties before him on the application by the appellant under
s 66 and, for that reason, it was inappropriate to grant any relief which depended upon an application of that conclusion. This
emerges from the following passages in the learned President’s reasons for decision—
“[80]
I would, however, add this. I do not understand how a matter involving candidacy for election in the CPSU
could be said to be a business, legitimately, of a meeting of the CSA. I would require to be persuaded,
therefore, that the matter was one in my jurisdiction, and I was not. I say that although the role of both unions
in the matter was plainly put in issue with particular regard to the calling of the special council meeting of
20 November 2002. I would therefore, whilst that point remains uncertain, not propose to make any order in
the matter.”
And, again—
“[91]
Whether meetings of the CSA held under CPSU rules are invalid or whether the CPSU rules have been
adopted or can validly serve as the rules of the CSA was not argued before me (see Jones v CSA [supra]). All
of the meetings may, of course, have been invalidly held, therefore, insofar as they were held as CSA
meetings (see s 71(1) and (2) of the Act). On the face of it, they seem to relate, at least insofar as the
resolutions questioned in this matter were concerned, to the rules of the CPSU and matters conducted by and
elections to be held under the CPSU rules. If, of course, the meetings were invalidly convened, then all of the
resolutions challenged are invalid as purporting to be CSA resolutions when they were matters relating to a
CPSU election. However, I make no final judgment on that point at this time, in the absence of substantial
argument about it.”
37
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... If the reasons for decision in that matter [Jones v CSA] were applied to these proceedings, they would also
render the resolutions entirely void, and, in particular, resolution SCM 06/02.”
The fact that there may have been additional reasons to declare the resolution SCM 06/02 to be void, either absolutely because
it did not relate to the business of the CSA, or because it erroneously applied and purported to state the effect of the rules of
the CPSU, does not, with respect, appear to me to be a reason to decline to make declarations of the kind which I outlined in
par 27 and par 36 above or for withholding relief generally.
The basis upon which the contending parties presented before the learned President on the s 66 application was that resolution
SCM 06/02 purported to be a resolution of the State organisation and, as such, reflected the view which a majority of the State
council took of the powers of the president when exercising her role as the principal office-bearer of the State organisation.
There was no suggestion to the contrary and, while the views and conclusions of the majority of the council may have been
distorted by the belief that they could apply the rules of the federal organisation to the events which had happened, their
conduct, the conduct of the appellant which had been condemned by the resolution, and the constraints upon the appellant’s
conduct as president of the State union which the resolution recorded, were all governed by the powers or functions of the
appellant as president of the State organisation. Accordingly, while the actions of the majority of the council were influenced
by the mistaken belief that the rules of the CPSU applied to the conduct of the appellant as president of the State organisation,
and also because they mistakenly believed that the results of an election for office bearers of the CPSU would automatically
flow on to the appointment of office bearers of the CSA, this did not mean that there was no justiciable issue properly before
the Commission about the powers of the State president and the true interpretation of the rules of the CSA. In other words, the
appellant’s application raised for determination questions about the rules of the State organisation as they had been applied by
a majority of the council of the CSA. Therefore, despite the mistaken significance given by that group to the rules of the CPSU
and an impending CPSU election, the challenged resolution remained a resolution of the CSA and a reflection of a decision of
the majority of its council about the powers of the president of the State organisation. It was, therefore, a fit controversy for
adjudication by the Commission under s 66.
When it came to considering the relief which should be granted to the appellant on her s 66 application, the learned President
concluded as follows—
“[95]
Since in the end a report was obtained and information given to the president in response to her request for
that information in relation to the incident of the flyers, it is unnecessary to make the declaration sought.
[96]
I would, too, declare that the CSA was in breach of its rules in that the council passed resolution SCM 06/02,
in particular because it was not a matter which the CSA should consider, being a CPSU matter. However, that
was not the basis on which the application was made and therefore I decline in the absence of further
argument on that point to make the declaration.
[97]
I would also declare that the president acted within the rules in obtaining the legal advice necessary to enable
her to carry out her duties and that such expense was properly incurred but for the fact that the advice given
by Dr Hockley related to a resolution concerning an election in the CPSU and not the CSA.
[98]
Cogently, given that this matter was entirely in relation to an election in the CPSU, which was then dealt with
by a meeting of the CSA, and given that I have doubts that the matter was at all a matter relating to the rules
of an ‘organisation’ as defined in s 7 of the Act, and therefore may not be within jurisdiction under s 66, and
for all of the above reasons, I propose to make no orders.
[99]
The interests of the CSA and its members are not at all served for the reason which I have expressed above,
even if I were to act within jurisdiction and power by making the orders sought. The equity, good conscience
and substantial merits of the matter too, for those reasons do not constrain me to make the orders sought.
[100]
I will therefore dismiss the application.”
This line of reasoning followed by the learned President contains at least two strains of thought leading to his Honour’s
conclusion to decline relief. The first is that, as the focus of the contentious conduct was an anticipated election of the CPSU, it
was not a subject which was properly the business of the CSA. On that approach the contentious issue was either an internal
matter of the State branch of the CPSU, and thus beyond the jurisdiction of the Commission, or the occasion was an instance of
the CSA concerning itself with matters outside its proper role and beyond the ambit of the powers of the council conferred by
the rules of the State organisation. I have already indicated, with respect, why I consider that, despite the mistaken views which
were prevalent within the CSA at the time, the members of the council of the State organisation were nevertheless addressing
what they considered to be the powers and duties of the president of the State organisation. Consequently, this does not
constitute a reason to decline relief. This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that, on either approach, the resolution of the
council of the CPSU was invalid in the sense that it wrongfully reflected the meaning and application of the rules of the CSA
to the situation which had arisen, so that, as long as that resolution stood uncorrected by a declaration or declarations stating
the proper meaning and application of the rules of the CSA, it was a decision of the State organisation which did not observe,
or did not properly observe, the rules of the respondent.
The second strain in the reasoning followed by the learned President was that factors existed which made it unnecessary or
undesirable for relief of the nature sought by the appellant to be granted. This approach is obvious from his Honour’s
conclusions in [95], cited above, to the effect that as the appellant had successfully obtained the report and information which
she sought from the staff of the respondent it was unnecessary to make a declaration that she was empowered to seek and
demand such information and report. This might well justify a discretionary refusal to make a particular declaration precisely
addressing the power of the president to seek information or a report from staff because, in the events which had happened, this
may not have been regarded as being controversial any longer or of any utility. It may be doubted whether, in the face of the
terms of resolution SCM 06/02 this assessment was then beyond contention, but that is largely a matter for discretionary
evaluation by the President and does not, in my view, constitute any error of law in the construction or interpretation of the
Act, or of any regulation, award or industrial agreement or order which would justify intervention by this Court under s 90 of
the Act.
Next, there is the conclusion of the learned President, contained in [99] cited above, that the interests of the CSA and its
members are not served by the grant of any remedy under s 66 and that equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of
the matter do not constrain the grant of any relief – a reference to subs 26(1)(a) and (c) of the Act. I find it difficult to accept
that it is not in the interests of the parties, or the members of the CSA, to have an erroneous interpretation of that organisation’s
rules corrected, the more so, when that erroneous interpretation has been relied upon by a majority of the council in an attempt
to place unjustified restrictions upon the functions of its president. The Act, particularly subs 66(2) and s 61, is founded upon
the premise that an organisation and its members shall be bound by the rules of the organisation and that there is scope for an
aggrieved party to obtain a binding declaration as to the true interpretation of the rules in any case of controversy. This
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proposition can also be expressed in a negative form, namely, that the Commission or this Court should not accept that it is in
the interests of a registered organisation or its members for erroneous applications of the rules of that organisation to remain
uncorrected if properly brought to the attention of the Commission on an application under s 66.
46 Underlying the decision by the learned President to decline relief can be identified as a view that the Act did not require the
President to grant relief on a s 66 application, even where an applicant had made out a case of non-observance or erroneous
observance of the rules of the organisation because of the broad discretion which the section conferred. This proposition was
expressly taken up by counsel for the respondent on this appeal who submitted that the presence of the clause “the President
may make such order ... ” in s 66(2), alone, but certainly in conjunction with the President’s power to make such order or
direction “as he considers to be appropriate”, meant that the entitlement to relief generally, or to particular relief in an
individual case, was entirely discretionary. This undoubtedly involves a decision about the proper interpretation of s 66(2) of
the Act in such circumstances.
The power of a court or tribunal to withhold relief
47 There are many instances where the power or jurisdiction of a court or tribunal to entertain a cause and grant relief is expressed
in terms that the court or tribunal “may” hear, or may order, or may determine, the matter or issues entrusted to its jurisdiction.
These provisions have usually been treated as establishing an obligation on the court or tribunal to entertain its jurisdiction to
hear and determine the matter entrusted to it and, if a case to do so is made out, to grant the relief appropriate. Counsel for the
respondent relied on s 56 of the Interpretation Act 1984 for the submission that where the word “may” is used in subs 66(2) in
conferring the powers there granted on the Commission exercisable by the President, it should be interpreted to imply that the
power so conferred may be exercised or not at discretion. However, that provision needs to be read in conjunction with
subs 3(1)(b) of the Interpretation Act which declares that the provisions of that Act apply to every written law unless in
relation to a particular law express provision is made to the contrary or, in the case of an Act, the intent and object of the Act or
something in the subject or context of the Act is inconsistent with such application. It is necessary to examine the authorities to
consider whether any such inconsistency is evident from the subject or context of s 66 of the Industrial Relations Act.
48 It seems that the most recent authoritative pronouncement about the obligation of an office holder to exercise the power which
has been conferred in terms in which the office-bearer “may” exercise the powers granted is the decision of the High Court in
Commissioner of State Revenue (Victoria) v Royal Insurance Australia Ltd (1994) 182 CLR 51, a case dealing with the
power of the Commissioner of State Revenue to refund an overpayment of stamp duty in any case where duty has been
overpaid. The question in that case was whether mandamus would issue to compel the Commissioner of State Revenue to
repay a proven overpayment of stamp duty. The court held that the provisions of the legislation conferred a discretionary
power on the Commissioner to refund money overpaid, without creating a duty to make a refund, but once it had been
established that an overpayment had been made the Commissioner had no residual discretion to refrain from making the refund
and he was under a legal liability to make the refund. Mason CJ (at 81) explained the position as follows—
“But that principle means no more than that the administrator to whom mandamus is directed will be required to
perform the legal duty to the public which is imposed by the statute and ordinarily that duty is limited to exercising the
statutory discretion according to law, there being no obligation to exercise the discretion in a particular way. However,
if the administrator is required by the statute to act in a particular way and in certain circumstances, or if the exercise
of a statutory discretion according to law in fact requires the administrator to decide in a particular way, so that in
neither case does the administrator in fact have any discretion to exercise, then mandamus will also issue to command
the administrator to act accordingly.”
Brennan J reached the same conclusion at 84 – 85, where his Honour said—
“The question whether the repository of a discretionary power is under a duty to exercise the power depends upon the
intention of the legislature as revealed in the language of the statute and, in ascertaining that intention, there is a
prima facie presumption ‘that permissive or facultative expressions operate according to their natural meaning’ –
Ward v Williams (1955) 92 CLR 496 at 505. Therefore, if the facultative term ‘may’ is used in the creation of a power,
it does not in itself impose a duty to exercise the power but such a duty may be found in the statutory context in which
the power is created. Thus, where a power is conditioned upon the exercise of an event or upon the formation of a
particular opinion by the repository of the power, the condition may sometimes be taken to specify the circumstances
in which the power must be exercised – Finance Facilities Pty Ltd v Federal Commissioner of Taxation (1971)
127 CLR 106 at 134–5.”
Similarly, Dawson J wrote, at 97—
“The word ‘may’ is frequently merely facultative, leaving open the question whether the faculty bestowed must be
exercised when the occasion prescribed for its exercise has occurred or whether its exercise is discretionary. The
answer to that question is to be determined by a reference to the nature of the provision and its context in the relevant
legislation – Ward v Williams (1955) 92 CLR 496 at 505-6. As Lord Selborne said in Julius v Lord Bishop of Oxford
(1880) 5 App Cas 214 at 235—
‘The question whether a judge, or a public officer, to whom a power is given by such words, is bound to use it
upon any particular occasion, or in any particular manner, must be solved aliunde, and, in general, it is to be
solved from the context, from the particular provisions, or from the general scope and objects, of the enactment
conferring the power.’ ”
In going to the judgment of Windeyer J in Finance Facilities Pty Ltd v Federal Commissioner of Taxation (1971) 127 CLR
106 at 134 – 135, his Honour cited the line of authority for the foregoing propositions and then went on—
“But I select one other reference out of the multitude, MacDougall v Paterson (1851) 11 CB 755; 138 ER 672. There
Jervis CJ said in the course of the argument ‘the word “may” is merely used to confer the authority: and the authority
must be exercised, if the circumstances are such as to call for its exercise’. And giving judgment, he said—
‘We are of the opinion that the word ‘may’ is not used to give a discretion, but to confer a power upon the court
and judges; and that the exercise of such power depends, not upon the discretion of the court or judge, but upon
the proof of the particular case out of which such power arises.’
I consider that to be directly applicable to the present case.”
49 In Ward v Williams (supra) at 506, Dixon CJ, Webb, Fullagar, Kitto and Taylor JJ, when referring to the New South Wales’
Interpretation Act which provided that the word “may” should usually connote a discretion, a situation analogous to the
provisions of s 56 of the Interpretation Act 1984 (WA), went on to say—
“The words ‘at discretion’ are strong and, though it may readily be conceded that the section lays down a rule of
construction which like other rules of construction will give way to clear indications of a contrary intention, there must
be reasons which satisfy the mind that a statute to be construed does not intend that the power it confers should be
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exercised or not at discretion before it can be held that the power must be exercised on demand, assuming of course
the fulfilment of any conditions precedent the statute may lay down. A distinction obviously exists between the
possession by a person interested, on the one hand, of a right to call upon the officer upon whom a power is conferred
to exercise his discretion and, on the other hand, of a right to call upon him to exercise the power. The former means
no more than that, when called upon, the officer is under a duty to exercise his discretion according to law, the latter
that he is under a duty to take whatever active measures may be authorised by the power. In construing a statute
conferring a power by permissive or facultative expressions, it is important not to mistake indications or evidences,
found in the context or subject matter, of an intention that a right to call for the exercise of the discretion should exist,
for indications or evidences of an intention that the officer in whom the power is reposed should be under a duty, upon
request and upon fulfilment of the necessary conditions, to do the thing authorised.”
However, their Honours went on to say at 507—
“But there is one consideration which is usually accounted very strong. It is that the power is conferred upon a judicial
tribunal and to be invoked by a judicial proceeding. Jurisdiction and powers conferred on judicial bodies, usually for
the enforcement of rights and the protection of interests, and permissive language will often in such a case be used not
because it is intended to give the tribunal a discretion to grant or refuse the remedy, but because, although it is
intended or contemplated that persons interested will be entitled to the remedy the tribunal is empowered to give, it is
also intended, or at all events taken for granted, that the existence of the interest and the validity of the claim to the
remedy of a person seeking it will be for the tribunal to determine.”
Again, in a context not far distant from the subject matter of the present appeal, a question arose over whether or not the then
Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration was under an obligation to exercise its powers to hear and determine a
dispute concerning an entitlement to a basic wage allowance under a federal award – R v Commonwealth Court of
Conciliation and Arbitration; Ex parte Ozone Theatres (Aust) Ltd (1949) 78 CLR 389. At 398 of that report, the court,
consisting of Latham CJ, Rich, Dixon, McTiernan and Webb JJ, said—
“Section 25 gives jurisdiction to the Arbitration Court to make an order or award altering the basic wage or the
principles upon which it is computed. The word which is used in s 25 is ‘may’, but s 38 provides that, in the absence
of agreement, the court or conciliation commissioner shall determine a dispute. Therefore, insofar as an alteration of
the basic wage is involved in the determination of the dispute, it is expressly provided that the court shall exercise the
jurisdiction which that section vests in it. Apart however from this imperative requirement, what s 25 does is to create
a jurisdiction in the court, and where such a jurisdiction is created for the public benefit or for the purpose of
conferring rights or benefits upon persons the court upon an application properly made is under a duty to exercise its
jurisdiction and is not at liberty to refuse to deal with the matter: ... Where a court or a public officer wrongly refuses
jurisdiction the exercise of the jurisdiction can be commanded by a writ of mandamus.”
Accordingly, there may be found in the leading texts many observations along the lines contained in “Judicial Review of
Administrative Action” by Professor M Aronson and Mr B Dyer (1996) LBC Information Services at 781 – 782—
“Whilst ‘may’ indicates a discretion, the repository of that discretionary power is usually under a duty to consider its
exercise, when an appropriate request is made, and is sometimes under a duty to exercise it in a particular way if there
is no permissible reason indicating why it should not. In the latter situation, the discretion has effectively run out. That
is not to convert a ‘may’ into a ‘must’ (see Re Baker; Nichols v Baker (1890) 44 Ch D 262 at 270). It is simply to
recognise that in public law, no repository of a discretionary power can exercise or decline to exercise it on arbitrary
or otherwise impermissible grounds. Therefore, where the only grounds for refusing to exercise a discretion in a
certain way are legally impermissible, a mandamus will lie to compel its exercise in the correct manner.”
There can be no doubt that the application of these principles means that, in the present case, the learned President was under a
legal duty to exercise the jurisdiction of the Commission and to hear the appellant’s application made under s 66 of the Act. In
my view this obligation requires the President to hear the appellant’s application and to determine it in accordance with law. In
turn, this requires the learned President to consider what, if any, of the discretionary powers of relief which are available to
him in the exercise of the jurisdiction so conferred, should be granted and to exercise that discretion with regard to factors
material to the grant or withholding of the relief on established legal principles and in accordance with the statutory provisions
directly applicable.
There are some indications in the Industrial Relations Act that the jurisdiction conferred upon the Commission or the President
shall be exercised, although discretionary, by reference to objective criteria. For example, subs 14(1) confirms the jurisdiction
expressly conferred on the President by the Act and states that the President “may exercise such powers of the Commission as
may be necessary or appropriate thereto”, thus conditioning the exercise of the power upon the objective necessity or
appropriateness of the remedy in the particular case. The existence of facts or circumstances which may lead the Commission
to dismiss a matter or refrain from hearing it are expressly identified in subs 27(1)(a), so the Commission may dismiss a matter
or decline to hear it further if satisfied: that it is trivial; that further proceedings are not necessary or desirable in the public
interest; that the person who referred the matter to the Commission does not have a sufficient interest in the matter; or that for
any other reason the matter or part of the matter should be dismissed or the hearing discontinued. This provision appears to
provide some scope for a contention that it is only in those nominated circumstances that the Commission may decline to hear
a matter or may dismiss it but, in view of the breadth of power which subs 27(1)(a)(iv) confers on the Commission there can be
no benefit derived from pursuing an examination of that possibility, as it is clear that the statute gives a broad power for the
Commission to decide “for any other reason, that a matter should be dismissed or the hearing discontinued”. Nevertheless, the
position remains that a refusal to exercise any of the discretionary powers conferred, and to refuse relief to an applicant who
has established grounds which would allow a remedy to be granted under s 66, will require the existence or establishment of
some relevant consideration or criterion in order to support the exercise of the discretion to decline a remedy.
In the present case it was not submitted to the Commission, nor on this appeal, that the appellant’s application was trivial, nor
that she had conducted herself in any way which should lead to the refusal of a remedy which, on the facts established, was
available. I have previously addressed the conclusion of the learned President that the interests of the respondent and its
members would not be served if the Commission were to act within jurisdiction and make orders sought. With respect, I cannot
accept that view in this case for, as I have explained, the Industrial Relations Act, in particular s 61 and s 66, proceeds on the
foundation that it is in the interests of a registered organisation and its members that the rules of the organisation are always
binding and that, in case of controversy, an interested person may seek an order or declaration as to the true interpretation of
any particular rule whose application is then in controversy.
That only leaves the conclusion of the learned President that, because the question of the jurisdiction of the Commission was
not directly addressed in a case where there was no valid s 71 Certificate in force at the material time to apply the rules of the
CPSU to the CSA, there was a doubt over whether a meeting of the Council of the CSA which addressed issues affecting its
members arising from an impending CPSU election could give rise to a matter within the jurisdiction of the State Commission.
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His Honour took the view that, even if it did, this might create an independent reason to declare the disputed resolution to be
invalid. However, for reasons which I have already set out I consider that there was a justiciable issue before the Commission
about the true interpretation of the rules of the CSA as a registered organisation under the Industrial Relations Act, and as to
their observance or non-observance, or the manner of their observance so generating a matter for determination by the
Commission on the application brought under s 66.
56 This necessarily leads to the conclusion that the reasons advanced by the learned President for declining to give any relief in
this case were not reasons which could support in law a refusal to exercise the discretion resting upon the Commission to grant
relief in a case where, otherwise, facts had been proved which would allow the Commission to grant any appropriate remedy
necessary on this occasion. It follows from this that, both in construing the nature of the discretion which existed for the
Commission to exercise power or to grant or to refuse a remedy on an application under s 66 of the Act and in purporting to
exercise that statutory discretion, the Commission has erroneously interpreted its powers under the Act. Insofar as the
Commission has declined to exercise a discretion to grant relief it has done so with reference to factors which are outside the
scope of a proper exercise of the discretion which the section confers. This conclusion brings this appeal within the jurisdiction
of this Court under s 90(1)(b) of the Act.
57 This Court is required by s 90(3)(a) to confirm the decision which is the subject of the appeal unless it considers that there is
good reason not to do so, if this Court is satisfied that no injustice has been suffered. However, as the learned President in the
Commission concluded that the resolution SCM 06/02 was in its terms condemnatory of the appellant’s actions as President,
and as she, along with all other members of the respondent, is entitled to insist that all members of the respondent shall be
bound by its rules, there does not appear to me to be any reason to conclude that no injustice has been suffered by the appellant
by leaving the erroneous interpretation of the Rules and the attempted curtailment of the powers of the President set out in that
resolution, uncorrected. Accordingly, in these circumstances I consider that this appeal should be allowed, and that this Court
should set aside the order of the Commission of 17 April 2003 dismissing the appellant’s application and instead declare that—
(a)
The appellant, when President of the respondent, acted within the Rules of the CSA in obtaining the legal advice
necessary to enable her to carry out her duties and that such expense was properly incurred.
(b)
The appellant had the power, within the Rules of the CSA, to call the Council meeting of 20 November 2002 and
was not required to act in conjunction with the principal officers in calling that special Council meeting.
(c)
In calling for a report on the matters of concern arising from an impending election campaign by certain
members, seeking legal advice and convening a special Council meeting the appellant exercised powers
conferred on her under the Rules of the CSA and did not act in breach of any of the requirements of procedural
fairness.
(d)
The resolution of the Council of the respondent dated 20 November 2002 (SCM 06/02) reflects, to the extent
indicated by the previous declarations, an erroneous interpretation of the Rules of the respondent organisation
and a non-observance or erroneous observance of those Rules in their application to the issues which had arisen
for consideration at the meeting of the Council of the respondent on 20 November 2002.
_________
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INTRODUCTION
This is an appeal brought by the above-named appellant, Bradford James Hooker, (hereinafter called “Mr Hooker”) pursuant to
s49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”).
The respondent is the corporate body of the owners of a strata title block of units known as “Kashmir” at 80A Salvado Road,
Wembley in this state.
At all material times, until his contract of employment ended, Mr Hooker resided at and was employed by the corporate body
through its committee or council of owners, as a caretaker.
Mr Hooker complained that he was unfairly dismissed on 4 October 2002. There was no dispute about the fact that he was
dismissed.
On 31 October 2002, Mr Hooker made application to this Commission for relief pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of the Act, claiming
that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from his employment by the respondent. The application was, of
course, opposed by the respondent.
The matter was heard and determined by a single Commissioner who dismissed the application.
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
There are two grounds of appeal, and I reproduce them hereunder without the particulars which are pleaded, for convenience’s
sake:“GROUND 1
1.The Learned Commissioner erred in law when he failed to consider or properly consider the consequences of the
Respondent’s breach of Section 41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act (“MCE”), namely the
requirement of the Respondent to discuss with the Appellant the matters set out in Section 41(2) thereof,
and failed to make a finding as to the Appellant’s loss.
GROUND 2
1.The Learned Commissioner erred in his finding that the Appellant, had he been offered the continuing work by
the Respondent, would have refused to take the work.”
BACKGROUND AND FINDINGS AT FIRST INSTANCE
Mr Hooker was and is a registered hairdresser by occupation. In 1996, he was appointed by the respondent to the position of
caretaker at Kashmir, and worked as such until his dismissal.
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Before the termination of his contract, he was being paid $370.00 per week, as well as superannuation at 8% of his wage. His
duties were cleaning, tidying the laundry, keeping an eye on the lift, changing the lights, (I assume globes and fluorescent
tubes), keeping an eye on the car park and liaising with police, real estate agents, tenants, and, no doubt, other persons about
various matters.
He worked 32 hours per week, but said, in evidence, that he was on-call 24 hours a day. At all material times, Mr Hooker
occupied a unit at Kashmir and continued to occupy it as at the time this matter was heard, at first instance. There had been, as
the Commissioner at first instance found, some friction at times between Mr Hooker and various residents, including Mr James
Richard Mathias and his son Mr John Mathias, but none of this related to his dismissal which was found to be a true
redundancy, a finding not challenged upon this appeal.
There was a meeting of the council of owners on 3 October 2002, which resolved to terminate Mr Hooker’s employment. His
position was to be abolished for lack of money, and that is not disputed. The letter advising him of this was delivered to him by
Mr Mathias and his son, on 4 October 2002. The letter is dated 4 October 2002 (see page 25 of the appeal book (hereinafter
referred to as “AB”)) and reads, formal parts omitted, “The Kashmir Strata Management Council Committee are writing to
advise you that we are restructuring our business objectives, and therefore we no longer require your services”. There was no
discussion of the dismissal before it occurred and no warning of what was to occur. Certainly, there is no evidence that there
was any discussion of any real type at all before the letter of termination was handed to him, the Commissioner found. There
was, as was found, no discussion of the dismissal within the requirements of s41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act 1993 (hereinafter called “the MCE Act”); nor were the other requirements of s41(2) complied with by the respondent. None
of those matters is in issue on this appeal (see paragraphs 17 and 19, page 9 (AB)).
Indeed, given that there was clear and uncontroverted evidence that Mr Hooker did not get on with Mr Mathias and his son,
and particularly with Mr Mathias Junior, it is fair to say that there was little prospect of any discussion occurring when the
Messrs Mathias were delegated to deliver the letter terminating his employment to Mr Hooker.
Following receipt of the notice of dismissal, Mr Hooker worked for the next two weeks and was paid an extra three weeks in
lieu of notice by cheque dated 22 October 2002.
It was quite clear, it was said, on the evidence of all of the witnesses, that none of the “residual duties” was remaining, which were
cleaning duties, would be offered to him. In fact, it was not even said in evidence that these duties would be offered to him or why
they were not offered. It was the respondent’s clear case that it would be futile in their belief to offer him the reduced hours of
work, so it was said, but there is no evidence to that effect. Mr Hooker’s evidence was that he would “possibly” have considered
taking some work if it had been offered to him, on behalf of the respondent and it was still “under the Strata Act”.
He remained in receipt of unemployment benefits at the time of the hearing and in fact remained out of work from the time of
the dismissal although he had sought casual work as a hairdresser, which he was by trade, and that was his evidence. He was
not challenged in relation to that evidence. No evidence was led of any failure by Mr Hooker to mitigate his loss.
After his dismissal, according to Mr Hooker’s evidence, Mr Gregory Neil Armstrong, the chairman of the council of owners of
Kashmir, asked Mr Hooker if he would “continue to just keep an eye on the property for three weeks”. Mr Hooker declined to.
This, on a fair reading of the evidence, was not an offer of employment at all, but the request of a favour from Mr Hooker.
There was no mention of remuneration, of course. It was obviously a mere request that Mr Hooker keep an eye about the
premises on an honorary basis.
The Commissioner at first instance found, and it was not in dispute, that Mr Hooker’s position was made “redundant” on
3 October 2002, and that he was retrenched due to the financial situation of the respondent on 4 October 2002 by notice in
writing. This was not in dispute upon appeal.
The complete position no longer existed therefore, although some residual duties, namely cleaning duties, were submitted to be
continuing, remunerable at $75.00 per week. There was no evidence given that that was the case. The position was made
redundant and the only evidence was that it was the case and thus its duties died with it. I do not think that the answer and
counter proposal constitutes any recognition of any common ground on this point between the parties, but I will come to that
point, later in these reasons.
This dismissal was held to be the result of a genuine redundancy or a redundancy within the meaning of s41 of the MCE Act
and that fact was not disputed at first instance or on appeal.
The main complaint supporting the allegation of unfairness was that s41(2) of the MCE Act had not been complied with by the
respondent. There is no doubt, on the Commissioner’s undisputed finding, that there was a redundancy within the meaning of that
term as it is defined in s41 of the MCE Act in that Mr Hooker’s job was no longer required by his employer. It is noteworthy that
s41 provides a new and indeed different notion and definition of “redundant” in that it refers to the employee being made
redundant instead of her/his position or job being made redundant. At common law, employees are retrenched because their jobs
or employment positions are made redundant. The employees are themselves not made redundant, nor, with due respect, can they
be. However, the legislation unaccountably says otherwise, and that is what this Full Bench is required to consider.
The complaint was that s41 of the MCE Act was not complied with by the owner or by anyone acting on behalf of the
respondent owner. This meant quite plainly that the termination of employment was effected without discussion about the
effects of the redundancy or ways to minimise these effects as s41 requires, so the Commissioner at first instance held.
Further, the Commissioner held that the requirements of s41 are terms and conditions of a contract of employment, and the
obligations are upon the employer to ensure that they comply with those requirements. That was clearly the case (see Garbett v
Midland Brick Co Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 893 (IAC) and see also s5(1)(c) of the MCE Act).
The Commissioner at first instance found correctly that the council of owners finally decided to terminate Mr Hooker’s
services at their meeting on 3 October 2002, after considering their financial position, and that he was advised that his position
would be made redundant and that he would be dismissed by letter delivered to him the next day, 4 October 2002.
The dismissal, as the Commissioner found, was sudden, without notice, I venture to say peremptory in nature, and was a shock
to Mr Hooker. The Commissioner also found, as was correct, that Mr Hooker was paid his correct entitlement to notice, or
rather I should say in lieu of notice, after some discussion with Mr Armstrong, who was the chairman of the council of owners.
The Commissioner at first instance then went on to find, and find unequivocally, that there was no attempt to comply with the
requirements of s41(2) of the MCE Act. The Commissioner then went on to find that Mr Hooker would not have undertaken
the residual cleaning duties if they were offered to him. (I will come to that question later in these reasons). They were not, in
any event. The Commissioner so found correctly.
The Commissioner quite correctly found that Mr Hooker was made redundant, at least in terms of s41(2) of the MCE Act. The
Commissioner then went on to find that, if the termination had been handled differently, Mr Hooker would have been left in
substantively the same position (see paragraph 33, page 12 (AB)). He then went on to find also that the suddenness of the
termination, the lack of compliance by the employer with its obligations under s41(2) of the MCE Act, and the lack of
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consideration for Mr Hooker’s circumstances (namely that he was 53 years of age, lived in the units and had been a diligent
employee for more than six years), had not been properly considered, if at all.
27 As a result, the Commissioner found (see paragraph 35, pages 12-13 (AB)) that these matters led him to conclude that the
dismissal was unfair. The Commissioner then went on to find expressly that Mr Hooker was unfairly dismissed within the
principles laid down in Miles and Others t/a Undercliffe Nursing Home v FMWU (1985) 65 WAIG 385 (IAC). That finding is
not appealed against in the proceedings.
28 However, the Commissioner dismissed the application having found that reinstatement was not possible because there was no
job left (and having correctly found that Mr Hooker had mitigated his loss). This decision he justified on the basis that there
was common ground that Mr Hooker’s contract of employment contained no express provision for a redundancy payment, and
that such a provision cannot be implied. The Commissioner also accepted and found that there was no loss of on-going
employment as there was no on-going employment to be had.
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
Principles
29 The decision at first instance was a discretionary decision as that term is defined in Norbis v Norbis [1986] 161 CLR 513 and
Coal and Allied Operations Pty Ltd v AIRC and Others [2000] 203 CLR 194. It is for the appellant to establish that the
exercise of the discretion miscarried at first instance by applying the principles laid down in House v The King [1936] 55 CLR
499 and Gromark Packaging v FMWU (1992) 73 WAIG 220 (IAC). Unless the appellant so establishes, the Full Bench has no
warrant to interfere with a decision at first instance and certainly no warrant to substitute the exercise of its own discretion for
the exercise of the discretion at first instance.
30 I want to make some observations about some matters of law.
31 First, it is necessary to refer to what the Industrial Appeal Court said in Epath WA Pty Ltd v Ihann Adriansz (2003) 83 WAIG
3048 at 3051 per Scott J, Parker and Pullin JJ agreeing. Scott J said this, inter alia, at page 3051:“… Mr Adrianz could only have suffered a “loss” within the meaning of s23A(1)(ba) of the Industrial Relations Act
if he was deprived of something to which he was entitled”.
32 In my opinion, that case cannot be regarded on a fair reading as authority any wider than the proposition that, where there is no
express or implied provision in an award or term of a contract which provides for redundancy, then there can be no claim for a
redundancy payment as a loss.
33 I would add, however, that where in the circumstances it might be found that the failure to make such a payment was unfair
within the tests laid down in Miles and Others t/a Undercliffe Nursing Home v FMWU (op cit) then failure to make such a
payment might still render the dismissal unfair.
34 In any event, although it is not necessary to take the matter further here, the dicta of Anderson J in Dellys v Elderslie Finance
Corporation (2002) 82 WAIG 1193 (IAC) was just that, obiter, and what His Honour said was restricted only to one method of
implication of terms in a contract. His Honour’s dictum referred only to the principles in Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v State Rail
Authority of NSW [1981-1982] 149 CLR 337 and BP Refinery (Westernport) Pty Ltd v Hastings Shire Council [1977] 180 CLR 266.
35 I would note, in passing, that the principles in Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v State Rail Authority of NSW (op cit) and BP
Refinery (Westernport) Pty Ltd v Hastings Shire Council (op cit) relate only to agreements which are formal or written, not to
agreements where all or most of the terms are not written, where different principles apply. The contract in this matter of
course was not written (see the discussion of all of these relevant authorities in Coles/Myer Ltd t/a Coles Supermarkets v
Sweeting and Others (1993) 73 WAIG 225 at 228-231 (FB)) (see also, in particular, Hawkins v Clayton and Others [1988]
164 CLR 539 per Deane J).
36 However, a major reason for regarding the ratio in Epath WA Pty Ltd v Ihann Adriansz (op cit) is contained also in the express and
clear words of s23A of the Act. First, s23A(6) provides and provided before its amendment that the Commission had and has
power to order the employer to pay to the employee an amount of compensation “for loss or injury caused by the dismissal”.
37 The dismissal must be first found to be harsh, oppressive and unfair. If it is wrongful it may or may not be unfair. The
compensation which is to be ordered to be paid if loss is caused, is only if it is caused by an unfair, not a wrongful dismissal.
That I think a somewhat trite observation but see the characterisation of unfair dismissals in Garbett v Midland Brick Co Pty
Ltd (op cit) at page 907 per E M Heenan J and in Byrne and Frew v Australian Airlines [1995] 185 CLR 410 at 428 per
Brennan CJ, Dawson and Toohey JJ.
38 There may well be cases where there is no “wrongfulness” found but where the dismissal is correctly found to be unfair.
39 In my opinion, on a fair reading of s23A of the Act, a loss which is something which a claimant is lawfully entitled to claim
when it is caused by her/his harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal cannot be confined to or related to a claim for a contractual
benefit, when a claim for such a loss derives from the statutory tort of unfair dismissal.
40 Such a view was not expressed in Epath WA Pty Ltd v Ihann Adriansz (op cit), nor was such a limitation of the word “loss” or
its range of meaning there expressed by Their Honours.
41 It is noteworthy that claims for contractual benefits may individually and expressly be made under s29(1)(b)(ii), so that
s23A(6) could not be construed as merely substituting in part s29(1)(b)(ii) claims for s29(1)(b)(i) claims. In other words,
claims for contractual benefits already exist as a separate “cause of action” standing alone in s29 of the Act. Thus, there are
lawful claims of loss which depend solely on the fact that they were caused by the unfair dismissal not merely because they
depend on a contractual entitlement express or implied, but because they were caused by the unfair dismissal which is what the
plain words of the section prescribe.
42 I would add, perhaps unnecessarily, that the failure to comply with the terms of the contract as implied by the MCE Act (s40 and
s41, which constitutes a breach of the contract) may or may not render a dismissal harsh, oppressive and unfair. Further, a
compliance with terms implied into the contracts of service by s41 of the MCE Act will not necessarily mean that a dismissal is
fair. Apart from other considerations of fairness or unfairness which might require to be considered in any particular claim of
unfair dismissal, s41 and s42 are merely minimum conditions or terms of the contract and fairness might require a great deal more
to be done than merely to comply with s41 of the MCE Act, even in a case where retrenchment for redundancy occurs.
43 It is also necessary when considering loss upon this appeal to consider the following dicta. I quote hereunder from what E M
Heenan J said in Garbett v Midland Brick Co Pty Ltd (op cit) at page 905 (paragraph 94):“Accordingly, in the present circumstances, I consider that the term implied in all contracts of employment by s 41
of the MCEA that, where the employer has decided to take action that is likely to have a significant effect on an
employee or make an employee redundant, the employee is entitled to be informed by the employer as soon as
reasonably practicable after the decision has been made, of the action on the redundancy, as the case may be, and
the obligation to discuss with the employee the various matters mentioned in s 41(2), actually requires the employer
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to bring that entitlement to the attention of the employee and to discuss the matters so arising, notwithstanding that
the employee may not be aware of the existence of his or her entitlement to be so informed or of the obligation of
the employer to discuss the matters provided. In the absence of such an obligation, the statutory provision is likely
to have haphazard and random effect depending upon the existence or otherwise of knowledge by the individual
employee, at the relevant time, of the effect of s 41. As the section applies to contracts of employment of all kinds,
and the Act is designed to provide minimum conditions of employment which will, inevitably, involve many
employees at the lower end of the employment scale whose knowledge and experience is likely to be limited, I
consider that any different approach would fail to ensure that such employees receive the benefit of the statutory
provision which its policy demonstrates is a necessary ingredient of their employment.”
(See also per Hasluck J at page 899).
In relation to loss, His Honour E M Heenan J’s observations at page 906 (paragraph 98) of Garbett v Midland Brick Co Pty Ltd
(op cit) are also relevant. I bear that dicta in mind and they are as follows:“…Had that issue been addressed below it would, in my opinion, have been necessary for the Commission to make
findings about the effect of that breach of contract in this particular case, especially having regard to any
consequences which it may have caused to the appellant which he asserted caused him loss or damage. Such an
exercise would inevitably have required the Commission to make further findings of fact about the effect of this
breach of contract upon the appellant and the gravity of any consequences for him in the particular situation. It
would also be necessary, in my opinion, for the Commission to make findings of fact about the consequences of this
breach of contract in a situation where, had the termination of employment been carried out in a manner which
complied with the terms of the contract of employment, as indeed the Commission has already found would have
been justified, whether the course which was followed by the respondent by acting in breach of contract produced
loss or damage for the appellant which would not, otherwise, have occurred. Only when findings of fact of this
nature are made will it be possible to determine the appellant’s claim finally by deciding whether or not, in all the
circumstances, his dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair, and, if it were, whether the appellant has suffered any
loss or damage in respect of which compensation or other relief should have been ordered under s 23A.”
I also draw attention to His Honour’s dicta expressed in paragraph 101 at page 906 which reads as follows:“In my view, this decision will require a finding to be made about whether the failure of the respondent to observe
its contractual obligation to inform Mr Garbett of the action on the redundancy and to discuss the matters required
by the term of the contract imported by s 41(2) of the MCEA resulted in any identifiable loss or damage for the
appellant, such as the loss of a real opportunity to take up some alternative position with the respondent, or to apply
for, or obtain, another employment opportunity elsewhere. It also seems to require a finding to be made whether the
likely effects of the redundancy might have been avoided or minimised by any discussion which the employer
should have initiated but, in breach of its contract, failed to do.”
It is noteworthy too, that the dicta of E M Heenan J in Garbett v Midland Brick Co Pty Ltd (op cit) at page 907 paragraph 104,
expressly recognises the manner in which in general loss should be calculated and/or determined when caused by a harsh,
oppressive or unfair dismissal. I refer also to the dicta of E M Heenan J, which clearly characterise claims of loss (see Garbett
v Midland Brick Co Pty Ltd (op cit) at page 903):“… This does not mean that the compensation which the Commission may order under s 23A(1)(ba) of the
Industrial Relations Act is restricted to the damages which might be recovered at law for wrongful dismissal, but it
does mean that payments ordered under s23A must be in respect of a lawful entitlement and/or as compensation for
a demonstrated loss or injury caused by the harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal”.
Since the Commissioner held that there was an unfair dismissal, and there was no cross-appeal against it, the only question
before the Full Bench was the question of loss, as ground 1(a) acknowledges.
This matter is very simple.
First, there was an unfair dismissal. Next, there was no reinstatement. Next, Mr Hooker was entitled to be compensated for any
loss caused by the unfair dismissal, as established by him. It is therefore necessary to consider whether there was any loss
caused by the unfair dismissal, and what the loss was. The loss so caused was clearly an amount equal to the wage which he
had lost as a result of the termination of his employment unfairly, subject to a reduction of that loss by the amount by which it
could be mitigated.
The amount to which Mr Hooker was entitled and was paid wages by way of income, it seems to be common ground, was
$375.00 per week at the time of his dismissal. That is therefore what he lost during the time that he was unable to obtain other
employment or to otherwise mitigate his loss.
He was unable to obtain employment, that is the fact, and there was no evidence that he would be able to obtain employment,
even though he had sought to mitigate his loss.
The question raised by ground 1, through its particulars, is primarily directed to the question of unfairness of the dismissal. The
question of unfairness of the dismissal, as it was found, is not in issue on this appeal. The Commissioner found that there was
an unfair dismissal and that finding has not been appealed against.
He was, on a fair reading of the Act, and on the dicta of E M Heenan J and see Garbett v Midland Brick Co Pty Ltd (op cit),
entitled to claim as a loss, his loss of an opportunity to obtain alternative employment with the respondent which is what
Mr Hooker says on this appeal should have been ordered to be paid to him. This alleged loss arose from the breach of the
implied term of the contract and the other factors of unfairness which included lack of notice and peremptoriness, in my
opinion. I should observe that it was not submitted in this case that the loss might be greater than the loss caused by the mere
breach of the s41 condition. In my opinion, it was open to do so, but for the reasons which I express hereinafter it would have
been an argument made in vain. Since that argument was not raised, therefore, in any event, it is not necessary to consider it.
The onus on the appellant/applicant was, it is trite to observe, to establish that he had suffered a loss caused by the unfair
dismissal by his loss of an opportunity to obtain alternative employment from his employer or to obtain another employment
opportunity elsewhere. The Commission is required to make a finding whether the likely effects of the redundancy might have
been avoided or minimised by a discussion which the respondent should have initiated, but failed to do.
There was, of course, as was correctly found by the Commissioner, no discussion as soon as reasonably practicable, or at all, and
none initiated by the employer, in breach of the implied term of the contract of employment prescribed by s41 of the MCE Act.
Assuming for the purposes of this case that the respondent was required by s41(2) to advise that cleaning duties existed after
the retrenchment, and that s41(2) could be read to require that in the circumstances of this case there was a duty to draw the
attention of Mr Hooker to the existence of the new and lesser job, a question arises as to what evidence there was that any such
job existed.
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It was not argued in this case that the opportunity to engage in other employment was denied and was a head of loss, although
such a claim can certainly lie (see per E M Heenan J in Garbett v Midland Brick Co Pty Ltd (op cit) at page 906).
58 However, there was no evidence from either side that a cleaner’s position at $75.00 per week, or any cleaner’s position, or any
position would exist after Mr Hooker’s dismissal. There is reference to it in the answer and counter-proposal only. However,
no witnesses for the respondent referred to the position or were cross-examined about it. Mr Hooker gave no evidence of its
existence. Therefore, it has not been established on the balance of probabilities that such a position would have existed and
therefore that it was required to be discussed between the parties in accordance with the obligation imposed in the contract by
the operation of s41(2). (That is, of course, if such a discussion were required).
59 Next, there was no evidence on the balance of probabilities sufficient to establish that there was a loss in any event. That is
because Mr Hooker’s evidence was that he might possibly have taken the position if it were a “Strata Act” position. He put it
no higher than “possibly”. Mr Hooker exhibited by those words palpable reluctance to accept the position even if it did exist
and even if it were offered to him. There was also evidence which was material but not strong, that Mr Hooker did not accept
three weeks work looking after the premises. However, that was not employment but a request to assist, without pay, in
keeping an eye on the premises. Therefore, it was not established by Mr Hooker that an opportunity existed on the balance of
probabilities which he had lost by the breach of the implied s41 term of the contract by the employer and by the unfairness of
the dismissal occasioned by that breach. As I have already said, there is no evidence, in any event, that the cleaner’s position
even existed or what wage it would attract if it did. It was clearly open on the evidence to the Commissioner to find that any
compliance with the MCE Act would not have made any difference ((ie) even if the dismissal had been handled differently).
Mr Hooker would have been left in the same position as he was, mainly because he would more probably than not have refused
the offer of the position. In any event, that argument is somewhat hypothetical because there is no evidence that there was such
a position.
60 Further, it might, in any event, have been a barrier to such a claim for compensation as this, that Mr Hooker did not seek reemployment with the respondent in the course of his application, in a different position, re-employment being a different
proposition from reinstatement in his old position (see s23A(4) of the Act). In other words, he did not seek that relief when
perhaps he should have. The Commissioner properly considered all of the evidence which he was required to do and all of the
matters which he was required to consider, and made findings. Those findings for those reasons, it was clearly open to the
Commissioner to make.
Finally
61 For all of those reasons, the appeal, in my opinion, was not made out, there was no miscarriage in the exercise of the discretion
and no other error established on the grounds of appeal and I would dismiss the appeal therefore.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN—
62 I have had the advantage of reading the Honourable President’s draft reasons for decision. I agree for the reasons set out
therein that the appeal should be dismissed.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR—
63 I have had the benefit of reading the Reasons for Decision of His Honour the President. I respectfully agree with the
conclusions reached.
THE PRESIDENT—
64 For those reasons, the appeal is dismissed.
Order accordingly
_________
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Reasons for Decision
THE PRESIDENT—
1

2

3

INTRODUCTION
This is an appeal brought by the above-named appellant employer, pursuant to s49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”), against the whole of the decision of the Commission, constituted by a single
Commissioner, given on 29 August 2003 in application No CR 167 of 2003.
By that decision (see page 24 of the appeal book (hereinafter referred to as “AB”)) contained in an order dated 29 August
2003, the Commissioner, formal parts omitted ordered:“That the applicant’s authorised representatives are entitled to hold discussions with relevant employees at venues
within a school’s premises which include, but is not limited to, the school staffroom”.
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
It is against that decision that the above-named employer appellant appeals on the following grounds, as amended (see pages 23 (AB)):“1.
The learned Commissioner erred in law in making the order of 29 August 2003 in her decision of the same
date.
Particulars
Pursuant to Section 49N of the Act the learned Commissioner did not have jurisdiction to make the order
because it made provision for the exercise of, powers of entry additional to, or inconsistent with the powers
of entry under Division 2G and the provisions as to the exercise of those powers.
2.
The learned Commissioner erred in law in her interpretation of Section 49H of the Act.
Particulars
a.
Section 49H of the Act simply permits an authorised representative of an organisation to enter
during working hours any premises where relevant employees work subject to two conditions—
i.
that the entry to the premises is for the purpose of holding discussions at the premises;
ii.
with any of the relevant employees who wish to participate in those discussions.
b.
The operative provisions in Section 49H only permit the right of entry to premises, it does not
entitle the authorised representative to hold discussions with the relevant employees at particular
venues within the school premises which include the school staffroom.
c.
The purpose of Section 49H of the Act is only to permit the right of entry to the premises on the two
conditions referred to above: See Second Reading Speech and Explanatory Memorandum to Labour
Relations Reform Bill 2002.
4.
The learned Commissioner erred in the exercise of her discretion, in making the order in terms wider in its
effect and operation than the order sought by the Applicant in the referral pursuant to Section 44(9) of the
Act.
5.
In making the order the learned Commissioner erred in the exercise of her discretion in that the order was
against the weight of the evidence and contrary to her own findings of fact.
Particulars
a.
The learned Commissioner accepted that the school staffroom is not the current place where Union
meetings are held in many schools.
b.
The learned Commissioner found that the school staffroom was the appropriate venue for holding
Union meetings even though some staff members may not wish to be involved in those discussions.
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Remedies Sought
The Appellant seeks orders that the appeal be upheld and the decision of Commissioner JL Harrison given
on 29 August 2003 be quashed.”

BACKGROUND
This is something of a simple matter. The appellant Roman Catholic Archbishop of Perth is a corporation sole (hereinafter
called “the Archbishop”) (see Roman Catholic Church Property Act 1911, s4). The respondent employs a large number of
teachers in Catholic primary and secondary schools, presumably within the Archdiocese of Perth in this state, but it would
seem, too, in other parts of the state. The respondent, The Independent School Salaried Officers’ Association of Western
Australia, Industrial Union of Workers (hereinafter called “the ISSOA”), is an organisation of employees, as the term
“organisation” is defined in s7 of the Act, which represents, inter alios, teachers in Catholic schools in this state.
This matter came before the Commissioner at first instance by application made pursuant to s44 of the Act whereby the ISSOA
sought a conference pursuant to s44 of the Act and further sought orders that (see page 6 (AB)):“1. Duly authorised official/officers of the ISSOA who have provided prior notice as per the Award, shall be allowed
to enter school premises and hold discussions, unhindered, with members of the ISSOA or those persons
who are eligible to be members of the ISSOA.
2. These discussions should be held in the lunchroom/staffroom, during recess and lunch breaks and at any other
time which does not disrupt the performance of duties.
3. When in the staffroom the authorised officer will locate themselves at a table, for the purposes of any discussions
which may take place.”
There were conferences and the matter was referred for hearing and determination on the following basis (see page 14 (AB)):“The applicant claims it has been denied access to employees of the respondents and seeks an order from the
Commission that:The applicant, having given prior notification, is entitled to speak to all employees who are members or are
eligible to be members of the applicant union, at times and places within schools, suitable to the applicant,
including, but not limited, to the staffroom during meal breaks”. (My emphasis).
That summarises the matter in issue between the parties.
The application was opposed at first instance, by the Archbishop as respondent. The matter was not resolved in conciliation
and was referred for arbitration. The matter was then heard and determined and the order appealed against, made.

ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
The matter came before the Commission because of a disagreement between the parties about where the ISSOA’s authorised
representatives and relevant employees who wished to participate in those discussions are to take place. It was agreed between
the parties that there was no issue about the right of the ISSOA’s authorised representatives to enter an employer’s premises,
nor about the notice which should be given prior to right of entry being exercised.
9
The ISSOA had claimed at first instance that the Archbishop’s officers were interfering with the ISSOA’s right to hold
discussions with members or potential members by nominating an inappropriate location where the discussions were to take
place.
10 The ISSOA maintained at first instance that the custom and practice in most schools has been to hold union meetings in the
school staffroom, but that in recent times it was facing difficulties in holding discussions with relevant employees as
representatives are not being allowed to have discussions in the school staffroom. As a result, so the case went, this was
hampering the union’s efforts to have discussions with relevant employees in relation to the current proposed industrial
agreement (“the EBA”) which was being negotiated by the parties.
11 The dispute seems to encompass all of the Archbishop’s schools.
12 The Archbishop’s officers, however, maintained that there had been no recent change to the venue provided at schools for
holding union meetings and the Archbishop’s officers also claimed that the school staffroom is not and has not been the usual
venue where union meetings are held.
13 Ms Anne Cullender, the principal of Star of the Sea Primary School, Swinstone Street, Rockingham, was named as an
employer at first instance but is not named as a party to this appeal, nor was it sought to join her as a party.
The Act – Division 2G – The Award – S6 of the Act
14 The memorandum of matters referred prepared by the Commissioner (see pages AB 13-14 (AB)), I have already referred to
above.
15 This appeal related to powers conferred on authorised representatives pursuant to Division 2G of the Act which covers right of
entry and inspection by authorised representatives.
16 The relevant sections of the Act which required to be considered are as follows:S.49G which reads as follows:““Interpretation
In this Division —
“authorised representative” means a person who holds an authority in force under this Division;
“relevant employee”, when used in connection with the exercise of a power by an authorised representative of an
organisation, means an employee who is a member of the organisation or who is eligible to become a member of the
organisation.”
S.49H which reads as follows:““Right of entry for discussions with employees
(1)
An authorised representative of an organisation may enter, during working hours, any premises where
relevant employees work, for the purpose of holding discussions at the premises with any of the relevant
employees who wish to participate in those discussions.
(2)
If an award, order or industrial agreement that extends to the relevant employees makes provision as to
entry onto premises by an authorised representative and —
(a)
does not require notice to be given by the representative; or
8
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(b)
requires a specified period of notice to be given by the representative,
the authorised representative is not required to give notice under this section.
(3)
If subsection (2) does not apply, the authorised representative is not entitled to exercise a power conferred
by this section unless the authorised representative has given the employer of the employees concerned at
least 24 hours’ written notice.”
S.49N which reads as follows:““Power of Commission restricted
(1)
The Commission does not have jurisdiction to make an award or order or register an agreement conferring,
or making provision for the exercise of, powers of entry and inspection that are additional to, or inconsistent
with, the powers of entry and inspection under Division 2F and this Division and the provisions as to the
exercise of those powers.
(2)
Nothing in subsection (1) prevents or limits the Commission from specifying in an award or order, or
registering an agreement that specifies, the period of notice required to be given by an authorised
representative to an employer before entering premises where relevant employees work.
(3)
To the extent that the provisions of an award, order or industrial agreement, whether made or registered
before or after the coming into operation of section 146 of the Labour Relations Reform Act 2002, confer or
make provision for the exercise of powers of entry and inspection that are additional to, or inconsistent with,
the powers of entry and inspection under Division 2F and this Division or the provisions as to the exercise
of those powers, those provisions have no effect.”
S6(ag) of the Act which reads as follows:“To encourage employers, employees and organisations to reach agreements appropriate to the needs of enterprises
within industry and the employees in those enterprises,”
is also of relevance, in that it colours the necessity for the exercise of right of entry to discuss a proposed EBA.
There is a relevant award, the Independent Schools’ Teachers’ Award 1979 (No R 27 of 1976) (hereinafter called “the award”)
which was varied by consent. Clause 15 of that award prescribes that when the union representatives visit a school, employees
are not to be disrupted during the course of duties (to paraphrase).
It was also agreed between the parties that appropriate prior notification of any proposed visit by a representative should be
given to the school.
I will make some observations about right of entry under the Act in the hope that these observations may be of some assistance.
Put shortly, the Act confers a right of entry on authorised representatives of employees’ “organisations” as defined in s7 of the
Act, and, more to the point, and, by implication, organisations of employees.
An “authorised representative”, by definition, means “a person who holds authority” under Division 2G of the Act (see s49G of the Act).
The exercise of the power in relation to premises can only occur where “relevant employees”, as defined, work (see s49G). A
“relevant employee” means an employee who is a member of the organisation, the authorised representative of which wishes to
enter the premises, or is eligible to become a member of that organisation. In other words, a person cannot be a “relevant
employee” if he/she is not a validly enrolled member or, within the eligibility rule of the organisation, is ineligible to be a
member of the organisation.
The nature of the right of entry is spelt out in s49H(1) of the Act. This provision prescribes that an authorised person may enter:(a)
Any premises where relevant employees work.
(b)
During working hours (only).
(c)
Only for the purposes of holding discussions (my emphasis) at the premises (and for no other purpose).
(d)
Next, the purpose of holding discussions is limited to holding discussions with any of the relevant employees who
wish to participate in those discussions (see s49H(1) generally). One cannot enter the premises for the purposes of
holding discussions with persons who do not wish to participate.
(e)
It is not necessary in these proceedings to consider s49H(2) and (3).
(f)
It is obviously not necessary to consider the rights of entry prescribed in s49I, which is a different and separate right
of entry and for specifically different purposes.
The word “premises” is defined in s7 of the Act to include “any land, building, structure, mine, mine working, aircraft, ship or
other vessel, vehicle and place, and any part of it” (my emphasis). Thus, most relevantly, authorised representatives of the
ISSOA are entitled to enter a part of the school premises.
Importantly, too, pursuant to s49N(1) of the Act, the Commission does not have jurisdiction to make an award or order or
register an agreement conferring, or making provision for the exercise of, powers of entry and inspection that are additional to,
or inconsistent with, the powers of entry and inspection under Division 2F and this Division and the provisions as to the
exercise of those powers. Division 2F of the Act is not relevant to this appeal.
It was not contended to the Full Bench, and certainly not seriously, that entries to the school premises during lunch hour were not
entries “during working hours” within the meaning of s49H(1) of the Act. In any event, I would, if necessary, apply the authority
relating to the same words in the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (as amended), s285C, that the words refer to the period of time
during which the premises are open for work and ordinarily occupied for that purpose, and does not include a time when
employees are merely on the premises to work overtime (see AMIEU v Australian Food Corporation Pty Ltd (2001) 111 IR 425).
What is embraced by the word “discussions” with employees is not easy to define. “Discussions” with employees are, in my
opinion, not meetings, but discussions may involve more than two persons, and certainly might include a debate (see AMIEU v
Thomas Borthwick and Sons (Pacific) Ltd (1001) 39 IR 379). That point was not in issue in these proceedings either and I
make no judgement on the issue (see Re Steelworks Employees and Others – Port Kembla Awards [1962] AR 334 at
373 (NSW IC) per Richards, Beattie and Kelleher JJ – which goes a little further).
There is a useful discussion of these sorts of these provisions, too, in Re An Application by the Director of Brisbane Catholic
Education Office Re J S Shepley (1987) volume 29 number 4 AILR 61, where reasons for decision are given by Birch C of the
Queensland Industrial Commission (as it was then called). Whilst I have not been able to examine the precise terms of the then
relevant Queensland legislation, some of the observations made by Birch C are relevant to the Act in its own terms.
That case is authority, if it were needed, for the proposition that authorised representatives exercising a right of entry have a
right to go where teachers are when they are not actually working, but during working hours and to seek to hold discussions
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and to hold discussions with those who wish to participate in such discussions and not to do so with those who do not. That as
a matter of evidence seems to occur to a great extent without disputation in the schools the subject of this application.
31 The crux of this matter was that the ISSOA was not seeking to hold discussions with relevant employees in school staffrooms
alone. (I use the word “staffroom” in these reasons to include lunchrooms, tearooms or other rooms of a similar kind where
teachers gather during the working day). It was seeking that its representative not be excluded from such places for the
purposes of s49H discussions. The order which was made met this application in that it stated the obvious, namely that school
premises could be entered, and that this did not exclude school staffrooms.
32 Indeed, there is telling evidence in the survey of Catholic schools on these points tendered at first instance on behalf of the
Archbishop, and which reveals that out of a total of 133 schools surveyed, 32 permitted the use of staffrooms for s49H
discussions (see pages 35-189 (AB)). The oral evidence did not take this evidence any further.
33 In some cases, where non-members of the ISSOA complain, there have been changes from the staffroom to the library or other
rooms and that seems to have been effected by agreement or, at least, without disputation. In some schools, both the staffroom
and other rooms have been provided and used and are provided or used. In some schools staff prefer to use other rooms such as
libraries or teacher resource rooms, and that is what occurs again without disputation or at least evidence of disputation. In
some cases, the union has not visited the school, or at least has not done so for a long time, so the matter is somewhat
theoretical, in the case of those schools.
S49N of the Act
34 I now consider whether the allegation in the grounds of appeal that s49N of the Act prevented the Commission from making
the order which the Commissioner made, because it made provision for the exercise of powers of entry additional to or
inconsistent with those under Division 2G of the Act and the provisions for the exercise of those powers, is correct.
35 In my opinion, the order is not an order which contravenes s49N, save and except that it does not limit a right of entry for the
purpose of holding discussions at the premises with any of the relevant employees “who wish to participate in those discussions”.
There can be no right of entry to hold discussions with persons who are not willing to participate in those discussions.
36 The order, therefore, in that respect, is inconsistent with and confers powers additional to those conferred by Division 2G and
s49H of the Act, in particular. In my opinion, in that respect, the order is defective and the appeal should be upheld and the
order varied to insert the words “who wish to participate in those discussions”.
37 Further, the decision might be better expressed as a declaration rather than an order, but I make nothing of that for the present.
Interpretation - S49H of the Act
38 Next, the question arose whether the Commissioner at first instance erred in her interpretation of s49H of the Act. It was
submitted that the operative provisions in s49H only permit the right of entry to the premises. They do not entitle the
authorised representatives to hold discussions with the relevant employees at particular venues within the school premises,
which includes the school staffrooms. That is patently wrong for the reasons which I have expressed above, and, in particular,
because “premises” is defined to include part of the premises. Indeed, the employer must allow the authorised representative to
enter the premises, which includes part of the premises which I have already observed. The authorised representatives and the
relevant employees cannot have discussions if entry to the premises or part of the premises is prevented and that is the right of
entry in any event prescribed by the Act. For myself, it is, in my opinion, strongly arguable that the principal is not permitted to
declare the staffroom out of bounds to the authorised representative when members of the staff are there in “non-working”
time. (That is, for example, recess or lunchtime).
39 The right to enter such a room exists. However, it is arguable that once other staff members object then the discussions should
be held in another room, but even if that is right that does not prevent the right of the authorised representative to enter a staff
common room, lunch or tea room where teachers are, to seek to hold discussions. It is axiomatic that there should be a part of
the premises where any discussions authorised to be held under the Act can be held. As the survey reveals, that as a matter of
fact and practicality is what occurs in the schools.
40 Further, it was submitted that the purpose of Division 2G of the Act permits entry only for the purpose of holding discussions
and holding discussions with any relevant employees who wish to participate.
41 In my opinion, the right of entry entitles the authorised representatives to hold discussions, in any event, whether staffrooms
are required to be provided or used or not. It is axiomatic that in order to do so there should be a place provided on the school
premises where discussions can be held. There is and was no dispute in this matter about whether the discussions can be held.
There was no dispute in this matter about access by way of exercise of right of entry. The only issue was whether that can
include school staffrooms as a place in which to hold discussions.
42 The evidence is that about a quarter of the schools provide the staffroom for such discussions.
43 It seems to me, too, that if other staff members object to discussions occurring in any part of the premises, that they should not
be held there because there is a risk that the ISSOA might be purporting to hold discussions with employees who do not wish
to participate. Such an objection could only, in my opinion, relate to a room which was used by members of staff as such, in
non-working hours.
44 Apart from the defect to which I have referred above, the order only recognises what is the right of the ISSOA pursuant to
s49H of the Act to enter and hold discussions on the premises as defined, which includes part of the premises, and the
Commissioner at first instance did not err in her interpretation of the section, for those reasons.
45 The Archbishop also complains that the Commissioner erred in the exercise of her discretion in that the order was against the
weight of the evidence and contrary to her own findings of fact.
46 It is perfectly clear, on the evidence, that the school staffroom is not the current place where union meetings are held in many
schools. It is also the case, and it is the uncontroverted evidence for the Archbishop, that a quarter of the schools do allow the
staffrooms to be used for discussions. In any event, as part of the premises, the union officials are entitled to exercise their right
of entry by using the staffroom.
47 Whether it might be oppressive or unreasonable to do so or invalid in certain circumstances for those reasons, is a matter which
the Full Bench is not required to determine in this appeal.
S49M of the Act
48 There was a submission that this was a matter which properly should have been the subject of proceedings pursuant to s49M,
but that was not a ground of appeal and should not be considered. The matter, in any event, was an industrial dispute sought to
be conciliated and arbitrated by an order, which, on the face of it, was valid.
49 It was not seriously submitted that the order was not made within jurisdiction.
50 Put another way, further, whilst it is arguable that discussion should not occur in a room where some teachers object to such
discussions occurring in their presence, and I put it no higher than that, the authorised representative is entitled to enter the
premises and every part of the premises, again arguably if it is not oppressive or unreasonable to do so for the purposes of
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holding discussions with willing participants. Even if the Commissioner erred in that view, as a matter of fact, it was quite
clear, too, that access to the staffrooms was not a problem in a significant number of schools and in other schools access to
lunch rooms and other rooms for discussion was satisfactory to staff and by implication, the ISSOA.
51 This matter was a very simple matter. The order merely included staffrooms amongst those rooms to which there should be
entry for the purposes of discussions. It is clear that to do so was valid and consistent with the rights prescribed by the Act with
the evidence and the merits of the matter before the Commission. Put shortly and simply, staffrooms are part of the “premises”
as defined for the purpose of the exercise of the right of entry.
52 For those reasons, I would uphold the appeal only insofar as it is necessary to insert in the order made at first instance in the
second line after the word “employees”, “with relevant employees who wish to participate in those discussions”, so that the
order, in its relevant part, would now read as follows:“THAT the applicant’s authorised representatives are entitled to hold discussions with relevant employees who wish
to participate in those discussions at venues within a school’s premises which include, but are not limited to, the
school staffroom.”
53 I would otherwise find the appeal not made out and would dismiss it.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN—
54 I have had the advantage of reading the reasons for decision of the Hon. President.
55 The dispute not settled by conciliation and referred for arbitration by the Commissioner at first instance under section 44(9) of
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”) concerned the venue for accredited officials of the respondent organisations to
hold discussions with relevant employees after entering school premises. The Memorandum of Matters referred for hearing and
determination states—
“The applicant claims it has been denied access to employees of the respondents and seeks an order from the
Commission that—
The applicant having given prior notification is entitled to speak to all employees who are eligible to be
members of the applicant union at times and places within schools, suitable to the applicant, including, but not
limited to the staff room during meal breaks.”
56 The Commissioner at first instance found that the registered organisation’s ability to hold meaningful discussions with
employees had been curtailed because some schools were limiting where those discussions could take place. The Commission
accepted evidence that a change in the appellant’s position about the venue for holding such meetings was having a detrimental
impact on the respondent’s ability to hold discussions with relevant employees. Some primary schools had changed their
policy by now restricting the holding of union meetings to venues apart from the staff room.
57 The Commissioner at first instance concluded that in many instances the school staff room would be the appropriate venue for
holding such meetings even though staff members may not wish to be involved in those discussions. Even where the staff room
is not centrally located in a school it is the place where staff congregate during breaks.
58 The order which issued from the proceedings at first instance provides—
“That the applicant’s authorised representatives are entitled to hold discussions with relevant employees at venues
within a school’s premises which include, but is not limited to the staff room.”
59 The primary thrust of the appellant’s submission is that the Commission’s order enables the respondent union to mandate the
venue on the premises where the discussions are to take place; in effect mandating the venue for union meetings. In this respect
it is argued that the order extends beyond the limits of section 49H of the Act and thereby is beyond jurisdiction as specified in
section 49N of the Act.
60 Another ground of appeal goes to an error in the exercise of discretion by the Commissioner at first instance in making an
order wider than the matter in dispute referred for arbitration under section 44(9) of the Act. The final ground of appeal again
attacks the exercise of discretion in that it was against the weight of evidence and contrary to the Commission’s own findings
of fact. In this respect the Commission accepted that school staff rooms were not the current place where union meetings are
held in many schools. The Commission then found that staff rooms were an appropriate venue for holding union meetings even
though some staff members may not wish to be involved in those discussions.
61 It is noted that although the appellant refers to “discussions” and “union meetings” the distinction between the two was
recognised in these proceedings. The limitations of the right of entry to discussions with employees is accepted as the meaning
in which meetings with an authorised representative is to be understood in this appeal.
62 For the reasons set out by the Hon President I agree that within the meaning of “premises” as defined by section 7 of the Act
the order only recognises what is the right of the respondent organisation pursuant to section 49H of the Act to enter and hold
discussions. The “premises” includes staff rooms. The addition of the words “to include” but not to be “limited to staff rooms”
has neither created nor imposed an inconsistency on the powers of right of entry as set out in the Act.
63 Indeed, in its terms the order rejects the claim to establish an entitlement for the registered organisation to speak to relevant
employees “at times and places within schools” suitable to it. If granted those provisions would have mandated the venue for
discussions in breach of the authority for the right of entry.
64 In limiting the terms of the order to the bounds of the statute, the Commission has not erred in the exercise of its discretion.
The order does not widen the matter in dispute. Quite the contrary, the order does no more than reiterate the statutory
provisions of section 49H of the Act. The order does not impose anything on the appellant nor grant an entitlement to the
respondent organisation beyond that dictated to by the statute. What cannot be legislated nor addressed outside the confines
established by section 49N of the Act are the particular arrangements at each of the appellant’s schools. A general policy to
apply to the registered organisation and the appellant in all schools, whether imposed by way of an order or implemented by
either of the parties, would fall foul of the Act. When notification of an intention to exercise a right of entry is given, in order
to recognise the rights of all involved, it would seem prudent that arrangements be made at that time for a suitable venue within
the premises to be agreed upon. This requires that all concerned act reasonably.
65 Given that the order complies with section 49H of the Act, it matters not what findings were made about previous
arrangements made with respect to the right of entry. Those matters cannot derogate from the Act.
66 Finally, I agree with the Hon. President that the appeal should be upheld to the extent necessary to give efficacy to the order. In
this respect the requirements of section 49H of the Act should be reflected to ensure that references made to discussions that
are entitled to be held with “relevant employees who wish to participate in those discussions”.
67 In all other respects the appeal should be dismissed
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH—
68 I agree with the order to issue and the Reasons of his Honour the President. I wish to add some comments about appeal ground 4.
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Appeal ground 4 is that the learned Commissioner erred in the exercise of her discretion in making the order in terms wider in
its effect and operation than the order sought by the applicant in the referral pursuant to s.44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979. The matter referred for hearing and determination is set out by his Honour at paragraph 6 of his Reasons for Decision. It
was a claim by the union that it was being denied access to employees of the respondent and sought an order that, having given
prior notification, the union is entitled to speak to relevant employees at times and places within schools suitable to the
applicant including but not limited to the staffroom during meal breaks.
70 In considering this ground it should at least be noted that the order which issued did not declare that the applicant’s authorised
representatives are entitled to speak to relevant employees at times and places within schools suitable to the applicant. In this
respect, it is narrower than the dispute referred pursuant s.44(9).
71 As to the ground itself, the order which issued cannot be divorced from its context. It is an order made pursuant to s.44(9)
whereby the Commission may make an order binding only the parties in relation to whom the dispute in relation to an
industrial matter was not settled at the conclusion of a conference.
72 The dispute was between the union and certain schools regarding the union representative not being allowed to hold
discussions in the school staffroom. After hearing the evidence the Commission ordered that an authorised representative is
entitled to hold discussions within a school’s premises which include, but are not limited to, the school staffroom. In context,
the Commission’s order merely declares that the staffroom is part of the school’s premises for the purposes of the authorised
representative holding discussions with relevant employees.
73 In my view, it cannot fairly be said in that context that the order on its face gives a mandate to the applicant’s authorised
representatives to hold a meeting at the place of their choice. The terms of the order are to be read narrowly, and not widely,
because the issue before the Commission was not any entitlement of union officials to mandate where the meeting will be held.
The issue was whether or not the staffroom could be excluded from the places which would otherwise be available.
74 In my view, the appellant’s arguments on this ground are not advanced by stating that the staffroom cannot be “premises where
relevant employees work”. The relevant employees work on the school premises whether or not they are actually teaching at a
given time or are doing so in a particular classroom.
75 For those reasons, I would not uphold this ground of appeal and in all other respects agree with the order to issue.
THE PRESIDENT—
76 For those reasons the Full Bench upholds the appeal in part, varies the order made in application CR 167 of 2003 as outlined in
paragraph 52 of the President’s reasons for decision and otherwise dismisses the appeal.
_________
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2003 WAIRC 10152
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE MOST REVEREND B HICKEY, ARCHBISHOP OF PERTH, APPELLANT
- and THE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL SALARIED OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, RESPONDENT
CORAM
FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DELIVERED
WEDNESDAY, 26 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
FBA 31 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10152
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Decision
Appeal upheld in part and order at first instance varied; appeal otherwise dismissed
Appearances
Appellant
Mr A L Drake-Brockman (of Counsel), by leave
Respondent
Mr G T Stubbs (of Counsel), by leave
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
This appeal having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 28th day of October 2003, and having heard Mr A L DrakeBrockman (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant, and Mr G T Stubbs (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the
respondent, and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on the 26th day
of November 2003, and the parties herein having waived their rights pursuant to s.35 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended), it is this day the 26th day of November 2003, ordered and declared as follows:(1)
THAT appeal No. FBA 31 of 2003 be and is hereby upheld in part.
(2)
THAT the order of the Commission in application No. CR 167 of 2003 given on the 29th day of
August 2003 be and is hereby varied, by inserting in the second line of the order after the word
“employees”, the words “who wish to participate in those discussions” and by deleting the word “is”
in the second line of the order and substituting therefor the word “are”, so that the order will now read
as follows:“THAT the applicant’s authorised representatives are entitled to hold discussions with relevant
employees who wish to participate in those discussions at venues within a school’s premises
which include, but are not limited to, the school staffroom.”
(3)
THAT appeal No. FBA 31 of 2003 be and is hereby otherwise dismissed.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
____________________
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- and NATASHA LEE SMITH, RESPONDENT
FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR

DELIVERED
MONDAY, 10 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
FBA 46 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09998
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Decision
Appeal dismissed
Appearances
Appellant
Mr B S Hanbury (of Counsel), by leave
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
This matter having come on for a want of prosecution hearing before the Full Bench on Monday, the 10th day of November 2003,
and having heard Mr B S Hanbury (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant, and there being no appearance by or on behalf
of the respondent, and the appellant having sought leave of the Full Bench to dismiss the appeal, and the Full Bench having
determined that the appeal should be dismissed, it is this day, the 10th day of November 2003, ordered that appeal No. FBA 46 of
2002 be and is hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

FULL BENCH—Procedural Directions and Orders—
2003 WAIRC 10136
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
AGNEW GOLD MINING COMPANY PTY LIMITED, APPELLANT
- and STEPHEN JOHN CAHILL, RESPONDENT
CORAM
FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DELIVERED
THURSDAY, 27 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
FBA 27 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10136
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Decision
Appeal adjourned sine die – Leave to discontinue
Appearances
Appellant
Mr C Taylor (of Counsel), by leave
Respondent
Mr K Trainer, as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 27th day of November 2003, and having heard Mr C Taylor (of
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant, and Mr K Trainer, as agent, on behalf of the respondent, and the appellant herein
having made an application to adjourn the hearing and determination of appeal No. FBA 27 of 2003, and the respondent having
consented to the adjournment, and the Full Bench having determined that the said appeal should be adjourned, and the Full Bench
having made other orders, and the parties herein having waived their rights pursuant to s.35 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended), it is this day, the 27th day of November 2003, ordered as follows—
(1)
THAT the hearing of appeal No. FBA 27 of 2003 be and is hereby adjourned sine die.
(2)
THAT the appellant is hereby given leave to file and serve a notice of discontinuance and to discontinue the
appeal without the necessity of obtaining further leave of the Full Bench.
(3)
THAT upon the filing and service of such notice, and the proof of service being filed, the Full Bench will
refrain from hearing the matter further.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Application for—
2003 WAIRC 10160
THEATRICAL EMPLOYEES (BOCS TICKETING AND MARKETING SERVICES)
GENERAL AGREEMENT 2003
No. AG285 of 2003.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
MEDIA, ENTERTAINMENT AND ARTS ALLIANCE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF
EMPLOYEES), APPLICANT
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF CULTURE AND THE ARTS, RESPONDENT
CORAM
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE
MONDAY, 1 DECEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 285 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10160
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement registered.
Representation
Applicant
Mr P. Woodward
Respondent
Mr D. Shallue
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

2

Reasons for Decision
This is an application to register an agreement that applies to the employees of the BOCS Ticketing and Marketing Services.
BOCS is a business unit of the Perth Theatre Trust which itself is a service agency of the Department of Culture and the Arts.
The respondent stated that the parties intend this agreement to replace the Ministry for Culture & the Arts Enterprise
Agreement PSAAG 12 of 1998 (79 WAIG 477).
The agreement is in proper form and will be registered pursuant to s.41 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. However, there
are more parties to PSAAG 12 of 1998 than the two parties to this present agreement. I am therefore reluctant to order that the
registration of this agreement is in substitution for PSAAG 12 of 1998. I am not satisfied that PSAAG 12 of 1998 is now no
longer applicable to any other employees. Accordingly, although the intention of the parties to this agreement is noted, the
order to issue will merely register this agreement on and from today’s date. If the parties do wish PSAAG 12 of 1998 to be
cancelled as a result of the registration of this agreement, they will need to do so by other means.
_________

2003 WAIRC 10159
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
MEDIA, ENTERTAINMENT AND ARTS ALLIANCE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF
EMPLOYEES), APPLICANT
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF CULTURE AND THE ARTS, RESPONDENT
CORAM
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE
MONDAY, 1 DECEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 285 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10159
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement registered.
Representation
Applicant
Mr P. Woodward
Respondent
Mr D. Shallue
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD Mr P. Woodward on behalf of the applicant and Mr D. Shallue on behalf of the respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Theatrical Employees (BOCS Ticketing and Marketing Services) General Agreement 2003 as filed in the
Commission on 4 November 2003 be registered as an industrial agreement on and from the 1st day of December 2003.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Variation of—
2003 WAIRC 09690
ARGYLE DIAMONDS PRODUCTION AWARD 1996
No. A7 of 1996
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS’ UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL
UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
ARGYLE DIAMOND MINES PTY LTD & OTHERS, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
WEDNESDAY, 15 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 1957 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09690
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Catchwords

Award – Award modernisation – Wages and conditions of employment – Provisions to promote
efficiency and performance of work – Fair conditions of employment – Minimum conditions of
employment – Removal of discriminatory provisions – Removal of obsolete provisions – Award
varied – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 39(3)(a); s 40B.
Order issued

Result
Representation
Applicant
Mr M Llewellyn
First Respondent
Mr T Wienert
Second Respondent
Mr J Murie
Third Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

2

3

4

5

Reasons for Decision
This application concerns variations sought to be made to the Argyle Diamonds Production Award 1996 (“the Award”). The
grounds supporting the application include reference to incorporating test case standards pursuant to principle 4 of the
Commission’s Wage Fixing Principles, variations to allowances and service increments in accordance with principle 5 of the
Principles and to generally modernise the Award in accordance with s 40B of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”).
The Commission has convened several conciliation conferences pursuant to s 32 of the Act, between the parties to the Award,
for the purposes of progressing the application. The parties have now reached agreement in the terms of the variations
proposed.
Having considered the terms of the variations to the Award as now agreed, the Commission is satisfied that the variations
proposed are consistent with the Commission’s Wage Fixing Principles and s 40B of the Act. Accordingly, the Commission is
satisfied that the variations by consent should be made to the Award.
Finally, the parties have agreed that the variations to the Award be operative from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after 5 June 2003. Accordingly, pursuant to s 39(3)(a) of the Act, the Commission is satisfied that the
variations should operate from this date.
I order accordingly.
_________

2003 WAIRC 09689
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS’ UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL
UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
ARGYLE DIAMOND MINES PTY LTD & OTHERS, RESPONDENTS
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
WEDNESDAY 15 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 1957 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09689
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Order issued
Representation
Applicant
Mr M Llewellyn
First Respondent
Mr T Wienert
Second Respondent
Mr J Murie
Third Respondent
No Appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Order
HAVING heard Mr M Llewellyn on behalf of the applicant and Mr T Wienert on behalf of the first respondent and Mr J Murie on
behalf of the second respondent and there being no appearance on behalf of the third respondent the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Argyle Diamonds Production Award 1996 No. A7 of 1996 be varied in accordance with the following
schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after
5 June 2003.
FURTHERMORE, the Commission by consent of the parties, records the following—
(a)
The allowances at Clause 9. – Hours of Work and Clause 20. - Allowances of the award have been adjusted by consent
for Arbitrated Safety Net Increases totalling $50.00 arising from the 2001, 2002 and 2003 State Wage Case decisions.
The key classification award rate used was that for ‘Mechanical Trades Level 1’ prior to the awarding of 2001 Arbitrated
Safety Net Increase - $582.54.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
_________

1.

2.

SCHEDULE
Delete Clauses as follows—
1A. – No Further Inceases for 12 Months
1B. – Minimum Adult Award Wage
Clause 2. – Arrangement: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
2. - ARRANGEMENT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Title
Arrangement
Term
Area and Scope
Security
Union Business
Definitions
Contract of Service
Hours of Work
Overtime
Public Holidays
Employment Record
Payment of Wages
Point of Assembly and Transportation
Annual Leave
Sick Leave
Bereavement and Compassionate Leave
Parental Leave
Long Service Leave
Allowances
Protective Equipment and Clothing
Classifications
Rates of Pay
Apprentices
Training
Resolution of Issues
Redundancy
Job Sharing
Superannuation
Carer’s Leave
Schedule A - Parties to the Award
Appendix A - Safety Code
Appendix B - Long Service Leave

3.

Clause 3. – Term: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—

3. - TERM
This award shall operate from the date hereof for six months.
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Clause 6. – Union Officials: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
6. – UNION BUSINESS
Subject to the security provisions of the Diamond (Argyle Diamond Mines Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1981 –
1983 and regulations made pursuant to those provisions, a duly accredited full time official of a union party to the award
may enter the employer’s property and premises at any time provided that—
All union business will be conducted in accordance with the Act. These are currently reflected below—
Representative Interviewing Employees
(a)
An authorised representative of an organisation may enter, during working hours, any premises where relevant
employees work, for the purpose of holding discussions at the premises with any relevant employees who wish
to participate in those discussions.
(b)
An ‘authorised representative’ means a person who holds an authority in force under Division 2G of the
Industrial Relations Act.
(c)
An authorised representative is not entitled to require the production of employment records or other documents
unless, before exercising the power, the authorised representative has given the employer concerned—
(i)
If the records or other documents are kept on the employer’s premises, at least 24 hours written
notice; or
(ii)
If the records or other documents are kept elsewhere, at least 48 hours written notice.
Right of Entry
(a)
An authorised representative of an organisation may enter, during working hours, any premises where relevant
employees work, for the purpose of investigating any suspected breach of the Act, the Long Service Leave Act
1958, the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993, the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984, the
Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994 or an award, order, industrial agreement or employer-employee
agreement that applies to any such employee.
(b)
Where the authorised representative gives prior notice of intention to enter the employer’s property and
premises, the employer undertakes to arrange for the provision of accommodation in the area.

5.

Clause 7. – Definitions: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
7. - DEFINITIONS
The following definitions shall apply for the purpose of this Award—
“Act” means the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA).
“Argyle” means the Argyle Diamond Mine Project.
“Award” means of the Argyle Diamond Mines Production Award 1996.
“Casual Employee” means an employee who is employed on the basis that—
(a)

the employment is casual; and

(b)

there is no entitlement to paid leave,

and who is informed of those conditions of employment in writing before he or she is engaged;
“Commute Cycle” means the cycle which commences the first day the employee leaves Perth or Kununurra to commute to Argyle
and which finishes the day before the employee leaves Perth or Kununurra to fly to Argyle to start the next cycle.
“Day Shift” means any regularly rostered shift commencing after 4.00 a.m. and prior to midday.
“Day Employee” means an employee other than a shift employee, whose rostered hours of duty are between 4.00 a.m. and
7.00 p.m. each day.
“Employer” means Argyle Diamond Mines Pty. Ltd.
“Night Shift” means any regularly rostered shift finishing after midnight and prior to 8.00 a.m.
“Ordinary Hours of Work” means 7.6 hours of work per day, Monday to Friday.
“Relevant Employee” when used in connection with the exercise of a power by an authorised representative of an organisation
means an employee who is a member of the organisation or who is eligible to become a member of the organisation.
“Relevant Union” means the relevant union covering the classification in accordance with the following—
Operator
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers
Mechanical Trades

Electrical Trades

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printers and Kindred Industries Union (Western
Australian Branch)

The Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, (Western Australian Branch)
“Roster” shall mean the Argyle roster which provides—
(a)
the arrival time at the designated points of assembly and departure; and
(b)
the rostered hours of duty in the commute cycle for day employee or shift employee.
“Security Provisions” means the provisions of the Diamond (Argyle Diamond Mines Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1981 1983 and regulations made under that Act and includes any amendments to the Act and or regulations that may be made from time
to time.
“Shift Employee” means an employee whose rostered hours of duty may be varied by a shift roster between day and night shifts.
“Single time” means the appropriate hourly rate provided in Clause 23. - Rates of Pay.
“Week” means thirty eight (38) hours consisting of the ordinary hours of work Monday to Friday.
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Clause 8. – Contract of Employment: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
8. - CONTRACT OF SERVICE
Except as hereinafter provided, employment shall be by the week.
(a)
Except in the case of a casual employee, employment may be terminated by the employer giving notice at any
time in accordance with the following table, or by the payment of the number of hours pay at single time in
accordance with the following table in lieu of the period of notice.
Period of Service

Period of Notice

No. of Hours Pay in Lieu
of Notice

Less than 1 year

7 calendar days

38 hours

1 year and less than 3 years

14 calendar days

76 hours

3 year and less than 5 years

21 calendar days

114 hours

5 years or more

28 calendar days

152 hours

Note: If 45 years of age or more with two
or more years continuous service
with Argyle

7 additional calendar days

38 additional hours

(b)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)
7.
(1)

Except in the case of a casual employee, employment may be terminated by seven calendar days notice from the
employee, given at any time, or by the forfeiture of thirty eight (38) hours pay at single time in lieu of the period
of notice.
The employer may suspend an employee without pay for a maximum period of three days for refusal or neglect of duty or
misconduct by the employee, provided that this subclause will not affect the right of the employer to dismiss an employee
in accordance with the provisions of subclause (4) of this clause, and the right of the employee to give notice in
accordance with the provisions of subclause (4).
The provisions of this clause shall not affect the right of the employer to dismiss an employee without notice for refusal or
neglect of duty or serious misconduct and in such cases the wages shall be paid up to the time of dismissal only.
The provisions of this clause shall not affect the right of the employer to deduct payment for any day or part thereof upon
which the employee cannot usefully be employed, or any day or part thereof upon which the employee cannot attend for
duty, because of any strike or through any breakdown of machinery or any stoppage of work by any cause which the
employer cannot reasonably prevent.
Subject to the provisions of Clause 16. - Sick Leave and subclause (3) hereof any employee who having given or been
given notice as aforesaid is absent from work during the period of notice shall not be entitled to payment for that period of
absence.
An employee not attending for duty shall, except as provided in Clauses 15. - Annual Leave, 16. - Sick Leave, 17. Bereavement and Compassionate Leave and 18. - Parental Leave, lose pay for the actual time of such non-attendance. An
employee who is absent from work for seven consecutive days of duty without the prior or subsequent approval of the
employer shall be deemed to have abandoned employment and the contract of service shall be deemed to have been
terminated for neglect of duty from the date of commencement of the absence from work.
It is a term and condition of employment and of the rights accruing under this award, that an employee:(a)
Performs such work according to the roster (including shift work) as the employer may from time to time
require.
(b)
Provided a minimum of forty eight (48) hours notice is given, transfers between day work rosters, and shift
work rosters if, and when, required by the employer to do so. Subject to Clause 10. - Overtime where such a
transfer requires the employees to spend additional time at Argyle or additional time at Perth, no penalty is
payable to the employee. Where less than 48 hours notice of transfer is given, the overtime rates set out in
Clause 10 hereof shall apply for duty within the forty eight (48) hour period.
(c)
May be required to work overtime in addition to the rostered hours of duty in emergency or unforeseen
circumstances or for the purpose of giving effect to shift changes, on the odd occasion.
(d)
In the event of the non-arrival of the aircraft bringing in the relieving crews, continues working the regular
rostered shift arrangements until the relieving crews have arrived at the workplace.
(e)
Uses as directed by the employer, such protective clothing and equipment provided by the employer for specific
circumstances.
(f)
Complies with safety regulations determined by the employer or as prescribed by Government regulation.
(g)
Observes regulations promulgated from time to time by the employer to provide an orderly and safe workplace,
including keeping the workplace and equipment in a clean and safe condition.
(h)
In circumstances where a shift employee is not relieved as scheduled at the end of the shift, the shift employee
shall continue to work until relieved or otherwise authorised by the employer to finish work, provided that the
employee shall not be required to work more than two (2) hours beyond the completion of the rostered hours of
duty.
(i)
Shall at all times endeavour to comply with the provisions of Clause 26. - Resolution of Issues.
(j)
For training, development and relief purposes may be required to perform administrative, supervisory, planning
or technical duties without additional remuneration.
(a)
A casual employee is one engaged and paid as such and whose employment may be terminated upon one hour’s
notice provided that a casual employee shall not be engaged for more than twenty eight (28) consecutive
calendar days without agreement between the relevant union and the employer.
Clause 9. – Hours of Work: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
9. - HOURS OF WORK
(a)
Employees other than casual employees shall be employed on an agreed commute cycle arrangement. The
current agreed commute cycle consists of twenty eight (28) continuous days, including fourteen rostered shift or
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periods of duty. These rostered shifts or periods of duty shall be continuous, but will include a twenty four hour
rest period for shift employees, to provide for change of shifts.
(b)
For the purpose of this clause, all the rostered hours of duty for a shift shall be deemed to have been worked on
the day the shift commences.
Day Employees
(a)
A day employee shall perform duty in accordance with the roster. The rostered hours of duty for each day shall
be eleven or twelve consecutive hours to be worked between 4.00 a.m. and 7.00 p.m. For the purpose of this
subclause the ordinary hours of work are deemed to be worked within the hours of 7.00 a.m. and 5.30 p.m.
(b)
The time of commencing and finishing day work may be varied by agreement between the employer and the
relevant union/s or in the absence of agreement the matter will be resolved in accordance with Clause 26. Resolution of Issues.
(c)
Day employees may be rostered to work as an eleven (11) hour day employee or twelve (12) hour day employee
for alternating periods as required by the employer.
(d)
Duty performed in excess of the rostered hours of duty shall be overtime and shall be paid in accordance with
Clause 10. - Overtime.
(e)
During the rostered hours of duty day employees shall be entitled to one thirty (30) minute meal break which
shall count as time worked, and shall be taken at a mutually agreed time and as close as practicable to the
middle of the rostered hours of duty and at a time which does not interfere with production demands.
Eleven Hour Day Employees
The rostered hours of duty for each day and the paid hours for performing such duty shall be in accordance with the
following—
Monday to Friday

Hours of Duty

Paid Hours

Ordinary hours of work

7.6

7.6

Hours paid at double time

3.4

6.8

Rostered hours of duty each day

11.0

14.4

7.6

11.4

Hours paid at double time

3.4

6.8

Rostered hours of duty each day

11.0

18.2

Hours paid at double time

11.0

22.0

Rostered hours of duty each day

11.0

22.0

Saturday
Hours paid at time and a half

Sunday or Public Holiday

(4)

Twelve Hour Day Employees
The rostered hours of duty for each day and the paid hours for performing such duty shall be in accordance with the
following—
Hours of Duty

Paid Hours

Ordinary hours of work

7.6

7.6

Hours paid at double time

4.4

8.8

Rostered hours of duty each day

12.0

16.4

7.6

11.4

Hours paid at double time

4.4

8.8

Rostered hours of duty each day

12.0

20.2

Hours paid at double time

12.0

24.0

Rostered hours of duty each day

12.0

24.0

Saturday
Hours paid at time and a half

Sunday or Public Holiday

(5)

Shift Employees
(a)
An eleven hour shift employee is a shift employee who is required to perform duty in accordance with the roster
for eleven consecutive hours each day.
(b)
A twelve hour shift employee is a shift employee who is required to perform duty in accordance with the roster
for twelve consecutive hours each day.
(c)
Shift employees may be rostered to work as eleven (11) hour shift employees or twelve (12) hour shift
employees for alternating periods as required by the employer.
(d)
Duty performed in excess of the rostered hours of duty shall be overtime and shall be paid in accordance with
Clause 10. - Overtime.
(e)
During the rostered hours of duty shift employees shall be entitled to one thirty (30) minute meal break which
shall count as time worked, and shall be taken at a mutually agreed time and as close as practicable to the
middle of the shift and at a time which does not interfere with production demands.
(f)
A shift employee shall be paid a flat allowance of $0.53 for each hour worked. This allowance shall compensate
the employee for all disabilities associated with working shift work, particularly night shift.
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(g)

(6)

The employer may work any employee on shift work and may, subject to the agreement of the relevant union/s
change any shift system in operation from time to time.
Eleven Hour Shift Employees
The rostered hours of duty for each shift and the paid hours for performing such duty shall be in accordance with the
following:For a shift commencing:—
Monday to Friday
Ordinary hours of work
Hours paid at double time
Rostered hours of duty each day
Saturday
Hours paid at time and a half
Hours paid at double time
Rostered hours of duty each day
Sunday or Public Holiday
Hours paid at double time Rostered hours of duty each day

(7)

Hours of Duty
7.6
3.4
11.0

Paid Hours
7.6
6.8
14.4

7.6
3.4
11.0

11.4
6.8
18.2

11.0
11.0

22.0
22.0

Twelve Hour Shift Employees
The rostered hours of duty for each shift and the paid hours for performing such duty shall be in accordance with the
following:For a shift commencing:Ordinary hours of work
Hours paid at double time
Rostered hours of duty each day
Saturday
Hours paid at time and a half
Hours paid at double time
Rostered hours of duty each day
Sunday or Public Holiday
Hours paid at double time Rostered hours of duty each day

Hours of Duty
7.6
4.4
12.0

Paid Hours
7.6
8.8
16.4

7.6
4.4
12.0

11.4
8.8
20.2

12.0
12.0

24.0
24.0

(8)

Tea Breaks
It is recognised that there is a need for tea breaks, and employees are entitled to take a break, not necessarily limited in
frequency, but dependent on the individual needs and work demands. It is expected that people will act responsibly so as
to ensure that work will not be interrupted unnecessarily. The employer will ensure that wherever practical, work
demands will not prevent an employee taking a tea break when needed. The employer will supply provisions on this
understanding.

8.

Clause 12. – Time and Wages: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
12. - EMPLOYMENT RECORD
The employer shall maintain employment records in accordance with the Act.
The employer shall on the written request by a relevant person—
(a)
produce to the person the employment records (including the time and wages record) relating to the employee.
(b)
let the person inspect the employment records (including the time and wages record).
(c)
let the relevant person enter the premises of the employer for the purpose of inspecting the records: and
(d)
let the relevant person take copies of or extracts from the records.
A “relevant person” means—
(a)
the employee concerned.
(b)
if the employee is a represented person, his or her representative.
(c)
a person authorised in writing by the employee: and
(d)
an officer referred to in section 93 of the Act authorised in writing by the Registrar.
The employer shall comply with a written request not later than—
(a)
at the end of the next pay period after the request is received; or
(b)
the seventh day after the day on which the request was made to the employer.
Working time shall start and finish at the employee’s designated work station. The time occupied by an employee by
filling in any time record or cards or in the making of records shall be treated as time on duty. For the purposes of this
paragraph, entry and exit through the security gate does not constitute the making of records.

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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Clause 14. – Point of Assembly and Transportation: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
14. - POINT OF ASSEMBLY AND TRANSPORTATION
Each employee shall be allotted a designated point of assembly and departure, and the employee shall arrive at the
designated point at the time set out in the roster.
Where an employee fails to arrive at the designated point of assembly or departure at the time set out in the roster, and as
a consequence the employee is unable to board the aircraft, the employee shall be responsible for the expense and
arrangement of transportation for the journey. Where as a result of such failure, the employee is unable to perform the
rostered hours of duty, the employee shall lose pay in accordance with subclause (7) of Clause 8. - Contract of Service.
The designated points of assembly shall be deemed to be the Perth or Kununurra airport terminal, and subject to subclause
(2) hereof, the employer shall provide the employee with free transportation between the designated assembly points and
Argyle and return.
An employee shall be paid four (4) hours at single time for each rostered journey between Perth and Argyle and for each
rostered journey between Argyle and Perth.
An employee shall be paid one (1) hour at single time for each rostered journey between Kununurra and Argyle and for
each rostered journey between Argyle and Kununurra.
Where a commute aircraft arrives late at Argyle, employees shall not normally be required to commence duty until eight
(8) hours after the actual arrival of the aircraft at Argyle. If an employee is specifically required for duty and does not
have at least eight (8) consecutive hours off duty, the employee shall be paid at the overtime rates until the employee has
had eight (8) consecutive hours off duty, provided that the employee shall be paid for all rostered hours of duty occurring
during such eight (8) hours of duty.
Where there is a delay in the departure of an aircraft, and the actual time for a rostered journey is extended beyond the
times set out in subclauses (4) and (5) hereof, the payment of travelling time shall be extended to a maximum of
7.6 hours.
Where the employment of an employee is terminated, the employee shall be provided with free transport to the
employees’ designated assembly point by the most convenient route. The employer shall determine the most convenient
route and relocation date.
Clause 15. – Annual Leave: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
15. - ANNUAL LEAVE
The period of annual leave shall consist of a commute cycle of working and non working days and shall be allowed
annually to an employee accrued pro rata on a weekly basis. Leave may be accessed after twelve (12) months qualifying
service.
Before going on annual leave, the employee shall be paid for such leave an amount equal to the wages the employee
would have received in respect of the rostered hours the employee would have worked had the employee not been on
leave during the relevant period.
Annual leave shall be given and taken in a continuous period not later than twelve (12) months after it accrues and at a
mutually convenient time provided that employees cannot accumulate more than two periods of annual leave as provided
in subclause (1) hereof.
Employees shall not take annual leave in portions of a commute cycle unless suitable arrangements can be made in
respect of air travel.
In the event of an employee being employed by the employer for only a part of a year, the employee on termination shall
be entitled to such leave on full pay as is proportionate to the length of service during that period with the employer.
Where the employer has granted annual leave in advance of qualifying service, and the employment of the employee is
terminated, the employer may deduct from moneys owing to such employee the amount by which the payments for
annual leave exceeds the employee’s entitlement to annual leave at the date of termination of employment.
Clause 16. – Sick Leave: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
16. - SICK LEAVE
An employee (other than a casual employee) who is absent from work on account of personal illness or injury shall be
entitled to payment of sick leave in accordance with this clause.
(a)
An employee shall accrue sick leave entitlements at the rate of ninety (90) hours for each continuous year of
service. This entitlement shall accrue to the employee on a pro-rata basis for each completed week of service.
Such sick leave entitlements will be at single time.
(b)
Payment for sick leave shall be made at a rate equivalent to the paid hours the employee would otherwise have
received, provided that the payment shall not exceed the level of the employee’s current entitlement in
accordance with this clause.
(c)
Whilst employment with the employer remains continuous sick leave shall accumulate from year to year so that
any leave entitlements not taken in one year may be taken in any subsequent year.
(d)
Where the employer has granted sick leave to an employee before the right to such entitlement has accrued
pursuant to paragraph (a) hereof, and the employee’s employment is terminated, the employer may deduct from
moneys owing to such employee the amount by which the payments for sick leave exceeds the employee’s
entitlement to sick leave at the date of termination of employment.
(a)
This clause shall not apply where the employee is entitled to compensation under the Workers’ Compensation
and Rehabilitation Act 1981 (as amended).
(b)
An employee shall as soon as possible on the day before the employee is due to arrive at the designated point of
assembly inform the employer of the employee’s inability to travel to site and as far as practicable state the
nature of the illness or injury and the estimated duration of the absence.
(c)
An employee whilst on site shall as soon as possible and if practicable before the start of shift inform the
employer of the employee’s inability to attend for duty and as far as practicable state the nature of the illness or
injury and the estimated duration of the absence.
(d)
An employee, who claims to be entitled to paid leave under this clause, is to provide the employer with
evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person of the entitlement
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Clause 17. – Bereavement and Compassionate Leave: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
17. - BEREAVEMENT AND COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
An employee on the death of or serious illness to::(a)
spouse or de facto spouse
(b)
child, step child or child-in-law
(c)
parent, step parent or parent-in-law
(d)
sibling, step sibling or sibling-in-law
(e)
grandparent or step grandparent; or
(f)
any person, who immediately before that person’s death, lived with the employee as a member of the
employee’s family
shall be entitled to a maximum of five (5) days leave in any one year, including travelling time, paid at normal rostered
earnings for each day
Evidence of entitlement to bereavement or compassionate leave that would satisfy a reasonable person is to be furnished
to the employer.
Clause 18. – Parental Leave: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
18. – PARENTAL LEAVE
Maternity Leave
(a)
Nature of Leave
Maternity leave is unpaid leave
(b)
Definitions
For the purposes of this subclause—
(i)
“Paternity leave” means leave of the type provided for in subclause (2) of this clause whether
prescribed in an award or otherwise.
(ii)
“Child” means a child of the employee under the age of one year.
(c)
Eligibility for Maternity Leave
An employee who becomes pregnant, upon production to the employer of the certificate required by paragraph
(d) hereof, shall be entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks maternity leave provided that such leave shall not
extend beyond the child’s first birthday. This entitlement shall be reduced by any period of paternity leave
taken by the employee’s spouse in relation to the same child and apart from paternity leave of up to one week at
the time of confinement shall not be taken concurrently with paternity leave, specified in the relevant statutory
declaration.
Subject to paragraphs (f) and (i) hereof the period of maternity leave shall be unbroken and shall, immediately
following confinement include a period of six weeks compulsory leave. Notwithstanding the requirement to
take compulsory leave, an employee may request to return to work at any time, subject to the agreement of the
employer.
The employee must have had at least 12 months’ continuous service with the employer immediately preceding
the date upon which she proceeds upon such leave.
(d)
Certification
At the time specified in paragraph (e) the employee must produce to the employer;
(i)
A certificate from a registered medical practitioner stating that she is pregnant and the expected date
of confinement;
(ii)
a statutory declaration stating particulars of any period of paternity leave sought or taken by her
spouse and that for the period of maternity leave she will not engage in any conduct inconsistent with
her contract of employment.
(e)
Notice Requirements
(i)
An employee shall, not less than ten weeks prior to the presumed date of confinement, produce to the
employer the certification referred to in subparagraph placitum (i) of paragraph (d) above.
(ii)
An employee shall give not less than four weeks’ notice in writing to the employer of the date upon
which she proposes to commence maternity leave stating the period of leave to be taken and shall, at
the same time, produce to the employer the statutory declaration referred to in placitum (ii) of
paragraph (d) above.
(iii)
The employer by not less than 14 days’ notice in writing to the employee may require her to
commence maternity leave at any time within the six weeks immediately prior to the presumed date
of confinement.
(iv)
An employee shall not be in breach of this clause as a consequence of failure to give the specified
period of notice in accordance with placitum (ii) hereof if such failure is occasioned—
(aa)
by the confinement occurring earlier than the presumed date, or
(bb)
due to compelling circumstances, it was not reasonably practicable for the employee to
comply; or
(cc)
by the employee submitting the application as soon as reasonably practicable before, on or
after the first day of the leave.
(f)
Transfer to a Safe Job
Where in the opinion of a registered medical practitioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards
connected with the work assigned to the employee make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her
present work, the employee shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate
and on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of maternity leave.
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If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employer may, or the employer may require the employee to,
take leave for such period as is certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner. Such leave shall be
treated as maternity leave for the purposes of paragraphs (j), (k), (l) and (m) hereof.
(g)

Variation of Period of Maternity Leave
(i)

(ii)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

Provided the maximum period of maternity leave does not exceed the period to which the employee
is entitled under paragraph (c) hereof;
(aa)

the period of maternity leave may be lengthened once only by the employee giving not
less than 14 days’ notice in writing stating the period by which the leave is to be
lengthened;

(bb)

the period may be further lengthened by agreement between the employee and the
employer.

The period of maternity leave may, with the consent of the employer, be shortened by the employee
giving not less than 14 days’ notice in writing stating the period by which the leave is to be
shortened.
Cancellation of Maternity Leave
(i)
Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced, shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of an
employee terminates other than by the birth of a living child.
(ii)
Where the pregnancy of an employee then on maternity leave terminates other than by the birth of a
living child, it shall be the right of the employee to resume work at a time nominated by the
employer which shall not exceed four weeks from the date of notice in writing by the employee to
the employer that she desires to resume work.
Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave
(i)
Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other
than by the birth of a living child then—
(aa)
she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid leave (to be known as special maternity
leave) as a registered medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work,
or
(bb)
for illness other than the normal consequences of confinement she shall be entitled, either
in lieu of or in addition to special maternity leave, to such paid sick leave as to which she
is then entitled and which a registered medical practitioner certifies as necessary before
her return to work.
(ii)
Where an employee not then on maternity leave suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may
take such paid sick leave as to which she is then entitled and such further unpaid leave (to be known
as special maternity leave) as a registered practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to
work, provided that the aggregate of paid sick leave, special maternity leave and maternity leave
shall not exceed the period to which the employee is entitled under paragraph (c) hereof.
(iii)
For the purposes of paragraph (j), (k) and (l) hereof, maternity leave shall include special maternity
leave.
(iv)
An employee returning to work after the completion of a period of leave taken pursuant to this
paragraph shall be entitled to the position which she held immediately before proceeding on such
leave or, in the case of an employee who was transferred to a safe job pursuant to paragraph (f),
hereof to the position she held immediately before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are other positions available, for which the employee
is qualified and is capable of performing she shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable in
status and pay to that of her former position.
Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements
(i)
Provided the aggregate of any leave, including leave taken under this subclause, does not exceed the
period to which the employee is entitled under paragraph (c) hereof, an employee may in lieu of or in
conjunction with maternity leave, take any annual leave or long service leave or any part thereof to
which she is entitled.
(ii)
Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave), shall not be available to an employee during her absence on maternity leave.
Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment
Subject to this subclause, irrespective of any award or other provision to the contrary, absence on maternity
leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken into account in calculating
the period of service for any purpose of any relevant award or agreement.
Termination of Employment
(i)
An employee on maternity leave may terminate her employment at any time during the period of
leave by notice given in accordance with this award.
(ii)
The employer shall not terminate the employment of an employee on the ground of her pregnancy or
of her absence on maternity leave, but otherwise the rights of the employer in relation to termination
of employment are not hereby affected.
Return to Work After Maternity Leave
(i)
An employee shall confirm her intention of returning to her work by notice in writing to the employer
given not less than four weeks prior to the expiration of her period of maternity leave.
(ii)
An employee upon returning to work after maternity leave or the expiration of the notice required by
paragraph (i) hereof, shall be entitled to the position which she held immediately before proceeding
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on maternity leave or, in the case of an employee who was transferred to a safe job pursuant to
paragraph (f) hereof, to the position which she held immediately before such transfer or in relation to
an employee who has worked part time during the pregnancy the position she held immediately
before commencing such part time work.
Where such position no longer exists but there are other positions available which the employee is
qualified for and is capable of performing, she shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable in
status and pay to that of her former position.
(n)
Replacement Employees
(i)
A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee proceeding
on maternity leave.
(ii)
Before the employer engages a replacement employee the employer shall inform that person of the
temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(iii)
Before the employer engages a person to replace an employee temporarily promoted or transferred in
order to replace an employee exercising her rights under this subclause, the employer shall inform
that person of the temporary nature of the promotion or transfer and of the rights of the employee who
is being replaced.
(iv)
Nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring an employer to engage a replacement
employee or to continue to employ the replacement employee beyond the date of return of the
employee.
Paternity Leave
(a)
Nature of Leave
Paternity leave is unpaid leave
(b)
Definitions
For the purposes of this subclause
(i)
“Maternity leave” means leave of the type provided for in subclause (1) of this clause and includes
special maternity leave whether prescribed in an award or otherwise.
(ii)
“Child” means a child of the employee or the employee’s spouse under the age of one year.
(iii)
“Primary care-giver” means a person who assumes the principal role of providing care and attention
to a child.
(c)
Eligibility for Paternity Leave
A male employee upon production to the employer of the certification required by paragraph (f) hereof, shall be
entitled to one or two periods of paternity leave, the total of which shall not exceed 52 weeks, in the following
circumstances—
(i)
An unbroken period of up to one week at the time of confinement of his spouse;
(ii)
A further unbroken period of up to 51 weeks in order to be the primary care-giver of a child provided
that such leave shall not extend beyond the child’s first birthday. This entitlement shall be reduced by
any period of maternity leave taken by the employee’s spouse in relation to the same child and shall
not be taken concurrently with that maternity leave.
The employee must have had at least 12 months’ continuous service with the employer immediately
preceding the date upon which he proceeds upon either period of leave.
(d)
Certification
At the time specified in paragraph (e) the employee must produce to the employer;
(i)
A certificate from a registered medical practitioner which names his spouse, states that she is
pregnant and the expected date of confinement or states the date on which the birth took place;
(ii)
in relation to any period to be taken under placitum (ii) of paragraph (c) hereof, a statutory declaration
stating:
(aa)
he will take that period of paternity leave to become the primary care-giver of a child;
(bb)
particulars of any period of maternity leave sought or taken by his spouse; and
(cc)
for the period of paternity leave he will not engage in any conduct inconsistent with his
contract of employment.
(e)
Notice Requirements
(i)
The employee shall, not less than ten weeks prior to each proposed period of leave, give the employer
notice in writing stating the dates on which he proposes to start and finish the period or periods of
leave and produce the certificate and statutory declaration required in paragraph (d) hereof.
(ii)
The employee shall not be in breach of this paragraph as a consequence of failure to give the notice
required in paragraph (a) hereof if such failure is due to—
(aa)
the birth occurring earlier than the expected date; or
(bb)
the death of the mother of the child; or
(cc)
other compelling circumstances.
(iii)
The employee shall immediately notify the employer of any change in the information provided
pursuant to paragraph (d) hereof.
(f)
Variation of Period of Paternity Leave
(i)
Provided the maximum period of paternity leave does not exceed the period to which the employee is
entitled under paragraph (c) hereof—
(aa)
the period of paternity leave provided by placitum (ii) of paragraph (c) may be lengthened
once only by the employee giving not less than 14 days notice in writing stating the period
by which the leave is to be lengthened;
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the period may be further lengthened by agreement between the employer and the
employee.
(ii)
The period of paternity leave taken under placitum (ii) of paragraph (c) hereof may, with the consent
of the employer be shortened by the employee giving not less than 14 days’ notice in writing stating
the period by which the leave is to be shortened.
(g)
Cancellation of Paternity Leave
(i)
Paternity leave, applied for under placitum (ii) of paragraph (c) hereof but not commenced, shall be
cancelled when the pregnancy of the employee’s spouse terminates other than by the birth of a living
child.
(ii)
Paternity leave shall terminate within four weeks if the employee ceases to be the child’s primary care
giver, or such other period as agreed between the employee and the employer.
(h)
Paternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements
(i)
Provided the aggregate of any leave, including leave taken under this subclause, does not exceed the
period to which the employee is entitled under paragraph (c) hereof, an employee may, in lieu of or in
conjunction with paternity leave, take any annual leave or long service leave or any part thereof to
which he is entitled.
(ii)
Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave), shall not be available to an employee during his absence on paternity leave.
(i)
Effect of Paternity Leave on Employment
Subject to this subclause, notwithstanding any award or other provision to the contrary, absence on paternity
leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken into account in calculating
the period of service for any purpose of any relevant award or agreement.
(j)
Termination of Employment
(i)
An employee on paternity leave may terminate his employment at any time during the period of leave
by notice given in accordance with this award.
(ii)
The employer shall not terminate the employment of an employee on the ground of his absence on
paternity leave, but otherwise the rights of the employer in relation to termination of employment are
not hereby affected.
(k)
Return to Work After Paternity Leave
(i)
An employee shall confirm his intention of returning to work by notice in writing to the employer
given not less than four weeks prior to the expiration of the period of paternity leave provided by
placitum (ii) of paragraph (c) hereof.
(ii)
An employee, upon returning to work after paternity leave or the expiration of the notice required by
placitum (i) above, shall be entitled to the position which he held immediately before proceeding on
paternity leave or, in relation to an employee who has worked part time under this clause to the
position he held immediately before commencing such part time work.
Where such position no longer exists but there are other positions available which the employee is
qualified for and is capable of performing, he shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable in
status and pay to that of his former position.
(l)
Replacement Employees
(i)
A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee proceeding
on paternity leave.
(ii)
Before the employer engages a replacement employee the employer shall inform that person of the
temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(iii)
Before the employer engages a person to replace an employee temporarily promoted or transferred in
order to replace an employee exercising his rights under this subclause, the employer shall inform that
person of the temporary nature of the promotion or transfer and of the rights of the employee who is
being replaced.
(iv)
Nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring an employer to engage a replacement
employee or to continue to employ the replacement employee beyond the date of return of the
employee.
Adoption Leave
(a)
Nature of Leave
Adoption leave is unpaid leave
(b)
Definitions
For the purposes of this subclause
(i)
“Child” means a person under the age of five years who is placed with the employee for the purposes
of adoption, other than a child or step-child of the employee or of the spouse of the employee or a
child who has previously lived continuously with the employee for a period of six months or more.
(ii)
“Relative adoption” occurs where a child, as defined, is adopted by a grandparent, brother, sister, aunt
or uncle (whether of whole blood or half blood or by marriage).
(iii)
“Primary care-giver” means a person who assumes the principal role of providing care and attention
to a child.
(c)
Eligibility
An employee, upon production to the employer of the certification required by paragraph (d) hereof, shall be
entitled to one or two periods of adoption leave, the total of which shall not exceed 52 weeks, in the following
circumstances—
(i)
An unbroken period of up to three weeks at the time of placement of the child;
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An unbroken period of up to 52 weeks from the time of the child’s placement in order to be the
primary care-giver of a child. This leave shall not extend beyond one year after the placement of the
child and shall not be taken concurrently with adoption leave taken by the employee’s spouse in
relation to the same child. This entitlement of up to 52 weeks shall be reduced by—
(aa)
Any period of leave taken pursuant to placitum (i) above; and
(bb)
The aggregate of any periods of adoption leave taken or to be taken by the employee’s
spouse;
The employee must have had at least 12 months’ continuous service with the employer
immediately preceding the date upon which the employee proceeds on such leave in either
case.
(iii)
The entitlement to adoption leave must not overlap with any periods of adoption leave taken by the
employee’s spouse, except an unbroken period of up to three weeks at the time of placement of the
child.
Certification
Before taking adoption leave the employee must produce to the employer;
(i)
(aa)
A statement from an adoption agency or other appropriate body of the presumed date of
placement of the child with the employee for adoption purposes; or
(bb)
A statement from the appropriate government authority confirming that the employee is to
have custody of the child pending application for an adoption order.
(ii)
In relation to any period to be taken under placitum (ii) of paragraph (c) hereof, a statutory
declaration stating:
(aa)
the employee is seeking adoption leave to become the primary care-giver of the child;
(bb)
particulars of any period of adoption leave sought or taken by the employee’s spouse; and
(cc)
for the period of adoption leave the employee will not engage in any conduct inconsistent
with their contract of employment.
Notice Requirements
(i)
Upon receiving notice of approval for adoption purposes, an employee shall notify the employer of
such approval and within two months of such approval shall further notify the employer of the period
or periods of adoption leave the employee proposes to take. In the case of a relative adoption the
employee shall notify as aforesaid upon deciding to take a child into custody pending an application
for an adoption order.
(ii)
An employee who commences employment with the employer after the date of approval for adoption
purposes shall notify the employer thereof upon commencing employment and of the period or
periods of adoption leave which the employee proposes to take. Provided that such employee shall
not be entitled to adoption leave unless the employee has not less than 12 months continuous service
with the employer immediately preceding the date upon which the employee proceeds upon such
leave.
(iii)
An employee shall, as soon as the employee is aware of the presumed date of placement of a child for
adoption purposes but no later than 14 days before such placement, give notice in writing to the
employer of such date, and of the date of the commencement of any period of leave to be taken under
placitum (i) of paragraph (c) hereof.
(iv)
An employee shall, ten weeks before the proposed date of commencing any leave to be taken under
placitum (ii) of paragraph (c) hereof, give notice in writing to the employer of the date of
commencing leave and the period of leave to be taken.
(v)
An employee shall not be in breach of this subclause, as a consequence of failure to give the
stipulated period of notice in accordance with placitum (iii) and (iv) hereof if such failure is
occasioned by the requirement of an adoption agency to accept earlier or later placement of a child,
the death of the spouse or other compelling circumstances.
(vi)
The employee shall immediately notify the employer of any change in the information provided
pursuant to this subclause.
Variation of Period of Adoption Leave
(i)
Provided the maximum period of adoption leave does not exceed the period to which the employee is
entitled under paragraph (c) hereof—
(aa)
the period of leave taken under placitum (ii) of paragraph (c) hereof may be lengthened
once only by the employee giving not less than 14 days’ notice in writing stating the period
by which the leave is to be lengthened;
(bb)
the period may be further lengthened by agreement between the employer and the
employee.
(ii)
The period of adoption leave taken under placitum (ii) of paragraph (c) hereof may, with the consent
of the employer be shortened by the employee giving not less than 14 days’ notice in writing stating
the period by which the leave is to be shortened.
Cancellation of Adoption Leave
(i)
Adoption leave, applied for but not commenced, shall be cancelled should the placement of the child
not proceed.
(ii)
Where the placement of a child for adoption purposes with an employee then on adoption leave does
not proceed or continue, the employee shall notify the employer forthwith and the employer shall
nominate a time not exceeding four weeks from receipt of notification for the employee’s resumption
of work.
(iii)
Adoption leave shall terminate within a reasonable period if the employee ceases to be the child’s
primary care giver.
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Special Leave
The employer shall grant to any employee who is seeking to adopt a child, such unpaid leave not exceeding two
days, as is required by the employee to attend any compulsory interviews or examinations as are necessary as
part of the adoption procedure. Where paid leave is available to the employee the employer may require the
employee to take such leave in lieu of special leave.
Adoption Leave and Other Entitlements
(i)
Provided the aggregate of any leave, including leave taken under this subclause, does not exceed the
period to which the employee is entitled under paragraph (c) hereof, an employee may, in lieu of or in
conjunction with adoption leave, take any annual leave or long service leave or any part thereof to
which the employee is entitled.
(ii)
Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave), shall not be available to an employee during the employee’s absence on adoption leave.
Effect of Adoption Leave on Employment
Subject to this subclause, irrespective of any award or other provision to the contrary, absence on adoption
leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken into account in calculating
the period of service for any purpose of any relevant award or agreement.
Termination of Employment
(i)
An employee on adoption leave may terminate the employment at any time during the period of leave
by notice given in accordance with this award.
(ii)
The employer shall not terminate the employment of an employee on the ground of the employee’s
application to adopt a child or absence on adoption leave, but otherwise the rights of the employer in
relation to termination of employment are not hereby affected.
Return to Work After Adoption Leave
(i)
An employee shall confirm the intention of returning to work by notice in writing to the employer
given not less than four weeks prior to the expiration of the period of adoption leave provided by
placitum (ii) of paragraph (c) hereof.
(ii)
An employee, upon returning to work after adoption leave shall be entitled to the position held
immediately before proceeding on such leave or, in relation to an employee who has worked part time
under this clause to the position held immediately before commencing such part time work.
Where such position no longer exists but there are other positions available which the employee is
qualified for and is capable of performing, the employee shall be entitled to a position as nearly
comparable in status and pay to that of the employee’s former position.
Replacement Employees
(i)
A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee proceeding
on adoption leave.
(ii)
Before the employer engages a replacement employee the employer shall inform that person of the
temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(iii)
Before the employer engages a person to replace an employee temporarily promoted or transferred in
order to replace an employee exercising rights under this subclause, the employer shall inform that
person of the temporary nature of the promotion or transfer and of the rights of the employee who is
being replaced.
(iv)
Nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring an employer to engage a replacement
employee or to continue to employ the replacement employee beyond the date of return of the
employee.

Part Time Work
(a)
Definitions
For the purpose of this subclause—
(i)
“Male employee” means an employed male who is caring for a child born of his spouse or a child
placed with the employee for adoption purposes.
(ii)
“Female employee” means an employed female who is pregnant or is caring for a child she has borne
or a child who has been placed with her for adoption purposes.
(iii)
“Former position” means the position held by a female or male employee immediately before
proceeding on leave or part time employment under this subclause whichever first occurs or, if such
position no longer exists but there are other positions available for which the employee is qualified
and the duties of which the employee is capable of performing a position as nearly comparable in
status and pay to that of the position first mentioned in this definition.
(b)
Approval
On application by the employee and with the agreement of the employer, part-time work may be approved
during the periods of parental leave within the following guidelines—
(i)
A male employee may work part time in one or more periods at any time from the date of birth of the
child until its second birthday or, in relation to adoption, from the date of placement of the child until
the second anniversary of the placement.
(ii)
A female employee may work part time in one or more periods while she is pregnant where part time
employment is, because of the pregnancy, necessary or desirable.
(iii)
A female employee may work part time in one or more periods at any time from the seventh week
after the date of birth of the child until its second birthday.
(iv)
In relation to adoption a female employee may work part time in one or more periods at any time
from the date of the placement of the child until the second anniversary of that date.
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Return to Former Position
(i)
An employee who has had at least 12 months’ continuous service with the employer immediately
before commencing part time employment after the birth or placement of a child has, at the expiration
of the period of such part time employment or the first period, if there is more than one, the right to
return to their former position.
(ii)
Nothing in placitum (i) hereof shall prevent the employer from permitting the employee to return to
their former position after a second or subsequent period of part time employment.

(d)

Effect of Part time Employment on Continuous Service
Commencement on part time work under this clause, and return from part time work to full time work under
this clause, shall not break continuity of service or employment.

(e)

Pro Rata Entitlements
Subject to the provisions of this subclause and the matters agreed to in accordance with paragraph (f) hereof,
part time employment shall be in accordance with the provisions of this award which shall apply pro-rata.

(f)

Part time Work Agreement
(i)
Before commencing a period of part time employment under this subclause the employee and the
employer shall agree—
(aa)
that the employee may work part time; upon the hours to be worked by the employee, the
days upon which they will be worked and commencing times for the work;
(bb)
upon the classification applying to the work to be performed; and
(cc)
upon the period of part time employment.
(ii)

The terms of this agreement may be varied by consent.

(iii)

The terms of this agreement or any variation to it shall be reduced to writing and retained by the
employer. A copy of the agreement and any variation to it shall be provided to the employee by the
employer.
The terms of this agreement shall apply to the part time employment.

(iv)

14.
(5)
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(g)

Termination of Employment
(i)
The employment of a part time employee under this clause may be terminated in accordance with the
provisions of this award but may not be terminated by the employer because the employee has
exercised or proposes to exercise any rights arising under this clause or has enjoyed or proposes to
enjoy any benefits arising under this clause.
(ii)
Any termination entitlements payable to an employee whose employment is terminated while
working part time under this clause, or while working full time after transferring from part time work
under this clause, shall be calculated by reference to the full time rate of pay at the time of
termination and by regarding all service as a full time employment and all service as a part time
employee on a pro-rata basis.

(h)

Extension of Hours of Work
The employer may request, but not require, an employee working part time under this clause to work outside or
in excess of the employee’s ordinary hours of duty provided for in accordance with paragraph (f).

(i)

Nature of Part Time Work
The work to be performed part time need not be the work performed by the employee in their former position
but shall be work otherwise performed under this award.

(j)

Inconsistent Award Provisions
An employee may work part time under this clause irrespective of any other provision of this award which
limits or restricts the circumstances in which part time employment may be worked or the terms upon which it
may be worked including provisions prescribing a minimum or maximum number of hours a part time
employee may work.

(k)

Replacement Employees
(i)
A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee working part
time under this subclause.
(ii)
A replacement employee may be employed part time. Subject to this paragraph, paragraphs (e), (f),
(g) and (j) of this subclause apply to the part time employment of a replacement employee.
(iii)
Before an employer engages a replacement employee under this paragraph, the employer shall inform
the person of the temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of the employee who is being
replaced.
(iv)
Unbroken service as a replacement employee shall be treated as continuous service for the purposes
of placitum (v) of paragraph (a) hereof.
(v)
Nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring an employer to engage a replacement
employee or to continue to employ the replacement employee beyond the date of return of the
employee.

Clause 19. – Long Service Leave: Delete subclause (5) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
Taking Leave and Leave in Advance—
Leave shall be taken in accordance with the options illustrated in Appendix B – Long Service Leave.
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Clause 20. – Allowances: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
20. - ALLOWANCES
(a)
Day Employees—
Employees shall be paid a living away from home allowance of $17.60 for each rostered period of duty at
Argyle.
(b)
Shift Employees—
Employees shall be paid a living away from home allowance of $19.00 for each rostered shift at Argyle. The
additional amount is in recognition of the requirement for shift employees to spend one additional night at
Argyle.
The allowances provided by this clause are flat amounts for the rostered shift or period of duty and do not apply for the
purpose of calculation of penalty payments.
Clause 21. – Protective Equipment and Clothing: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
21. - PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING
Safety glasses, safety footwear, ear protection, helmets, masks, gloves and goggles and such other safety and protective
gear as may be required by the employer, shall be provided by the employer, and the employee shall wear or use such
equipment so provided.
Failure to wear safety equipment as required shall be deemed to be misconduct.
The employer shall on commencement and every twelve months thereafter supply each employee with three (3) sets of
shirts and trousers or their equivalent. In addition two (2) pairs of safety footwear shall be supplied on commencement.
Replacement of these items will be on the basis of fair wear and tear.
The employer shall supply each employee with a jacket for winter. These shall be replaced every two (2) years.
Clothing (other than jackets) supplied by the employer will be laundered by the employer without expense to the
employee.
All protective equipment shall be as required under the Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994 and the Mines Safety and
Inspection Regulations 1995.
Clause 23. – Rates of Pay: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
23. - RATES OF PAY
An employee, other than a casual or an apprentice, in the classification specified in the table hereunder shall be paid, on
commencement, as follows—
(a)
Operator
Per Hour
$
Level 1
14.70
Level 2
15.53
Level 3
16.37
Level 4
16.84
Level 5
17.22
Level 6
17.90
Level 7
18.59
Level 8
19.28
Level 9
19.89
Level 10
20.59
(b)
Mechanical & Electrical
Per hour
Trades
$
Level 1
16.65
Level 2
17.64
Level 3
18.41
Level 4
18.93
Level 5
19.31
Level 6
19.95
Level 7
20.56
Level 8
21.13
A casual employee shall be paid at the hourly rate appropriate to Level 1 of the classification plus a loading of twenty
percent (20%) in lieu of the leave provided under Clause 15. - Annual Leave, Clause 16. - Sick Leave, and Clause 18. Parental Leave of this Award.
(a)
Employees shall progress between levels in the classification after earning points by participating in the Skills
Extension Programme provided in Clause 25. - Training of this Award or gaining the TAFE qualifications as
specified for the higher levels.
(b)
Employees in all classifications shall on commencement of employment with the employer enter Level 1.
Where the employee has previously been employed by the employer or has participated in training programmes
similar to those set out in Clause 25. - Training of this Award the employee may be reclassified to higher levels
in accordance with the following—
(i)
Previously employed by the employer and absent for a period up to Six Commute Cycles.
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All points shall be reinstated for modules the employee successfully completed previously, that are in
the matrix applying on re-engagement. Provided that the employer may require that the employee be
reassessed with respect to any module, and if the criteria are not met the points will not be reinstated.
(ii)
Periods of Absence of more than Six Commute Cycles or Never Previously Employed by the
Employer.
The employee shall commence at Level 1 and shall work for three commute cycles and during those
cycles shall be assessed for all modules that the employee seeks recognition for that are in the matrix
applying upon engagement. The employee shall be awarded points for all modules where the criteria
are met and the points shall be deemed to have been awarded upon engagement.
(iii)
Where on engagement the points awarded exceed the points required for a level, discussions between
the employer and employee will take place in relation to the number of commute cycles required
before progression to the next level. In the absence of agreement as to the number of commute cycles,
this issue will be referred to the Training Review Committee established under Paragraph (c) of
subclause (4) of Clause 25. - Training.
(c)
Operator—
(i)
Subject to paragraph (ii) hereof, progression from Level 1 shall be in accordance with the following
scale—
Level 1 to Level 2 After earning a total of 175 points.
Level 2 to Level 3 After earning a total of 425 points.
Level 3 to Level 4 After earning a total of 700 points.
Level 4 to Level 5 After earning a total of 1000 points and therefore completing the Argyle
Diamonds Skills Extension Programme Certificate.
Level 5 to Level 6 After completion of the TAFE Mining Skills Course.
Level 6 to Level 7 After completion of 50% of the TAFE Certificate in Mining Operations.
Level 7 to Level 8 After completion of the TAFE Certificate in Mining Operations.
Level 8 to Level 9 After completion of 50% of the TAFE Advanced Certificate in Mining Operations.
Level 9 to Level 10After completion of the TAFE Advanced Certificate in Mining Operations.
(ii)
Until an operator attains Level 5 the employee must complete at least ten commute cycles of duty in
each level before progression to the next level, except where an alternative number of cycles is
determined pursuant to paragraph (iii) of subclause (b) of this clause.
(d)
Mechanical or Electrical Trades—
(i)
Subject to paragraph (ii) hereof, progression from Level 1 shall be in accordance with the following
scale—
Level 1 to Level 2 After earning a total of 175 points.
Level 2 to Level 3 After earning a total of 425 points.
Level 3 to Level 4 After earning a total of 700 points or possessing an appropriate TAFE Post Trades
Certificate.
Level 4 to Level 5 After earning a total of 1000 points and therefore completing the Argyle
Diamonds Skills Extension Programme Certificate.
Level 5 to Level 6 After completion of the appropriate TAFE Post Trades Certificate.
Level 6 to Level 7 After completion of 50% of the additional requirements for the TAFE Advanced
Trades Certificate.
Level 7 to Level 8 After completion of the appropriate TAFE Advanced Trades Certificate.
(ii)
Until a mechanical or electrical trades employee attains Level 5 the employee must complete at least
ten commute cycles of duty in each level before progressing to the next level, except where an
alternative number of cycles is determined pursuant to paragraph (iii) of subclause (b) of this clause.
(e)
The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety net adjustment available since December 1993,
under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle.
These arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset against any equivalent amount in the rate of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 above the rate prescribed in the Award, except where such absorption is
contrary to the terms of an industrial agreement.
Increases in rates of pay otherwise made under the State Wage Case Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
Minimum Adult Award Wage
(a)
No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this
clause.
(b)
The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult employees is $448.40 per week payable from the first pay
period on or after 5 June 2003.
(c)
The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $448.40 per week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions.
(d)
Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casuals, part time employees or pieceworkers or
employees who are remunerated wholly on the basis of payment by result shall not be paid less than pro rata the
Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the hours worked.
(e)
Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates
provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $448.40 per week.
(f)
(i)
The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships
or Jobskill placements or employed under the Commonwealth Government Supported Wage System
or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
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(i)

(g)

(h)

(i)

18.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
19.
(1)

Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special categories of employees not included here or
otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage shall—
(i)
Apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(ii)
Apply to the calculation of overtime and all other penalty rates, superannuation, payments during any
period of paid leave and for all purposes of this award.
Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly wage for adult employees payable under the
2003 State Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage will be
offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of
employment are regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above
award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations
to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the terms
of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting
those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.
Adult Apprentices
(i)
Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, an apprentice, 21 years of age or over, shall not be paid
less than $406.70 per week (this amount being 75% of the Level C10 classification rate prescribed by
the Metal Trades (General) Award, 1966 for a third year apprentice on a four year term). The rate
applicable to a final year apprentice shall be the rate prescribed by the award or $406.65 per week,
whichever is the greater.
(ii)
The rate paid in paragraph (a) above is payable on superannuation and during any period of paid leave
prescribed by this award.
(iii)
Where in an award an additional rate is expressed as a percentage, fraction, multiple of the ordinary
rate of pay, it shall be calculated upon the rate prescribed in this award for the actual year of
apprenticeship.
(iv)
Nothing in this clause shall operate to reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult
apprentice in force immediately prior to 5 June 2003.

Insert a new Clause 29. – Superannuation as follows—
29. – SUPERANNUATION
Superannuation shall be paid in accordance with the Superannuation Guarantee Act. This shall include providing employees
with the required choice of applicable superannuation funds in accordance with this clause. The employer shall make the
appropriate contributions on a fortnightly basis.
The employer shall make contributions to a complying superannuation fund nominated by the employer until such time as the
employee nominates a complying superannuation fund.
The employee may nominate a complying superannuation fund into which superannuation contributions are to be made.
The employer is required to notify employees of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation fund.
The employer and employee are bound by the nomination of the employee unless the employer and the employee agree to
change the complying superannuation fund.
The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree to a change of complying superannuation fund requested by an
employee.
Insert a new Clause 30. – Carer’s Leave:
30. – CARER’S LEAVE
Use of Sick Leave
(a)
An employee with responsibilities in relation to either members of their family or members of their household
who need their care and support shall be entitled to use, in accordance with this subclause, any sick leave
entitlement for absences to provide care and support for such persons when they are ill or injured. Such leave
shall not exceed five (5) days in any calendar year and is not cumulative.
(b)
The employee shall, if required, provide a written statement as to the fact of illness or injury of the person for
whom the care and support is required.
(c)
The entitlement to use sick leave is subject to—
(i)
The employee being responsible for the care of the person concerned; and
(ii)
The person concerned being either a member of the employee’s family or a member of the
employee’s household.
(iii)
The term “member of the employee’s family” means any of the following persons:
(aa)
the employee’s spouse or de facto spouse;
(bb) a child for whom the employee has parental responsibility as defined by the Family Court Act
1997;
(cc) an adult child of the employee;
(dd) a parent, sibling or grandparent of the employee.
(d)

The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the employer notice prior to the absence of the intention to take
leave, the name of the person requiring care and their relationship to the employee, the reasons for taking such
leave and the estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable for the employee to give prior notice of
absence, the employee shall notify the employer by telephone of such absence at the first opportunity on the day
of absence.
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Use of Unpaid Leave
An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer, to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to a
family member who is ill or injured.
Delete Appendix A – Parental Leave.
Insert a new Schedule A – Parties to the Award—
SCHEDULE A – PARTIES TO THE AWARD

UNIONS
The Australian Workers’ Union
West Australian Branch
“Wellington Fair”
Cnr. Wellington & Lord Streets
EAST PERTH WA 6004
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia
Engineering and Electrical Division
W.A. Branch
U24/257 Balcatta Road
BALCATTA WA 6021
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing & Kindred Industries Union
121 Royal Street
EAST PERTH WA 6004
COMPANY
Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Limited
2 Kings Park Road
WEST PERTH WA 6005
22.
Appendix C – Safety Code: Delete this title and insert in lieu thereof the following—
APPENDIX A – SAFETY CODE
23.
Appendix D – Long Service Leave: Delete this title and insert in lieu thereof the following—
APPENDIX B – LONG SERVICE LEAVE
____________________
EDITOR’S NOTE:

FOR REFERENCE TO ORDER NO. 113A OF 2002, SEE OCTOBER WAIG, VOL. 83, PART 2 AT
PAGE 3621.
GAOL OFFICERS’ AWARD 1988
No. 12 of 1968
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PRISON OFFICERS UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
THE HONOURABLE ATTORNEY GENERAL, MINISTER FOR JUSTICE, RESPONDENT
CORAM
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE
MONDAY, 10 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPL 113A OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09996
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Catchwords

Award – Award variation - provision for training for industrial officers - name of classifications
changed to Prison Officer (Vocational and Training) and Prison Officer (General) - Award varied by
consent – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 40
Award varied by consent.

Result
Representation
APPLICANT
Mr J. Welch and Mr D. Seal
RESPONDENT
Mr N. Cinquina and Mr T. Connolly
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

Reasons for Decision
On 21 January 2002 the union applied to amend the award to incorporate into it provisions said to be agreed between the
parties on a number of occasions in recent years whereby industrial officers employed under the Gaol Officers’ Award
1998 No. 12 of 1968 will receive training to the level of Certificate III in Correctional Practice (Offender Management). For a
number of reasons which are not presently relevant, the matter was not listed for formal hearing until October 2003. Prior to
that time, the application was the subject of negotiations between the parties and, in the period immediately prior to the
commencement of the hearing, an agreement was reached between them. This award amendment therefore proceeds by
consent.
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The agreement provides for industrial officers to be provided with three weeks’ essential training, which is training which
would or could form part of probationary prison officers training. An induction course is provided and the agreement allows
for industrial officers to take up the opportunity to receive training to a level similar to disciplinary officers. The agreement
details the nature of the training and the timeframes within which the training is to be provided.
The parties have also agreed that the classification of industrial officer is more properly and accurately described as Prison
Officer (Vocational and Support). Correspondingly, disciplinary officers are more accurately described as Prison Officer
(General). This reflects the parties’ agreed position that industrial officers are prison officers for the purposes of the Prisons
Act 1981. This agreement has necessarily required changing the classification terminology in all of the clauses of the award
where those classifications are mentioned.
In my view, the parties are to be congratulated for successfully bringing to conclusion an application of considerable moment
to the union and which has been before the Commission for sometime. The Commission also records its appreciation for Mr
Seal’s role in reaching the agreement and for him placing on the record some of the history of this matter. It is also worthy of
note that this application had earlier been listed at a time in 2002 that was overtaken by the state-wide industrial dispute that
occurred. The fact that this agreement has now been reached suggests to the Commission that both parties have moved on from
that time and have shown a greater maturity in relation to the agreement reached than they were able to bring to the initial
stages of the dispute. It is to the credit of both sides that this has occurred.
I am also satisfied that the variation to the award can be approved. It applies the State Wage Principles, in particular Principle
2. which provides for the consent variation to a single enterprise specific award giving effect to structural efficiency initiatives
or productivity based arrangements. Any cost increases will be funded internally by the respondent. The parties have
foreshadowed that ultimately a Memorandum of Agreement will be executed between the parties and incorporated as a
schedule to the award to cover the outstanding matters arising from this amendment.
Order accordingly.
____________________

2003 WAIRC 10047
GAOL OFFICERS’ AWARD 1998
No. 12 of 1968
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PRISON OFFICERS’ UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
THE HON ATTORNEY GENERAL, RESPONDENT
CORAM
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE
FRIDAY, 14 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 1529 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10047
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Award amended.
Representation
APPLICANT
Mr J. Welch
RESPONDENT
Mr N. Cinquina
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD Mr J. Welch on behalf of the applicant and Mr N. Cinquina on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Gaol Officers’ Award 1998 No. 12 of 1968 be varied in accordance with the following schedule and that such
variation shall have effect on and from the 14th day of November 2003.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
_________

1.
1.
2A.
2B
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8
9.
10.
11.

SCHEDULE
Clause 3. – Arrangement: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
3. - ARRANGEMENT
Title
Statement of Principles - November 1997
Minimum Adult Award Wage
Arrangement
Term
Scope
Definitions
Part-Time Employment
Public Holidays
Duty Roster
Hours of Duty
Prepaid Hours/Shifts
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Special Hours/Shifts
Emergency and Exceptional Hours/Shifts
Management of Peak Musters
Secondments and Vacancies
Annual Leave
Travel Concessions Annual Leave Broome and Roebourne Prisons
Long Service Leave
Family Carer’s Leave
Sick Leave
Trade Union Training Leave
Leave to Attend Union Business
Bereavement Leave
Parental Leave
Higher Duties
Dog Handlers Allowance
Travelling, Relieving Transfer and District Allowances
Property Allowance
Uniforms
Civilian Clothing Allowance
Special Provisions
Transfers
Probationary Officers in Training
Board of Reference
Introduction of Change
Establishment of Consultative Mechanisms
Award Modernisation
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Effect of 38 Hour Week
Payment of Wages
Annualised Salaries
Re-Engagement in Employment
Salary Packaging
Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) Training
Schedule A - Rates of Pay
Schedule B - Memorandum of Agreement
Schedule C - Memorandum of Agreement
Schedule D - Memorandum of Agreement - Prison Officer (Vocational and Support) Training

2.

Schedule C – Memorandum of Agreement: Immediately following this Schedule insert a new Schedule D –
Memorandum of Agreement as follows—

SCHEDULE D – MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
FOR PRISON OFFICERS (VOCATIONAL AND SUPPORT) TRAINING
This memorandum of agreement identifies the detail of the training programs and entitlements available to Prison Officers
(Vocational and Support) through Clause 44 of the Gaol Officers’ Award 1998 No. 12 of 1968.
1. – INDUCTION PROGRAM
(1)
The induction program shall commence on the officer’s first day of employment prior to the officer taking up duties at the
workplace and be completed within the first week of service.
(2)
The induction program shall include but not limited to the Department’s general induction program together with areas
such as facilities/amenities, prison security including locks and keys, roster arrangements, health and safety, swearing of
the oath, and a tour of the prison.
(3)
The employer will consult with the union from time to time as to the content of the induction program.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

2. – THREE-WEEK FULL-TIME ESSENTIAL TRAINING PROGRAM
The Essential Training Program shall be completed within the first six months of service for all new Prison Officers
(Vocational and Support) appointments.
Where special circumstances exist which prevent an employee from attending the scheduled training, as mentioned in
subclause (1) of this clause, the employee and the employer shall consult to arrange a suitable alternative attendance date.
The Essential Training Program for current Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) will commence in April 2004 and
all officers will have been provided that training within twenty-four months of the commencement of the program.
The Essential Training Program will cover but not be limited to such modules as—
Fire Awareness, Blood Borne Viruses, Air/Oxy Viva, Prison Officer Roles and Responsibilities, WAPOL,
Searches, Sampling Procedures, Dynamic Security, Radio Voice Procedures, Use of Force, Self Defence,
Aerosol Subject Restraint, Instruments of Restraint, Emergency Procedures/First Responding Officer, Hostage
Situations, Hostage Survival, Incident Report and Minutes Writing, Crimes Scenes and Police Prisons Unit,
Continuity of Evidence, Occurrence Books, Accounting for Prisoners, Prisoner Employment and Gratuities,
Prisoner Discipline Procedures, Introduction to TOMS, Scenario Training, Practical Placement,
Administration/Performance Counselling, and Assessment Competencies.
The contents of the Essential Training Program will be designed by the employer, in consultation with the union.
Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) undertaking the essential training during working time will not suffer any loss
of pay.
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3. – INDUSTRY SPECIFIC TRAINING
Industry Specific Training is presently the Certificate III in Correctional Practice (Custodial).
All new Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) appointments will exercise their option to enrol in the Certificate III
training within 12 months of the completion of their three-week essential training program.
(3)
All current Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) appointments will exercise their option to enrol to complete
Certificate III within two months of the completion of their three-week essential training program.
(4)
Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) who enrol in this training will have the opportunity to complete this training by
combination of skills recognition, attendance at formal training programs during normal working hours, and or interactive
online training.
(5)
Each employee who exercises the option to enrol to complete Certificate III has a responsibility to positively co-operate
and participate in his/her own learning.
(6)
Certificate III training to be completed within three years of commencement of the three-week essential training program.
4. – INTERPERSONAL SKILLS TRAINING PROGRAM
Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) will participate in the State-wide Interpersonal Skills Training Program on the same basis
as Prison Officers (General) whose employment is governed by the Gaol Officers’ Award 1998 No. 12 of 1968.
5. – FULL DISCIPLINARY OFFICER TRAINING
(1)
Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) who wish to undergo full disciplinary officer training to undertake the full
duties of a Prison Officer (General) must satisfy entry requirements similar to those of a probationary Prison Officers
(General).
(2)
Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) will undertake the same training program as probationary Prison Officer
(General).
(3)
On the successful completion of the training program a Prison Officer (Vocational and Support) will remain in his or her
position until a replacement has been found. The officer will follow the normal transfer procedures.
(4)
Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) will not receive the Prison Officer’s (General) salary until he/she undertakes the
full duties of a Prison Officer (General).
(5)
Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) who do not successfully complete the training program will return to their
former position.
6. – OTHER TRAINING
The employer as part of its commitment to training may require Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) to undertake various
forms of training to meet its operational needs. This may include training towards the qualification of Workplace Assessor and
Trainer.
7. – USE OF PRISON OFFICER (VOCATIONAL AND SUPPORT)
(1)
A Prison Officer (Vocational and Support) may be directed to carry out such duties as are within the limits of their skill,
competence and training.
(2)
Prison Officers (Vocational and Support) upon completion of the three-week essential training program or any additional
training can be called upon to provide ad-hoc short-term assistance in fulfilling the functions within other areas of the
prison for which they have been trained for the safe and competent performance of that function.
(3)
The parties will establish broad parameters for the functions that can be performed by officers who have completed the
three-week essential training program.
(1)
(2)

____________________
2003 WAIRC 09904
MEAT INDUSTRY (STATE) AWARD 1980
NO. R 9 OF 1979
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, AUSTRALASIAN MEAT INDUSTRY EMPLOYEES’ UNION,
INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, PERTH, APPLICANT
v.
ACTION FOOD BARNS AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS
CORAM
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE
FRIDAY, 31 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 282 OF 1994
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09904
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Representation
Applicant
Respondent

Award amended.

Mr G. Hopperton and with him Mr J. Da Silva
Mr M. Darcy (as agent) on behalf of the National Meat Association (W.A. Division), E.G. Green &
Sons, Fertal Holdings Pty Ltd, George Western Foods Pty Ltd t/a Watson’s Foods (WA), Kanga Pet
Meats, Derby Industries Pty Ltd t/a Talloman, Western Australian Meat Marketing Co-operative Ltd
and Australian Meat Industry Council.
No appearance on behalf of Action Supermarkets Pty Ltd, Broome Meat Supply, Coles Supermarkets
Australia Pty Ltd and Woolworths (WA) Ltd
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Reasons for Decision
This application was lodged in 1994 to vary the Meat Industry (State) Award, 1980 No. R 9 of 1979. The application has
remained dormant for some considerable time. The matter was eventually listed for mention only on 24 September 2002 for
the union to show cause why the application should not be discontinued. The union on that occasion sought and was granted a
further three months to consider the matter. The Commission was advised that the union had recommenced talks with
employers in the industry for a comprehensive review of the award. The union informed the Commission that it was confident
an agreement would be possible. The union on 21 February 2003 filed an Amended Notice of Application. At the
Commission’s direction, this schedule was served upon all present respondents to the award who are in business. To the extent
that the Amended Notice of Application sought to add employers in substitution for those who are no longer in business the
schedule was also served upon those employers. The Commission informed the union that depending upon the nature of the
amendment if the area and scope of the award is changed then the application would need to be advertised and served upon the
persons listed in s.29A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
On 7 April 2003 the Commission convened a conference of the parties pursuant to s.32 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 in
order to allow the parties an opportunity to inform the Commission of the status of the union’s Amended Notice of
Application. On that occasion, the respondents who attended were represented by the National Meat Association of Australia,
WA Division. There was no appearance by other respondents. At the joint request of the union and the respondents the
application was then adjourned to allow further discussions to occur.
On 9 September 2003 the union forwarded a revised draft amendment to the award and informed the Commission that it was a
consent variation. Copies of the revised draft were then served on each named respondent in the award and the employers to be
added.
The Commission then listed the matter for hearing on 21 October 2003. On that occasion, the respondents who appeared were
represented by Mr Darcy. There was no appearance by any of the other respondents.
The Commission was informed that the amendments to be made to the award were substantial. They were, however, made by
agreement between the parties. The union informed the Commission that the award had not been amended for some significant
time due to the efforts made to secure enterprise agreements with most of the employers in the industry. Although the changes
to be made are significant, the parties have not intended that the area and scope of the award be changed.
The agreement reached has removed the tally system from the award. The Commission was informed that the tally provisions
have been removed from the federal award and the system which is now agreed is seen by the union as satisfactory to what is
currently being worked in the industry. The parties have agreed on a constant unit rate that is similar, if not the same, as the
tally system. Mr Darcy informed the Commission that the system agreed allows for either a 3-way system, a constant unit rate
system or a time-work rate system or an alternative rate system to be negotiated between the employer and the employee. The
agreements cannot be less than the minimums contained in the award. Those minimums take into account the minimum rates
adjustments which Mr Darcy described as “well overdue”. Mr Darcy expressed the hope of the industry that with these
changes there will be an influx of people coming into the industry which at the moment is short of staff and tradesmen. The
wage rates to the award have not changed however the minimum rates adjustments prescribed in previous State Wage Cases
have been incorporated into the award.
I have reviewed the schedule and I am satisfied that the application should be granted. The amendment to issue will not vary
the area and scope of the award. The area and scope of the award is presently contained within two clauses. These have been
combined into one clause however the combination does not have a practical consequence so far as the area and scope of the
award is concerned. Similarly, the removal from the scope clause of those listed awards which are no longer in existence
appears consistent with the requirement in s.40B of the Act to ensure that the award does not contain provisions that are
obsolete.
The amendments will operate from a prospective date of operation in order to allow the respondents to have an opportunity to
consider the amendments made in their final form.
The parties intended to amend the schedule of respondents to the award. The schedule contains a number of respondents who
are presently not in business. However, the scope of the award is determined according to the list of respondents. Therefore,
the intention of the parties has been altered to the following effect—
(1)
The schedule of respondents to the award remains unchanged. The scope of the award, to the extent that it is
dependent upon the identity of the respondents to the award, therefore remains unchanged. The addresses of the
respondents have been removed.
(2)
The named parties to the award now include the present names of those respondents who are operating in the industry.
Accordingly, when the award is to be varied in the future, the Notice of Application is to be served upon the named parties to
the award. There is then scope to delete, on a future occasion, from that list those employers who no longer exist or who are no
longer engaged in industry covered by the award without altering the scope of the award. Although those employers who no
longer exist or who are no longer engaged in the industry may be deleted from the list of named parties, they remain
respondents for the purpose of identifying the scope of the award.
I am satisfied that the amendments agreed to by the parties will facilitate a more efficient organisation and the performance of
work according to the needs of the industry and the enterprises within it, balanced with fairness to the employees in the
industry and those enterprises. It applies the State Wage Principles.
The Minute of a Proposed Order will now issue to the parties.
_________

2003 WAIRC 09947
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, AUSTRALASIAN MEAT INDUSTRY EMPLOYEES’ UNION,
INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, PERTH, APPLICANT
v.
ACTION FOOD BARNS AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS
CORAM
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE
THURSDAY, 6 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 282 OF 1994
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09947
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Award amended.

Mr D. Hopperton and with him Mr J. Da Silva
Mr M. Darcy (as agent) on behalf of the National Meat Association (W.A. Division), E.G. Green &
Sons, Fertal Holdings Pty Ltd, George Western Foods Pty Ltd t/a Watson’s Foods (WA), Kanga Pet
Meats, Derby Industries Pty Ltd t/a Talloman, Western Australian Meat Marketing Co-operative Ltd
and Australian Meat Industry Council.
No appearance on behalf of Action Supermarkets Pty Ltd, Broome Meat Supply, Coles Supermarkets
Australia Pty Ltd and Woolworths (WA) Ltd
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD Mr D. Hopperton and with him Mr J. Da Silva on behalf of the applicant, Mr M. Darcy (as agent) on behalf of
the National Meat Association (W.A. Division), E.G. Green & Sons, Fertal Holdings Pty Ltd, George Western Foods Pty Ltd t/a
Watson’s Foods (WA), Kanga Pet Meats, Derby Industries Pty Ltd t/a Talloman, Western Australian Meat Marketing Co-operative
Ltd and the Australian Meat Industry Council, and there being no appearance on behalf of Action Supermarkets Pty Ltd, Broome
Meat Supply, Coles Supermarkets Australia Pty Ltd and Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the “Meat Industry (State)” Award, 1980 be varied in accordance with the following schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 24th day of November
2003.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
_________
SCHEDULE
PART 1 – APPLICATION AND OPERATION
1. - TITLE
This award shall be known as the Meat Industry (State) Award, 2003, and replaces the “Meat Industry (State)” Award, 1980.
1B. - MINIMUM ADULT WAGE
(1)
No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2)
The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full-time adult employees is $448.40 per week payable from the first pay period on
and from 5 June 2003.
(3)
The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $448.40 per week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions.
(4)
Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casuals, part-time employees or pieceworkers or employees
who are remunerated wholly on the basis of payment by result shall not be paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult
Award Wage according to the hours worked.
(5)
Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision
to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $448.40 per week.
(6)
(a)
The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskill
placements or employed under the Commonwealth Government Supported Wage System or to other categories
of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum Award rate.
(b)
Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special categories of employees not included here or otherwise in
relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7)
Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage shall—
(a)
apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b)
Apply to the calculation of overtime and all other penalty rates, superannuation, payments during any period of
paid leave and for all purposes of this Award.
(8)
Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this Award include the minimum weekly wage for adult employees payable under the 2003 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage shall be offset against any
equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by
this Award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the Award. Such above Award payments include wages payable
pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent Awards or Award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over
Award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.
(9)
Adult Apprentices
(a)
Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, an apprentice, 21 years of age or over, shall not be paid less than
$406.70 per week (this amount being 75% of the Level C10 classification rate prescribed by the Metal Trades
(General) Award, 1966 for a third year apprentice on a four year term). The rate applicable to a final year
apprentice shall be the rate prescribed by the Award or $406.70 per week, whichever is the greater.
(b)
The rate paid in paragraph (a) above is payable on superannuation and during any period of paid leave
prescribed by this Award.
(c)
Where in an Award an additional rate is expressed as a percentage, fraction, multiple of the ordinary rate of pay,
it shall be calculated upon the rate prescribed in this Award for the actual year of apprenticeship.
(d)
Nothing in this clause shall operate to reduce the rate of pay fixed by the Award for an adult apprentice in force
immediately prior to 5 June 2003.
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2. - ARRANGEMENT

This award is arranged as follows—
1.
1B.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Part 1 - APPLICATION AND OPERATION
Title
Minimum Adult Wage
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Period of Operation
Aims and Principles of the Award
Definitions and Work of Employees
Division of Award

DIVISION 1 - GENERAL
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Part 2 - EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP AND RELATED MATTERS
Contract of Employment
Learners
Apprentices
Junior Employees
Managers
Employee Counselling
Termination of Employment
Redundancy
Part 3 - WAGES AND RELATED MATTERS
Classifications and Wage Rates
Work of Employees in Boning Rooms
Work of Employees in Slaughtering Sections
Higher Duties
Supported Wage Scheme
Allowances
Employment Records
Payment of Wages
Superannuation
Part 4 - HOURS AND OVERTIME
Hours and Rosters
Overtime and Penalty Rates
Rostered Time Off
Shift Work
Meal Times and Breaks
Part 5 - LEAVE OF ABSENCE AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Annual Leave
Sick Leave
Bereavement Leave
Carer’s Leave
Parental Leave
Public Holidays
Long Service Leave
Trade Union Training Leave
Part 6 - CONSULTATION AND DISPUTE PROCEDURE
Introduction of Change
Resolution of Disputes
Right of Entry
Inspection of Records
Part 7 - MISCELLANEOUS
New Technology
Piecework Provisions
Specific Duties
Protective Equipment
Waterproof Clothing
Change Rooms
Amenities Room
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49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
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Tool Sharpening Equipment
Work in Cold Temperatures
Air Conditioning of Motor Vehicles
First Aid Kit
First Aid Employees
Transport of Injured Employees
Copy of Award

DIVISION 2 – RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS
56.
Award Relationship
57.
Part-time employees
58.
Classifications and Wage Rates
59.
Payment of Wages
60.
Hours and Rosters
61.
Meal Times and Breaks
Schedule “A” - Named Parties to the Award
Schedule “B” - Respondents
Schedule “C” - Supermarket Meat Employees’ Schedule
Appendix “1” - Resolution of Disputes Procedure Form
3. - AREA AND SCOPE
This award shall operate over the whole of the area of Western Australia and shall apply to employees employed by employers
respondent to this award in the callings described in the Classifications and Wage Rates clauses of this award in the following
industries or industry—
(1)
The handling or processing of fresh, chilled or frozen meat for sale by retail, auction, wholesale contract caterers or
export; provided that the callings of “General Butcher” and “Smallgoods maker” only shall apply to employers in the
contract catering industry.
(2)
The receiving, yarding, killing and dressing or preparation of oxen, calves, buffaloes, mules, horses, donkeys, sheep,
lambs, goats, pigs, deer, kangaroo, rabbits, emus, or marine reptiles and the preparation and manufacture of smallgoods
and bacon for sale by retail, auction, wholesale or processing for export.
(3)
The receiving, handling and processing of the by-products of the “meat industry” as described in subclauses (1) and (2) of
this clause for the manufacture of pet foods, sausage casings, fertiliser, meat meal and the extraction of edible or inedible
tallow.
(4)
The transport of meat, smallgoods and by-products of the “meat industry” as described in subclauses (1) and (2) of this
clause, to and from any place for the purpose of processing or sale on a wholesale or retail basis.
(5)
Provided that this award shall not apply to employers or employees who are subject to the terms of any of the following
awards as varied or replaced from time to time;
“Meat Industry (Northwest Abattoirs)” Award No. A12 of 1988;
or
Meat Industry (Western Australian Lamb Marketing Board) Award, 1981 Award No. A37 of 1981
4. - PERIOD OF OPERATION
This award shall operate until varied, reviewed or cancelled.
5. - AIMS AND PRINCIPLES OF THE AWARD
(1)
The parties are committed to modernising the terms of this award.
(2)
The union shall discuss all matters relating to increased flexibility that are raised by the employer. Any such discussion
with the union shall be on the premise that—
(a)
Where enterprise negotiations are undertaken and an agreement reached in an enterprise then the majority of
employees at the enterprise must genuinely agree.
(b)
No employee shall lose income as a result of the change.
(c)
The union must be party to the agreement, in particular, where enterprise level discussions are considering
matters requiring any Award variation, the union shall be invited to participate.
(d)
The union shall not unreasonably oppose any agreement.
(e)
Agreements are to be submitted for ratification by the Commission.
(3)
Should an agreement be reached pursuant to subclause (2) of this clause and that agreement requires an award variation,
no party shall oppose that award variation.
(4)
There shall be no limitation on any award matter being raised for discussion.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

6. - DEFINITIONS AND WORK OF EMPLOYEES
“Commission” means the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
“Constant Unit Rate” means the method of remuneration for the slaughtering, boning and slicing of livestock relevant to
the constant unit rate values of the species prescribed in clauses 17. -Work of Employees in Boning Rooms and 18. Work of Employees in Slaughtering Sections of this award.
“Constant Unit Rate Employee” means an employee who is remunerated in accordance with a constant unit rate system of
operation for each head of livestock or its equivalents relevant to the constant unit rate values of the species prescribed in
clauses 17. - Work of Employees in Boning Rooms and 18. - Work of Employees in Slaughtering Sections of this award.
“Counterhand” means an employee selling uncooked pre-wrapped meat and who is not required to cut such meats.
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(5)

“First shop person” means that in every shop where two or more employees are employed one shall be classed as First
Shop person. Provided, however, that where a manager is employed who works in the shop, that person shall be
considered as a First Shop person.
(6)
“General Butcher” means a person who has served an apprenticeship or has at least four years’ experience in general
butchering and is not exclusively employed in the making of smallgoods or in such other cases where an employer
engages or calls upon a worker to perform tradespersons’ functions of a general butcher.
(7)
“On-rail beef slaughtering” means a system of slaughtering where the carcass is moved from one slaughter person to
another by a mechanical and / or gravity rail system.
(8)
“On-rail boning” means a system of boning where the carcass side or quarter is moved from one boner to another by a
mechanical and / or gravity rail system.
(9)
“Permanent employee” means an employee engaged upon a weekly contract of employment prescribed in clause 8. Contract of Employment of this award.
(10)
“Retail Establishment” means to include butcher shops and supermarkets.
(11)
“Smallgoods maker” means an employee who has served a relevant apprenticeship or has had at least four years’ general
experience in smallgoods making or in such other cases where an employer engages or calls upon a worker to perform
tradeperson’s functions of smallgoods maker.
(12)
“Salesperson” means an employee other than a counterhand, whose duties include the selling of uncooked meats, the
wrapping of meat or smallgoods either in paper or cartons, the cutting of meat and meat products for weight, the
replenishing of display or storage cabinets or work associated therewith, pricing up for display and the preparation of
uncooked meats and meat products for sale, other than the tradesperson’s functions of a general butcher.
(13)
“Spotter” means an employee who may use a knife, shears or scissors to remove hair, dirt or pieces of sinew, but shall not
trim or slice as defined or perform the work of a trimmer on the slaughter floor.
(14)
“Union” means the West Australian Branch, Australasian Meat Industry Employees’ Union, Industrial Union of Workers,
Perth.
(15)
“Wrapper and packer” means an employee who wraps or packs fresh meat or smallgoods in paper, cartons or other
wrapping material in a shop, factory or pre-pack establishment.
7. - DIVISION OF AWARD
This award shall be divided into DIVISION 1 - GENERAL which shall apply to all employees covered by this award to the extent
that DIVISION 2 - RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS applies to employees engaged in retail establishments.
_________

DIVISION 1 – GENERAL
PART 2 - EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP AND RELATED MATTERS
8. - CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
(1)
General
(a)
The contract of employment will be weekly for all employees except those employed on a casual basis in which
case the contract will be by the hour.
(b)
Employees under this award will be employed in one of the following categories—
(i)
Full-time employees; or
(ii)
Part-time employees; or
(iii)
Casual employees.
(c)

(2)

Before the first day of engagement, an employee will be notified by the employer or by the employer’s
representative, whether their employment is either on a full-time, part-time or casual basis.
(d)
An employee will, for the purpose of this award, be deemed to become a permanent employee when the
employee has worked for an employer over a period of more than one calendar month, having worked in each
week of that month having worked five days in each week of the month.
(e)
A part-time employee means a permanent employee who regularly works for less than 38 hours in a week.
(f)
An employee will, for the purpose of this award, be deemed to be a casual employee if the expected duration of
the employment is less than a month.
(g)
The employer shall be under no obligation to pay for any day not worked upon which the employee is required
to present themselves for duty, except when such absence from work is due to illness within the provisions of
clause 31. – Sick Leave of this award or on account of public holidays or any period of paid leave to which the
employee is entitled under the provisions of this award.
(h)
Breakdown—
The employer shall be entitled to deduct payment for any day or part of a day upon which an employee cannot
be usefully employed because of any strike by the union or unions affiliated with it, or by any other association
or union or through the breakdown of the employer’s machinery or any stoppage of work by any cause which in
either case the employer cannot reasonably prevent.
(i)
Temporary Cessation of Operations—
Liberty is reserved to the union to vary or add to the provisions of this award at any time to include conditions
and / or allowances for employees whose continuity of employment is interrupted due to the closure by an
employer of its establishment or part thereof from time to time due to a shortage of work.
Full-time employee
A full-time employee means a permanent employee who regularly works 38 hours a week.
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Part-time employee
A part-time employee means a permanent employee who regularly works for less than 38 hours a week.
(a)
Where a part-time employee is employed, the employer will engage the employee for a minimum of 9 hours and
a maximum of 35 hours per week and for a minimum of 3 consecutive hours on any one day Monday to
Saturday, provided that—
(i)
an employer and employee may agree in writing to extend the maximum
hours per week that may be worked; and
(ii)
where the sole task performed by the employee is the end of the day clean up the minimum
engagement will be for 2 consecutive hours on any one day.
(b)
The employer shall pay the employee the same wage, receive all leave and other entitlements prescribed in this
award for full-time employees with payment based on the proportion to the number of hours actually worked by
part-time employees.
(c)
The employer shall give the employee the first right of refusal to work hours in addition to those established
upon engagement without attracting penalty rates up to a maximum of 35 hours per week. Where the employee
refuses an initial offer of additional work, any subsequent offer of that work will be governed by subclause (3)
of clause 25 - Hours and Rosters of this award.
(d)
Schedules of starting and finishing times for all employees showing rostered time off shall be published and
displayed in a place accessible to staff, one month in advance.
(e)
The starting and finishing times for ordinary hours shall be mutually agreed between the employer and the
employee(s). The employer shall give an employee at least 7 days notice that it seeks to vary the starting and
finishing times of ordinary hours of work.
Casual employee
(a)
A casual employee will be paid a proportion of the ordinary weekly rate of wage prescribed by this award for
the calling in which the employee is engaged according to the number of hours actually worked plus 25 per cent
for all ordinary hours worked with a minimum of 3 ordinary hours for each day worked.
(b)
Where a casual employee is employed, the person concerned will receive a minimum payment as for 3 hours for
each day worked provided in a retail establishment, where the sole task performed by the employee is the end of
day clean up, the minimum payment will be for 2 hours for each day worked.
9. - LEARNERS
(1)
No person shall be employed as a learner who has not attained the age of 18 years, without the prior written
agreement of the union’s Committee of Management.
(a)
Any such prior written agreement may only be forthcoming from the union in exceptional
circumstances.
(b)
Any dispute arising out of this subclause shall be referred to the Commission for determination.
(2)
Subject to the provisions of this clause, learners may be employed on slicing, table and mechanised or gravity
on rail boning, mechanised chains, mechanised or gravity on rail solo slaughtering or dead rail slaughtering and
solo slaughtering of all types of livestock.
(3)
In this clause a learner shall mean, an employee who at their place of employment is required to perform the
duties of a slaughter person, boner or slicer, and requires training in the performance of those duties.
(4)
Learners shall be paid at the rate of the classification in which they were working immediately prior to the
commencement of the period of training provided that when a learner is deemed to be competent to perform the
minimum daily production requirement appropriate to the classifications referred to in (a) and (b) of paragraphs
(a) and (b) and the combination of three tasks as prescribed in (c) and (d) of subclause (8) of this clause, the
employee shall be paid the appropriate minimum constant unit rate.
(5)
Any period of training which may be necessary shall be continuous, so far as is practicable.
(6)
The foreperson and delegate may decide at any time during the period of training that a learner is unlikely to
become competent and summarily terminate the training. In such a case the learner shall be returned to their
previous task and shall not be penalised. Should a learner not have been previously employed in that
establishment, the employer where practicable shall transfer them to work of another classification.
(7)
The foreperson and delegate shall determine whether a learner is competent.
(8)
The period of training shall be such as is necessary to enable the employee to acquire the competence to
perform—
(a)
the minimum daily production requirement prescribed for solo slaughter person; or
(b)
as a member of a table boning or slicing team without impeding other members; or
(c)
at least three positions on a mechanised or gravity on rail boning system, without impeding other
members of the team; or
(d)
at least three positions on a mechanised chain, gravity or mechanised on rail slaughtering system, or
dead rail system without impeding other members of the team.
(9)
The employer shall provide the learner with the necessary kit of tools, free of cost, consisting of knives, pouch
belt and steel, but if the learner does not complete their learning or if having been determined competent, does
not complete the following 3 months as an employee of the employer; then they shall return the kit of tools so
issued to the employer, or the cost of same may be deducted from any wages due to the employee.
(10)
The maximum number of learners allowed to any employer in any one establishment shall be in proportion of
one learner to every two or fraction of two constant unit rate employees employed in a particular classification
unless agreed otherwise between the employer and the union of employees.
10. - APPRENTICES
(1)
Apprentices may be taken in the ratio of one apprentice for every two or fraction of two (the fraction not being
less than one) tradespersons and shall not be taken in excess of that ratio unless—
(a)
The union so agrees or
(b)
the Commission so determines.
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Where an employer or manager usually and customarily works at the trade they may be counted as a
tradesperson for the purposes of subclause (1) of this clause.
Apprentices shall not be permitted to deliver meat to householders.
11. – JUNIOR EMPLOYEES
In any establishment or part thereof where an apprentice is not permitted or where the number of apprentices
that may be employed has been fully availed of, junior employees may be employed in the proportion of one
junior to every three or fraction of three employees in receipt of the total wage applicable to a Level
1 employee, or over provided that—
(a)
if employed as a slaughter person, boner, slicer, trimmer, beef head ring employee, constant unit rate
clerk, viscera table employee using a knife, or gut runner or puller off they shall be paid the adult rate
for the appropriate class of work performed except when employed as learners, in which case the
provisions of subclause (5) of clause 9. - Learners of this award shall apply
(b)
No junior employee under the age of 18 years shall be employed as a carcass pusher, caul fat remover,
gambrel or spreader inserter, hasher-washer employee, employee in the condemned area, gut runner or
puller off, filler operator, constant unit rate clerk, viscera table employee using a knife or employee
operating wiring machine
(c)
No junior employee shall be permitted to lift weights which may adversely affect their health and
safety, and in any event, no junior employee shall be permitted to lift weights in excess of the
following:(i)
Under 16 years of age - 18 kilograms
(ii)
Under 17 years of age - 27 kilograms
(iii)
Under 18 years of age - 36 kilograms
Junior employees may be employed in assisting carcass carters but not more than one junior shall be employed
on each vehicle and they must be in the capacity of an assistant.
(a)
Junior employees shall only be employed in establishments handling meat for sale by retail,
wholesale, or auction, for prepack preparation or for processing for export, provided no junior
employee shall perform any of the duties of a salesperson unless paid the adult rate for that
classification.
(b)
Notwithstanding subclause (1) of this clause, junior employees may be employed in a retail general or
a retail smallgoods establishments where the number of apprentices that may be employed has not
been fully availed of provided that such junior employees shall not (subject to subparagraph (a) of this
subclause)—
(i)
use a knife, bandsaw, mincer, tenderiser, sausage-making machine or any other tool for the
preparation of meat products;
(ii)
clean any tool referred to in placitum (i) of this paragraph unless it has been completely
dismantled by a butcher or apprentice and disconnected from any power source;
(iii)
perform any of the tradesperson’s functions of a general butcher.
Notwithstanding paragraph (b) of subclause (3) of this clause, a junior employee employed in a retail
establishment who has attained the age of 16 years may use a mincer and a sausage-making machine provided
the number of apprentices that may be employed in the establishment has been fully availed of and the junior
employee has successfully completed a course in the safe operation of that machinery which is acceptable to the
union and to the Australian Meat Industry Council (Western Australian Division). The employer shall meet the
cost of the course and time spent attending the course shall be paid as time worked for the purposes of this
award.
12. - MANAGERS
The award shall not apply to managers. For the purpose of this clause, a “manager” shall mean—
A person who attends to managerial duties and who is in charge of the establishment or section thereof and / or
who directs and supervises operations in connection with such establishment or section thereof and who works
under a written contract of employment with their employer and who is in receipt of a total wage per week not
less than 30 per cent in excess of the weekly rate of wage prescribed in this award for a “general butcher” and is
also entitled to receive the notice period prescribed in this award before their service may be dispensed with,
except in the case of misconduct.
Where an employer regularly and usually performs butchering work for a substantial portion of the week in a
retail and / or wholesale establishment (or a substantial part thereof) no employee in that establishment (or part
thereof) shall be a manager.
A copy of the agreement of service shall be lodged with the Registrar; the employer and manager shall be
jointly responsible for the lodgment of the agreement of service with the Registrar, and upon such lodgement,
the Registrar shall notify the union of the name of the employee and the employer concerned.
13. – EMPLOYEE COUNSELLING
Procedure
Where an employee has completed their first month of employment, and where an employer needs to counsel
the employee, the following procedure shall be followed—
(a)
Counselling
(i)
In the event that the conduct of an employee is unsatisfactory, the employee’s immediate
supervisor, or any other employee so authorised, may exercise the employer’s right to
counsel the employee so that the employee understands the nature and implications of their
actions.
(ii)
The first warning, if given verbally, shall be confirmed in writing as soon as practicable.
(iii)
Any second warning shall be confirmed in writing, which writing shall be signed by the
employee. Unless the employee requests otherwise, the warning shall be given in the
presence of a witness who shall be the union delegate, where there is such a delegate
available.
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Dismissal
Should it be necessary to warn an employee for a third time, the contract of employment may be
terminated in accordance with the provisions of clause 8. - Contract of Employment. Such notice shall
be given in the presence of a union delegate, where there is such a delegate available.
Misconduct
The procedure described in subclause (1) of this clause is intended to preserve the rights of the individual
employee, but shall not limit the right of the employer to summarily dismiss an employee for serious
misconduct.
Alternative Procedures
The procedure prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause shall not apply where there is an agreement, in writing,
between the employer and the Union that an alternative procedure shall apply for disciplinary counselling of
employees.
14. - TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
A contract of employment may be terminated in accordance with the provisions of this clause and not otherwise
but this clause does not operate so as to prevent any party to a contract from giving a greater period of notice
than is hereinafter prescribed or an employer and an employee agreeing to waive such notice. Provided that this
subclause does not operate so as to affect an employer’s right to dismiss an employee without notice for conduct
that justifies instant dismissal. An employee so dismissed shall be paid for the time worked up to the time of
dismissal only.
Subject to the provisions of this clause, a party to the contract of employment, may on any day, give to the other
party the appropriate period of notice prescribed in paragraph (e) of this clause and that the contract terminates
when that period expires. Provided that where such notice is given at or before the commencement of the
ordinary hours of duty of any day, that day shall be counted as the first day of a week of notice or the day in the
case of a day of notice.
In lieu of giving notice referred to in this subclause, the employer shall pay the employee the ordinary wages for
the period of notice to which the employee would otherwise be entitled.
Any time in respect of which the employee is absent from work due to annual leave or time off in lieu of
overtime as prescribed by this award shall not be counted as part of the prescribed period of notice.
The employment of an employee (other than a casual employee) may be terminated by the following notice
period, provided that an employee has not been dismissed on grounds of serious misconduct in which case the
employee shall only be paid up to the time of dismissal.
Period of Continuous Service
Not more than 1 year
More than 1 year but not more than 3 years
More than 3 years but not more than 5 years
More than 5 years

(f)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Period of Notice
1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks

The period of notice is increased by one week if the employee is over 45 years of age and has completed at least
2 years continuous service with the employer.
(g)
Paragraph (e) of this subclause does not operate so as to prevent an employee and the employer from mutually
agreeing to accept a greater or lesser amount of notice when terminating the contract of employment.
(h)
The notice of termination required to be given by an employee shall be the same as that required of the
employer, except that there shall be no additional notice based on the age of the employee concerned.
(i)
The period of notice of termination in the case of a casual employee shall be one hour.
(a)
Where an employee leaves their employment—
(i)
without giving the notice referred to in subclause (1); or
(ii)
having given such notice, before the notice expires.
The employee forfeits their entitlement to any moneys owing to them under this award except to the extent that
those moneys exceed their ordinary wages for the period of notice which should have been given.
(b)
In a case to which paragraph (a) of this subclause applies—
(i)
the contract of service shall, for the purpose of this award be deemed to have terminated at the time at
which the employee was last ready, willing and available for work during ordinary working hours
under the contract; and
(ii)
the provisions of subclause (1) of this clause shall be deemed to have been complied with if the
employee pays to the employer, whether by forfeiture or otherwise, an amount equivalent to the
employee’s ordinary wages for the period of notice which should have been given.
Time Off During Notice Period
Where an employer has given notice of termination to an employee who has completed one month’s continuous service,
that employee shall, for the purpose of seeking other employment be entitled to be absent from work up to a maximum of
eight ordinary hours without deduction of pay. The time off shall be taken at times that are convenient to the employee
after consultation with the employer.
Statement of Employment
The employer shall, upon receipt of a request from an employee whose employment has been terminated, provide to the
employee a written statement specifying the period of employment and the classification or the type of work performed
by the employee.
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15. - REDUNDANCY
Discussions Before Termination
(a)
Where the employer has made a definite decision that the employer no longer wishes the job the employee has
been doing done by anyone and this is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of labour and that
decision may lead to termination of employment, the employer shall hold discussions with the employees
directly affected and with the union.
(b)
The discussions shall take place as soon as is practicable after the employer has made a definite decision which
will invoke the provisions of paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause, and shall cover, among other things,
any reasons for the proposed terminations, measures to avoid or minimise the terminations and measures to
minimise any adverse effects of any terminations of the employees concerned.
(c)
For the purpose of such discussions the employer shall, as soon as practicable, provide in writing to the
employees concerned and their union, all relevant information about the proposed terminations, including the
reasons for the proposed terminations, the number and categories of employees likely to be effected and the
number of employees normally employed and the period over which the terminations are likely to be carried
out. Provided that any employer shall not be required to disclose confidential information, the disclosure of
which would be inimical to the employer’s interests.
Transfer to Lower Paid Duties
Where an employee is transferred to lower paid duties for reasons set out in paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause,
the employee shall be entitled to the same period of notice of transfer as the employee would have been entitled to had the
employment been terminated, and the employer may, at the employer’s option, make payment in lieu thereof of an
amount equal to the difference between the employee’s former classification rate and the new lower classification rate for
the number of weeks of notice still owing.
Severance Pay
(a)
In addition to the period of notice prescribed for ordinary termination in clause 14(1)(e) - Termination of
Employment of this award and subject to further order of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission, a regular weekly employee whose employment is terminated for reasons set out in paragraph (a)
of subclause (1) of this clause, shall be entitled to the following minimum amount of severance pay in respect of
a continuous period of service.

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)

(4)

(5)
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Period of continuous service

Severance pay

1 year or less
1 year and up to the completion of 2 years
2 years and up to the completion of 3 years
3 years and up to the completion of 4 years
4 years and over

Nil
4 weeks’ pay
6 weeks’ pay
7 weeks’ pay
8 weeks’ pay

Subject to paragraph (c) of subclause (3) of this clause “Week’s pay” means the ordinary weekly rate of wage
for the employee concerned for an employee on time work.
In the case of an employee usually employed on a constant unit rate, “Week’s pay” shall be the average of the
payments made to such an employee during the previous twelve months’ period in respect of work performed in
ordinary hours, including any amount paid for work in such hours in excess of the daily tally and for waiting
time and any allowance to which the employee is entitled for shift work as prescribed by this award or the rate
of wage calculated in paragraph (c) of subclause (3) of this clause, whichever is the greater.
Provided that the severance payments calculated in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this subclause
shall not exceed the amount which the employee would have earned if employment with the employer had
proceeded to the employee’s normal retirement date.
For the purpose of this subclause continuity of service shall not be broken on account of—
(i)
any interruption or termination of the employment by the employer if such interruption or termination
has been made merely with the intention of avoiding obligations hereunder in respect of leave of
absence;
(ii)
any absence from work on account of personal sickness or accident for which an employee is entitled
to claim sick pay as prescribed by this award or on account of leave lawfully granted by the employer;
(iii)
any absence from work on account of parental leave and bereavement leave and carer’s leave; or
(iv)
any absence with reasonable cause, proof whereof shall be upon the employee;
provided that in the calculation of continuous service under this subclause any time in respect of which an
employee is absent from work except time for which an employee is entitled to claim annual leave, sick pay,
long service leave and public holidays as prescribed by this award shall not count as time worked.
Service by the employee with a business which has been transmitted from one employer to another and the
employee’s service has been deemed continuous in accordance with clause 36. - Long Service Leave of this
award shall constitute continuous service for the purpose of this clause.

Employee Leaving During Notice
An employee whose employment is terminated for reasons set out in paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause may
terminate their employment during the period of notice and, if so, shall be entitled to the same benefits and payments
under this clause had they remained with the employer until the expiry of such notice. Provided that in such
circumstances the employee shall not be entitled to payment in lieu of notice.
Alternative Employment
An employer, in a particular redundancy case, may make application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied if the employer obtains acceptable alternative employment for an employee.
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Time Off During Notice Period
(a)
During the period of notice of termination given by the employer an employee whose employment is to be
terminated for reasons set out in paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause that employee shall, for the
purpose of seeking other employment, be entitled to be absent from work during each week of notice up to a
maximum of eight hours without deduction of pay.
(b)
If the employee has been allowed paid leave for more than one day during the notice period for the purpose of
seeking other employment, the employee shall, at the request of the employer, be required to produce proof of
attendance at an interview or the employee shall not receive payment for the time absent. For this purpose a
statutory declaration will be sufficient.
Notice to Centrelink
Where a decision has been made to terminate employees in the circumstances outlined in paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of
this clause, the employer shall notify Centrelink (or its successor) as soon as possible giving relevant information
including the number and categories of the employees likely to be affected and the period over which the terminations are
intended to be carried out.
Employees With Less Than One Year’s Service
This clause shall not apply to employees with less than one year’s continuous service and the general obligation on
employers should be no more than to give relevant employees an indication of the impending redundancy at the first
reasonable opportunity, and to take such steps as may be reasonable to facilitate the obtaining by the employees of
suitable alternative employment.
Employees Exempted
This clause shall not apply where employment is terminated as a consequence of conduct that justifies instant dismissal,
including malingering, inefficiency, neglect of duty or misconduct, or in the case of casual employees, apprentices, or
employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a specified task or tasks.
Employers Exempted
Subject to an order of the Commission, in a particular redundancy case, this clause shall not apply to employers who
employ less than fifteen employees.
Incapacity to Pay
The employer, in a particular redundancy case, may make application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied on the basis of the employer’s incapacity to pay.
Permanent Close Downs of Abattoirs, Boning Rooms and/or Pre-packing Areas, Rooms or Factories
(a)
Where an abattoir, boning room and/or pre-packing area, room or factory is closed and not re-opened within a
period of eight consecutive calendar months from the date of closure the employer shall at that time advise the
union in writing of its permanent closure or the anticipated date of its re-opening.
(b)
For the purposes of this subclause, an abattoir, boning room and/or pre-packing area, room or factory shall
include parts thereof including but not limited to a chain, rail, section, department, room or sub-room of such
abattoir, boning room, pre-packing area or factory.
Dispute Settling Procedures
Any dispute arising under this clause shall be referred to the Commission.
_________

PART 3 – WAGES AND RELATED MATTERS
16. - CLASSIFICATIONS AND WAGE RATES
(1)
The following shall be the minimum weekly rates of wages payable to employees under this award who, for the purpose
of this clause, shall be graded pursuant to the definitions contained and described in each subclause hereunder.
Career Progression and Promotion—
(a)
The skills required in the establishment are broadly grouped in levels are detailed below. Employees working
under these classifications shall work in any or all range of jobs within a level to the extent of their training,
skills and qualifications. This may involve an employee working in a number of sections or departments
depending upon work requirements including to meet short-term operational requirements.
(b)
Employees shall be employed to carry out such duties as may be directed by the employer from time to time
subject to the limits of their skills, competence and training.
(c)
An employee may at any time carry out such duties and use tools and equipment as may be directed by the
employer provided that the employee has been properly trained in the use of such tools and equipment.
(d)
Any direction given by the employer in accordance with any of the above shall be consistent with the
employer’s obligations under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984.
(2)
Adult Wage Rates
Minimum
Minimum
Classification Group
Rate Per
Rate Per
Week
Hour
PW - Level 1
$448.40
$11.80
PW - Level 2

$453.70

$11.93

PW - Level 3

$482.05

$12.68

PW - Level 4

$506.30

$13.32

PW - Level 5 *

$542.20

$14.26

PW - Level 6

$594.70

$15.65

* Key classification rate
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Skills and Classification Structure
PROCESS WORKER - LEVEL 1
An employee at this level shall undertake structured on and / or off the job training for a period of not more than
3 months. At this level an employee performs routine duties essentially of a manual nature and to the level of their
training Skills / Duties *
Works under direct supervision.
*
Exercises minimal judgement.
*
Works to defined procedures.
*
May perform general cleaning duties.
*
Is undertaking on the job training that shall include basic hygiene requirements, health and safety
requirements as well as basic safe working practices and basic industrial relations procedures, for an
initial period not exceeding three months.
Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform 1.
Labourer with less than 3 months service.
PROCESS WORKER - LEVEL 2
An employee at this level has received on and / or off the job training or has prior experience to allow the performance of
work within the scope of this level. At this level an employee performs work above and beyond the skills of an employee
at Level 1 and to the level of their training Skills / Duties—
In addition to the skills / duties required at Level 1, the following skills are required at this level *
Works under direct supervision but with responsibility for the quality of their work.
*
Operates basic machinery and equipment.
*
Exercises limited judgement.
*
Operates from a basic set of procedures and instructions.
*
Has an undertaking of and undertakes basic quality control / assurance procedures.
*
Operates flexibly between packing stations.
And may :
Have a basic understanding of quality control, meat handling and hygiene process and techniques.
Possess some internally / external customer service skills.
Use a range of basic hand tools.
Is responsible for the quality of their work.
Operates hand trolleys and pallet trucks.
Works in a team environment.
Exercise basic keyboard skills.
Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform 1.
Carton room hand.
2.
Chiller room hand undergoing training.
3.
Cook assistant.
4.
Knife hand
5.
Labourer with more than 3 months service.
6.
Labourer with more than 3 months experience in the meat industry.
7.
Laundry employee.
8.
Meat loading and lumping.
9.
Packer / spotter undergoing training.
10.
Sastek operator undergoing training.
11.
Stock person
12.
Strapping / gluing machinery operator.
13.
Table hand
14.
Trimmer Whizz and Knife Operator not associated with a constant unit rate system.
PROCESS WORKER - LEVEL 3
An employee at this level has received on and / or off the job training or has prior experience to allow the performance of
work within the scope of this level. At this level an employee performs work above and beyond the skills of an employee
at Level 2 and to the level of their training Skills / Duties—
In addition to the skills / duties required at Level 2, the following skills are required at this level *
Exercise discretion within the scope of this level.
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Use relevant tools and equipment.
Possess and utilise numeracy and literacy skills.
Have responsibility for the quality of their work subject to routine supervision.
Be able to work in a team environment.
And may :
Assist in the provision of on the job training to a limited degree.
Have a sound understanding of meat handling, processing and quality assurance requirements and
procedures.
Have a knowledge of and perform to customer specification requirements.
Possess good knife skills and utilise them where applicable.
Perform routine maintenance on equipment.
Receive on / off the job training.
Exercise intermediate keyboard skills.
Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform 1.
By-products operator competent on one machine.
2.
Clerk employed on a constant unit rate system.
3.
Driver of Vehicle 1.25 to 4.50 tonne.
4.
Fork lift driver up to and including 5 tonne lifting capacity.
5.
Meat slicer operator.
6.
Mixing machine / blender.
7.
Offal room / running casing.
8.
Packer / spotter (all tasks in boning room or slaughter floor, excluding operation of vacuum packing machinery).
9.
Pickle - pumper.
10.
Sastek operator using basic keyboard skills.
11.
Skinning.
12.
Stockperson / receiver.
13.
Store duties.
14.
Team Leader or Leading Hand for Level 1 and 2 positions.
15.
Trimmer (all tasks).
16.
Trimmer Whizzard and knife operator not associated with a constant unit rate system.
And the inclusion of :
Boner (undergoing training).
Leaner.
Packer (knowledge of all packs, all species and able to rotate to every work station).
Packer / spotter (knowledge of all packs, all species and able to rotate to every work station).
Sastek operator with Ausmeat accreditation with all species.
Slaughter floor and Boning room and operate and grade cryo-vac.
Slaughter person (undergoing training).
Slicer (undergoing training).
Vacuum packing grader.
PROCESS WORKER - LEVEL 4
An employee at this level has received on and / or off the job training or has prior experience to allow the performance of
work within the scope of this level. At this level an employee performs work above and beyond the skills of an employee
at Level 3 and to the level of their training Skills / Duties—
In addition to the skills / duties required at Level 3, the following skills are required at this level *
Exercise discretion
*
Have a sound working knowledge of quality assurance, customer specification and Ausmeat and AQIS
requirements.
*
Work under little supervision either individually or in a team environment.
And may :
Assist in the provision of on the job training to a limited degree.
Perform basic maintenance and operate all relevant equipment.
Have and utilise numeracy and literacy skills.
Have First Aid training.
Receive on or off the job training.
Exercise advance keyboard skills.
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Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform 1.
Boner (not able to perform all cuts on a single species and rotate to all stations).
2.
By-products operator competent on two machines.
3.
Clerk employed on a constant unit rate system.
4.
Curer.
5.
Driver of Vehicle 4.50 to 13.90 tonne.
6.
Dry / smoking hams.
7.
Packer (knowledge of all packs, all species, and able to rotate to every work station).
8.
Quality Assurance monitor undergoing training.
9.
Sastek operator (Grader).
10.
Slaughter floor assistant.
11.
Slaughter floor and Boning room vacuum packaging grader.
12.
Slaughter person (not able to perform all cuts on a single species and rotate to all stations).
13.
Slicer (not able to perform all cuts on a single species and rotate to all stations).
14.
Team Leader or Leading Hand for Level 2 and 3 positions.
PROCESS WORKER - LEVEL 5
An employee at this level has received on and / or off the job training which may include the attainment of a relevant
trade qualification or has prior experience to allow the performance of work within the scope of this level. At this level an
employee performs work above and beyond the skills of an employee at Level 4 and to the level of their training Skills / Duties—
In addition to the skills / duties required at Level 4, the following skills are required at this level *
Be responsible for assessing the quality of their own and others work.
*
Work under little or no supervision
*
Assist in the provision of on the job training to a limited degree.
*
Possess a detailed knowledge of quality assurance, Ausmeat and AQIS and customer specifications.
*
Possess and utilise numeracy and literacy skills.
*
Have completed an apprenticeship or equivalent.
*
Co-ordinate work in a team environment.
And may :
Possess and utilises superior knife skills.
Be able to perform all tasks.
Have achieved a certificate AQF Level 3.
Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform 1.
Boner (at this level must be willing and able to perform all cuts required on a single species and rotate between
all tasks).
2.
By-products operator competent on all machinery with full working knowledge of start and stop sequence.
3.
Packer / spotter (knowledge of all packs, all species, able to rotate to every work station, Slaughter floor and
Boning room and operate and grade vac packing).
4.
Quality Assurance Officer (Ausmeat accreditation).
5.
Sastek Operator (Grader).
6.
Slaughter person (at this level must be willing and able to perform all cuts required on a single species and rotate
between all tasks).
7.
Slicer (at this level must be willing and able to perform all cuts required on a single species and rotate between
all tasks).
8.
Smallgoods maker.
9.
Team Leader or Leading Hand for position up to Level 4.
10.
Trades person Butcher.
PROCESS WORKER - LEVEL 6
An employee at this level has received on and / or off the job training so as to enable the employee to perform work
within the scope of this level and holds an appropriate trade qualification. At this level an employee performs work above
and beyond the skills of an employee at Level 5 and to the level of their training Skills / Duties—
In addition to the skills / duties required at Level 5, the following skills are required at this level *
Train other employees
Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform 1.
Boner (at this level must be willing and able to perform all cuts required on a single species and rotate between
all tasks).
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Slicer (at this level must be willing and able to perform all cuts required on a single species and rotate between
all tasks).
3.
Slaughter person (at this level must be willing and able to perform all cuts required on a single species and rotate
between all tasks).
4
Team Leader or Leading Hand for position up to Level 5.
Apprentices—
The rates of wages to be paid to apprentices shall be based on the following percentage to the key classification rate—
(a)
Four year term
%
First year
40
Second year
50
Third year
75
Fourth year
95
(b)
Three year term
%
First year
50
Second year
75
Third year
95
Junior employees—
(a)
Other than drivers of motor vehicles, the minimum weekly wage rates for juniors shall be based on the following
percentage of the total adult wage applicable to the classification in which they are employed:
%
Under 18 years of age
60
18 to 19 years of age
70
19 to 20 years of age
80
20 to 21 years of age
90
(b)
The minimum weekly wage rates for junior employees employed as drivers of motor vehicles shall be based on t
following percentage of the total adult wage for the capacity of the vehicle being driven:
%
Under 19 years of age
70
19 to 20 years of age
80
20 and over years of age
100
Subject to the provisions of this clause an employer may, at the election of the employer, renumerate employees under an
incentive or bonus payment system as an alternative in lieu of or in addition to the time work payment system prescribed
in this award.
17. - WORK OF EMPLOYEES IN BONING ROOMS
(a)
“Boner” - a boner’s work shall be the boning out whole carcasses of beef, veal, mutton, lamb, pork, goats and /
or piecemeats in any of those categories. The foreperson shall direct the boning method required, that is, straight
or specified boning and s/ or piecemeat boning.
(i)
Straight boning shall mean any type of boning on benches or rails other than specified or piecemeat
boning.
(ii)
Specified or piecemeats boning shall mean the type of cut that the employer or foreperson directs the
boner to carry out.
(b)
The duties of a slicer shall be the removal of sinews, serous membrane, lymph glands, excessive fat, dirt,
foreign material, skinning out and slicing to size (including cubing), removal of any portion of parts, and
placing (but not packing) into cartons or boxes as required.
Provided that the task of cubing shall not be required of an employee engaged in the classification of slicer
employed on a constant unit system of operation and remuneration except by agreement between the union and
the employees concerned and the approval of the Commission.
(c)
The duties of a pre-trimmer shall be the removal of seeds, burrs, hair, hide or wool pieces, contamination or
other foreign materials.
(d)
The duties of a spotter / packer shall be to inspect meat, before packing, for quality and / or specification and
may include the removal of hair, dirt or pieces of sinew with a knife, shears or scissors (but not including
trimming or slicing) and the wrapping of meat when required and packing it in cartons or boxes.
(a)
Boning Equivalents - For the purpose of computing the daily constant unit rate the following equivalents shall
apply—
(i)
Beef :
*
One side shall equal two quarters of beef.
*
One hindquarter shall equal one quarter of beef.
*
One forequarter shall equal one quarter of beef.
*
One forequarter or hindquarter from a body weighing over 318
kilograms shall equal one and one half quarters of beef.
*
Five briskets shall equal one quarter of beef.
*
Seven briskets with shin shall equal two quarters of beef.
*
Three rumps and loins shall equal two quarters of beef.
*
Fifteen shins shall equal one quarter of beef.
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Two necks and blades shall equal one quarter of beef.
Two ribs and two briskets shall equal one quarter of beef.
Three crops shall equal two quarters of beef.
Three shoulders shall equal two quarters of beef.
Three chucks and blades shall equal two quarters of beef.
Five butts shall equal two quarters of beef.
Five briskets with shin and portion of clod bone attached shall equal
Two quarters of beef.
Three loins shall equal one quarter of beef.
Bulls and genuine stags weighing:
under 136 kilograms shall equal one carcass of beef
136 kilograms to 272 kilograms shall equal 1.5 carcasses of beef
272.6 kilograms and over shall equal two carcasses of beef.
A “genuine stag” means a fully grown animal that exhibits characteristics of a bull including
a definite neck crest. Any dispute arising from this definition shall be determined by a meat
inspector.
(ii)
Sheep and Goats:
*
One carcass under 29 kilograms or one trunk with chump or portion
of chump attached shall equal one carcass.
*
One carcass or one trunk with chump or portion of chump attached
over 29 kilograms and under 41 kilograms shall equal one and onehalf carcasses.
*
One carcass 41 kilograms or over shall equal two carcasses.
*
One ram lamb 16.3 kilograms and over shall equal one and a half
carcasses.
*
One ram or genuine stag shall equal two carcasses.
*
One billy goat 18 kilograms and over shall equal two carcasses.
*
Trunks:
On bench or table - four trunks shall equal three carcasses.
From a carcass on rail or chain - one trunk shall equal one carcass.
*
Four pairs of legs shall equal one carcass.
*
Three pairs of loins shall equal one carcass.
*
Two pairs of hindquarters shall equal one carcass.
*
Two pairs of forequarters shall equal one carcass.
*
When carcasses are boned out, ribbed or birdcaged, each such
carcass shall equal one and one-quarter carcasses.
(iii)
Vealers:
*
One calf of and less than 27 kilograms or trunk with chump or
portion of chump attached shall equal one carcass.
*
One calf or one trunk with chump or portion of chump attached over
27 kilograms and less than 54 kilograms shall equal one and a half
carcasses.
*
One calf of and over 54 kilograms and under 90 kilograms shall equal
three carcasses.
*
Three pairs of loins shall equal one carcass.
*
Four trunks shall equal three carcasses.
*
Four pairs of legs shall equal one carcass.
*
Two pairs of hindquarters shall equal one carcass.
*
Two pairs of forequarters shall equal one carcass.
Liberty is reserved to the applicant to apply to vary any of the provisions of this subparagraph.
(iv)
Pigs:
Liberty is reserved to the parties to apply to vary this paragraph to provide equivalents for the purpose
of computing the daily constant unit rate for the boning of pigs.
Liberty to apply to vary this subclause is reserved to the parties in the event of the
introduction of new methods of boning.
Slicing Equivalents - For the purpose of computing the daily constant unit rate the following equivalents shall
apply—
(i)
Beef:
*
One side shall equal two quarters of beef.
*
One hindquarter shall equal one quarter of beef.
*
One forequarter shall equal one quarter of beef.
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One forequarter or hindquarter from a body weighing over 318
kilograms shall equal one and one-half quarters.
*
Five briskets shall equal one quarter of beef.
*
Seven briskets with shin shall equal two quarters of beef.
*
Three rumps and loins shall equal two quarters of beef.
*
Fifteen shins shall equal one quarter of beef.
*
Two necks and blades shall equal one quarter of beef.
*
Two ribs and two briskets shall equal one quarter of beef.
*
Three crops shall equal two quarters of beef.
*
Three shoulders shall equal two quarters of beef.
*
Three chucks and blades shall equal two quarters of beef.
*
Five butts shall equal two quarters of beef.
*
Five briskets with shin and portion of clod bones attached shall equal
two quarters of beef.
*
Three loins shall equal one quarter of beef.
*
Bulls and genuine stag weighing—
under 182 kilograms shall equal one carcass of beef
182 kilograms but less than 363 kilograms shall equal 1.5 carcasses
of beef
363 kilograms and over shall equal two carcasses of beef.
A Meat Inspector shall determine any dispute arising from this definition.
(ii)
Sheep and Goats:
*
One carcass under 29 kilograms or one trunk with chump or portion
of chump attached shall equal one carcass.
*
One carcass or one trunk with chump or portion of chump attached
of and over 29 kilograms but under 41 kilograms shall equal one and
one-half carcasses.
*
One carcass 41 kilograms or over shall equal two carcasses.
*
One ram lamb 16.3 kilograms and over shall equal one and a half
carcasses.
*
One ram or genuine stag shall equal two carcasses.
*
One billy goat 18 kilograms and over shall equal two
carcasses.
*
Four trunks shall equal three carcasses.
*
Four pairs of legs shall equal one carcass.
*
Three pairs of loins shall equal one carcass.
*
Two pairs of hindquarters shall equal one carcass.
*
Two pairs of forequarters shall equal one carcass.
(iii)
Vealers:
*
One calf of and less than 27 kilograms or trunk with chump or portion of chump attached
shall equal one carcass.
*
One calf or one trunk with chump or portion of chump attached over
27 kilograms and less than 54 kilograms shall equal one and a half
carcasses.
*
One calf of and over 54 kilograms and under 90 kilograms shall equal
three carcasses.
*
Three pairs of loins shall equal one carcass.
*
Four trunks shall equal three carcasses.
*
Four pairs of legs shall equal one carcass.
*
Two pairs of hindquarters shall equal one carcass.
*
Two pairs of forequarters shall equal one carcass.
Liberty is reserved to the applicant to apply to vary any of the provisions of
this subparagraph.
(iv)
Pigs:
Liberty is reserved to the parties to apply to vary this paragraph to provide equivalents for the purpose
of computing daily constant unit rates for the slicing of pigs.
The ratio of slicers to boners employed on a full-time basis shall be one slicer to each boner except where otherwise
agreed upon in writing between an employer and the union of employees.
Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (4) of this clause, in any establishment which operates an on-rail
(mechanical) quarter boning system, the ratios of slicers to boners may be fixed by agreement between the employer and
the union of employees and in the event of a disagreement it shall be referred to the Commission for determination.
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(6)

Constant unit rate employees who are kept waiting, for stock or by any interruption of work not caused by the employees
employed on a constant unit rate system of operation, in excess of the aggregate of 15 minutes in any day, shall be paid at
time rates until the stock arrives or work resumes.

(7)

Subject to the breakdown provisions of clause 8 (1)(h). - Contract of Employment of this award, on any day that the
minimum daily production is not processed, a constant unit rate employee shall be paid one fifth of their classification
rate of wage.

(8)

(a)

When the minimum daily production requirements or the equivalents thereof are exceeded an employee
employed on a constant unit rate system of operation shall be paid the relevant constant unit rate for each such
excess carcass or equivalent thereof processed, provided that when such excess to the minimum daily
production requirements or equivalent is processed outside of the ordinary working hours Monday to Friday
(both inclusive), an employee engaged on a constant unit rate system of operation shall not receive overtime
rates of payment.

(b)

When an employee employed on a constant unit rate system of operation is required to work on a Saturday,
Sunday or holiday, he or she shall be paid the relevant constant unit rate prescribed in subclause (10) and
subclause (11) of this clause for each carcass or equivalent thereof processed.

(9)

For the purpose of computing the level of production required to achieve the minimum daily production and additional
payments prescribed in this clause, shall apply as follows—
(a)

Sheep, lamb or goats (domestic) shall equal 74 units

(b)
(c)

Sheep, lamb or goats (export) shall equal 70 units
Beef or calves (all establishments) shall equal 13 units

_________

(10)

Boning Rates—
(a)
Monday to Friday (both inclusive):
Minimum Daily
Rate
(All Establishments)

Constant Unit
Rate
Species
Cattle / Calf
Goats
Sheep / Lamb

(b)

Domestic
Establishment
s
$10.61
$1.60
$1.60

Export
Establishment
s
$10.61
$1.70
$1.70

PW - Level 4

PW - Level 5

PW - Level 6

$101.26
$101.26
$101.26

$108.44
$108.44
$108.44

$118.94
$118.94
$118.94

Saturday:
Minimum Hourly
Rate
(All Establishments)

Constant Unit
Rate
Species

Domestic
Establishment
s

Export
Establishment
s

$17.06
$2.65
$2.65

$17.06
$2.80
$2.80

Cattle / Calf
Goats
Sheep / Lamb

(c)

Species
Cattle / Calf
Goats
Sheep / Lamb

PW - Level 4
< 2 hrs
$19.98
$19.98
$19.98

> 2 hrs
$26.64
$26.64
$26.64

PW - Level 5
< 2 hrs
$21.40
$21.40
$21.40

> 2 hrs
$28.58
$28.58
$28.58

PW - Level 6
< 2 hrs
$23.47
$23.47
$23.47

> 2 hrs
31.30
31.30
31.30

Sunday:
Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishment Establishment
s
s
$18.26
$18.26
$2.85
$3.00
$2.85
$3.00

Minimum Hourly
Rate
(All Establishments)
PW - Level 4

PW - Level 5

PW - Level 6

$26.64
$26.64
$26.64

$28.58
$28.58
$28.58

$31.30
$31.30
$31.30
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Sheep / Lamb
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Public Holiday:
Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishment Establishment
s
s
$22.83
$22.83
$3.55
$3.75
$3.55
$3.75

Minimum Daily
Rate
(All Establishments)
PW - Level 4

PW - Level 5

PW - Level 6

$33.31
$33.31
$33.31

$35.67
$35.67
$35.67

$39.12
$39.12
$39.12

Slicing Rates—
(a)
Monday to Friday (both inclusive):

Species
Cattle / Calf
Goats
Sheep / Lamb
(b)

Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishment Establishment
s
s
$9.98
$9.98
$1.50
$1.60
$1.50
$1.60

Cattle / Calf
Goats
Sheep / Lamb
(c)

Species
Cattle / Calf
Goats
Sheep / Lamb
(d)

Species
Cattle / Calf
Goats
Sheep / Lamb

Minimum Daily
Rate
(All Establishments)
PW - Level 4

PW - Level 5

PW - Level 6

$101.26
$101.26
$101.26

$108.44
$108.44
$108.44

$118.94
$118.94
$118.94

Saturday:
Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishment Establishment
s
s

Species

(12)
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$15.90
$2.50
$2.50

$15.90
$2.65
$2.65

Minimum Hourly
Rate
(All Establishments)
PW - Level 4
< 2 hrs
$19.98
$19.98
$19.98

> 2 hrs
$26.64
$26.64
$26.64

PW - Level 5
< 2 hrs
$21.40
$21.40
$21.40

> 2 hrs
$28.58
$28.58
$28.58

PW - Level 6
< 2 hrs
$23.47
$23.47
$23.47

> 2 hrs
31.30
31.30
31.30

Sunday:
Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishment Establishment
s
s
$17.02
$17.02
$2.70.
$2.85
$2.70
$2.85

Minimum Hourly
Rate
(All Establishments)
PW - Level 4

PW - Level 5

PW - Level 6

$26.64
$26.64
$26.64

$28.58
$28.58
$28.58

$31.30
$31.30
$31.30

Public Holiday:
Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishment Establishment
s
s
$21.27
$21.27
$3.35
$3.55
$3.35
$3.55

Minimum Daily
Rate
(All Establishments)
PW - Level 4

PW - Level 5

PW - Level 6

$33.31
$33.31
$33.31

$35.67
$35.67
$35.67

$39.12
$39.12
$39.12

Additional Allowances (other than for Boners and Slicers)—
(a)
In any boning room where boners and / or slicers are employed and paid on a constant unit rate system of
operation or on time work, employees engaged in any of the callings specified in paragraph (c) of this
subclause, shall be paid an allowance per day in accordance with the provisions of paragraph (d) of this
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subclause for each quarter or carcass or equivalent thereof, (except bulls and genuine stags, ram lambs, rams
and genuine stags and birdcaging) processed by boners in excess of the minimum daily production requirement
prescribed for boners in subclause (2) of this clause (and in the case of beef the minimum daily production
requirement to be applied for the purposes of this subclause shall be that prescribed for table or fixed hook
boning) in addition to the rates of wages to which they are entitled pursuant to clause 16. - Classifications and
Wage Rates of this award.
(b)
For the purpose of computing the level of production required to achieve the minimum daily production
prescribed in this subclause, the following shall apply—
(i)
Sheep, lamb or goats (domestic) shall equal 74 units
(ii)
Sheep, lamb or goats (export) shall equal 70 units
(iii)
Beef or calves (all establishments) shall equal 13 units
(c)
An employee to whom this subclause applies shall receive an additional allowance of $3.00 per day.
(d)
The additional allowances referred to in this subclause shall apply to those process workers employed in the
boning room from the point where the carcasses enter this room to the chillers door.
(e)
Liberty is reserved to the parties to this award to apply to vary the allowances described in paragraph (c) of this
subclause every twelve months in accordance with the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price Index
(All Groups) Australian Bureau of Statistics Catalogue No. 6401.0 for Perth.
(f)
The provisions of this subclause shall not affect the right of the employer to require any employee entitled to the
payment of the additional allowances prescribed herein to work the ordinary hours of work as prescribed by
clause 25. - Hours and Rosters of this award, or the obligation of the employees to work as so required by the
employer.
The provisions of this clause shall not apply to employees employed by employers respondents to this award in the
industry of receiving, yarding, killing and dressing or preparation of pigs and the preparation and manufacture of
smallgoods and bacon therefrom for sale by retail, auction, wholesale or processing for export and who, prior to the
issuance of this award, were subject to the provisions of the “Meat Industry (Bacon Curing and Smallgoods
Manufacturing)” Award No. 5 of 1974 as varied.
Liberty is reserved to the union to apply to vary the provisions of this clause to provide for constant unit rates and
equivalents for boners and / or slicers processing carcasses for the pet food industry.
The parties to this award shall review the constant unit rates values prescribed in this clause no later than 30 September of
each year.
18. - WORK OF EMPLOYEES IN SLAUGHTERING SECTIONS
Slaughter person shall mean an employee who, in killing and / or dressing livestock performs one or more of the
following tasks—
(a)
Cattle (On-Rail System):
*
Knocking
*
Shackling
*
Hoisting
*
Washing anus and pit
*
Sticking (bleeding)
*
Tying weasand
*
Rodding or elastrating weasand
*
Removing fore hocks
*
Cheeking or skinning heads adjacent to rail
*
Removing heads and placing on adjacent table, chain, or head washing
cabinet
*
Skinning first leg
*
Removing udders, pizzles and testicles
*
Removing first hind hock
*
Changing over (first leg)
*
Skinning second leg
*
Removing second hind hock
*
Changing over (second leg)
*
Clearing butts
*
Splitting hide to brisket
*
Clearing rosettes
*
Clearing necks
*
Clearing briskets
*
Flanking
*
Siding
*
Necking
*
Rumping
*
Backing off
*
Skinning tail
*
Removing tip of tail
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(b)
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Operating downward or upward hide pullers and all tasks incidental thereto
Jointing tail
Dropping hide to conveyor or trolley
Marking tail
Dropping bung
Tying bung
Operating lowerator
Marking and sawing briskets
Opening up
Fronting out (and removing kidneys and enuncleating kidneys if required)
Removing offal and pluck and placing
Removing skirt
Splitting paddywhack
Sawing down.

The foregoing duties may be varied or deleted by agreement between the employer and the union or in
default of agreement by decision of the Commission.
(ii)
The work of skinning bullocks heads shall only be performed by a member of the slaughtering team
when the head skinning rail is adjacent to the head removal area and does not inconvenience the
normal work of the team.
(iii)
The task of removing and / or enuncleating kidneys may continue to be required of a slaughter person
in establishments where it was so performed by a slaughter person prior to the 16th day of June
1983 and may be required of a slaughter person when it is incidental to “fronting out” in any other
establishment by agreement between the employer and the union.
Cattle and / or Calves (Solo, Bed or Cradle System):
*
Knocking
*
Tipping out of crush (box)
*
Shackling
*
Sticking (bleeding)
*
Skinning heads and/or cheeking
*
Removing heads and placing
*
Lowering
*
Pritching
*
Removing feet (footing off)
*
Skinning legs
*
Freeing and tying weasand
*
Grounding
*
Backing down
*
Necking off
*
Jointing tail
*
Skinning tail
*
Dropping hide to trolley or chute
*
Cutting or sawing brisket
*
Cutting or sawing H-bone
*
Opening up
*
Placing rollers and tree
*
Hoisting
*
Removing udders, pizzles and testicles
*
Dropping bung
*
Tying bung
*
Fronting out (and removing and/or enuncleating kidneys if required)
*
Removing offal and pluck and placing
*
Removing skirt
*
Removing heart
*
Splitting paddywhack
*
Sawing down
*
Hanging off.
Note—
The task of removing and / or enuncleating kidneys may continue to be required of a slaughter person in any
establishment where it was so performed by a slaughter person prior to the 16th day of June, 1983 and may be
required of a slaughter person when it is incidental to “fronting out” in any other establishment by agreement
between the employer and the union.
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Sheep, Lambs or Goats
(On-Rail Mechanical Chain System):
*
Catching (if no restraining race used)
*
Stunning (on teams of 25 men or more)
*
Sticking
*
Shackling
*
Skinning hind legs
*
Papering hind legs
*
Removing hind trotters
*
Skinning fore legs
*
Removing tongue
*
Removing sweetbreads
*
Cheeking
*
Clearing and tying weasand
*
Clearing and knifing brisket
*
Splitting skin
*
Removing front trotters
*
Flanking
*
Clearing tail and rectum gut
*
Pelting off skins
*
Scalping
*
Removing heads
*
Opening up
*
Freeing, milking, cutting off and tying rectum and bladder
*
Splitting or sawing briskets
*
Removing paunch, runners and pluck and placing.
Note—
The above duties shall also apply on mutton chains operating in an establishment processing for local
consumption and not for export excluding the tasks of papering hind legs and freeing, milking, cutting off and
tying rectum and bladder.
Sheep and / or Lambs (Solo-Hook and Bed System):
*
Catching (scruffing)
*
Sticking
*
Skinning legs
*
Skinning cheeks
*
Removing trotters
*
Removing sweetbreads
*
Removing tongues
*
Removing heads
*
Punching briskets
*
Clearing and tying weasands
*
Inserting gambrel
*
Hanging up
*
Splitting skin
*
Flanking
*
Thumbing up
*
Clearing tail, rectum gut and chump
*
Pelting off and throwing to adjacent shute or receptacle
*
Opening up
*
Removing paunch, runners, offal and pluck and placing as required
*
Splitting brisket
*
Hanging off.
Sheep and / or Lambs (Dead Rail System):
*
Scruffing (catching)
*
Sticking
*
Shackling
*
Pushing to legging rail
*
Skinning hind legs
*
Papering hind legs
*
Placing long hook or bent gambrel and skid
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Removing hind trotters
Inserting gambrel or removing long hook
Pushing to spreader rail
Inserting spreader and hanging
Skinning fore legs
Clearing brisket
Clearing and tying weasand
Removing sweatbreads
Removing tongue
Cheeking head
Scalping head
Removing head
Removing spreader
Removing fore trotters
Pushing
Clearing tail, rectum gut and chump
Flanking
Clearing shoulders
Pelting off and throwing to adjacent shute or receptacle
Opening up
Dropping bung
Removing paunch, runners, offal and pluck and placing
Splitting brisket
Pushing off.

Pigs—
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Shooting or stunning
Sticking
Shackling
Bleeding
Handling into scald tank or de-hairing machine
Hanging up
Scraping
Shaving and thoroughly cleaning (including washing)
Removing toe nails
Removing and/or cleaning ears
Ham stringing
Hanging up
Dropping bung
Opening up
Fronting out
Splitting brisket
Removing offal and pluck and placing
Washing
Tucking up
Hanging off.
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(2)

“Trimmer” - The work of a trimmer shall be the removal of sinews, excessive fat, dirt, hair, hide or wool pieces and
foreign material, and the removal of any portion or parts of a carcass or offal as required and shall include the use of a
saw and assisting with cleaning down operations on the completion of the day’s work.

(3)

Slaughtering Equivalents—
The following provisions shall apply to slaughter persons engaged in slaughtering establishments employing three or
more slaughter persons on any day for the following species—
(a)
Cattle and Calf Rates—
(i)
Solo dressing - For the purpose of computing solo constant unit rates, calves shall count as cattle in
the following ratio—
Up to 45 kilograms dressed weight 2.50:1
Over 45 kilograms and up to 67.7 kilograms dressed weight 1.50:1
Over 67.7 kilograms and up to 91 kilograms dressed weight 1.25:1
Over 91 kilograms dressed weight 1:1
(ii)
Where, a slaughter person is required to skin a calf during the killing and dressing process, the ratio
shall be 1:1 for all weights.
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(iii)

(4)

(5)

Where, a slaughter person is required to skin a calf carcass after it has been chilled, one calf shall
equal one and one half bodies of beef.
Liberty is reserved to the applicant to apply to vary the provisions of this
paragraph and provisions of this paragraph and to seek to include a provision
for killing and dressing calves on a small stock chain.
(b)
Sheep, Lamb and Goat Rates—
(i)
Goats—
The ordinary rate to be paid for slaughtering billy goats shall be double the sheep and lamb rate.
For the purpose of computing the level of production required to achieve the minimum daily production payments
prescribed in this clause, the following shall apply—
(a)
Sheep, lamb or goats (domestic) shall equal 74 units
(b)
Sheep, lamb or goats (export) shall equal 70 units
(c)
Beef or calves (all establishments) shall equal 13 units
(d)
Pigs (all establishments)—
(i)
De-hairing machine—
up to 91 kilograms shall equal 40 units
(ii)
Hand dressed—
up to 36 kilograms shall equal 22 units
37 kilograms to 91 kilograms shall equal 16 units
over 91 kilograms shall equal 8 units
(iii)
Chopper pigs shall equal 12.5 units
“Chopper pig” means a pig that has passed the maximum weight of a baconer and is processed by the
removal of the skin not de-haired.
Slaughtering Rates—
(a)

Monday to Friday (both inclusive):

Species
Cattle / Calf
Goats
Sheep / Lamb
Pigs (de-hairing
machine)
Up to 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
Up to 36 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
37 kgs to 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
77 kgs to 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
Over 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed on
a beef dead-rail or
mechanical chain)
Over 91 kgs

Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishments Establishments

Minimum Daily
Rate
(All Establishments)

$9.50
$1.60
$1.60

$9.50
$1.70
$1.70

PW - Level 4
$101.26
$101.26
$101.26

PW - Level 5
$108.44
$108.44
$108.44

PW - Level 6
$118.94
$118.94
$118.94

$3.05

$3.05

$101.26

$108.44

$118.94

$5.55

$5.55

$101.26

$108.44

$118.94

$7.65

$7.65

$101.26

$108.44

$118.94

$8.40

$8.40

$101.26

$108.44

$118.94

$13.10

$13.10

$101.26

$108.44

$118.94

$9.50

$9.50

$101.26

$108.44

$118.94

(b) Saturday:

Species
Cattle / Calf
Goats
Sheep / Lamb

Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishments Establishments
$15.10
$2.65
$2.65

$15.10
$2.80
$2.80

Minimum Hourly
Rate
(All Establishments)
PW - Level 4
< 2 hrs
> 2 hrs
$19.98
$26.64
$19.98
$26.64
$19.98
$26.64

PW - Level 5
< 2 hrs
> 2 hrs
$21.40
$28.58
$21.40
$28.58
$21.40
$28.58

PW - Level 6
< 2 hrs
> 2 hrs
$23.47
$31.30
$23.47
$31.30
$23.47
$31.30
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Species
Pigs (de-hairing
machine)
Up to 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
Up to 36 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
37 kgs to 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
77 kgs to 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
Over 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed on
a beef dead-rail or
mechanical chain)
Over 91 kgs

Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishments Establishments
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Minimum Hourly
Rate
(All Establishments)
PW - Level 4

PW - Level 5

PW - Level 6

$4.90

$4.90

$19.98

$26.64

$21.40

$28.58

$23.47

$31.30

$8.90

$8.90

$19.98

$26.64

$21.40

$28.58

$23.47

$31.30

$12.25

$12.25

$19.98

$26.64

$21.40

$28.58

$23.47

$31.30

$15.70

$15.70

$19.98

$26.64

$21.40

$28.58

$23.47

$31.30

$24.50

$24.50

$19.98

$26.64

$21.40

$28.58

$23.47

$31.30

$15.10

$15.10

$19.98

$26.64

$21.40

$28.58

$23.47

$31.30

_________

(c)

Sunday:

Species
Cattle / Calf
Goats
Sheep / Lamb
Pigs
(de-hairing
machine)
Up to 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
Up to 36 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
37 kgs to 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
77 kgs to 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
Over 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed on
a beef dead-rail or
mechanical chain)
Over 91 kgs

Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishments Establishments

Minimum Hourly
Rate
(All Establishments)

$16.15
$2.85
$2.85

$16.15
$3.00
$3.00

PW - Level 4
$26.64
$26.64
$26.64

PW - Level 5
$28.58
$28.58
$28.58

PW - Level 6
$31.30
$31.30
$31.30

$5.25

$5.25

$26.64

$28.58

$31.30

$9.55

$9.55

$26.64

$28.58

$31.30

$13.10

$13.10

$26.64

$28.58

$31.30

$16.80

$16.80

$26.64

$28.58

$31.30

$26.25

$26.25

$26.64

$28.58

$31.30

$16.15

$16.15

$26.64

$28.58

$31.30

(d) Public Holiday:

Species
Cattle / Calf
Goats
Sheep / Lamb
Pigs (de-hairing
machine)
Up to 91 kgs

Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishments Establishments

Minimum Daily
Rate
(All Establishments)

$20.20
$3.55
$3.55

$20.20
$3.75
$3.75

PW - Level 4
$33.31
$33.31
$33.31

PW - Level 5
$35.67
$35.67
$35.67

PW - Level 6
$39.12
$39.12
$39.12

$6.55

$6.55

$33.31

$35.67

$39.12
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Species
Pigs (hand dressed)
Up to 36 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
37 kgs to 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
77 kgs to 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed)
Over 91 kgs
Pigs (hand dressed on
a beef dead-rail or
mechanical chain)
Over 91 kgs
(6)

(7)

Constant Unit
Rate
Domestic
Export
Establishments Establishments
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Minimum Daily
Rate
(All Establishments)
PW - Level 4

PW - Level 5

PW - Level 6

$11.90

$11.90

$33.31

$35.67

$39.12

$16.40

$16.40

$33.31

$35.67

$39.12

$21.00

$21.00

$33.31

$35.67

$39.12

$32.80

$32.80

$33.31

$35.67

$39.12

$20.20

$20.20

$33.31

$35.67

$39.12

Penalty rates - Slaughter person.
(a)
Bulls and genuine stags - 136 kilograms and over - double rate.
“Genuine stag” means a fully grown animal that exhibits characteristics of a bull including a definite neck crest.
(b)
A ram or genuine stag, being an animal that has been castrated late or after maturity, which fully exhibits ram
characteristics but not a wether that has been burdizzed, shall be paid for at double rates.
(c)
(i)
Full wool sheep or lambs, sheep over 28 kilograms chilled weight as shown on the scales shall be paid
for at rate and a half.
A “full wool sheep” or “lamb” shall mean one with wool eight centimetres or more in length,
measured between the shoulders.
(ii)
The employer shall be deemed to have complied with this paragraph on any day upon which he pays
an amount, to be divided equally amongst the whole of the team, agreed in writing with the union
party to this award.
(iii)
Ram lambs shall be paid for at rate and a half.
(d)
(i)
Pigs weighing over 91 kilograms de-hairing machine - double rates
(ii)
Boars - except as provided in placitum (iii) of this paragraph - double rate.
(iii)
Boars - Intensively Bred—
In excess of 50 kilograms but not more than 55 kilograms - rate and one quarter
In excess of 55 kilograms but not more than 65 kilograms - rate and one half
In excess of 65 kilograms - double rates.
(e)
Additional Allowances (other than for Slaughter persons).
(i)
This subclause shall apply to those employees engaged in classifications other than that of “slaughter
person” and who work in conjunction or combination with slaughter person on the process of killing
and dressing sheep, lambs, goats, cattle and / or calves, on the slaughter floor of an abattoir.
(ii)
For the purpose of this paragraph, the process of killing and dressing sheep, lambs, goats, cattle and /
or calves, relates solely to the tasks performed upon the animal or the carcass from the time it is
washed in and / or fed up a race or scruffed and pushed to the chillers or weighed, branded and
recorded or bagged before being pushed to the chillers as the case may be on a particular slaughter
floor.
(iii)
Subject to placitum (iv) of this paragraph in any abattoir in which three or more slaughter persons are
employed and employees described in placitum (i) of this paragraph are employed, the following
allowance shall be paid to such employees for the carcasses killed and dressed each day by slaughter
person in excess of the minimum daily production requirement in addition to the rates of wages to
which they are entitled pursuant to clause 16. - Classifications and Wage Rates of this award.
(iv)
Notwithstanding the provisions of placitum (iii) of this paragraph, an employee to whom this
subclause applies shall receive an additional allowance of $3.00 per day.
(v)
Liberty is reserved to the parties to this award to apply to vary the allowances described in paragraph
(c) of this subclause every twelve months in accordance with the annual percentage change in the
Consumer Price Index (All Groups) Australian Bureau of Statistics Catalogue No. 6401.0 for Perth.
(vi)
The provisions of this subclause shall not affect the right of the employer to require any employee
entitled to the payment of the additional allowances prescribed herein to work the ordinary hours of
work as prescribed by clause 25. - Hours and Rosters of this award, or the obligation of the employees
to work as so required by the employer.
(vii)
Any disagreements between an employer and their employees or the union of employees, parties to
this award, over the application of this subclause, shall be referred to the Commission for
determination.
Excess Production and Penalty Rates
(a)
The excess to the minimum daily production requirement and penalty rates shall be computed on the basis that
the basic wage, plus the margin of the particular classification, equals a week’s constant unit rate without
penalties.
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When the minimum daily production requirement is exceeded an employee employed on a constant
unit rate system of operation shall be paid at the relevant constant unit rate for each such excess
carcass, provided that when such excess production is worked outside of the ordinary working hours
Monday to Friday (both inclusive), an employee engaged on a constant unit rate system shall not
receive overtime rates of payment.
(ii)
When an employee employed on a constant unit rate system of operation is required to work on a
Saturday, Sunday or holiday, he or she shall be paid the relevant constant unit rate prescribed in
subclause (5) of this clause for each carcass processed.
Employees employed on a constant unit rate system of operation who are kept waiting for stock or any interruption of
work not caused by the constant unit rate employee, in excess of the aggregate of fifteen minutes in any day, shall be paid
at time rates until the stock arrives or the work resumes.
Rover on Mutton Chain
On mutton chains consisting of 13 people or more who are members of the slaughtering team, the employer shall select
one slaughter person to act as a rover who shall be paid the same earnings as the slaughtering team, but for whom no
constant unit rate shall be claimed by the employer.
Liberty is reserved to the parties to apply at any time to vary the provisions of this clause in respect of the application of a
constant unit rates system of operation for the slaughtering of horses, mules and donkeys.
The parties to this award shall review the constant unit rates values prescribed in this clause no later than 30 September of
each year.
19. - HIGHER DUTIES
Payment for Higher Duties
Where an employee performs duties of more than one classification the person concerned shall be paid at the higher
classification rate—
(a)
for the time the employee performed the duties of the higher classification, where the person concerned
performed the duties of the higher classification for three and one-half hours or less in the day;
(b)
for the day, where the employee performed the duties of the higher classification for more than three and onehalf hours in the day; or
(c)
for the week, where the employee is engaged on duties at the higher classification rate for more than three days
in that week.
Application to Constant Unit Rate Employees
Notwithstanding subclause (1) of this clause, where an employee (hereinafter called “the step- up”) replaces an employee
employed on a constant unit rate system of operation for any part of a day—
(a)
the step-up shall be paid at the higher classification rate for the day; and
(b)
the replaced constant unit rate employee shall be paid for such work the employee had completed in the day,
with each employee receiving any additional penalties and excess minimum daily production earnings at the
rate applicable to the team at the time the employee concerned performed the duties of that classification. This
paragraph shall not exclude any entitlement to sick leave or any other entitlement to payment for the day.
20. - SUPPORTED WAGE SCHEME
Eligibility Criteria
(a)
Employees covered by this clause shall be those who are unable to perform the range of duties to the
competence level required within the class of work for which the employee is engaged under this award,
because of the effects of a disability on their productive capacity and who meet the impairment criteria for
receipt of a Disability Support Pension.
(b)
This clause does not apply to any existing employee who has a claim against the employer which is subject to
the provisions of workers’ compensation legislation or any provision of this award relating to the rehabilitation
employees who are injured in the course of their current employment.
(c)
The clause also does not apply to employers in respect of their facility, programme, undertaking, services or the
like which receives funding under the Disability Services Act 1986 and fulfils the dual role of service provider
and sheltered employer to people with disabilities who are in receipt of or are eligible for a disability support
pension, except with respect to an organisation which has received recognition under s10 or s12A of the Act, or
if a part has received recognition, that part.
Supported Wage Rates
(a)
Employees to whom this clause applies shall be paid the applicable percentage of the minimum rate of pay
prescribed by this award for the class of work which the person is performing according to the following
schedule—
Assessed Capacity
% of prescribed award rate
10%
10%
20%
20%
30%
30%
40%
40%
50%
50%
60%
60%
70%
70%
80%
80%
90%
90%
(b)
Provided that the amount payable shall be not less than the Disability Support Pension ‘ordinary income free
area’ as varied, or any successor to that scheme as defined in the Social Security Act 1991.
(c)
Where a person’s assessed capacity is 10 per cent they shall receive a high degree of assistance and support.
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Assessment of Capacity
(a)
For the purpose of establishing the percentage of the award rate to be paid to an employee under this award, the
productive capacity of the employee shall be assessed in accordance with the Supported Wage System and
documents in an assessment instrument by either—
(i)
the employer and a union party to the award in consultation with the employee or, if desired by any of
these;
(ii) the employer and an accredited assessor from a panel agreed by the parties to the award and the employee.
Lodgement of Assessment Instrument
(a)
All assessment instruments under the conditions of this clause, including the appropriate percentage of the
award wage to be paid to the employee, shall be lodged by the employer with the Registrar of the Commission.
(b)
All assessment instruments shall be agreed and signed by the parties to the assessment, provided that where a
union which is party to the award the union by certified mail shall take effect unless an objection is notified to
the Registrar within 10 working days.
Review of Assessment
The assessment of the applicable percentage should be subject to annual review or earlier on the basis of a reasonable
request for such a review. The process of review shall be in accordance with the procedures for assessing capacity under
the Supported Wage System.
Other Terms and Conditions of Employment
Where an assessment has been made, the applicable percentage shall apply to the wage rate only. Employees covered by
the provisions of the clause shall be entitled to the same terms and conditions of employment as all other workers covered
by this award paid on a pro rata basis.
Workplace Adjustment
An employer wishing to employ a person under the provisions of this clause shall take reasonable steps to make changes
in the workplace to enhance the employee’s capacity to do the job. Changes may involve re-design of job duties working
time arrangements and work organisation in consultation with other workers in the area.
Trial Period
(a)
In order for an adequate assessment the employee’s capacity to be made, an employer may employ a person
under the provisions of this clause for a trial period not exceeding 12 weeks, except that in some cases
additional work adjustment time (not exceeding 4 weeks) may be needed.
(b)
During that trial period the assessment of capacity shall be undertaken and the proposed wage rate for a
continuing employment relationship shall be determined.
(c)
The minimum amount payable to the employee during the trial period shall be no less than the amount payable
under paragraph (b) of subclause (2) of this clause.
(d)
Work trials should include reduction or training as appropriate to the job being trialed.
(e)
Where the employer and employee wish to establish a continuing employment relationship following the
completion of the trial period, a further contract of employment shall be entered into based on the outcome of
assessment under subclause (3) of this clause.
21. - ALLOWANCES
Location Allowances
Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition to the rates prescribed in the wages clause of this award, an employee
shall be paid the following weekly allowances when employed in the towns prescribed hereunder. Provided that where the
wages are prescribed as fortnightly rates of pay, these allowances shall be shown as fortnightly allowances.
TOWN
PER WEEK
Agnew
$17.00
Argyle
$44.50
Balladonia
$17.00
Barrow Island
$29.00
Boulder
$7.10
Broome
$27.10
Bullfinch
$8.00
Carnarvon
$13.80
Cockatoo Island
$29.70
Coolgardie
$7.10
Cue
$17.30
Dampier
$23.50
Denham
$13.80
Derby
$28.20
Esperance
$5.10
Eucla
$18.90
Exmouth
$24.40
Fitzroy Crossing
$34.10
Goldsworthy
$15.10
Halls Creek
$39.00
Kalbarri
$5.90
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TOWN
Kalgoorlie
Kambalda
Karratha
Koolan Island
Koolyanobbing
Kununurra
Laverton
Learmonth
Leinster
Leonora
Madura
Marble Bar
Meekatharra
Mount Magnet
Mundrabilla
Newman
Norseman
Nullagine
Onslow
Pannawonica
Paraburdoo
Port Hedland
Ravensthorpe
Roebourne
Sandstone
Shark Bay
Shay Gap
Southern Cross
Telfer
Teutonic Bore
Tom Price
Whim Creek
Wickham
Wiluna
Wittenoom
Wyndham
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
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PER WEEK
$7.10
$7.10
$28.00
$29.70
$8.00
$44.50
$17.20
$24.40
$17.00
$17.20
$18.00
$42.70
$14.90
$18.60
$18.50
$16.20
$14.60
$42.60
$29.00
$22.00
$21.80
$23.30
$9.00
$32.20
$17.00
$13.80
$15.10
$8.00
$39.50
$17.00
$21.80
$27.80
$26.90
$17.20
$37.80
$41.90

Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this subclause, an employee who has—
(i)
a dependent shall be paid double the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause;
(ii)
a partial dependent shall be paid the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause plus the
difference between that rate and the amount such partial dependent is receiving by way of a district or
location allowance.
Where an employee—
(i)
is provided with board and lodging by their employer, free of charge; or
(ii)
is provided with an allowance in lieu of board and lodging by virtue of the award or an order or
agreement made pursuant to the Act;
such employee shall be paid 662/3 per cent of the allowances prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
The provisions of placitum (ii) of this subclause shall have effect on and from the 24th day of July, 1990.
Subject to paragraph (a) of this subclause, junior employees, casual employees, part-time employees,
apprentices receiving less than adult rate and employees employed for less than a full week shall receive that
proportion of the location allowance as equates with the proportion that their wage for ordinary hours that week
is to the adult rate for the work performed.
Where an employee is on annual leave or receives payment in lieu of annual leave they shall be paid for the
period of such leave the location allowance to which they would ordinarily be entitled.
Where an employee is on long service leave or other approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) they
shall only be paid location allowance for the period of such leave they remain in the location in which they are
employed.
For the purposes of this clause—
(i)
“Dependant” shall mean—
(aa)
a spouse or defacto partner; or
(bb)
a child where there is no spouse or defacto partner;
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who does not receive a location allowance or who, if in receipt of a salary or wage package, receives no
consideration for which the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this clause.
(ii)
“Partial Dependant” shall mean a “dependent” as prescribed in placitum (i) of this paragraph who
receives a location allowance which is less than the location allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of
this clause or who, if in receipt of a salary or wage package, receives less than a full consideration for
which the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this clause.
(g)
Where an employee is employed in a town or location not specified in this clause the allowance payable for the
purpose of subclause (1) of this clause shall be such amount as may be agreed between Australian Mines and
Metals Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia and the Trades and Labor
Council of Western Australia or, failing such agreement, as may be determined by the Commission.
(h)
Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant to s.50 of the Act, that part of each location allowance
representing prices shall be varied from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 1st day
in July of each year in accordance with the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price Index (excluding
housing), for Perth measured to the end of the immediately preceding March quarter, the calculation to be taken
to the nearest ten cents.
(2)
Motor Vehicle Allowance
(a)
Where an employee is required and authorised to use their own motor vehicle in the course of their duties the
employee concerned shall be paid an allowance not less than that provided for in the table set out hereunder.
Notwithstanding anything contained in this subclause the employer and the employee may make any other
arrangement as to car allowance not less favourable to the employee.
(b)
Where an employee in the course of a journey travels through two or more of the separate areas, payment at the
rates prescribed herein shall be made at the appropriate rate applicable to each of the separate areas traversed.
(c)
A year for the purpose of this clause shall commence on the 1st day of July and end on the 30th day of June.
Area and details
Engine Displacement
(in cubic centimetres)
Distance travelled on
official business
Metropolitan Area
South West Land Division
North of 23.5 degrees
South Latitude
Rest of the State
Motor Cycle (in all areas)
(d)
(e)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Over 2600 cc
cents per kilometre
64.16
65.66

Over 1600 cc - 2600 cc
cents per kilometre
57.45
58.94

1600 cc and under
cents per kilometre
49.98
51.23

72.12
67.90
23.13

64.98
60.81

56.45
52.85

“Metropolitan Area” means the area within a radius of 50 kilometres from the Perth Railway Station.
“South West Land Division” means the south west land division as defined in Schedule 1 of the Land
Administration Act 1997 excluding the area contained within the metropolitan area.
Travelling Expenses
(a)
All reasonable travelling expenses and other costs incurred by an employee sent from one establishment to
another, shall be refunded by the employer unless the employee is to be transferred to another establishment for
a period of 6 months or more.
(b)
For the purposes of calculating reasonable travelling expenses, subclause (2) of this clause shall apply where the
employee uses their motor vehicle for travel.
Meal Money
(a)
An employee required to work overtime for more than two hours prior to their normal starting time or after their
normal finishing time on any day shall be supplied with a meal by the employer or be paid $8.40 by the
Employer for a meal.
(b)
If the amount of overtime required to be worked necessitates a second or subsequent meal the Employer shall
supply such meal or pay to the employee the sum of $5.70 for each such second or subsequent meal.
(c)
No such meals need to be provided or payments need to be made to employees living in the same locality as
their place of employment and who can reasonably return home for such meal.
Clothing Allowance
(a)
Employees, employed in other than retail establishments, required by the Act, Regulation or Governmental or
other authoritative directive to wear clean outer clothing and a clean head covering, shall be provided with such
by the employer subject to the following conditions—
(i)
The employer shall arrange for the laundering of such items free of charge to the employee provided
that—
Where an employer cannot conveniently arrange such laundering and the employee is permitted to
remove the clothing and head covering from the employer’s premises the employee shall be paid an
allowance of $1.30 per day to compensate for laundering of outer working clothes.
(ii)
All clothing and caps are to be issued in the employee’s time and returned by the employee, as
required by the employer, in the employee’s time upon completion of each day’s work.
(iii)
The employer shall be responsible for maintaining the clothing in a clean and state of good repair and
the same clothing originally issued to the employee shall be supplied to him each day or as required.
(iv)
If an employee wilfully damages or fails to return clothing as required, the employer may recover
from the employee the cost of replacing such items of clothing damaged or not returned, or may
deduct such cost less fair wear and tear from the moneys payable to such employee.
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The employer shall supply and launder free of cost caps and tunics or overalls to each employee engaged in
carcass carting.
(c)
Any employer, who, prior to the issuance of this award on 11 September 1980, was not required to supply to its
employees clothing and / or caps and to launder such items or pay an allowance in lieu thereof, shall be deemed
to have complied with the provisions of this clause if such provisions were implemented before the expiration of
a period of six months from that date.
First Aid Allowance
An employee appointed pursuant to Clause 53. - First Aid Employees of this award who is not a full-time first aid
employee shall be paid $7.70 per week in addition to the employee’s ordinary rate.
Employees in Freezers
An employee who is required to work in a temperature—
(a)
below minus 16 degrees Celsius shall be paid $1.95 per day extra;
(b)
provided that if the temperature is below minus 18 degrees Celsius shall be paid $3.80 per day extra;
(c)
and if the temperature is below minus 23 degrees Celsius shall be paid $7.60 per day extra.
Other than the Location Allowances prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause, liberty is reserved to the parties to this
award to apply to vary the allowances described in this clause every twelve months in accordance with the annual
percentage change in the Consumer Price Index (All Groups) Australian Bureau of Statistics Catalogue No. 6401.0 for
Perth.
22. - EMPLOYMENT RECORDS
A record shall be kept in the premises occupied by the employer wherein shall be recorded for each employee:
(a)
On a daily basis—
(i)
start/finish time and daily hours including overtime;
(ii)
paid time;
(iii) breaks; and
(iv) the total number of carcasses and/or pieces processed by an employee employed on a constant unit rate
system of operation.
(b)
For each pay period—
(i)
designation;
(ii)
gross and net pay; and
(iii) deductions, including reasons for these deductions.
(c)
The following records must also be kept—
(i)
employee’s name
(ii)
date of birth if under 21 years of age;
(iii)
start date;
(iv)
nature of work performed and classification;
(v)
all leave paid, partly paid or unpaid;
(vi)
relevant information for long service leave calculations;
(vii) any industrial instrument including awards, orders or agreements that apply;
(viii) any additional information required by the industrial instrument; and
(ix)
any other information necessary to show remuneration and benefits comply with the award.
The employer shall on the written request by a relevant person—
(a)
produce to the person the employment records relating to the employee;
(b)
let the person inspect the employment records;
(c)
let the relevant person enter the premises of the employer for the purpose of inspecting the records;
(d)
let the relevant person take copies of or extracts from the records.
A ‘relevant person’ means—
(a)
the employee concerned;
(b)
if the employee is a represented person, their representative;
(c)
a person authorised in writing by the employee;
(d)
an officer referred to in section 93 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) authorised in writing by
the Registrar.
An employer shall comply with a written request not later than—
(a)
at the end of the next pay period after the request is received; or
(b)
the seventh day after the day on which the request was made to the employer.
23. – PAYMENT OF WAGES
All employees shall be paid weekly and in the time of the employer not later than Thursday in each week.
The employer may pay an employee by credit transfer.
Where an employee is be paid by credit transfer—
(a)
the account shall be in the name of the employee;
(b)
the employee shall provide the necessary details of the account to the company; and
(c)
the day that the credit transfer is credited to the employee’s account shall be deemed to be the day of payment
for the purposes of paragraph (a) of this subclause.
This subclause shall not apply insofar as it is inconsistent with an order of the Commission.
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24. - SUPERANNUATION
The subject of superannuation is dealt with extensively by legislation including the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act
1992, the Superannuation Guarantee Charge Act 1992, the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 and the
Superannuation (Resolution of Complaints) Act 1993 (collectively the superannuation legislation). This legislation, as varied from
time to time, governs the superannuation rights and obligations of the parties.
(1)
Definitions
For the purposes of this clause—
(a)
“Fund” means a complying superannuation fund as that term is used in the superannuation legislation.
(b)
“Ordinary time earnings” means the base classification rate as prescribed by clause 16. - Classifications and
Wage Rates of this award (including any leading hand allowance).
(2)
Employer Contributions—
An employer must, in accordance with the governing rules of the relevant Fund, make such superannuation contributions
for the benefit of an employee as shall avoid the employer being required to pay superannuation guarantee charge under
the superannuation legislation with respect to that employee. For the purposes of the superannuation legislation, an
employee’s ordinary time earnings are intended to provide that employee’s notional earnings base. Employer
contributions must be paid quarterly, with the first payment being made at the end of the first quarter following
engagement. Contributions must be equal to that required under the superannuation legislation.
(3)
Voluntary Employee Contributions
(a)
Subject to the governing rules of the relevant Fund, an employee who wishes to make contributions to the Fund
may either forward their own contribution directly to the Fund administrators or authorise the employer to pay
into the Fund from the employee’s wages, amounts specified by the employee.
Employee contributions to the Fund deducted by the employer at the employee’s request shall be held on the employee’s
behalf and subject to individual agreement shall meet the following conditions—
(i)
the amount of contributions shall be expressed in whole dollars.
(ii)
an employee shall have the right to adjust the level of contribution made on their own behalf from the
first of the month following the giving of three months’ written notice to the employer.
(iii)
contributions deducted under this clause shall be forwarded to the Fund at the same time as
contributions under sub clause (2) of this clause.
(4)
(a)
The employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which
contributions are to be made by or in respect of the employee;
(b)
The employer shall notify the employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation fund or
scheme as soon as practicable;
(c)
The employee and employer shall be bound by the nomination of the employee unless the employee and
employer agree to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are to be made;
(d)
The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by a employee;
(e)

The employer is required to make contributions to a complying fund or scheme nominated by the employer until
the employee nominates a complying superannuation fund or scheme.
_________

PART 4 – HOURS AND OVERTIME
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(1)

25. - HOURS AND ROSTERS
The ordinary working hours shall not exceed thirty eight in any one week or eight on any one day Monday to Friday
inclusive. Those hours shall be consecutive except for the meal break.
(a)
The starting time for ordinary hours in other than smallgoods establishments shall not be earlier than 6:00am
and finishing time shall not be later than 6:00pm on any day Monday to Friday (both inclusive).
(b)
The starting time for ordinary hours in smallgoods establishments shall not be earlier than 6:00am and the
finishing time shall not be later than 6:00pm Monday to Saturday (both inclusive).
(c)
All ordinary hours worked prior to 1.00pm on Saturday, shall be paid at the rate of time and a quarter.
(d)
All ordinary hours worked after 1.00pm on Saturday shall be paid for at the rate of time and one half.
The starting and finishing times for ordinary hours shall be mutually agreed between the employer and the employee(s).
The employer shall give to an employee at least seven days notice that they seek to vary starting and finishing times of
ordinary hours of work.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, the employer and the employees may enter into any other agreed working
hours arrangement, provided that an order setting out the terms of that arrangement is obtained from the Commission.
26. - OVERTIME AND PENALTY RATES
Time Work Employees—
(a)
Subject to the provisions of this clause all time worked outside the ordinary working hours shall be paid at the
rate of:(i)
Time and a half for the first two hours and double time thereafter if performed in the period between
one and a half hours before the employee’s usual starting time and that starting time and in the period
between the employee’s usual finishing time and midnight;
(ii)
Double time if performed after midnight on any day when the time so worked commenced before that
time or if it commenced at or after midnight but before one and a half hours of the employee’s usual
starting time;
(iii)
Double time if the time so worked commenced at or after midnight on Friday but before 6.00 a.m. on
Saturday, and in such a case the payment of double time shall continue until work is completed; and
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(iv)

(b)
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(2)

(a)
(b)

(3)

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

(g)

(1)

(2)

Time and a half for the first two hours and double time thereafter with a minimum payment for three
hours if otherwise worked on a Saturday.
All time worked on a Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of double time, with a minimum payment for three
hours.
All time worked on a holiday prescribed in clause 35 - Public Holidays shall be paid for at the rate of double
time and a half, with a minimum payment for three hours.
In calculating overtime each day shall stand alone, and subject to the provisions of subclause (c) of this clause,
the maximum rate payable for that work shall be double the ordinary rate.
An employee who is regularly required to return to work outside ordinary hours and where such work is
performed in less than thirty minutes, then notwithstanding the foregoing provisions the minimum payment
shall be for two hours.
(i)
When overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that
employees have at least eight consecutive hours off duty between the work of successive days.
(ii)
An employee (other than a casual employee) who works so much overtime between the termination of
their ordinary work on any one day and the commencement of their ordinary work on the next day that
the employee has not had at least eight consecutive hours off duty between those times shall, subject
to this subclause, be released after completion of such overtime until the employee has had eight
consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time occurring during such
absence.
(iii)
If, on the instructions of the employer, an employee resumes or continues work without having had
such eight consecutive hours off duty, the employee shall be paid at double rates until the employee is
released from duty for such period and shall then be entitled to be absent until the employee has had
eight consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time occurring during such
absence.
(iv)
(aa)
Work on Saturday and Sunday shall be deemed to be covered by the provisions of this
subclause but time worked on these days shall not be treated as ordinary working time.
(bb)
For the purpose of this paragraph an employee shall be deemed to commence and terminate
his “ordinary work” on Saturday and Sunday at the times when that work commences and
terminates on the days Monday to Friday inclusive.
The employer may require any employee to work reasonable overtime or excess minimum daily production
requirements and such employee shall work overtime or excess minimum daily production requirements in
accordance with such requirement.
No union party to this award or employee or employees covered by this award shall in any way, whether
directly or indirectly, be a party to or concerned in any ban, limitation or restriction upon the working of
overtime or excess minimum daily production requirements in accordance with the requirements of this
subclause.
Notwithstanding the provisions contained elsewhere in this clause, where—
(i)
an employee has become entitled to an overtime payment pursuant to this clause;
(ii)
an employee has agreed in writing that they wish to have their overtime payment commuted to the
equivalent hours of leave (the employee and employer being under no obligation to agree); and
(iii)
the union has not objected in writing to that agreement within 2 weeks
the overtime payment shall be commuted to the hours of leave equivalent to that payment, unless the employee
and the employer agree that a particular payment not be commuted.
Such leave shall be accrued and taken as time off in lieu of payment for overtime to be taken at the discretion of
the employer provided that—
(i)
the time off shall be taken in portions of at least 4 hours;
(ii)
notice of one week is given to the employee; and
(iii)
the time off is taken within one month of its having accrued, or at such other time as is mutually
agreed.
Any accrued leave not taken shall be paid out on resignation or termination.
The agreement referred to at placitum (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subclause is able to be terminated at any time
where—
(i)
either the employer or the employee withdraws from the agreement; or
(ii)
the union objects to the agreement
One month’s written notice of intention to terminate the agreement must be given unless—
(i)
the employer and employee agree to waive the notice period; or
(ii)
the employee is less than 18 years of age, in which case the union can object without notice.
This subclause shall not apply to employees employed on a constant unit rate system of operation.

27. - ROSTERED TIME OFF
By agreement with the employer, employees may—
(a)
Request that the rostered time off be rescheduled and taken at any other convenient time within the period of the
current or the next following work cycle; or
(b)
Swap rostered time off with one another.
By agreement between the employer and an employee, rostered time off may be accumulated up to a maximum of
12 days in any one year. Such accumulated periods may be taken at times mutually convenient to the employer and the
employee.
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(a)

Where employees receive rostered time off in the form of rostered days off, then they shall accrue Rostered
Time Off at the rate of 2 hours per completed week of service. Any accrued time off not taken shall be paid out
on termination.
(b)
Where an employee’s contract of service is terminated during a fortnightly cycle of 76 hours, their payment on
termination shall be adjusted to reflect the hours actually worked in that fortnight.
If a public holiday falls on a day when an employee was scheduled to have rostered time off, the employee shall be
compensated in one of the following ways by agreement between the employer and employee—
(a)
Payment of additional wages for that time; or
(b)
Other time shall be allowed with pay within 28 days; or
(c)
Additional time shall be added to the annual leave entitlement.
If an employee is absent on a day when they are scheduled to have rostered time off for part of that day and where the
employee is entitled to payment pursuant to clause 31 - Sick Leave employee’s entitlement under that clause shall be
reduced by only so many hours as the employee was scheduled to have attended work.
(a)
An employee shall not be required to work during their rostered time off unless such an employee elects to do
so.
(b)
All overtime worked during rostered time off shall be paid for at the rate of time and a half for the first two
hours and double time thereafter with a minimum engagement of four hours at overtime rates.
Where a retail establishment is party to an order of the Commission, this clause shall not apply insofar as it is inconsistent
with that order.
28. - SHIFT WORK
An employer may work an establishment on shifts, but before doing so shall give notice of their intention to the union
party to this award and of the starting times and finishing times of the ordinary working hours of the shift or shifts.
An employer shall not require an existing employee to work on shifts other than the day shift if such employee has a
justifiable reason for not so working.
(a)
Where any particular process is carried out on shifts, other than day shift and less than five consecutive
afternoon or five consecutive night shifts are worked on that process, then employees employed on such
afternoon or night shifts shall be paid at overtime rates.
(b)
The sequence of work shall not be deemed to be broken under the preceding paragraph by reason of the fact that
work on the process is not carried out on a Saturday or Sunday or any holiday.
The ordinary hours of work for a shift employee shall be forty per week to be worked in five shifts of eight hours per shift
Monday to Friday both inclusive. Provided that when a system of three consecutive shifts is being worked the ordinary
hours of the last shift for the week may finish not later than 8.00 a.m. on a Saturday morning.
For the purpose of this clause shifts shall be of three classes namely, afternoon shift, night shift and morning shift.
“Afternoon Shift” means a shift which finishes after 8.00 p.m. and at or before midnight.
“Night Shift” means a shift which finishes after midnight and before 12.00 noon.
“Morning Shift” means a shift which finishes at or after 12.00 noon and before 2.00 p.m.
Provided that morning shifts may only be worked on a one-shift system. Shifts shall be deemed to be worked on a oneshift system when any part of the ordinary working hour’s falls outside of the spread of hours of ordinary hours
prescribed in clause 25. - Hours and Rosters, but is not part of a two or three shift system.
An employee when on afternoon or night shift shall be paid for each such shift 15 per cent more than their ordinary rate of
wage as prescribed by this award.
An employee when on morning shift shall be paid at the rate of time and one half for all time worked before 6.30 a.m.
An employee who is required to work on night shift without being allowed to rotate shifts weekly so that at least one
week in every three consecutive weeks is work on a shift other than night shift shall be paid 25 per cent more than their
ordinary rate of wage as prescribed by this award.
29. - MEAL TIMES AND BREAKS
An employee shall not work for more than five hours without a break for a meal unless there is agreement between the
employer and the employee. Where such an agreement exists, a maximum of 6 hours may be worked before a meal break.
Such meal break shall not be less than thirty minutes nor more than one hour, to be mutually arranged between the
employer and the employee.
When an employee is required to work during their normal meal break or any portion thereof, the employee shall be paid
at the rate of double time until they are allowed to take their meal break.
A shift employee shall be allowed half an hour for a meal break which shall be allowed as time worked.
(a)
Each employee shall be allowed a break of fifteen minutes in the before noon and a break of fifteen minutes in
the afternoon to be taken at such times as are mutually arranged between the employer and the employee
concerned.
(b)
Shift employees shall be allowed a break of fifteen minutes during the first three hours of their work period and
a break of fifteen minutes during the last three hours of their work period.
An employee who is required to work overtime before their ordinary starting time or after their ordinary ceasing time
shall be allowed a break of at least fifteen minutes at their ordinary starting time if the employee commences at least one
hour before their ordinary starting time and a break of fifteen minutes at their ordinary finishing time if the overtime is to
exceed one and a half hours and a further break of fifteen minutes without deduction of pay after every two hours
continuous work outside the ordinary hours.
In by-products processing establishments not being part of a meat processing establishment, two breaks of fifteen minutes
each or two breaks of ten minutes each and a ten minute washing time period shall be allowed each day.
In the event of the washing time period being observed it shall be taken either during the ordinary eight hours of working
time or if necessary to meet the needs of the process, after the ordinary eight hours of working time and in which case it
shall be paid for at overtime rates.
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In the event of overtime being worked, the period of washing time shall be observed on one occasion only on that day at
the end of the period of overtime.
_________
PART 5 - LEAVE OF ABSENCE AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
30. - ANNUAL LEAVE
(1)
Except as hereinafter provided, a period of four consecutive weeks’ leave with payment of ordinary wages as prescribed
shall be allowed annually to an employee by the employer. Entitlements to annual leave accrue pro rata on a weekly basis.
The employer shall give at least four weeks’ notice to an employee of the date the employer requires the employee to
commence their annual leave.
(2)
If any award holiday falls within an employee’s period of annual leave and is observed on a day which in the case of that
employee would have been an ordinary working day, there shall be added to that period one day being an ordinary
working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid.
(3)
Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from work except time for which the employee is entitled to claim
sick pay or time spent on holidays or any period of paid leave as prescribed by this award, shall not count for the purpose
of determining their right to annual leave.
(4)
Where the employee and the employer agrees (the employee being under no obligation to agree), and provided that the
union does not object in writing to that agreement, then notwithstanding any other provision in this clause, annual leave
may be taken in periods of less than 4 consecutive weeks, provided that—
(a)
one period of at least 2 weeks’ duration;
(b)
a further period is of at least 1 week’s duration;
(c)
where the employee is entitled to accrue rostered days off pursuant to a 38 hour week order ratified by the
Commission, no period of less than one week’s duration shall be taken unless the employee has accrued
insufficient rostered days off to cover that period; and
(d)
any leave taken pursuant to this subclause shall be paid at the ordinary rate of wage as defined in subclause (8)
of this clause.
(5)
Where an employer and an employee have not agreed when the employee is to take their annual leave, the employer is not
to refuse the employee taking, at any time suitable to the employee, any period of annual leave which accrued more than
12 months before that time; provided the employee provides at least four weeks notice.
(6)
If an employee lawfully leaves the employment or the employment is terminated by the employer through no fault of the
employee, the employee shall be paid 2.923 hours pay (where the employee receives rostered time off in a form other than
as rostered days off) or 3.08 hours pay (for all other employees) at their ordinary rate of wage as prescribed by subclause
(8) of this clause (excluding shift work allowances and the 17.5 per cent loading) in respect of each completed week of
continuous service.
(7)
In addition to any payment to which the employee may be entitled under subclause (6) of this clause, an employee whose
employment terminates after the employee concerned has completed a twelve month qualifying period and who has not
been allowed the leave prescribed under this award in respect of that qualifying period shall be given payment in lieu of
that leave or in a case to which subclause (4) of this clause applies, in lieu of so much of that leave as has not been
allowed, unless—
(a)
the employee has been justifiably dismissed for serious misconduct; and
(b)
the misconduct for which the employee has been dismissed occurred prior to the completion of that qualifying
period.
(8)
For the purpose of this clause except as provided in subclause (6) of this clause hereof
(a)
the ordinary rate of wage for an employee on time work, shall be their ordinary rate, (including any leading
hands allowance) as prescribed by clause 16. - Classifications and Wage Rates, and any allowance to which the
employee is entitled for shift work as prescribed by this award, at the time of taking annual leave, or a loading
of 17.5 per cent whichever is the greater.
(b)
The ordinary rate of wage for an employee usually employed on a constant unit rate system of remuneration
shall be the average of the payments made to such an employee during the period of continuous service during
which their annual leave accrued in respect of work performed in ordinary hours, including any amount paid for
work in such hours in excess of the minimum daily production requirement and for waiting time and any
allowance to which the employee is entitled for shift work as prescribed by this award
or
the rate of wage calculated in paragraph (a) of this subclause, whichever is the greater.
(9)
Where an employer closes down the business, or a section or sections thereof, for the purposes of allowing annual leave
to all or the bulk of the employees in the business, or section or sections concerned, the following provisions shall apply:(a)
An employer may by giving not less than four weeks’ notice of his intention so to do, stand off for the duration
of the close down all employees in the business or section or sections concerned.
(b)
An employer may close down their business for one or two separate periods for the purpose of granting annual
leave in accordance with this subclause. If the employer closes down the business in two separate periods one of
those periods shall be for a period of at least three consecutive weeks. Provided that where the majority of the
employees in the business or section or sections concerned agree, the employer may close down their business
in accordance with this subclause in two separate periods neither of which is of at least three consecutive weeks,
or in three separate periods. In such cases the employer shall advise the employees concerned of the proposed
date of each close down before asking them for their agreement.
(10)
(a)
An employer may close down the business, or a section or sections thereof for a period of at least three
consecutive weeks and grant the balance of the annual leave due to an employee in one continuous period in
accordance with a roster.
(b)
An employer may close down the business, or a section or sections thereof for a period of less than three
consecutive weeks and allow the balance of the annual leave due to an employee in one or two continuous
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periods, either of which may be in accordance with a roster. In such a case the granting and taking of annual
leave shall be subject to the agreement of the employer and the majority of the employees in the business, or a
section or sections thereof respectively and before asking the employees concerned for their agreement, the
employer shall advise them of the proposed date of the close down or close downs and the details of the annual
leave roster.
In the event of an employee being employed by an employer for portion only of a year, the employee shall only be
entitled, subject to subclause (7) of this clause, to such leave on full pay as is proportionate to the length of service during
that period with such employer, and if such leave is not equal to the leave given to the other employees the employee
concerned shall not be entitled to work or pay whilst the other employees of such employer are on leave on full pay.
Annual leave shall be taken within twelve months of being due.
Liberty is reserved to the parties to apply to vary the provisions of this clause in the event of this award being varied to
provide for the payment of “follow on labour” on a basis other than time work.
The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual employees or extended hours part-time employees as defined in
DIVISION 2 – RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS.
31. - SICK LEAVE
An employee who is unable to attend or remain at the place of employment during the ordinary hours of work
by reason of personal ill health or injury shall be entitled to payment for up to 10 working days or 76 hours,
whichever is the lesser, each year accrued on a weekly basis.
(b)
Part-time employees who are paid a proportion of a full-time employee’s pay or paid according to the number
of hours worked shall be entitled to the proportion of the number of hours worked each week that average
number of hours worked each week bears to 38, up to 76 hours per year.
(c)
If in the first or successive years of service with the employer, an employee is absent on the ground of personal
ill health or injury for a period longer than the employee’s entitlement to paid sick leave, payment may be
adjusted at the end of that year of service, or at the time the employee’s services terminate, if before the end of
that year of service, to the extent that the employee has become entitled to further paid sick leave during that
year of service.
The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject
to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the absence by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period
for which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time of the absence. Provided that an employee shall not be
entitled to claim payment for any period exceeding ten weeks in any one year of service.
To be entitled to payment in accordance with this clause the employee shall, as soon as reasonably practicable, advise the
employer of their inability to attend for work, the nature of their illness or injury and the estimated duration of the
absence. Provided that such advice, other than in extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the employer within
24 hours of the commencement of the absence.
The provisions of this subclause do not apply to an employee who fails to provide the employer evidence that would
satisfy a reasonable person of the entitlement with respect to absences of two days or less after one such absence in any
year of service.
(a)
Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to an employee who suffers
personal ill health or injury during the time when they are absent on annual leave and an employee may apply
for and the employer shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.
(b)
Application for replacement shall be made within seven days of resuming work and then only if the employee
was confined to their place of residence or a hospital as a result of their personal ill health or injury for a period
of seven consecutive days or more and they produce to the employer evidence that would satisfy a reasonable
person that they were so confined. Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee of
the obligation to advise the employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause if they are unable to attend
for work on the working day next following his annual leave.
(c)
Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the
employee was entitled at the time they proceeded on annual leave and shall not be made with respect to
fractions of a day.
(d)
Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this
subclause, that portion of the annual leave equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick
leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another time mutually agreed to by the employer and the
employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to the employee’s next period of annual leave or, if termination
occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with the provisions of clause 30. - Annual leave.
(e)
Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently
taken provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in clause 30. - Annual Leave of this clause shall be
deemed to have been paid with respect to the replaced annual leave.
Where a business has been transmitted from one employer to another and the employee’s service has been deemed
continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of clause (2) of the Long Service Leave provisions published in volume
60 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1-6, (and as varied from time to time) the paid sick leave
standing to the credit of the employee at the date of transmission from service with the transmittor shall stand to the credit
of the employee at the commencement of service with the transmittee and may be claimed in accordance with the
provisions of this clause.
The provisions of this clause with respect to payment do not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 nor to employees whose injury or illness is the result of the
employee’s own misconduct.
The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual employees or extended hours part-time employees as defined in
DIVISION 2 – RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS.
(a)

32. - BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
An employee shall, on the death of a spouse or de facto partner, the child or step-child, brother, sister, step brother or
sister, parent, step parent or grandparent, or any other person who lived with the employee as a member of the employee’s
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family immediately before that person’s death shall be entitled to such leave in accordance with the following
conditions—
(a)
The employee shall give the employer notice of their intention to take such leave as soon as reasonably
practicable after the death of such relation.
(b)
The employee is to provide to the employer, if so requested by the employer, evidence that would satisfy a
reasonable person as to—
(i)
the death that is the subject of the leave sought; and
(ii)
the relationship of the employee to the deceased person.
(c)
The employee shall not be entitled to leave under this clause during a period of any other form of leave.
The provisions of this clause shall also apply to casual employees or extend hours part-time employees.
33. - CARER’S LEAVE
An employee is entitled to use up to 5 days of the employee’s entitlement to sick leave each year to be the primary care
giver of a member of the employee’s family or household who is ill or injured and in need of immediate care and
attention.
A member of the employee’s family mentioned in subclause (1) of this clause shall include—
(a)
the employee’s spouse or de facto partner;
(b)
a child of whom the employee has parental responsibility as defined by the Family Court Act 1997;
(c)
an adult child of the employee;
(d)
a parent or sibling or grandparent of the employee;
(e)
any other person who lives with the employee as a member of the employee’s family.
The employee shall, if requested, provide evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person of the entitlement to such leave.
An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer, to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to a
family member who is ill.
The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual employees or extended hours part-time employees as defined in
DIVISION 2 – RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS.
34. - PARENTAL LEAVE
The Parental Leave provisions contained in Division 6 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 shall be
deemed to be part of this award.
(a)
The employer may engage a replacement employee who is specifically engaged as a result of an employee
proceeding on parental leave.
(b)
Before an employer engages a replacement employee under this subclause, the employer shall inform that
person of the temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(c)
Before an employer engages a person to replace an employee temporarily promoted or transferred in order to
replace an employee exercising their rights under this clause, the employer shall inform that person of the
temporary nature of the promotion or transfer and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(d)
Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring an employer to engage a replacement
employee.
(e)
A replacement employee shall not be entitled to any of the rights conferred by this clause except where their
employment continues beyond the 12 months’ qualifying period.
35. - PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Subject to clause 26. - Overtime and Penalty Rates, and the provisions of this clause, the following days or the days
observed in lieu thereof shall be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, namely—
New Year’s Day; Australia Day; Good Friday; Easter Monday; Anzac Day; Labour Day; Foundation Day; Sovereign’s
Birthday; Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
Notwithstanding subclause (1) of this clause, the employer and the majority of the employees concerned, may by mutual
agreement substitute any of the above mentioned holidays to be taken on another day
Where a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or as a public half holiday under section 7 of the
Public and Bank Holidays Act, 1972, and that proclamation does not apply throughout the State or to the Metropolitan
area of the State, that day shall be a public holiday, or as the case may be, a public half holiday for the purposes of this
award within the district or locality specified in the proclamation.
When any of the days mentioned in subclause (1) of this clause falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the holiday shall be
observed on the next succeeding Monday and when Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday shall be
observed on the next succeeding Tuesday. In each case the substituted day shall be a holiday without deduction of pay
and the day for which it is substituted shall not be a holiday.
The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual employees or extended hours part-time employees as defined in
DIVISION 2 – RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS.

36. - LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume 60 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1 to 6 both
inclusive shall be deemed to be part of this award.
(1)

37. - TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
Employees shall be entitled to paid trade union training leave in accordance with the provisions of this clause.
(a)
Leave is to be confined to work place union delegates or persons who have been elected as work place
representatives and who have held such or similar positions for a period of not less than a total period of
3 months, which might include broken periods of employment.
(b)
The Australian Meat Industry Council (WA Division) is to be consulted before the nature and content of the
particular course to be attended is finalised.
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Leave is to be confined to 5 days per year for each employee and is not to be cumulative.
The courses for which leave is granted are those which are conducted by the Trade Union Training Authority
(or any successor to that authority) or those approved by that authority and on which both the union and the
Australian Meat Industry Council (WA Division) agree are relevant to the industry.
The leave shall be granted at ordinary rates of pay for the relevant award classification.
Applications for leave must be made to the employer two weeks before the course commences.
The granting of leave is subject to an employer being able to make proper staffing arrangements for the relevant
period.
Leave may only be granted where the employee concerned can be released for the period of the course without
unduly affecting in an adverse manner the operations of the employer concerned.
The union shall be permitted to nominate two members for each 75 employees employed in each premises
provided that the union shall be entitled to nominate at least two members in any one year. The union shall be
entitled to nominate two members for each 75 employees in each premises in which members of the union are
employed under this award. Provided further that in any establishment no more than eight members, or half of
the delegates or representatives of that establishment, whichever is the lesser number, shall be entitled to leave
at the same time.
Leave may only be granted where the courses to be attended are such as to improve the employee’s knowledge
of industrial relations or related issues.
This clause shall not apply to any employer who employs 15 or less employees at an individual workplace,
covered by this award.
_________

PART 6 – CONSULTATION AND DISPUTE PROCEDURE
38. - INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE
(1)
Employer’s Duty to Notify
(a)
Where an employer has made a definite decision to introduce major changes in production, programme,
organisation, structure or technology that are likely to have “significant effects” on employees, the employer
shall notify the employees who may be affected by the proposed changes and their union.
(b)
“Significant effects” include termination of employment, major changes in the composition, operation or size of
the employer’s workforce or in the skills required; the elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion
opportunities or job tenure; the alteration of hours of work; the need for retraining or transfer of employees to
other work or locations and the restructuring of jobs. Provided that where the award makes provision for
alteration of any of the matters referred to herein an alteration shall be deemed not to have “significant effects”.
(2)
Employer’s Duty to Discuss Change
(a)
The employer shall discuss with the employees affected and their union or unions, the introduction of the
changes referred to in subclause (1) of this clause, among other things, the effects the changes are likely to have
on employees, measures to avoid or minimise the adverse effects of such changes on employees and shall give
prompt consideration to matters raised by the employees and/or their union in relation to the changes.
(b)
The discussion shall commence as soon as is practicable after a definite decision has been made by the
employer to make the changes referred to in subclause (1) of this clause.
(c)
For the purpose of such discussion, the employer shall provide in writing to the employees concerned and their
union, all relevant information about the changes including the nature of the changes proposed; the expected
effects of the changes on employees and other matters likely to affect employees provided that any employer
shall not be required to disclose confidential information the disclosure of which would be inimical to the
employer’s interests.
39. - RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
(1)
Subject to this clause, and in addition to any current arrangements, the following procedures will apply in connection with
questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this award—
(a)
The persons directly involved, or representatives of the person or persons directly involved, will discuss the
question, dispute or difficulty as soon as practicable.
(b)
If these discussions do not result in a settlement, the question, dispute or difficulty will be referred to senior
management for further discussion.
(c)
Discussions at this level will take place as soon as practicable.
(d)
The procedural form to follow in accordance with these procedures is contained in Appendix “1” of this award.
(2)
The terms of any agreed settlement should be jointly recorded.
(3)
Any settlement reached which is contrary to the terms of this award will not have effect unless and until that conflict is
resolved to allow for it.
(4)
The provisions of this clause shall not effect the operation of the Occupational Safety and Health Act, 1984.
40. - RIGHT OF ENTRY
(1)
In this Clause —
“authorised representative” means a person who holds an authority in force under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
“relevant employee”, when used in connection with the exercise of a power by an authorised representative of the union,
means an employee who is a member of the union or who is eligible to become a member of the union
(2)
An authorised representative of the union may enter, during working hours, any premises where relevant employees work,
for the purpose of holding discussions at the premises with any of the relevant employees who wish to participate in those
discussions.
(3)
An authorised representative of the union may enter, during working hours, any premises where relevant employees work,
for the purpose of investigating any suspected breach of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Long Service Leave
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Act 1958, the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984, or an award, order,
industrial agreement or employer-employee agreement that applies to any such employee.
For the purpose of investigating any such suspected breach, the authorised representative may —
(a)
subject to subclauses (5) and (6), require the employer to produce for the representative’s inspection, during
working hours at the employer’s premises or at any mutually convenient time and place, any employment
records of employees or other documents kept by the employer that are related to the suspected breach;
(b)
make copies of the entries in the employment records or documents related to the suspected breach; and
(c)
during working hours, inspect or view any work, material, machinery, or appliance, that is relevant to the
suspected breach.
The authorised representative is not entitled to require an employer to produce an employment record of an employee if
the employee —
(a)
is a party to an employer-employee agreement; and
(b)
has made a written request to the employer that the record not be available for inspection by an authorised
representative.
A written request under paragraph (b) of subclause (5) —
(a)
may be withdrawn by written notice given by the employee to the employer; and
(b)
has effect until it is so withdrawn.
An authorised representative is not entitled to exercise a power conferred by this section for the purpose of investigating a
suspected breach of an employer-employee agreement to which a relevant employee is a party unless the authorised
representative is authorised in writing by that relevant employee to carry out the investigation.
An authorised representative is not entitled to require the production of employment records or other documents unless,
before exercising the power, the authorised representative has given the employer concerned —
(a)
if the records or other documents are kept on the employer’s premises, at least 24 hours’ written notice; or
(b)
if the records or other documents are kept elsewhere, at least 48 hours’ written notice.
41. - INSPECTION OF RECORDS
For the purpose of investigating any suspected breach of the Industrial Relations Act, the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, this award or any order or industrial agreement that applies to
any employee covered by this award the authorised representative may—
(a)
require the employer to produce for the representative’s inspection, during working hours at the employer’s
premises or at a agreed time and place, any employment records or other documents of employees other kept by
the employer that are related to the suspected breach.
(b)
Make copies of the entries in the employment records or documents related to the suspected breach.
(c)
Inspect or view any work, material, machinery, or appliance, that is relevant to the suspected breach during
working hours.
An authorised representative is not entitled to require the production of employment records or other documents unless
the authorised representative has given the employer concerned at least 24 hours written notice if the records or
documents are kept on the employer’s premises, or at least 48 hours written notice if the records or other documents are
kept elsewhere.
_________

PART 7 – MISCELLANEOUS
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

42. - NEW TECHNOLOGY
This clause applies to establishments covered by clauses 17. -Work of Employees in Boning Rooms and 18. - Work of
Employees in Slaughtering Sections of this award.
(a)
Where an employer introduces equipment which enables the employer to reduce the number of constant unit
rate employees required to maintain the previous rates of production, the employer shall receive the financial
benefit of the introduction of that equipment and the remaining constant unit rate employees shall continue to
receive payment as if the constant unit rate employees replaced by the equipment continued to work and receive
payment.
(b)
Notwithstanding paragraph (a) of this subclause, the employer and the union shall negotiate and reach
agreement on an appropriate adjustment to compensate the remaining constant unit rate employees where the
equipment is inefficient or requires additional or more difficult tasks to be performed.
(c)
The employer and the union shall negotiate and reach agreement with regard to appropriate adjustments in
labour levels and rearrangement of tasks where the equipment reduces or modifies the tasks of a constant unit
rate employee / s.
(a)
The employer shall notify the union of any decision to introduce such equipment immediately the decision is
made and, in any event, not less than 4 weeks before the introduction of the equipment.
(b)
No employer may rely upon the provisions of this clause unless the employer has entered into an agreement
with the union to provide for severance pay and income maintenance for any employees displaced as a result of
jobs being made redundant by the introduction of such equipment which agreement must be binding and
enforceable by the Industrial Magistrate.
Any disputes arising out of this clause may be referred by either party to the Commission for determination.
(a)
For the purpose of the calculation of the constant unit rates prescribed in this award, the provisions of this clause
shall not apply to the mechanical aids used for cattle slaughtering that were subject to subclause (7) of clause
30. - Work of Employees in Slaughtering Sections of the Meat Industry (State) Award, 1980, prior to the
issuance of this award.
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Notwithstanding paragraph (a) of this subclause, the constant unit rates shall be negotiated between the
employer and the union when it is shown that any of the mechanical aids referred to in clause 30 (7) of the Meat
Industry (State) Award, 1980, or the slaughtering system is not 100 per cent efficient.
In the event of any change in the slaughtering system or upon the introduction of mechanical aids not referred to
in paragraph (a) of this subclause, either party may apply to vary the constant unit rates for slaughtering cattle,
calves, sheep, lamb, goats and pigs.

43. – PIECEWORK PROVISIONS
When boners and slicers are employed under a constant unit rate system of operation, they shall work on a team basis, e.g.
there shall be a team of slicers who shall slice and trim.
(2)
Production Boards
In each section of any establishment where boning or slaughtering operations are performed, the employer shall keep a
production board on which shall be shown the number and type of carcasses or livestock to be processed each day and
where practicable, the earnings of the employees on the previous day.
(3)
Completion of Minimum Daily Production
An employee employed on a constant unit rate system of operation who has completed the minimum daily production
requirement or excess minimum daily production required for the day by the employer, shall not be required to perform
any other work for that day.
44. – SPECIFIC DUTIES
No employee, other than an employee specifically engaged for the task, shall be required to clean out toilets or change rooms.
(1)

45. – PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
The employer shall have available a sufficient supply of protective equipment, namely—
(a)
aprons of polythene and canvas for boners;
(b)
chain mesh gloves consisting of the employee’s choice of either thumb and forefinger or thumb and two fingers,
for boners, slicers and trimmers; and
(c)
ear protectors for use by employees when engaged on work for which that protective equipment is reasonably
necessary.
46. – WATERPROOF CLOTHING
(1)
The employer shall issue the following clothing—
(a)
Waterproof boots, aprons and caps to washers, being those employees employed on pressure sprays in the beef
and mutton dressing sections, to employees hosing and washing down floors and yards and to employees
washing offal and in the paunch bay area; and
(b)
A waterproof apron to trimmers of edible offal and to viscera separators.
47. – CHANGE ROOMS
(1)
The employer shall provide—
(a)
suitable dressing rooms containing sufficient lockers for all employees except casuals when required;
(b)
full provisions for the drying of wet clothes; and
(c)
sufficient hot and cold showers.
48. – AMENITIES ROOM
The employer shall provide a suitable dining room with a refrigerator and hot water for making of hot beverages, also sufficient
tables and seating accommodation for all employees.
(1)

49. – TOOL SHARPENING EQUIPMENT
The employer shall provide a power driven grindstone and sharpening bench or other suitable device for the securing of sharpening
stones free of cost to the employees in each establishment.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(1)

50. – WORK IN COLD TEMPERATURES
No employee shall be required or permitted to work in a boning room when the temperature is lower than seven degrees
Celsius.
No junior employee shall be permitted to work in a chamber with a temperature below zero Celsius. “Chamber” shall
mean any artificially cooled room.
Employees, when over-heated through working outside, shall be allowed to cool down before entering the cold chambers.
An employee required to work in a freezer chamber shall be supplied by the employer free
of cost with a freezer coat with hood attached, two pairs of trousers suitable for freezer
work, freezer gloves and suitable freezer boots with safety toe caps.
No employee shall be required to work in a freezer chamber longer than sixty minutes continuously without a break
outside of at least five minutes.
Each freezer chamber shall have an effective escape system fitted in all freezers, and in freezers a pilot light shall be
installed.
No employee shall be required to work in a cold chamber in which there are wet or icy
floors.
The employer shall ensure that there is an ammonia helmet located adjacent to the freezer chambers.
51. - AIR CONDITIONING OF MOTOR VEHICLES
Subject to the exclusions contained in paragraph (b) of this subclause, where the employer commences to lease or
purchase a motor vehicle after October 1, 1986 for use by an employee working under the terms of this award, such motor
vehicle shall be fitted with and continue to be fitted with a refrigerated air conditioning unit in reasonable working order.
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(2)

Provided that paragraph (a) of this subclause shall not apply:(a)
if the employer, the employee and the union mutually agree in writing that an air conditioning unit should not
be provided in respect of a particular vehicle. A copy of any such agreement shall be provided to the employer,
the employee and the union.
(b)
to an employer in respect to an employee using a motor vehicle where such employee works solely outside of
the summer months of the year.
(c)
to an employer in respect to an employee using a motor vehicle in any sector of Western Australia south of the
26th parallel of latitude in respect of which the provision of an air conditioning unit is mutually agreed in
writing between the employer, the employee and the union to be inappropriate. Where no agreement is reached
the matter shall be determined by the Commission.
(d)
to an employer in respect to an employee using a motor vehicle in any sector of Western Australia south of the
26th parallel of latitude where the nature of deliveries in the industry involves a substantial number of short
duration stops which significantly affect the capability of an air conditioning unit in reducing the heat disability.
This exclusion applies to van driver/salespersons of all descriptions. Any dispute as to the application of this
paragraph shall be determined by the Commission.
52. – FIRST AID KIT
The employer shall maintain a first aid kit recommended by St. John Ambulance or a similar organisation in each section of its
establishment accessible to employees at all times.
53. – FIRST AID EMPLOYEES
There shall be a person qualified in first aid readily available in each section to attend to any injuries sustained by any employee. If
the employer employs a full-time first aid employee, the provisions of this subclause shall be deemed to be satisfied.
54. –TRANSPORT OF INJURED EMPLOYEES
The employer shall supply when required reasonable transport to any injured employee, without cost to the employee.
55. - COPY OF AWARD
A copy of this award shall be maintained by every employer in each of its establishments, in a place where it is accessible to all
employees employed in that establishment under the terms of this award.
_________
DIVISION 2 – RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS
(1)
(2)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

56. - AWARD RELATIONSHIP
This division is supplementary to, and is to be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with DIVISION 1 – GENERAL
of this award.
In the event of any inconsistency between DIVISION 1 – GENERAL and an express provision of this division, the terms
of this division shall prevail to the extent of such inconsistency.
57. – PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
Where a part-time employee is employed in a retail establishment to only work between 5.30 p.m. and 9.00 p.m. on
Thursdays and 6.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m. Saturday, and at no other times (hereinafter referred to as an extended hours parttime employee) the employer shall—
(a)
Advise the employee of their days and hours of work upon engagement.
(a)
Engage the employee for a minimum of 3 hours in any one day.
(b)
Pay the employee a proportion of the wage rate prescribed by this award for their
classification based upon the proportion the number of hours actually worked by the part-time employee bears
to 38, taking into account the special rates prescribed by subclause (1) of clause 60 of this award and any
overtime, plus 15 per cent of that amount, with a minimum payment as for 3 hours for each day worked.
(a)
Subject to this subclause, the ratio of part-time employees to full-time employees in an establishment at any
given time shall be 1 part-time employee to each 4 or fraction of 4 full-time employees, which expression shall
include full-time proprietors for the purposes of this paragraph.
(b)
On the day that a full-time employee has a rostered day off, the employer may employ one part-time employee
in addition to the ratios set out in this paragraph for a minimum of four consecutive hours for every full-time
employee who has a rostered day off on that day; provided that existing part-time employees are offered the
right of first refusal to take up any additional part-time work created by a full-time employee having a rostered
day off on that particular day.
(c)
The ratio requirements in paragraph (a) of this subclause do not apply to extended hours part-time employees.
(d)
The ratio requirements in paragraph (a) of this subclause do not apply to part-time employees who are “jobsharing”, being part-time employees whose hours of work are such that they do not work simultaneously and
that they could be replaced by a single full-time employee.
(e)
The ratio requirements in paragraph (a) of this subclause may be altered by agreement in writing between the
employer and the union.
An extended hours part-time employee is not entitled to payment for leave and public holidays prescribed in this award,
except that an extended hours part-time employee is entitled to bereavement leave.
58. - CLASSIFICATIONS AND WAGE RATES
The following shall be the minimum weekly rates of wages payable to employees under this award who, for the purpose
of this clause, shall be graded pursuant to the definitions contained and described in each subclause hereunder.
Career Progression and Promotion—
(a)
The skills required in the establishment are broadly grouped in levels are detailed below. Employees working
under these classifications shall work in any or all range of jobs within a level to the extent of their training,
skills and qualifications. This may involve an employee working in a number of sections or departments
depending upon work requirements including to meet short-term operational requirements.
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Employees shall be employed to carry out such duties as may be directed by the employer from time to time
subject to the limits of their skills, competence and training.
(c)
An employee may at any time carry out such duties and use tools and equipment as may be directed by the
employer provided that the employee has been properly trained in the use of such tools and equipment.
(d)
Any direction given by the employer in accordance with any of the above shall be consistent with the
employer’s obligations under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984.
Adult Wage Rates
Minimum
Minimum
Rate Per
Classification Group
Rate Per
Hour
Week
RW - Level 1
$448.40
$11.80
RW - Level 2
$453.70
$11.93
RW - Level 3
$482.05
$12.68
RW - Level 4
$506.30
$13.32
RW - Level 5 *
$542.20
$14.26
RW - Level 6
$568.45
$14.96
* Key classification rate
Skills and Classification Structure
RETAIL WORKER - LEVEL 1
An employee at this level shall undertake structured on and / or off the job training for a period of not more than
3 months. At this level an employee performs routine duties essentially of a manual nature and to the level of their
training Skills / Duties *
Works under direct supervision.
*
Exercises minimal judgement.
*
Works to defined procedures.
*
May perform general labouring and cleaning duties.
*
Is undertaking on the job training that shall include basic hygiene requirements, health and safety
requirements as well as basic safe working practices and basic industrial relations procedures, for an
initial period not exceeding three months.
Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform 1.
Labourer with less than 3 months service.
RETAIL WORKER - LEVEL 2
An employee at this level shall undertake structured on and / or off the job training for a period of not more than
3 months to enable the employee to perform work within the scope of this level. At this level an employee performs work
above and beyond the skills of an employee at Level 1 and to the level of their training Skills / Duties—
In addition to the skills / duties required at Level 1, the following skills are required at this level *
Shall have less than twelve months experience in a retail establishment.
*
Performs routine duties, essentially of a manual nature.
*
Works under routine supervision either individually or in a team environment.
*
Exercises discretion within their level of skills and training.
*
Posses a greater knowledge of hygiene requirements and may also use a range of basic hand tools.
And may :
Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform 1.
Cleaner.
2.
Counter hand undergoing training.
3.
Wrapper / packer undergoing training
RETAIL WORKER - LEVEL 3
An employee at this level shall undertake structured on and / or off the job training so as to enable the employee to
perform work within the scope of this level, or has prior experience to allow the performance of work within the scope of
this level. At this level an employee performs work above and beyond the skills of an employee at Level 2 and to the
level of their training Skills / Duties—
In addition to the skills / duties required at Level 2, the following skills are required at this level *
Shall have more than twelve months experience in a retail establishment.
*
Exercise discretion within the scope of this level.
*
Possess and utilise numeracy and literacy skills.
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Have responsibility for the quality of their work subject to routine supervision.
Possess limited customer service skills.
Have a sound understanding of hygiene requirements.
Is receiving training to develop skills in wrapping, weighing, packing, sealing, labelling and slicing.
Is receiving training on basic packaging machinery/equipment.

Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform (d)

RETAIL WORKER - LEVEL 4
An employee at this level shall undertake structured on and / or off the job training so as to enable the employee to
perform work within the scope of this level, or has prior experience to allow the performance of work within the scope of
this level. At this level an employee performs work above and beyond the skills of an employee at Level 3 and to the
level of their training Skills / Duties—
In addition to the skills / duties required at Level 3, the following skills are required at this level *
Exercise discretion within the scope of this level.
*
Possess and utilise numeracy and literacy skills.
*
Have responsibility for the quality of their work.
*
Possess effective interpersonal skills in providing advice to customers.
*
Have a sound understanding of hygiene requirements.
*
Have skills in wrapping, weighing, packing, sealing, labelling and slicing.
*
Can competently operate relevant packing machinery/equipment.
*
Has a superior knowledge of hygiene requirements.
*
Has a sound knowledge of customer enquiries by explaining product feature/benefits and cooking information.
Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform 1.
Wrapper / packer with customer service skills.
2.
Skilled counterhand.

(e)

RETAIL WORKER - LEVEL 5
An employee at this level shall undertake structured on and / or off the job training so as to enable the employee to
perform work within the scope of this level, which may include the attainment of a relevant trade qualification or has
prior experience to allow the performance of work within the scope of this level. At this level an employee performs
work above and beyond the skills of an employee at Level 4 and to the level of their training Skills / Duties—
In addition to the skills / duties required at Level 4, the following skills are required at this level *
Shall be responsible for assessing the quality of their own and others work.
*
Works under little supervision.
*
Assists in the provision of on the job training to a limited degree.
*
Have a detailed knowledge of quality assurance and customer specifications.
*
Possess and utilise numeracy and literacy skills.
*
Completed an apprenticeship of equivalent.
*
Possess and utilise superior knife skills.
Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform 1.
Trades person Butcher.

(f)

RETAIL WORKER - LEVEL 6
An employee at this level shall undertake structured on and / or off the job training so as to enable the employee to
perform work within the scope of this level and holds an appropriate trade qualification. At this level an employee
performs work above and beyond the skills of an employee at Level 5 and to the level of their training Skills / Duties—
In addition to the skills / duties required at Level 5, the following skills are required at this level *
Train other employees
*
Has obtained appropriate and relevant quality assurance accreditation and detailed knowledge of quality
assurance and customer specification.
Job Description—
The following indicative tasks are indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may be required to perform 1.
First shop person.
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Apprentices—
he rates of wages to be paid to apprentices shall be based on the following percentage to the key classification rate—
(a)
Four year term
%
First year
40
Second year
50
Third year
75
Fourth year
95
(b)
Three year term
%
First year
50
Second year
75
Third year
95
(5)
Junior employees—
(a)
Other than drivers of motor vehicles, the minimum weekly wage rates for juniors shall be based on the following
percentage of the total adult wage applicable to the classification in which they are employed:
%
Under 18 years of age
60
18 to 19 years of age
70
19 to 20 years of age
80
20 to 21 years of age
90
(b)
The minimum weekly wage rates for junior employees employed as drivers of motor vehicles shall be based on
the following percentage of the total adult wage for the capacity of the vehicle being driven:
%
Under 19 years of age
70
19 to 20 years of age
80
20 and over years of age
100
59. – PAYMENT OF WAGES
Employees shall be paid weekly and in the time of the employer not later than Friday in each week.
60. - HOURS AND ROSTERS
(1)
The ordinary hours of work shall be worked between the hours of 6.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Friday 6.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m. Thursday and 6.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. Saturday with additional rates of pay for Thursday
evening and Saturday as follows—
(a)
The ordinary hours which extend beyond 6.00 p.m. Thursday, ordinary hours falling prior to 1.00 p.m.
Saturday, shall be paid for at the rate of time and a quarter.
(b)
All ordinary hours worked after 1.00 p.m. on Saturday, shall be paid for at the rate of time and one half.
(2)
An employee who works a full ordinary shift on Saturday shall not be rostered to work the following Monday without
their agreement. Where an employee agrees to be rostered to work the following Monday, or where the following Monday
is a public holiday, the employee shall be compensated in one of the following methods by agreement between the
employer and employee—
(a)
Payment of an additional day’s pay; or
(b)
Another day shall be allowed with pay at a time mutually agreed; or
(c)
An additional day shall be added to the annual leave entitlement.
(3)
There shall be no more than 8 consecutive ordinary hours exclusive of meal breaks on each day.
(4)
(a)
The ordinary hours of work shall be 38 per week, or an average of 38 per week, to be
worked in one of the following methods—
(i)
38 hours in one week
(ii)
76 hours in two consecutive weeks
(iii)
114 hours in three consecutive weeks
(iv)
152 hours in four consecutive weeks
(b)
Provided that in a retail establishment employing, on a regular basis, 10 or more full-time employees per week
covered by this award; unless written agreement exists to the contrary between an employer and employee, the
employee shall not be required to work ordinary hours on more than 19 days in each 4 week cycle.
Where written agreement exists between an employer and an employee the employee may be worked on the
basis of—
- not more than 4 hours work on one day in each two week cycle
- not more than 6 hours work on one day in each week.
(5)
Provided that in an establishment employing, on a regular basis, more than 5 full-time employees but less than 10 fulltime employees per week covered by this award; unless written agreement exists to the contrary between an employer and
an employee, an employee may be worked their ordinary hours in one of the following ways at the employer’s
discretion—
- not more than 19 days work in each 4 week cycle
- not more than 4 hours work on one day in each two week cycle.
Where written agreement exists between an employer and an employee, the employee may be
worked on not more than 6 hours on one day in each week.
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Provided that in an establishment employing, on a regular basis, 5 or less full-time employees per week covered by this
award, an employee may be worked their ordinary hours in one of the following ways at the employer’s discretion—
- not more than 19 days work in each 4 week cycle
- not more than 4 hours work on one day in each two week cycle
- not more than 6 hours work on one day in each week.
(7)
Where an employee receives their rostered time off solely in the form of rostered days off, then the hourly divisor shall be
40 hours for the purpose of calculating overtime, provided that the hourly divisor for a part-time or casual employee shall
always be 38 hours.
(8)
Schedules of starting and finishing times for all employees showing rostered time off shall be published and displayed in
a place accessible to staff, one month in advance
(9)
The starting and finishing times for ordinary hours shall be mutually agreed between the employer and the employee(s).
The employer shall give an employee at least 7 days notice that it seeks to vary the starting and finishing times of ordinary
hours of work.
(10)
Where a retail establishment is party to an order of the Commission, this clause shall not apply insofar as it is inconsistent
with that order.
61. - MEAL TIMES AND BREAKS
An employee shall be allowed a ten minute break each day either in the first or second half of his work period Monday to Friday
(both inclusive). Such break shall be arranged to suit the requirements of the employer provided that an employee shall not be
required to work for more than four and one half hours without having such a break. Provided further that such a break shall not
take place within a period of one hour after the time of commencing work in the morning or within a period of one hour after the
completion of the employee’s lunch period.
_________
SCHEDULE “A” – NAMED PARTIES TO THE AWARD
The following shall be party to this award—
The Australasian Meat Industry Employees’ Union, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch
Action Supermarkets Pty. Ltd.
Australian Meat Industry Council
Broome Meat Supply
Coles Myer Ltd., t/a Coles Supermarkets Australia Pty. Ltd.
Fertal Holdings Pty Ltd.
Derby Industries Pty. Ltd., t/a Globe Meats
E.G. Green & Sons
Kanga Pet Meats
Derby Industries Pty. Ltd., t/a Talloman
George Weston Foods Pty. Ltd., t/a Watson’s Foods (W.A.)
Western Australian Meat Marketing Co-operative Limited
Woolworths (W.A.) Ltd.
_________
SCHEDULE “B” – RESPONDENTS
Action Food Barns (W.A.) Pty Ltd
Australian Casing Company (1979) Pty Ltd
Aylesbury Holdings Pty Ltd trading as Preston River Abattoirs
Bazeleys Butchers
Bennett Cluning Pty Ltd
Beta Pet Meats Pty Ltd
Broome Meat Supply
S.A. Bux
Charlie Carters Pty Ltd
Coles Myer Ltd
Derby Industries Pty Ltd, trading as Globe Meats
Fertal Holdings Pty Ltd
J.L. Gardiner & Son
E.G. Green & Sons
Jaysons Packaged Meats Pty Ltd
Kanga Pet Meats
Meat and Allied Trades Federation of Australia (Western Australian Division) Union of Employers,
Perth
Metro Meat Ltd
Perth Wurst
Poon Brothers W.A. Pty Ltd
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Roediger Bros
Stamco Pty Ltd trading as Stammers Supermarkets
Talloman Pty Ltd
Tip Top Abattoir Pty Ltd
Watson’s Foods (W.A.) - a branch of George Weston Foods Ltd
Windsor Foods Pty Ltd
Woolworths (W.A.) Ltd
Wynne’s Pty Ltd trading as Clover Meats
_________

SCHEDULE “C” - SUPERMARKET MEAT EMPLOYEES’ SCHEDULE
Notwithstanding the provisions of this award to the contrary, the following schedule shall apply in accordance with its scope clause.
This schedule shall replace the following Orders of the Commission—
Order No. 455 of 1989 - The New World Supermarkets and Woolworths WA Ltd. Meat Employees’ Second Tier Order
Order No. 65B of 1990 - The Stammers Supermarket Meat Employees’ Second Tier Order
Order No. 670(1) of 1982 - The Meat Industry Supermarkets (38 Hour Week) Order.
1. - TITLE
This Schedule shall be known as the “Supermarket Meat Employees’ Schedule”.
2. - ARRANGEMENT
1.
Title
2.
Contents
3.
Scope
4.
Relationship to the Award
5.
Wage Increment
6.
Part-Time Employees
7.
Casual Employees
8.
Hours
9.
Implementation of 38 Hour Week
10.
Overtime
11.
Meal Money
12.
Meal Times and Breaks
13.
Annual Leave
14.
Payment of Wages
15.
Enterprise Agreements
16.
Trade Union Training Leave
3. - SCOPE
This Schedule applies to the Australasian Meat Industry Employees’ Union, Industrial Union of Workers, West Australian Branch
and employees employed by the following companies—
Coles Myer Ltd, trading as Coles Supermarkets, Cnr Bannister and Nicholson Roads, CANNING VALE WA 6155
Stammers Supermarkets, 265 Canning Highway, PALMYRA WA 6157
Woolworths (WA) Limited, 123 Kewdale Road, KEWDALE WA 6105
4. - RELATIONSHIP TO THE AWARD
(1)
This Schedule is supplementary to, and shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Meat Industry (State)
Award, 2003 (hereinafter referred to as “the award”).
(2)
In the event of any inconsistency between the award and an express provision of this schedule, the terms of this schedule
shall prevail to the extent of such inconsistency, unless the express provision of the schedule provides otherwise.
5. - WAGE INCREMENT
Employees within the scope of this schedule shall receive a wage increment of $12.00 per week in addition to the weekly wage
prescribed in Clause 16B. - Classifications and Wage Rates and clause IB. - Minimum Adult Wage of the award.
6. - PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
(1)
“Part-time employee” means a permanent employee who regularly works for not more than 35 hours each week.
(2)
Where a part-time employee (other than an employee referred to in subclause (4) hereof) is employed, the employer
shall—
(a)
advise the employee of their days and hours of work prior to engagement;
(b)
engage the employee for a minimum of 18 hours per fortnight and for a minimum of 3 consecutive hours on any
one day Monday to Saturday, provided that where the sole task performed by the employee is the end of the day
cleanup the minimum engagement period shall be for 2 consecutive hours on any one day;
(c)
pay the employee the same wage, leave and other entitlements prescribed in this award for full-time employees,
with payment based on the proportion the number of hours actually worked by the part-time employee bears to
38;
(d)
pay no part-time loading;
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give the employee the first right of refusal to work hours in addition to those established upon engagement
without attracting over-time rates up to a maximum of 35 hours per week. Where the employee refused an
initial offer of additional work, any subsequent offer of that work shall be governed by clause 25(8). - Hours
and Rosters of the award.
Where a part-time employee is employed to only work between 5.30 p.m. and 9.00 p.m. on Thursdays and / or 6.00 a.m.
and 6.00 p.m. Saturday, and at no other times (hereinafter referred to as an “extended hours part-time employee”) the
employer shall—
(a)
advise the employee of their days and hours of work upon engagement;
(b)
engage the employee for a minimum of 3 hours in any one day;
(c)
pay a loading of 25 per cent for all ordinary hours worked on Thursday night and up to 1.00 p.m. on Saturday
and a 50 per cent loading thereafter; and
(d)
pay no pro rata entitlements other than entitlement to Bereavement Leave.
(a)
Subject to this subclause, the ratio of part-time employees to full-time employees working at any given time
shall be no more than—
(i)
up to and including 5 full-time employees - 1 part-time employee.
(ii)
between 6 and 8 full-time employees both inclusive - 2 part-time employees.
(iii)
between 9 and 12 full-time employees both inclusive - 3 part-time employees.
(b)
The expression “full-time employee” shall include full-time proprietors for the purposes of this subclause.
(c)
The ratio requirements in paragraph (a) of this subclause do not apply to extended hours part-time employees.
Where the 38 hour week has been implemented in the form described clause 9(4)(a) (Option 1) of this schedule, on a day
that a full-time employee has a rostered day off the employer may employ one part-time employee for a minimum of four
continuous hours for every full-time employee who has a rostered day off on that day; provided that existing part-time
employees are offered the right of first refusal to take up any additional part-time work created by a full-time employee
having a rostered day off on that particular day.
There shall be no reduction in full-time staff as a consequence of the restructured part-time provisions in this schedule, or
in the orders replaced by this schedule. All reasonable efforts shall be made to maintain the existing hours of part-time
employees as at the date of this order, subject to operational requirements.
7. - CASUAL EMPLOYEES
A casual employee shall be paid a proportion of the ordinary weekly rate of wage prescribed by this award for the calling
in which the employee is engaged, according to the number of hours actually worked, plus 20 per cent of that amount in
lieu of pro rata entitlements other than entitlement to Bereavement Leave.
A casual employee shall receive a minimum payment as for 5 hours for each day worked, provided that where the sole
task performed by the employee is the end of day clean up, the minimum payment shall be for 2 hours for each day
worked.
8. - HOURS
Subject to subclause (3) of this subclause, the ordinary hours of work shall be 38 hours per week to be worked pursuant to
one of the options in clause 10 of this schedule.
(a)
If an employer and employees agree pursuant to clause 9(4)(a) (Option 1) of this schedule, the 38 hour week
shall be worked subject to this schedule as a 76 hour fortnight.
(b)
If an employer and employees agree pursuant to clause 9(4)(b) (Option 2) of this schedule, the 38 hour week
shall be worked subject to this schedule as a 152 hour, four weekly cycle.
(c)
If an employer and employees agree pursuant to 9(4)(c) (Option 3) of this schedule, the 38 hour week shall be
worked subject to this schedule as a 40 hour week.
There shall be no more than 8 consecutive ordinary hours exclusive of meal breaks on each day. The union agrees not to
oppose extension of ordinary hours per day up to a maximum of 9.5 ordinary hours where the employer secures an
enterprise agreement pursuant to clause 15. - Enterprise Agreements of this schedule to that effect.
The ordinary hours of work shall be worked between the hours of 6.00 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Friday 6.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m. Thursday and 6.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. Saturday with additional rates of pay for Thursday
evening and Saturday as follows—
(a)
The ordinary hours which extended beyond 5.30 p.m. Thursday and ordinary hours falling prior to 1.00 p.m.
Saturday, shall be paid for at the rate of time and a quarter.
(b)
All ordinary hours worked after 1.00 p.m. on Saturday, shall be paid for at the rate of time and one half.
The employer shall fill rostering requirements for hours of work for a full shift of 8 hours extending beyond 5.30 p.m. on
Thursday and/or 1.00 p.m. on Saturday from volunteers and in the event that there are insufficient volunteers, the
employer may roster employees for such hours at random.
An employee who works a full ordinary shift on Saturday shall not be rostered to work the following Monday without
their agreement. Where an employee agrees to be rostered to work the following Monday, or where the following
Monday is a public holiday, the employee shall be compensated in one of the following methods by agreement between
the employer and employee—
(a)
payment of an additional day’s pay; or
(b)
another day shall be allowed with pay at a time mutually agreed; or
(c)
an additional day shall be added to the annual leave entitlement.
(a)
The employer shall post or cause to be posted and keep posted, in a conspicuous position in each establishment,
so as to be easily accessible to, and easily read by, every employee employed therein, a roster written in the
English language showing—
(i)
the name of each employee bound by the award; and
(ii)
the days, during each work cycle, upon which the worker is required to work their ordinary hours of
work, the start and finish times of each work period, and the time of any meal break.
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The particulars referred to in paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be published two weeks in advance.
Schedules of rostered days off shall be published one month in advance.
Subject to subclause (5) of this clause the employer may vary the days upon which an employee is required to
work ordinary hours and / or the start and finish times of each work period, by mutual agreement or by giving
the employee not less than two weeks notice. Such agreements shall be confirmed in writing and such notice
shall be given in writing, unless otherwise agreed between the employer and the employee.
9. - IMPLEMENTATION OF 38 HOUR WEEK
This clause shall only apply to full-time employees. The employer and employee at each work site shall agree on one of
the forms of implementation of the 38 hour week in accordance with subclause (5) of this clause. No change shall occur
in the form of implementation of the 38 hour week without the agreement of the employer.
Employees shall have been deemed to agree if the majority of employees at that particular work site agree.
If the employer and employees cannot agree on the particular option then the matter may be referred to the Commission
for resolution.
(a)
(Option 1) Rostered Day Off per fortnight. The employee shall be granted one rostered day off each fortnight on
any day of the employer’s choosing, to coincide with the normal half day rostered off Monday to Friday that
would have been taken prior to the implementation of this schedule.
(b)
(Option 2) Rostered Day Off Per Four Week Roster Cycle
(i)
The employee shall be given one rostered day off in any four week roster cycle.
(ii)
The employer and employees shall agree as to which day in any four week roster cycle is to be taken
as a rostered day off.
(iii)
If agreement cannot be reached as to the rostered day off the matter shall be referred to the
Commission for resolution.
(c)
(Option 3) 12 Rostered Days Off per annum
(i)
The employee shall be given 12 rostered days off per annum to be taken in one continuous period or
may be split into two periods by agreement between the employer and employee and the union.
(ii)
Time off under this option shall accrue at 1.9 hours per completed week of service excluding annual
leave. Any accrued time off not taken shall be paid out on termination.
(iii)
Payment for each day rostered off subject to this paragraph shall be 7.6 hours’ ordinary pay per day
rostered off.
Employees with the approval of the employer may swap rostered days off with one another.
An employee shall not be required to work on a day when such a day is a rostered day off for that employee unless such
an employee elects to work and where such an employee elects to work, all time worked shall be paid at time and one half
for the first two hours and double time thereafter with a minimum payment as for three hours worked.
If a public holiday falls on a rostered day off due to an employee under this schedule such an employee shall be
compensated in one of the following methods by agreement between the employer and employee.
(a)
Payment of an additional 7.6 hours’ pay; or
(b)
an additional rostered day off shall be allowed to be taken without loss of wages within 28 days; or
(c)
an additional rostered day off without loss of wages shall be granted and taken with annual leave.
If a public holiday falls on a Monday and an employee is rostered off on the following Tuesday, the employer may
require the employee to substitute that Tuesday rostered day off with another day within the next fortnight.
10. - OVERTIME
(a)
Subject to the provisions of this clause all time worked outside of the ordinary working hours shall be paid for
at the rate of—
(i)
Time and a half for the first two hours and double time thereafter if performed in the period between
one and a half hours before the employee’s usual starting time and that starting time and in the period
between the employee’s usual finishing time and midnight.
(ii)
Double time if performed after midnight on any day when the time so worked commenced before that
time or if it commenced at or after midnight but before one and a half hours of the employee’s usual
starting time.
(iii)
Double time if the time so worked commenced at or after midnight on Friday but before 6.00 a.m. on
Saturday, and in such a case the payment of double time shall continue until work is completed; and
(iv)
Time and one-half for the first two hours and double time thereafter with a minimum payment for
three hours if otherwise worked on a Saturday.
(b)
All time worked on a Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of double time, with a minimum payment for three
hours.
(c)
All time worked on a holiday prescribed in clause 35. - Public Holidays of the award shall be paid for at the rate
of double time and a half, with a minimum payment for three hours.
(d)
In calculating overtime each day shall stand alone, and subject to the provisions of paragraph (c) of this
subclause, the maximum rate payable for that work shall be double the ordinary rate.
(e)
An employee who is regularly required to return to work outside ordinary hours and where such work is
performed in less than thirty minutes, then notwithstanding the foregoing provisions the minimum payment
shall be for two hours.
(f)
(i)
When overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that
employees have at least eight consecutive hours off duty between the work of successive days.
(ii)
An employee (other than a casual employee) who works so much overtime between the termination of
their ordinary work on any one day and the commencement of their ordinary work on the next day that
the employee has not had at least eight consecutive hours off duty between those times shall, subject
to this subclause, be released after completion of such overtime until the employee has had eight
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consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time occurring during such
absence.
(iii)
If, on the instructions of their employer, such an employee resumes or continues work without having
had such eight consecutive hours off duty, the employee shall be paid at double rates until the
employee is released from duty for such period and the employee shall then be entitled to be absent
until the employee has had eight consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working
time occurring during such absence.
(a)
The employer may require any employee to work reasonable overtime and such employee shall work overtime
in accordance with such requirement.
(b)
No union party to this award or employee or employees covered by this award shall in any way, whether
directly or indirectly, be a party to or concerned in any ban, limitation or restriction upon the working of
overtime or excess of the minimum daily production requirement in accordance with the requirements of this
subclause.
(a)
Notwithstanding the provisions contained elsewhere in this clause, where—
(b)
(i)
an employee has become entitled to an overtime payment pursuant to this clause;
(ii)
The employee has agreed in writing to have their overtime payment commuted to the equivalent hours
of leave (the employee and employer being under no obligation to agree); and
(iii)
The union has not objected in writing to that agreement within 2 weeks
the overtime payment shall be commuted to the hours of leave equivalent to that payment, unless the employee
and the employer have agreed that a particular payment not be commuted.
(c)
Such leave shall be accrued and taken as time off in lieu of payment for overtime to be taken at the discretion of
the employer provided that—
(i)
the time off shall be taken in portions of at least 4 hours;
(ii)
notice of one week is given to the employee; and
(iii)
the time off is taken within one month of its having accrued, or at such other time as is mutually
agreed.
(d)
Any accrued leave not taken shall be paid out on resignation or termination.
(e)
The agreement referred to in this subclause at placitum (ii) of paragraph (b) of this subclause is able to be
terminated at any time where—
(i)
either the employer or the employee withdraws from the agreement; or
(ii)
the union objects to the agreement.
(f)
One month’s written notice of intention to terminate the agreement must be given unless—
(i)
the employer and employee agree to waive the notice period; or
(ii)
the employee is less than 18 years of age, in which case the union can object without notice.
11. - MEAL MONEY
When an employee is required to continue working after the usual finishing time for more than one hour, they shall be
paid $7.70 for the purchase of any meal required.
An employee who commences work at or prior to 1.00 p.m. on the day of late night trading and is required to work
beyond 7.00 p.m. on that day shall be paid a meal allowance of $7.70.
Meal money may be paid prior to the meal period on the day upon which the overtime is to be worked or as part of the
normal weekly or fortnightly wage as appropriate.
Liberty is reserved to the parties to this award to apply to vary the allowances described in this clause every twelve
months in accordance with the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price Index (All Groups) Australian Bureau of
Statistics Catalogue No. 6401.0 for Perth.
12. - MEAL TIMES AND BREAKS
An employee shall not work for more than five hours without a break for a meal, provided that where there is agreement
between the employer and the employee, a maximum of six hours may be worked before a meal break. Such meal break
shall not be less than thirty minutes nor more than one hour, to be taken as mutually arranged between the employer and
employee.
When an employee is required to work during their normal meal break or any portion thereof, they shall be paid at the rate
of double time until they are allowed to take their meal break.
A shift employee shall be allowed half an hour for a meal break which shall be allowed as time worked.
An employee shall be allowed a ten minute break each day either in the first or second half of the work period Monday to
Saturday (both inclusive). Such break shall be arranged to suit the requirements of the employer provided that an
employee shall not be required to work for more than four and one half hours without having such a break. Provided
further that such a break shall not take place within a period of one hour after the time of commencing work in the
morning or within a period of one hour after the completion of the employee’s lunch period.
An employee who is required to work overtime before their ordinary starting time or after their ordinary ceasing time
shall be allowed a break of at least fifteen minutes at the ordinary starting time if the employee commences at least one
hour before the ordinary starting time and a break of 15 minutes at the ordinary finishing time if the overtime is to exceed
one and one half hours and a further smoko of 15 minutes without deduction of pay after every two hours’ continuous
work outside the ordinary hours.
13. - ANNUAL LEAVE
Except as hereinafter provided, a period of four consecutive weeks’ leave with payment of ordinary wages as prescribed
shall be allowed annually to an employee by their employer. Entitlements to annual leave accrue pro rata on a weekly
basis.
The employer shall give at least four weeks’ notice to an employee of the date the employer requires the employee to
commence their annual leave.
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If any award holiday falls within an employee’s period of annual leave and is observed on a day which in the case of that
employee would have been an ordinary working day, there shall be added to that period one day being an ordinary
working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid.
Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from work except time for which they are entitled to claim sick pay
or time spent on holidays or annual leave as prescribed by this award, shall not count for the purpose of determining their
right to annual leave.
Where the employee and the employer agree (the employee being under no obligation to agree), and provided that the
Union does not object in writing to that agreement, then notwithstanding any other provision in this clause, annual leave
may be taken in periods of less than 4 consecutive weeks, provided that—
(a)
one period of at least 2 weeks’ duration;
(b)
a further period is of at least 1 week’s duration;
(c)
where the employee is entitled to accrue rostered days off pursuant to a 38 hour week order ratified by the
Commission, no period of less than one week’s duration shall be taken unless the employee has accrued rostered
days off to cover that period; and
(c)
any leave taken pursuant to this subclause shall be paid at the ordinary rate of wage as defined in subclause (8)
of this clause.
Where an employer and an employee have not agreed when the employee is to take their annual leave, the employer is not
to refuse the employee taking, at any time suitable to the employee, any period of annual leave which accrued more than
12 months before that time; provided the employee provides at least four weeks notice.
If an employee leaves their employment or their employment is terminated by the employer through no fault of the
employee, the employee shall be paid 2.923 hours’ pay at their ordinary rate of wage as prescribed by subclause (8) of
this clause (excluding shift work allowances and the 17.5 per cent loading) in respect of each completed week of
continuous service.
In addition to any payment to which they may be entitled under subclause (6) of this clause, an employee whose
employment terminates after the employee has completed a twelve month qualifying period and who has not been
allowed the leave prescribed under this award in respect of that qualifying period shall be given payment in lieu of that
leave or in a case to which subclause (4) hereof applies, in lieu of so much of that leave as has not been allowed, unless—
(a)
the employee has been justifiably dismissed for misconduct; and
(b)
the misconduct for which they have been dismissed occurred prior to the completion of that qualifying period.
For the purpose of this clause except as provided in subclause (6) hereof, the ordinary rate of wage for an employee shall
be—
(a)
the ordinary rate as prescribed by clause 1B. - Minimum Adult Wage and clause 16. - Classifications and Wage
Rates of the award;
(b)
the wage increment as prescribed in clause 5. - Wage Increment of this Schedule; plus
(c)
any allowance to which the employee is entitled for shift work as prescribed by this award at the time of taking
annual leave, or a loading of 17.5 per cent, whichever is the greater.
Where an employer closes down their business, or a section or sections thereof, for the purposes of allowing annual leave
to all or the bulk of the employees in the business, or section or sections concerned, the following provisions shall apply:
(a)
they may by giving not less than four weeks’ notice of their intention so to do, stand off for the duration of the
close down all employees in the business or section or sections concerned.
(b)
An employer may close down their business for one or two separate periods for the purpose of granting annual
leave in accordance with this subclause. If the employer closes down their business in two separate periods one
of those periods shall be for a period of at least three consecutive weeks. Provided that where the majority of the
employees in the business or section or sections concerned agree, the employer may close down their business
in accordance with this subclause in two separate periods neither of which is of at least three consecutive weeks,
or in three separate periods. In such cases the employer shall advise the employees concerned of the proposed
date of each close down before asking them for their agreement.
(a)
An employer may close down their business, or a section or sections thereof for a period of at least three
consecutive weeks and grant the balance of the annual leave due to an employee in one continuous period in
accordance with a roster.
(b)
An employer may close down their business, or a section or sections thereof for a period of less than three
consecutive weeks and allow the balance of the annual leave due to an employee in one or two continuous
periods, either of which may be in accordance with a roster. In such a case the granting and taking of annual
leave shall be subject to the agreement of the employer and the majority of the employees in the business, or a
section or sections thereof respectively and before asking the employees concerned for their agreement, the
employer shall advise them of the proposed date of the close down or close downs and the details of the annual
leave roster.
In the event of an employee being employed by an employer for portion only of a year, they shall only be entitled, subject
to subclause (6) of this subclause, to such leave on full pay as is proportionate to the length of service during that period
with such employer, and if such leave is not equal to the leave given to the other employees they shall not be entitled to
work or pay whilst the other employees of such employer are on leave on full pay.
Annual leave shall be taken within six months of being due.
The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual employee or to extended hours part-time employees.
14. - PAYMENT OF WAGES
The employer may elect to pay employees by means of credit transfer to a bank, building society or credit union account
in the name of the employee. The day that the credit transfer is credited to the employee’s account shall be deemed to be
the date of payment.
All employees shall be paid weekly and in the time of the employer not later than Friday in each week provided that the
employer may elect to pay employees fortnightly.
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Each employee shall receive a payslip on each day of payment which shall show—
the name of the employee;
the period for which payment is being made;
ordinary time worked;
overtime worked;
leave accrued in lieu of payment for overtime;
any other penalties; and
any deductions.
provided that where this information is provided by computer program, information on leave accrued in lieu of payment
for overtime need not be shown until 1 January 1991 or such other date as is agreed between the union and the employer
but must be available to employees on request.
No employer shall change its method of payment to employees without first giving them at least four weeks’ notice in
writing.
Subject to subclause (7) of this clause, no employer shall change its method of payment to employees unless the majority
of employees consent provided where the majority of employees do not consent the employer may refer the matter to the
Commission for resolution.
No employee shall be required to accept a change in method of payment if such change causes hardship. Any dispute
concerning hardship shall be referred to a Commission for determination.
The method of introducing fortnightly pay shall be in accordance with an agreement negotiated
between the employer, and employees that minimises any inconvenience to the employee.
For the purpose of effecting the rostering off of employees provided by this award such wages
may be either for the actual hours worked each week; or an amount being the calculated weekly average of the wages
accruing over the two or four or, as the case may be, consecutive weekly periods.
15. - ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS
The union and the employers to whom this schedule applies recognise that because of the variety of employers and types
of enterprises covered by this award, circumstances exist within the industry which are appropriately regulated by an
industrial instrument.
Such single employer agreements, to the extent that they are inconsistent with the provisions of this award, shall prevail
over the provisions of this award, upon ratification by the Commission.
Where an employer proposes a change in award conditions in relation to an enterprise, that employer shall contact the
union for the purpose of negotiating such an agreement.
The parties shall negotiate genuinely with the aim of achieving an agreement.
It shall be open to the employer to have had prior informal discussions with employees about the possibility of an
agreement of the character contemplated in this clause.
By arrangement between the employer and the union, employees of the enterprise may participate in the negotiation of an
agreement and, in any event, there shall be consultation with employees by the union and the employer. The union and the
employer shall each have the right to put alternative proposals to the employees.
Before an agreement is finalised, a majority of the employees affected shall have agreed to it.
Neither management nor the union, where the majority of employees affected genuinely agree to the proposed change(s),
shall unreasonably oppose any agreement.
The union or the employer may agree to adopt appropriate methods of ascertaining the views of the employees affected,
such as a secret ballot, to ensure that the agreement is genuine.
Any agreement must be in writing and it shall specify the employees affected, the terms of the agreement, the period of
operation and the method of termination of the agreement prior to its expiration.
When an agreement is finalised, the parties to it shall make application to the Commission for its terms to become part of
the award.
Where the parties are unable to reach agreement, it shall be open for the matter to be referred to the Commission for
resolution.
Nothing in this clause shall prevent an employer or the union from having any matter arising from this clause referred to
the Commission for the purposes of conciliation and/or arbitration.

16. - TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
Employees shall be entitled to paid trade union training leave in accordance with the provisions of this clause.
(1)
Leave is to be confined to workplace union delegates or persons who have been elected as workplace representatives and
who have been employed by the employer for a period of not less than of six months.
(2)
The employer is to be consulted before the nature and content of the particular course to be attended is finalised. The
courses for which leave is granted are those which are conducted by the Trade Union Training Authority (or any
successor to that authority) or those approved by that Authority and on which both the union and the employer agree are
relevant to the industry.
(3)
Leave is to be confined to a maximum of 5 days per year for each employee and is not to be cumulative. No employee
shall be required to attend a course on more than three days in any one week. Subject to subclause (6) of this clause
employees shall attend half day courses if requested by the employer.
(4)
(a)
The leave shall be granted at ordinary rates of pay for the relevant award classification. Employees shall not be
paid under this clause if they were not ordinarily scheduled to work.
(b)
Leave granted shall not incur any additional payment to the extend that the course attended coincides with any
other period of paid leave granted pursuant to this award.
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(c)

(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
(10)

The employer shall not incur any liability with respect to the cost of travel to and from the place where the
courses are conducted, nor to any accommodation and associated costs during such leave, or any other cost
associated with the conducting of the course.
(a)
Applications for leave must be made to the employer four weeks before the course commences.
(b)
Applications shall be made in writing by the union to the employer and shall include the following details—
the name of the employee seeking leave,
the period of time for which leave is sought (including daily commencing and finishing times),
the title description and agenda of the course or courses to be attended,
the place or places where the said course or course shall be held,
The grant of leave is subject to an employer being able to make proper staffing arrangements for the relevant period.
Leave may only be granted where the employee concerned can be released for the period of the course without unduly
affecting in an adverse manner the operations of the employer concerned.
In determining the number of nominations, each employer may advise the union which of the following methods is to be
used—
(a)
The union may nominate one member for each fifteen employees of an employer under this Schedule provided
that no more than one member per store is nominated in any one year. In determining which members are
nominated the parties agree that only employees in the employer’s larger stores shall be nominated.
OR
(b)
The union may nominate one member in each workplace where five or more employees are employed under
this Schedule provided that the union and the employer may reach agreement as to the numbers from each
region in any year.
Leave may only be granted where the courses to be attended are such as to improve the employee’s knowledge of
industrial relations or related issues.
Employees granted leave pursuant to this clause shall, upon request, inform the employer after the completion of the
course of the nature of the course and their observations on it.
On completion of the course the employee shall, upon request, provide to the employer proof satisfactory to the employer
of their attendance at the course. The employer shall not be required to make payment for any period of leave granted that
is not utilised in the attendance at a course unless the employee can substantiate that the failure to attend the course was
due to the taking of paid leave otherwise authorised by this award.
_________

APPENDIX “1” - RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES PROCEDURE FORM
Set out below is the procedure for resolving issues that are in dispute or are likely to lead to a dispute. In addressing such
issues management, employees, union delegates and union officials should note—
1.
No industrial action shall occur unless and until all stages 1 to 6 have been completed.
2.
If unresolved at a particular stage the issue must be referred to the next stage as soon as possible. At no point
should the issue be left unresolved or unattended.
3.
Nominated persons are only to become involved at the relevant stage.
4.
If a particular step is not relevant to the dispute, it may be omitted provided that both parties agree.
IDENTIFICATION OF ISSUE - Person or delegate raising issue to provide a brief description of what the issue is.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
STAGE 1 - Issue to be discussed between department supervisor or manager, employee and / or union delegate.
Result of Discussion :
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Signed ……………………………………………...
Department Supervisor or Manager

Signed ……………………………………………...
Employee or Union Delegate

Signed ……………………………………………...
Witness

Signed ……………………………………………...
Witness

Date ………………………………………………...
Date ………………………………………………...
*
If unresolved at Stage 1 the issue is to be referred to Stage 2 as soon as possible.
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STAGE 2 - Issue to be discussed between production manager, employee and / or union delegate.
Result of Discussion :
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Signed ……………………………………………...
Production Manager

Signed ……………………………………………...
Employee or Union Delegate

Signed ……………………………………………...
Witness

Signed ……………………………………………...
Witness

Date ………………………………………………...

Date ………………………………………………...

*

If unresolved at Stage 2 the issue is to be referred to Stage 3 as soon as possible.

STAGE 3 - Issue to be discussed between site manager, employee and / or union delegate.
Result of Discussion :
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Signed ……………………………………………...
Site Manager

Signed ……………………………………………...
Employee or Union Delegate

Signed ……………………………………………...
Witness

Signed ……………………………………………...
Witness

Date ………………………………………………...

Date ………………………………………………...

*

If unresolved at Stage 3 the issue is to be referred to Stage 4 as soon as possible.

STAGE 4 - Issue to be discussed between site manager and the Union Secretary or their nominee.
Result of Discussion :
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Signed ……………………………………………...
Site Manager

Signed ……………………………………………...
Union Secretary or nominee

Signed ……………………………………………...
Witness

Signed ……………………………………………...
Witness

Date ………………………………………………...
Date ………………………………………………...
*
If unresolved at Stage 4 the issue is to be referred to Stage 5 as soon as possible.
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STAGE 5 - Issue to be discussed between Senior Management and the Union Secretary or their nominee.
Result of Discussion :
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Signed ……………………………………………...
Senior Management

Signed ……………………………………………...
Union Secretary or nominee

Signed ……………………………………………...
Witness

Signed ……………………………………………...
Witness

Date ………………………………………………...

Date ………………………………………………...

STAGE 6 - If the issue remains unresolved it may be referred to the Commission.
_________
2003 WAIRC 10046
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, AUSTRALASIAN MEAT INDUSTRY EMPLOYEES’ UNION,
INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, PERTH, APPLICANT
v.
ACTION FOOD BARNS AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS
CORAM
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE
FRIDAY, 14 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 282 OF 1994
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10046
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Correction Order issued
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Correcting Order
WHEREAS an error occurred in the Order dated 6 November 2003 in application 282 of 1994, the Commission, in order to correct
this error pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Schedule attached to the Order dated 6 November 2003 in application 282 of 1994 be amended in the
following terms—
In Clause 1. - Title: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
This award shall be known as the Meat Industry (State) Award, 2003.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
____________________
2003 WAIRC 09800
NICKEL MINING & PROCESSING AWARD 1975
No. 18 of 1975
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS’ UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL
UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
WESTERN MINING CORPORATION LIMITED, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
THURSDAY, 11 SEPTEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPL 1154A OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09800
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Industrial Law (WA) – Award – Award modernisation – Wages and conditions of employment –
Provisions to promote efficiency and performance of work – Fair conditions of employment –
Principle 10 of the Commission’s wage fixing principles considered – Provision for industry
allowance in the wages clause inserted – Award varied – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 40B, s
40B(1)(e).
Order issued

Result
Representation
Applicant
Mr M Llewellyn
Respondent
Mr T Caccamo as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1.
2.

3.

4.

Reasons for Decision
(Ex Tempore)
The Commission has before it that part of application 1154 of 2002, insofar as a variation is sought to the Nickel Mining &
Processing Award 1975, No 18 of 1975, to insert a new provision into the terms of schedule 1, “Wages”, for an industry
allowance in the sum of $83.80 per week.
The parties have put submissions to the Commission this morning in relation to a variety of issues, including the history of this
allowance in the gold and nickel mining industries generally; secondly, the terms of the wage fixing principles which they are
required to address; and also the relevant provisions of s 40B of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (“the Act”), which for
want of a better description, could be described as the award modernisation provision contained in the statute.
The Commission has been assured by both Mr Llewellyn, on behalf of the applicant, and Mr Caccamo, on behalf of the
respondent, that notwithstanding that the award in issue is an industry award, the allowance, if granted by the Commission,
will represent no net addition to costs to employers in the industry, and therefore, in accordance with the terms of the
Commission’s wage fixing principles, will not fall foul of them. Having considered the submissions of the parties and the
terms in particular of principle 10 of the Commission’s wage fixing principles, and having regard to the terms of s 40B of the
Act, in particular s 40B(1(e), regarding the efficient performance of work and fair wages and conditions, the Commission is
satisfied the award ought be varied as the parties have agreed upon and urged upon the Commission this morning.
Accordingly, minutes of a proposed order will issue shortly to reflect the variation to the Nickel Mining & Processing Award
1975, No 18 of 1975.

_________

2003 WAIRC 09918
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS’ UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL
UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
WESTERN MINING CORPORATION LIMITED, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
THURSDAY, 11 SEPTEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLA 1154 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09918
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Order issued
Representation
Applicant
Mr M Llewellyn
Respondent
Mr T Caccamo as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
Having heard Mr M Llewellyn on behalf of the applicant and Mr T Caccamo as agent on behalf of the respondent the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and by consent hereby orders—
THAT the Nickel Mining and Processing Award 1975 No. 18 of 1975 be varied in accordance with the following schedule
and such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 11 September 2003.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

_________
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SCHEDULE
Delete this Schedule and insert in lieu thereof the following—

SCHEDULE 1. – WAGES
The minimum rates of pay payable under this Award shall be as follows—
PART A
(1)
Rate per Week
Base
Rate
$
(a)

(b)

Underground Section Trucker
Tool Carrier
Shoveller
Diamond Drillers Assistant
Pipe Assembler
Sampler
Hydraulic Fill Operator
Popper Machine Employee
Air Hoist Operator
Electric Hoist Operator
Pump Attendant
Ventilation Employee
Platelayer
Train Crew
Mechanical Loader Operator
Scraper Hauler Operator
Braceperson
Plateperson
Skiperson
Scalers
Rock drill employee in all other
places including open cut
Sanitary Employee
Timberperson - Other
Rock Drill employee in rises
Rock Drill employee in winzes
Raised Borer Operator
Diamond Driller (i) up to 20 h.p.
(ii) over 20 h.p.
Timberperson - shaft
Rock Drill employee in shafts
Hauler Operator
Hydraulic Twin and
Treble Jumbo Operator
Open Cut section Quarry Labourer
Sampler
Dump Spotter
Fuel and Lube Serviceperson
Powder Monkey
Machine Drill Operator
Dump Truck Operator
Operators of Bulldozers, Frontend loaders, or tractors with or
without power operated
attachments Up to 35 b.h.p.
Over 35 b.h.p. up to 70 b.h.p.
Over 70 b.h.p. up to
130 b.h.p.
Over 130 b.h.p. up to
250 b.h.p.
Over 250 b.h.p. up to
400 b.h.p.
Over 400 b.h.p.

Industry
Allowance
$

Arbitrated
Safety Net
Adjustments
$

Total
Rate
$

260.70
260.70
260.70
268.70
268.70
268.70
268.70
268.70
268.70
268.70
268.70
268.70
273.60
273.60
273.60
273.60
273.60
273.60
273.60
278.10

83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80

123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00

467.50
467.50
467.50
475.50
475.50
475.50
475.50
475.50
475.50
475.50
475.50
475.50
480.40
480.40
480.40
480.40
480.40
480.40
480.40
484.90

285.60
286.00
290.40
293.90
293.90
293.90

83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80

123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00

492.40
492.80
497.20
500.70
500.70
500.70

293.90
299.20
301.60
301.60
307.40

83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80

123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00

500.70
506.00
508.40
508.40
514.20

314.30

83.80

123.00

521.10

265.00
265.00
265.00
281.40
288.30
294.90
317.80

83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80

123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00

471.80
471.80
471.80
488.20
495.10
501.70
524.60

288.40
298.00
302.80

83.80
83.80
83.80

123.00
123.00
123.00

495.20
504.80
509.60

309.40

83.80

123.00

516.20

316.90

83.80

123.00

523.70

324.70

83.80

123.00

531.50
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Base
Rate
$

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Grader driver Up to 100 b.h.p.
Over 100 b.h.p.
Surface sections General Hand
Utility Employee Grade 1
Utility Employee Grade 2
Utility Employee Grade 3
Storeperson
Sawyer and Benchperson
Overhead Crane Driver
Sanitary Employee
Ambulance/First Aid Attendant
Nursery Hand
Storeperson (WMC - Main
Store)
Tool Sharpener
Rigger and Splicer
Linotex Operator/Belt Repairer
Diamond Driller
Ore Treatment Mill Section
Ore Treatment Plant Operator —
Grade 1 - ie an O.T.O. having
less than three months
experience on the process
Ore Treatment Plant Operator—
Grade 2 - ie an O.T.O. having
more than three months
experience Spray Dryer Control Room
Operator after three months
control room experience No. 2 Crushing Plant Control
Room Operator after three
months control room experienceLeinster Nickel Operation
Concentrator Operator - Grade
1 -less than four months
experience Concentrator Operator - Grade
2 - Not less than three months
experience Concentrator Operator Grade 3
Not less than eight months
service and proficient to operate
all of the process plant and
mechanical equipment Laboratory Section Sampler Preparer (i) with less than three
months experience
(ii) with more than three
months experience
Laboratory Assistant (i) with less than three
months experience
(ii) with more than three
months experience
Mechanical Equipment Section Driver of Motor Vehicle (i) Not exceeding 25 cwt
capacity
(ii) Exceeding 25 cwt
capacity but not
exceeding 3 tons
capacity

Industry
Allowance
$
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Arbitrated
Safety Net
Adjustments
$

Total
Rate
$

319.90
323.60

83.80
83.80

123.00
123.00

526.70
530.40

254.10
260.70
265.00
272.10
273.50
277.40
277.40
277.40
281.40
281.40

83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80

123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00

460.90
467.50
471.80
478.90
480.30
484.20
484.20
484.20
488.20
488.20

282.00
282.40
291.40
296.50
299.20

83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80
83.80

123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00

488.80
489.20
498.20
503.30
506.00

265.30

83.80

123.00

472.10

280.70

83.80

123.00

487.50

301.30

83.80

123.00

508.10

307.40

83.80

123.00

514.20

273.80

83.80

123.00

480.60

285.10

83.80

123.00

491.90

301.50

83.80

123.00

508.30

265.30

83.80

123.00

472.10

278.10

83.80

123.00

484.90

276.70

83.80

123.00

483.50

286.00

83.80

123.00

492.80

302.50

83.80

123.00

509.30

306.90

83.80

123.00

513.70
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Base
Rate
$

(2)

(3)

Industry
Allowance
$
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Arbitrated
Safety Net
Adjustments
$

Total
Rate
$

(iii) Exceeding 3 tons
capacity but not
exceeding 6 tons
capacity
310.90
83.80
123.00
517.70
(iv) 6 tons and over but
under 7 tons
311.70
83.80
123.00
518.50
(v) 7 tons and over but
under 8 tons
313.30
83.80
123.00
520.10
(vi) 8 tons and over but
under 9 tons
313.30
83.80
123.00
520.10
(vii) 9 tons and over but
under 10 tons
314.30
83.80
123.00
521.10
(viii) 10 tons and over but
under 11 tons
315.50
83.80
123.00
522.30
(ix) 11 tons and over but
under 12 tons
316.40
83.80
123.00
523.20
(x) 12 tons and over but
under 13 tons
317.10
83.80
123.00
523.90
Driver of articulated Vehicle
more than 11 tons and up to
12 tons
320.60
83.80
123.00
527.40
Unlicensed Dump Truck
Operator
317.20
83.80
123.00
524.00
Fork Lift Driver (i) Under 10000 lbs
capacity
310.90
83.80
123.00
517.70
(ii) Over 10000 lbs capacity 333.10
83.80
123.00
539.90
Operators of bulldozers, Frontend loaders, or tractors with or
without power operated
attachments Up to 35 b.h.p.
288.40
83.80
123.00
495.20
35 b.h.p. up to 70 b.h.p.
298.00
83.80
123.00
504.80
70 b.h.p. up to 130 b.h.p.
302.80
83.80
123.00
509.60
130 b.h.p. up to 250 b.h.p.
309.30
83.80
123.00
516.10
250 b.h.p. up to 400 b.h.p.
316.60
83.80
123.00
523.40
Over 400 b.h.p.
323.90
83.80
123.00
530.70
Grader Driver (i) Up to 100 b.h.p.
319.40
83.80
123.00
526.20
(ii) Over 100 b.h.p.
323.10
83.80
123.00
529.90
(g)
Mess Personnel Head Cook
314.90
83.80
123.00
521.70
Cook
301.80
83.80
123.00
508.60
Cook’s Offsider
278.10
83.80
123.00
484.90
Mess Attendant
254.40
83.80
123.00
461.20
The rates of pay in this award include arbitrated safety net adjustments available since December 1993, under the
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle.
These arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset against any equivalent amount in the rate of pay received by
employees since 1 November 1991 above the rate prescribed in the Award, except where such absorption is contrary to
the terms of an industrial agreement.
Increases in rates of pay otherwise made under the State Wage Case Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise
agreements, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
Leading Hands.
In addition to the appropriate rate prescribed in part (1) of this Schedule, a leading hand shall be paid the following in
excess of the highest rate applicable to the work being carried out—
$
(a)
If placed in charge of not less than three
and not more than ten other employees
18.90
(b)
If placed in charge of more than ten and
not more than twenty other employees
28.50
(c)
If placed in charge of more than twenty
other employees
37.00
Industry Allowance
An industry allowance of $83.80 per week, payable for all purposes of the award, is payable for all employees, in addition
to the base rate, as reflected in Part A hereof. Such allowance recognises, and is in payment for, all aspects of work in the
nickel industry, including the location and nature of individual operations within it.
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PART B
WAGES - KAMBALDA NICKEL OPERATIONS
In lieu of sub clauses (1) and (2) of this clause, surface employees at the Kambalda Nickel Operations shall be paid the
following—
(1)
Classification
Base
Industry
Arbitrated
Total
Rate
Allowance
Safety Net
Rate
$
$
Adjustments
$
$
General Hand
290.70
83.80
123.00
497.50
302.70
83.80
123.00
509.50
Level One includes the
following:
MPE 1,
Laboratory Assistant 1
and Storeperson 1
321.40
83.80
123.00
528.20
Level Two includes the
following:
MPE 2,
Laboratory Assistant 2,
Storeperson 2
Level Three includes the
324.20
83.80
123.00
531.00
following:
Process Operator 2
Level Four includes the
329.90
83.80
123.00
536.70
following:
MPE 3, Laboratory
Assistant 3, Storeperson 3
Level Five includes the
336.80
83.80
123.00
543.60
following:
Process Operator 3
Level Six includes the
346.20
83.80
123.00
553.00
following:
MPE 4, Laboratory
Assistant 4
Level Seven includes the
349.10
83.80
123.00
555.90
following:
Diamond Driller
Level Eight includes the
357.70
83.80
123.00
564.50
following:
Process Operator 4
Level Nine includes the
364.10
83.80
123.00
570.90
following:
Process Operator 5
(2)
Mechanical Equipment
Section
347.50
83.80
123.00
554.30
Driver of Motor Vehicle not
exceeding 25 cwt capacity
Exceeding 25 cwt capacity
352.20
83.80
123.00
559.00
but not exceeding 3 tons
capacity
356.30
83.80
123.00
563.10
Exceeding 3 tons capacity
under 6 tons capacity
6 tons capacity up to 7 tons
357.20
83.80
123.00
564.00
7 tons capacity up to 8 tons
358.90
83.80
123.00
565.70
8 tons capacity up to 13 tons
363.00
83.80
123.00
569.80
Driver of articulated vehicle
83.80
more than 11 tons up to
366.70
123.00
573.50
12 tons
Unlicensed Dump Truck
363.20
83.80
123.00
570.00
Operator
Fork Lift Driver Under 10000 lbs. capacity
356.30
83.80
123.00
563.10
Over 10000 lbs capacity
380.00
83.80
123.00
586.80
Operator of Bulldozers, Front
end loaders, Road Sweepers
or tractors with or without
power operated attachments Up to 35 b.h.p.
332.40
83.80
123.00
539.20
35 b.h.p. up to 70 b.h.p.
342.50
83.80
123.00
549.30
70 b.h.p. up to 140 b.h.p.
347.80
83.80
123.00
554.60
140 b.h.p. up to 250 b.h.p.
354.70
83.80
123.00
561.50
250 b.h.p. up to 400 b.h.p.
362.50
83.80
123.00
569.30
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Over 400 b.h.p.
370.30
83.80
123.00
577.10
Grader Driver Up to 100 b.h.p.
365.50
83.80
123.00
572.30
Over 100 b.h.p.
369.40
83.80
123.00
576.20
The rates of pay in this award include arbitrated safety net adjustments available since December 1993, under the
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle.
These arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset against any equivalent amount in the rate of pay received by
employees since 1 November 1991 above the rate prescribed in the Award, except where such absorption is contrary to
the terms of an industrial agreement.
Increases in rates of pay otherwise made under the State Wage Case Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise
agreements, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
Industry Allowance
An industry allowance of $83.80 per week, payable for all purposes of the award, is payable for all employees, in addition
to the base rate, as reflected in Part B hereof. Such allowance recognises, and is in payment for, all aspects of work in the
nickel industry, including the location and nature of individual operations within it.

____________________
2003 WAIRC 10031
PLASTER, PLASTERGLASS AND CEMENT WORKERS’ AWARD
No. A29 of 1989
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
BELMONT CONCRETE CO, ANDERSON INDUSTRIES PTY LTD, EDU CONCRETE CO,
RESPONDENTS
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
DATE
FRIDAY, 14 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 1152 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10031
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING heard Ms L. Dowden for the Applicant and Mr K. Dwyerr for the Respondents, and by consent, the Commission
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:
THAT the Plaster, Plasterglass and Cement Workers’ Award No A29 of 1989 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the first pay period on or after 10 November 2003.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
_________

1.
(4)
2.
(1)

SCHEDULE
Clause 7. – Adult Trainee Casters: Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert in lieu the following—
A caster responsible for the training of a trainee under this clause shall be paid $2.80 per week extra whilst so engaged.
Clause 14. – Special Rates and Provisions: Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert in lieu the following—
Leading Hands: An employee placed in charge for not less than one day of—
$ Per Week
(a)
Not less than three (3) and not more than ten (10) other tradesperson
13.41
(b)
More than ten (10)and not more than twenty (20)other tradesperson
21.19
(c)
More than twenty (20) other tradesperson
28.33
(d)
The rates herein prescribed shall be deemed to form part of the ordinary rate of wage of the
employees concerned for all purposes of this Award
Where the leading hand works under the supervision of a foreperson or of the employer for the major portion of the day,
the extra rates set out in this subclause shall be halved.
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Application for variation of—
No variation resulting—
2003 WAIRC 10038
HOSPITAL LAUNDRY & LINEN SERVICE (GOVERNMENT) AWARD, 1981
No. A36 of 1981
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
HEALTH CARE LINEN PTY LTD, HON MIN FOR HEALTH, TRANSPORT WORKERS’
UNION OF AUSTRALIA, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
BRANCH, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
MONDAY, 10 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 1039 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10038
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Application discontinued
Representation
Applicant
No appearance
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
WHEREAS on 6th June 2002 the applicant lodged a claim in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission to vary the
Hospital Laundry & Linen Service (Government) Award 1981;
AND WHEREAS a Notice of Discontinuance was filed in the Commission on 30th October 2003;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby
orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by leave.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
____________________

PARTIES

2003 WAIRC 10037
MENTAL HEALTH REHABILITATION ASSISTANTS AWARD, 1965
No. 36 of 1965
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
HON MINISTER FOR HEALTH, RESPONDENT
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
MONDAY, 10 NOVEMBER 2003
APPLICATION 984 OF 2002

CORAM
DATE OF ORDER
FILE NO.
CITATION NO.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Application discontinued
Representation
Applicant
No appearance
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS on 6th June 2002 the applicant lodged a claim in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission to vary the
Mental Health Rehabilitation Assistants’ Award 1965;
AND WHEREAS a Notice of Discontinuance was filed in the Commission on 30th October 2003;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby
orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by leave.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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AGREEMENTS—Industrial—Retirements from—
ALLWEST CEILINGS INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 226 of 1995
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1773 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Stillitano Nominees Pty Ltd T/as Allwest Ceilings will cease to be a party to the Allwest Ceilings Industrial Agreement No. AG
226 Of 1995 on and from the 19th April 2003.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

BRISTILE CLAY TILES ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1993
No. AG 33 OF 1993
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1788 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Federated Brick, Tile and Pottery Industrial Union of Australia (Union of Workers) will cease to be a party to the Bristile Clay Tiles
Enterprise Agreement 1993 No. AG 33/93 on and from the 13 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

C & J RIGGING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 191 of 1995
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1798 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
C & J Rigging Ltd will cease to be a party to the C & J Rigging Industrial Agreement AG 191 of 1995 on and from the 21st
December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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CANTERBURY PAINTING SERVICES INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 188 of 1995
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1795 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Alan Dyer T/as Canterbury Painting Services will cease to be a party to the Canterbury Painting Services Industrial Agreement No.
AG 188/95 on and from the 19 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

CLOUGH WA (KEWDALE) ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
No. AG 102 of 1995
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1781 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Clough WA – A Division of Clough Engineering Ltd will cease to be a party to the Clough WA (Kewdale) Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement No. AG 102 of 1995 on and from the 15th December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

CONSTRUCTION WORKER LEVEL 1 (STRUCTURES) SWAN VALLEY NYUNGAH COMMUNITY
TRAINEERSHIP AGREEMENT 1996
No. AG 65 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1770 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Swan Valley Nyungah Community Aboriginal Corporation will cease to be a party to the Construction Worker Level 1 (Structures)
Swan Valley Nyungah Community Traineeship Agreement 1996 No. Ag 65 Of 1996 on and from the 14 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.

____________________
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CROWN ROOFING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 227 of 1995
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1794 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Stratton Creek Pty Ltd T/as Crown Roofing will cease to be a party to the Crown Roofing Industrial Agreement No. AG 227/95 on
and from the 8 January 2003.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

CSR HUMES WELSHPOOL (ENTERPRISE BARGAINING) CONSENT AGREEMENT
No. AG 39 of 1993
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1689 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
CSR Ltd T/a CSR Humes Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the CSR Humes Welshpool (Enterprise Bargaining) Consent
Agreement No. Ag 39 of 1993 on and from the 19 December 2003.
Dated at Perth this 18 November 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

DYNO INDUSTRIES (WA) PTY LTD (DIWA) ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1997
No. AG 65 of 1998
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1808 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Dyno Industries (WA) Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Dyno Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (DIWA) Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement No. AG 65/98 on and from the 15 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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DYNO INDUSTRIES (WA) PTY LTD (ENTERPRISE BARGAINING) AGREEMENT 1993
No. AG 62 OF 1993
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1787 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Dyno Industries (WA) Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Dyno Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement No.
AG 62/93 on and from the 15 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

DYNO INDUSTRIES (WA) PTY LTD (ENTERPRISE BARGAINING) AGREEMENT
No. AG 170 of 1995
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1780 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Dyno Industries (WA) Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Dyno Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement No.
AG 170 of 1995 on and from the 15th December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

FREO MACHINERY/BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2001
No. AG 189 of 2001
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1677 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Debin Pty Ltd trading as Freo Machinery will cease to be a party to the Freo Machinery/BLPPU and the CMETU Collective
Agreement 2001 No AG 189 of 2001 on and from the 20 December 2003.
Dated at Perth this 19 November 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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GEO A ESSLEMONT & SON INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 126 of 1994
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1783 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Geo A Esslemont & Son will cease to be a party to the Geo A Esslemont & Son Industrial Agreement No. AG 126 of 1994 on and
from the 12th December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS PERTH DENTAL HOSPITAL ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
1997 NO. PSAAG 23 OF 1997
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1814 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Metropolitan Health Service Board – Perth Dental Hospital will cease to be a party to the hospital Salaried Officers Perth Dental
Hospital Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 PSAAG 23/97 on and from the 15 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

HOWARD PORTER (1936) PTY LTD INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 236 of 1995
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1778 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Howard Porter Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Howard Porter (1936) Pty Ltd Industrial Agreement No. AG 236 of 1995 on
and from the 9th June 2001.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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HOWARD PORTER PTY LTD ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1996
No. AG 48 of 1997
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1779 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Howard Porter Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Howard Porter Pty Ltd Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996 No. AG 48 of
1997 on and from the 9th June 2001.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

KARRINYUP PLASTERING / BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2000
No. AG 195 of 2000
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1789 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Karrinyup Plastering Company Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Karrinyup Plastering / BLPPU and the CMETU Collective
Agreement 2000 No. AG 195/00 on and from the 18 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

KEWDALE ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
No. AG 261 of 1995
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1793 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Kewdale Engineering & Construction will cease to be a party to the Kewdale Engineering & Construction Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement No. AG 261/95 on and from the 11 January 2003.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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KEWDALE ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT – No 3
No. AG 225 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1792 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Kewdale Engineering & Construction will cease to be a party to the Kewdale Engineering & Construction Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement – No 3 No. AG 225/96 on and from the 11 January 2003.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

MAIN ROADS WESTERN AUSTRALIA: 1994 ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
NO. PSAAG 2 OF 1994
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1815 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Commissioner for Main Roads will cease to be a party to the Main Roads Western Australia: 1994 Enterprise Agreement PSAAG
2/94 on and from the 15 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

MURCHISON HEALTH SERVICE ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1996
No. PSAAG 73 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1811 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Murchison Health Service will cease to be a party to the Murchison Health Service Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996 PSAAG
73/96 on and from the 22 June 2001.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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N.B. LOVE STARCHES (W.A.) SITE ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
No. AG 17 of 1994
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1785 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Western Bioproducts (formerly N.B. Love Starches) will cease to be a party to the N.B. Love Starches (W.A.) Site Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement No. AG 17 of 1994on and from the 9th June 2001.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

N.B. LOVE STARCHES (WA) STATE SITE AGEEEMENT 1996
No. AG 292 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1802 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
NB Love Starches (WA) Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the N.B. Love Starches (WA) State Site Agreement 1996 No. AG
292/96 on and from the 5 February 2003.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

NILSEN ELECTRIC (WA) PTY LTD NELSON POINT DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (ENTERPRISE BARGAINING)
AGREEMENT
No. AG 23 of 1993
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1796 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Nilsen Electric (WA) Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Nilsen Electric (WA) Pty Ltd Nelson Point Development Project
(Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement No. AG 23/93 on and from the 19 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1995
No. PSAAG 5 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1812 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Auditor General will cease to be a party to the Office of the Auditor General Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1995 PSAAG
5/96 on and from the 15 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

ORVAD (WA) SCAFFOLDING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 138 of 1994
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1801 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Orvad (WA) Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Orvad (WA) Scaffolding Industrial Agreement No. AG 138/94 on and from the
28 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

ORVAD (WA) SCAFFOLDING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 164 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1800 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Orvad (WA) Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Orvad (WA) Scaffolding Industrial Agreement No. AG 164/96 on and from the
28 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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PACIFIC INDUSTRIAL COMPANY ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1996
No. AG 221 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1776 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Pacific Industrial Company will cease to be a party to the Pacific Industrial Company Enterprise Bargaining Agreement No. Ag
221 of 1996 on and from the 13th December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

PACIFIC WORLD PACKAGING ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1994
No. AG 55 of 1994
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1797 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Pacific World Packaging (Aust) Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Pacific World Packaging Enterprise Agreement 1994 AG
55 of 1994 on and from the 19 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

PIONEER CONCRETE CEMENT TANKER DRIVERS AGREEMENT 1999
No. AG 17 of 1999
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1806 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Pioneer Concrete Cement Tanker Drivers Agreement 1999 No.
17/99 on and from the 14 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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PIONEER CONCRETE DRIVERS AGREEMENT 1994
No. AG 8 of 1995
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1782 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Pioneer Concrete Drivers Agreement 1994 No. AG 8 of 1995 on and
from the 14th December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

PROFESSIONAL CEILING SERVICES WALL AND CEILING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 73 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1777 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Roscic Holdings Pty Ltd T/as Professional Ceiling Services will cease to be a party to the Professional Ceiling Services Wall and
Ceiling Industrial Agreement No. AG 73 of 1996 on and from the 13th December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

R.A.C. GLASS AND SECURITY SERVICES PTY LTD ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
No. AG 185 of 1998
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1807 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
R.A.C. Glass and Security Services Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the R.A.C. Glass and Security Services Pty Ltd Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement No. AG 185/98 on and from the 14 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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SANWELL INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 218 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1791 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Sanwell Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Sanwell Industrial Agreement No. AG 218/96 on and from the 5th January 2003.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

SEA BREEZE CONCRETE / CFMEUW COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2001
AG 50 of 2002
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1715 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Ursus Investments Pty Ltd trading as Seabreeze Concrete Construction will cease to be a party to the Sea Breeze Concrete /
CFMEUW Collective Agreement 2001 No AG 50 of 2002 on and from the 29 December 2003.
Dated at Perth this 28 November 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

SJM ELECTRICAL ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1996
No. AG 55 of 1997
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1790 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Stephens, Jones Nominees t/as SJM Electrical will cease to be a party to the SJM Electrical Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1996 No. AG 55/97 on and from the 27 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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STRUCTURAL MARINE ENGINEERING ENTERPRISE BARGAINING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 1997
No. AG 284 of 1997
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1809 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Structural Marine Engineering Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Structural Marine Engineering Enterprise Industrial
Bargaining Agreement 1997 AG 284/97 on and from the 14 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

SWAN BREWERY (UTILITIES OPERATORS) ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1996
No. AG 338 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1810 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Swan Brewery Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Swan Brewery (Utilities Operators) Enterprise Agreement 1996 AG 338/96 on
and from the 10 June 2001.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

THERMOFABRICATION TRAINEERSHIP AGREEMENT (1997)
No. AG 222 of 1997
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1771 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Superline Plastics will cease to be a party to the constructions workers Thermofabrication Traineeship Agreement (1997) No. Ag
222 Of 1997on and from the 13 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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VANTERTANG CONCRETE INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 144 of 1994
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1799 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Greeneagles Pty Ltd T/as Vandertang Concrete will cease to be a party to the Vantertang Concrete Industrial Agreement No. AG
144/94 on and from the 26 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

W.A. CEILING INDUSTRIES INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 10 of 1994
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1772 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union of Workers will cease to be a party to the W.A. Ceiling Industrial Agreement No.
Ag 10 of 1994 on and from the 15th December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

WA GREYHOUND RACING ASSOCIATION ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1996
NO. PSAAG 137 OF 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1813 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Western Australian Greyhound Racing Association will cease to be a party to the WA Greyhound Racing Association Enterprise
Agreement 1996 PSAAG 137/96 on and from the 14 December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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WACO KWIKFORM LTD INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 243 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1775 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Waco Kwikform Limited will cease to be a party to the Waco Kwikform Ltd Industrial Agreement No. AG 243 Of 1996 on and
from the 15th December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

WALSH’S GLASS FACTORY ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
No. AG 313 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1774 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Sandpath Pty Ltd T/as Walsh’s Glass will cease to be a party to the Walsh’s Glass Factory Enterprise Agreement No. AG 313 Of
1996 on and from the 15th December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

WESTERN CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1993
No. AG 50 of 1993
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1804 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Western Construction Co, will cease to be a party to the Western Construction Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1993 No. 50/93 on
and from the 28 February 2003.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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WESTERN CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1993
No. AG 57 of 1995
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1805 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Western Construction Co will cease to be a party to the Western Construction Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1993 No. 57/95 on
and from the 28 February 2003.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

WESTERN CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
No. AG 137 of 1996
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1803 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Western Construction Pty Ltd will cease to be a party to the Western Construction Enterprise Bargaining Agreement No. 137/96 on
and from the 28th February 2003.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

WESTERN MILLING (WA) TRANSPORT WORKERS PRODUCTIVITY BARGAINING AGREEMENT
No. AG 1 of 1994
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1786 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Western Milling (WA) will cease to be a party to the Western Milling (WA) Transport Workers Productivity Bargaining
Agreement on and from the 10th June 2001.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________
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WUNDOWIE FOUNDRY PTY LTD INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 189 of 1994
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 1784 of 2003
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the
Office of the Registrar of a
Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement
in accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act
Wundowie Foundry will cease to be a party to the Wundowie Foundry Pty Ltd Industrial Agreement No. AG 189 of 1994 on and
from the 15th December 2002.
Dated at Perth this 9 December 2003.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.

CANCELLATION OF AWARDS/AGREEMENTS/
RESPONDENTS—
2003 WAIRC 09782
ACCLAIM CONSTRUCTIONS/BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2002
NO. AG 43 OF 2001
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
ACCLAIM CONSTRUCTIONS WA PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
WEDNESDAY, 22 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 241 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09782
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Acclaim Constructions/BLPPU and the CMETU Collective Agreement 2002, AG 43 of 2001, be and is
hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 09771
AUSWEST CONSTRUCTIONS/BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2001
NO. AG 197 OF 2001
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
AUSWEST EXPORTS PTY LTD T/A AUSWEST CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
WEDNESDAY, 22 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 248 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09771
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Auswest Constructions/BLPPU and the CMETU Collective Agreement 2001, AG 197 of 2001, be and is
hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 09776
B AND I MAINTENANCE/BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2000
NO. AG 127 OF 2000
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
BW & PJ FINLAY AND I & I ZUVELA T/A B&I MAINTENANCE & CARPENTRY SERVICES,
RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
WEDNESDAY, 22 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 243 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09776
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the B and I Maintenance/BLPPU and the CMETU Collective Agreement 2000, AG 127 of 2000, be and is
hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 09827
BOBRIK/BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2000
NO. AG 106 OF 2000
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
BOBRIK CONSTRUCTIONS PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 24 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 226 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09827
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Bobrik/BLPPU and the CMETU Collective Agreement 2000, AG 106 of 2000, be and is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 09774
CAPE PROPERTY MAINTENANCE/BLPPU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2001
NO. AG 54 OF 2001
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
BARRY MANTEL & MICHELLE MANTEL T/A CAPE PROPERTY MAINTENANCE,
RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
WEDNESDAY, 22 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 245 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09774
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Cape Property Maintenance/BLPPU Collective Agreement 2001, AG 54 of 2001, be and is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 09794
FCL CONSTRUCTIONS/BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 1999
NO. AG 216 OF 1999
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
FCL CONSTRUCTION PTY LTD ATF THE MASON FAMILY TRUST T/A FRED MASON
CONTRACT BRICKLAYER, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
THURSDAY, 23 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 240 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09794
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Representation
APPLICANT

Agreement cancelled

MR T DIXON (OF COUNSEL) AND WITH HIM MS L DOWDEN ON BEHALF OF THE
APPLICANT UNION
RESPONDENT
NO APPEARANCE
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the FCL Constructions/BLPPU and the CMETU Collective Agreement 1999, AG 216 of 1999, be and is hereby
cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 09824
G AND N CONFORM/BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 1999
NO. AG 192 OF 1999
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
CORPHEUS PTY LTD T/A G & N CONFORM, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 24 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 227 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09824
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the G and N Conform/BLPPU and the CMETU Collective Agreement 1999, AG 192 of 1999, be and is hereby
cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 09814
IMPROVED CONCRETE PUMPING SERVICES/BLPPU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2000
NO. AG 104 OF 2000
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
IMPROVED CONCRETE PUMPING SERVICES (WA) PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 24 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 237 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09814
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (Of Counsel) And With Him Ms L Dowden On Behalf Of The Applicant Union
Respondent
No Appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Improved Concrete Pumping Services/BLPPU Collective Agreement 2000, AG 104 of 2000, be and is hereby
cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 09852
INNES TRANSPORT PTY LTD AND THE TRANSPORT WORKERS’ UNION ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1998
NO. AG 24 OF 1999
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
BLACKADDER SCAFFOLDING SERVICE (AUST) PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
TUESDAY, 28 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 225 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09852
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (Of Counsel) And With Him Ms L Dowden On Behalf Of The Applicant Union
Respondent
No Appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Innes Transport Pty Ltd and the Transport Workers’ Union Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998, AG
24 of 1999, be and is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 09823
MARK DUFFY PLASTERERS INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT, AG 118 OF 1996
MARK DUFFY PLASTERERS/BLPPU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2001
NO. AG 30 OF 2001
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
MARK JOHN DUFFY T/A MARK DUFFY PLASTERERS, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 24 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 228 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09823
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Mark Duffy Plasterers Industrial Agreement, AG 118 of 1996 and the Mark Duffy Plasterers/BLPPU
Collective Agreement 2001, AG 30 of 2001, be and are hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 09796
MR FORMWORK (WA) LIMITED AGREEMENT, AG 50 OF 1996
MR FORMWORK /BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2000
NO. AG 288 OF 2000
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
MR FORMWORK (WA) PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
THURSDAY, 23 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 238 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09796
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the MR Formwork (WA) Limited Agreement, AG 50 of 1996 and the MR Formwork /BLPPU and the CMETU
Collective Agreement 2000, be and are hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 09741
MRC CONTRACTING/BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 1999
NO. AG 250 OF 1999
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
MRC CONTRACTING PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 17 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 298 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09741
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the MRC Contracting/BLPPU and the CMETU Collective Agreement 1999, AG 250 of 1999, be and is hereby
cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 09819
MEN AT WORK CARPENTRY/BLPPU AND CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2001
NO. AG 86 OF 2001
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
MULTIPLEX CONSTRUCTIONS PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 24 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 229 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09819
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
Mr J Flecker
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and Mr J Flecker on behalf of the respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Men at Work Carpentry/BLPPU and CMETU Collective Agreement 2001, AG 86 of 2001, be and is hereby
cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 09714
PRECISE DRILLING/BLPPU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 1999
NO. AG 253 OF 1999
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
TF & DM MCLENNAN T/A PRECISE DRILLING & SAWING, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
THURSDAY, 16 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 32 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09714
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Precise Drilling/BLPPU Collective Agreement 1999, AG 253 of 1999, be and is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 09738
PROFESSIONAL CONCRETE PUMPING SERVICES/BLPPU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2001
NO. AG 150 OF 2001
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
ART WEST PTY LTD & D TAGNI, G TAGNI & PP TAGNI T/A PROFESSIONAL CONCRETE
PUMPING SERVICES, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 17 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 30 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09738
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Professional Concrete Pumping Services/BLPPU Collective Agreement 2001, AG 150 of 2001, be and is
hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 09818
QUICKFIX REO/BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 1999
NO. AG 235 OF 1999
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
RAMSAR PTY LTD ATF THE QUICK FIX UNIT TRUST T/A QUICKFIX, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 24 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 232 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09818
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Quickfix Reo/BLPPU and the CMETU Collective Agreement 1999, AG 235 of 1999, be and is hereby
cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 09851
SAFE SCAFFOLDING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT, AG 129 OF 1994
SAFE SCAFFOLDING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT, AG 181 OF 1996
AND SAFE SCAFFOLD/BLPPU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2000, AG 148 OF 2000
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
SAFE SCAFFOLD PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
TUESDAY, 28 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 284 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09851
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Safe Scaffolding Industrial Agreement, AG 129 of 1994, Safe Scaffolding Industrial Agreement, AG 181 of
1996 and Safe Scaffold/BLPPU Collective Agreement 2000, AG 148 of 2000, be and are hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 09795
SUMMIT CEILINGS INDUSTRIES INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT, AG 154 OF 1995
SUMMIT CEILINGS/BLPPU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 1999, AG 9 OF 2002
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
SUMMIT CEILING INDUSTRIES PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
THURSDAY, 23 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 239 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09795
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Summit Ceilings Industries Industrial Agreement, AG 154 of 1995 and the Summit Ceilings/BLPPU
Collective Agreement 1999, AG 9 of 2002, be and are hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 09850
TK SCAFFOLD/BLPPU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2000
NO. AG 90 OF 2000
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
PICASSO CORPORATION T/A TK SCAFFOLDING, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
TUESDAY, 28 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 286 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09850
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the TK Scaffold/BLPPU Collective Agreement 2000, AG 90 of 2000, be and is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 09740
WA UNIVERSAL RIGGING/BLPPU AND THE CMETU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2000
NO. AG 25 OF 2000
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
FINEFETTLE PTY LTD AND OTHERS T/A WA UNIVERSAL RIGGING CO, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 17 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 28 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09740
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of Counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the Applicant Union
Respondent
No Appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the WA Universal Rigging/BLPPU and the CMETU Collective Agreement 2000, AG 25 of 2000, be and is
hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 09815
WESTSWAN FORMWORK/CFMEUW COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2002
NO. AG 95 OF 2002
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
WESTSWAN FORMWORK (WA) PTY LTD T/A WESTSWAN FORMWORK, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 24 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 234 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09815
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Westswan Formwork/CFMEUW Collective Agreement 2002, AG 95 of 2002, be and is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 09773
WEIR ENGINEERING PTY LTD (WA OPERATIONS) CERTIFIED AGREEMENT
NO. AG 196 OF 1996
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
WROXTON PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
WEDNESDAY, 22 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
AG 246 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09773
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Agreement cancelled
Representation
Applicant
Mr T Dixon (of counsel) and with him Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant union
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Dixon on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the Weir Engineering Pty Ltd (WA Operations) Certified Agreement, AG 196 of 1996, be and is hereby
cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

NOTICES—Award/Agreement matters—
WESTERN AUSTRLIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
Application No. A10 of 2003
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN AWARD
ENTITLED “COUNTRY PASSENGER ON TRAIN CUSTOMER ASSISTANT AWARD”
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by the Australian Rail, Tram, and Bus Industry Union of
Employees, under the Industrial Relation Act 1979 for the above award.
As far as relevant, those parts of the Award which relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder.
3 – AREA AND SCOPE
This Award shall apply to workers employed by the employer” engaged in and about the working and provision of customer service
on the rail services between Perth and Kalgoorlie, commonly known as the Prospector Rail Service; and between Perth and
Northam, commonly known as the Avon Link Service.
A copy of the proposed Award may be inspected at my office at 111 St Georges Terrace, Perth.
J.A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
DATED THIS 28th Day of November 2003

Editors’ Note:

This Notice replaces the Notice published in October WAIG, Vol. 83, Part 2, Sub-part 2 at page 3371
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
APPLICATION NO. 1406 OF 2003
APPLICATION FOR VARIATION OF AWARD
ENTITLED
“FIRE BRIGADES EMPLOYEES’ AWARD, 1990, AWARD NO A28 OF 1989”
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by The United Firefighters Union of Western Australian
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for a variation of the above Award.
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As far as relevant, those parts of the variation which relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder:Clause 6. – WAGES
(1)
The base rate per week for shiftwork staff will be as follows:
Classification
Base Rate per Week
Trainee Firefighter
500.20
3rd Class Firefighter
537.00
2nd Class Firefighter
548.20
1st Class Firefighter,
- Level 1
571.20
- Level 2
585.00
- Level 3
629.00
Senior Firefighter
652.00
Leading Firefighter
675.00
Station Officer
- Level 1
721.00
- Level 2
744.00
District Officer
855.44
Superintendent
909.87
(2)
(3)

The total weekly rate for employees specified in subclause (1) will be calculated by the sum of the base rate and 39.8% of
that base rate of pay in lieu of all loadings and penalties accumulated as a consequence of working shift work as detailed
in clauses 8 – Hours of Duty and 34 – Formula for Calculation of Penalties.
The rate of pay per week for fire safety assistants will be:
Fire Safety Assistants
Grade 1
584.96
Grade 2
630.63
Grade 3
702.98
Grade 4
733.48
Fire Safety Assistants (O'Connor
Workshop)
Grade 1
Grade 2

584.96
630.63

(4)

The rates of pay in this award include arbitrated safety net adjustments available since December 1993, under the
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle.
These arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset against any equivalent amount in the rate of pay received by
employees since 1 November 1991 above the rate prescribed in the Award, except where such absorption is contrary to
the terms of an industrial agreement.
Increases in rates of pay otherwise made under the State Wage Case Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise
agreements, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
A copy of the proposed variations may be inspected at my office at 111 St George's Terrace, Perth.
(Sgd) J.A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
18 November 2003

IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
Application No. AG 266 of 2003
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT TITLED “TROLLEY CARTE CONTROL
SYSTEMS WA (T/AS BADERUP PTY LTD), AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS
WORKERS UNION, WA BRANCH ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 2002”
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Western Australian Branch under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for registration of the above Agreement.
As far as relevant, those parts of the Agreement that relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder.
SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon Trolley-Carte Control Systems (WA) trading as Baderup Pty Ltd,
1187 Hay Street, West Perth WA 6005 in respect of all employees who are employed as Trolley Collectors at West
Australian Airports and who are members or who are eligible to become members of the Australian Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western Australian Branch.
A copy of the Agreement may be inspected at my office at 111 St George’s Terrace, Perth.
J A SPURLING,
Registrar.
2 December 2003
____________________
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
Application PSA A 1 of 2003
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN AWARD
ENTITLED “WATER CORPORATION (STAFF) AWARD 2003”
Notice is given that an application has been made to the Public Service Arbitrator by the Civil Service Association of Western
Australia Incorporated, under the Industrial Relation Act 1979 for the above award.
As far as relevant, those parts of the Award which relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder.
1.4 – SCOPE AND AREA OF OPERATION
This award shall have effect throughout the State of Western Australia.
It shall apply to and bind—
(a) the Corporation
(b) the Unions
(c) all employees of the Corporation who are members or eligible to be members of the Unions and who occupy
positions classified Level 1 to Level 8 as described in Schedule A – Salaries of this Award.
SCHEDULE A - SALARIES
The rates of pay in the table A are the rates of pay for Water Corporation staff.
Classification Levels
Level 8
Level 7
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2

Salary payable from 1 July 2003
95 367
88 090
83 183
77 327
73 837
67 592
63 433
58 124
54 631
51 137
49 909
46 123
44 414
40 607

Level 1
Point 7
Point 6
Point 5
Point 4
Point 3
Point 2
Point 1

38 732
29 943
27 426
24 626
21 529
18 724
16 290

A copy of the proposed Award may be inspected at my office at 111 St Georges Terrace, Perth.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
Dated this 5 December 2003.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR—Matters dealt with—
2003 WAIRC 10114
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED, APPLICANT
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, RESPONDENT
CORAM
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE
TUESDAY, 25 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
P 46 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10114
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Result
Application discontinued.
Representation
Applicant
Mr M. Finnegan
Respondent
Mr N. Cinquina
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission pursuant to section 80E of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 concerning
the decision of the respondent to suspend Mr Stephen Kelly from duty;
AND WHEREAS the arbitrator convened conferences between the parties;
AND WHEREAS on 2 September 2003 the arbitrator issued an Interim Order that Mr Kelly be returned to work subject to certain
conditions pending the hearing and determination of the union’s claims;
AND WHEREAS a conference was convened between the parties on 19 November 2003;
AND WHEREAS on 19 November 2003 the arbitrator issued a Recommendation to the parties to fully resolve this application;
AND WHEREAS on 21 November 2003 the parties advised that they have accepted the arbitrator’s Recommendation;
AND HAVING HEARD Mr M. Finnegan on behalf of the applicant and Mr N. Cinquina on behalf of the respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, and by
consent, hereby order—
THAT the application be discontinued.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
Public Service Arbitrator.

UNFAIR DISMISSAL/CONTRACTUAL ENTITLEMENTS—
2003 WAIRC 10048
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
SUSAN MARY BROOKES, APPLICANT
v.
NEWKEY REALTY PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DELIVERED
FRIDAY, 14 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 196 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10048
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Catchwords

Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal –Commissions – Contractual
entitlements - Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s
23 & s 29(1)(b)(i) & (ii) – Applicant unfairly dismissed – Reinstatement impracticable – Mitigation Compensation awarded.
Applicant dismissed unfairly; compensation awarded Contractual benefits claim granted in part

Result
Representation
Applicant
Mr R Clohessy as agent
Respondent
Mr M Davies
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

2

3

Reasons for Decision
This is an application made pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”). The applicant,
Ms Susan Mary Brookes, in her application says that she was employed as a real estate salesperson with the respondent
Newkey Realty Pty Ltd from 16 June 2001 to 27 January 2003. The respondent’s name was amended at hearing by the
Commission and with the consent of the parties. The applicant alleges that she was dismissed without cause and without notice
and that she did not have the opportunity to dispute her letter of termination. The applicant sought reinstatement to her
previous position. The applicant sought also unspecified amounts for one month’s notice, superannuation and commissions as
denied contractual benefits.
The claim was specified at hearing as being a claim for—
•
commission of $273.05 on lot 122 Leeds Hill Way, Australind
•
commission of $1,321.26 on 8 Burleigh Drive, Australind
•
8% superannuation on these commission payments
•
payment in lieu of notice of one month based on the State adult minimum wage.
The applicant sought reinstatement but in the alternative 13 weeks pay based on the State adult minimum wage for the period
in which she was out of work. The two properties, for which claim was made, were sold in conjunction with another agency
and hence a commission of only 21.25% applies. The applicant says she had listed the property and “she had caused the
introduction to the purchasers” (Transcript p.6). The applicant says that she was terminated by letter dated 22 January
2003 while she was absent interstate attending to her mother who was terminally ill.
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Ms Brookes gave evidence that she commenced employment with the respondent in June 2001. The agreement concerning
commission was a verbal agreement. She was to receive superannuation (paid into the Commonwealth Bank fund) on these
amounts and the employer was to pay the taxation.
She received no complaints about her work, except that on one occasion she discussed with Mr Davies a concern that
sometimes he “put up a wall” against her as he was busy and thought that she was “in his face”. She says that this was simply
miscommunication and both Mr Davies and she apologised. The applicant says that there was no suggestion that her
employment was under threat. She says that there were a couple of instances where someone’s toes were trodden on and she
addressed these with Mr Davies. She was never given any warnings.
Ms Brookes says that she travelled interstate for 8-ball competitions and that Mr Davies was aware of these and had approved
her absences. They did not interfere with her work. In January 2003 Ms Brookes travelled to the eastern states as her mother
was critically ill. Mr Davies was aware of this and did not object to her absence. While she was away she received her letter of
termination [Exhibit A1].
The applicant says that Lot 122 Leeds Hill Way and 8 Burleigh Drive were her listings. She says that they have been sold as
conjunctional sales with other real estate agents. Mr Jason Pitts was a new representative in the respondent’s office and Ms
Brookes made a private arrangement that she would pay him $100 for each property if he attended to her listings while she was
away. She says that the listings were past their 120 day exclusive period but the normal procedure was that they stayed with the
listings representative for 12 months unless specifically withdrawn by the seller. Ms Brookes says that she had worked on the
properties and that they were sold by other agents not long after her termination.
Ms Brookes says that following her termination she sought work in the real estate industry but was not successful until the end
of April 2003. During this time she was in Sydney looking after her mother.
Under cross examination Ms Brookes agrees that she approached the respondent over another sales representative having
information that was on her desk and that Mr Davies advised her to speak to the person and sort it out. She denies that Mr
Davies advised that all three of them would sit down, have a coffee and sort the matter out. She says she called the other
person and was invited around to her home. She says that the husband asked her to leave and the wife then told the husband to
leave the room and they sat down and sorted the problem out.
She denies that she had a problem with Roger Carter involving raising her voice and swearing, she further denies that at that
stage Mr Davies advised her that she should leave. In the six months prior to her termination she says that she was in the office
on most days.
In relation to the Leeds Hill Way property Ms Brookes says that the property was listed with Rhonda Braid; she no longer
wanted it and so passed it to the applicant. Ms Brookes sought to renew the listing as the 12 months had run out. At the time
the property was sold it was a current listing, but it was not within the 120 days and was not an exclusive agency. Ms Brookes
says the vendor had the forms but they were not signed and were to be followed up by Mr Jason Pitts, but this was not done.
In relation to Burleigh Drive, Ms Brookes says that she was not aware that the vendors had telephoned and abused Mr Davies
on two occasions. She said that she was aware of some miscommunication between the vendors and she spoke to them about
this.
Ms Brookes denies that at a dinner at the Palace Hotel she said that she was going to open an LJ Hooker office with Kelsey
Bell as soon as the respondent had vacated. She further denies that she approached LJ Hooker in Perth about setting up an
office or that she approached Pete Murray, or the loans person for LJ Hooker, about being the licensee. She says that Jason
Pitts did two home opens for her, she says that it is standard to help out new representatives.
She says that she was asked by Ray “would I like to come and work for Allwest”. She agreed and was there for one week and
then went back to Sydney. She says that she got on well with everybody in the office except for Roger Carter who sulked after
their initial argument and that her only other difficulty in the office resulted from a personality clash.
Under questioning from the Commission Ms Brookes says that she flew to Sydney on 6 January 2003 and returned to Perth in
late February. She says she had lost her job so she stayed longer. She travelled to Sydney on 22 March 2003 and returned to
Perth at the end of the first week in April 2003. She contacted Ray at Allwest looking for work in late February 2003 and was
advised she would be given three months probation. She commenced employment with Allwest on 17 March 2003; she worked
for a week and then flew back to Sydney. She returned to Perth at the end of the first week in April 2003 and returned to work
at Allwest at the end of April 2003. She says that she had a lot of grief to cope with.
Ms Brookes says that her first sale with Allwest was in the second week of May 2003 and was a conjunctional sale. Ms
Brookes says that prior to her termination she had two other listings with the respondent, namely 12 Whiteley Place and Units
1 and 2 at 13 Wakefield Crescent. She has since sold those properties at Allwest and received commissions for them.
Mr Michael Davies gave evidence that he is the proprietor of Newkey Realty Pty Ltd. The company does not now trade as a
real estate company. Mr Davies says that Newkey Realty ceased to be a real estate agent on 30 March 2003 and that he
withdrew from the LJ Hooker franchise and joined with another company. Newkey Realty is now a share holder in Moving Up
Pty Ltd. He says that some of the staff have moved over to the new company. He says that the dates of employment of the
applicant were roughly 16 June 2001 to 27 January 2003.
Mr Davies says that he reached a situation where he could not work with Ms Brookes as too many problems were arising. He
was informed that a client and Ms Brookes were intending to enter into business together under the name of the business which
Mr Davies had used. He says that Ms Brookes did not make any sales from August 2002. The settlements which she had
received were listings she had obtained prior to that time. She had been taking a lot of time off for 8-ball and due to family
problems. She caused conflict in the workplace. She smoked at the side of the premises after being asked not to do so. She
would barge in when Mr Davies had clients with him.
Mr Davies says that the listing on Leeds Hill Way had expired. The owners of Burleigh Drive had contacted him on two
occasions to abuse Mr Davies for not being told what was happening with the property. The sales representative whose home
Ms Brookes visited would not come into the office if Ms Brookes was there. On one occasion when Ms Brookes swore and
shouted in the office Mr Davies asked her to leave and she replied that she would leave when she wanted to.
Mr Davies says that Ms Brookes can work very hard when she gets a vendor that she can work with. However, she does not fit
into the office. There was an instance where Ms Brookes acted inappropriately at a real estate seminar and again with the legal
adviser to the Real Estate board. He also complains that Ms Brookes advised LJ Hooker that he would not be continuing with
the franchise.
Under cross-examination Mr Davies says that he indicated in [Exhibit A1] that Ms Brookes had been a conscientious worker to
enable her to “go somewhere else”. He says that he had discussion with her most days about being unhappy with her work. The
properties listed by Ms Brookes were covered by an exclusive listing. He says that from September 2002 onwards Ms Brookes
made only two sales from her listings. He did not advise her that unless her sales improved she would be dismissed. He did not
advise Ms Brookes that he was concerned about her setting up a franchise in competition with him.
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Mr Davies says that in respect of the clients that telephoned and abused him, he advised Ms Brookes of this and she denied
having not contacted them. In respect of the sales representative who Ms Brookes visited at her home, Mr Davies says that the
problem was not sorted out. He told Ms Brookes that this was not acceptable. He did not warn her that her services would be
terminated. In September or October 2002 he formed the view that Ms Brookes would no longer fit into the office
arrangements. The real estate seminar was in December when a comment was made to Mr Davies that he should get rid of Ms
Brookes.
He says that real estate agents usually make arrangements amongst themselves to cover listings when away. He does not know
what if any arrangement was made between Mr Pitts and Ms Brookes. He says that Ms Brookes from September 2002 attended
the office only on her duty days but he did not warn her about her attendance. He says that she simply took time off as she
wanted to. He says that he does not know of anyone in the industry being paid for a listing once they have left an employer,
unless there is an offer prior to them leaving.
The respondent made submission at the commencement of hearing to the effect that the Commission did not have jurisdiction
as Ms Brookes was not an employee for the purposes of the application. Mr Davies referred to documents from an internet site.
It would seem that these documents relate to the Federal Workplace Relations Act 1996. The State Act in section 7 refers to the
definition of an employee and includes—
“any person employed as a canvasser whose services are remunerated wholly or partly by commission or percentage
reward”.
Section 29(1)(b) then simply permits an employee as defined to make a claim as Ms Brookes has done.
I should say of the evidence that I do not base my decision on an assessment of the credibility of the witnesses. Such an
assessment was difficult to make in the first instance. The respondent was self represented and not familiar with the procedure
of the Commission. Some of his evidence is in parts contradictory. However, under cross-examination his replies, though at
times resistant, were mostly direct. It is clear that the applicant was led to some of her evidence and that the cross-examination
descended frequently to argument. In that way the applicant can be said to be equally resistant to questioning.
The first question is what is the nature of the contract? The common evidence is that Ms Brookes was engaged on a
commission only basis and that superannuation was payable on that commission. Exhibit A3 displays Ms Brookes’ payments
for July to December 2002. The claim for superannuation was said to be for 8% and related to the statutory provision. The
superannuation percentage should be 9% and it is clear if calculations are made using this exhibit that 9% was the percentage
paid. There are other amounts for rent which on the common evidence were paid, but these equally were either bonus or
commission in nature and have no relevance to the matters to be decided.
Therefore the contract, which was oral, provided that Ms Brookes would receive 21.25% of the commission, payable on a sale
of the property, for listing and 21.25 % of the commission for selling the property. There is no evidence or argument that the
initial 21.25% was payable on achieving an exclusive listing as opposed to once sold. The common evidence is also that
listings were exclusive with the agency for 120 days and thereafter remained with the agency for 12 months unless specifically
withdrawn in writing by the seller. After 12 months the exclusivity lapsed. At the time of Ms Brookes dismissal both the
properties for which she claims commission were listed with the respondent’s agency and were Ms Brookes’ listing and I so
find based on Mr Davies’ evidence. The applicant’s evidence on this is not consistent. Ms Brookes says that it was not an
exclusive listing (Transcript p. 20) but that the seller had the forms to sign which she had sent to him. Mr Davies confirmed in
cross-examination that it was his agency’s listing, albeit his evidence was at times inconsistent and he says that one listing was
given to Ms Brookes by another staff member (ie Ms Braid). Mr Davies paid commission on each property to Mr Pitts based
on the document he forwarded to the Commission in discovery, date stamped 9 June 2003.
The amount and percentage of commissions are not in dispute. The dispute is whether the amounts are actually payable as Ms
Brookes was not employed at the time of the sale of the two properties. The applicant says that she left them in the hands of Mr
Pitts and that she had a private arrangement with him to pay him some money; presumably if they were sold while she was
away. Mr Davies does not deny that such arrangements are made regularly between sales staff but he was not aware of it. He
says that he is not aware of payments being made, in the industry, once someone has left unless there is an offer on the
property prior to them leaving.
It is the case that both of these properties were sold not long after Ms Brookes was dismissed and that they were sold by other
agencies as conjunctional sales. Mr Pitts did not sell them. On Ms Brookes’ evidence, which was unchallenged, the work she
did on the properties was on Burleigh Drive to advertise, contact the vendor constantly and do home opens. She says also
importantly that she was negotiating this sale before she left and that they “did buy that”. Her reference being to LJ Hooker
Harvey (Transcript p.17). On Leeds Hill Way her evidence is that she contacted the council to ensure proper payment of water
rates and Mr Pitts told her a couple of days or a week after she left that the property “went under offer”. Both properties had
signs erected with Ms Brookes as the contact person.
It is the case that commissions may be payable after an agent has left employment. The important issue is to establish the
causal link between the agent and the sale. The point is made clear in Royal International (WA) v William Thomas John Valli
78 WAIG 1110 at page 1113 His Hon the President states—
“Whether an agent is entitled to a commission depends on a person identifying the event which the contract of agency
contemplates will give rise to the agent’s entitlement to commission, and second, if necessary, determining whether the
agent has been the effective cause of the transaction proceeding (see L J Hooker Ltd v W J Adams Estates Pty Ltd (op cit)
at page 66 per Gibbs J).
Sometimes, depending on the terms of the agreement, introducing a person who is able, ready and willing to purchase
might be sufficient to entitle the agent to a commission (see E P Nelson & Co v Rolfe [1950] 1 KB 139 (CA) and [1949]
2 All ER 584).
Similarly, introducing “a prospective purchaser” might be sufficient (see Drewery and Another v Ware-Lane [1960] 3 All
ER 529 (CA))”.
I can understand this causal link on Ms Brookes’ unchallenged evidence for the Burleigh Drive property but not the Leeds Hill
Way property. On her evidence she was in negotiation with the eventual purchaser on the former property but there is no such
connection on the latter property. It simply came under offer soon after her departure, as she was advised by Mr Pitts. On a fair
reading of her evidence she does not say that she in anyway introduced the property to the purchaser. I find therefore that she is
owed the monies claimed, as a contractual benefit, for the Burleigh Drive property but not the Leeds Hill Way property. An
order will issue then to pay Ms Brookes an amount of $1,321.26 by way of a contractual benefit. I would include also a figure
for superannuation of 9% on this amount.
As to the claim for unfair dismissal, the dismissal of Ms Brookes was obviously unfair and I so find. I do not seek to reconcile
all of the claims by Mr Davies about Ms Brookes’ conflicts within the office. Mr Davies had a number of complaints about Ms
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Brookes but his evidence is that he did not properly discuss these with her, did not warn her and did not advise her that her job
was in jeopardy. He instead sent her a letter whilst she was away attending to her sick mother and dismissed her in a summary
fashion without notice, without giving her a reason and when he knew she was away for compassionate reasons. This is
notwithstanding that he had been contemplating her dismissal since September or October. In such circumstances Ms Brookes
cannot be said to have received a fair go all round (Undercliffe Nursing Home –v- Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of
Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch 65 WAIG 385). I do not seek to make any distinction, as I would
sometimes make, between procedural and substantive unfairness.
There is however one aspect of Mr Davies’ complaints which notwithstanding my comments about the assessment of the
evidence I am confident about deciding. Mr Davies says in effect that Ms Brookes was not around much and attended to other
interests rather than work. My impression from hearing was that this allegation was never refuted, although it was not put to
her directly. However, Mr Davies made clear complaint about this in his evidence and was not damaged in cross-examination
other than to say he never properly raised his concerns with Ms Brookes. It would appear from [Exhibit A3] which displays the
commissions earned by Ms Brookes that there was not much sales activity on her part from mid September 2002 until her
employment was terminated. In fact except for two weeks in late October and two weeks in late December no commissions
were earned from mid-September. This in my view adds weight to Mr Davies’ allegation that Ms Brookes can work hard but
was not so engaged during the later stages of her employment. For this reason I have doubts that the relationship would have
lasted much longer.
Reinstatement is not practicable. Mr Davies no longer operates the respondent company as a real estate agency. He has formed
with others in a new agency. Ms Brookes has new employment. Additionally, my impression from hearing is that the
relationship has indeed broken down.
Mr Clohessy for the applicant submitted that the Commission should award the applicant a period of notice and compensation
based on the minimum rate of pay prescribed pursuant to the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (“MCE”), being he
says $431.40 per week. Given the nature of the contract it would be wrong to take this approach. Ms Brookes’ contract as
stated is a commission only contract. The MCE Act provides in section 3 that classes of persons may be prescribed by
regulations to not be treated as employees for the purposes of this Act. The MCE regulations at Schedule 1 exclude as
employees, for the purposes of that Act:
“Persons whose services are remunerated wholly by commission or percentage reward.”
Ms Brookes is so excluded, not from making claim for unfair dismissal, but from making claim related to the minimum rate of
pay, or any other conditions, arising from the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.
In respect of mitigation it is Ms Brookes’ evidence that effectively she was taken up with her mother’s illness and her
bereavement throughout most of January to April 2003. She travelled to Sydney on 6 January and returned in late February.
She started work with Allwest on 17 March but returned to Sydney on 22 March. She returned from Sydney at the end of the
first week in April but did not resume work with Allwest immediately as she was taken up with grief. She recommenced there
at the end of April 2003. In late February she had been advised that she would be given three months probationary employment
at Allwest. In the circumstances I find that, whilst understandable, Ms Brookes did not mitigate her loss. She says she stayed in
Sydney as she did not have a job. Again this is understandable but it was Ms Brookes’ choice. It is then not for the respondent
to be held responsible for this. I note also that of the properties which Ms Brookes says she had listed for sale, she has claimed
for some under her contractual benefits claim, others she sold later at Allwest.

The applicant claims payment in lieu of notice for one month, as an implied benefit, based on the decision in Antonio Carlo
Tarozzi v WA Italian Club Inc 71 WAIG 2499. The contract was verbal and there was no evidence or suggestion that it
contained a provision for notice. In fact the contract was for commission only. It is the case though that it was unfair to
terminate Ms Brookes in such a summary manner and without giving her some notice so that she could at least complete sales,
tidy up her affairs and seek alternative employment. Mindful of this, the fact she has not mitigated her loss, that her contract
was commission based and of my obligations under section 26 of the Act, I would consider that a payment for a period of
notice in compensation is warranted (J. Gilmore v Cecil Bros., FDR Pty Ltd, Cecil Bros. Pty Ltd. 76 WAIG 1184). It is not
appropriate for the reasons expressed to base such a payment on the State minimum wage. Section 23A(9) permits the
Commission to calculate injury or loss on the basis of an average rate of income received by an employee during any relevant
period of employment. If I average the income received as displayed in [Exhibit A3] it gives me a total of $12,607.39 for the
six months from July to December 2002. This produces an average figure of $484.90 per week. I consider the appropriate
reference or standard to apply in these circumstances is to use section 170CM of the Federal Workplace Relations Act 1996 as
a guide. Ms Brookes is over 45 years of age but worked for the respondent for only 19 months. I note that the job is not a
senior job and Ms Brookes job mobility proved to be good. Therefore a payment of two weeks notice in compensation is to be
awarded, ie $969.80. Inclusive of 9% superannuation this amounts to $1,057.08. The contractual benefit figure to be awarded
inclusive of 9% superannuation is $1,440.17. An order will issue to that effect.
_________
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Order
HAVING heard Mr R Clohessy on behalf of the applicant and Mr M Davies on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
(1)
DECLARES that the applicant, Ms Susan Mary Brookes, was unfairly dismissed by the respondent on the 27th
day of January 2003;
(2)
DECLARES that reinstatement is impracticable;
(3)
ORDERS that the respondent do hereby pay within 7 days of this order, as and by way of compensation,
inclusive of superannuation, the amount of $1,057.08 to Susan Mary Brookes,
(4)
ORDERS that the respondent do hereby pay within 7 days of this order, as and by way of a denied contractual
entitlement, inclusive of superannuation, the amount of $1,440.17 to Susan Mary Brookes.
(Sgd.) S. WOOD,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

____________________
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Reasons for Decision
(Ex Tempore)
The application before the Commission is brought by Murray Brookland against Aqua View Holdings Pty Ltd. The application
alleges that the applicant was employed as a travel consultant in or about August 2001 and his employment according to his
claim came to an end on or about 31 December 2002. The applicant asserted in his application that he was employed on a
permanent basis, was paid fortnightly and in his position as travel consultant engaged in various duties including selling airline
tickets and all international and domestic holiday packages. In addition to claiming he was unfairly dismissed, the applicant
initially claimed that he was also denied various contractual benefits pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (WA) (“the Act”) in the sum of $22,000.00 by way of salary and the sum of $2,155.00 by way of holiday pay. At the
outset of these proceedings, the applicant abandoned his claim for contractual benefits.
An issue has arisen in this matter as to whether the applicant’s employment was terminated by the employer so as to attract the
Commission’s jurisdiction pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act. It is trite to observe for an applicant to enliven the
Commission’s jurisdiction exercising this aspect of its jurisdiction and power, it must be established by an applicant that he or
she has been, as a matter of fact and law, dismissed from his or her employment. In that regard the applicant testified as
follows.
The applicant said in evidence that he commenced employment with the respondent on a full-time basis working 9.00 am to
5.30 pm Monday to Friday each week with some occasional Saturday morning work. His evidence was he worked
approximately 40 to 45 hours per week and was paid on a commission basis at the rate of 25 per cent for new customers
generated and at the rate of 50 per cent for existing customer business. Additionally, the applicant said he also received a
payment in the sum of $200.00 per fortnight which he described as a retainer. This payment, which was described variously
during the course of these proceedings as a “special payment”, according to the applicant, was not subtracted from other
payments that he received.
Before the Commission by way of evidence is exhibit A1 and A2. Exhibit A1 is a compilation of pay receipt documents
indicating various payments made to the applicant during the course of his employment. Exhibit A2 is a derivative document
which is a summary of the applicant’s income received over the course of his employment.
The applicant testified that he was not employed as a contractor, as it seemed to have been asserted later in the proceedings by
the respondent, but was employed as an employee on a full-time basis. Evidence was given by the applicant that at about
Christmas 2002 he suffered an injury by way of a broken ankle. On or about 31 December 2002, the applicant had cause to
telephone Ms Burling, the principal of the respondent’s travel agency business to inquire as to his payments, as it appears on
the evidence the applicant was required to attend hospital for a period of time.
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Subsequently it seems on that day a telephone conversation did take place between the applicant and Ms Burling. The
applicant testified that the upshot of that telephone call was that he was informed by Ms Burling that the respondent could no
longer afford to retain his services and that he ought to seek employment elsewhere. This telephone call occurred at about
6.00 pm on 31 December, according to the applicant’s evidence. The applicant testified he was shocked and distressed to hear
this as a result of this exchange.
Subsequently there appears to have been some dialogue between the applicant and Ms Burling which culminated in a meeting
at which date and time was indeterminate on the evidence, when the applicant received a letter from the employer which was
tendered as exhibit A5. That document by its terms refers to the applicant as having resigned and the employer having to
reluctantly accept the resignation. It is also of note to observe that the letter from Ms Burling refers to a downturn in the
respondent’s business and an inability to generate sufficient income sales to support and guarantee a wage for the applicant.
The applicant’s evidence was, again, he was shocked to receive this letter and took offence at the assertion in it that he had
resigned from his employment. His evidence also was that on the same day, that is 7 January 2003, he made handwritten
notations on the letter to the effect that at no point had he resigned and that he informed Ms Burling of this at the time he
collected the letter.
Additionally, in evidence before the Commission is an employment separation certificate which was tendered as exhibit A6.
That document which records the applicant’s employment as having come to an end on 31 December 2002 refers to
employment being terminated due to “shortage of work”.
The applicant then testified that after having received these documents he spent a period of time talking with other persons
who were associated with, it seems, the Harvey World Travel organisation but on the evidence it seems that nothing came of
that contact. The applicant’s evidence was that at no stage prior to 31 December 2002 had he received any indication that his
employment was in jeopardy and indeed the evidence which was common ground between the parties would tend to bear that
out.
The applicant testified further that after about 6 January 2003 he commenced seeking alternative employment and tendered as
exhibit A7 were various documents in relation to applications for employment including a Centrelink job seeker diary, as it is
described. The applicant’s evidence was that on or about 27 May 2003 he commenced employment with another employer and
thus was out of employment for approximately five months following the termination of his employment.
The evidence was given by the respondent through Ms Burling. Ms Burling had a somewhat different recollection of the events
that occurred on or about 31 December 2002. She did confirm that at about 6.00 pm on 31 December 2002 she received a
telephone call on her mobile telephone from the applicant. She testified that the applicant during the course of that
conversation requested that he be paid moneys owing to him. Her evidence was that she thought the applicant sounded
somewhat slurred in his conversation. She replied to the applicant according to her that she was not present at the office at that
time and requested whether he wished to have his payment brought to him. According to Ms Burling, there was then a
conversation in words to the effect that the applicant said to her that he could not survive on the payments he was receiving and
indicated to her that he wanted to go onto wages and may have to seek alternative employment. Ms Burling’s evidence was
that she explained the present situation and that the applicant was paid the same as others in the respondent’s office and
nothing would change. Ms Burling then testified that on that note it seemed the conversation came to an end.
Following shortly after that period of time, Ms Burling went to go and see the applicant and paid him a sum of money. Her
evidence was that after the telephone conversation on 31 December 2002 she assumed that the applicant would be returning to
work. Ms Burling denied that she indicated to the applicant that the respondent could not afford to retain him.
Furthermore, in relation to the letter of 7 January 2003, which was exhibit A5, Ms Burling’s evidence was that she prepared
this letter at the request of the applicant in order for him to receive Centrelink benefits it seems. I pause to note that that
evidence is not at odds with the applicant’s evidence when he testified that he requested from Ms Burling a separation
certificate and a severance letter.
Ms Burling gave some evidence about the status of this $200.00 payment which is referred to in exhibit A1. As the
Commission understands it, though it is not at all clear on the evidence, it seems to be the case from her evidence that there
was some form of advanced payment in relation to commissions to be received by the applicant.
Having briefly outlined the evidence in relation to this particular issue, I now turn to my findings in relation to whether the
applicant’s employment was terminated by the respondent or not. As I have observed and as is not uncommon in matters of
this kind, in this aspect of the Commission’s jurisdiction there was some conflict in the evidence between that of the applicant
and that of the respondent on this issue as to what was said, and understood, more importantly, resulting from the telephone
discussion of 31 December 2002. In my view I must say on the evidence the position is not entirely clear but in general terms
having observed the witnesses give their evidence I must say that where there is a conflict between the versions of the evidence
given by the applicant and the respondent, I prefer the applicant’s version of events. Even if, however, the Commission were to
accept the respondent’s evidence as to what was said on the telephone on 31 December 2002 through Ms Burling, there is no
basis in my opinion to conclude from that evidence alone the applicant had resigned. Far from it. There was no basis, in my
view, upon which it could be determined that the applicant was terminating his employment. An indication by an employee
that he or she may seek alternative employment is, in my opinion, not in itself a resignation as there is no basis upon which, as
a matter or law, it may be determined as to as and when the contract of employment is going to come to an end which is an
essential ingredient of notice of termination of employment. I therefore accept for all practical purposes the applicant’s
employment came to an end at the respondent’s initiative on or about 31 December 2002. This, at least, to an extent was
confirmed by the evidence contained in exhibits A6 and A7, they being the letter of 7 January 2003 and the separation
certificate which is required by Centrelink. I am therefore satisfied on the balance of probabilities that for the purposes of the
Commission’s jurisdiction under s 29 of the Act the applicant was dismissed.
It was common ground on the evidence that at no time prior to the termination of the applicant’s employment on 31 December
2002 was any notice given to the applicant as to performance, conduct or the possibility of a redundancy and therefore on that
basis, and on the settled authority in this jurisdiction, the Commission must conclude that in all the circumstances the dismissal
was harsh, oppressive and unfair.
The Commission turns to the question of remedy. The applicant does not seek reinstatement and in any event on the evidence I
am persuaded that such would not be practicable for the purposes of s 23A(6) of the Act as the respondent has now ceased to
trade. I therefore turn to the question of compensation for the purposes of s 23A(6) and s 23A(8) of the Act.
The applicant attempted to argue that on the basis of the applicant’s payment by way of commission and retainer his
employment was covered by the terms of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA) (“the MCE Act”). In this
regard reference was made quite extensively to the terms of exhibit A1 which, as the Commissioner has already referred to, are
bundles of payment sheets in respect of the applicant’s employment. However, in my view on a close examination of exhibit
A1, contrary to the submissions of the agent for the applicant, the $200.00 payment is not a payment which was received each
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and every pay period contained in the documents in exhibit A1. That is, from the evidence before the Commission, that
payment was not made each and every fortnight as was asserted by the applicant’s agent.
20 On the totality of the evidence therefore and having regard particularly to the latter observation I am not able to conclusively
find that the payments which were made to the applicant during the course of his employment were truly a retainer as such for
the purposes of the MCE Act. Whilst the status of that payment was not entirely clear on the evidence, certainly I am not of the
view that the Commission can make positive findings such that the terms of the MCE Act clearly had application to the
applicant’s employment, at least for the purposes of these proceedings. Therefore I turn to the evidence before the Commission
as to the applicant’s earnings over the period of his employment.
21 The Commission is able to, in determining compensation, have regard to average earnings over a period of employment as
prescribed by s 23A(9) of the Act. From the terms of exhibit A2, which I have already observed was not controversial it would
appear that the applicant’s average weekly earnings over the entire course of his employment were $371.15 per week.
Accepting that on the applicant’s evidence he was unemployed from on or about 31 December 2002 to on or about 27 May
2003 when he commenced other employment and being satisfied on the evidence that the applicant has taken steps to mitigate
his loss which he is bound to do, I find that the applicant has suffered a loss in the sum of $7,433.00. I am not persuaded on the
evidence that the applicant has suffered any injury which is compensable by way of an order of this Commission.
22 Therefore orders will issue as follows. Firstly, that the applicant was unfairly dismissed from his employment as a travel
consultant on or about 31 December 2002. Secondly, that reinstatement of the applicant in the circumstances is impracticable,
and thirdly, that the respondent pay to the applicant as compensation for his loss the sum of $7,443.00 within 21 days hereof.
_________
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(1)
DECLARES that the applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment as a travel
consultant by the respondent on or about 31 December 2002.
(2)
DECLARES that reinstatement is impracticable.
(3)
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Reasons for Decision
This is an application by Anthony Grennell (“the applicant”) pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 (“the Act”). The applicant alleges that he was unfairly dismissed from his employment with Hands On Computer
Training International Pty Ltd ATF Computer Training Trust (“the respondent”) on 23 July 2002. The applicant is also
claiming benefits due to him under his contract of employment. The respondent denies that the applicant was unfairly
terminated and claims that the applicant is not due any benefits under his contract of employment.
Background
2
The applicant commenced employment with the respondent in September 2000 as a technical trainer. The applicant stated that
he did not sign a written contract governing his conditions of employment however Exhibit A2 is a copy of a draft contract of
employment that was presented to him prior to commencing employment with the respondent. The applicant was initially
employed on six months’ probation and in March 2001 the applicant’s hourly rate increased to $24.00 per hour. On 11 July
2002 the applicant met with Mr Hong Fu, the respondent’s Director, to discuss discrepancies in the applicant’s time sheets and
pay slips as the applicant believed he had been underpaid. Subsequent to this discussion the applicant sent an email to Mr Fu,
dated 11 July 2002, stating that he was resigning from his employment 2003 WAIRC 09204after serving out a two week notice
period (Exhibit A7). On 23 July 2002 Mr Fu told the applicant that he did not want him to work out the remaining two days of
his notice period and the applicant was told that he was to finish work on that day. The applicant was paid for the two days that
were left of his notice period. On or about 8 August 2002 the respondent provided the applicant with a letter confirming the
details of his termination pay (Exhibit A9).
Applicant’s evidence
3
The applicant was required by the respondent to participate in a training course commencing on 2 September 2000, so that the
applicant could later teach this course as part of his duties. The applicant was not charged for undertaking this course and the
applicant was not paid wages for participating in the course. The applicant gave evidence that at the time he commenced
employment with the respondent Mr Fu stated that he could be earning up to $60,000 per annum based on the number of hours
that he would be required to work. As the applicant was unhappy about some of the contents of his draft contract of
employment the applicant decided not to sign the contract (Exhibit A2). After discussing his issues of concern with Ms
Elizabeth Fu, the respondent’s Corporate Sales Consultant, the applicant expected that a new contract would be given to him
however this did not eventuate.
4
In July 2001 the applicant had a discussion with Mr Fu about the fluctuating hours that he had been working. The applicant
gave evidence that it was agreed between the applicant and Mr Fu at this time that the applicant would be paid 40 hours per
week on a regular basis, notwithstanding the hours he worked each week, and that any hours that he worked in excess of an
average of 40 hours per week would be credited to him.
5
In May 2002 the applicant was busy preparing for the delivery of a new course, and he spent time working at home to develop
the outline for this course. As it was a busy period for him he did not submit the required time sheet and as a result he was not
paid for one fortnightly period. He raised this matter with Mr Fu on the basis that there was an agreement that he would be paid
40 hours per week. He stated that Mr Fu apologised for the applicant not being paid. The applicant maintains that this incident
sparked a deterioration in the relationship between the applicant and Mr Fu. After this incident occurred the applicant
requested pay slips to check on the wages paid to him throughout his employment with the respondent. On reviewing his
payslips he found that the hours he had been paid for did not match the hours that he had submitted on his time sheets. As a
result the applicant prepared a schedule of hours worked which he says was put together based on the time sheets he submitted
to the respondent and the payslips confirming what he was paid by the respondent (Exhibit A5).
6
In June 2002 the applicant had a week off due to illness and he supplied the respondent with copies of doctor’s certificates
covering the five days he was off work. The applicant claimed he was entitled to be paid for these five days as he was rostered
to work days between 24 June 2002 and 30 June 2002.
7
On 11 July 2002 the applicant met with Mr Fu to discuss the spreadsheet which he had drawn up outlining the hours for which
he claimed he had not been paid (Exhibit A5). Mr Fu stated that he wanted time to consider the applicant’s calculations. Mr Fu
also stated that he was looking for trainers who were prepared to put in the hours to undertake the work required of them and to
build a career with the respondent, and anyone not doing so should look elsewhere for a job. He then asked the applicant if he
was happy working for the respondent. The applicant stated that he was not. The applicant stated that Mr Fu then said, “Well if
you are not happy, you should leave”. The applicant stated that he felt that if he did not leave Mr Fu would terminate him. This
led to the applicant sending an email to Mr Fu on the evening of 11 July 2002 confirming his resignation (Exhibit A7).
8
On 15 July 2002 the applicant again met with Mr Fu. Mr Fu asked him if he was happy to continue delivering courses and the
applicant stated that he was. At this meeting there was no discussion about wages owing to the applicant or about the
applicant’s resignation. On 23 July 2002 the applicant was at home undertaking course preparation when Mr Fu contacted him
and asked him to attend a meeting at the respondent’s office on that day. The applicant was told at this meeting that he was no
longer required and to collect his belongings and leave. The applicant then left the respondent’s premises.
9
On 25 July 2002 the applicant wrote to Mr Fu about the entitlements he claimed he was owed (Exhibit A8). In November
2002 the applicant received a pay advice detailing outstanding annual leave entitlements paid to the applicant by the
respondent (Exhibit A10).
10 Under cross-examination it was put to the applicant that he was not under any pressure in mid July 2002 to resign. The
applicant stated that he felt he was under pressure to resign.
11 The applicant confirmed that he was required to work on any day of the week, including Saturday and Sunday. He stated that
he was required to work weekends because of the respondent’s training schedule. He stated that he frequently worked more
than 40 hours per week and that the additional days and hours that he worked over and above 40 hours per week were required
to be worked by the respondent, as confirmed on the applicant’s time sheets. The applicant was asked about the arrangement
that the applicant claimed he had with Mr Fu about hours worked in excess of 40 hours per week. The applicant confirmed that
there was a verbal agreement with Mr Fu that he would be paid for 40 hours per week and if he worked more than 40 hours the
extra hours would be carried over and would be either offset against weeks where he worked less than 40 hours or he would
eventually be paid the extra hours. The applicant stated that whilst there was no specific agreement about recompense for hours
worked over 40 hours per week he understood that subsequent to making this agreement with Mr Fu he would eventually be
paid for the additional hours worked over 40 hours per week. He confirmed that there was no discussion with Mr Fu about the
time frame for the payment for working these additional hours. The applicant was asked how he arrived at the quantum that he
claims he is owed by the respondent. The applicant tendered Exhibit A11 which confirms the basis of his calculations.
12 The applicant stated that after he ceased employment with the respondent he applied for a number of jobs however he was
unsuccessful in obtaining alternative employment. In recent months he has been trying to establish his own business. He was
not paid wages subsequent to his termination, but received family payments from the Centrelink.
1
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The applicant stated that the calculations detailed in Exhibit A5 factored in an average working day of nine hours per day, as
specific hours worked were not included on his time sheets after 30 August 2001. The applicant confirmed that he is also
claiming time in lieu for travelling to Sydney, as he had an arrangement with Mr Fu that time spent travelling was to be taken
as time in lieu.
Respondent’s Evidence
Ms Fu had discussions with the applicant prior to the applicant commencing employment with the respondent. During these
discussions Ms Fu gave the applicant a copy of his contract of employment which included a covering letter from Mr Fu
(Exhibit R6). The applicant reviewed this contract whilst undertaking his training course in early September 2000. As the
applicant was unhappy about certain terms and conditions in the contract, a number of handwritten alterations were made to
the applicant’s contract of employment (Exhibit R6). Ms Fu stated that there was no discussion at this time about the
applicant’s ability to bank hours worked over and above normal hours.
Under cross-examination Ms Fu agreed that Exhibit R6 did not constitute the final contract of employment between the
applicant and the respondent. Ms Fu stated that it was her intention to update this contract after discussing the applicant’s
concerns and to give the applicant a copy of this contract for signing however, she did not do so.
Ms Fu stated that the applicant’s draft contract of employment (Exhibit R6) includes changes that were handwritten which
were discussed between her and the applicant when the applicant commenced employment with the respondent. Ms Fu
confirmed that the applicant travelled to Sydney to work on behalf of the respondent on four occasions. Ms Fu stated that the
employee handbook attached to the applicant’s draft contract of employment covered all employees employed by the
respondent.
Mr Fu confirmed that when the applicant participated in the training course in September 2000, he did so free of charge. He
stated that the standard cost for taking this course is $3,500.00. Mr Fu claimed that a memo sent to the applicant in March
2001 (Exhibit R7) was received by the applicant and that this memo confirms that hours of work for the respondent’s trainers
were to be eight or eight and a half hours per day. Mr Fu gave evidence that he did not have an agreement with the applicant
for the applicant to work over 40 hours per week and for any hours worked in excess of 40 hours per week to be paid. He
stated that if the applicant worked over and above the normal hours of work then this was at the applicant’s own initiative. Mr
Fu stated that he did not request the applicant to work additional hours.
Mr Fu confirmed that he had a meeting with the applicant in May 2002, at the applicant’s initiative. He understood that the
applicant was concerned about the non payment of wages for a two week period. Mr Fu stated that as the applicant had not
submitted his time sheet for that period, he was not paid for this period. Mr Fu stated that at this stage the applicant wanted to
resign, however Mr Fu calmed the applicant down and the applicant accepted his wages being paid in the following fortnightly
pay run.
Mr Fu met with the applicant at Mr Fu’s initiative on 11 July 2002. Mr Fu initiated this meeting to give general feedback to the
applicant. They discussed key performance indicators and Mr Fu told the applicant that a new part-time trainer was to be
employed by the respondent. He stated that another reason for calling the meeting was because the applicant was unusually
quiet and that Mr Fu was concerned about this. The applicant raised with Mr Fu the non payment of hours worked by the
applicant and Mr Fu responded by saying that he would take some time to review the detailed schedule submitted by the
applicant (Exhibit A5). In response Mr Fu told the applicant that as he was on a salary he queried why the applicant was
questioning the number of hours that he was paid. Mr Fu stated that the applicant said at this meeting that he was not
comfortable working for the respondent whilst this issue remained unresolved. Mr Fu then said to the applicant that he would
deal with the issues of concern as quickly as possible but that if the applicant was not comfortable, maybe he should leave.
Later that evening the applicant sent an email to Mr Fu tendering his resignation (Exhibit A7).
Mr Fu asked the applicant to attend a meeting on the following Monday 15 July 2002. During this meeting Mr Fu asked the
applicant why he had resigned. The applicant stated that he was not comfortable remaining employed with the respondent. Mr
Fu asked the applicant to reconsider his resignation, as it was difficult to obtain qualified and experienced trainers to undertake
the specialist work provided by the respondent. Mr Fu stated that there was a further meeting with the applicant on 18 July
2003 where he was again asked to reconsider his resignation but the applicant did not change his mind. At that meeting Mr Fu
discussed some of the issues raised by the applicant in the meeting of 11 July 2003. On 23 July 2002 Mr Fu had one further
meeting with the applicant where he informed the applicant that as some course dates had changed the applicant was no longer
required to deliver the course that he was rostered for and on that basis the applicant was told that his services were no longer
required. The applicant was advised that he would be paid for three days, being the balance of his notice period. The applicant
then left the respondent’s employ.
Mr Fu was asked about sick leave entitlements claimed by the applicant. Mr Fu stated that the applicant was only entitled to be
paid for 25 and 26 June 2002 as the other sick leave certificates he submitted related to days that the applicant was not rostered
to work (Exhibit R10).
Mr Fu was asked about the schedule detailing the hours of work the applicant claimed was owing to him (Exhibit A5). Mr Fu
stated that he was puzzled by this request for payment as the applicant was on a salary. He explained that the applicant was
paid more than the normal weekly wage due to him whilst he was on probation as he wanted to give the applicant a bonus. He
stated that it was his view that no wages were owed to the applicant as the applicant had no entitlement to any payment for
hours worked over 40 hours per week. Further, all public holiday and annual leave entitlements due to the applicant were paid
subsequent to his termination. On this basis the applicant was not owed payment for any entitlements due under his contract of
employment.
Under cross examination Mr Fu agreed that Clause 4. – Hours of Work of the applicant’s draft contract of employment
confirms that if agreed between the parties, overtime hours above the normal hours worked are to be paid.
Mr Fu stated that Exhibit R10 contained course dates and identifies trainers allocated to run specific courses. He confirmed
that this timetable was revised subsequent to the applicant ceasing employment with the respondent. It was put to Mr Fu that
when the applicant questioned the non payment for hours worked for the fortnight ending 22 May 2002, that this may have
been the beginning of the deterioration in the relationship between the applicant and Mr Fu. Mr Fu stated that it was not his
view that his relationship with the applicant had deteriorated from this point. Mr Fu stated that in May 2002 he agreed for the
applicant to undertake work at home to prepare for the presentation of the SQL course. Mr Fu was very happy with the work
that the applicant did in relation to this course and gave the applicant a thankyou card and a gift for his efforts at the time
(Exhibit A20).
Mr Fu stated that as the applicant became upset at his meeting with the applicant on 11 July 2002 it was difficult to discuss all
of the issues that he wished to with the applicant. He understood that the applicant was upset because Mr Fu could not deal
with the applicant’s wage claim as expeditiously as the applicant wished. He confirmed that he told the applicant that an
additional part-time trainer was to be employed by the respondent and that he told the applicant that “if you are not happy, you
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should leave” at this meeting. Mr Fu stated that he said this in the context of wanting to resolve outstanding issues with the
applicant so that the applicant remained with the respondent. It was put to Mr Fu that the applicant was pressured or forced to
resign. Mr Fu stated that this was untrue as he wanted the applicant to stay.
Ms Lily Chin is the respondent’s Accountant and Payroll Officer. She was employed by the respondent in September 2000 on
a contract basis and became a direct employee of the respondent in January 2001.
Ms Chin confirmed that the time sheets contained in Exhibit A4 relating to the applicant’s employment referred to hours
worked by the applicant in excess of 40 hours per week. She stated that she carried the hours forward on the time sheets on her
own initiative however she stopped carrying forward hours worked over 40 hours per week on the time sheets from 31 January
2002 onwards because Mr Fu instructed her not to do so.
Ms Chin was asked why the applicant was paid more than 80 hours per fortnight for a number of weeks prior to July 2001. Ms
Chin stated that this occurred when Mr Fu instructed her to pay the applicant for working these extra hours. Ms Chin was
asked if all of the applicant’s annual leave and public holiday entitlements were paid. She confirmed that it was her
understanding that all outstanding monies due to the applicant in relation to these two issues had been finalised.
Under cross examination it was put to Ms Chin that the applicant was occasionally paid less than 80 hours per fortnight. Ms
Chin stated that if this occurred then it was a mistake on her part. Ms Chin was asked why some time sheets, for example the
time sheet relating to the 9 May 2002 through to the 22 May 2002 had days credited or debited (Exhibit A4). She stated that
this was her way of calculating whether or not days were owing to an employee. It was her own notation as to why the
applicant worked on some days and not others, and which days were days spent training and which days were spent by the
applicant working at home. She stated that this information was kept for Mr Fu for auditing purposes. She stated that in some
fortnightly periods the applicant did not work the full 80 hours for that period, however he was paid for 80 hours, as instructed
by the respondent.
Ms Chin was asked why the applicant was not paid for the week ending 22 May 2002. She stated that the applicant was not
paid for this fortnight as the applicant did not submit an attendance sheet to Ms Chin. She stated that all employees were aware
that if an attendance sheet was not filled in and given to her then payment for that fortnight would be held over to the following
fortnight. She stated that it was Mr Fu who instructed her not to pay the applicant for this fortnight.
Submissions
The applicant submits that he was constructively dismissed. The applicant states that in July 2002 Mr Fu changed his attitude
towards him when the applicant made a claim for additional hours which were due to him under his contract of employment
and under his agreement with Mr Fu. He stated that at this time the respondent used the issue of a new trainer being employed
to pressure the applicant to resign. Given the changed attitude of Mr Fu towards the applicant, he was left with no alternative
but to resign. He stated that if his pay claim had been addressed then he would have been happy to remain employed by the
respondent. He stated that subsequent to being terminated it was difficult for him to obtain another job because of the general
down turn in the industry due to the dot.com collapse.
The applicant claimed that a number of the exhibits relied upon by the respondent (in particular Exhibit R6, R7 and R8) were
fabricated and did not accurately reflect the events which occurred during the applicant’s employment with the respondent.
The applicant maintains that he always worked all additional hours required of him, and as there was an agreement between the
applicant and Mr Fu that hours not paid for were to be carried forward to be paid at a later date he is thus due payment for
these additional hours. The applicant maintains the contract he was on did not include a set salary covering all hours worked,
and on this basis he is due payment for the additional hours as outlined in Exhibit A5. The applicant also argues that he is due
an additional three days of sick leave for the three days that he was rostered to work as he submitted Doctor’s certificates for
these days.
The respondent argues that the applicant was not constructively dismissed. The issue of problems relating to the applicant’s
pay were issues in the mind of the applicant, not the respondent. Further, there was no pressure put on the applicant by the
respondent for the applicant to resign. Subsequent to the applicant tendering his resignation Mr Fu asked the applicant to
reconsider his resignation at two meetings held between Mr Fu and the applicant. The respondent argues that it was appropriate
to pay out the last two days of the applicant’s notice period as there was no work available for the applicant to undertake at this
time.
The respondent maintains that the applicant did not appropriately fulfil the duty on him to mitigate his losses subsequent to
ceasing employment with the respondent. The respondent claims that the applicant stopped looking for work even though work
was available.
The respondent argues that the applicant has been paid all entitlements due to him under his contract of employment. The
applicant’s contract of employment was regulated by the terms of the contract initially presented to the applicant, as amended
after discussions with Ms Fu (Exhibit R6). The respondent also argues that the applicant commenced employment with the
respondent on 25 September 2000 and this is reflected in Exhibit R6. Even though the applicant’s draft contract was not
finalised and signed by the parties it constituted the applicant’s terms and conditions of employment. The contract was clear
that the applicant was to be paid a salary based on working 40 hours per week. No monies were to be paid over and above the
payment of 40 hours per week unless approval was given for the applicant to work additional hours. The respondent maintains
that the applicant led no evidence that he had been given approval to undertake the additional hours that he worked, therefore
no monies are due to the applicant for his claim for payment of additional hours worked. The applicant was also not due
payment for three additional days of sick leave because he was not rostered to work on the days for which payment is claimed.

Findings and conclusions
Credibility
37 I have concerns with the evidence given by all of the witnesses during these proceedings. In my view Mr Grennell was
deliberately hesitant when giving evidence about his acceptance of the written contract of employment presented to him when
he commenced employment with the respondent (Exhibit R6). I also formed the view that he was not as forthcoming as he
could have been when discussing the events of the three meetings he had with Mr Fu in July 2002. At times Mr Fu’s evidence
was inconsistent. Mr Fu stated that the respondent did not give the applicant authority to work overtime hours and that
employees were only required to work 40 hours per week. However, a number of Mr Grennell’s timesheets (Exhibit A4),
(many of which have hours of work in excess of 40 hours per week) were authorised by the respondent and the applicant was
paid for a substantial number of additional hours worked. The respondent’s staff roster (Exhibit R10) also confirms that some
of the respondent’s trainers worked in excess of 40 hours per week. Both Ms Fu and Ms Chin gave evidence about the
applicant’s contract of employment and hours paid under that contract which in my view was deliberately tailored to support
the respondent’s contention that the applicant was not entitled to payment for overtime worked.
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Given the reservations I have with the evidence given by the witnesses, I have reached my conclusions in relation to this matter
based on evidence which was consistent with the uncontested facts and on evidence that was able to be corroborated.
Was the Applicant Terminated?
In relation to an unfair dismissal claim brought pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act, it is incumbent upon an applicant, on the
balance of probabilities, to demonstrate that he has been dismissed by the employer to attract the Commission’s jurisdiction.
The applicant argues that he was constructively dismissed when he handed in his resignation on 11 July 2002. A resignation
can constitute a dismissal for the purposes of the Act but whether or not a particular resignation will do so depends upon the
circumstance of each case. The relevant law to be applied in this matter was set out by Beech, SC in Grant Raymond Lukies v
AlintaGas Networks Pty Ltd [2002] 82 WAIG 2217 at 2220—
“The Industrial Relations Commission of South Australia in Lucky “S” Fishing Pty Ltd v Jex (1997) 75 IR 158 at
164 also considered the decision of the Court of Appeal of New Zealand [Auckland Shop Employees’ Union v
Woolworths (NZ) Ltd [1985] 2 NZLR 372]. It noted that the Court of Appeal stated that there has been a modification of
the test in the Western Excavating (ECC) Ltd v Sharp case [1978] ICR 221 at 226 which stated that if the employer is
guilty of conduct which is a significant breach going to the root of the contract of employment, or which shows that the
employer no longer intends to be bound by one or more of the essential terms of the contract, then the employee is
entitled to treat himself as discharged from any further performance. If he does so, then he terminates the contract by
reason of the employer’s conduct. He is constructively dismissed. The Court of Appeal suggested that in constructive
dismissal cases the relevant test is whether the conduct complained of is calculated or likely to seriously damage the
relationship of confidence and trust between the parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with
it.”
I find that when applying the test outlined above to this case, it is my view the applicant was not constructively dismissed. I
find that there was no action by the employer which constituted conduct calculated or likely to seriously damage the
relationship of confidence and trust between the parties such that the employee could not be expected to put up with it. In my
opinion, having regard to all of the evidence before the Commission, I am not persuaded that the applicant was treated in such
a way that he had no option but to resign. It follows that I find that the applicant brought the contract of employment to an end
of his own volition.
I find that the applicant commenced employment with the respondent on 25 September 2000 and his contract of employment
was governed by the terms of Exhibit R6 as amended after discussions with Ms Fu. The letter of offer given to the applicant on
8 September 2000 (Exhibit R6) confirms this commencement date. I accept the applicant’s evidence that up to July 2001 he
submitted timesheets and was paid for some of the additional hours he claimed. I find that in July 2001 the applicant came to
an arrangement with Mr Fu that he would be paid 40 hours per week and additional hours worked in any week would be
credited to him at a later stage. This regular payment of 40 hours per week is consistent with the contents of Exhibit A5.
It is clear that by May 2002, the applicant was frustrated by the way in which he was being treated by Mr Fu. The applicant
was concerned about Mr Fu not authorising payment of the applicant’s wages for a two week period in May 2002, when the
applicant did not submit a time sheet, even though he had an agreement with Mr Fu that he would be paid for 40 hours each
week. At this point the applicant decided to reconcile the hours he had worked for the respondent with the hours he had been
paid and he drew up a summary of hours owing to him based on his time sheets and the hours the applicant believed he was
owed (Exhibit A5). At the meeting convened by Mr Fu on 11 July 2002 the applicant gave Mr Fu a copy of this summary. Mr
Fu stated that it would take some time to deal with the applicant’s request for payment of the additional hours which the
applicant claimed he was owed. Mr Fu also told the applicant at this meeting that a new part-time trainer was to be employed
by the respondent, and this is consistent with the agenda drawn up by Mr Fu for this meeting (Exhibit A22). I find that Mr Fu
asked the applicant if he was happy working with the respondent as the applicant was quieter than usual. It was not in dispute
that the applicant responded by saying that he was not happy working with the respondent and that Mr Fu then said to him “if
you are not happy, you should leave”. Even though Mr Fu told the applicant that he required time to deal with the applicant’s
claim for wages owed and even though he told the applicant “if you are not happy, you should leave”, it is my view that Mr
Fu’s actions were not such that the applicant had no option but to resign. It was open for the applicant to respond to Mr Fu at
this point about issues which he felt unhappy about and there were opportunities at two subsequent meetings, held prior to the
applicant ceasing employment with the respondent, for the applicant to discuss his concerns. Even though it is clear that the
applicant was unhappy about Mr Fu’s attitude about dealing with the applicant’s wage claim and for not being paid on time for
one fortnightly period it is my view that the respondent’s behaviour in regard to these two issues was not such as to amount to
a repudiation of the respondent’s contract with the applicant. I also find the applicant’s claim that he was pressured to resign by
Mr Fu mentioning another trainer being employed as fanciful. In reaching the view that the applicant was not constructively
dismissed I also take into account Ms Chin’s evidence that there was a requirement on the applicant to fill out a timesheet each
fortnight in order to be paid (this is confirmed on the bottom of the applicant’s attendance sheets (Exhibit A4)) and it was not
in dispute that the applicant did not hand in his timesheet on time in May 2002 for the period that the applicant was not paid on
time.
Denied Contractual Benefits
The applicant is seeking benefits due to him under his contract of employment. In an application for contractual benefits under
s.29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act, the onus is on the applicant to establish that the subject of the claim is a benefit to which the applicant
was entitled under his or her contract of employment. It is for the Commission to determine the terms of the contract of
employment and to ascertain whether the claim constitutes a benefit which has been denied under the contract of employment,
having regard to the obligations on the Commission to act according to equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of
the case (Belo Fisheries v Froggett (1983) 63 WAIG 2394; Waroona Contracting v Usher (1984) 64 WAIG 1500; Perth
Finishing College Pty Ltd v Watts (1989) 69 WAIG 2307).
The applicant is seeking reimbursement for additional hours worked over 40 hours per week and not already paid for, based on
the Hours of Work clause in his contract of employment.
I have already found that the applicant’s contract of employment was governed by the contents of the contract handed to the
applicant when he commenced employment with the respondent, as amended after discussions with Ms Fu (Exhibit R6). The
applicant gave evidence that even though he was paid 40 hours per week on a regular basis after July 2001, he claimed he had
an agreement with Mr Fu that all hours worked over 40 hours per week would be credited to him at a later stage. I accept the
applicant’s assertion in this regard as this is consistent with the applicant being paid for all hours worked over 40 hours prior to
this agreement being reached and it is clear on a review of the applicant’s timesheets on a number of occasions the respondent
brought forward hours and days owing to the applicant both before and after July 2001. As the respondent signed a number of
the applicant’s timesheets when he worked in excess of 40 hours per week, I find that the respondent authorised and indeed
expected the applicant to work in excess of 40 hours per week from time to time. I do not accept Mr Fu’s contention that the
applicant was on a set weekly rate of pay based on 40 hours per week and that the respondent did not authorise the applicant to
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work in excess of 40 hours per week. It is quite clear that the applicant’s employment covered seven days per week and on
many of the weeks that the applicant was employed by the respondent, he worked in excess of 40 hours per week. It is also
evident that as Mr Fu entertained the applicant’s wage claim in July 2002, the applicant was not restricted to a set payment of
40 hours per week. I also accept the applicant’s argument that once his time sheet was accepted by the respondent then this was
authority for him to be paid for the hours he worked in excess of 40 hours per week as it was clear that the applicant’s
timesheet was checked each week by the respondent as evidenced by a number of notations made by the respondent on his
time sheets and at times altered if the respondent did not believe that the applicant was due the hours claimed.
Clause 4 of the applicant’s contract of employment reads as follows—
“4.
HOURS OF WORK
The weekly hours of work for the Employee engaged in any week shall be as set out in Schedule B hereto,
which shall be exclusive of a daily meal break of one half hour duration, or if engaged as a Part Time or Casual
employee the hours of work shall be proportionate (sic) the weekly hours of work for a Full Time employee, as
agreed between the parties, and except as provided for otherwise in this Agreement, provided that—
4.1
the daily and weekly spread of hours, shall be as agreed between the parties from time to time,
provided that;
the Employer may at any time require the Employee to perform work beyond the agreed weekly hours
of work and the daily spread of hours, in such cases the Employee shall within reason not refuse to
perform such work, and;
4.2
by prior arrangement between the parties, for such time worked, the Employee shall be paid at the
salary hourly rate of pay or time may be taken by the Employee off the weekly hours of work in lieu
of the time worked, at a time agreed by the parties, provided that, in taking the time off the Employee
shall give to the Employer at least fourteen (14) days notice of the date the time is to be taken off,
unless otherwise agreed by the Employer.”
Schedule B Clause 3 of the applicant’s contract of employment reads as follows—
“3.
Hours of Work
The weekly hours of work shall be as agreed between the parties from time to time.
Normal weekly hours of work: 40 hours and/or as otherwise required by the Employer from time to
time.”
Clause 4 of the applicant’s contract of employment when read in conjunction with Schedule B (Exhibit R6), demonstrates that
the applicant had an entitlement to be paid overtime for all hours worked in excess of 40 hours per week that were not taken as
time in lieu. Exhibit A5 contains details of payments made to the applicant throughout his employment with the respondent.
Overtime payments were made to the applicant on many occasions (fortnights ending 11 October 2000, 6 December 2000,
3 January 2001, 17 January 2001, 14 February 2001, 28 February 2001, 14 March 2001, 28 March 2001, 11 April 2001,
25 April 2001, 23 May 2001, 6 June 2001, and 20 June 2001). Further, the applicant was credited with days owing to him, as
noted on his timesheets, towards the end of his employment with the respondent. A review of the respondent’s roster for the
period May 2002 through to August 2002 (Exhibit R10) demonstrates that it was not unusual for some employees to be
required to work in excess of 40 hours per week.
The respondent relies on the contents of Exhibit R7 to demonstrate that the applicant had no entitlement to overtime payments.
This memo refers to normal daily working hours as being either eight hours or eight and a half hours and that a request in
writing is required for approval to work outside these hours on any day. In my view this memo does not constitute a variation
to the applicant’s contract of employment such that the applicant would no longer be entitled to be paid overtime for hours
worked in excess of 40 hours per week. In any event, the applicant claims he was not aware of this memo and did not agree
with its contents. The respondent’s view is also inconsistent with the fact that on a number of occasions throughout the period
April 2001 to August 2001, after the memo was written, the respondent paid the applicant for hours worked in excess of
40 hours per week.
I have difficulty with the applicant’s claim that he should be reimbursed for working nine hours per day. Even though the
applicant’s time sheets after 29 August 2001 did not record hours worked per day, and the applicant claimed that he worked on
average nine hours per day, there was no corroborating evidence given during the proceedings in support of this contention.
Further, I find that the applicant’s contract of employment contemplates a normal working day covering eight or eight and a
half hours per day and the respondent’s employees were reminded at the trainers’ meeting held on 2 March 2001 that they were
to work either eight hours or eight and a half hours per day (Exhibit R7). Some of the applicant’s early timesheets also confirm
that the respondent was prepared to pay for either eight or eight and a half hours per day and not the nine hours claimed by the
applicant. I therefore accept that the applicant is due payment for hours worked in excess of 40 or 42½ hours per week,
depending on the nature of the activity, that have not already been paid by the respondent.
As I have found that the applicant commenced employment with the respondent on 25 September 2000 in my view the
applicant is not due payment for any entitlements for the period 8 September 2000 to 25 September 2000. The applicant has
not demonstrated to my satisfaction that there was an agreement between the parties that he would be paid wages for this
period. Further, it appears on the evidence that this issue was first raised with the respondent at these proceedings. On this
basis the applicant has not made out his claim in relation to this matter.
The applicant is also seeking payment for three days’ sick leave and time in lieu for hours spent travelling to and from Sydney
for work purposes. I have difficulty with the applicant’s claim for sick leave entitlements due to him and payment for travelling
time spent going to and from Sydney on four occasions. The onus is on the applicant to demonstrate that he is entitled to be
reimbursed for these entitlements due under his contract of employment. On the evidence before me it is not clear, apart from
the applicant’s assertions, that he was rostered to work on the three days for which he is claiming sick leave entitlements. Even
though there was evidence from both the applicant and the respondent that the applicant attended courses in Sydney on behalf
of the respondent, and that the applicant had a verbal agreement with Ms Fu to have time spent travelling credited to the
applicant, there was no evidence brought in these proceedings of the actual hours the applicant spent travelling nor was there
any evidence as to how any time in lieu that accrued due to travelling was to be dealt with at either termination or resignation.
Given this lack of evidence I find that the applicant has not made out his claim for sick leave entitlements nor for payment for
time spent travelling to Sydney.
I require the parties to confer within 14 days of the date of this decision to agree on the payment due to the applicant in relation
to overtime payments in light of my Reasons for Decision.
_________
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2003 WAIRC 10151
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
ANTHONY GRENNELL, APPLICANT
v.
HANDS ON COMPUTER TRAINING INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD - ATF COMPUTER
TRAINING TRUST, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 28 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 1440 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10151
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Application alleging unfair dismissal dismissed. Application for contractual benefits partially allowed.
Representation
Applicant
Mr A Grennell on his own behalf
Respondent
Mr O Moon (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

2

3

4

5

Supplementary Reasons for Decision
On 1 September 2003 the Commission issued reasons for decision in relation to this matter. The Commission determined that
the applicant was owed a benefit under his contract of employment in relation to overtime payments and the parties were
directed to confer within 14 days of the date of the decision issuing as to the quantum due the applicant in light of the reasons
for decision.
As the parties could not reach agreement on the quantum owing to the applicant due to the lack of detail on the applicant’s
attendance sheets the Commission convened a hearing on 2 October 2003 to allow the parties to make submissions in relation
to the amount of overtime owing to the applicant.
The hearing convened into conference and the parties were given the opportunity to argue their respective positions. The
Commission had to determine the amount of time the applicant would have spent training students as specific training days
were not specified on some of the applicant’s attendance sheets. The applicant argued that he spent 90 per cent of his time
training and the respondent argued that the applicant would have only spent 50 to 60 per cent of his time training.
After considering the respective submissions, and based on the time sheets where training days were indicated I formed the
view that the applicant would have spent 70 per cent of his time training. I therefore conclude that in each week where training
days are not specified the applicant is to be paid seven days worked at 8.5 hours per day and the balance of days worked at
8 hours per day. Where the attendance sheet was altered by the respondent at the time of paying the applicant for that week the
hours specified by the respondent are to be taken as being the hours owed to the applicant.
Following is a table summarising the overtime hours due to the applicant in line with this determination—
Applicant
original
claim
Hourly
25.5
91
90.75
84
110
104
95.5
50.5
117.5
104.5
105.5
111
100.5
109
1299.25

Applicant
amended
claim
Rate
25.5
91
90.75
84
110
104
95.5
50.5
117.5
104.5
105.5
111
98.5
98
1286.25

Hourly
93.25
110.33
57.25
115
96.25
99.25
43

Rate
93.25
110.33
57.25
115
96.25
99.25
27.5

Date
$18.51
25/09/00 to 27/09/00
28/09/00 to 11/10/00
12/10/00 to 25/10/00
26/10/00 to 8/11/00
9/11/00 to 22/11/00
23/11/00 to 6/12/00
7/12/00 to 20/12/00
21/12/00 to 3/01/01
4/01/01 to 17/01/01
18/01/01 to 31/01/01
1/02/01 to 14/02/01
15/02/01 to 28/02/01
1/03/01 to 14/03/01
15/03/01 to 28/03/01
TOTAL HOURS
$24.00
29/03/01 to 11/04/01
12/04/01 to 25/04/01
26/04/01 to 9/05/01
10/05/01 to 23/05/01
24/05/01 to 6/06/01
7/06/01 to 20/06/01
21/06/01 to 4/07/01

Hours due as
determined by
Commission

Hours
paid to
applicant

25.5
91
90.75
84
110
104
95.5
50.5
96
104.5
105.5
96
98.5
98
1249.75
OWED

25
91
80
80
80
104
95.5
48
96
80
96
96
98.5
98
1168
81.75

92.25
106
52.5
111
99
96
27.5

92.25
106
52.5
111
99
96
27.5

Public
Holiday

24

Sick
Leave

Annual
Leave

8

80
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Applicant
original
claim
65
94.25
114.75
88
59.5
110.5
106.25
110.5
89.25
89.25
93.5
102
25.5
85
102
85
102
93.5
93.5
59.5
85
93.5
102
102
93.5
42.5
59.5
42.5
3003.58
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Applicant
amended
claim
65
94.25
99.5
83.5
59.5
107.5
103.5
107.5
87.5
87.25
91.5
99.5
25.5
83.5
99.5
83.5
99.5
91.5
91.5
59.5
83.5
91.5
99.5
99.5
91.5
42.5
59.5
42.5
2928.83

Date
5/07/01 to 18/07/01
19/07/01 to 1/08/01
2/08/01 to 15/08/01
16/08/01 to 29/08/01
30/08/01 to 12/09/01
13/09/01 to 26/09/01
27/09/01 to 10/10/01
11/10/01 to 24/10/01
25/10/01 to 7/11/01
8/11/01 to 21/11/01
22/11/01 to 5/12/01
6/12/01 to 19/12/01
20/12/01 to 2/01/02
3/01/02 to 16/01/02
17/01/02 to 30/01/02
31/01/02 to 13/02/02
14/02/02 to 27/02/02
28/02/02 to 13/03/02
14/03/02 to 27/03/02
28/03/02 to 10/04/02
11/04/02 to 24/04/02
25/04/02 to 8/05/02
9/05/02 to 22/05/02
23/05/02 to 5/06/02
6/06/02 to 19/06/02
20/06/02 to 3/07/02
4/07/02 to 21/07/02
18/07/02 to 25/07/02
TOTAL HOURS

Hours due as
determined by
Commission
65
87.25
87.5
83.5
59.5
107.5
103.5
107.5
87.5
87.5
91.5
99.5
25.5
83.5
83.5
83.5
99.5
91.5
91.5
59.5
83.5
91.5
99.5
99.5
91.5
42.5
59.5
42.5
2879.5
OWED

Hours
paid to
applicant
65
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
40
80
20
80
80
72
80
80
80
64
80
72
80
72
80
64
80
32
2605.25
274.25

4085
Public
Holiday

Sick
Leave

Annual
Leave

40
24

36

8

16
8
8
16
Notice 16

On the basis of these figures I determine that the applicant is owed $8,095.20. This is based on the applicant being owed
81.75 hours at $18.51 which equals $1513.20 and 274.25 hours at $24.00 which equals $6,582.00 gross.
7
A minute of proposed order will now issue.
_________
2003 WAIRC 10187
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
ANTHONY GRENNELL, APPLICANT
v.
HANDS ON COMPUTER TRAINING INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD - ATF COMPUTER
TRAINING TRUST, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER
THURSDAY, 4 DECEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 1440 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10187
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
6

Result
Application alleging unfair dismissal dismissed. Application for contractual benefits partially allowed.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD Mr A Grennell on his own behalf and Mr O Moon (as agent) on behalf of the respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
1
DECLARES that the respondent denied the applicant a benefit under his contract of employment.
2
ORDERS the respondent to pay the applicant the sum of $8,095.20 gross within seven (7) days of the date of
this order.
3
ORDERS that the applicant’s application under s.29(1)(b)(i) that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly
dismissed be and is hereby dismissed
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
____________________
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2003 WAIRC 07855
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
JOANNE LOUISE HARDIMAN, APPLICANT
v.
WESTCO JEANS PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE
WEDNESDAY 5 MARCH 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 1752 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 07855
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Application to accept applicant’s claim which was lodged out of time granted
Representation
Applicant
Mr D Hardiman (as agent)
Respondent
No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

2

Reasons for Decision
On 21 October 2002 Joanne Louise Hardiman (“the applicant”) referred a claim to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission (“the Commission”) pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) that she was
harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed by Westco Jeans Pty Ltd (“the respondent”) on 16 September 2002.
Section 29(2) of the Act requires that such an application be lodged within 28 days of the day the applicant’s employment
terminated. As this application was lodged on 21 October 2002 the application is seven days out of the required time frame to
lodge a claim. The matter was listed for hearing to allow the parties to put submissions and give evidence as to whether or not
the application should be accepted under s.29(3) of the Act. Section 29(3) of the Act reads as follows—
“(3)

The Commission may accept a referral by an employee under subsection (1)(b)(i) that is out of time if the
Commission considers that it would be unfair not to do so.”

The respondent failed to attend the hearing and no Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal has been lodged by the respondent
in relation to this claim. As the respondent had been sent adequate notice of the hearing the Commission decided to continue
with the proceedings.
4
At the commencement of these proceedings the applicant sought leave to amend the date of her termination to be 17 September
2002. As the applicant gave evidence that this was the date on which she was terminated and as there was no opposition to this
amendment, the Commission granted the application and amended the applicant’s date of termination to be 17 September
2002, making the application six days out of the required time frame.
5
In reaching a decision in this matter I take into account whether there was an acceptable explanation for the delay, the merits of
the substantive application, whether the applicant took steps to make it clear to the respondent that she was unhappy with her
termination and that she would contest her termination and prejudice to the respondent. These guidelines were recently
discussed as being relevant to a matter of this nature by Beech S C in Anthony William Andrew v Metway Property Consultants
& Auctioneers (2002) 82 WAIG 3260. In applying these guidelines I am mindful that there is a 28 day time frame to lodge an
application and the Commission’s discretion in relation to a matter of this nature should not be exercised unless there is good
reason to do so.
6
Taking into account these guidelines I make the following findings.
7
The applicant gave evidence that she had every intention of lodging her application expeditiously however she had difficulty in
obtaining information about the nature of her contract of employment with the respondent. It was unclear to the applicant
whether her employment was covered under a registered Workplace Agreement. When she was employed by the respondent
the applicant recalled signing an agreement which she understood was to be registered and enquiries were made to the
respondent’s head office in Victoria to obtain a copy of this agreement. The applicant also needed to confirm with the
respondent the correct name of her employer in order for her to be able to complete her application appropriately. However,
after repeated calls to the respondent’s office, no response was received. The applicant’s father assisted the applicant in her
enquiries. He was referred to the respondent’s Human Resource office in Adelaide when he enquired about the reasons for the
applicant’s contract of employment being terminated and the correct name of her employer. However, none of his calls were
returned. The applicant sought information from the Department of Consumer and Employment Protection about the
possibility of an award covering her employment. These enquiries and lack of response from the respondent delayed the
applicant in finalising and lodging her application.
8
The applicant gave evidence that she was terminated without notice on 17 September 2002. The previous day, two of the
respondent’s Managers came into the Kingsley shop where the applicant was working, and observed the applicant undertaking
her duties. After some time one of the Managers told the applicant off for not greeting a potential customer when he walked
into the store and because the applicant had been leaning on the counter when talking to a customer.
9
Subsequent to this discussion the applicant was advised to leave the store and go home. She returned to her usual workplace at
the Morley store the following day and commenced work as normal. Sometime after commencing work she was informed by
her Manager that she was to cease work immediately and that she was terminated. The applicant understood that she was
terminated because of the issues raised with her the previous day whilst she was working at the Kingsley store.
10 After hearing evidence from the applicant I formed the view that there was sufficient doubt about the way in which the
applicant’s termination was handled to attract a review by the Commission. In the circumstances the applicant has established
that there may well be some merit in her claim for unfair termination.
11 I accept that delays were caused by the applicant experiencing difficulty in obtaining information from the respondent. This
was compounded by the respondent not having any representatives in Western Australian with whom the applicant could liaise
in order to clarify the terms and conditions of her contract of employment, the reasons for her termination and the correct name
of her employer.
12 It is clear that the respondent was aware that the applicant was unhappy about her termination soon after the applicant’s
termination as attempts were made by the applicant to obtain information about her contract of employment and to obtain
specific reasons for her termination.
3
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Given the application was lodged only six days after the 28 day time limit it is my view that there is little if any prejudice to
the respondent in accepting the application. Taking into account the circumstances as a whole it is my view that it would be
unfair to refuse the applicant’s claim. Accordingly, I will accept the application.
14 An Order to that effect will now issue.
_________
13

2003 WAIRC 07854
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
JOANNE LOUISE HARDIMAN, APPLICANT
v.
WESTCO JEANS PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER
WEDNESDAY, 5 MARCH 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 1752 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 07854
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Application to accept applicant’s claim which was lodged out of time granted
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING heard Mr D Hardiman as agent on behalf of the Applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the Respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the time for filing of application 1752 of 2002 be extended to and include the 21st day of October 2002.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

2003 WAIRC 10057
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
JOANNE LOUISE HARDIMAN, APPLICANT
v.
WESTCO JEANS PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE
TUESDAY 18 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 1752 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10057
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result

Application alleging unfair dismissal upheld and order issued for compensation in lieu of
reinstatement.

Representation
Applicant
Mr D Hardiman as agent and with him Ms K Wroughton
Respondent
Ms K Hodder
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

2

3

4

Reasons for Decision
This is an application by Joanne Louise Hardiman (“the applicant”) pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (“the Act”). The applicant alleges she was unfairly terminated from her employment with Westco Jeans Pty Ltd (“the
respondent”) on 17 September 2002. The respondent opposes the claim and argues that it was appropriate to summarily
terminate the applicant.
Background
The applicant commenced employment with the respondent on or about 15 June 2002 as a sales representative primarily based
at the respondent’s Morley store. Her main duties included selling goods to customers, answering phones, unpacking stock and
greeting customers. Her employment was governed by the terms and conditions of a document titled Employment Conditions
and Standards which was signed by the applicant and the respondent on 14 June 2002 (Exhibit R1). It was not in dispute that
when the applicant commenced employment with the respondent she did not undergo an induction. It was also not in dispute
that when the applicant was terminated in a summary fashion on 17 September 2002 she was not given nor was she paid
notice. She was also not paid annual leave entitlements due to her however at the hearing the respondent undertook to pay any
annual leave entitlements due to the applicant.
Respondent’s evidence
Ms Kerry-ann Hodder has worked with the respondent for approximately ten years and is currently the respondent’s State
Manager, a position she has held for five years. Ms Hodder stated that the applicant was terminated because she failed to
honour the requirements of her job description which involved greeting customers within 30 seconds of them entering the store
and that she did not act as a team member to increase sales and avoid shrinkage as required under her contract of employment
(Exhibit R1).
Ms Hodder gave evidence that the applicant was terminated on 17 September 2002 as a result of an incident which took place
at the respondent’s Kingsway store. Ms Hodder stated that along with the respondent’s financial controller, Mr Andrew Hart
she was reviewing the Kingsway store and staff operations on 17 September 2002. Ms Hodder stated that at around 12.30pm
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she and Mr Hart observed the Kingsway store from the outside for approximately five minutes before entering. Ms Hodder
stayed out of view of the two employees working in the shop because they knew her. After observing the store’s operations Mr
Hart stated that he was unhappy with what he claimed was a lack of service given by the applicant to customers. Ms Hodder
stated that the applicant did not approach Mr Hart when he or other customers entered the store. Whilst Ms Hodder was
watching the store from outside she observed a customer who she claimed was in the process of stealing a garment and Ms
Hodder intervened and spoke to this customer. Mr Hart then approached the applicant who was standing at the counter and Ms
Hodder joined him. After introducing Mr Hart to the applicant and the other employee Mr Hart told both employees that he
was unhappy that the applicant was reading whilst leaning on the counter and was not providing service to or greeting
customers. He also claimed that stock was not being looked after. Mr Hart then told the applicant that he considered her
behaviour to amount to misconduct and that she was unsuited to her position and that he was angry with her. Ms Hodder and
Mr Hart then left the store and whilst driving together that afternoon Mr Hart contacted the Kingsway store from his car phone
on two occasions. In the first instance he contacted the store to obtain sales figures and on the second occasion Ms Hodder
understood he spoke to the applicant at approximately 2.45pm and told her to go home as she was no longer employed by the
respondent. Ms Hodder understood that Mr Hart terminated the applicant because she had breached company policies and
procedures. Ms Hodder understood that the applicant was paid for working her three hour shift on 17 September 2002. Ms
Hodder confirmed that as the Kingsway store was not successful it was closed about four months ago.
5
Under cross-examination Ms Hodder state that she visited the Kingsway store to check on the store’s appearance and the work
of its staff. She said that is was common practice to wait outside and observe a store’s operations without employees being
aware that she was there. Ms Hodder stated that she observed the applicant for approximately five minutes whilst she remained
outside the store. Ms Hodder stated that during this period she observed the applicant leaning on the counter reading a
newspaper and that she was oblivious to what was happening in the store. She confirmed that Mr Hart said to the applicant that
she was not giving customers any service, she was not greeting customers and not watching the stock in the store. She also
stated that Mr Hart was very angry about the applicant’s behaviour. Ms Hodder stated that it was her view that the applicant
was misconducting herself because she was not working as a team member nor working to increase the respondent’s sales, and
she was not preventing shrinkage. Her job was to serve customers not to read a newspaper at the counter. She stated that whilst
she was in the store there were two customers in the fitting room being served by the respondent’s other employee and a
number of customers walked in and out. She stated that the store was not up to standard and things could have been organised
better in the shop but she could not recall discussing this issue with the applicant. She stated that she had no direct knowledge
that the applicant was reading a newspaper when Mr Hart entered the store but she was informed of this by Mr Hart. Ms
Hodder stated that on 17 September 2002 she told the applicant that she was unhappy with what she had seen going on in the
store and that reading a newspaper was inappropriate and that a number of things should have been done by the applicant to
improve the appearance of the store. She stated that in the circumstances she believed that it was appropriate to terminate the
applicant because reading whilst at work and leaning on the counter was totally unacceptable.
6
Ms Hodder acknowledged that the applicant commenced her shift at 12.00 noon that day and she was unaware that the
applicant had worked the following day at the respondent’s Morley store. Ms Hodder was asked why the applicant was not
terminated whilst she and Mr Hart were in the store given that Mr Hart had the view that the applicant had misconducted
herself. Ms Hodder stated when Mr Hart was in the store he told the applicant that she had misconducted herself and that she
was not suitable for her current position. She stated that it was not until Mr Hart contacted the applicant by phone in the
afternoon of 17 September 2002 that the applicant was told that she was terminated and to leave the respondent’s premises. Ms
Hodder stated that it was common knowledge that the respondent’s staff were required to greet a customer within 30 seconds
of their arrival at the store.
7
Ms Hodder was not aware of any written or verbal warnings that the applicant had received prior to this incident.
Applicant’s evidence
8
The applicant stated that she worked successfully with the respondent for three months until she was summarily terminated.
She was initially allocated to work in the respondent’s Morley store where she worked all day Tuesday, Thursday morning,
Friday and Saturday for approximately 24 to 27 hours per week. The applicant also filled in at the respondent’s other stores
when required and after one month she worked on a relief basis at the Kingsway store Monday lunchtimes and on Thursday
evenings. She stated that whilst she was employed by the respondent no complaints were made about her performance, she
only received praise. The applicant stated that her manager at Morley made several comments to her that she was happy with
her performance and the applicant’s manager acknowledged her good performance when she made multiple sales on a number
of occasions.
9
The applicant stated that she commenced work at 12.00 noon on 16 September 2002 at the Kingsway store. At approximately
12.15pm the applicant was having a discussion with Lorena, the respondent’s other employee at the store and both of them
were talking with a customer. She stated that she observed Ms Hodder outside of the store and then observed a male who she
was later introduced to her as Mr Hart standing next to the customer to whom they were talking. As she thought that Mr Hart
was the customer’s father she did not approach him. She stated that at the time only one other customer was in the shop and
that was the person with whom Lorena and the applicant were conversing. Ms Hodder then approached the applicant and told
her that she was disappointed with the applicant and was thinking of terminating her. She stated that both Ms Hodder and Mr
Hart then spoke to Lorena at the back of the store. Subsequent to this discussion Lorena told the applicant that she was
supposed to speak to her about leaning on the counter. Lorena then went to lunch. Whilst Lorena was at lunch Mr Hart called
about the store’s sales and the applicant stated that the figures were around $20 to $30 over budget that day. After Lorena
returned Mr Hart again telephoned the store and the applicant answered the phone. Mr Hart asked to speak to Lorena who was
then told to send the applicant home. As the applicant was unsure of what was happening with her employment she rang her
manager at the Morley store and explained what had happened. The applicant’s manager told her that she had not been advised
that the applicant had been terminated and to turn up as normal at the Morley store the following day and the issue would be
dealt with then. The applicant had been at the Morley store for approximately 45 minutes on 17 September 2002 when her area
manager Ms Jenny O’Donnell rang and the applicant was then informed by Ms O’Donnell that she was terminated
immediately. When the applicant asked for the reasons for her termination she was told that she had been leaning on the
counter and did not greet customers. She stated that no mention was made of reading a newspaper at work or that she was
terminated because someone was attempting to steal goods from the store.
10 The applicant was asked about the possibility of a customer stealing from the Kingsway store at the time of Ms Hodder’s visit
on 16 September 2002. She stated that she had no recollection of anyone acting suspiciously at the front of the store at this
time and that the only person she had observed at the front of the store was Ms Hodder, but if she did observe someone acting
inappropriately she would have confronted them. The applicant stated that during Ms Hodder and Mr Hart’s visit she was not
reading a newspaper or any other document whilst leaning on the counter. She stated that she was looking at promotional tags
on the counter and that she was about to put them on hangers at the front of the store when Ms Hodder and Mr Hart arrived at
the store. She stated that in the 15 minutes that she had been at work on 16 September 2002 there had only been four or five
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customers in the store. When the applicant was approached by Ms Hodder at the counter she was angry about her and Lorena’s
behaviour and asked the applicant what she thought was going to happen. The applicant replied to Ms Hodder that she thought
she would ‘tell us off’. She stated that at this point Ms Hodder said that she was thinking of terminating the applicant. The
applicant stated that Lorena was upset and crying after the discussion took place at the back of the store with Mr Hart. She
understood that Mr Hart told Lorena that the store needed cleaning. The applicant believed that Mr Hart was unaware that she
had only been at work for 15 minutes when he and Ms Hodder visited the store. The applicant stated that when Mr Hart told
Lorena to inform the applicant that she was to go home no reason was given for sending her home, nor was the applicant told
that she had misconducted herself or that she was unsuitable for her position. The applicant stated that when she left work that
afternoon she was confused and upset and as a result rang her manager at Morley because she was unsure if she still had a job.
The applicant stated that she was shocked and humiliated given the way she was terminated. She enjoyed her job and got on
well with staff and was particularly upset about being treated in the way she was. She sought out alternative employment and
after seven weeks obtained a new position with Supply West Bookland earning approximately $550.00 per week.
It was put to the applicant under cross-examination that she was working on average 18 hours per week. The applicant said that
this was not true as she was working between 24 and 27 hours per week in the last four weeks of her employment with the
respondent. It was also put to the applicant that Mr Hart had spoken to her on the telephone on the day he visited the store and
told her to go home. The applicant stated that she had answered the telephone when Mr Hart rang the second time but on this
occasion Mr Hart asked to speak to Lorena.
Submissions
The applicant argues that the respondent has not demonstrated that it had a proper reason for terminating the applicant. Even
though the applicant admitted leaning on the counter whilst working at the Kingsway store on 16 September 2002 that was the
only misdemeanour that she committed. Given her exemplary employment record with the respondent this behaviour should
have only warranted a warning. As the applicant had only been at the Kingsway store for approximately 15 minutes when Mr
Hart and Ms Hodder arrived at the store she had little to do with the state of the store and the concerns that the respondent had
about the store’s poor sales record. The applicant argues that the respondent did not undertake a proper investigation into the
applicant’s behaviour and a proper process was not followed in effecting the applicant’s termination. Reasons given for the
applicant’s termination were flimsy and she was not given any opportunity to respond to the respondent’s decision to terminate
her. The applicant is seeking maximum compensation for loss of earnings and compensation for injury given the impact of the
termination on the applicant.
The respondent maintains that the applicant misconducted herself on 17 September 2002 at the Kingsway store and it was on
this basis that it was not appropriate for the respondent to continue employing the applicant.
Findings and Conclusions
Credibility
I listened carefully to the evidence given in these proceedings. In my view the applicant gave her evidence honestly and to the
best of her recollection. Her evidence was clear and consistent about the events which took place on 16 and 17 September
2002 which led to her termination. I therefore have no hesitation in accepting the applicant’s evidence. I do not have the same
confidence in the evidence given by Ms Hodder. Some of her evidence was vague and inconsistent and she was not even aware
of the actual date when she and Mr Hart visited the Kingsway store. Some of her evidence was based on hearsay and was
contradicted by the direct evidence of the applicant. Given my views on Ms Hodder’s evidence I treat her evidence with some
caution and wherever there is any inconsistency in the evidence I prefer the evidence of the applicant to that of Ms Hodder.
This dismissal was summary in nature. The onus is on the applicant to demonstrate that the dismissal was unfair on the balance
of probabilities. However, there is an evidential onus upon the employer to prove that summary dismissal is justified. (see:
Newmont Australia Ltd v The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers (1988)
68 WAIG 677 at 679)
The question of whether a person is guilty of misconduct justifying summary dismissal is essentially a question of fact and
degree. (see: Robe River Iron Associates v Construction, Mining Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of
Australia – Western Australian Branch & Ors (1995) 75 WAIG 813 at 819). In most cases the employee should be given an
opportunity to defend allegations made against them. In Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper (1992) 53 IR 224 at page 229 the Full Bench
of the South Australian Commission observed—
“Where the dismissal is based upon the alleged misconduct of the employee, the employer will satisfy the evidentiary
onus which is cast upon it if it demonstrates that insofar as was within its power, before dismissing the employee, it
conducted as full and extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the alleged misconduct as was
reasonable in the circumstances; it gave the employee every reasonable opportunity and sufficient time to answer all
allegations and respond thereto; and that having done those things the employer honestly and genuinely believed and had
reasonable grounds for believing on the information available at that time that the employee was guilty of the misconduct
alleged; and that, taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct or the
employee’s work record, such misconduct justified dismissal. A failure to satisfactorily establish any of those matters will
probably render the dismissal harsh, unjust or unreasonable.”
On the facts as I find them I am satisfied, at least on balance that the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant was
guilty of gross misconduct justifying summary dismissal. Further, I am satisfied that the applicant was treated unfairly and
harshly because she was not given sufficient opportunity to defend herself against the allegations relied upon to effect the
termination. She was not afforded “a fair go all round” (see Undercliffe Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers’
Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385).
Ms Hodder claimed that the applicant was terminated because her behaviour at the Kingsway store on 16 September 2002 did
not constitute acting as a team member as required under the applicant’s contract of employment. Ms Hodder also argued that
the applicant failed to follow the requirements of her job description in that the applicant was not observing customers which
could possibly have led to the theft of the respondent’s goods if Ms Hodder had not intervened, the applicant did not greet
customers when they came into the store when Ms Hodder was observing the applicant and for a period of some minutes the
applicant was leaning on the counter reading a newspaper when she should have been serving customers.
Given my views on witness credit I do not accept that the applicant behaved in such a way that constituted gross misconduct
on 16 September 2002 as claimed by the respondent. In the first instance I accept that the applicant was working at the
Kingsway store on 16 September 2002 and not on 17 September 2002 as claimed by Ms Hodder. I accept that the applicant had
been on duty for approximately 15 minutes at the Kingsway store when Mr Hart and Ms Hodder arrived to review the store’s
operations. It may well have been the case that when they entered the store the applicant was leaning on the counter but the
respondent produced no evidence apart from assertions that the applicant was reading a newspaper whilst leaning on the
counter. I accept the applicant’s evidence that at the time Ms Hodder and Mr Hart were observing the store the applicant was
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leaning on the counter reviewing promotional tags which would not have been abnormal at the commencement of a shift. I also
accept the applicant’s evidence that she was not inattentive to her duties such that goods may have been stolen from the store at
the time that Ms Hodder was present. I find that the issue of the possible theft of goods from the Kingsway store on
16 September 2002 was raised for the first time in these proceedings and was not previously raised with the applicant.
21 I accept the applicant’s explanation for not approaching Mr Hart when he entered the store. The applicant understood that he
was the parent of the customer being served. I also find that at the time Mr Hart and Ms Hodder were in the store there was
only one other customer in the store and that the applicant was not neglecting customers. I find that the applicant had a good
employment history with the respondent and that she was valued by her manager at the Morley store and prior to 16 September
2002 the respondent did not raise any concerns with the applicant about her performance or behaviour. It is my view that the
respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant committed any transgression on 16 September 2002 sufficient to even
warrant a warning.
22 I find that the applicant was terminated in a procedurally unfair manner. I accept the applicant’s evidence that it was not made
clear to her on the afternoon of 16 September 2002 when Mr Hart contacted her manager Lorena by telephone that she was to
be terminated effective that afternoon. Even if Mr Hart did advise the manager to terminate the applicant that afternoon in my
view it would have been unfair and inappropriate to summarily terminate the applicant in this indirect way and without any
reasons given for the termination or any opportunity for the applicant to respond to the respondent’s decision to terminate her.
The applicant was only told after reporting to work at the Morley store the following day that her services were no longer
required and the applicant was then told to leave the Morley store forthwith. It is my view that in terminating the applicant this
way the respondent’s actions were unprofessional, inappropriate and callous.
23 It was not in dispute that the respondent did not carry out any investigation into the events it relied on to effect the applicant’s
termination. Accusations about inappropriate behaviour were never put to the applicant, nor was she given an opportunity to
respond to the specific allegations relied upon by the respondent at the hearing to effect her termination. If a proper
investigation was undertaken the outcome for the applicant may well have been different. In all of the circumstances I find that
the applicant was unfairly terminated.
Injury
24 The applicant is claiming compensation for injury. The notion of injury must be treated with some caution. In AWI
Administration Services Pty Ltd v Birnie (2001) 81 WAIG 2849 Coleman CC and Smith C observed at 2862—
“It is accepted that there is an element of distress associated with almost all employer initiated terminations of
employment. For injury to be recognised by way of compensation and thereby fall outside the limits which can be taken
to have normally been associated with a harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal there needs to be evidence that loss of
dignity, anxiety, humiliation, stress or nervous shock has been sustained. Injury embraces the actual harm done to an
employee by the unfair dismissal. It comprehends ‘all manner of wrongs’ including being treated with callousness
(Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Limited (1998) 78 WAIG 299).”
25 Given the circumstances of this case it is my view that the applicant was treated in a grossly unfair and callous way given the
manner of her termination. I accept that the applicant was shocked and humiliated when she was told to leave the respondent’s
Kingsway and Morley premises without notice or adequate explanation. The applicant was successful in her position with the
respondent, she enjoyed her work and she was committed to undertaking her job to the best of her ability. I can therefore
understand why the applicant was upset and distressed as a result of the way she was treated by the respondent. It is thus my
view that the applicant has suffered injury greater than that which would normally apply to an employee when unfairly
terminated. In the circumstances the applicant should be awarded $1,000.00 for injury.
Compensation
26 I am satisfied on the evidence that the working relationship between the applicant and respondent has broken down such that
an order for re-instatement would be impracticable.
27 I therefore now turn to the question of compensation. I apply the principles set out in Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia
Pty Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 3635 and Tranchita v Wavemaster International Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 1886.
28 On the evidence I am satisfied that applicant took reasonable steps to mitigate her loss. After termination she applied for a
number of positions and obtained alternative employment after seven weeks earning more per week than in her employment
with the respondent.
29 I am satisfied the applicant had an ongoing expectation of work of at least 12 month’s employment with the respondent
because the respondent continues to trade and operate its Morley store which was the applicant’s usual place of employment,
not the Kingsway store which has since been closed. I take into account that the applicant had not been given any warnings
about her behaviour or performance prior to being terminated. It is my view that the incident involving the applicant leaning on
the counter on 16 September 2002 was only minor and should not have jeopardised the applicant’s long term employment
prospects with the respondent. Having regard to all of the circumstances of the case I therefore order that the applicant be paid
$1,709.32 (7 weeks x 27 hours per week at $9.044 per hour) as compensation for the unfair termination in addition to
$1,000.00 as compensation for injury.
30 A Minute of Proposed Order will now issue.
_________
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Order
HAVING HEARD Mr D Hardiman (as agent) and with him Ms K Wroughton on behalf of the applicant and Ms K Hodder on
behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby—
1
DECLARES THAT the dismissal of Joanne Louise Hardiman by the respondent was unfair and that
reinstatement is impracticable.
2
ORDERS the respondent to pay Joanne Louise Hardiman compensation in the sum of $2,709.32 gross within
7 days of the date of this order.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
____________________
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Reasons for Decision
(Ex Tempore)
The substantive application is one brought by Natalie Hoier against, as named, Butler Flowers, the respondent, although the
respondent’s name was amended by order of the Commission to reflect the proper name of the respondent, that being “A
partnership of Everblue Investments Pty Ltd as trustee for the John Butler Family Trust and Butler Holdings Pty Ltd as trustee
for the Colin Butler Family Trust.”
The application is brought pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (“the Act”) by which the
applicant claims she was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from the respondent it seems on or about 30 July 2003.
The circumstances of the dismissal were dealt with in the evidence of the applicant herself, who indeed was the only person to
testify in this application, the respondent electing to have called no evidence.
The applicant was employed in accordance with the terms of written instruments, the first being exhibit A1, which were terms
and conditions of employment dated 26 October 2001. It appeared to be not contested that the applicant was employed on a
casual basis, albeit it seems a fairly long term casual basis, as a storeperson at the respondent which is a wholesale and retail
flower business, it seems. The applicant’s evidence was she worked approximately 30 hours per week, although that seems to
have varied, and as at the date of termination of the employment was in receipt of a wage of $16.15 per hour.
Now, the events giving rise to the applicant’s dismissal on 30 July seem to be, on the evidence, broadly as follows. The
applicant testified that she was, it seems, on the Friday prior to her dismissal, engaged in somewhat of a verbal altercation
with a co-worker identified as Jason. It seems that as a result of various events, that the applicant testified concerning Jason’s
comments in the workplace, she responded to him in a manner which she now accepts was inappropriate, by losing her
temper and shouting at him and threatening him although it seems there was no physical altercation that in fact took place.
Thereafter it seems, on the evidence, there was a further incident which took place on Monday 28 July 2003, again involving
the employee Jason who it seems, on the evidence, was alleged to have dismissed the applicant, and I use that phrase loosely,
on Friday 25 July, because the applicant said she packed her belongings and took them home with her.
Thereafter however, the evidence of the applicant was she spoke with Mr Banwell, the proprietor of the business, who assured
her that Jason had not dismissed her, had no authority to dismiss her and she was to return to the workplace, which she did, on
Monday 28 July 2003.
As I have observed, the applicant conceded there seems to have been a further difficulty between her and Jason on that day.
The long and short of the matter simply is that the applicant returned to work on the Wednesday, 30 July 2003. She testified
that she worked until about lunchtime that day and was then spoken to by Mr Banwell. She was aware, according to her
evidence, that there was a staff meeting which took place during the course of that morning as a consequence of which she
was informed that the events concerning her and Jason were discussed and Mr Banwell, as a result of that, issued her with a
letter of 30 July 2003 advising her that her employment was terminated effective that date.
That letter was exhibit A4 before the Commission in these proceedings. That letter, in broad terms, refers to prior warnings
regarding lateness and absences from work. It refers to the events which occurred on Friday 25 July 2003 and Monday
28 July 2003. Reference is made in that letter by Mr Banwell to allegations that the applicant threatened, abused and
intimidated a fellow employee in front of other employees and customers, and alleges that that conduct was in breach of the
respondent’s policy and terms and conditions of employment, and it seems to be common ground that the applicant was
dismissed with immediate effect as a result of that letter.
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Subsequently, the applicant informed the Commission that about a week or so thereafter she departed Perth for Karratha,
having brought forward a trip prearranged by about one week or so. The evidence of the applicant was that when she returned
to Perth there was a telephone conversation on or about 17 August 2003 between her and Mr Banwell of the respondent,
during the course of which she informed him that she intended to commence proceedings against the respondent claiming she
had been unfairly dismissed.
It also seems to be the evidence, albeit hearsay, that prior to this time a family friend of the applicant’s, named Christine,
made contact with the employer also to the effect that the applicant intended to challenge her dismissal as she did not agree
with the circumstances in which her employment had been terminated.
The Commission notes that the last date for filing the application was 27 August 2003 and it is a matter of record however
that the application was not filed until 8 September 2003, the application therefore being some 12 days or thereabouts out of
time.
The applicant told the Commission that her claim ought be accepted out of time because she considers she has been unfairly
dealt with by the employer and, moreover, that at all material times she was not aware of the 28 day time limit within which
these proceedings ought have been commenced. She also informed the Commission in evidence that as soon as she received
the various papers to commence these proceedings from the Commission’s registry, she did so without delay and now finds
herself in the circumstances in which she is.
The relevant principles in relation to these matters are now well settled. The Commission refers to the decision of the
Commission as presently constituted in Azzalini v Perth In-flight Catering (2002) 82 WAIG 2992 recently considered and
affirmed on appeal by the Full Bench of this Commission in the matter of Director General of the Department of Education v
Malik (Unreported) (2003) WAIRC 09090. Both in Azzalini and affirmed on appeal in Malik, there are a number of factors for
the Commission to consider as to whether it ought exercise its undoubted discretion under s 29(3) of the Act to accept an
application outside of the time required by s 29(2) of the Act, that being 28 days.
The first factor is the length of the delay. In this case, the delay of some 12 days or thereabouts is not inordinate but, in my
opinion, it is not insignificant. Secondly, the explanation for the delay. On the evidence in this matter, the only real
explanation for the applicant’s delay in filing the application within the 28 day time limit was that she testified she was
unaware of that limit at any material time, but I also pause to observe, on the evidence, nor did the applicant make any
attempt to ascertain such on the evidence.
The applicant also has informed the Commission that she did, at least by 17 August 2003, make contact with the employer
evidencing her intention to commence proceedings against the respondent for unfair dismissal. I note that according to the
time limit required it was some time prior to the expiry of the 28 day time limit. Nonetheless the applicant took no steps to
commence these proceedings from that time either. The evidence is that the applicant in fact did nothing, it seems, until on
1 September when contact was made with a registry officer of this Commission to obtain relevant papers to commence these
proceedings. That was a delay self-evidently of something in the order of about two weeks before any step was taken after
evidencing her intention to do so. As I have said, the applicant has given no evidence of any endeavour to find out for herself
whether there are any time limits in relation to commencing proceedings in this jurisdiction.
I have already referred to the steps taken in part by the applicant to evidence her non-acceptance of the dismissal, and I take
that matter no further.
As to the merits of the matter, the Commission only has the applicant’s evidence before it, regrettably, and therefore it is
somewhat limited in its ability to determine, at least in a preliminary way by way of a broad-brush assessment, as to whether
the applicant may have an arguable case. I am of the view, however, that whilst the conduct of the applicant was admitted by
her to her credit, there may be some issues as to the manner of her dismissal that might warrant further inquiry by the
Commission, but given the state of the evidence, the Commission can take that matter no further at this stage.
The Commission at first instance and the Full Bench on appeal in Malik’s case has made it plain that time limits in this
jurisdiction if they are to mean anything must be adhered to unless there is good reason why, with the onus being on an
applicant to show why, the Commission ought exercise its discretion to extend time, and I simply refer in that respect to the
observations of the Commission as presently constituted and Commissioner Scott in Malik and the observations of the
President. Time limits are set by Parliament for a clear purpose; and that is to enable parties to proceedings to bring their
applications within time, and to enable there to be a degree of certainty, likewise for the respondent if no proceedings are
commenced within the 28 day time limit. In this case the only evidence before the Commission as to the reason for the delay,
as I have said, in effect, was in effect ignorance by the applicant as to the 28 day time limit. I have observed, however, that
despite some two weeks prior to its expiry, being given some advice, it seems, from colleagues and friends, no attempts were
made to ascertain whether there were any time limitations imposed on commencing these proceedings. In my view that is a
significant factor, and there is an onus on applicants to diligently ascertain whether they need to commence proceedings
within this jurisdiction within time.
For all of those reasons I am not persuaded that the discretion should be exercised, and therefore the application to extend
time will be dismissed.
_________
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Result
Application dismissed for want of jurisdiction
Representation
Applicant
Ms N Hoier on her own behalf
Respondent
Ms M Saraceni of Counsel
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING heard Ms N Hoier on her own behalf and Ms M Saraceni of counsel on behalf of the respondent the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

____________________
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Application alleging unfair dismissal upheld and order for reinstatement without loss of entitlements
issued.
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Reasons for Decision
This is an application by Marcus John Holly (“the applicant”) pursuant s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the
Act”). The applicant alleges that he was unfairly terminated from his employment as a shot firer with Barminco Pty Ltd (ACN
009 411 349) (“the respondent”) on 29 November 2002. The respondent denies that the applicant was unfairly terminated.
Background
The applicant commenced employment with the respondent in 1998 as a diamond driller’s offsider and worked at various mine
sites for the respondent prior to working at the Mt Pleasant mine site. In January 2002 the applicant completed the
requirements for the position of shot firer. As a shot firer the applicant was paid at a higher rate of pay than when he drove a
truck or undertook other low skilled work whilst employed at the Mt Pleasant mine. Subsequent to becoming a shot firer the
applicant performed these duties on a regular basis in addition to undertaking other lower skilled duties from time to time. If
there was only one person on shift who had shot firing skills the applicant was usually allocated to undertake this task. Whilst
working for the respondent the applicant worked a 12 hour rotating shift arrangement.
Mt Pleasant mine site is approximately 50 kilometres out of Kalgoorlie and employees commute to the site on a daily basis.
The respondent supplies a bus for employees to travel to and from the mine site and employees sometimes use their own
vehicles to commute to and from work.
The applicant was initially terminated by the respondent on or about 24 September 2002 because the respondent understood
that he had abandoned his employment. As a result of conciliation proceedings in the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission (“the AIRC”) the applicant was reinstated to his former position recommencing work at the Mt Pleasant mine site
on 1 November 2002. On the day that the applicant returned to work a meeting was held to discuss the applicant’s return to
work. In attendance at this meeting was the respondent’s Mine Foreman Mr Gregory Hewitt, the Mine Manager Mr Peter
Renton, the respondent’s workplace Health and Safety Representative Mr Sam Rulyancich, the respondent’s Safety and
Training Officer Mr Shane Somerville and the applicant.
The Applicant’s Evidence
Mr Rulyancich was summonsed to give evidence. He is currently employed by the respondent to undertake service crew duties
at the Mt Pleasant mine and has been a site safety representative since April 2002. He stated that he occasionally worked with
the applicant.
Mr Rulyancich was asked about his recollection of the meeting about the applicant which took place on 1 November 2002. He
stated that the respondent raised concerns associated with the applicant undertaking pre-start checks on vehicles, the applicant
missing shifts and taking days off and issues relating to the applicant’s duty of care responsibilities. The applicant raised issues
relating to the running of the respondent’s workshop in particular the maintenance of equipment and also the events
surrounding the applicant’s involvement in an accident relating to a loader falling over. He stated that Mr Renton reminded the
applicant of his responsibilities and he recalled Mr Renton stating to the applicant that “If we don’t get you this time we’re
going to get you -- -- don’t? – won’t? get you 96 per cent, we’ll get you 100 per cent next time” (Transcript page 17).
Under cross examination Mr Rulyancich confirmed that to his knowledge the applicant had only once not properly undertaken
a pre-start check on a vehicle. He confirmed that other employees had also neglected to undertake the pre-start checks required
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of them. He was asked if the applicant had a satisfactory health and safety record. Mr Rulyancich stated that in his view the
applicant was a satisfactory employee and that he had no problems working with the applicant.
8
Mr Colin Mahy worked with the respondent until recently. He is currently employed as a trainer and undertakes long-hole
blasting at the Bullant Mine which is situated near the respondent’s Mt Pleasant mine. He stated that he worked with the
respondent for a period of approximately five years in a variety of jobs. He confirmed that he was working at the Mt Pleasant
mine on the night shift commencing 18 November 2002. He stated that as the applicant had the stinger to set off the charge on
this shift the applicant would have picked him up at approximately 6.00am on the morning of 19 November 2002 to do the
firing as the designated time for firing was 6.15am, and they would have returned to the surface together by 6.30am that
morning. He stated that it would have been around 6.45am on 19 November 2002 that he observed the applicant talking to Mr
Hewitt.
9
The applicant stated that during the meeting which took place on 1 November 2002 he was subjected to abusive comments
from Mr Renton. He claimed that Mr Renton told him to “sit up straight cockhead” and to “wipe that smart-arse grin off your
face” and “I’m going to get you 100 percent this time, not 96” (Transcript page 48). The applicant maintained that it was clear
to him that Mr Renton did not support his return to work with the respondent and his comments implied that he would be
terminated again.
10 The applicant stated that Mr Hewitt raised the issue of an incident which took place in September 2002 involving the chargeup vehicle (the getman). The respondent also raised the applicant’s attendance record. The applicant raised issues about
maintenance of the respondent’s equipment and he also discussed his concerns about his treatment by the respondent after an
accident occurred involving a loader machine. He stated that as a result of this accident the applicant and Mr Rulyancich had to
seek medical treatment. The applicant claimed that even though he was unwell after this incident he reluctantly returned to the
mine site to undertake light duties but he was not given any. Instead the respondent made him drive a truck which he found
difficult because it was painful for him as he had cracked ribs due to the accident. The applicant stated that under the agreed
terms for his return to duty he was not required to repeat a site induction, however he was asked to provide a response to the
safety concerns relating to him leaving the getman unattended in September 2002. The applicant stated that during the period
11 November 2002 to 18 November 2002 Mr Leigh Delbridge was the acting shift boss on the applicant’s shift and the
applicant was undertaking shot firing work as usual on this shift. The applicant gave evidence that on the 7.00pm to 7.00am
night shift commencing 17 November 2002 he was undertaking service crew duties from 7.00pm to 1.00am. Following crib
time he was asked by Mr Delbridge to drive the truck which he did until 4.00am. Mr Delbridge then picked him up around
4.00am and he undertook charge-up duties for the rest of the shift. The applicant stated that he undertook the duties requested
of him on this shift as normal but it was unclear to him why he was not put on charge-up duties for the entire shift or why Mr
Delbridge required him to undertake service and truck driving duties instead of charge-up duties.
11 On the following nightshift commencing at 7.00pm on 18 November 2002 the applicant was told by Mr Delbridge at the
beginning of his shift that he was to drive the truck until crib time and that he was to then undertake charge-up duties. After
being told this the applicant commenced a pre-start check on his truck. The applicant filled out his pre-start check in Mr
Duncan Farlow’s pre-start book, who was also driving a truck on that shift, as there was no pre-start book in the truck he was
to drive. He stated that he had partially completed the pre-start when a power failure occurred which lasted approximately two
and a half hours and as a result no work was undertaken at the mine during this period. He stated that he checked the front
lights on the truck and he assumed that the rear park lights were working. He conceded that he did not finish the pre-start as he
did not check the rear park lights. However the applicant claimed that all other lights were working including the brake lights.
When the power came back on he took the truck to the maintenance area as he had been told by Mr Farlow that his rear park
lights were not working but he was told by Mr Delbridge to drive the truck without these lights being fixed. He stated that he
continued to drive the truck until crib time, which was between 1.00am and 2.00am on the morning of 19 November 2002.
After his crib break the applicant started to undertake charge-up duties as he understood he was directed to do so at the
beginning of his shift. When he arrived to do charge-up duties Mr Delbridge called him on the two way radio to ask him where
he was. The applicant told Mr Delbridge that he was checking the getman and getting ready to charge the stope. Mr Delbridge
then drove down to see the applicant and told him that he was not to do this as another employee Mr Shane Temple was to
undertake charge-up duties on this shift and the applicant was to continue driving the truck. The applicant asked why this was
the case and if he was being taken off charge-up duties. Mr Delbridge told the applicant that he was just doing as he was told
and suggested that if the applicant was not happy with driving the truck he should ring Mr Hewitt. The applicant then rang Mr
Hewitt at home at approximately 3.00am and Mr Hewitt told the applicant that he was not being taken off charge-up duties in
general, but that on this shift he was to undertake truck driving duties. The applicant then recommenced driving his truck
thereby complying with Mr Delbridge’s instruction. The applicant stated that he was annoyed about having to drive the truck
as the charge-up rate per shift is approximately $430.00 compared with $260.00 a shift for a truck driver. The applicant said
that he then drove his truck as normal and that he completed a number of loads which involved driving his empty truck down
to where the bogger driver was loading trucks and then brought each load to the surface. He stated that at no time during the
shift did he drive an empty truck to the surface. At approximately 5.30am the applicant was directed by Mr Delbridge to leave
the truck on the surface and to pick up Mr Mahy and then go back underground to set the charges that Mr Temple had laid as
the applicant was in charge of the stinger. At approximately 6.15am the charge was set and then fired. He stated that all of the
normal charge-up checks were undertaken and he filled out the necessary paperwork. The applicant stated that at the end of
this shift he was called to a meeting with Mr Hewitt and at this meeting the applicant gave Mr Hewitt his version of what took
place on this shift and discussed the harassment he had been given by Mr Renton. Mr Hewitt discussed the applicant not
properly completing the pre-start check on his truck at the start of the shift. The applicant told Mr Hewitt that he had been
overruled on this issue by Mr Delbridge. Mr Hewitt told the applicant that he would not be given a warning about not properly
undertaking the pre-start check but he counselled the applicant about this matter and several days latter issued the applicant
with a memo noting that the applicant had contacted him at an inappropriate hour about what he considered to be a trivial
matter (Exhibit R1-D).
12 The applicant gave evidence about an incident which occurred on the evening of 26 November 2002. The applicant stated that
he arrived on site at 6.45pm with the rest of the rostered staff. He stated that he had a conversation with Mr Delbridge in the
change area but it was not a face to face conversation as they were in separate change areas and they spoke backwards and
forwards through a divided room. The applicant stated that at no time were their voices raised. He stated that to the best of his
recollection the conversation went as follows—
“i.
I asked Leigh Delbridge, “Do you realize Shane didn’t have a ticket to do charge-up when you put him on it the
other night?”
ii.
He responded, “I was just doing my job, I was the appointed shift boss and how I choose to delegate work is up
to me”
iii.
I replied, “Well don’t come near me outside of work anymore”
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Leigh Delbridge replied whilst walking toward me, “Did you just threaten me”?
I turned to face Leigh Delbridge and said “I never threatened you”.
Leigh Delbridge then pointed his finger at me saying “You lay one finger on me and I”ll (sic) take you to the
cleaners”.
vii.
I finished changing and then walked outside.
viii.
I overheard Leigh Delbridge Delbridge (sic) telling another crew member (Shane Temple) “I’ve just been
threatened again”.
ix
I then said to Leigh Delbridge Delbridge (sic) in Shane’s presence, “Who threatened you?”, and he replied “You
did”,
x.
I said again “I never threatened you”. That was the end of the conversation.”
(Exhibit A1)
The applicant stated that until this incident he had had a reasonable relationship with Mr Delbridge and he stated that on a
number of occasions he had socialised with Mr Delbridge out of work time. The applicant claims that for some reasons Mr
Delbridge was not going out of his way to make his working conditions difficult. He stated that Mr Delbridge called him
names and he was harassing the applicant in order to promote conflict with him. The applicant was unsure as to why this was
happening because he had worked well on the same crew with Mr Delbridge in the previous three months without a problem.
He stated that his comment to Mr Delbridge at the beginning of the shift “Well don’t come near me outside of work anymore”
referred to him telling Mr Delbridge that he did not want to socialise with him any more outside of work.
The applicant stated that after the discussion with Mr Delbridge on 26 November 2002 he went about his work in the usual
manner. He was later called to a meeting where he was told by Mr Somerville that it was alleged that he had threatened a
colleague and that it had been reported Mr Renton. Mr Somerville told him that he was under instructions from Mr Renton to
stand him down on full pay pending a hearing the next morning and that he would be contacted the following morning about
this issue. As the applicant had not heard from the respondent by 4.00pm on 27 November 2002 he telephoned the
respondent’s office and was informed that he was stood down on full pay until the matter was resolved and that he would be
contacted the next day.
As the respondent had not contacted the applicant by 11.00am on 28 November 2002 he telephoned the respondent’s office
and was told to attend a meeting in the Kalgoorlie office “now” and that he should bring a witness. As it was short notice the
applicant was unable to have a witness present. The applicant took his wife with him to the meeting but was told by the
respondent that it would not be appropriate for her to be the applicant’s witness. The meeting commenced at approximately
11.15am on 28 November 2002 and in attendance was the respondent’s human resources manager Mr Simon Fitzgerald and
Mr Renton. The applicant was told that the purpose of the meeting was for him to give his views about three incidents. The
applicant had not been informed prior to the meeting which matters were to be discussed but he presumed on of the issues
involved the alleged threat against Mr Delbridge. Statements about three incidents were read to the applicant and he was then
asked to outline his response to the three issues, which he did. He stated that the interview lasted approximately 20 minutes.
As the applicant had heard nothing from the respondent by the afternoon of 29 November 2002 he contacted the respondent’s
office at approximately 4.00pm. Mr Renton told the applicant to attend the respondent’s office before 5.00pm that afternoon
and he was asked to bring a witness. Again, given the short notice of this meeting he was unable to have a witness present. Mr
Renton and the respondent’s diamond drill supervisor, Mr Harry Koushappi attended the meeting. Mr Renton handed the
applicant a letter of termination (Exhibit R2). The applicant was informed that the reasons for his termination were in the letter
and he was told that he would be given a copy of the transcript of the meeting held the previous day as well as a transcript of
the meeting held that day.
The applicant gave evidence about an interim restraining order which Mr Delbridge took out against him. The applicant stated
that he understood Mr Delbridge’s application for a restraining order was dismissed as he did not present at the court on the
required date nor did Mr Delbridge present any evidence in support of his application. He stated that he waited three hours at
the court on 9 January 2002 waiting for Mr Delbridge to turn up but Mr Delbridge did not do so. The applicant then visited Mr
Delbridge’s home to ask him why he had wasted his time applying for an interim restraining order and then not show up at the
court. He stated that Mr Delbridge would not speak to him and slammed the front door in his face. He said that Mr Delbridge
then applied for another restraining order and that this application was unsuccessful.
The applicant stated that during the meetings held to discuss his termination he was not given any opportunity to properly
canvass the issues relied on by the respondent to effect his termination and he was not given any copies of the statements read
out by the respondent when outlining the allegations against him. He was also not told which employee claimed that he had
been threatened by him prior to the meeting.
The applicant claims that reinstatement to his pre-existing position is possible. He had worked well with the respondent’s
employees and contractors for a considerable time prior to recent events and he has good personal relationships with a number
of employees who continue to work at the mine. He stated that as Mr Delbridge and Mr Renton no longer work at the Mt
Pleasant mine site this would assist his reinstatement.
The applicant stated that since his termination he has be unable to find work in the mining industry despite a number of
attempts to obtain alternative employment. He stated that he has complied with all Centrelink requirements in relation to
applying for employment. He stated that he had contacted every major mining employer in Kalgoorlie and other businesses
including the local council, retail shops and the local video store without success. He has enrolled in a mining engineering
degree which does not preclude the applicant working full time and intends to continue to pursue his studies notwithstanding
the fact that he is seeking full time work to support him and his family.
The applicant tendered a document detailing his average weekly earnings as calculated by the respondent (Exhibit A5).
Under cross examination the applicant confirmed that the respondent had given him one formal warning some time in
September 2001 relating to his behaviour concerning a truck driving incident. He stated he had been given approximately five
other warnings by the respondent but many of these were for petty incidents. He stated that his performance with the
respondent was at least satisfactory otherwise he would not have been promoted to undertake charge-up duties which he was
undertaking when he was terminated. He confirmed that when charge-up duties were not available he could be allocated to
other work such as working on the service crew or truck driving. He stated that he was willing to undertake this work, however
it was not his preferred option as his wages were less when undertaking this work.
The applicant was asked about the meeting which took place on 1 November 2002. He confirmed that the issue of a pre-start
on the getman vehicle was discussed. He agreed that there was also a discussion about him leaving the getman running and
unattended on 20 September 2002. The applicant stated that he had only walked approximately 10 to 15 metres away from the
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getman and that he did this because of difficulties he was experiencing starting the getman. He confirmed that he had a
discussion with Mr Hewitt on the day of this incident and the applicant understood that the matter was finalised after Mr
Hewitt spoke to him about this issue. He confirmed that his attendance was also discussed at the 1 November 2002 meeting
and that he was reminded of the required process for notifying the respondent when he is unable to attend work due to illness.
The applicant also confirmed that he agreed to re-do some aspects of the site induction relating to using the getman.
The applicant stated that he apologised to Mr Hewitt for calling him at 3.00am on 19 November 2002.
The applicant was asked about the events which took place on the shift on the evening 18 November 2002. The applicant
confirmed that he questioned Mr Delbridge’s instruction to drive the truck on this shift. He stated that he did so because he was
told at the beginning of the shift by Mr Delbridge to only drive the truck until crib time. The applicant was asked if he drove up
the decline with an empty truck. He stated that he did not and that the truck was only empty when driving into the mine or
whilst waiting at a level to be called down by the bogger driver to be loaded.
It was put to the applicant that between 5.00am and 5.30am on 19 November 2002 Mr Temple was walking down the
1089 decline and he saw a truck parked with its engine off. The truck engine was then started and the truck was driven at him
in such a way that Mr Temple had to move into the gutter. The applicant stated that the truck he was driving was never parked
in this vicinity with the lights out nor had he driven his truck at Mr Temple on this shift.
It was put to the applicant that he was aware that Mr Temple was a qualified shot firer. The applicant stated that when he was
reinstated on 1 November 2002 he was not aware that Mr Temple had completed all of the qualifications for this position.
When it was put to the applicant that Mr Temple qualified as a shot firer as at 30 October 2002 the applicant responded by
stating that he was not employed by the respondent at this time.
The applicant confirmed that he had a conversation with Mr Delbridge on 28 November 2002 following his meeting that day
with the respondent. He stated that he had gone to the bus stop to say goodbye to another employee who was working his last
shift with the respondent. He spoke to Mr Delbridge through the open bus window and asked him why he had lied about the
applicant saying he would give Mr Delbridge “a flogging”.
The applicant maintained that he was unaware of what was to be discussed when he was called to the meeting held on
28 November 2002. The applicant confirmed that he had not been absent for any shifts since being re-employed by the
respondent on 1 November 2002.
The Respondent’s Evidence
Mr Temple has worked as an underground miner for approximately nine years. His duties whilst employed by the respondent
have included truck driving, grader driving, service crew duties, charge-up and long-hole drilling. He holds tickets for shot
firing which were obtained between 30 October 2002 and 2 December 2002. He stated that on the evening shift of
18 November 2002 he was working as part of the service crew when he was told by Mr Delbridge to undertake charge-up
duties. He stated that on the morning of 19 November 2002 he was walking down the decline from level 109 towards level
1089 to wire up a charge. He stated that as he was walking down the decline a truck was parked in the 1089 off ramp with its
lights and engine off. He stated that the truck started up and drove towards him in such a way that he had to move into the
gutter adjacent to the wall of the tunnel. He stated that he did not look to see who was driving the truck but that the truck driver
could see him and that there was only approximately 600mm between him and the truck when it drove past him. Mr Temple
gave evidence that after this incident he approached the applicant at approximately 6.30 or 6.45am at the end of the shift and
asked him “what the fuck are you doing?” Mr Temple gave evidence that the applicant responded by saying “It would have
been so easy”. Mr Temple said that it was on the basis of this conversation that he understood the applicant was driving the
empty truck which veered towards him. He stated that apart from this conversation he was not aware of who was driving the
truck and he conceded that two trucks were working that night with the other one being driven by Mr Farlow. As Mr Temple
did not want to make trouble he did not report this incident however approximately two days after this incident Mr Renton
became aware of what had happened and asked Mr Temple to make a statement. The contents of his statement is as follows—
“I was walking down from 109 to 1089 got near 1089 the truck was parked then as I aproched (sic) the truck started so I
got in gutter and the truck swerved at me I question (sic) markos (sic) he said it is so eazy (sic) to get you”
(Exhibit R1-M)
Mr Temple had a meeting about this incident with Mr Fitzgerald on 28 November 2002 and a summary of this discussion is at
Exhibit R1-N. Mr Temple gave evidence that he initially understood that the applicant was the only truck driver on this shift,
however he conceded that he later found out that Mr Farlow was also driving a truck on the evening shift of 18 November
2002.
Under cross-examination Mr Temple conceded that it was possible that a different driver from the applicant could have driven
towards him during the incident on the evening shift of 18 November 2002. Mr Temple also stated that from 2.00am on this
shift he was at the getman and that the applicant was not present there.
Mr Delbridge has worked as an underground miner since 1987 and he was the respondent’s acting shift boss on the night shift
commencing 18 November 2002. As shift boss it was his role to deploy the respondent’s employees in the most appropriate
way and it was up to him to allocate duties to each employee. He stated that on the night shift of 18 November 2002 he was
under instructions to get as much ore out of the mine as possible and on this basis he determined that the applicant should
undertake truck driving duties instead of charge-up duties as there was nothing to charge at the time. He confirmed that at
approximately 2.30am on 19 November 2002 after the crib break he saw the applicant at the getman and he asked the applicant
why he was not driving the truck. The applicant responded by stating that he understood he was on charge-up duties. Mr
Delbridge stated that he then told the applicant to drive the truck or ring Mr Hewitt. He then drove the applicant to the surface
and left him there and he assumed the applicant then called Mr Hewitt. Mr Delbridge later saw the applicant coming down into
the mine driving the truck. He stated that he put Mr Temple on charge-up duties on this shift as the machine he was supposed
to be working on had broken down and he thought it better to leave the applicant on the truck rather than moving employees
around.
Mr Delbridge stated that on 26 November 2002 whilst he was in the men’s change rooms at the start of shift the applicant told
him not to come near him outside of work and Mr Delbridge took this statement as a threat. He relayed this information to his
shift boss, Mr Jason Retallick and Mr Somerville. Mr Somerville told him to write down what the applicant had said to him. A
summary of Mr Delbridge’s statement is at Exhibit R1-P (page 51). Mr Delbridge had a meeting with Mr Fitzgerald on
28 November 2002 about this incident and a summary of the events of this meeting is contained at Exhibit R1-Q.
Even though Mr Delbridge’s summary of the incident at Exhibit R1-P states that the applicant said that he would give Mr
Delbridge a flogging Mr Delbridge confirmed that the applicant did not make this statement but he understood that is what the
applicant meant and he could not recall the applicant saying to him that he was not threatening Mr Delbridge. Mr Delbridge
stated that as a result of his discussion with the applicant on 26 November 2002 he was concerned for his safety. He agreed
that there had not been any similar incidents between him and the applicant prior to 26 November 2002.
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Mr Delbridge was asked if he had told the applicant on the night shift of 18 November 2002. that he would be driving the truck
for the whole of the shift. He stated that he could not remember if he told the applicant this, but that he may have. He
confirmed that on this shift the applicant raised the issue of the tail lights on his truck not working but he could not remember
telling the applicant not to fix the problem. He confirmed that he saw the applicant standing next to the getman at 2.30am after
crib on the morning of 19 November 2002 and he also confirmed that at approximately 5.30am he called the applicant in
relation to firing the charges and at this point the applicant would have come up from the bottom of the mine to the top with a
loaded track. He agreed that the bogger drivers keep the trucks constantly moving as they were paid by the load and he could
not recall any issue being raised by the bogger drivers about the trucks being slow on this shift. He stated that he was not happy
about the applicant questioning his authority when he allocated him to truck duties on this shift.
Mr Hewitt has worked for forty two years in underground mining and is the respondent’s mine foreman. He has work for the
respondent for approximately two and a half years. He confirmed that he uses his diary on a daily basis and that he made diary
notes relating to incidents involving the applicant (Exhibit R1-T). He stated that he had a concern about an incident involving
the applicant and the getman which took place on 20 September 2002 as the applicant had left the getman running and
unattended when he walked approximately 40 metres away from the getman.
Mr Hewitt stated that at the meeting held with the applicant on 1 November 2002 the issue of the 20 September 2002 getman
incident and the necessity for the applicant to comply with pre-start checks was raised with the applicant. He could not recall
Mr Renton abusing the applicant at this meeting or Mr Renton saying that this time he would get the applicant “100 per cent”.
Mr Hewitt gave evidence about events surrounding the night shift of 18 November 2002. He stated that as there was not a lot
of shot firing to be done that evening he left instructions for Mr Delbridge to have the applicant drive the truck. The necessity
to move ore on this shift was paramount as the power had been off for two and a half hours and it was thus important to catch
up and move the ore. He confirmed that the applicant rang him early in the morning of 19 November 2002 and that he was
upset when he contacted him. He told the applicant that if Mr Delbridge wanted the applicant to drive the truck then that is
what the applicant had to do. He reminded the applicant that as Mr Delbridge was the shift boss he had the power to delegate
duties to him. Mr Hewitt stated that even though he was on call 24 hours a day that he was not normally contacted outside of
work time unless the matter was important and he reminded the applicant of this. Mr Hewitt understood that after the applicant
was told to drive the truck he did so. Mr Hewitt confirmed that even though that the applicant did not perform the required prestart check on his truck on 18 November 2002 he did not warn the applicant about this issue but counselled him instead. He
stated that when the applicant was reinstated on 1 November 2002 he was happy to have the applicant return to work even
though the applicant had left the getman unattended in September 2002.
Mr Somerville has worked in underground mining for 13 years and he has been employed by the respondent for two and a half
years as a Safety and Training Officer. He monitors health and safety issues and undertakes training at the Mt Pleasant site. Mr
Somerville kept diary notes of issues relevant to the applicant’s employment with the respondent (Exhibit R1-U).
Under cross-examination Mr Sommerville confirmed that it was his role to induct new employees. It was also his role once an
employee completed formal training requirements to update the respondent’s training matrix. He stated that he updated the
training matrix approximately once per month and that confirmation of an employee’s certification details would be sent to the
site manager and then to the respondent’s office in Perth. It was put to Mr Somerville that Mr Temple completed charge-up
training on or about 30 October 2002 and that this may not have been reflected on the notice board at the site displaying the
qualifications employees had obtained. He conceded that it was possible that Mr Temple’s qualifications may not have been
put up on the notice board in the respondent’s health and safety room by the time the applicant returned to work on
1 November 2002.
Mr Sommerville was questioned about the way in which he made notes in his diary. He agreed that the notes he made of the
meeting with the applicant on 1 November 2002 were more comprehensive than usual. He stated that it was his normal practice
to make comprehensive notes if meetings involved health and safety issues. He could not recall if he had a discussion with Mr
Renton prior to completing his notes of this meeting. Mr Somerville was asked why he attended the meeting on 1 November
2002. He stated that he assumed Mr Renton asked him to be in attendance as safety matters were being discussed. Mr
Sommerville stated that the notes he made of the meeting which took place on the 26 November 2002 were probably done that
day and he agreed that the summary in his diary was based on information given to him by Mr Delbridge.
Mr Fitzgerald is the respondent’s Human Resources Manager and has held this position for approximately three years. Mr
Fitzgerald stated that he was contacted by Mr Renton on 27 November 2002 to discuss allegations that had been brought to Mr
Renton’s attention which had been made about the applicant. He stated that Mr Renton informed him that there had been an
incident on the night shift on the Tuesday of that week involving the applicant as well as another two incidents. Mr Fitzgerald
flew to Kalgoorlie on the morning of 28 November 2002 to assist Mr Renton with the necessary investigation into the incidents
and to interview Mr Delbridge, Mr Temple, the applicant and any other relevant persons. Mr Fitzgerald understood that the
applicant had been stood down on the Tuesday night shift earlier that week.
When Mr Fitzgerald arrived in Kalgoorlie on 28 November 2002 he arranged to meet with Mr Delbridge and Mr Temple and
interviewed them shortly after 8.00am that morning. Each interview lasted approximately 15 minutes. He stated that when he
spoke to Mr Delbridge he commented about the possibility of taking out a restraining order against the applicant. Mr Fitzgerald
stated that he advised Mr Delbridge that this issue had nothing to do with the respondent and that it was his prerogative if he
wanted to seek police assistance. He stated that Mr Delbridge was not at ease talking about the incident which took place in the
change rooms with the applicant. After the interviews were completed Mr Fitzgerald stated that Mr Renton attempted to
contact the applicant. After several attempts a meeting was finally arranged with the applicant for approximately 11.00am that
morning and the applicant was advised that he could have a colleague or friend at the meeting once he arrived at the office. Mr
Fitzgerald confirmed that the interview with the applicant was taped and then transcribed (Exhibit R1-E). Mr Fitzgerald briefly
summarised the nature of each incident involving the applicant and he told the applicant that if he was found responsible for
the actions alleged against him the respondent would have grounds to terminate his employment. Mr Fitzgerald then read out
Mr Delbridge’s and Mr Temple’s statements relating to the three incidents and asked the applicant to respond to each
statement. The applicant was then given the opportunity to ask questions relevant to each matter and Mr Fitzgerald asked the
applicant if there were any other matters he wished to discuss. He stated that the interview lasted for approximately
20 minutes. After concluding the interview the applicant was again stood down for the Thursday night shift.
Later that afternoon Mr Fitzgerald visited the Mt Pleasant mine and the site where Mr Temple alleged he was nearly run over
by a truck. He stated that there was no doubt that if someone was walking down the decline past the fan starter as Mr Temple
claimed, the employee’s cap lamp would be clearly seen by someone sitting in the cab of a truck that was parked in the
1089 off ramp. Mr Fitzgerald stated that in his opinion there was sufficient room for a person to stand next to the fan while a
truck drove past provided the truck driver took reasonable care. Mr Fitzgerald confirmed that at the time of undertaking the
investigation into this incident he understood that the truck incident had occurred on a different shift to the incident when the
applicant questioned being placed on truck driving duties.
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Mr Fitzgerald stated he preferred the statements given by Mr Temple and Mr Delbridge to the version of events given by the
applicant. It was his view that the applicant felt aggrieved that Mr Temple was favoured for charge-up duties on the night shift
of 17 November 2002 as the applicant debated this matter with Mr Delbridge. Mr Fitzgerald formed the view that it was not
unreasonable to assume that the applicant could well have driven his truck towards Mr Temple even though the applicant
claimed this incident never took place. The applicant’s phone call to Mr Hewitt at 2.55am that morning also indicated to Mr
Fitzgerald that the applicant was not happy driving the truck as instructed by Mr Delbridge. Even though the applicant agreed
to drive the truck for the remainder of the shift it was subsequently discovered that the applicant had not completed a proper
pre-start check of his truck at the beginning of this shift and Mr Fitzgerald understood that Mr Hewitt had given the applicant a
written warning for this safety breach. On 29 November 2002 Mr Fitzgerald was told that a further incident had taken place
involving the applicant and Mr Delbridge whilst Mr Delbridge was waiting to board the mine site bus. Mr Fitzgerald stated that
he had discussions with Mr Renton about the incidents after everyone had been interviewed and the respondent then made a
decision to terminate the applicant. Mr Renton then handed the applicant a letter dated 29 November 2002, summarising the
reasons for this decision and terminating him (Exhibit R2).
Mr Fitzgerald detailed the reasons for the applicant’s termination. Mr Fitzgerald stated that he was concerned about the
applicant’s ability to take instructions and directions from his shift boss. He stated that even though there was not
overwhelming evidence that the applicant had threatened Mr Delbridge, Mr Delbridge was frightened when Mr Fitzgerald met
with him on the morning of 28 November 2002. Mr Fitzgerald also stated that even though it was not 100 percent certain that
the applicant drove his truck towards Mr Temple he stated that it was not Mr Temple who initially complained about this
incident and he had no reason to fabricate this allegation. The respondent took into account that the applicant did not complete
his pre-start check on the truck on the night shift of 18 November 2002 in addition to safety problems that the applicant was
involved in prior to the applicant being terminated in September 2002. Mr Fitzgerald stated that it would not be appropriate to
reinstate the applicant because of serious safety concerns about the applicant’s behaviour and because of the applicant’s
inability to take instructions.
Under cross-examination Mr Fitzgerald agreed that he did not put to the applicant at the meeting on 28 November 2002 that he
may have been aggrieved by Mr Temple being favoured for charge-up duties over the applicant. Mr Fitzgerald also agreed that
he did not put to the applicant all of the information that came out of the interviews with Mr Temple and Mr Delbridge. For
example it was put to Mr Fitzgerald that he did not put all of the facts to the applicant about the truck driving incident
involving Mr Temple. Mr Fitzgerald stated that he asked the applicant for his version of events to obtain his side of the story
but when the applicant said that the incident did not occur he did not take the matter any further. Mr Fitzgerald confirmed that
he did not interview Mr Farlow who was also driving a truck that evening. It was put to Mr Fitzgerald that it was reasonable
for the applicant to be unhappy about driving the truck given that his main duties were charge-up and he was not aware that Mr
Temple was qualified to do charge-up duties. Mr Fitzgerald stated that even though the applicant disagreed with driving the
truck the applicant should have obeyed Mr Delbridge’s direction.
Mr Fitzgerald was asked if the applicant was told what would be discussed at the meeting prior to him being interviewed on
28 November 2002. Mr Fitzgerald stated that the applicant would have been aware that one of the issues to be discussed
related to the applicant’s threat to Mr Delbridge in the change rooms on 26 November 2002 which was the reason for the
applicant being escorted off the mine site. It was Mr Fitzgerald’s view that the applicant was given sufficient opportunity at the
meeting to respond to all of the issues which were raised with him. Mr Fitzgerald stated that he was aware that the applicant
was primarily on charge-up duties prior to being terminated in September 2002 and Mr Fitzgerald understood that the applicant
returned to the same arrangement when he came back to work on 1 November 2002. It was put to Mr Fitzgerald that it was not
unreasonable for the applicant to be concerned that he may be assigned to undertake truck driving duties on a permanent basis.
Mr Fitzgerald stated that driving a truck was a regular task expected of the applicant if charge-up duties were not allocated to
him.
Mr Fitzgerald stated that even though two of the three incidents relied upon by the respondent to effect the applicant’s
termination were not proven, Mr Fitzgerald stated that on the balance of probabilities and given the previous behaviour of Mr
Holly prior to his reinstatement on 1 November 2002 the respondent believed that they could have occurred as claimed by Mr
Delbridge and Mr Temple. He confirmed that the applicant was made a payment in lieu of notice after he was terminated.
Mr Fitzgerald was asked why Mr Renton was not giving evidence in these proceedings. Mr Fitzgerald stated that he was no
longer employed by the respondent and was working in the eastern states. He stated that even though Mr Renton still resided in
Kalgoorlie when the matter was initially set down for hearing Mr Renton was unavailable to attend.

Submissions
Applicant’s submissions
52 The applicant maintains that his termination on 29 November 2002, just four weeks after he was reinstated by the respondent
was the culmination of a deliberate strategy particularly on the part of Mr Renton to get rid of the applicant. This contention
was supported by the evidence of Mr Rulyancich whereby he confirmed that Mr Renton told the applicant at the meeting held
on 1 November 2002 “Oh, he said something like, “If we don’t get you this time we’re going to get you - - don’t? - - won’t? get
you 96 per cent, we’ll get you 100 per cent next time”” (Transcript page 17).
53 The applicant maintains that the investigation undertaken by the respondent prior to terminating the applicant was flawed and
that Mr Renton and Mr Fitzgerald did not act objectively when investigating the three incidents on which the respondent relied
to terminate the applicant. The investigation was narrow in its focus and did not review relevant information. It was
inappropriate for three different allegations to be put to the applicant at the one time, additional information relevant to the
allegations was not put to the applicant and a number of important facts were not discovered by the respondent because a
proper investigation was not undertaken. For example, the respondent assumed there was only one truck driver on duty on the
shift that it was alleged that the applicant drove his truck towards Mr Temple. Further, the date on which the respondent
initially claimed the incident involving Mr Temple occurred was incorrect and this incorrect date was put to the applicant when
he was interviewed about this incident as being the date on which this incident occurred. Alternatives to termination also were
not canvassed with the applicant prior to him being terminated.
54 The applicant maintains he did not drive a truck at Mr Temple deliberately or otherwise and that his evidence in relation to this
issue was unshaken and not broken down during cross-examination. On this basis the applicant maintains that the incident did
not occur nor was it likely to have occurred. Further, this incident was not reported for some time. It was improbable that the
applicant was lying in wait for Mr Temple to walk down the decline. It was a busy shift and pressure was on the two truck
drivers on that shift to remove ore from the mine as fast as possible. The applicant was not the only one who was driving a
truck that evening and Mr Temple was unable to identify who was driving the truck when he claims it veered towards him. It
was also improbable that the exchange of words subsequent to the incident as alleged by Mr Temple took place given Mr
Mahy’s evidence about the sequence of events which took place at the end of the applicant’s shift.
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The applicant denies that he disobeyed Mr Delbridge’s instructions to drive a truck on 18 November 2002 shift in such a way
that warranted termination. Mr Hewitt was aware that the applicant questioned Mr Delbridge’s instructions that he had to drive
the truck on this shift and chose not give the applicant a warning about this matter and there is no mention of it in the
counselling record given to the applicant in relation to not completing his pre-start check at the beginning of the shift (Exhibit
R1-I). It was not in dispute that Mr Delbridge gave the applicant the option of contacting Mr Hewitt about his directive to the
applicant. The applicant was not given a direction that he was to drive the truck or else there would be consequences. It was
also not in contest that Mr Delbridge drove the applicant to the surface of the mine enabling the applicant to contact Mr Hewitt.
In relation to the third accusation that the applicant threatened Mr Delbridge in the change room on 26 November 2002 the
applicant conceded that he told Mr Delbridge not to come near him outside of work. In support of the applicant’s claim that his
statement was not threatening the applicant gave uncontradicted evidence that Mr Delbridge interacted with the applicant
outside of work. As there was no evidence of any previous threat by the applicant to Mr Delbridge therefore the respondent
had no basis to reach the view that the words spoken by the applicant to Mr Delbridge constituted a threat to Mr Delbridge.
The applicant argued that the evidence given by him and by other witnesses on his behalf was honest and forthright and not
broken down and therefore should be preferred to the evidence given by the respondent’s witnesses. The applicant maintains
that there were inconsistencies in the evidence given by Mr Temple and Mr Delbridge and as Mr Renton was not called to give
evidence an inference should be drawn that his evidence may not have been helpful to the respondent. The applicant also
argues that incidents prior to his reinstatement on 1 November 2002 should not be used in this matter as a settlement was
reached prior to the applicant being reinstated on 1 November 2002.
The applicant maintains that he was summarily terminated even though a payment was made in lieu of notice subsequent to
him being terminated.
The applicant argues that it would be practicable for the applicant to be reinstated. Uncontradicted evidence was given by the
applicant that this should not present as an issue for the respondent, particularly given that Mr Delbridge and Mr Renton no
longer work at the Mt Pleasant mine site. If reinstatement is not ordered the applicant maintains that as he has sought to
mitigate his loss he should therefore be awarded full compensation.
The applicant maintains that if the respondent was genuine in dealing with its concerns about the applicant’s behaviour the
three issues relied on by the respondent to terminate the applicant should have been dealt with in a professional and impartial
way which should have engendered trust between the parties. However, this did not occur.
Respondent’s submissions
The respondent argues that it had every right to terminate the applicant given his behaviour between 1 November 2002 and
26 November 2002 and given his previous employment history with the respondent. In relation to the alleged incident
involving Mr Temple there were two versions of what took place. The applicant stated that it never happened and Mr Temple
gave evidence that the incident took place. The matter was serious and there was no ulterior motive for Mr Temple to fabricate
the incident. Mr Temple did not initially report the incident as he did not want to cause trouble with his workmates by
complaining about the incident however when it came to the respondent’s attention it was seen as a serious issue and was thus
investigated. Even though there was confusion about the date of this incident when it was first put to the applicant the
respondent submits Mr Temple’s statement was consistent with the information that was put to the applicant and that there was
sufficient evidence before the Commission for the Commission to arrive at the conclusion that the applicant drove his truck
towards Mr Temple on the night shift commencing on 18 November 2002. Mr Temple’s conversation with the applicant
subsequent to the incident was consistent with the applicant driving the truck. It was also possible that this incident took place
given the information on the plod for that evening in relation to where the applicant was working (Exhibit R1-O). Contrary to
the applicant’s evidence it was possible for an empty truck to drive up the decline as Mr Temple’s evidence was that the
getman was parked at level 1129. Given this it was possible that the applicant had to park up at level 1089 and wait for the
bogger driver to call him up to level 1129 to be loaded. Even though there were two truck drivers working on the night shift in
question, it was open for the respondent to accept Mr Temple’s evidence in preference to the applicant’s evidence. Even if the
applicant did not deliberately drive towards Mr Temple the applicant was driving the truck in a dangerous manner and contrary
to normal health and safety procedures.
In relation to the incident whereby the applicant questioned Mr Delbridge’s authority the respondent views this matter very
seriously as under the Mining Act 1978 shift bosses have a statutory obligation to provide appropriate duty of care and safe
working conditions for employees working underground. The applicant twice questioned the instruction given to him by Mr
Delbridge and as a result of his persistent defiance the applicant was given the option of ringing the mine foreman which he
did so at 3.00am in the morning. It was not in question that on that day the applicant was not required to permanently drive a
truck but there was an expectation that a significant amount of ore had to be moved on this shift and as there was very little
charge-up work to do on the shift therefore it was appropriate for the respondent to require the applicant to drive the truck for
the majority of the shift. Mr Temple had a broader range of skills than the applicant thus he was put on the service crew and
later undertook charge-up duties at the end of the shift and this decision had already been cleared by Mr Delbridge with Mr
Hewitt.
It was inappropriate for the applicant to threaten Mr Delbridge on 26 November 2002 when they were in the change rooms
together. As Mr Delbridge was the applicant’s supervisor these threats were even more inappropriate. There was also another
incident involving the applicant abusing Mr Delbridge on 28 November 2002 following the applicant’s interview, which was
reported to the respondent. Mr Delbridge gave consistent evidence that he was genuinely fearful of the applicant approaching
him and this led to Mr Delbridge seeking a restraining order against the applicant.
Even though the respondent conceded that the investigation undertaken by the respondent could have been more
comprehensive the applicant was given every opportunity to respond to the allegations against him and the respondent made a
decision to terminate the applicant on the information available to it at the time.
Given the applicant’s behaviour in relation to these three incidents and given that the process adopted by the respondent was
fair the respondent argued that it was appropriate to terminate the applicant. In terminating the applicant the respondent took
into account the applicant’s poor health and safety record and his general negative attitude towards the respondent. The
applicant was not a model employee as he had been given previous warnings and had a number of unexplained absences. The
matter involving the applicant leaving the getman unattended was serious and this issue remained outstanding when the
applicant returned to work on 1 November 2002. It was clear that Mr Hewitt was concerned about the applicant’s performance
in relation to this matter as well as safety issues generally as the applicant was required to give a written understanding of
health and safety requirements relating to using the getman prior to recommencing employment with the respondent. After the
applicant returned to work on 1 November 2002 he was given another warning about not undertaking a pre-start check.
The respondent argued that it was inappropriate to reinstate the applicant given his belligerent attitude and poor safety record
and there was no guarantee that safety problems would not continue if the applicant was re-employed. The respondent has a
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high onus in relation to the duty of care of employees working in its mines and it would be an unfair burden on the respondent
to have the applicant return to work. Even if the applicant was reinstated the respondent argues that given the applicant’s
record his belligerent attitude would remain. The respondent also questioned the applicant’s diligence in seeking out alternative
employment.
The respondent submitted that as the applicant did not give truthful evidence his evidence lacked credibility. He did not
disclose previous warnings that he had been given and he gave evidence that no efforts were made to contact him on
28 November 2002 however, the telephone records for that morning demonstrate otherwise. It was also claimed that the weight
of evidence was against the applicant in relation to his poor attitude. The respondent also argues that the dismissal was not
summary as the applicant was given a payment in lieu of notice.
Findings and conclusions
Credibility
I listened carefully to the evidence given by each witness. In my view the applicant gave his evidence honestly and to the best
of his recollection. Even though there were some discrepancies in relation to the evidence he and other witnesses gave, such as
the distance he was away from the getman when he left it unattended in September 2002, in my view these minor
inconsistencies do not point to the applicant being an untruthful witness. On the contrary, the applicant’s evidence was
consistent with a substantial amount of the oral evidence given in these proceedings, including evidence given by Mr
Delbridge and was supported by the contents of a number of exhibits.
I have concerns about Mr Temple’s recollection of the events which took place on the night shift of 18 November 2002 and the
truck driving incident. Mr Temple did not give his evidence in a convincing and clear manner. In cross-examination Mr
Temple conceded that the evidence he gave in examination in chief about the distance a truck was normally away from a
pedestrian when driving up the decline was an exaggeration. Further Mr Temple’s evidence about the applicant’s whereabouts
during the shift commencing 18 November 2002 was inconsistent with Mr Delbridge’s evidence. Given these discrepancies
and my general concerns about the veracity of Mr Temple’s evidence I find that Mr Temple’s recollection of events cannot be
relied upon. Thus where the evidence of the applicant conflicts with the evidence given by Mr Temple, I prefer the evidence
given by the applicant.
In my view all other witnesses gave their evidence to the best of their recollection. However, I treat Mr Somerville’s diary
notes of discussions relating to the applicant with some caution as it was clear that the lengthy notes were made after the
meetings were held, some of the notes were based on hearsay evidence and it was unclear as to the real purpose of such
detailed notes being made. I formed the view that the applicant was being targeted by the respondent by having detailed notes
made of disciplinary meetings, particularly when these notes did not include all relevant issues discussed. For example Mr
Renton made the comment that he would get the applicant “100 percent this time” and this is not recorded in Mr Somerville’s
diary notes.
The applicant argued that the nature of the dismissal was summary and that the payment after termination of monies in lieu of
notice does not alter the summary nature of the dismissal.
It was not in dispute that the applicant was terminated in a summary fashion and that the applicant was paid three weeks’ pay
in lieu of notice subsequent to his termination. The issue of whether a dismissal of this nature constitutes a summary
termination or a termination on notice was recently canvassed by Smith C in Thomas Howell v Barminco Pty Ltd (2002)
82 WAIG 2528 at 2533—
“Mr Gifford on behalf of the Respondent contends that the onus of proof that the Applicant was harshly, oppressively or
unfairly dismissed lies on the Applicant as the Applicant’s employment was terminated by the payment by the
Respondent of pay in lieu of notice. In support of its submissions the Respondent relies upon the decision of the Full
Bench in Newmont Australia Ltd v Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers
(1988) 68 WAIG 677. In that case the Full Bench of the Commission observed that where an employee’s employment
was terminated by summary dismissal there is an obligation upon the employer to show on balance that misconduct had in
fact occurred. The Respondent contends that in this case the Applicant was not dismissed for misconduct but for poor
performance so the nature of the termination was not summary. In The Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of
Australia, WA Branch v Cat Welfare Society Incorporated (1991) 71 WAIG 2014 at 2019 Sharkey P and Gregor C
observed—
“It seems to us that whether a dismissal has occurred in circumstances where pay in lieu of notice is made, that
the question is one of mixed fact and law as to whether what occurred was a summary dismissal or not.
One consideration is that it depends whether such payment is permissible. That in turn depends on the contract
and its construction (see Macken J J, McCarry G and Sappideen C “The Law of Employment”, 3rd Edition,
pages 170-172). In some industries, also, it might be said to be a custom. If then, a payment in lieu of notice
were not provided for in the contract, then proper notice has to be given or there is a summary dismissal. The
same would apply if there were no custom or usage.
It follows that a summary dismissal, as a matter of fact and law, cannot be altered in its nature by payment in
lieu of notice.”
Further Smith C observed—
“More recently in Sanders v Snell [1998] HCA 64 at [16]; (1998) 196 CLR 329 at 337 Gleeson CJ, Gaudron, Kirby and
Hayne JJ held that where there is no condition in a contact of employment for payment in lieu of notice, the employer is
in breach of the contract if the employer does not give the employee requisite notice of termination. In that case there was
a written contract of employment which specified a period of notice to be given.
It is apparent that the Applicant was not immediately paid pay in lieu of notice as he initially made a claim in his
application for such a payment. Further, for the reasons set out below I am of the view that the Applicant’s termination
was sudden and unexpected. It is my view that the Applicant was summarily terminated and the onus of proving the
circumstances justifying the termination rests upon the Respondent.”
The applicant’s termination was sudden and without warning. Further, the applicant was not immediately given a payment in
lieu of notice. On the evidence before me I find that this payment in lieu of notice was unlawful as there was no term of the
applicant’s contract of employment allowing for this payment to be made. In the circumstances, I thus find that the applicant
was summarily terminated.
When an employee is summarily terminated there is an evidential onus upon the employer to prove that the applicant’s
summary dismissal was justified. (Newmont Australia Ltd v The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers (op cit) The question of whether a person is guilty of misconduct justifying summary dismissal is
essentially a question of fact and degree. (Robe River Iron Associates v Construction, Mining Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
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and Woodworkers Union of Australia – Western Australian Branch & Ors (1995) 75 WAIG 813 at 819). In most cases the
employee should be given an opportunity to defend allegations made against them. In Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper (1992) 53 IR
224 at page 229 the Full Bench of the South Australian Commission observed—
“Where the dismissal is based upon the alleged misconduct of the employee, the employer will satisfy the evidentiary
onus which is cast upon it if it demonstrates that insofar as was within its power, before dismissing the employee, it
conducted as full and extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the alleged misconduct as was
reasonable in the circumstances; it gave the employee every reasonable opportunity and sufficient time to answer all
allegations and respond thereto; and that having done those things the employer honestly and genuinely believed and had
reasonable grounds for believing on the information available at that time that the employee was guilty of the misconduct
alleged; and that, taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct or the
employee’s work record, such misconduct justified dismissal. A failure to satisfactorily establish any of those matters will
probably render the dismissal harsh, unjust or unreasonable.”
On the facts as I find them I am satisfied, at least on balance, the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant was guilty
of misconduct justifying summary dismissal. Further, I am satisfied that the applicant was treated unfairly and harshly because
he was not given sufficient opportunity to defend himself against the allegations relied upon to effect the termination. He was
not afforded “a fair go all round” (see Undercliffe Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia,
Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385).
It is my view that the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant misconducted himself in relation to three issues relied
on by the respondent to terminate the applicant. I also find that the respondent did not conduct a full and appropriate
investigation of the three incidents and that the applicant was denied procedural fairness given the manner of his termination.
The respondent maintains that the applicant misconducted himself by driving a truck towards Mr Temple as he was walking
down the mine site at approximately 5.00am on 19 November 2002 and the respondent accepted Mr Temple’s version of
events in relation to this incident in preference to that of the applicant. It was conceded by the respondent that when this issue
was discussed with the applicant at the interview with Mr Renton and Mr Fitzgerald on 28 November 2002 this incident was
put to the applicant on the basis that it occurred on the night shift commencing 17 November 2002. The applicant denied that
any incident of this nature occurred on that date and it was on this basis that Mr Fitzgerald understood that the applicant had
fully responded when this allegation which was put to him at the interview. It was also clear that when the applicant was
terminated on 29 November 2002 that the respondent maintained that this incident occurred on 17 November 2002 (Exhibit
R2). Clearly the applicant had every right to maintain at the interview held on 28 November 2002 that this incident did not
occur on the night shift commencing 17 November 2002 because this incident, it if did occur, did not take place on that date. I
therefore find that the applicant was not given any opportunity to properly respond to this allegation when he was interviewed
on 28 November 2002 or when terminated the following day.
The respondent argued that notwithstanding the confusion over dates it was open to the Commission to makes its own
judgement about whether or not this incident occurred. The respondent argued that as Mr Temple had not initially wanted to
report the incident and as he had no reason to fabricate the incident the Commission should accept Mr Temple’s version of
events about this incident. I find that the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant drove his truck towards Mr
Temple or that the applicant drove dangerously at this time on 19 November 2002 as claimed by the respondent. There was
another truck driver on duty on this shift and Mr Temple’s evidence was that he did not see the driver of the truck as it
approached him. There was evidence given in these proceedings that there was little if any opportunity for a truck to be parked
up empty or driven up the decline empty at any stage during this shift. I therefore find that it would have been unlikely that the
applicant would be lying in wait for Mr Temple given the urgency of removing ore on the evening of 18 November 2002.
Given that I prefer the applicant’s version of events where the applicant’s evidence conflicts with Mr Temple’s evidence I
accept the applicant’s evidence that this incident did not take place as alleged.
In my view the respondent did not adequately investigate this incident. There was no evidence that the respondent investigated
Mr Temple’s claim that he spoke to the applicant about the incident after it was claimed to have occurred. The respondent
should have explored further with the applicant Mr Temple’s claim that he spoke to the applicant after the incident whereby it
was alleged that the applicant told Mr Temple that it would be so easy to get him or the circumstances surrounding this
comment being made. The respondent did not give any evidence about any investigations it undertook about when and where
this discussion is alleged to have taken place. Even though Mr Fitzgerald investigated where and how the truck was alleged to
have driven towards Mr Temple it appears that the respondent’s investigation ceased at that point. Indeed, if a proper
investigation was undertaken in response to the applicant denying that the incident occurred, the correct date of the alleged
incident should have been discovered, as well as the fact that there were two truck drivers on duty that evening. The respondent
simply relied on preferring Mr Temple’s version of events to the applicant’s denial that the event took place. I note that Mr
Temple did not make a complaint about this incident to the respondent and that Mr Renton required Mr Temple to write down
the details of the incident once the issue was brought to his attention. In my view on the evidence given in these proceedings
there was sufficient doubt about whether or not this incident occurred and I find that the respondent did not act reasonably in
reaching the conclusion it did about this incident. It is thus my view the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant
misconducted himself in relation to this incident.
I have similar concerns about the respondent’s claim that the applicant disobeyed his supervisor, Mr Delbridge on the night
shift commencing 18 November 2002. If the respondent had undertaken a comprehensive investigation of this incident
whereby the applicant expressed dissatisfaction at undertaking truck driving duties on the night shift of 18 November
2002 then it would have been apparent that the applicant was unaware that Mr Temple had obtained all of the requirements
necessary to undertake shot firing work. I find that if the respondent had followed up this issue the respondent would have
better understood why the applicant was upset that he was taken off shot firing duties on the shift commencing 18 November
2002. I accept the applicant’s evidence that he had undertaken charge-up duties on his previous shift and that he assumed that
he was to undertake charge-up duties after crib time on this shift. Mr Delbridge gave evidence that he may not have made it
clear to the applicant at the start of the shift when allocating him duties that the applicant was to drive the truck for the full
shift. When the issue of the applicant undertaking truck driving duties came to a head during the shift, a discussion ensued
between Mr Delbridge and the applicant about whether or not the applicant was required to drive the truck after the crib break.
Given Mr Renton’s comments towards the applicant at the meeting on 1 November 2002 I accept that the applicant had a
genuine concern that he may be treated less favourably by the respondent than other employees when re-employed and that the
move to truck driving instead of charge-up duties was symptomatic of this attitude. Given these circumstances it is my view
that it was not unexpected or unrealistic for the applicant to question being taking off charge-up duties on this shift. In reaching
this conclusion I take into account the applicant’s lack of knowledge about Mr Temple completing his shot firing
qualifications. When the applicant disputed Mr Delbridge’s instruction to drive the truck the evidence was not in dispute that
Mr Delbridge gave the applicant the option of raising this issue with Mr Hewitt which the applicant did. After the applicant
was told by Mr Hewitt to return to truck driving duties I accept that he did this willingly although he was clearly unhappy
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about being taken off shot firing duties. In my view the applicant’s discussions and disagreement with Mr Delbridge in relation
to driving the truck, even taking into account Mr Delbridge’s position as supervisor did not constitute conduct sufficient to
warrant summary termination. I also take into account that since returning to work on 1 November 2002 the applicant had
continued to undertake his normal charge-up duties.
In my view the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant made threatening remarks to Mr Delbridge without any
justification. It was not in dispute that the applicant told Mr Delbridge on 26 November 2002 that he did not want Mr
Delbridge to come near him out of work time. I accept the applicant’s evidence that in saying these words the applicant was
not personally threatening Mr Delbridge. In my view a statement of this nature made to a work colleague indirectly in the
change rooms at the mine site, even if made to a supervisor, does not constitute a threat. I accept the applicant’s uncontradicted
evidence that up until recent times he had a good working relationship with Mr Delbridge and that from time to time he and Mr
Delbridge socialised after work. I accept that Mr Delbridge was upset by the applicant’s comments however, in my view the
applicant’s comments do not constitute threatening words likely to cause a person to be fearful of the other person. Even
though Mr Delbridge was affected by the applicant’s words sufficient to seek a restraining order against the applicant I find
that this was an over-reaction on the part of Mr Delbridge. When the respondent became aware of Mr Delbridge’s complaint it
would have been appropriate for the respondent to hold discussions between the applicant and Mr Delbridge to determine
whether or not there was a personal and/or a work related issue between the two employees with a view to resolving any
conflict. Instead the respondent chose to accept Mr Delbridge’s interpretation of the discussion in the change rooms in
preference to that of the applicant. Further, the respondent’s decision was coloured by Mr Delbridge’s fabricated comments,
which he later retracted, that he believed the applicant was going to assault him. If the respondent had properly investigated
this incident and questioned Mr Delbridge closely about this alleged threat Mr Delbridge’s lie may well have been exposed
earlier.
Given these findings in relation to the three incidents it is my view that the respondent has not demonstrated that there was
sufficient reason to terminate the applicant’s contract of employment. I also find that the respondent did not conduct a full and
comprehensive investigation into the events surrounding the applicant’s termination.
I note that the respondent relied on additional performance issues, particularly health and safety matters, in order to effect the
applicant’s termination. There is no evidence before me about a series of warnings given to the applicant by the respondent
apart from a concession from the applicant that he was given a formal warning in September 2001 about one incident. I note
that Mr Hewitt saw fit not to not issue a warning to the applicant but counselled him instead about the pre-start check that the
applicant conceded he did not complete on 18 November 2002 (Exhibit R1-I) and that even though the incident involving the
applicant leaving the getman unattended on 20 September 2002 was regarded as being serious the applicant was not given a
formal warning about this matter. Further, Mr Hewitt gave evidence that he was happy to have the applicant return to work on
1 November 2002 notwithstanding this incident. I thus find that in the circumstances the respondent should not have taken
these incidents into account when deciding to terminate the applicant.
I have concerns about the process adopted by the respondent in dealing with effecting the applicant’s termination. Even though
the respondent put the three allegations to the applicant at the meeting held on 28 November 2002 it was clear that the
applicant was unaware of the specifics of the issues that the respondent wanted to discuss with him until he arrived at the
meeting. Given the short notice of the meetings he was also unable to have a witness present. Although the applicant was
aware that his conversation with Mr Delbridge may have been on the respondent’s agenda he had no opportunity to prepare for
nor give appropriate feedback about the two other incidents discussed at the meeting.
Mr Renton was not called by the respondent to give evidence in these proceedings as the respondent understood that he was
unavailable due to work commitments in the eastern states. I have concerns about Mr Renton’s actions in relation to the
applicant’s termination. It was clear that Mr Renton was unhappy about the applicant’s re-instatement and he was central to the
complaints being laid against the applicant all of which I have found to be lacking in substance. I am left with the impression
that the events leading up to the applicant’s termination were orchestrated by Mr Renton with a view to having the applicant
terminated.
I find that it was unlawful for the respondent to give the applicant a payment in lieu of notice at termination as there was no
evidence that this payment was capable of being made under the applicant’s contract of employment (Sanders v Snell (op cit)).
I therefore find that in all of the circumstances the applicant was unfairly terminated. He was not afforded a fair go all round
(Undercliffe Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA
Branch (op.cit.).
Reinstatement
The applicant is seeking reinstatement. The onus is on the respondent to establish that reinstatement or re-employment is
impracticable (Quality Bakers of Australia Ltd v Goulding (1995) 60 IR 327; Gilmore v Cecil Bros & Ors (1996) 76 WAIG
4434 and (1998) 78 WAIG 1099). Even though the respondent opposes this course of action it is my view that the applicant
should be reinstated to his former position with the respondent. I accept that as Mr Delbridge and Mr Renton no longer work at
the Mt Pleasant mine that personality issues which were present at the time the applicant was terminated would no longer be
present. I also take into account the applicant’s lengthy and satisfactory employment history with the respondent from
1998 until the incident in September 2002 after which he was terminated by the respondent. The respondent argued that the
applicant had a poor safety record and that the return of the applicant to the mine site would present as an unacceptable risk to
the respondent. The respondent also referred to the applicant’s numerous periods of unexplained absences from the workplace.
I do not accept this submission. Even though the applicant was involved in an incident in September 2002 whereby he left the
getman unattended Mr Hewitt’s evidence was that he was happy to have the applicant return to work at the mine site on
1 November 2002 notwithstanding this incident. I also note that even though the applicant did not complete a full pre-start
check on his truck on the night shift of 18 November 2002 Mr Hewitt did not regard the applicant’s behaviour as being serious
enough to warrant a formal warning and that the only other formal warning received by the applicant was in 2001. I thus find
that the applicant’s previous health and safety record is not an impediment to the applicant’s re-instatement. As no evidence
was given about the applicant’s alleged unexplained absences from work (apart from the events surrounding his termination in
September 2002) I am unable to take this issue into account.
In the circumstances I propose to issue an order that the applicant be reinstated to his former position with the respondent at the
time of his termination.
In addition to an order for reinstatement, pursuant to s.23A(5) of the Act I will order that the respondent pay the applicant a
sum of money being the remuneration that the applicant would have earned from his date of termination on 29 November
2002 less any wages and other entitlements paid to the applicant during this period up to the date of reinstatement. Even
though the applicant has been unable to obtain employment during this period I accept that he has made genuine efforts to
obtain alternative employment in order to mitigate his loss and that he fulfilled the Centrelink requirements regarding the
obligation to apply for a number of jobs. I will also order that the respondent reinstate the applicant’s accrued entitlements
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from the date of his termination and that his service with the respondent be regarded as continuous for all purposes, including
long service leave.
91 A Minute of Proposed Order will now issue.
_________
2003 WAIRC 10156
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
MARCUS JOHN HOLLY, APPLICANT
v.
BARMINCO PTY LTD (ACN 009 411 349), RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER
MONDAY, 1 DECEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 2067 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10156
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result

Application alleging unfair dismissal upheld and order for reinstatement without loss of entitlements
issued.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING heard Mr K Trainer as agent on behalf of the applicant and Ms C Kruger of counsel on behalf of the
respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby—
(1)
DECLARES that Marcus John Holly was unfairly dismissed from his employment by the respondent on
29 November 2002.
(2)
ORDERS that the respondent shall reinstate Mr Holly in its employment, to his former position, as if the contract of
employment had not been terminated on 29 November 2002, within 14 days of the date of this order.
(3)
ORDERS that the respondent re-instates Mr Holly’s accrued entitlements and that his service with the respondent
be regarded as continuous for all purposes including long service leave.
(4)
ORDERS that the respondent shall pay to Mr Holly an amount of money in respect of remuneration lost by Mr
Holly by reason of the termination of his contract of employment as if he had worked continuously in the
employment of the respondent between 29 November 2002 and the date he is reinstated, less any amount of money
earned by him in this period.
(5)
THAT liberty to apply is reserved to the parties to this order in relation to (4) above.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 10063
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Catchwords

Contractual benefits claim –– Entitlements under contract of employment – Applicant bankrupt –
Adjourned to allow applicant to apply to have Official Trustee joined – Delay - Not in the public
interest that the matter proceed – Application dismissed – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s
27(1)(a); s 29(1)(b)(ii)
Application alleging denied contractual entitlements dismissed for want of prosecution.

Result
Representation
Applicant
Mr R. Impson
Respondent
Mr D. Schapper (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

Reasons for Decision
The events to which this application relates occurred between February and June 2002. Mr Impson claims he was employed
between those dates by Mr and Mrs Bradley to be the manager of a pizza shop in Katanning at a wage of $500 per week. The
application lodged by Mr Impson is a claim for $5,500 being 11 weeks’ work for which he was not paid. The respondents state
that Mr Impson was not an employee at all other than for the period 25 May 2002 until 30 June 2002 for which period he has
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been fully paid all wages due. The matter came on for hearing in Perth on 24 and 25 March 2003. Mr Impson gave evidence
and was cross-examined.
At the conclusion of his case, Mr and Mrs Bradley, through their solicitor Mr Schapper, submitted that there was no case to
answer because there is no evidence before the Commission of any agreement between Mr Impson and Mr and Mrs Bradley
regarding any salary to be paid and on that basis there would be no ability for the Commission to make an order paying him for
any work. I found that the submission was correct in that the evidence from Mr Impson is that there was no agreement between
February and June 2002 between him and Mr and Mrs Bradley to pay him any sum at all. Therefore, Mr Impson’s case could
not possibly succeed on the basis he claimed but that the evidence might possibly show that Mr Impson is entitled to the
minimum wage under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993.
Therefore, although I did not then dismiss the application, it is clear that Mr Impson’s claim that he is entitled to be paid
$5,500 cannot succeed. Even if his evidence established an agreement between him and Mr and Mrs Bradley to manage the
shop, it did not establish that he would be paid a wage of $500 per week between those dates as he claims. It did not establish
what he would be paid or whether he would be paid.
Mr Impson’s evidence also was that he is a bankrupt. Mr Schapper then submitted that Mr Impson’s application should be
dismissed because the provisions of the Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Commonwealth) mean that Mr Impson’s claim before the
Commission is “property” as that is defined in the Bankruptcy Act 1966, that any property of Mr Impson is vested in the trustee
in bankruptcy and only the trustee is able to proceed with Mr Impson’s claim.
The Commission agreed with that submission but adjourned the application to give Mr Impson an opportunity to join the
Official Trustee to the application (Decision 28 March 2003, 2003 WAIRC 08019). The concluding sentence of that decision
is—
“In the event that Mr Impson is not successful in having the Official Trustee made party to these proceedings, the
application may also be listed at the instigation of the respondents for the purposes of considering whether it should be
dismissed.”
No steps were taken by Mr Impson to join the Official Trustee to the application by 10 October 2003 when Mr Schapper
requested that Mr Impson’s application be dismissed. The Commission listed the application For Mention Only in accordance
with that request. Mr Impson, who is resident in Katanning, participated in the hearing by way of conference telephone.
At the hearing Mr Schapper submitted that since the adjournment Mr Impson had not done what was required of him. On
9 July 2003 the Commission had written to the parties advising Mr Impson had informed the Commission the Official Trustee
had no difficulty with Mr Impson proceeding with his application however the Official Trustee would not be pursuing the
claim personally due to the cost involved. Since then the Commission had not heard from Mr Impson. When, on 10 October
2003 the respondents wrote requesting that these applications now be dismissed, it was on the basis that nothing more had been
heard from Mr Impson. Further, Mr Schapper submitted that his clients would suffer prejudice in that he understood they had
left Katanning. He was now not sure whether witnesses that were to be called and were present in court on the last occasion the
matter was before the Commission are still available. Their memory of events, so long now having elapsed, is likely to be less
than it was when the matter was adjourned.
Mr Impson informed the Commission he would like to continue with his application. He indicated he was seeking permission
from the Official Trustee but that it would cost him $1,000 to obtain a letter from the Official Trustee permitting him to
proceed. Mr Impson informed the Commission that to his personal knowledge the respondents were still resident in Katanning.
He stated that he hoped to have the letter from the Official Trustee “next week”.
The Commission informed the parties that it would make its own enquiries in relation to the position of the Official Trustee
and advise the parties of the outcome. The Commission subsequently contacted the Official Trustee who provided a letter to
the Commission which was subsequently provided to the parties. That letter, dated 29 October 2003 from Insolvency and
Trustee Service Australia Western Australia Branch, attached a letter to Mr Impson dated 3 June 2003 advising that the
Official Trustee had decided not to pursue the claim on behalf of the bankrupt estate. However the Official Trustee would
consider assigning the right of action to Mr Impson for $1,000 if Mr Impson wished to continue the action himself.
The Commission gave Mr Impson and the respondents an opportunity to comment on this letter. Advice was received from Mr
Schapper that in the view of the respondents nothing contained in the Commission’s letter nor the Official Trustee’s letter
alters the fact that Mr Impson had delayed for many months proceeding with the matter as a result of which the respondents
had suffered the prejudice they had already referred to.
Mr Impson’s wife contacted the Commission to inform it that he still wished to proceed with his claim and would be prepared
to pay the $1,000 if the respondents’ present application was itself dismissed.
I find the relevant facts to be as follows—
(1)
There was a delay of approximately one month between the adjournment of the hearing on 25 March 2003 and the
contact and advice from the Official Trustee to Mr Impson of 3 June 2003. On 3 June 2003 Mr Impson advised the
Commission of the contact he had received from the Official Trustee.
(2)
Nothing was heard from Mr Impson from 3 June 2003 until 17 October 2003. That is a period of more than four
months. This period includes the letter from the Commission of 9 July 2003 to Mr Impson to which he did not
reply.
(3)
Mr Impson next contacted the Commission on 17 October 2003 in response to the Commission writing to the
parties on 13 October 2003 listing this matter for hearing in accordance with the respondents’ request.
The respondents’ request that the application now be dismissed is to be considered against the background I have outlined and
in addition the following issues—
(1)
The length of the delay.
I do not regard the one month between 25 March 2003 and 3 June 2003 to be inordinate of itself. However, Mr
Impson took no steps from his contact on 3 June 2003 until 17 October 2003. He only then informed the
Commission of his intention to pay the $1,000 in response to the Commission listing the matter for hearing at the
instigation of the respondents. Therefore the total delay from 28 March for a part-heard case is inordinate. It will be
difficult and unsatisfactory to try to remember all of the evidence-in-chief and cross-examination from 24 and
25 March 2003.
(2)
The explanation for the delay.
Mr Impson has not provided an explanation for the delay other than he was aware that he had to pay $1,000 in order
to proceed and that he has “only just started back at work”. I do not ignore the fact that Mr Impson is bankrupt.
However, he did not advise the Commission of the need to find $1,000 or that he was intending to find the money
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even though he was aware of the Official Trustee’s position from 3 June 2003. There is no evidence that he has
taken any steps to join the Official Trustee to the application since that date. He does not appear to have taken any
steps in relation to this application.
The hardship to Mr Impson if the application is dismissed.
Mr Impson would suffer the prejudice of having his application dismissed. However, his claim is not a strong claim.
As I have already stated even his own evidence does not suggest it was agreed that he would be paid $500 per week.
His claim as filed therefore cannot succeed. Arguably, he does not suffer hardship if a claim which cannot succeed
is dismissed sooner rather than later.
The prejudice to Mr and Mrs Bradley if the application is allowed to proceed notwithstanding the delay.
I am not satisfied that Mr and Mrs Bradley would be prejudiced by reason of them having moved out of Katanning
if this application is allowed to proceed. I am not persuaded that they no longer reside in Katanning. I therefore find
that the respondents would be available to resume the hearing. In any event, the hearing has, thus far, taken place in
Perth, and I am not certain that the issue of whether or not Mr and Mrs Bradley currently reside in Katanning is
relevant.
Mr Schapper stated that he was not sure whether witnesses who had been intended to be called and were present in
court on the last occasion on 24 and 25 March 2003 are still available. If it is not known whether a witness is in fact
not available then this submission does not establish any prejudice to the respondents if the application is allowed to
proceed.
He also submitted that their memory of events is likely to be less than it was when the matter was adjourned. That is
likely to be so merely due to the passage of time. I add to this the comment I have already made that it will be
difficult and unsatisfactory to try to remember all of the evidence-in-chief and cross-examination from 24 and
25 March 2003. This is not an insignificant matter. If either party needs to purchase the transcript of the two days’
hearing to recall what the evidence was of both Mr and Mrs Impson, the 100 pages will cost them $3.00 per page.
It is also in the public interest for courts and tribunals to deal with matters expeditiously. It is therefore not in the
public interest for public money to be spent on a case which has been delayed and where the claim as filed cannot
succeed.
The conduct of Mr and Mrs Bradley in the matter.
While the conduct of a respondent to an application may be relevant in considering the facts of the matter overall,
there is nothing in the proceedings before me to suggest that this is a relevant consideration here. In any event, there
can be no suggestion that Mr and Mrs Bradley somehow contributed to any delay.

Conclusion
30
In the context of Mr Impson’s own evidence not establishing his primary claim that he was entitled to be paid $500 per
week between the dates he claims, a delay of a further four months since the adjourned hearing lends weight to the
submission of Mr Schapper that the application should be dismissed. Indeed, I do not know whether the Official Trustee
was aware of the evidence already given when he decided not to become involved in the case other than by Mr Impson
paying the sum of $1,000. That appears, with respect, to be prudent.
31
The evidence before the Commission to date from Mr Impson himself is that he did not go “on the books” until mid-May
2002. That being so, he cannot now in all fairness claim he was an employee before that date. Mr Impson’s claim that he
should be paid prior to that date is therefore not strong.
32
Putting Mr Impson’s case at its strongest, Mr Impson may possibly be able to establish a claim to be paid the minimum
wage for the final week claimed by the operation of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993. That is an amount
far less that the $1,000 that he might otherwise pay to the Official Trustee. Further, Mr Impson’s claim that he has not been
paid for that week is disputed by Mr and Mrs Bradley and accordingly, it is difficult to say that even that claim is strong. I
assess it is not.
33
I have already referred to the public interest. I add that it is not in the public interest for public money to be further
expended in hearing a claim which is quite unlikely to succeed.
34
In that context, the delay of more than four months is significant and in the context of the case overall I have reached the
conclusion that the application ought be dismissed for want of prosecution.
35
Order accordingly.
_________
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Order
HAVING HEARD Mr R. Impson on his own behalf as the applicant and Mr D. Schapper (of counsel) on behalf of the respondents,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed for want of prosecution.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

____________________
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Mr A J Prentice (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Reasons for Decision
Marcus Parasco Kotsoglo (“the Applicant”) made an application under s.7G and s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (“the Act”) claiming that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed by Dale Alcock Homes Pty Ltd (“the
Respondent”) on 24 November 2000.
Background
2
The Applicant is a qualified carpenter, a registered builder and a qualified municipal building surveyor. Prior to commencing
his position with the Respondent he worked at the City of Swan as a building surveyor for about six years. The Applicant first
commenced employment with the Respondent as a Sales Estimator on 25 May 1998. At that time the Respondent had a
Development Solutions Department that provided services for the re-development of existing lots from single residential to
group dwellings. The Respondent also had a separate Estimating Department that dealt with the development of single
dwellings.
3
When the Applicant was first engaged as a Sales Estimator he was paid an annual salary of $39,000. In January 1999 his salary
was increased to $41,000 per annum. In August 1999 he was offered the position of Development Solutions Manager. He
accepted that position and entered into a workplace agreement setting out the terms and conditions of his appointment on
17 August 1999. The workplace agreement was registered by the Commissioner of Workplace Agreements under the
Workplace Agreements Act 1993. Pursuant to s.7G of the Act, the workplace agreement provided for referral of the claim by
the Applicant that he has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed to be dealt with by the Commission, as if it were an
industrial matter referred to it under s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act.
4
At the time the Applicant entered into the workplace agreement his salary was agreed at $43,000 per annum with
superannuation fixed at 7% of base salary, together with a fully maintained company motor vehicle. On 10 April 2000 the
Respondent increased the Applicant’s salary from $43,000 per annum to $45,000 per annum.
5
The Applicant testified that his role as Development Solutions Manager was to supervise the Contracts Manager, a Sales
Estimator and two Sales Consultants. The position specification for the Applicant’s position stated the scope of his duties as
follows—
“•
The administration of tender documents prior to contracts.
•
Liaise with client, sales staff contractors, suppliers.
•
The administration of contract documents and finalise finance, local authority and water authority approvals.
•
The administration of any additional information prior to work commencing on site.
•
To confirm final account totals.
•
To monitor staff performance and quality of document preparation in all departments relative to DADS contracts.”
6
The position specification also specified that the Applicant was to report to the Managing Director and Construction Manager.
Further, pursuant to the position specification the Applicant was required to directly supervise administration assistants of the
department and indirectly supervise estimators, drafting and pre-site administrators. The Applicant testified that it was also a
major part of his duties to deal with local authorities in respect of town planning and building licence issues, to manage job
flow through the pre-construction stage of the contract and to check jobs at the stage of final account.
7
In April 2000 the Applicant met with Mr Colin Willis, the Building Manager, and Mr Chris Riley, the Estimating Manager for
Dale Alcock Homes Estimating Department and Mr Franzl Shannon, the Assistant Estimating Manager. The Applicant
suggested, and the other managers agreed, that the Development Solutions department should be amalgamated with the
Estimating department, as the roles of the two departments were fundamentally similar in that both departments provided cost
estimates, planning advice and dealt with building licence issues.
1
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A few months later the two departments were amalgamated. The Applicant testified that his role did not substantially change
but expanded into dealing with local government issues for single dwellings including building licence matters and town
planning application issues.
Events that led to termination of the Applicant’s employment
9
In a memorandum from the Applicant to Mr Willis, dated 8 August 2000, the Applicant detailed the changed roles for himself
and Mr Shannon in the amalgamated department. It is apparent from that document that the Applicant took over responsibility
for managing all local government issues.
10 In August 2000 Mr Willis made a decision to unilaterally withdraw from the Applicant the provision of a company car. Mr
Willis said that the Applicant was provided with a motor vehicle to enable him (the Applicant) to attend on-site meetings with
clients. Mr Willis testified that the Applicant became totally engrossed in local government matters and was not meeting
clients, so the purpose in providing the car was not being met. He decided to withdraw the car and to increase the Applicant’s
annual salary from $45,000 to $50,000 per annum.
11 When cross-examined Mr Willis said that he saw the removal of the car as a demotion but he did not inform the Applicant that
he was taking the car away as a disciplinary measure. Mr Willis conceded that the withdrawal of the car reduced the
Applicant’s total remuneration, as the value of the private use of a motor vehicle could be estimated in money as somewhere
between $13,000 to $15,000 per annum. Mr Willis testified that the Applicant was provided with a new workplace agreement
containing changes to reflect the new salary without the provision of a motor vehicle, and that after considering the matter the
Applicant came back and spoke to him and informed him (Mr Willis) that he was not happy with the arrangement, but he
would accept it.
12 The Applicant testified that he spoke to Mr Willis about the removal of the motor vehicle. He said that no reason was given to
him as to why the motor vehicle was being removed but however, he assumed there was no need for a vehicle in his position.
After about six weeks the Applicant returned the vehicle, and his annual salary was increased by the Respondent to
$50,000 per annum. Whilst the Respondent argues that the Applicant accepted the terms of the new agreement by his conduct,
the Applicant did not sign the new workplace agreement. Consequently, at law, the registered workplace agreement remained
in force.
13 On 24 November 2000, Mr Willis called the Applicant into his office. He initially discussed the amalgamation of the two
departments. He then advised the Applicant that the building industry was starting to slow down and that there was not a lot of
work for the Estimating Department. The Applicant testified that Mr Willis then informed him that his employment was being
terminated as of that day and handed him a letter of termination. The letter of termination stated—
“Dear Marcus
It is with regret that I have to terminate your employment with our company. The decision is based on the following
two issues.
The first being the downturn in the industry. We currently have two people dealing with the Councils and town
planning departments but with the reduced volume of work it now only requires one person to carry out this function.
The second issue relates to the performance of your duties. Unfortunately they have not reached the required level and
we have had several discussions regarding this and have even restructured the New Homes and Development Solutions
departments.
From these discussions and changes we have not reached the level of performance required. The main areas of concern
are the processing of jobs through the system, and having a good understanding of the status. Another area is the
confidence of the sales people and associate managers which is not to the desired level.
This decision takes effect from today and I would like to offer you, on top of the two weeks notice required, an extra
four weeks redundancy pay.
I appreciate your efforts in tackling this challenging position and wish you well in your future endeavours.
Yours sincerely
(signed) C Willis”
14 Mr Willis said he called the Applicant into his office, had a chat about how business was quiet and that there were too many
people employed by the Respondent. He said that he informed him (the Applicant) that there were two people carrying out
similar roles, with similar skills, and that he had had to make a hard decision, and that his decision was that the Applicant had
to go. He said he had the termination letter in his hand and that the Applicant snatched it from his hand and told him that it
“stunk”. He said the Applicant stated it was not fair and asked whether he (Mr Willis) knew about unfair dismissal. He said he
told the Applicant that it was his choice whether he wanted to leave now or stay and work through the period of notice and take
time off to look for other work. He said that the Applicant informed him “No, I am out of here”. He said after the Applicant
said this he left the premises.
15 The Applicant said that on the day he was dismissed he went home and telephoned the owner and Managing Director of the
company, Mr Dale Alcock, at about 6.00pm and asked him why he was being dismissed and he said that Mr Alcock informed
him that he was being dismissed because there was a downturn in the building industry and there was a lack confidence with
the sales consultants in relation to his performance. The Applicant gave uncontradicted evidence that he informed Mr Alcock
that he had never been advised, either verbally or in writing, that his performance was lacking. He said that Mr Alcock
informed him that he would take up this issue with Mr Willis on the following Monday. The Applicant then asked Mr Alcock
if he would give him his job back, to which Mr Alcock replied “not at this time”. The Applicant testified that he responded by
saying, “Dale, thanks a lot for your time, goodbye and don’t bother taking it up with Colin”.
16 The Applicant said he was shocked by the Respondent’s decision to terminate his employment as he thought he was
performing well and that he was valued as an employee and that when he left Mr Willis’ office he was unable to say
“goodbye” to his fellow employees. The Applicant testified that until Mr Willis spoke to him at the meeting where he was
handed the termination letter he had not been informed that there was a loss of confidence in him (the Applicant), as Manager
by the sales consultants in the department.
17 The Applicant said that the two sales consultants that he supervised and who sold projects for development sites, telephoned
him on 26 November 2000. He said Mr William Lockett, a sales consultant, telephoned him and informed him that he had been
happy with his (the Applicant’s) performance and that he had informed Mr Alcock of this fact. The Applicant also testified that
the other sales consultant, Ms Elizabeth Fisher, telephoned him on the same day and informed him that she, too, was happy
with his performance and that she was frustrated with management, as they should have consulted herself and Mr Lockett prior
to making a decision. Ms Fisher did not give evidence in this matter. Mr Lockett, a leading industry sales person said, in crossexamination, that he did not recall speaking to Mr Alcock and advising him that he was more than satisfied with the
8
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Applicant’s performance. In relation to the Applicant’s performance he said generally the Applicant’s work was very good but
that there were some isolated issues which were not handled well by the Applicant. When questioned further, Mr Lockett said
that he had received a couple of complaints from clients which could be best described as the Applicant being inflexible in
dealing with their (the clients’) development queries. As to whether there was a downturn in business in the second half of the
year 2000, Mr Lockett testified that it was the quietest period he had experienced in twelve years of sales in the industry.
18 Mr Willis testified that the reason why the Applicant was made redundant was because there had been a drop in sales and starts
by about 50% on average in the second half of the year 2000, when compared to the previous year. The drop in sales affected
the viability of the Respondent’s business because they were selling and making less starts each month. In some months sales
and starts were below break-even. Mr Willis said that between July 2000 and January 2001 eight people left the employment of
the Respondent and were not replaced. He conceded, however, that six people who left were replaced. In July 2000 the
Respondent employed about 87 persons but by the end of December 2000 they employed a total of 83 persons with a further
loss of four employees in January 2001.
19 Mr Willis gave evidence that in the second half of the year 2000 he was constantly reviewing work levels of the company. He
said at the beginning of the week that the Applicant was terminated he met with Dale Alcock and the Respondent’s Sales and
Marketing Manager. He testified that in his opinion there would not be a “turnaround” in the building industry and that all
areas and departments had to be reviewed to see if cuts could be made. Further, he said it was clear to him that the combined
Estimating and Development Solutions Department had two managers who performed very similar roles, the Applicant and Mr
Craig Stocks, the Drafting Manager. He said they both had similar skills, and when regard was had to the amount of work that
was available, he was of the view that the department did not warrant having two managers. Mr Willis said that he assessed the
performance of both Mr Stocks and the Applicant and came to the view that Mr Stocks’ performance and skills were better
than those of the Applicant. In particular, it was his opinion that Mr Stocks was a better manager of people, better at dealing
with conflict and processing of jobs. Accordingly, he determined that he would make the Applicant redundant.
20 Mr Dean O’Rourke, the Respondent’s Construction Manager, gave evidence that he went on holidays at the end of July
2000 for seven weeks. He said he went on leave at that time because the GST had caused a drop-off in work. He also said that
three of the Respondent’s construction supervisors left in July 2000 and were not replaced. When asked about the standard of
the Applicant’s work he testified that he had a good relationship with the Applicant but an issue had arisen in relation to a
development contract, which had been prepared by the Applicant’s Department, where the time for completion was set at
150 days, which in Mr O’Rourke’s opinion was too short.
21 The Applicant was shown in cross-examination a job flow chart which showed that there had been a reduction in sales by the
Respondent between July 2000 and November 2000. After looking at the chart the Applicant conceded that there had been a
significant reduction in the amount of sales in that period, but testified that his department was very busy dealing with
applications. However, he agreed that the drop in sales in that period could be an issue with the GST. It was also put to the
Applicant that from July 2000 there were a number of employees who had been let go and were not replaced. The Applicant
contended that although a number had left, there had been a number of new employees who were employed in that period of
time. The Applicant denied that he had ever been made aware of any errors in his work, or that there was any dissatisfaction
with clients, or that he had had any difficulties with any members of the staff.
22 At about the end of October 2000 the Assistant Estimating Manager, Mr Shannon, obtained a job with another building
company and resigned his position in early November 2000. The Applicant testified that Mr Shannon was replaced by a new
employee, who commenced work on the Monday after his (the Applicant’s) employment was terminated. Mr Willis and Mr
Riley, however, testified that Mr Shannon was not replaced (as Assistant Manager) but a new employee was engaged in the
department as an Estimator.
23 When cross-examined Mr Willis said that the Applicant was not dismissed because of poor performance “as a sole reason of
termination”. Further, when cross-examined on the matter of Mr Shannon’s resignation, he stated that Mr Shannon resigned in
early November. In addition when questioned as to when decisions were made by the Respondent that persons would have to
be retrenched, Mr Willis gave evidence that the decision was made in June or July 2000 that three supervisors had to be let go.
Further, in early November 2000 he met with Mr Alcock and Mr Mike Russell, Sales and Marketing Manager, and a decision
was made at that time that further employees would have to be retrenched. When Mr Shannon resigned, a decision had to be
made as to whether or not he should be replaced. Mr Willis then reviewed the Managers’ positions in the Estimating and
Development Solutions Department. Whilst he made a decision that Mr Shannon would be replaced with an Estimator to carry
out general costings at a base level and that Mr Shannon’s other responsibilities would be shared between Mr Riley and a
couple of other senior people in the Department, Mr Willis took no steps in early November to consider whether the
Department could function with one assistant manager or whether the Applicant should be offered a position as an Estimator.
Mr Willis made the decision to employ an Estimator in the first part of November 2000 and did not consider the Applicant’s
position until the week beginning 20 November 2000. His evidence was contradicted by the evidence given by Mr Riley, the
Estimating Manager, who testified that he had discussions about the Applicant’s performance with Mr Alcock and Mr Willis in
September or October 2000 and he first became aware that the Applicant’s employment was in jeopardy in mid to late
November. Whilst Mr Riley gave evidence of issues relating to the Applicant’s performance, one issue arose when the
Applicant was employed as an Estimator prior to his promotion to the position as Development Solutions Manager. Further,
Mr Riley testified that he only had an opportunity to “see” the Applicant’s work when he was employed as an Estimator but
not after he (the Applicant) became the Development Solutions Manager.
24 Although Mr Willis testified in the examination-in-chief that the only reason the Applicant’s employment was terminated was
because of the downturn in the industry, the letter of termination and the employment separation certificate clearly state that
one of the reasons for termination was because of poor performance. Mr Willis, however, conceded that he had never given the
Applicant either any written or oral warning of poor performance. Further, it is quite clear from his evidence that the Applicant
was not given any opportunity to make any submission to Mr Willis, or anyone else in the company, as to why he, rather than
Mr Stocks, should be retained as a manager in the combined Estimating and Development Solutions Department.
Events that occurred after the Applicant’s employment was terminated
25 Mr Willis testified that the Government announced a doubling of the home buyers’ grant in February 2001 and that this had an
immediate effect by increasing sales. He also testified that Mr Craig Stocks resigned in early 2001 and he was replaced. The
Respondent tendered an exhibit which was a copy of an advertisement published in the West Australian newspaper on
31 March 2001, for the position of Drafting Manager held by Mr Stocks.
Notice of Termination
26 Mr Willis testified that he advised the Applicant at the meeting on 24 November 2000 that he (the Applicant) had the option of
working through the two weeks’ notice period or leaving immediately. He said that he advised the Applicant that he could take
time off during the notice period to look for other work. He said that the Applicant said, “No, I am out of here.” With that, the
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Applicant left the Respondent’s premises. The Applicant testified that he was not given any notice. He says he was advised
that his employment was terminated on 24 November 2000.
27 Except as set out in paragraph 30 of these reasons in general I prefer the evidence given by the Applicant in relation to what
was said at the meeting he had with Mr Willis on 24 November 2000, to the evidence given by Mr Willis. Mr Willis’ oral
evidence is contradicted by the statement made to the Applicant in the letter of termination, which clearly states that the
decision to terminate took effect from 24 November 2000. Further, there is an offer in the letter to pay the Applicant, on top of
two weeks’ notice, an extra four weeks’ redundancy pay.
28 As counsel for the Applicant points out, where there is no condition in a contract of employment for payment in lieu of notice
to be given, the employer is in breach of the contract if it does not give the employee requisite notice of termination (Sanders v
Snell [1998] HCA 64 at [16]; (1998) 196 CLR 329 at 337 per Gleeson CJ, Gauldron, Kirby and Hayne JJ). It is common
ground that the purported payment in lieu of notice and the four weeks’ redundancy pay was not immediately paid to the
Applicant, although it was paid sometime after the Applicant’s employment was terminated. Accordingly, at law the Applicant
was summarily terminated.
Conclusion
29 The question to be determined by the Commission is whether the legal right of the Respondent to dismiss the Applicant has
been exercised harshly or oppressively against the employee, so as to amount to an abuse of that right (Ronald David Miles,
Norma Shirley Miles and Lee Gavin Miles and Rose & Crown Hiring Service trading as The Undercliffe Nursing Home v The
Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch (1985) 65 WAIG
385 at 386).
30 The Applicant contends that it is questionable whether the redundancy was genuine. Whilst the burden of proof lies on the
Respondent to prove that the termination was justified, I do not accept the Applicant’s contention that the Respondent did not
genuinely have a need to abolish a Manager’s position in the Estimating and Development Solutions Department. I accept that
the Respondent’s sales figures show that its sales were 50% lower in July/December 2000 than for the same period in the
previous financial year. I accept the evidence given by Mr Willis that in that period some monthly sales were at less than
breakeven level. I also accept the evidence given by Mr Lockett that the period from July 2000 until December 2000 was the
quietest period for sales that he had seen in twelve years in the industry. These findings do not, however, dispose of the
Applicant’s case, as a process of redundancy, unfairly brought about, constitutes an unfair dismissal (WA Access Pty Ltd v
Vaughan [2000] WAIRC 1179 at [66-69]; (2000) 81 WAIG 373 at 378 and cases cited therein). It is also well established that
a termination for redundancy which is not accompanied by a reasonable redundancy payment is harsh, unjust and unreasonable
(Rogers v Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 3551 at 3552 and cases cited therein). In order to establish that a
termination of employment for redundancy is unfair on grounds that the selection of an employee was unfair, the employee in
question must show that his or her selection was unfair in comparison to other workers (see AMWSU and OPDU v Australian
Shipbuilding Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (1987) 67 WAIG 733 per Brinsden J at 734 and Olney J at 738). Further if the selection
process was such as to deny procedural fairness, the selection process may also be unfair.
31 In addition, a failure to comply with the mandatory requirements under s.41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act
1993 is a factor to be taken into account in deciding whether a dismissal is unfair. (Gilmore v Cecil Bros. (1996) 76 WAIG
4434, per the President at 4445). Section 41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act required that where an employer
has decided to make an employee redundant, the employee is entitled to be informed by the employer as soon as reasonably
practicable after the decision has been made and discuss the likely effects of the redundancy and measures that might be taken
to avoid or minimise its effect.
32 I am of the view that the manner in which the Applicant’s employment was terminated on grounds of redundancy was harsh,
oppressive and unfair for the following reasons—
(a) Although it was conceded on behalf of the Respondent that the Applicant was not dismissed for his poor
performance, the letter of termination and the separation certificate make a clear statement that a substantial reason
for the Applicant’s termination was “poor performance” when in fact that was not the case. In particular, it was
submitted that the reason the Applicant’s employment was terminated was because there was significant downturn
in the level of sales after the introduction of the GST and that the evidence clearly establishes that the Applicant was
not dismissed for his work performance. Further, it was conceded his work performance did not warrant his
dismissal and that during the currency of his employment his work performance was not an issue. As I understand
the Respondent’s case, the performance of the Applicant was only raised as part of the selection process in
determining whether the Applicant should be made redundant as opposed to the other Assistant Manager in the
amalgamated department, Mr Stocks. Whilst the Respondent may have intended the issues of performance to be
raised in this confined way, it was not done so.
(b) The Respondent failed to accord the Applicant the procedural fairness in that he was given no opportunity to put his
case as to why he should not be made redundant as opposed to Mr Stocks. Further, none of the performance issues
were put to the Applicant prior to a decision being made to terminate his employment.
(c) It is apparent from the evidence given by Mr Willis and Mr Riley that the Respondent had an opportunity to
consider whether the Applicant’s position should be made redundant when Mr Shannon resigned. If this had
occurred, the Respondent could have afforded the Applicant the opportunity to take up a position as Estimator,
which he had previously held prior to his promotion to the position of Manager, Development Solutions.
(d) The Respondent breached s.41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act. There was no discussion with the
Applicant about the likely effects redundancy would have upon him, and measures that may be taken to avoid or
minimise its effect on the Applicant.
33 In the circumstances, I concluded that the unfair, harsh and oppressive manner in which the redundancy was effected resulted
in unnecessary hurt and humiliation to the Applicant and damage to his reputation. In particular, I have reached this view
because the statements made in the letter of termination and the separation certificate give a clear but false impression that a
substantial reason for the Applicant’s termination was poor performance, when in fact this was not the case.
Assessment of Compensation
34 It is clear from the evidence that reinstatement is impracticable.
35 The principles in assessing compensation in unfair dismissal cases are well known. The Chief Commissioner recently
summarised those principles in Mark Murray Quartermaine v Anson Management Services Pty Ltd unreported [2001] WAIRC
3083 at [35]—
“The principles which apply to assessing compensation have been set out in detail by the Honourable President in
Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 8. Without reciting those principles in detail, it is
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encumbent upon the Commission to make findings as to the loss and/or injury which the employee suffered by reason of
the dismissal. There must be a causal link between the loss and/or injury claimed and the termination of employment. The
employee is required to establish his/her loss (and suffering) on the balance of probabilities. The employee is to be placed
in the same situation as he/she would have been had she/he not been unfairly dismissed. Subject to the statutory limit
specified by s.23A(4) of the Industrial Relations Act (as amended) an applicant who has been found to have been unfairly
dismissed is to be compensated to the fullest extent in respect of such loss or injury.”
The Applicant was asked in cross-examination whether he had approached any building companies for work after his
employment was terminated, to which the Applicant replied that he had not as he had experienced a loss of confidence, in
particular, he felt very jaded about how organisations like Dale Alcock Homes, being a reputable company, dealt with its
employees. After the Applicant’s employment was terminated he obtained project management work for Jordini Enterprises,
for which he earned $7,000 or $8,000. On 8 January 2001, he obtained part-time work as a building surveyor with his former
employer, the City of Swan, for 48 hours per fortnight for a period of six months. He earned $12,292 whilst working in that
position. The Applicant then obtained full-time employment with the City of Swan as a Building Surveyor – Development
Services to commence on 4 July 2001. His letter of appointment for that position stated his salary will commence at
$43,367 per annum.
The first issue that arises is whether the Applicant was paid a reasonable redundancy payment.
The nature of a redundancy payment is compensation to an employee for non-transferable credits such as sick leave and for the
competitive disability to long-term employees arising from opportunities foregone in the continuous service of an employee
(see Fryar v System Services Pty Ltd (1996) 137 ALR 321 applied in Black v Brimbank City Council (1998) 152 ALR 491 and
Westen v Union des Assurances de Paris (1996) 88 IR 268).
In light of the fact that the Applicant is now aged 32 and was employed for a period of two and a half years by the Respondent,
I am not satisfied that the payment of four weeks’ salary as a redundancy pay could be described as an adequate redundancy
payment. However, it is not surprising that the Applicant has not sought employment with another building company, as any
prospective building company would enquire of the Applicant or the Respondent why his (the Applicant’s) employment with
the Respondent came to an end. A person in the Applicant’s position would then be faced with the humiliating prospect of
having the letter of termination or separation certificate or their contents disclosed to a prospective employer.
The Applicant pointed out that he thought until his termination that he was a valued employee having received a number of pay
increases during the currency of his employment, where in each instance none of these pay increases had been made at his
request. He said he felt very upset and humiliated. The Applicant testified he felt he had put his heart and soul into the position
and that, socially, he had promoted the company. The Applicant testified that he still felt humiliated and upset and had sought
and obtained counselling from an occupational therapist in April 2001.
The authorities establish that a certain level of shock and distress on behalf of an employee is to be anticipated in any dismissal
and there must be evidence that the dismissed employee has sustained damage of the kind claimed (Lynam v Lataga Pty Ltd
[2001] WAIRC 2420 at [55-57]; (2001) 81 WAIG 986 at 989. Consequently, usually no award for injury is made. However, in
this case the Respondent has acted in a way that is callously humiliating to the Applicant. I accept the Applicant’s evidence
that he has suffered hurt, humiliation and stress and that he has sought counselling in dealing with the injury he has suffered as
a result of being terminated.
Having regard to the evidence and the circumstances of this matter, in particular that the letter of termination and separation
certificate, and the basis on which it was provided, will remain as a permanent record on the Applicant’s employment history, I
have concluded that the Applicant should be awarded $6,000 as compensation for injury. Whilst an award of $6,000 may
ordinarily be seen as a high amount, I am of the view that the circumstances of this case justify an award of this amount.
Further, I am satisfied that the Applicant has proved that his selection for redundancy was unfair, causing him to lose the
opportunity of continuing to work for the Respondent, at least, as an Estimator. Further, he has lost the opportunity to remain
in the building industry and to seek work at a commensurate salary to the position he held as Development Solutions Manager.
In particular, he lost the opportunity in March 2001 to take up Mr Stocks’ position when Mr Stocks resigned.
I find that the Applicant lost the opportunity to work as an Estimator at a remuneration of at least $41,000 per annum from
24 November 2000 until the end of March 2001, when Mr Stocks’ position was advertised. His loss from 1 April 2001 is the
loss of the opportunity to work in the Manager’s position with a remuneration of at least $50,000 per annum. This equates to a
loss of $41,000 per annum for 18 weeks, which is a sum equal to $14,192, and $50,000 per annum for 13 weeks and two days,
which is a sum equal to $12,885. These sums total $27,077. Since the Applicant’s employment was terminated until 4 July
2001, the Applicant earned approximately $20,292. From 4 July 2001 he will earn at least $43,367 per annum. Consequently,
the Applicant’s loss until 4 July 2001 is $6,785. From that date his ongoing future loss is $6,633 per annum.
At the time the Applicant’s employment was terminated his remuneration was $50,000 per annum. However, his registered
Workplace Agreement entitled him to a salary of $43,000 per annum with a fully maintained motor vehicle which the
Respondent admits could be assessed at (at least) $13,000 per annum. Prior to his employment being terminated this amount
was increased to $45,000 per annum with the motor vehicle and then to $50,000 per annum without the motor vehicle.
Accordingly I assess the Applicant’s average remuneration at law to be $56,000 per annum. Pursuant to s.23A(4) of the Act the
Commission may make an order not to exceed six months’ remuneration of the claimant. When regard is had to the
Applicant’s age, qualifications and experience and his prospects for seeking improved remuneration, I have considered that the
Applicant’s loss from the date of termination until 4 July 2002, when added to the amount awarded for injury will not exceed
six months’ remuneration. Accordingly, I will order that the Respondent to pay the Applicant the sum of $19,418.
_________
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Result
Applicant harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed. Compensation assessed at $19,418.
Representation
Applicant
Mr A L Drake-Brockman (of counsel)
Respondent
Mr A J Prentice (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
Having heard Mr Drake-Brockman of counsel on behalf of the Applicant and Mr Prentice of counsel on behalf of the Respondent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby
1.
DECLARES that Marcus Parasco Kotsoglo was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment
by Dale Alcock Homes Pty Ltd on 24 November 2000;
2.
DECLARES that it is impracticable to reinstate the Applicant to his former position;
3.
ORDERS that the Respondent pay the Applicant within 10 days of the date of this Order the sum of $19,418.00.
(Sgd.) J. H. SMITH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
____________________
2003 WAIRC 10059
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
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CORAM
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DATE
TUESDAY 18 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 229 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result

Application alleging unfair dismissal upheld and order issued for compensation in lieu of
reinstatement.

Representation
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Mr G Cole (as agent)
Respondent
Ms N Davis
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Reasons for Decision
This is an application by Shendelle Oliver (“the applicant”) pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the
Act”). The applicant alleges that she was unfairly terminated from her employment as an office administrator with Roxstead
Holdings trading as Roxon Enterprises (“the respondent’) on 28 January 2003. The respondent argues that the applicant was
not unfairly terminated as her services were no longer required because her job was made redundant.
Background
An agreed statement of facts was lodged in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission (“the Commission”) prior
to the hearing (Exhibit A1). This statement confirmed that the applicant was employed by the respondent between 2 February
2001 and 28 January 2003.
The applicant’s separation certificate (Exhibit A1, page 2) confirms that the applicant was terminated due to a redundancy
situation and that at termination annual leave entitlements owing to the applicant were paid.
Exhibit A1 page 3 is a copy of the applicant’s termination letter signed by Mr Stephen Vlahov the respondent’s Managing
Director and is as follows (formal parts omitted)—
“25 January 2003
Attention S Oliver
Dear Shendelle,
In accordance with your terms of engagement agreement, you are hereby given 2 weeks notice of termination of
employment. Your last day will be Friday 7th of February.
As you are aware there have been a large number of changes recently within the company which ahs (sic) caused me to re
evaluate the future direction of the company.
I wish you well in seeking further employment and thank you for the contribution you have made while employed with
Roxon Enterprises.”
Exhibit A1 pages 4 and 5 is a copy of the applicant’s Workplace Agreement (“WPA”) (unregistered). Clause 2 – Termination
of the WPA confirms that the agreement may be terminated as follows—
“(a)
This agreement may be terminated by either the employer or the employee by either party giving 2 weeks (sic)
notice in writing to the other party
(b)
Salary package will remain in force until the termination date as outlined in (a) above.”
Applicant’s evidence
The applicant stated that her duties included general office duties, reception and telephone duties, accounts, undertaking strata
management duties and assisting other staff as and when necessary. The applicant gave evidence that when she arrived at work
at approximately 8.20am on Tuesday 28 January 2003 after a long weekend she found the letter of termination on her desk
(Exhibit A1, page 3). The applicant was surprised at her termination and she discussed her situation with other staff. At
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approximately 10.00am that morning Mr Vlahov arrived at the office but he ignored the applicant. At approximately 10.30am
the applicant initiated a discussion with Mr Vlahov about her termination. The applicant asked him why she was being
terminated and she gave evidence that Mr Vlahov told her that at times she was not performing appropriately, there was a
downturn in work available for her to undertake and as Mr Milos had resigned her services were no longer required. The
applicant said that she was embarrassed when she was informed of these issues. Even though Mr Milos no longer worked for
the respondent she had no idea that she was going to be terminated. She was also upset about the way she was terminated.
After this discussion the applicant informed Mr Vlahov that she was too upset to remain at work that day.
The applicant gave the following evidence—
“…..I sort of told him that I was going to leave then and there because I was pretty embarrassed and humiliated and I
didn’t want to be around my - - other people that were just - - I don’t know make judgment (sic) on myself (sic) and,
yeah, I guess it was pretty embarrassing. And I had to go home and tell my parents I’d been terminated and it - - I just
didn’t want to be there, I suppose, it was a pretty emotional time.”
(Transcript, page 5)
The applicant conceded that Mr Vlahov required her to work the two week notice period but after the applicant told him that
she was too upset to remain at work Mr Vlahov replied that he understood her situation. The applicant then went home. When
she told her parents that she had been terminated she burst into tears. She did not return to work after this date.
Subsequent to ceasing employment with the respondent the applicant applied for numerous positions and obtained full-time
employment commencing 10 February 2003 earning a similar wage to what she was earning with the respondent.
The applicant commented on the duties undertaken by Ms Morena Mariano who also worked for the respondent. The applicant
stated that Ms Mariano commenced employment in December 2002 working in the respondent’s furniture store and she was
Mr Vlahov’s partner. The applicant understood that after she was terminated Ms Mariano undertook some of her strata
management duties as the hours Ms Mariano worked in the respondent’s furniture store had decreased at this time. The
applicant understood that in addition to strata management duties Ms Mariano was also undertaking office duties.
The respondent did not call any witnesses to give evidence.
Applicant’s submissions
The applicant submits that she was not terminated due to a genuine redundancy situation as subsequent to the applicant being
terminated she was replaced by Mr Vlahov’s partner Ms Mariano. The applicant submits that she was terminated in a
procedurally unfair manner and denied natural justice given the way she was terminated. The applicant was not given any
notice of her termination or of the necessity to terminate her due to a redundancy situation. As the applicant’s termination was
effected by a letter left on her desk the respondent did not discuss the applicant’s termination with her. The applicant submits
that if the Commission finds that the applicant was terminated due to a redundancy situation then the required procedures and
processes under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (“the MCE Act”) were not followed by the respondent.
The applicant is not seeking reinstatement as she believes her relationship with the respondent has broken down. The applicant
is seeking compensation for the eight working days that she was not paid between her termination on 28 January 2003 and
10 February 2003 when she commenced another job.
Respondent’s submissions
The respondent maintains that the applicant was terminated due to a genuine redundancy situation. The respondent’s
representative read out a statement from Mr Vlahov, who was unavailable to attend the hearing due to being away from Perth
on urgent family business, detailing the events surrounding the applicant’s termination. Mr Vlahov claims that there was no
issue about the applicant’s performance and that the applicant was terminated due to a shortage of work. The respondent
employed five staff prior to the applicant being terminated in January 2003 and when two employees resigned in early January
2003, one of whom generated work for the applicant, there was no capacity to retain the applicant in her existing position. Mr
Vlahov also maintained that at this point in time the respondent’s list of clients had declined. As a result of these developments
there was insufficient work to keep the applicant occupied. Mr Vlahov’s statement confirmed that the applicant was upset
when she left the respondent’s office on 28 January 2003. The respondent confirmed that it did not pay the applicant after she
left the respondent’s premises on 28 January 2003 as Mr Vlahov told the applicant that if she left on 28 January 2003 she was
not entitled to be paid the two weeks’ notice due to her. Mr Vlahov confirmed that the respondent currently employs three staff
and that the applicant was not replaced. The respondent’s representative Ms Davis confirmed that Ms Mariano ceased
employment with the respondent on or about 27 August 2003.
Findings and Conclusions
Credibility
In my view the applicant gave evidence honestly and to the best of her recollection. I have no doubt about the veracity of her
evidence and on this basis I accept her evidence. Even though no evidence was led by the respondent a number of matters
raised by Mr Vlahov in his statement were consistent with the applicant’s evidence. On this basis I accept Mr Vlahov’s
assertions, however, as Mr Vlahov was unavailable to be cross examined on his evidence where there is inconsistency in the
evidence between the applicant and Mr Vlahov’s assertions I prefer the applicant’s evidence.
In this case I need to determine whether or not the applicant was terminated due a redundancy situation. Redundancy is itself a
sufficient reason for dismissal and if a decision is made to make an employee redundant based on the operational requirements
of the company that can be a valid reason for the dismissal. (Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of Western
Australia and Other v Australian Shipbuilding Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (1987) 67 WAIG 733). Despite the requirement to
accord procedural fairness, not every denial of procedural fairness will entitle an employee to a remedy. No injustice will result
if after a review of all the circumstances of the termination it can be said that the employee could be justifiably dismissed
(Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891; Byrne v Australian Airlines Ltd (1995) 185 CLR 410 at 430 per Brennan
CJ, Dawson and Toohey JJ and at 466 per McHugh and Gummow JJ).
I find that on the evidence before me the applicant was terminated due to a genuine redundancy situation when the respondent
decided to abolish the applicant’s position. It was not in dispute that when the applicant was terminated two staff had recently
resigned. The applicant corroborated Mr Vlahov’s assertion that Mr Milos resigned in January 2003 and the applicant also
confirmed that Ms Mariano’s hours of work in the respondent’s furniture store decreased due to a decline in trade in January
2003. Even though the applicant maintained that after she was terminated Ms Mariano undertook strata management duties
previously undertaken by her it is open to an employer to re-organise its operations in order to streamline its business and make
it more efficient. This could well have included allocating Ms Mariano to strata management duties.
Having found that the applicant was made redundant it is appropriate to consider any unfairness in relation to the process used
in effecting a redundancy as well as all of the circumstances surrounding the termination of the employment having regard to
s.26 of the Act. The question to be determined by the Commission is whether the legal right of the respondent to dismiss the
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applicant has been exercised harshly or oppressively against the employee so as to amount to an abuse of that right
(Undercliffe Nursing Home v The Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous,
WA Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385).
The provisions of Part 5 of the MCE Act are implied into the contract of employment of the applicant. A failure to comply
with the mandatory requirements under s.41 of the MCE Act is a factor to be taken into account in deciding whether a
dismissal is unfair (Gilmore v Cecil Bros and Ors (1996) 76 WAIG 4434, per the President at 4445). See also WA Access Pty
Ltd v Vaughan (2000) 81 WAIG 373 at 378 and cases cited therein).
Section 41 of the MCE Act provides
“41. Employee to be informed
(1)
Where an employer has decided to —
(a)
take action that is likely to have a significant effect on an employee; or
(b)
make an employee redundant,
the employee is entitled to be informed by the employer, as soon as reasonably practicable after the
decision has been made, of the action or the redundancy, as the case may be, and discuss with the
employer the matters mentioned in subsection (2).
(2)
The matters to be discussed are —
(a)
the likely effects of the action or the redundancy in respect of the employee; and
(b)
measures that may be taken by the employee or the employer to avoid or minimize a
significant effect,
as the case requires.”
Section 43 of the MCE Act provides
“43.
Paid leave for job interviews, entitlement to (sic)
(1)
An employee, other than a seasonal worker who has been informed that he or she has been, or will be,
made redundant is entitled to paid leave of up to 8 hours for the purpose of being interviewed for
further employment.
(2)
The 8 hours need not be consecutive.
(3)
An employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave under subsection (1) is to provide to the
employer evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person of the entitlement.
(4)
Payment for leave under subsection (1) is to be made in accordance with section 18.”
Section 41 provides that where an employer has decided to make an employee redundant the employee is entitled to be
informed by the employer as soon as is reasonably practicable after the decision has been made of the redundancy and
discussions are to be held with the employee about the likely effects of the redundancy and measures that may be taken to
avoid or minimise its effect. In this case these requirements were not met. It is clear on the evidence that there was no
discussion with the applicant about the effect of the redundancy on her and alternatives were not canvassed with the applicant
once the respondent decided to make the applicant redundant. For this reason I consider that to the extent the applicant was not
consulted in relation to her dismissal, her termination was unfair. It is also clear on the evidence that s.43 of the MCE Act was
not complied with as the applicant was deprived of any ability to avail herself of paid leave to attend for job interviews given
the manner of her termination.
Even though on the day the applicant was terminated she was given two weeks’ notice in accordance with her contract of
employment I find that the applicant was terminated in such a way by the respondent that the respondent repudiated its
contractual obligations to the applicant and the applicant had every right to leave the respondent’s premises on 28 January
2003 and not return. The applicant was terminated without discussion or notice and was expected to work through her two
weeks’ notice period. I accept the applicant’s evidence that Mr Vlahov mentioned her poor performance when he met with the
applicant at her initiative on 28 January 2003 and that this issue had not previously been raised by the respondent. I note that
performance issues with the applicant were not pursued by the respondent at hearing which further brings into question the
respondent’s behaviour when effecting the applicant’s termination. I also find that it was inappropriate of Mr Vlahov to
terminate the applicant by letter with no prior discussion. In the circumstances given the respondent’s poor and insensitive
handling of the applicant’s termination I find that it was open to the applicant to remove herself from the respondent’s
premises on 28 January 2003 without working the two week notice period.
Injury
The notion of injury must be treated with some caution (AWI Administration Services Pty Ltd v Andrew Birnie (2001)
81 WAIG 2849). In AWI Administration Services Pty Ltd v Birnie (op cit) at 2862 Coleman CC and Smith C observed—
“It is accepted that there is an element of distress associated with almost all employer initiated terminations of
employment. For injury to be recognised by way of compensation and thereby fall outside the limits which can be taken
to have normally been associated with a harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal there needs to be evidence that loss of
dignity, anxiety, humiliation, stress or nervous shock has been sustained. Injury embraces the actual harm done to an
employee by the unfair dismissal. It comprehends ‘all manner of wrongs’ including being treated with callousness
(Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Limited (1998) 78 WAIG 299).”
In this instance I accept that the applicant was embarrassed and humiliated over and above what would normally be associated
with termination given the callous manner of her termination. I also accept that the applicant was very upset at having to
inform her colleagues and her parents that she had been summarily terminated. It is thus my view that the applicant should be
awarded $500.00 as compensation for injury.
Compensation
I am satisfied on the evidence that the working relationship between the applicant and respondent has broken down such that
an order for re-instatement would be impracticable.
I therefore now turn to the question of compensation. I apply the principles set out in Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia
Pty Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 3635 and Tranchita v Wavemaster International Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 1886.
On the evidence I am satisfied that the applicant took reasonable steps to mitigate her loss in that she obtained another position
within eight working days earning a similar wage. I find that in addition to $500.00 for injury the applicant is due payment for
the two week notice period that she should have been given and had the opportunity to work if she was terminated in a fair
manner. In my view this would also have been a sufficient period for the requirements of s41 of the MCE Act to be met.
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Having regard to all of the circumstances of the case I therefore order that the applicant be paid $836.56 as a gross amount
(two weeks pay at $418.28 per week) as compensation for the unfair termination and $500.00 for injury.
29 A Minute of Proposed Order will now issue.
_________
28
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Order
HAVING HEARD Mr G Cole (as agent) on behalf of the applicant and Ms N Davis on behalf of the respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
1
DECLARES THAT the dismissal of Shendelle Oliver by the respondent was unfair and that reinstatement is
impracticable;
2
ORDERS the respondent to pay Shendelle Oliver compensation in the sum of 1336.56 gross within 7 days of
the date of this order.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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Applicant
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1

2

Reasons for Decision
This is an application by Kenneth Wenceslaus Piotrowski (“the applicant”) pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 (“the Act”). The applicant alleges that he was unfairly dismissed from his employment as a security officer with
Hyatt Regency Perth trading as HR Operations Limited (“the respondent”) on 20 October 2002. The respondent argues that the
applicant was not unfairly terminated as the applicant tendered his resignation to the respondent on 21 September 2002.
Was this application lodged within 28 days of the applicant ceasing employment with the respondent?
The respondent maintained that when the applicant lodged this application on 13 November 2002 this application was lodged
out of the required timeframe for lodging applications. It was not in dispute that the applicant resigned on 21 September
2002 giving the required four weeks’ notice and that the applicant did not return to work with the respondent after 2 October
2002 when the respondent indicated to the applicant that he was not required to work out his notice period. The respondent
maintains that as the applicant agreed to cease working with the respondent on 2 October 2002 then his contract of
employment with the respondent ceased on that date. As this application was lodged on 13 November 2002 the application was
therefore lodged out of the prescribed 28 day time frame. The applicant maintains that it was at the respondent’s initiative that
he was not required to work out the remainder of his notice from 3 October 2002 through to 20 October 2002. The applicant
gave evidence that after resigning he became ill due to work related stress. When he was on sick leave he received a call from
his supervisor Mr Lohse saying that he would be paid his wages for the rest of his notice period and that he did not have to
work the remainder of his notice period. The applicant stated that he had every intention of returning to work after taking sick
leave but the respondent did not want him to return to work after 2 October 2002.
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A notice of termination, once given, will operate to end the contract when the period specified expires unless the notice or
resignation is withdrawn by mutual agreement (see the discussion in “Macken, McCarry and Sappideen’s The Law of
Employment” Fourth Edition at page 172). When determining the applicant’s date of termination I find that the applicant’s
contract of employment ended at the end of his notice period, that date being 20 October 2002. I accept the applicant’s
evidence that as at 2 October 2002 he was not required by the respondent to work out his period of notice. Further, the
applicant was paid up to 20 October 2002 even though he did not return to work with the respondent after 2 October 2002.
Given that I have found that the applicant’s contract of employment with the respondent ceased on 20 October 2002 this
application was therefore lodged within the required timeframe.
Background
4
The applicant was employed by the respondent as a security officer on 17 April 2000 initially on a casual basis. His
employment changed to a full-time basis on 4 September 2000. At the time of his termination the applicant’s salary was
$33,700.00 per annum and his terms and conditions of employment were those contained in the Hotel and Tavern Workers’
Award 1978 (No. R 31 of 1977) (“the Award”).
Applicant’s evidence
5
The applicant maintains that the respondent behaved in such a way that he had no alternative but to tender his resignation on
21 September 2002. The applicant believes that as a result of the respondent’s actions throughout his employment he was put
under stress and pressure and this led to him having to resign.
6
The applicant stated that one issue which caused him stress was working continual night shifts. The applicant gave evidence
that he worked night shifts five days per week from 11.00pm to 7.00am until April 2002. In January 2002 a burglar attempted
to break into his house and as he has three small children he asked his then manager, Mr Ron Chapman if he could alter his
night shift roster so that he could be with his family in the evening. He stated that this issue was not addressed until April
2002 when Mr Sven Lohse was appointed the new manager of the Security Department and he allowed the applicant to work
rotating shifts from April 2002.
7
The applicant also complained that from September 2001 he was required to undertake a number of additional duties which did
not form part of his normal security duties as outlined in his duty statement (Exhibit R2). The applicant stated that in addition
to his normal security duties he had to deliver newspapers to rooms, undertake valet parking, deliver necessities to guests’
rooms, set up additional beds when required and he audited the keys. Another duty he had to undertake was daily cash audits
where large sums of money had to be counted and input onto a spreadsheet for banking. So that the respondent could save
money the night porter’s hours were reduced and security officers undertook some of these duties. The applicant claimed that
by having to undertake these additional non-security duties, pressure was put on him by the respondent. The applicant gave
evidence that as a result of undertaking these additional duties he frequently became ill and his health deteriorated.
8
The applicant was also concerned about how the respondent handled an incident in mid May 2002 involving the applicant and
a couple who were in the hotel looking for a friend. The applicant maintained that he was to be given a written warning as a
result of this incident and he believed this warning to be unfair. Even though Mr Oliver Ruf, the applicant’s duty manager,
asked the applicant on two occasions to keep an eye on the couple and monitor their movements, the applicant stated that as he
was counting a considerable amount of money (approximately $36,000.00) it was not possible for him to check on the couple.
He therefore asked the respondent’s Bell Attendant, Mr Slayton Morris to keep an eye on them. When Mr Lohse told the
applicant that he was to be given a warning letter about his behaviour in relation to this matter the applicant reminded
Mr Lohse that under the respondent’s procedures he could not give him a written warning. The applicant stated that he was
then given a verbal reprimand which was recorded on his personal file and Mr Nodding told him not to question the
respondent’s duty managers when they gave him instructions. The applicant stated that from this time onwards he found it very
hard to work with the Duty Manager who had caused this verbal warning to be given to him.
9
The applicant was also concerned about the respondent’s handling of another incident involving duty managers allegedly
stealing soft drinks. In May 2002 the applicant forwarded an email to Mr Lohse raising this issue. As a result of this complaint
an email was sent out to all duty managers by Mr Lohse reminding them that it was inappropriate for duty managers to help
themselves to soft drinks. A copy of this email was sent to the applicant and he claims because his name was on the email duty
managers knew that he had complained about them and as a result he was treated differently from that point onwards. The
applicant informed Mr Andrew Nodding the respondent’s Director of Human Resources, at a meeting held at the end of May
2002 that some of the duty managers were stealing soft drinks. The applicant claimed that this problem had been ongoing for
some time and the applicant maintained that he had informed his previous manager Mr Chapman about this matter but nothing
was done. He stated that it was his view the respondent did not want to deal with this issue which was a clear case of theft.
After this meeting with Mr Nodding the applicant approached the Equal Opportunity Commission and Worksafe for assistance
as well as approaching a lawyer for advice.
10 The applicant maintained that the respondent mishandled another incident involving him which occurred at the end of August
2002 involving an intoxicated woman who was on the respondent’s premises. The applicant gave evidence that he did not see
this woman stealing or doing anything serious enough to warrant contacting police. He stated that as this person was
intoxicated he escorted her to the car park. The applicant gave evidence that at a meeting held on 10 September 2002 with
Mr Lohse and Mr Nodding in relation to how the applicant handled this incident the respondent tried to put pressure on him to
break down and resign. The applicant told Mr Nodding that he was under a lot of pressure doing work not related to his normal
security functions. In response Mr Nodding told the applicant that he was expected to cope with his job even though he had to
undertake additional duties. The applicant stated that he felt that the respondent was putting pressure on him and that even
though he worked hard for the respondent he was not being appreciated.
11 The applicant stated that on 5 September 2002 Mr Lohse asked the applicant when he was going to resign. Mr Lohse had also
suggested to the applicant that he transfer out of the security department to another department as information on his personal
file did not reflect well on the applicant. The applicant stated that on 16 and 17 September 2002 Mr Lohse again asked him
when he was going to resign and Mr Lohse told him that he would consider giving the applicant casual work. The applicant
told him that he would not resign at that point but would probably resign the following month.
12 It was as a result of the meeting held on 10 September 2002 and the questions from Mr Lohse about when the applicant would
be resigning which led to the applicant tendering his resignation on 21 September 2002. A copy of the applicant’s resignation,
dated 21 September 2002, is as follows, formal parts omitted:
“Dear Sven,
I would like to give you notice as of today 21st September 2002, one months (sic) notice of my employment with the
Hyatt Regency Perth. My last working day will be on the 20th October 2002, this leaving you plenty of time to train your
new staff. I will be more than happy to do some casual work if you need some cover for the functions.”
(Exhibit R1).
3
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The applicant stated that as a result of his concerns about his ongoing employment with the respondent he undertook a real
estate sales representative training course in July and August 2002 and on 18 September 2002 the applicant applied for
registration as a sales representative with the Real Estate and Business Agents Supervisory Board. From July 2002 through to
December 2002 he was employed as a casual real estate representative with Ray White Real Estate Agency in Belmont. After
ceasing employment with Ray White Real Estate Agency he commenced employment with Charles Parrella and Associates
(Real Estate Agents) in January 2003 but he ceased working with this agency several months ago to concentrate on preparing
for this hearing. The applicant conceded that the respondent was aware that he was undertaking real estate sales training and he
agreed that he distributed his real estate card to some of the respondent’s employees prior to tendering his resignation in
September 2002 (Exhibit R3).
Under cross-examination the applicant was asked if he had disobeyed an instruction from his Duty Manager in May 2002 when
he refused to investigate the presence of the two visitors in the hotel. The applicant stated that he was trying to do the right
thing by the respondent but he was counting a large amount of cash at the time. As he had to handle cash in a particular way he
made the decision not to comply with the duty manager’s instruction. It was put to the applicant that he only raised the issue of
the duty managers stealing soft drinks after he had a disagreement with one of the duty managers. The applicant maintained
that he raised this issue with the respondent prior to making a formal complaint about this issue to Mr Nodding. He agreed he
could have better handled the incident which took place in August 2002 involving the woman who was intoxicated and who
was suspected of stealing and he agreed that during the meeting with Mr Nodding about this issue a number of alternatives
were put to him to consider if a future incident of this nature arose. The applicant also agreed that the issue of allowing an
intoxicated person to drive was raised with him at this meeting but he stated that there were other people in the woman’s car.
The applicant confirmed that during this meeting the respondent did not threaten him with termination. He stated however that
the tone and the nature of the conversation was such that he felt pressured by the respondent and he had the view that whenever
something went wrong in security he was blamed.
The applicant was asked about his intentions to resign from his position with the respondent. The applicant confirmed that at
one stage he indicated to the respondent that it was his intention to resign (transcript page 63). He stated that he commenced
training to be a real estate agent after the respondent made it clear to him that he should look elsewhere for work and he only
undertook the real estate course because he thought he was going to be terminated. The applicant agreed that none of his
managers told him that he was going to be terminated, however it was his view that he was going to be terminated after having
discussions about his situation with other employees. Even though the applicant was not given any warnings that his job was in
jeopardy he stated that he thought it would be just a matter of time before he lost his job. He stated that he did not intend to
take up real estate work on a full-time basis and that he handed in his resignation because he felt stressed at the time. It was put
to the applicant that his resignation was written in friendly terms. The applicant stated that the email was written in this way
because he did not want the respondent to treat him unfairly subsequent to his resignation.
The applicant gave evidence that since ceasing employment with the respondent he has earned $4,709.80 gross from real estate
activities and additionally he has been receiving Centrelink payments. He has applied for a number of jobs which is a
requirement for receiving the Newstart allowance and for the last two months has been involved in a work for the dole project.
Mr John Tomola was summonsed by the applicant to give evidence. He commenced employment with the respondent as a
security officer on a casual basis on 13 March 2002. He now works on a part-time basis 30 to 35 hours per week undertaking
night and afternoon shift duties. It was put to Mr Tomola that during a discussion with the applicant at a shopping centre on
9 October 2002, he told the applicant that Mr Lohse had instructed two people to search the applicant’s car when the applicant
came to the respondent’s premises on 3 October 2002 to return his uniforms so that the respondent could try to find evidence to
terminate the applicant. Mr Tomola could not recall this conversation taking place. Mr Tomola stated that during this
discussion the applicant raised a number of issues with him and he listened to the applicant’s complaints. There was also a
discussion about some of the respondent’s documents that the applicant had in his possession relating to discounted room rates.
It was also put to Mr Tomola that he told the applicant that he could see he was being pressured by the respondent and that the
respondent was out to get the applicant. Mr Tomola denied saying this to the applicant. He stated that it would be improbable
for him to make this statement as he had only been employed by the respondent for a short time and at that stage he would not
have been able to form this view. Mr Tomola believed that the applicant was unhappy about undertaking additional nonsecurity duties and he understood that the applicant was unhappy with both Mr Chapman’s and Mr Lohse’s management style.
Mr Richard Kardasz was summonsed by the applicant to give evidence. He has been employed as the respondent’s doorperson
for approximately 15 years. Mr Kardasz was not aware of any instruction given by Mr Lohse on 3 October 2002 to search the
applicant’s car when the applicant returned his uniforms. Mr Kardasz conceded that at some point in August or September
2002 he had a conversation with the applicant and he may have mentioned that Mr Lohse was out to get the applicant. He
agreed that in a discussion with a friend of the applicant, Mr Ben Yee, that he told Mr Yee that the respondent wanted to search
the applicant’s vehicle. Even though he may have thought that Mr Lohse wanted to get rid of the applicant he stated that he had
never heard Mr Lohse make any statements saying that he was out to get the applicant. Mr Kardasz stated that the applicant
was a stirrer and had a grudge against the respondent.
Mr Michael Appleby was employed by the respondent as a bell attendant between January 2002 and January 2003. He gave
evidence that even though Mr Lohse instructed him to search the applicant’s car on 3 October 2002 in order to locate
documents, he refused to do so.
Mr Yee confirmed that he had a discussion with Mr Kardasz whereby Mr Kardasz indicated to him that it was his view that the
applicant had a case against the respondent and that the respondent was out to get the applicant.
Respondent’s evidence
Mr Nodding has been the respondent’s Director of Human Resources since January 1993. He confirmed that the respondent
currently employs approximately 380 employees. Prior to September 2001 the respondent employed approximately
400 employees. In September 2001 the respondent reduced employee numbers to 340 due to poor trading. Mr Nodding stated
that the cutback in staff numbers was effected mainly by natural attrition and as a number of employees were not replaced
existing staff had to operate more flexibly.
Mr Nodding stated that he met with the applicant in May 2002 to discuss the applicant being unhappiny about what the
applicant claimed was a warning letter that he had been given by Mr Lohse. Mr Nodding explained to the applicant that the
letter given to him by Mr Lohse was a file note and did not constitute a written warning. The applicant maintained that in the
circumstances the file note should not have been generated as his behaviour was justified. Mr Nodding stated that he and the
applicant discussed options about how to deal with matters of this nature in future. The applicant then raised an incident
relating to duty managers allegedly stealing soft drinks. The applicant maintained that he wanted something done about this
issue and he was annoyed that despite complaining about the issue nothing had happened. Mr Nodding informed the applicant
that duty managers had the right to access drinks from the Regency Club and that he would have been concerned if it had been
people who were not authorised to be in that area. As the applicant was so upset about the issue he agreed that he would bring
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it to the duty managers’ attention and ask them to be more discreet in future. Mr Nodding believed that his discussion with the
applicant ended on a positive note. He stated that during this meeting he made no threat to the applicant about his ongoing
employment nor were any comments made about the applicant being terminated. He stated that the meeting was pleasant even
though the applicant was emotional about his claim that duty managers were drinking on duty.
Mr Nodding stated that another meeting took place with the applicant on 10 September 2002 about an incident which occurred
relating to the theft of goods from one of the respondent’s banquet rooms. Mr Nodding had been told that a potential suspect
who was thought to be involved in this incident was an intoxicated woman who was on the respondent’s premises and had
been interviewed by the applicant. Mr Nodding stated that he discussed with the applicant the issue of the respondent’s duty of
care in allowing an intoxicated person to drive. Mr Nodding stated that the applicant was given an opportunity to explain why
he handled the incident in the way he did and the applicant was asked why he did not initially complete a report into this
incident. Mr Nodding confirmed that he and the applicant discussed how the applicant could have handled the situation better.
He confirmed that the meeting was not disciplinary in nature and that the conversation was not hostile. He stated that at no
stage was the applicant told that he should have arrested the intoxicated patron. Mr Nodding stated that during this meeting he
did not express any concerns about the applicant’s performance and he stated that the respondent regarded both incidents as
being isolated events and he stated that at this time he was unaware that the applicant had any intention of resigning. However
Mr Nodding felt that the applicant was not taking the meeting seriously and that the applicant was defensive and resistant to
feedback about his behaviour. Mr Nodding had the view that the respondent had handled issues concerning the applicant in a
fair manner and at no stage was the applicant put under any pressure to resign. Mr Nodding also believed that grievances
involving the applicant relating to his employment were dealt with in an appropriate manner.
After the applicant resigned on 21 September 2002 Mr Nodding was aware that Mr Lohse had been in contact with the
applicant about his illness. He was also aware that the applicant did not have any paid sick leave entitlements available to him.
Mr Lohse asked Mr Nodding if the applicant could be paid out the rest of his notice period as a gesture of good will and
Mr Nodding agreed to this course of action.
Under cross-examination it was put to Mr Nodding that the applicant raised with him the issue of duty managers removing
keys from the security office without signing for them and using the keys to access the Regency Club and remove soft drinks.
Mr Nodding stated that the issue of security keys being taken was not raised with him at his meeting with the applicant in May
2002. It was put to Mr Nodding that it was inappropriate for the applicant to be interrupted when he was counting large sums
of cash. Mr Nodding had the view that it was not unreasonable for the applicant to be requested to deal with a security situation
given his role as a security officer, even though he was counting cash at the time of the incident in May 2002. Mr Nodding
confirmed that it was the duty manager who had discretion to allocate duties to security officers and as the duty manager on his
shift believed that it was appropriate in this case to allocate the applicant to security duties instead of counting cash then
Mr Nodding had no issue with this decision. It was put to Mr Nodding that the increased duties expected of the applicant after
September 2001 was such that he did minimal security duties. Mr Nodding stated that the applicant was required to undertake
some night porter duties from time to time as well as additional duties and that this was a normal requirement when giving
service in a five star hotel. Mr Nodding stated that even though additional non-security duties were expected of the applicant
after September 2001 he stated that the main change to the applicant’s duties was having to be more flexible when the
applicant was on duty. He stated that even though the applicant was allocated additional duties from time to time the
applicant’s main security function was not compromised and security duties remained his major function throughout his
employment with the respondent. He stated that adjustments to other employees’ shifts assisted in covering the night porter’s
duties when the night porter was not rostered for duty.
Mr Lohse commenced employment with the respondent in March 1990 and on 1 April 2002 he became the Security
Department Manager taking over from Mr Chapman. Mr Lohse stated that there are currently three full-time employees in the
Security Department as well as four to five casual employees who fill in when security officers are unwell or on leave. He
stated that a security officer’s main duties were to patrol the hotel, record any incidents which arise and undertake any
incidental duties. He stated that in addition security officers were required to help out in other departments as and when
required. This included undertaking room service, delivering newspapers, cleaning up glasses after functions and valet parking.
He confirmed that the applicant was expected to undertake these extra duties in addition to his normal security duties.
Mr Lohse stated that in April 2002 the respondent made a decision to cut the night porter’s hours and this meant that security
officers on night shift had to undertake additional duties normally done by the night porter.
When Mr Lohse became the Security Manager in April 2002 the applicant complained about some of the additional jobs which
he had to undertake. The applicant also advised him that he wanted to be put on to rotating shifts. This led to Mr Lohse
revising the applicant’s shift arrangements towards the end of April 2002.
Mr Lohse stated that he had no problems with the applicant’s performance and that the applicant had a good rapport with other
staff members which was important when undertaking security work. It was his opinion however that the applicant became less
motivated towards the end of his employment with the respondent.
Mr Lohse was asked about the incident involving the applicant’s complaint about duty managers accessing soft drinks in the
Regency Club. He understood that the applicant had made complaints about this issue prior to this matter being raised with him
in April 2002. He confirmed that once he was aware of this issue he held discussions with other managers and he requested
that they keep an eye out for this behaviour. Mr Lohse was surprised to receive a further complaint about this issue from the
applicant in mid May 2002 as he understood that this issue had been finalised. He stated that when the issue about keys being
taken to open the fridges in the Regency Lounge without being signed for was raised with him by the applicant an email was
sent to the duty managers on 15 May 2002 about this issue (Exhibit A1). He stated that even though he understood that the
Director of Rooms had given permission for duty managers to access soft drinks in the Regency Club it was his view that this
was inappropriate. He was aware that the applicant remained unhappy about this issue as he believed his complaint had not
been appropriately dealt with.
Mr Lohse discussed the incident when the applicant was asked by his duty manager to deal with two guests who were
wandering about the hotel. Mr Lohse stated that the letter he gave to the applicant about his actions in relation to this incident
did not constitute a written warning and this was confirmed with the applicant in writing (Exhibit R1, letter dated 15 May
2002). He stated that it was necessary for a security officer to respond to issues of this nature and it was inappropriate for the
applicant to disobey his duty manager in this instance.
Mr Lohse commented on the meeting which took place on 10 September 2002 as a result of the applicant’s handling of the
intoxicated woman found wandering around the hotel and then being allowed to go to her car. He stated that as it was his view
that the applicant could have handled the situation better he arranged a meeting with the applicant and Mr Nodding to counsel
the applicant. He stated that both during and subsequent to this meeting no warnings were given to the applicant about his
behaviour and there was no mention of the applicant’s employment being in jeopardy. Mr Lohse stated that the applicant was
not happy about being at this meeting and he observed the applicant being agitated during this meeting. It was his view that the
applicant did not accept the reason for the meeting being held.
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Mr Lohse was aware that the applicant was undertaking a real estate representative training course whilst working with the
respondent and that he had taken time off from work to complete this course. Mr Lohse stated that the applicant told him that
he was interested in pursuing a career in real estate and that he wanted to remain working with the respondent and in the real
estate industry until he could take on real estate duties on a full time basis.
Mr Lohse stated that sometime prior to the meeting held on 10 September 2002 the applicant mentioned ceasing employment
with the respondent. He stated that the applicant also initiated a discussion with him about being redeployed to a bell attendant
position because this position had more appropriate hours. Mr Lohse stated that once or twice the applicant said to him that he
would hand in his resignation the following week. Mr Lohse confirmed that on or about 16 September 2002 he had a
discussion, initiated by the applicant, about the applicant resigning and undertaking casual work.
Mr Lohse stated that as soon as the applicant resigned he went on sick leave. Mr Lohse rang the applicant on 2 October
2002 and informed him that he did not have to work out his notice and told him that the respondent would pay him for the
remainder of his notice period as the applicant had ran out paid of sick leave. He then asked the applicant to come in the next
day to hand in his uniforms. When the applicant turned up on 3 October 2002 he told the applicant to park at the front of the
hotel and he told the bell attendant to look after the vehicle. He stated that he did not ask the bell attendant to search the
applicant’s vehicle.
Mr Lohse stated that the applicant had not been offered casual employment with the respondent subsequent to him ceasing
employment with the respondent as a number of existing casual employees were available to the respondent thus there was
insufficient work for an additional casual employee. Mr Lohse stated that at no stage did he make any comments to the
applicant about the prospect of him losing his job or having a poor record on his personal file.
Submissions
The applicant submitted that he had a good employment history with the respondent. He argued that his relationship with the
respondent deteriorated after September 2001 when he was required to undertake an increasing amount of additional duties as
well as his normal security duties combined with working night shifts on an ongoing basis. This led to the applicant being
pressured which made it difficult for him to continue working with the respondent. Despite a request in January 2002 to change
his roster the respondent did not take him off his night shift roster until April 2002. He stated that in September 2002 he was
wrongly blamed for an incident involving theft from the hotel and he claimed that the respondent breached its own policies in
dealing with a number of incidents which took place at the hotel.
The applicant stated that the respondent increased pressure on him to resign by continually asking him when he was going to
resign. The applicant also argued that the respondent searched his car after he had resigned in order to build up a case to
terminate him. The applicant maintained that the respondent followed a deliberate strategy to ‘get him’. He was thus given no
option but to resign.
The respondent submitted that the applicant resigned of his own volition. Even though the applicant relied on a number of
incidents in support of his contention that he had no choice but to resign the respondent maintains that there was no pressure
put on the applicant to resign. The respondent argued that the applicant’s duty statement allows for additional duties to be
assigned to the applicant. The respondent also argues that it was reasonable for the respondent to discuss security incidents
with the applicant. Both interviews about these incidents were handled in a fair manner by Mr Nodding and no disciplinary or
formal warnings were given to the applicant at either of these meetings. It was the applicant’s decision to seek out alternative
employment as a real estate representative, and the applicant commenced going down this path some months before resigning.
This decision was not related to any action on the part of the respondent. Even if it is found that the respondent attempted to
search the applicant’s car on 3 October 2002 this was irrelevant as the applicant had already resigned by that stage. In all of the
circumstances the respondent argued that it did not behave in such a way that the applicant was given no alternative but to
resign.
Findings and Conclusions
Credibility
I listened carefully to the evidence given by each witness. I have concerns about some of the evidence given by the applicant.
When giving evidence the applicant was very definite about what he alleged occurred in relation to his employment and what
he claimed was a strategy by the respondent “to get him” thus leaving him with no alternative but to resign. However, the
weight of evidence is against much of the applicant’s evidence about the issues he relies on to support his claim that the
respondent did not wish to continue employing him. For example the applicant maintained that the respondent’s duty managers
treated him less favourably as a result of an email sent by Mr Lohse to duty managers about accessing drinks which arose out
of the applicant’s complaints. The applicant maintained that as this email was copied to him duty managers were made aware
of his complaint and treated him differently because of this complaint. However the applicant conceded during crossexamination that he was aware that his name did not appear on the email sent by Mr Lohse to duty managers. The applicant
also asserted that he had been given a formal warning about his behaviour in mid May 2002 however there was no evidence
that this was the case. Indeed there was evidence confirming the contrary – that is that the applicant had not been given a
formal warning in relation to this incident (Exhibit R1, letter dated 15 May 2002).
I have concerns about the evidence given by Mr Tomola and Mr Lohse in relation to Mr Lohse giving an instruction to search
the applicant’s car on 3 October 2002. They were both hesitant and evasive whilst giving evidence about this issue. Even
though the issue of searching the applicant’s car was not relevant to the applicant’s termination (he resigned on 21 September
2002) in the circumstances I accept Mr Appleby’s clear and forthright evidence that Mr Lohse directed Mr Appleby to search
the applicant’s car.
I was particularly impressed with Mr Nodding’s evidence. His evidence was given in a clear and considered manner. I accept
Mr Nodding’s evidence that he dealt with the applicant’s grievances and the respondent’s concerns about the applicant’s
behaviour professionally and appropriately and this was confirmed by the contents of the exhibits detailing Mr Nodding’s
meetings with the applicant. I therefore accept Mr Nodding’s evidence as being an honest account of the meetings held with
the applicant.
The main issues in contention arise out of the evidence given by the applicant and Mr Nodding. Given my view on witness
credit, where there is any inconsistency in the evidence I prefer the evidence of Mr Nodding to that given by the applicant.
Except for the issue of Mr Lohse instructing that the applicant’s car be searched on 3 October 2002, I also accept Mr Lohse’s
evidence as it was largely consistent with the applicant’s evidence.
Was the applicant terminated?
In relation to an unfair dismissal claim brought pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act, it is incumbent upon an applicant on the
balance of probabilities to demonstrate that he or she has been dismissed by the employer to attract the Commission’s
jurisdiction.
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In this case the applicant resigned from his position with the respondent on 21 September 2002. A resignation can constitute a
dismissal for the purposes of the Act but whether or not a particular resignation will do so depends upon the circumstance of
each case. The relevant law to be applied in this matter was set out by Beech, SC in Grant Raymond Lukies v AlintaGas
Networks Pty Ltd (2002) 82 WAIG 2217 at 2220—
“The Industrial Relations Commission of South Australia in Lucky “S” Fishing Pty Ltd v Jex (1997) 75 IR 158 at
164 also considered the decision of the Court of Appeal of New Zealand [Auckland Shop Employees’ Union v
Woolworth’s (NZ) Ltd (1985) 2 NZLR 372]. It noted that the Court of Appeal stated that there has been a modification of
the test in the Western Excavating (ECC) Ltd v Sharp case (1978) ICR 221 at 226 which stated that if the employer is
guilty of conduct which is a significant breach going to the root of the contract of employment, or which shows that the
employer no longer intends to be bound by one or more of the essential terms of the contract, then the employee is
entitled to treat himself as discharged from any further performance. If he does so, then he terminates the contract by
reason of the employer’s conduct. He is constructively dismissed. The Court of Appeal suggested that in constructive
dismissal cases the relevant test is whether the conduct complained of is calculated or likely to seriously damage the
relationship of confidence and trust between the parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with
it.”
When applying this test to the facts and circumstances of this case I find that the applicant was not constructively dismissed. It
is my view that there were no actions by the respondent which constituted conduct calculated or likely to seriously damage the
relationship of confidence and trust between the parties such that the applicant could not be expected to put up with it. I find
that the applicant brought the contract of employment to an end of his own volition.
It was not in dispute that the applicant resigned by letter dated 21 September 2002 giving four weeks’ notice of his intention to
cease working with the respondent. I accept that at the beginning of 2002 the applicant was concerned about continuing to
undertake night shift duties. Even though the respondent did not initially accede to the applicant’s request in January 2002 to
vary his night shift duties, when Mr Lohse became the applicant’s manager in April 2002 and he became aware that the
applicant wished to be taken off night shift duties, the applicant was put on rotating shifts commencing at the end of April
2002.
The applicant claims that pressure was put on him to resign because the applicant was expected to undertake substantial nonsecurity duties after the respondent suffered an economic downturn in September 2001. The applicant argued that it was
inappropriate for him to be undertaking additional non-security duties. I accept that the respondent was experiencing economic
difficulties after September 2001 and this led to a period whereby employees were not being replaced and existing employees
had to undertake additional duties from time to time. I do not accept however the applicant’s contention that his main duties
after September 2001 involved undertaking non-security duties. I accept that the applicant was required to undertake some
additional non-security duties including counting cash, room service, delivering newspapers to rooms and assisting after
functions as well as occasional night porter duties. However, I accept Mr Nodding’s evidence that these duties were incidental
to the applicant’s main duties and were not intended to and did not compromise the applicant’s normal security duties.
In addition to the applicant’s complaints about undertaking ongoing night shift and excessive additional non-security duties the
applicant was upset by the way the respondent handled three specific incidents. The first issue arose as a result of what the
applicant saw was inactivity by the respondent in dealing with duty managers inappropriately accessing soft drinks. I accept
that Mr Nodding and Mr Lohse dealt with this issue appropriately once it was raised with them however the applicant found it
hard to accept the way in which the respondent chose to deal with this matter. I accept that duty managers were sent an email
reminding them about the behaviour required of them in relation to this issue (Exhibit A1, email dated 15 May 2002). Even
though this email effectively disposed of the issue the applicant had the view that his complaint had not been appropriately
addressed. Even though the applicant felt he was being ignored in relation to this matter I find that the respondent reacted
appropriately to the applicant’s concerns each time this issue was raised by the applicant.
The applicant claimed that it was unfair for the respondent to warn him for refusing to undertake security duties in May 2002.
The evidence was clear that the applicant did not receive a formal warning as a result of this incident. I find that it was
appropriate for Mr Lohse to formally write to the applicant about his behaviour in relation to this matter as the applicant
initially refused to undertake a check on two visitors when told to do so by the duty manager. Even though the applicant
understood that he had an important role to count cash it should have been apparent to the applicant that his major duties
related to security and he should have accepted that it was at the duty manager’s discretion to allocate him to either counting
cash or security duties as determined by the duty manager. This issue was canvassed with Mr Nodding at the meeting the
applicant had with Mr Nodding in late May 2002 which was convened due to the applicant’s complaint about Mr Lohse’s
letter. I therefore find no substance to the applicant’s complaint in relation to this matter. The letter from Mr Lohse expressly
states that the letter to the applicant did not constitute a written warning and I accept Mr Nodding’s evidence that the
discussion with the applicant ended on a positive note.
I accept that it was appropriate for Mr Nodding to have discussions with the applicant to highlight the respondent’s concerns
about how the applicant could have more appropriately handled the incident involving the intoxicated woman being on the
respondent’s premises in August 2002 and the theft of goods from one of the respondent’s banquet rooms. I accept the
applicant was not given a formal warning for his behaviour in relation to this incident and in my view the applicant was aware
that this was the case. I also accept that Mr Nodding handled this interview in a professional and fair manner and I accept
Mr Nodding’s evidence that the applicant was defensive during this meeting and resistant to feedback being given to him.
Even though the applicant formed the view that the respondent was “out to get him” and was thus putting more pressure on
him to resign as a result of this meeting in my view this was not supported by the evidence.
In my view the meetings that the applicant had with Mr Nodding were conducted in such a way that the applicant should not
and could not have formed the view that the respondent wanted the applicant to cease employment with the respondent.
It is clear that by mid 2002 the applicant was unhappy about his employment with the respondent and was contemplating a
career change. This led him to embark on a real estate training course in July and August 2002. The respondent was aware of
the applicant’s intentions and allowed the applicant to take leave to attend the real estate course. In my view it is significant
that the applicant took this step some months prior to handing in his resignation. This would also explain Mr Lohse discussing
the possibility of the applicant resigning on more than one occasion.
I find that the respondent’s actions from April 2002 until the applicant ceased employment with the respondent was not
indicative on an employer who was ‘out to get’ the applicant. On 4 July 2002 the respondent granted the applicant a wage
increase and formally thanked him for his past contributions to the respondent’s operations. In a letter to the applicant the
respondent indicated that it “very much look (sic) forward to your continued commitment in achieving the goals of Hyatt
Regency Perth” (Exhibit R1 Letter dated 4 July 2002). The respondent also discussed the option of the applicant undertaking a
bell attendant position around this time. These actions are hardly the actions of an employer wanting to force an employee to
resign from his or her employment.
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I find that the contents of the applicant’s termination letter are not indicative of an employee who was being pressured to
resign. The letter was in pleasant terms and the applicant indicated that he would be happy to continue working with the
respondent on a casual basis. Even though the applicant stated that he wanted to leave the respondent on good terms and the
termination letter was written in such a way to avoid possible repercussions, apart from the issue relating to the applicant’s car
being searched, there was no evidence given in these proceedings that the respondent had acted vindictively towards the
applicant both before and after he resigned. Even though I have found that Mr Lohse instructed Mr Appleby to search the
applicant’s car on 3 October 2002 when he returned his uniforms to the respondent, I am at a loss to understand why Mr Lohse
would do this given that the applicant had already handed in his notice. However, I note Mr Tomola’s evidence that there was
some discussion about the applicant having some documents relating to the respondent’s operations that may well have been a
concern to the respondent. Given that this issue is not relevant to the applicant’s claim as it was not in dispute that the applicant
resigned on 21 September 2002, I take this matter no further.
55 I am of the view that the applicant was a conscientious employee who was committed to his work and took his role as a
security officer very seriously. I also accept the evidence of Mr Kardasz and the applicant that discussions took place with
some of the applicant’s colleagues about frustrations that the respondent may have had with the applicant and vice versa.
Notwithstanding these discussions, it is my view that the applicant had a negative perception of the respondent’s actions which
in the circumstances was not warranted. I find that the respondent did not behave in such a way that it did not intend to be
bound by its contractual obligations to the applicant. I therefore find that the applicant resigned of his own volition. It follows
that there is no jurisdiction for the Commission to deal with this application.
56 An Order will now issue dismissing the application for want of jurisdiction.
_________
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2003 WAIRC 10184
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
KENNETH WENKESLAUS PIOTROWSKI, APPLICANT
v.
HYATT REGENCY PERTH TRADING AS HR OPERATIONS LIMITED, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER
THURSDAY, 4 DECEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 1868 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10184
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Application dismissed for want of jurisdiction
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD Mr K Piotrowski on his own behalf and Mr D Crowe as agent on behalf of the respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 10086
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
JOHN PAUL VOLKOFSKY, APPLICANT
v.
CLOUGH ENGINEERING LIMITED, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE
FRIDAY, 21 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 697 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10086
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result

Application for an order that Mr Justin O’Dowd is not entitled to appear as agent for the applicant for
the purposes of s.31 granted. Application to dismiss application for want of jurisdiction dismissed.

Representation
Applicant
Mr J O’Dowd (as agent) by way of written submissions
Respondent
Mr N Ellery (of counsel) by way of written submissions
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

Reasons for Decision
This is an application by John Paul Volkofsky (“the applicant”) pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (“the Act”). The applicant alleges that he was unfairly dismissed from his employment with Clough Engineering Limited
(“the respondent”) on 8 May 2003 and that he is due benefits under his contract of employment. The respondent disputes that
the applicant was unfairly terminated and that he is owed any benefits under his contract of employment.
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Prior to the matter being listed for hearing and determination two preliminary issues were raised by the respondent. The
respondent claims that the respondent’s agent Mr Justin O’Dowd is unable to represent the applicant in relation to this
application and that the applicant’s salary is over the “prescribed amount” outlined in s.29AA(5) of the Act. As a result of
these preliminary matters being raised the applicant and the respondent were required to file and serve written submissions
outlining their respective contentions.
Ability of Mr O’Dowd to Represent the Applicant
Respondent’s Submissions
The respondent maintains that Mr O’Dowd has no standing to represent the applicant as he is not a registered industrial agent
or legal practitioner capable of practicing in Western Australia.
The respondent relies on s.31 and s.112A of the Act.
Section 31 of the Act provides as follows—
“31.
Representation of parties to proceedings
(1)
Any party to proceedings before the Commission, and any other person or body permitted by or under this Act
to intervene or be heard in proceedings before the Commission, may appear —
(a)
in person;
(b)
by an agent; or
(c)
where —
(i)
that party, person or body, or any of the other parties, persons or bodies permitted to
intervene or be heard, is the Council, the Chamber, the Mines and Metals Association, the
Minister or the Minister of the Commonwealth administering the Department of the
Commonwealth that has the administration of the Commonwealth Act; or
(ii)
the proceedings are in respect of a claim referred to the Commission under section 29(1)(b)
or involve the hearing and determination of an application under section 44(7)(a)(iii); or
(iii) all parties to the proceedings expressly consent to legal practitioners appearing and being
heard in the proceedings; or
(iv) the Commission, under subsection (4), allows legal practitioners to appear and be heard in
the proceedings,
by a legal practitioner.
(2)
An organisation or association shall be deemed to have appeared in person if it is represented by its secretary or
by any officer of the organisation or association.
(3)
A person or body appearing by a legal practitioner or agent is bound by the acts of that legal practitioner or
agent.
(4)
Where a question of law is raised or argued or is likely in the opinion of the Commission to be raised or argued
in proceedings before the Commission, the Commission may allow legal practitioners to appear and be heard.
(5)
The Commission may make regulations prescribing the manner in which authorisation of any agent is to be
given, either generally or for a particular case.
(6)
A person who is not a legal practitioner within the meaning of this Act but engages in the practice of the law in
a place outside the State shall not appear as an agent in proceedings before the Commission.”
Section 112A of the Act provides as follows—
“112A. Registration of industrial agents
(1)
In this section a reference to carrying on business as an industrial agent is a reference to carrying on business as
a person who does either or both of the following —
(a)
appears as an agent under section 31, 81E or 91;
(b)
provides advice or other services in relation to industrial matters.
(1a) Despite subsection (1), a reference to carrying on business as an industrial agent does not include —
(a)
carrying on business by an organisation, the Council, the Chamber or the Mines and Metals
Association;
(b)
carrying on business as a person who acts as a bargaining agent within the meaning of section 42B(4);
or
(c)
carrying on business as a person who —
(i)appears in proceedings as provided by section 97WJ; or
(ii)
provides advice or other services in relation to industrial matters, in the capacity of a
bargaining agent under section 97UJ.
(2) Except as provided under this section a person who, not being an industrial agent registered under this section or
a legal practitioner, in any way carries on business as an industrial agent, or holds himself out as carrying on
business as an industrial agent, commits an offence.
Penalty: $2 000.
(3) For the purposes of section 77A of the Legal Practitioners Act 1893 a person who is —
(a)
registered under this section;
(b)
acting under a contract of employment for a person who is registered under this section; or
(c)
an employee or officer of any organisation, the Council, the Chamber, the Mines and Metals
Association, or a prescribed body or class of body, acting on behalf of that body,
is authorised to —
(d)
appear for a party, person or body under section 31, 81E or 91; and
(e)
provide advice and other services in relation to industrial matters.
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A person shall not be registered under this section unless that person can demonstrate that that person has
professional indemnity insurance, or has sufficient material resources, of a prescribed kind to provide
professional indemnity.
(5)
Regulations made by the Governor are to —
(a)
provide for a scheme of registration of persons for the purposes of this section and the procedure for
obtaining registration;
(b)
prescribe a code of conduct for persons registered under this section;
(c)
prescribe the circumstances in which, and the procedures by which, a person may be disqualified from
obtaining registration, or registration may be cancelled;
(d)
provide for appeals to the Full Bench from disqualification or cancellation of registration; and
(e)
prescribe any matter or thing which is authorised or required to be prescribed for the purposes of this
section.”
The respondent submits that there is no record of Mr O’Dowd or any entity associated with Mr O’Dowd being registered as an
industrial agent under the Act or the Industrial Relations (Industrial Agents)Regulations 1997 (“the Regulations”).
The respondent maintains that Mr O’Dowd has regularly appeared in the past in the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission (“the AIRC”) on behalf of parties to proceedings. The respondent provided copies of AIRC decisions covering
the period from 1990 through to 1999 in which Mr O’Dowd appeared as a representative party to proceedings, either as an
individual or as the representative of a company registered as Justin O’Dowd and Associates Pty Ltd.
The respondent submits that despite attempts to clarify whether or not Mr O’Dowd is running a business as an industrial agent
Mr O’Dowd has refused to admit whether he or any entity he is associated with is receiving payment or reimbursement for
services provided to the applicant in relation to this matter.
Given Mr O’Dowd’s history of operating an industrial relations advisory business and appearing in person as a representative
of parties involved in proceedings in the AIRC the respondent argues that in all probability Mr O’Dowd is appearing for the
applicant in return for a payment of a fee, reward, benefit or contingent benefit and on this basis Mr O’Dowd should therefore
be deemed to be carrying on a business for the purpose of the Act. In summary the respondent maintains that Mr O’Dowd is in
breach of s.112A(2) of the Act as he is carrying on a business as an industrial agent or holding himself out as carrying on
business as an industrial agent when he is not registered as an industrial agent nor is he a legal practitioner.
Applicant’s Submissions
Mr O’Dowd claims that he is not contravening s.112A(2) of the Act therefore there can be no valid objection to him appearing
as agent for the applicant in this matter.
Mr O’Dowd confirms that his name does not appear on the list of industrial agents registered pursuant to the Act. Mr O’Dowd
maintains that when he enquired at the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission (“the Commission”) Registry
about his standing to act as an agent for the applicant he was advised that if he did not charge the applicant for his services and
as this was the first time he has appeared in the Commission he should be able to represent the applicant.
Mr O’Dowd concedes that he has previously acted as an industrial advocate in the AIRC and he confirmed that a company he
was previously associated with, Justin O’Dowd and Associates Pty Ltd, was deregistered on 8 April 1999 because of his
retirement. Mr O’Dowd argues that there was no evidence before the Commission that could lead the Commission to draw any
inference that he or a party or entity associated with him is receiving fee or payment (current or contingent) for services
provided to the applicant in relation to this matter.
Mr O’Dowd argues that he is not a person who is carrying on a business as an industrial agent or a person who holds himself
out as carrying on a business as an industrial agent in Western Australia. Mr O’Dowd relies on the authority of Raylene
Gwenda Anne Jeakings and Trevor Wayne Ward v The State School Teachers Union of WA (Inc), Peter Quinn, Brian Lindberg
and Pat Byrne (1998) 78 WAIG 1136 (sic). In this decision His Honour The President found that Mr Bartley was not
contravening s112A of the Act because he was not carrying on a business as an industrial agent. In this decision His Honour
The President stated—
“The substance of Mr Bartley’s evidence was that he was not seeking, nor would he obtain a gain for appearing as agent.”
Even though His Honour found that Mr Bartley had appeared as an agent on other occasions and that he had provided advice on
industrial matters and other services His Honour stated that—
“One does not carry on business, for the purposes of the Act, unless that is what one does.” And in relation to this case he
stated that “I am satisfied and find that Mr Bartley has carried on and is carrying on these activities.”
His Honour, The President, then went on to say—
“In the context of s.112A, it is clear that persons who carry on continuous or repeated activities, by way of appearing
and/or advising and giving other services, as prescribed by s.112A, are carrying on a business as such.
One should, therefore, I think, attribute a wide meaning to carrying on business to encompass a person who practises “as a
continuing course of conduct, or engages in frequent or repetitious activities which that person appears under s.31, s.81E
or s.91 of the Act or provides services or advice relating to industrial matters”.”
On the basis of this authority and given Mr O’Dowd’s circumstances he argued that he was not carrying on a business as an
agent and therefore there was no impediment to him representing the applicant.
Findings and Conclusions
The respondent submits that Mr O’Dowd is carrying on a business as an industrial agent or acting as an industrial agent
contrary to s.112A of the Act. It is the case that Mr O’Dowd does not rely on being a legal practitioner who is permitted to
appear in Western Australia in order to represent the applicant in this matter nor is Mr O’Dowd a registered industrial agent
pursuant to s.112A of the Act.
There is no provision in the Act which allows a person who is not registered under s.112A of the Act but who is otherwise
carrying on business as an industrial agent to appear in proceedings in the Commission. In order to appear as a representative
in the Commission pursuant to s.31 of the Act, s.112A of the Act requires that an agent must be registered if the person in any
way carries on business as an industrial agent, or holds himself out as carrying on business as an industrial agent. If an agent is
not registered they commit an offence.
In relation to whether or not Mr O’Dowd is carrying on business as an industrial agent, or is holding himself out as carrying on
business as an industrial agent, I find that on the balance of probabilities, on the information before me that Mr O’Dowd is
carrying on a business as an industrial agent and therefore he must be registered as an industrial agent in order to appear as an
agent pursuant to s.31 of the Act.
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It is unclear in this case whether Mr O’Dowd is receiving a payment for representing the applicant. Even if Mr O’Dowd is not
receiving a payment for representing the applicant I conclude that on the balance of probabilities that Mr O’Dowd is carrying
on a business for the purpose of s.112A(1) of the Act. I respectfully adopt the observations of His Honour, The President in
Raylene Gwenda Anne Jeakings and Trevor Wayne Ward v The State School Teachers Union of WA (Inc),Peter Quinn, Brian
Lindberg and Pat Byrne (1998) 78 WAIG 1139 at 1141 where he states the following—
“In my opinion, the Act, through s.112A, provides a context where it is clear that carrying on business is not restricted to
carrying on business as a commercial enterprise or even for profit; rather the phrase denotes the idea that some person,
body or organisation is engaged in activity. That activity in s.112A is the activity of an industrial agent. I have already
said that carrying on business for profit or reward is not essential for the correct definition of that phrase.”
I find that Mr O’Dowd has not provided any evidence that he is not carrying on the business of an industrial agent. It is not in
dispute that Mr O’Dowd has previously acted as a representative or agent in the AIRC and he is now seeking to represent the
applicant in this Commission. Even though the industrial advocacy business that Mr O’Dowd was involved with was
deregistered in 1999 it is not clear on the information before me that Mr O’Dowd is not currently carrying on a business as an
industrial agent. Indeed he is seeking to appear as the applicant’s agent in this matter which is the work which he has been
undertaking on a consistent basis for some years. For these reasons I conclude that given Mr O’Dowd’s history of
representation in the AIRC that Mr O’Dowd is carrying on a business as an industrial agent for the purposes of s.112(A) of the
Act and as he is not a registered industrial agent in accordance with the Act he will not be permitted to represent the applicant
in relation to this application.
An Order will now issue that Mr Justin O’Dowd is not entitled to appear as agent for the applicant for the purposes of s.31 of
the Act.
Is the Applicant’s Salary in Excess of the Prescribed Amount?
Respondent’s submissions
The respondent maintains that the applicant was paid a salary in excess of the prescribed amount set out in the Act. Section
29AA (3), (4) and (5) of the Act is as follows—
“(3)
The Commission must not determine a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal from employment if —
(a)
an industrial instrument does not apply to the employment of the employee; and
(b)
the employee’s contract of employment provides for a salary exceeding the prescribed amount.
(4)
The Commission must not determine a claim that an employee has not been allowed by his or her employer a
benefit to which the employee is entitled under a contract of employment if —
(a)
an industrial instrument does not apply to the employment of the employee; and
(b)
the employee’s contract of employment provides for a salary exceeding the prescribed amount.
(5)
In this section —
“industrial instrument” means —
(a)
an award;
(b)
an order of the Commission under this Act that is not an order prescribed by regulations made by the
Governor for the purposes of this section;
(c)
an industrial agreement; or
(d)
an employer-employee agreement;
“prescribed amount” means —
(a)
$90 000 per annum; or
(b)
the salary specified, or worked out in a manner specified, in regulations made by the Governor for the
purposes of this section.”
The respondent maintains that the applicant is not employed subject to an industrial instrument as defined in the Act. The
respondent also maintains that the applicant’s salary package was in excess of the prescribed amount at termination as his
salary as from 1 January 2003 was as follows—
“(a) a base salary of $68,800.00 per annum;
(b)
a payment of $20,640 per annum referred to as a “Mining Operations Allowance”; and
(c)
superannuation contributions of $8,049.60 per annum
totalling $97,489.60.”
(Respondent’s Submissions, point 23)
As salary is not defined in the Act the respondent argues it should be interpreted according to its ordinary meaning. The
respondent referred to the definition of salary in the Macquarie Australian Dictionary (1999, 3rd Edition)—
“…a fixed periodical payment, usually monthly, paid to a person for regular work or services, especially work
other than that of a manual, mechanical, or menial kind…..”
(Respondent’s Submissions, point 28)
The respondent also relies on the authority of Totaliser Agency Board v Fisher (BC9702710, IAC (WA) 8 June 1997),
Anderson J (at page 6) which identified four basis characteristics of a salary—
“(a) it is paid for services rendered;
(b) it is paid under some contract or appointment
(c) it is computed by time; and
(d) it is payable at a fixed time.”
(Respondent’s Submissions, point 30)
The respondent argues that taking into account this authority the applicant’s salary should incorporate his base salary, the
mining operations allowance as it was payable during periods of paid leave and formed part of the payments made to the
applicant for services rendered as well as superannuation contributions as these payments are directly referable to services
rendered by the applicant and time worked. When taking all of these payments into account the respondent argues that the
applicant’s salary was in excess of the “prescribed amount” provided for in s.29AA(5) of the Act and therefore the
Commission has no jurisdiction to determine this application.
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Applicant’s submissions
The applicant argues that the salary paid to him by the respondent does not exceed the prescribed amount. The applicant also
argues that an industrial instrument applies to the applicant’s employment.
The applicant maintains that although a contract of employment is not defined in the Act the applicant’s contract of service
with the respondent is in reality an industrial instrument as it is an employee-employer agreement and therefore an industrial
instrument applies to the applicant’s contract of employment.
In the alternative the applicant maintains that his salary does not exceed the prescribed amount of $90,000 per annum. The
applicant relies on the contents of the applicant’s initial contract with the respondent in support of this claim. The applicant
was initially paid a base salary of $65,000 per annum and superannuation contributions based on the requirements of the
Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 and an overtime allowance. Attached to the applicant’s letter of
appointment was a summary of his remuneration package which is as follows:
“Base Salary
$65,000
PLUS BENEFITS:
Overtime Allowance (30% of Base Salary)
$19,500
Superannuation (SGC) (8% of Total Cash)
$ 5,200
-----------TOTAL REMUNERATION PACKAGE
$89,700
-------------”
(Applicant’s submissions, point 20.2.6.5)
In November 2002 the respondent informed the applicant of a revision to his conditions of employment effective 1 December
2002. As part of this revised arrangement the applicant was paid a 30 percent mining operations allowance on the base salary
in compensation for additional hours, reduced public holidays, site disabilities, remote location and higher costs of living in
lieu of his existing overtime allowance. All other terms and conditions of the applicant’s contract of employment remain
unchanged.
On 1 January 2003 the applicant’s base salary was increased to $68,800.00 per annum and the applicant was advised that all
other terms and conditions of employment remained unchanged.
The applicant argues that there is a difference between salary and remuneration and this is acknowledged in the respondent’s
letter of appointment given to the applicant which refers to the applicant being offered a remuneration package consisting of
payments such as base salary, superannuation, R & R airfares, accommodation and overtime payments. The applicant relies on
the authority of the AIRC Full Bench decision Rofin Australia Pty Ltd and KJ Newton (1997) Print P6855 which confirms that
“remuneration” is “a term which denotes a broader concept than salary or wages”.
The applicant argues that the overtime payment which forms part of the mining operations allowance does not constitute salary
and therefore should not be included in the quantification of the applicant’s salary.
The applicant therefore argues that as his salary did not exceed the prescribed amount of $90.000.00 per annum and as the
applicant is covered by an industrial instrument the Commission has jurisdiction to deal with this application.
Findings and Conclusions
It is my view that the applicant’s salary at termination did not exceed the prescribed amount detailed in s.29AA of the Act.
In reaching this view I note that there is no definition of salary provided in the Act. However the definition of “industrial
matter” in s.7 assists. It states, in part, that:
“ “industrial matter” means any matter affecting or relating or pertaining to the work, privileges, rights, or duties of
employers or employees in any industry or of any employer or employee therein and, without limiting the
generality of that meaning, includes any matter affecting or relating or pertaining to —
(a) the wages, salaries, allowances, or other remuneration of employees or the prices to be paid in respect of
their employment;”
This section distinguishes between salary, allowances such as overtime or other remuneration and this same distinction is
evident in the wording in other sections of the Act. For example s.23(2)(a) of the Act refers to the power of the Commission to
hear and determine “any matter or dispute relating to the salaries, wages, or other remuneration, or other conditions of
employment”. These distinctions have consistently been applied by this Commission when dealing with questions of loss and
compensation.
The definition of remuneration has been interpreted broadly by the Commission and a number of decisions have recognised
that salary is one aspect of remuneration. In support of this I note the finding of His Honour The President in the Full Bench
decision in Ramsay Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd [1998]79 WAIG 8 at 10 where he stated that—
“Remuneration is wider in meaning than “wages” or “salary”. The word “remuneration”, as it is used in s.23A(4) of the
Act, includes salary or wage, commission, superannuation or contributions, the cost of providing a car and nonmonetary benefits (see Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd (FB)(op cit) per Sharkey P at page 301 and the
cases cited there).”
Taking into account this authority I find that the superannuation payments made to the applicant formed part of the applicant’s
remuneration package and that this payment does not constitute salary for the purposes of s.29AA of the Act. On this basis
alone it is clear that the applicant’s salary does not exceed the prescribed amount. I am also of the view that a substantial
proportion of the mining operations allowance falls outside the definition of salary as part of this allowance was paid in lieu of
overtime, which in my view constitutes an allowance paid over and above the applicant’s salary.
The applicant argues that he was covered by an industrial instrument. Even though the issue of whether or not the applicant
was covered by an industrial instrument does not affect my determination that the Commission has jurisdiction to deal with this
application I do not accept the applicant’s argument that he was covered by an industrial instrument. Clearly the applicant was
not covered by an employer–employee agreement as defined in s.7 of the Act nor was there any evidence that the applicant
was covered under any other industrial instrument as specified in s.29AA(5) of the Act.
As it is my view that the applicant’s salary was below the prescribed amount I find that the Commission has jurisdiction to deal
with this application. An Order will now issue that the Commission has jurisdiction to deal with this application.
_________
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
JOHN PAUL VOLKOFSKY, APPLICANT
v.
CLOUGH ENGINEERING LIMITED, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER
WEDNESDAY, 3 DECEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 697 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10171
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result

Application for an order that Mr Justin O’Dowd is not entitled to appear as agent for the applicant for
the purposes of s31 granted. Application to dismiss application for want of jurisdiction dismissed.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD Mr J O’Dowd as agent on behalf of the applicant by way of written submissions and Mr N Ellery of counsel on
behalf of the respondent by way of written submissions, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”), hereby orders—
(1) THAT Mr Justin O’Dowd is not entitled to appear as agent for the applicant for the purposes of s31 of the Act.
(2) THAT the application to dismiss application 697 of 2003 for want of jurisdiction is dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
____________________
2003 WAIRC 10172
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
GARY WEBB, APPLICANT
v.
TL ENGINEERING (AUST) PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
WEDNESDAY, 3 DECEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 929 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10172
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Application upheld. Order issued
Representation
Applicant
Mr D Schapper of counsel
Respondent
Mr D Johnston as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Reasons for Decision
Introduction
1
By this application pursuant to ss 29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) the applicant claims he
was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and denied certain contractual benefits by the respondent. The applicant says
he was unfairly dismissed as he was unfairly selected for redundancy; there were a number of people performing broadly
similar jobs and the applicant was the longest serving. There were also no performance issues with the applicant. The
redundancy was not discussed with the applicant prior to its implementation, nor was the redundancy decision based on any
reasonable or objective criteria. In the contractual benefits claim, three weeks salary in lieu of notice is claimed.
2
The respondent denies the claim and says the applicant was not unfairly dismissed. It says the reasons for the redundancy and
the conditions to apply were discussed with the applicant prior to the redundancy taking effect and confirmed in writing with
the applicant. The respondent alleged the redundancy discussions took place as soon as reasonably practicable after the
decision was made and complied with legislative requirements. The respondent also says there was no need for it to make a
selection with respect to redundancy, as the applicant’s position was unique within the business. Additionally, the applicant
indicated he understood the reasons for the redundancy and was accepting of it. The respondent also says the applicant was
paid in excess of his contractual entitlements upon termination (ie. 12 weeks pay in addition to accrued benefits), so is not
entitled to any extra payment for notice. The applicant was also allowed the use of a company vehicle until 30 June 2003.
The Evidence
The evidence relevant to the issues arising in this matter was broadly as follows.
The applicant had been employed for approximately five years by the respondent. The respondent is engaged in the industry of
motor body building. This mainly involves the conversion of motor vehicles for various purposes. The applicant initially
commenced employment as a salesperson. This involved taking telephone orders and preparing quotations. Over time, the
applicant said his duties took him more “on the road” out to visit clients and to attempt to develop new business and generally
promote the respondent’s products. As at June 2003, in addition to the applicant, there were four other sales employees
including Messrs Noyce, Wilson, Grant and Ms Petraceli. It was the applicant’s testimony, that Messrs Noyce, Wilson and
Grant, performed essentially the same duties as himself, and Ms Petraceli, was somewhat specialised in conversion work for
the disabled.
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The applicant’s evidence was that the sales staff worked in a team environment, and when one salesperson was absent on leave
or ill, the other members of the sales team filled in. His evidence was that there was no aspect of their respective jobs that the
other sales team members could not fulfil. The applicant accepted however, that the emphasis of his position was client liaison
and product promotion.
The applicant gave evidence about a meeting that occurred with the respondent’s manager Mr Kenyon on 6 June 2003. This
occurred early in the morning at approximately 8.00am in the respondent’s boardroom. Also present was a director of the
respondent. Mr Kenyon informed the applicant that his position was to be made redundant effective immediately. Mr Kenyon
told the applicant that the respondent’s market share had declined and it was necessary for the respondent to reduce its labour
costs. His position was identified as the position to be made redundant.
The applicant said he was shocked by this announcement. He said that whilst he was aware there had been some decline in
market share, he had no idea that the respondent would make him redundant and given his length of service with the
respondent, he could not understand why he had been chosen. At this meeting, Mr Kenyon said that the applicant could resign
if he preferred, in order to avoid being dismissed on the grounds of redundancy. The applicant considered this over the ensuing
weekend, but decided not to resign but would be made redundant. That day, the applicant received a letter confirming his
redundancy with effect from the previous Friday 6 June 2003.
The letter refers to the reduction in sales volumes and the need for the respondent to rationalise its overheads to remain
competitive. The applicant was given two weeks pay in lieu of notice. Additionally, the letter refers to a further 10 weeks pay
being made as a redundancy payment. A copy of the letter was exhibit A1. Attached to the letter, was a schedule of the
applicant’s termination payments, totalling some $12,688.08. Also attached to the letter, was a document entitled “Personal
Recommendation for the Services of Gary Webb”. Importantly, this document referred to the applicant as a “solid and loyal
performer in the business and had many fruitful, long-standing relationship with our customers. His duties were varied,
however they predominantly involved acquiring new business through his contacts in the motor vehicle and kindred industries.
This would involve preparation of quotes and tenders, verbal communications and liaisons with customers to ensure the best
possible service levels”.
The applicant testified that at his redundancy interview, the respondent did not discuss other possible options with him. The
applicant was offered however, the use of his company supplied motor vehicle to the end of June 2003. There was also some
suggestion of retraining however, what this involved was unclear on the evidence.
Following the dismissal, the applicant testified that he immediately set about seeking alternative employment. He testified that
he had a couple of offers to sell cars primarily on a commission only basis. After unsuccessfully seeking alternative
employment for about three months, the applicant testified he decided to establish his own business in early September 2003.
As at the time of these proceedings, the applicant testified he had received no net income from this business. Additionally, an
investment property that he purchased in about March of this year was now on the market because of his financial position.
The applicant earned an annual salary of $44,500.00. He was paid a 9% superannuation contribution and had the use of a fully
maintained motor vehicle, for both business and private use.
In support of the applicant’s case, Mr Appleby was called to give evidence. He was formerly the sales manager for the
respondent between November 1994 and April 2002, when he was made redundant. Mr Appleby recruited the applicant. He
gave evidence generally about the operation of the sales team over which he had supervisory responsibility. He testified that
whilst the applicant had primary responsibility in the area of light vehicles and general promotion, he also was engaged in
general sales work. From his experience, Mr Appleby described the applicant as one of if not the best performer of the
respondent’s sales team. He further testified that if he was required to make one of his sales team redundant, he would consider
a range of criteria including skills and experience; length of service and the employee’s strengths and weaknesses. On these
criteria, Mr Appleby’s evidence was the applicant would certainly not be at the top of his list.
Mr Appleby’s evidence was not shaken in cross-examination.
Mr Kenyon has been the respondent’s general manager for the last three years. He testified about the sales team at the
respondent and the various duties each member of the sales team performed. He gave evidence about their various
“specialties”, in his view. He referred to Ms Petraceli’s position as being specialist in the mobility area. In relation to Mr
Wilson, he referred to his focus as being mainly in light vehicles and stores and accessories. Mr Noyce, also was involved in
light vehicle sales in the main, and was promoted into the office role. Mr Grant has expertise and contacts in the heavy vehicle
area.
In relation to the applicant, it was Mr Kenyon’s evidence that he was primarily engaged in “on the road” work and to “fly the
flag” for the respondent and develop new business.
In relation to the respondent’s decision to make the applicant redundant, Mr Kenyon testified that this decision was taken on
5 June. He said that staff had been aware of difficulties with the business for some time. Importantly for present purposes, Mr
Kenyon testified that he had informed the sales team of this but also, in both examination in chief and in cross-examination,
referred to the sales performance as being a “team effort” and there was not an individual performance based approach.
In relation to the applicant’s duties, Mr Kenyon accepted that the applicant had a computer, telephone and office area, the same
as other sales team members. He also accepted that given that the respondent’s team based approach, members of the sales
team had to back each other up from time to time. This was consistent with the evidence of Mr Appleby and the applicant.

Contentions of the Applicant
Counsel for the applicant Mr Schapper submitted that the dismissal was unfair as the respondent did not turn its mind to the
possibility that the applicant should be considered as being one of five or even one of three employees, as opposed to one of
one, in being selected for redundancy.
19 The respondent decided they would not have a person, the emphasis of whose job was to go out into the field. It was submitted
by counsel that the error made by the respondent was that it regarded that as the applicant was the person who primarily carried
out that function, he was to be made redundant without further consideration.
20 The applicant said the respondent should have approached the sales team and initiated discussions with them. Whilst different
employees performed different functions within the sales team, there was substantial overlap between various jobs, in
particular in light vehicle sales, where 2 other employees worked in that area.
21 It was submitted that the applicant was an all-rounder. He had covered in the mobility department, and worked in truck sales.
22 As to Mr Kenyon’s evidence that it was not part of the applicant’s job to be in the office, this was submitted to be factually
incorrect. Counsel referred to the applicant having had a desk, computer and phone like everyone else in the team. He
performed the same job as those who were in the office five days a week performed, as the submission went.
18
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In this respect counsel referred to exhibit A1. The applicant performed primarily ‘specialising in light vehicle sales’. This made
up approximately 50% of the respondent’s business. Furthermore, the recommendation goes on to say “His duties were
varied.” The submission was the applicant could have been put in the office full-time and he would not require any training.
The applicant submitted that consideration as to who was to be made redundant should have been extended well beyond the
applicant. The unfairness, according to the applicant, lay in the failure by the respondent to consider redundancies from the
group of five and regarding the applicant as holding a unique job.
Adopting this approach, counsel submitted that the Commission must also go further and consider what the probable outcome
may have been had the respondent properly carried out the selection process. Adopting this approach, there was a good
prospect the applicant would have retained has job had a selection process taken place. Counsel referred to the evidence as to
other employees. Mr Grant was predominantly in truck sales and he commenced sales in July of 2002. Ms Petraceli was in the
mobility area. The submission was that the applicant would not have been selected, if compared to Messrs Wilson and Noyce.
Mr Wilson, who was primarily engaged in light vehicle sales, had been made redundant in early 2001 and re-engaged shortly
thereafter. Thus his length of service must be taken from early 2001. Mr Noyce was promoted into the office in early 2001 to
assist with mobility and light vehicle sales. There was some evidence that he could drive a crane.
By comparison the applicant was an all-rounder. He had experience in mobility, light vehicles, and some truck sales. It was
submitted that he was also the longest serving employee apart fromMs Petraceli. The applicant was capable of doing all those
parts of Mr Wilson’s job. Mr Wilson would have been selected for redundancy over the applicant. There were no major
distinguishing features between Mr Noyce and the applicant which would justify the choice of the applicant over Mr Noyce for
redundancy.
Whilst accepting that there was no rule of “last on first off” that was decisive of the issue, counsel submitted that where all else
is roughly equal, there should be good reason to select the longest serving employee for redundancy and in this case there was
none.
As to the manner of the dismissal, the applicant submitted that it was quite plain that the respondent failed to comply with s
41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (“MCEA”). The submission was that the consultative process is
significant in that it provides an opportunity for consultation and exchange of information, which may lead to a different
course or outcome. The applicant said that the respondent should have discussed the possibility of a redundancy with the whole
team, or possibly even called for voluntary redundancies, which ultimately would have needed approval by the employer. In
short the applicant submitted that he was presented with a fait accompli as to his redundancy.
As to the applicant’s contractual benefits claim, the submission was that it is clear from exhibit A1 that of the 12 weeks paid to
the applicant only two were in respect of notice. Accordingly, the respondent is bound by this allocation and cannot rely on
Dellys v Elderslie Finance Corporation (2002) 82 WAIG 1193 to avoid paying reasonable notice just because a total of
12 weeks was paid.
In relation to loss, the applicant submitted that the loss of the chance that he would have been retained had a proper process
occurred is part of his compensable loss. It was submitted that the applicant had been deprived of a good chance that his five
years of employment would have continued. This has resulted in significant financial loss to him.
Given that $48,505.00 was the applicant’s annual salary ($44,500.00 per annum plus 9% for superannuation), plus some
allowance for a motor vehicle which was for personal and business use, the applicant’s remuneration package was well over
$50,000.00 per year, according to the applicant’s submission.
As to mitigation, it was submitted that the applicant took reasonable steps to mitigate his loss. He applied for alternative
positions. On the evidence, Mr Kenyon took calls from prospective employers. Three months after his dismissal, the applicant
bought a business but has not made any net income from this, after expenses, on the evidence. Given that it has been some four
months since the termination, as at date of hearing, the loss suffered will exceed the six month cap, being at least $25,000.00,
for which loss compensation should be ordered.

Contentions of the Respondent
33 The industrial agent for the respondent Mr Johnston submitted that it is for the applicant to establish that some other person
should have been selected for dismissal before him, since he is alleging that his selection for redundancy was unfair: AMWSU v
Australian Shipbuilding Industries (1987) 67 WAIG 733. This proposition was based on the “comparative test”, so called.
34 The respondent submitted that no comparison can take place as the applicant was employed in a unique position, involving in
the main “on the road” contact with customers, which was said to be largely a public relations function. The submission was
that there are different aspects to sales for the respondent and that there really was no selection process as there was one
position which had a unique function occupied by the applicant which was no longer required.
35 In any event, applying the comparative test, the respondent submitted that the applicant’s job was principally external to the
office, “on the road meeting and greeting function”. In relation to Mr Wilson and Mr Noyce, Mr Noyce was engaged in light
commercial sales. Mr Wilson was engaged in parts and accessories, and heavy sales also. Mr Grant’s activities were primarily
in heavy vehicle sales, and he also had a close relationship with a major client of the respondent. Mr Noyce also had crane
driving skills and practical experience of the mobility area. The agent for the respondent’s general submission was that the
applicant had not shown that he should displace any of the remaining members of staff.
36 As to the issue of compliance with statutory obligations, as in Garbett v Midland Brick Co Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 893 and s
41 of the MCEA, the respondent said the applicant was informed on Friday 6 June of the reasons for redundancy and the likely
effect it would have on him. This information was given to the applicant the day after the decision was made to make him
redundant. The applicant was then given the option to resign instead of being made redundant, in order to ameliorate the effect
of the redundancy. The applicant was also offered the use of his motor vehicle until the end of June.
37 As to the applicant considering the “last-on first-off” principle was an appropriate method of selection, it was submitted this
was not put to the respondent at the time and the opportunity certainly was not denied to the applicant to do that. The
respondent conceded however, that perhaps this issue was not encouraged by the respondent, in the manner foreshadowed in
Garbett.
38 The respondent submitted that there was no selection process in this case and none was required because of the unique function
which the applicant performed was redundant.
39 Moreover, the broad submission was that if there was any procedural unfairness, it should not be fatal to the fairness of the
termination on the grounds of redundancy: Shire Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891. The respondent said the result
would have been the same and the applicant would have been made redundant anyway. Reference was made to the general
principle that not all unlawful dismissals are unfair.
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In relation to mitigation, the respondent said the applicant was offered two jobs soon after the dismissal but he declined to
accept them. Furthermore, the applicant did not take up the offer of the respondent for assistance in finding employment. The
respondent therefore said the applicant suffered no injury from the termination of employment.
41 As to the contractual benefits claim, the respondent submitted that the applicant was paid 12 weeks pay on termination, which
was treated as a redundancy payment. The submission was that five weeks of that payment was an entitlement in lieu of notice.
Therefore the applicant was paid at least seven weeks redundancy pay, and this should be regarded as a step to ‘cushion’ the
effect of the redundancy, as the submission went.
42 The respondent referred to the judgement of Anderson J in Dellys and submitted that the applicant has received more than his
contractual and statutory entitlements therefore should not be awarded any further sum by order of the Commission.
Conclusions
43 On the evidence and the submissions I conclude as follows.
44 In my opinion, having considered the evidence carefully, the submissions of counsel for the applicant have considerable force
and I prefer the applicant’s approach to this matter to that advanced by the agent for the respondent. Whilst I have no doubt
that the respondent in making the applicant redundant in the manner in which it was effected set out to treat the applicant
fairly, in my opinion, the respondent approached this matter with the wrong frame of reference. What I mean by that is that the
respondent approached the redundancy issue in a vacuum, in only considering the applicant as a stand alone position within the
respondent’s sales team.
45 However, in my view on the evidence, there was no such rigid demarcation between the various sales roles on all of the
evidence. I accept the evidence of the applicant, whom I found to be an impressive witness, that he was quite capable of
performing the range of tasks required of a salesperson employed by the respondent. There may be one qualification to this,
and that was the specialty of disability modifications performed by Ms Petraceli.
46 The overall effect of the respondent’s approach to this matter, as counsel for the applicant properly submitted in my view, was
to ultimately deprive the applicant of an opportunity of retaining his employment, had there been a proper evaluation of the
skills, experience and attributes of all of the sales team members. Furthermore, on an examination objectively of all of the
evidence, in my opinion, taking also into account the evidence of Mr Appleby, which in my view is cogent evidence, it would
be more likely than not, that had the respondent undertaken a proper assessment of these issues, that the applicant would not
have been made redundant. In my opinion, objectively considered on the evidence, there is a strong argument that at least
Messrs Wilson and Noyce would have been made redundant in preference to the applicant.
47 Additionally in my opinion, the respondent did not comply with its obligations pursuant to s 41 of the MCEA. While the offer
of the use of the motor vehicle was a factor, on the evidence, there was not active engagement by the respondent of the
applicant in relation to the relevant statutory requirements, as those requirements were considered in Garbett.
48 For all of these reasons, in my opinion, on balance, the conclusion must be that the applicant’s dismissal was harsh, oppressive
and unfair.
Remedy
49 The applicant did not seek and in my opinion, neither reinstatement nor redeployment would be practicable in the present
circumstances. I therefore consider the question of compensation which I do consistent with the principles referred to in
Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 8.
50 The applicant had been unemployed and without income from employment for approximately four months and one week as at
the date of the hearing of this matter. The Commission is satisfied that on the evidence, the applicant had taken reasonable
steps to mitigate his loss, as he was required to do. In any event, I am not persuaded that the respondent has established that the
applicant has failed to mitigate his loss.
51 On the evidence, additionally, the applicant’s loss is ongoing from the time of these proceedings. Taking the applicant’s annual
salary of $44,500, and additionally his superannuation entitlement and some allowance for the use of his motor vehicle, I
accept the applicant submissions that even conservatively the applicant’s remuneration was well in excess of $50,000 per
annum. In my opinion, accepting even a notional value of a fully maintained private motor vehicle, of say $10,000 to
$12,000 per annum the total of the applicant’s remuneration package would be more in the order of $60,000 per annum. I find
that for present purposes.
52 On this basis, the applicant ought to be entitled to compensation for his loss for four months and 1 week from the date of his
redundancy to the date of hearing. That equates to approximately $21,250. I also consider it to be more likely than not, from
the applicant’s evidence, that his loss would be on going. The evidence was his business was a considerable way short of
making a profit. The applicant testified that in seven weeks of the business being in operation he had been paid only four times
and as I have already found, he has made no profit. I am prepared on this basis to conclude that at least for the ensuing two
months this would be the position. On this basis, doing the best I can, I fix compensation for loss at six months in the sum of
$30,000.00.
53 It is also settled law in this jurisdiction, that a payment made ostensibly as a redundancy payment, does not by that fact alone,
mean an employee cannot be the subject of an award of compensation for loss, arising from an unfair dismissal claim: Dellys;
Gilmore v Cecil Brothers (1998) 78 WAIG 1099.
Contractual Benefit Claim
54 The applicant claimed an additional three weeks salary in lieu of notice by way of a contractual benefit. The applicant was paid
two weeks salary in lieu of notice as at the termination of his employment. The evidence is that there was an allocation of two
weeks salary to the notice element. It is not open to the respondent in my opinion, to now re-visit that allocation and seek to
absorb some of the ten weeks salary payment paid as a redundancy allocation, as salary in lieu of notice.
55 In my opinion, five weeks salary in lieu of notice, in effect claimed by the applicant, would be at the low end of the scale in
terms of an implied term as to reasonable notice of termination of employment at common law, in particular, given the terms of
s170CM of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth), and the applicant’s length of service, experience etc. I therefore award
the applicant a further three weeks salary in lieu of notice at the applicant’s weekly salary of $855.76 in the sum of $2,567.28.
Conclusion
56 The applicant’s claims are upheld and an order now issues.
40
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2003 WAIRC 09296
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
GARY WEBB, APPLICANT
v.
TL ENGINEERING (AUST) PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
MONDAY, 8 SEPTEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 929 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09296
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Direction issued
Representation
Applicant
Mr D Schapper of counsel
Respondent
Mr D Johnston as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Direction
HAVING heard Mr D Schapper of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Johnston as agent on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs—
1. THAT each party shall give an informal discovery by serving its list of documents by 22 September 2003.
2. THAT inspection of documents shall be completed by 29 September 2003.
3. THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice.
4. THAT the matter be listed for hearing for one day.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
_________
2003 WAIRC 10196
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
GARY WEBB, APPLICANT
v.
TL ENGINEERING (AUST) PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
THURSDAY, 4 DECEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 929 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10196
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Application upheld. Order issued
Representation
Applicant
Mr D Schapper of counsel
Respondent
Mr D Johnston as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Declarations and Orders
HAVING heard Mr D Schapper of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Johnston as agent on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby—
(1)
DECLARES that the applicant was unfairly dismissed from his employment as a sales person on or about
6 June 2003.
(2)
DECLARES that reinstatement is impracticable.
(3)
ORDERS that the respondent pay to the applicant as compensation for his loss the sum of $30,000.00 gross less
any amount payable to the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax Assessment Act 1938 and
actually paid within 21 days of the date of this order.
(4)
DECLARES that the applicant has been denied a contractual benefit of three weeks salary in lieu of notice.
(5)
ORDERS that the respondent pay to the applicant the total sum of $2,567.28 as denied contractual benefits less
any amount payable to the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax Assessment Act 1938 and
actually paid within 21 days of the date of this order.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 10139
FOR REFERENCE TO ORDER NO. 930 OF 2003, SEE NOVEMBER WAIG, VOL. 83, PART 2 AT
PAGE 3815.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
DWAYNE RICHARD WHITE, APPLICANT
v.
PERTH WEB PAGES PTY LTD TRADING AS NETPLAY SYSTEMS AND PYRC
CONSULTING, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
TUESDAY, 29 JULY 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 930 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10139
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
EDITOR’S NOTE:

Catchwords

Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal – Extension of time for
application to be referred to Commission – Application referred outside of 28 day time limit –
Relevant principles to be applied – Commission satisfied applying principles that discretion should be
exercised – Extension of time to accept referral granted – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s
29(1)(b)(i) & s 29(3); Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA) s 41.
Extension of time granted

Result
Representation
Applicant
Mr D White on his own behalf
Respondent
Mr C Pyrc
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Reasons for Decision
(Ex Tempore)
The substantive application is one brought by Dwayne Richard White against Perth Web Pages Pty Ltd trading as Netplay
Systems and Pyrc Consulting. The application contains two limbs. The first is an allegation that the applicant was unfairly
dismissed on or about 14 May 2003 from his position as a networks systems administrator. Secondly, the applicant asserts that
he was denied certain contractual benefits by way of sums of money alleged to be owed by the employer to him. The
Commission of its own motion has listed this matter this morning to consider whether it would exercise its discretion under s
29(3) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (“the Act”) to accept the applicant’s unfair dismissal claim out of time. I
pause to note that the contractual benefits claim can proceed in its own right, it not being time-barred under the terms of the
Act.
The applicant gave evidence in relation to this matter. Much of the evidence is not in contest and it is as follows. The applicant
was employed as he said, on a trial basis for one month in the position to which I have referred at the rate of pay of $550.00 per
week net. It is common ground that the applicant was employed in a business which appeared to be a new venture at the time,
in relation to what is described as net gaming business. Shortly after the end of the first month the applicant said that the
arrangement was continued on for a further month again, according to his evidence on a trial basis. According to the
applicant’s evidence also, he informed the Commission that in addition to doing work for Netplay, he was also from time to
time assigned duties for the other part of the business, that being Pyrc Consulting. That seems also to be common ground on
the evidence of Mr Pyrc which I will deal with shortly.
The applicant testified that at some point, indeterminate on the evidence, he was required to take two weeks unpaid leave and
on his return, shortly after, it seems, on 14 May 2003, he was requested to meet with Mr Pyrc at the respondent’s premises. At
that meeting, the applicant was informed that the business could not afford to keep him on and according to his evidence he
was informed by the employer that he was earning more money than the principals of the business. As a result of that
discussion, the applicant’s services were terminated on the grounds of redundancy. He was paid one week’s salary in lieu of
notice, holiday pay and payment accrued to date, as the Commission understands the evidence. According to the applicant, he
feels aggrieved because he had no prior indication that his employment was at risk and the events of 14 May 2003 came to him
as a surprise.
In terms of the exercise of the Commission’s discretion and why it is the case that it is said by the applicant the Commission
should extend the time, the applicant testified that he has only recently returned from a significant period of time residing in
America. His evidence was that he had not worked in Australia and was not aware of his rights as an employee or obligations
on employers in this country. I note, however, that the applicant’s evidence also was that he did not discuss the matter with
anyone nor did he seem to seek advice about his position until, it seems, somewhat incidentally and by accident, he was
informed by a friend at about the time of the expiry of the 28 day time limit, it seems, that he could commence proceedings in
this jurisdiction challenging the termination of his employment on the basis that it was unfair. The applicant then informed the
Commission that he promptly did so, but also was considering his position in terms of a possible prejudice in relation to his
employment prospects in terms of a reference being given by the employer if the employer had proceedings commenced
against it of this kind.
The applicant, in short, says it will be unfair for the Commission to not accept his application out of time because of his lack of
knowledge of the laws in this country and that he had no prior warning of his redundancy on 14 May.
Evidence was adduced from the respondent through Mr Pyrc who the Commission understands is a principal of the business.
There is no issue it seems, taken on the evidence that the respondent accepts that the applicant performed well as an employee.
According to Mr Pyrc his evidence was that the applicant was only employed to set up and run the network gaming side of the
respondent’s business, but incidentally by reason of there being insufficient work it seems, as I have already mentioned, the
applicant was engaged from time to time on work for Pyrc Consulting.
Mr Pyrc gave evidence about the events of 14 May 2003. His evidence was that because of the poor performance of the
network gaming business, he developed concerns about a week prior to 14 May and his evidence was that the evening before
14 May he decided that he could no longer retain the services of the applicant for financial and business reasons. The next day,
as I have already observed, there was a meeting between at least Mr Pyrc and the applicant where the applicant was informed
of the state of the business and that it could no longer afford to retain him. According to Mr Pyrc it was a business decision that
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was taken and on his evidence the applicant understood this position. According to Mr Pyrc, additionally, the business is a
small business run by effectively he and his wife and he informed the Commission there were no alternatives to the
redundancy of the applicant and accordingly the result was as it was.
I turn to my consideration of the matter. The relevant principles in relation to applications of this kind were set out by me in
Nicole Azzalini v Perth Inflight Catering (2002) 82 WAIG 2992. In particular I refer to my observations at par 28 of that
decision, a copy of which both parties have been provided this morning, given they are unrepresented.,In short there are four
main considerations for the Commission to take into account as to whether an extension of time ought be granted or not. They
are, firstly, the length of any delay; secondly, the explanation for the delay; thirdly, steps taken, if any, by an applicant to
evidence non acceptance of the termination of employment and that it would be contested. Fourthly, the merits of the
substantive application in the sense that there is a sufficiently arguable case. There is a further factor and that is the question of
prejudice to the respondent however absence of prejudice to a respondent without more is not a sufficient basis of itself to
grant an application to extend time.
In considering this matter on the evidence, I turn to my consideration of those factors. In this case, in terms of the length of the
delay, the application was filed according to the date stamp of the Registrar on 17 June. That means that the application was
some six days or thereabouts out of time. That, in my opinion, is a relatively short period of time and generally ought be
regarded in those circumstances as a fairly neutral factor. Secondly, the reason for the delay. The applicant says that he was not
aware of his rights in this country in relation to termination of employment matters. For the reasons that I have already referred
to on the evidence of the applicant and that he was only informed, it seems, incidentally as a result of a discussion with a friend
some time about the time of the expiry of the 28-day time limit. I observe, however, that the applicant took no steps of his own
volition to obtain information or advice as to what his rights may well be and in my view he should have done so.
In relation to the delay question also, the applicant informed the Commission that he somewhat procrastinated in commencing
these proceedings by reason of concern that it might have on future employment prospects. There is no evidence before the
Commission that the applicant took any steps to indicate to the respondent that he was going to challenge the dismissal prior to
the commencement of these proceedings.
As to the merits of the unfair dismissal claim, there is no issue, it seems on the evidence, that the applicant was engaged
effectively on a probationary basis to consider whether, in fact, the business venture would be successful. To his credit the
applicant accepts that that arrangement existed for at least two months and that it seems also common ground by the applicant
and the respondent that the business venture was simply not a commercial success and for that reason, the applicant’s
employment had to be terminated.
Having regard to that, the terms of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA) (“the MCE Act”) in this
jurisdiction, in particular s 41 of that Act, require an employer to do certain things in the case of an employee’s services being
terminated for redundancy. They include express consideration with the employee of alternatives to ameliorate the effects of a
redundancy and whether any steps can be taken by way of alternatives to termination of employment. It is not clear to me on
the evidence whether those steps were expressly taken and I consider on the evidence that it is far more likely that those
matters were not expressly dealt with between the parties. Furthermore, there is also a right by an employee to up to eight
hours paid leave for the purposes of seeking alternative employment in a redundancy situation. Again, that is prescribed by the
terms of the MCE Act. In relation to any prejudice, there was no other prejudice demonstrated by the respondent apart from
simply having to defend the proceedings, which would be the ordinary course if an extension of time is granted in these
circumstances.
Having weighed up all of those factors, while I have some concerns in relation to the fact that the applicant did not seek advice
as he ought to have done in relation to his rights and that matter has caused me some concern, having regard to all of the
factors, including length of the delay, in my view there may well be an arguable case in terms of the application of the MCE
Act. It is not without some oscillation, I might say, that I have decided in this case to grant an extension of time to accept the
applicant’s unfair dismissal claim out of time. As I have already said, the contractual benefits claim is not limited by the 28day time limit and that matter will proceed in any event. For those reasons there will be an order that the application be
accepted out of time insofar as the unfair dismissal claim is concerned and the application will now be referred to a Deputy
Registrar for the purposes of conciliation under the Act.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS (INDUSTRIAL AGENTS)
REGULATIONS 1997—Matters Pertaining to—
2003 WAIRC 10064
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
JOSE ROGELIO AGUILERA ACOSTA, COMPLAINANT
v.
BRYAN STOKES, AGENT
GERRY BRODERICK, AGENT
CORAM
JOHN SPURLING (REGISTRAR)
DATE
TUESDAY, 18 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
ADMIN 25 & 26 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10064
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Complaint not made out.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Determination
What purports to be a complaint under various regulations of the Industrial Relations (Industrial Agents)
Regulations 1997 was lodged with me on 5 August 2003 by a Jose Rogelio R Acosta. The statutory declaration (dated
5 August 2003) was attached to a letter addressed to me which says;
The reason to my letter is that I’m making a complaint under the Industrial Relations (Industrial Agents) Regulations
1997.
The First complaint is under Regulation 12 (1) a, b, and 12 (2) to Mr Bryan Stoke T/A Industrial Negotiators of
Australia; on the grounds of the information provide by The Legal Practitioners Complaints Committee. (Ms
D Howell).
The Second Complaint is under Regulation 3 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9), Regulation 4 (1) Regulation 5(2),
Regulation 6(l) (4) (5) Regulation 7, Regulation 8 (2), (3)a , Regulation 9 (1) (2), Regulation 10, to Mr Gerard F
Broderick T/A Worksmart Employee Relations on the same grounds mentioned above; thus Mr G Broderick introduced
and recommend Mr B Stoke as “my associated” and good and tough lawyer” with that advice I employed him to
represented me at the Hearing of the Industrial Relations Commission in April 2001 for an unfair dismissal claim No
1892 of 2000.
However at that time I was not aware of his professional background and his medical condition been all these matter
really important for the protection of the public as a whole.
I would like you to consider this complaints as a Public Interest.
The Statutory Declaration setting out the complaint says;
I’m making a formal complaint under the Industrial Regulations (Industrial Agents) Regulations 1997.
Complaint
Regulation 12(1)ab
Regulation 12(2)
To. B F Stokes T/A Industrial Negotiators of Australia.
The Second complaint is under Regulation 3(1)(2),(3),(4),(5),(6),(7),(8),(9) Reg 4(1) Reg 5(2), Reg 6(1)(4)(5),
Regulation 7, Regulat 8(2), (3) a, Regulation (9)(1)(2), Regulation 10 to Mr Gerard F Broderick T/A Worksmart
Employee Relations.
I would like complaints to be consider as a pubic interest (enclose letter).
I have not highlighted what appear to be spelling errors, errors of grammar or incorrect references, I have merely reproduced
the exact words used in both documents.
Under regulation 12(1) of the Industrial Relations (Industrial Agents) Regulations 1997 “any person” may lodge a complaint
that;
(a) the registration of an industrial agent may have been improperly obtained; and
(b) at the time when the application for registration of an industrial agent was granted, there may have been grounds
for refusing the application.
However under regulation 12(2) only a client may lodge a complaint that the industrial agent may have failed to comply with
a condition to which the registration was subject.
The complainant was, or is, an applicant in proceedings in the Commission, alleging unfair dismissal and was at some stage
represented by both agents. Therefore the complainant is entitled to lodge a complaint both as “any person” and as a client.
This present complaint is part of an ongoing issue between the complainant, his wife and the two agents. The complainant
lodged a complaint with me in July 2001, which alleged that both agents had contravened the Code of Conduct. I found there
was no substance to that complaint and the matter was taken by the complainant to the industrial magistrate who finally
disposed of the matter in decisions reported at 83 WAIG 986 and 83 WAIG 2805.
This present complaint I perceive to be in two parts, namely—
1(a)
a complaint challenging the validity of the registration of Bryan Stokes as an industrial agent; and
(b) a complaint asserting that Bryan Stokes contravened a requirement of his registration, namely compliance with
part of the Code of Conduct set out as schedule 1 to the Industrial Relations (Industrial Agents)
Regulations 1997.
2
A complaint asserting that Mr Gerard F Broderick T/A Worksmart Employee Relations, contravened a
requirement of his registration, namely compliance with part of the Code of Conduct set out as schedule 1 to the
Industrial Relations (Industrial Agents) Regulations 1997.
The part of this complaint, dealing with the first agent, (Stokes) is not in any material way different to one made by the
complainant’s wife (Ema P. ALVAREZ OLIVARES) and both seem to be relying on the same grounds, namely the decision
of the Full Court of the Supreme Court of WA dated 6 August 1992. As I have dealt with the complaint by Alverez Olivares
in a separate determination it is not necessary for me to repeat that decision here, but simply to adopt the same line of
reasoning and reject that part of this present complaint by Acosta.
In relation to that part of this present complaint made against the first agent (Stokes) that the agent contravened the code of
conduct, I find that to the extent that anything of relevance is raised by this complaint, it has been previously raised by the
same complainant, determined by me and concluded by the industrial magistrate who disposed of the matter in decisions
reported at 83 WAIG 986 and 83 WAIG 2805.
Therefore I find there is no substance to either complaint made against the first Agent.
In relation to the second agent, a whole list of regulations are mentioned, which I take to mean that second agent contravened
those regulations. Many of the regulations do not exist and some are simply procedural. The only matter raised in support of
the complaint, I presume, is the decision of the Supreme Court referred to earlier. It is not mentioned specifically, merely
attached to the complaint.
That decision of the Full Court of the Supreme Court of WA has no relevance to the second agent, other than perhaps to
suggest that the second agent contravened some non specified part of the code of conduct by referring the first agent (a
disbarred legal practitioner) to the complainant, without disclosing that the first agent was a disbarred legal practitioner. That
same assertion was made by this complainant in the earlier complaint to which I have referred, which complaint was disposed
of by the industrial magistrate as mentioned and I do not intend to revisit those issues in this determination.
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In any event, and in relation to any purported complaints under regulation 12(2) in relation to either agent, if there are other
grounds they must be out of time. It was this precise issue of time frames which the industrial magistrate dealt with
extensively in the decisions to which I have referred. Therefore I am surprised the complainant would bring further
complaints inconsistent with the industrial magistrate’s findings about time frames.
Therefore I reject this complaint in relation to the second agent, as having no substance.
My determination therefore is that there is no substance to any part of this complaint and I hereby reject it as allowed by
regulation 15 of the Industrial Relations (Industrial Agents) Regulations 1997, as being “vexatious, trivial or without
substance” or that they “relate to conduct or events too remote in time to justify further action”.
JOHN SPURLING,
Registrar.
____________________

2003 WAIRC 10065
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
EMA P. ALVAREZ OLIVARES, COMPLAINANT
v.
BRYAN STOKES, AGENT
CORAM
JOHN SPURLING (REGISTRAR)
DATE
TUESDAY, 18 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
ADMIN 21 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10065
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Complaint not made out.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Determination
What purports to be a complaint under regulation 12(1) of the Industrial Relations (Industrial Agents) Regulations 1997 was
lodged with me on 10 December 2002 and again on 8 July 2003 by Ema P. Alvarez Olivares.
The statutory declaration (dated 10 December 2002) had attached to it a letter from “Ema Alvarez”, addressed to me and was
dated 10 December 2002. The statutory declaration does not make reference to the attached letter. The statutory Declaration
states;
“I’m making a formal complaint under the Industrial Relations (Industrial Agents) Regulations 1997.
Complaint regulation 12(1)(a), (b)”
The letter dated 10 December 2002 from the complainant says;
My name is Ema Alvarez, I live in 38 Glenarber Way Willetton.
The reason to my later is that I would like to make a formal complain under the Industrial Relations (Industrial
Agents) Regulations 1997.
These complain is under Regulation 12(1)(a), (b).
I believed that Mr Bryan Stoke registration may have been improperly obtained or did have a ground for refusing the
application.
I also would like to known if at the time that the registration was granted was any:
Objection for this registration.
If it was an objection or ground for rejection.
Was an investigation conducted and what was the determination.
As you know there is another complaint under the Industrial Magistrate to Mr Bryan Stoke and Mr Gerard Broderick.
I also understand that you had been summons to be witness at this matter and; I would like to know, if this can
interfere or create a conflict of interest where you can not deal with this matter.
I enclose a copy of this letter to the Minister For Employee Relations Mr John Kobelke where I state my concerns
about this issue.
I am looking forward for your response, and if you would like to discuss this matter further, call me at 9259 6316”
I have not highlighted what appear to be spelling errors, errors of grammar or incorrect references, I have merely reproduced
the exact words used. The signature on the statutory declaration and the letter appear to be the same.
I replied on 11 December 2002 advising, in part,
“…..although your letter makes an allegation, it does not indicate the basis of the allegation or what your complaint
is. That is, you have alleged that Mr Stokes’ registration as an agent may have been improperly obtained or there
may have been a ground for refusing the registration, but you do not say what the ground is and why you believe that.
You go on to ask whether or not any objection to Mr Stokes’ registration was lodged and whether or not any
investigation was carried out. I cannot disclose whether there were any objections lodged, as I consider that
information confidential. However I can assure you that Mr Stokes’ registration was done fully in accordance with
the requirements of the regulations.
If you think Mr Stokes’ registration as an agent was improperly obtained then you are entitled to lodge a complaint in
the form of a statutory declaration with me but such a complaint will have to set out in detail why you think the
registration may have been improperly obtained. It is not enough to simply state that you think it was or may have
been, improperly obtained. You will have to set out the grounds why you believe that was so.
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Further in your letter you enquire as to whether or not I may be faced with a conflict of interest in further dealing
with this matter as I was called as a witness in the proceedings before the industrial magistrate. I do not believe there
is any conflict of interest because my only participation in the proceedings was to provide factual information from
the records of the Commission.”
I then received a letter and further statutory declaration from the complainant, both dated 8 July 2003. Also enclosed was a
copy of a letter which appears to be to the complainant from the Legal Practitioners Complaints Committee dated 26 June
2003 which confirms that the agent was struck from the roll (of registered legal practitioners) on 6 August 1992 and further
says;
“…..and I also enclose a copy of the court decision which is a matter of public record”
The documents dated 8 July 2003 from the complainant also enclosed a copy of what I accept is a copy of a decision of the
Full Court of the Supreme Court of WA dated 6 August 1992. (“the Supreme Court decision”). The Statutory Declaration
dated 8 July 2003 does not refer to the attached letter or the Supreme Court decision and merely says;
“I’m making a formal complaint under the Industrial Relations (Industrial Agents) Regulations 1997.
Complaint regulation 12(1)(a), (b)”
The accompanying letter also dated 8 July 2003 says;
“I enclose a letter send to me dated 26 June 2003 by the Western Australia The Legal Practitioners Complaints
Committee which is the based or ground of my Complaint dated 10 December 2002 this information also made me
aware that this is a public matter.
I received you answer and I would like for you to look at the inclose information and proceed with the complaint as
require.”
I have not noted what appear to be spelling errors, errors of grammar or incorrect references, I have merely reproduced the
exact words used.
Therefore from the foregoing I believe I have received a complaint, dated 8 July 2003, pursuant to regulation 12(1) of the
Industrial Relations (Industrial Agents) Regulations 1997. However it is important to note that neither the complaint nor the
accompanying letter, names anyone as the subject of the complaint.
Notwithstanding that, I have accepted that the complaint challenges the registration of industrial agent, Bryan Stokes, because
this complaint is a continuation of many matters, some still ongoing, between the present complainant, her husband and Mr
Stokes and another agent. What may also be of importance is the fact that “Bryan Stokes” is not, per se, a registered agent.
The registration involving Mr Stokes is “Bryan Francis Stokes T/A Industrial Negotiators of Australia (I.N.A.)”
Although it may be open to me to reject the complaint as being without a subject, or incorrectly naming the agent, I think that
would not be in the interests of the parties and would merely serve to prolong an already elongated issue. From my
involvement in this and other matters involving the same parties I believe I am aware of what the complainant is trying to do,
namely to assert, in this instance, that the agent ought not to have been registered as an industrial agent, or that there were
grounds for refusing registration, and that I should now cancel that registration. Also, from long contact with the complainant
and her husband, I am aware that English is not her first language and for that reason I have tried to allow the complainant
more latitude in communicating her complaint, rather than emphasising only the technical aspects, while also trying to be fair
to the other party involved. I rely on Regulation 18 in saying this.
Regulation 12(1) allows for a complaint to be lodged with me alleging that —
(a) the registration of an industrial agent may have been improperly obtained; and
(b) at the time when the application for registration of an industrial agent was granted, there may have been grounds
for refusing the application.
Regulation 14 of those regulations requires that upon receipt of a complaint the Registrar is to give a copy of the complaint to
the agent concerned, specifying within what time a response may be made, and then “conduct an enquiry into the complaint.”
I wrote to the agent on 18 July 2003 enclosing a copy of the complaint and advising I would be conducting an examination
into it, and he replied in some detail.
Regulation 14(4) says that after holding that enquiry and having regard for any response from the agent, the Registrar is to
(a) make a determination as to the complaint; and
(b) notify the complainant and the industrial agent of the Registrar’s determination and the reasons for the
determination.
The agent, the subject of the Supreme Court decision, was on 24 September 1998, registered by me as an industrial agent
pursuant to section 112A of the Industrial Relations Act. The agent’s registration followed his application to me dated
8 September 1998, in which he discloses that on 12 March 1992, he was convicted of a breach of section 20 of the Statutory
Declarations Act, and fined $100. There was a need for that disclosure because of Regulation 4(1)(b) of the Industrial
Relations (Industrial Agents) Regulations 1997.
Pursuant to Regulation 6(2) and (3) I investigated the matter to determine whether or not the “applicant is a fit and proper
person to be registered as an industrial agent” notwithstanding his criminal conviction. My notes made at the time disclose
that I was persuaded that the single criminal conviction should not dissuade me from finding that the agent was a fit and
proper person to be registered as an industrial agent.
Therefore in my view the registration was properly obtained.
However, what has now been put to me in the form of a complaint, is the Supreme Court decision which sets out many more
factors concerning the agent’s behaviour and conduct, from which I assume the complainant asserts that the agent was not at
the time of registration, a fit and proper person. However, the regulations do not permit me to consider that because in order
to consider the “fit and proper person” aspects, I must first conclude that the registration was improperly obtained.
Regulation 15(2) says;
(2)
If the Registrar determines in relation to a complaint under regulation 12 (1) that —
(a) the registration of the industrial agent was improperly obtained; and
(b) at the time when the application for registration of the industrial agent was granted, there were grounds for
refusing the application,
the Registrar is to cancel the registration of the industrial agent.
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The word “and” is used, not the word “or”, meaning that both elements must be present. I think the words are plain and do not
suggest that I should read “and” as “or”. Therefore before I can make any conclusions about (b), I must first conclude that (a)
occurred and do not believe (a) occurred.
22. In my view, the registration wasn’t improperly obtained. It was done in the light of information before me, openly disclosed
by the applicant and consistent with the regulations. I do not believe the agent made any attempt to deceive me. Nothing has
been put to me in this complaint that would cause me to conclude otherwise. The agent explained the criminal conviction and
disclosed that he had been disbarred as a legal practitioner. Nothing has been put in the present complaint suggesting the
registration was improperly obtained. What I understand the complaint to do is to raise the issues mentioned in the supreme
court decision which go to the agent’s fitness to be registered but which I can’t consider if the registration wasn’t otherwise
improperly obtained.
23. Therefore in my view the complaint is not made out and I determine that it should be rejected.
(Sgd.) JOHN SPURLING,
[L.S.]
Registrar.
21.

SECTION 29(1)(b)—Notation of—
Aaron John Bowman

Parties
Shire of Kellerberrin

File Number
1231/2003

Commissioner
Wood C

Result
Discontinued

Alan Junior Parahi

Trevor Roller Shutters (WA) Pty Ltd

1224/2003

Gregor C

Discontinued

Alison Wasley

Peppercorn Holdings Pty Ltd

1212/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

Andrea Louise Bowditch

Stephen Charles Turner

1369/2003

Beech SC

Discontinued

Angie Katrine Miller

Graeme Windle

1278/2003

Kenner C

Discontinued

Anthony Ian Jarvis

Gronbeck Security

996/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

Anthony Pym

Roche Bros Pty Ltd

209/2002

Beech SC

Discontinued

Bradley James Hurrelbrink

Webforge WA Pty Ltd

1124/2003

Kenner C

Discontinued

Bruce Raymond Petchell

1240/2003

Beech SC

Discontinued

Christopher Madureira

Darren Johnson Director of WA
Kerbing
Oscars Cafe

1015/2003

Gregor C

Discontinued

Clayton Noel Godfrey

Goldfields Contractors WA Pty Ltd

1725/2002

Wood C

Discontinued

Daniel Ure

Steven K Moodie

1131/2003

Kenner C

Discontinued

Danielle Maria Grimsley

813/2003

Kenner C

Discontinued

Darcy-Anne Bosch

Mr James Miorada, Director, St James
Finance Corporation Pty Ltd
Seve Pty Ltd

1464/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Elli Gougoulis

Guides Western Australia (Inc)

885/2003

Wood C

Dismissed

Flavia Mc Donagh

Mayne Health WA

1004/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

Gary Edward Garbett

Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd

791/2000

Wood C

Discontinued

Gibson Abrahams

Linfox

1362/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

Hans Elmar Zielke

Centrelink Australia

1341/2002

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Ian Farmer

Nonferral (WA) Pty Ltd

2087/2001

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Janise Karen Stace

The Committee Norseman Telecentre

1298/2003

Scott C

Discontinued

Jose Rodriguez

Parks Industries Pty Ltd

255/2003

Beech SC

Discontinued

Justin Ross Tahere

Tony O’Toole Glass Service

1089/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

Kathryn Uphill

Starfish Lane Pty Ltd

1020/2003

Beech SC

Discontinued

Katrina Burton

John Cleary, Georgina Nielssen

1123/2003

Gregor C

Discontinued

Keith Mitchell

Celeste Corporation Pty Ltd

854/2003

Harrison C

Order Issued

Kevin Hobson

Score (Pacific) Pty Ltd

955/2003

Scott C

Discontinued

Kezia Peggy Bosch

Seve Pty Ltd

1463/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Kim Raymond Hooton

Ray White Real Estate

1220/2003

Gregor C

Discontinued

Kris Naumcevski

National Steels Lintals/Scaffolding

1345/2003

Gregor C

Discontinued

Lidia Davies-Morgan

Jakape International Agencies P/L /
Liz Davenport

1425/2003

Wood C

Discontinued
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Parties
Korvest Ltd trading as Ezystrut

File Number
1135/2003

Commissioner
Gregor C

Result
Discontinued

1171/2003

Gregor C

Discontinued

1399/2003

Kenner C

Discontinued

1116/2003

Beech SC

Discontinued

Michael Clarke

Leah Initiatives Pty Ltd (Kelmscott
Garden Supplies & Firewood)
National Power Services (WA) Pty
Ltd
MCJ Pty Ltd as trustee for the Pioneer
Industries Unit Trust trading as
Pioneer Camper Trailers
Margaret River Chocolate Company

490/2003

Gregor C

Order Issued

Nicholas Donald

B Digital Ltd t/a B Clear and Simple

1260/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

Nicholas Mark Hinchliffe

989/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

1370/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

Nicole Marie Pinch

Romina Investment Pty Ltd, Trading
as Kenwick Outdoor Supplies
Hall Holdings Pty Ltd t/as River
Rooster Boulder
Terrace 105

1523/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Owen James Goodchild

Redd’s Cafe

592/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Pamela Jean Thomson

Longden Burke & Co

2009/2002

Kenner C

Discontinued

Loren Bebich
Martin Francis Healy
Matthew Simon Lewis
Michael Charles Johnston

Nicole Adams

Paul David Hogan

CEO,Shire of Mount Marshall

2030/2002

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Paul James Bonner

Beaurepairs Kununurra WA

1452/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Peter Lynch

Prestige Property Services Pty Ltd

395/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Ralph Penistan

British Parts & Service Centre

1271/2003

Gregor C

Discontinued

Raymond Michael Stone

Huck Australia Pty Ltd

928/2003

Beech SC

Discontinued

Rhonda McShane

Street Chef

1533/2003

Gregor C

Discontinued

Robert Irving

Rosslee Holdings Pty Ltd

425/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Roger Beckett

Gurmit Singh Director St Synergy

1294/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

Shane Brandstrup Larsen

1487/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Sharyn Lee Flatman

Zoological Parks Authority (Perth
Zoo) ABN 249 686 526
Scott Park Homes Pty Ltd

541/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Sheryl Anne Pike

Karen Breese

1340/2003

Beech SC

Discontinued

Shirley Lanza

Arrix Integrated

559/2003

Kenner C

Discontinued

Simon Cavanagh

412/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Simon Pullen

Recycling Company of Western
Australia
McGuigan Simeon Wines Limited

1288/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

Stephen Fielding

Lansbury and Associates

872/2003

Beech SC

Discontinued

Steven Paul Dunning

Yellowdog Recruitment

1337/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

Tanya Marie Dell

Lawson Nominee’s Trading As
Duende Restuarant
Midchime Pty Ltd (acn 076 609 053)

1579/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

1295/2003

Scott C

Discontinued

163/2003

Wood C

Discontinued

243/2003

Coleman CC

Discontinued

Verena Lorraine Brown

Bridging The Gap Rockingham
Kwinana Inc
Prestige Property Management
Services Pty Ltd
Megabay Distributors Pty Ltd

505/2001

Wood C

Discontinued

Warren Neville Holder

N.L. Tucker & Associates Pty Ltd

1431/2003

Gregor C

Discontinued

Tearani Marie McConnell
Teresa Ann Holmes
Tiyaba Lynch
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CONFERENCES—Matters arising out of—
2003 WAIRC 10028
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING, APPLICANT
v.
AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE
THURSDAY, 13 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
C 227 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10028
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Recommendation issued
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Recommendation
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS on 12 November 2003 the Commission convened an urgent conference at the request of the applicant and the applicant
advised the Commission that work bans previously lifted by the respondent’s members on 7 November 2003 had been reimposed;
and
WHEREAS the respondent advised the Commission that its workplace delegates had met on 10 November 2003 and decided to
undertake rolling stoppages on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of this week in six metropolitan Districts and to implement the
same workplace bans that were in place prior to the 7 November 2003 for an indefinite period in support of the respondent’s claim
for enhanced wages and conditions given the delay in receiving a reasonable offer in response to their claim; and
WHEREAS the respondent confirmed that the bans included a ban by Education Assistants (Special Needs) not to undertake yard
duty at recess and lunch breaks and the applicant argued that this would create duty of care issues for children with special needs
during these breaks; and
WHEREAS the respondent sought time to have a further meeting of its workplace delegates to consider the issue of imposing the
bans and it was agreed between the parties that a meeting would take place at 2.00pm on 13 November 2003; and
WHEREAS the Commission is of the view that a recommendation is necessary to prevent the deterioration of industrial relations so
that further conciliation can take place in relation to the issues currently before the Commission;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission having formed the view that in order for further conciliation to occur to resolve the matters
in dispute, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and in particular s44(6)(ba)(i) and (ii),
hereby recommends—
THAT Education Assistants (Special Needs) who work at the applicant’s Education Support Schools, Education
Support Centres and Education Support Units or who work on a one-on-one basis with special needs students in
a mainstream school environment are to cease their current ban on undertaking yard duty during recess and
lunch times.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

CONFERENCES—Matters referred—
2003 WAIRC 10145
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS’ UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL
UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
FREEMAN EARTHMOVING PTY LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
FRIDAY, 28 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
CR 131 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10145
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Catchwords

Termination of employment – Jurisdiction considered – Eligibility for membership of the applicant –
Standing of applicant to refer matter to Commission - Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal –
Principles applied – Summary dismissal – Applicant’s member harshly, oppressively and unfairly
dismissed – Application upheld – Determination of quantum of compensation – Principles applied –
Commission not satisfied that applicant failed to mitigate loss – Compensation to be ordered –
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 23A, s 29(1)(a)(ii), s 29(1)(b)(i), s 44(9), s 44(7)(a)(i).
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Result
Order issued
Representation
Applicant
Mr M Llewellyn
Respondent
Mr P Arns of counsel
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

Reasons for Decision
The present matter is one referred for arbitration pursuant to s 44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”). The terms
of the memorandum of matters for hearing and determination are as follows—
1. The applicant says that on 11 June 2002, Mr Crews was summarily dismissed on the grounds of serious
misconduct. On this date, Mr Tom Freeman came on to the site to effect the dismissal, on the grounds that Mr
Crews had abused the safety tagging system and attempted to sabotage the mining operations by tagging
critical machinery with pre-existing minor defects that he was responsible for fixing, but had refused to fix.
2. The applicant says Mr Crews was unfairly dismissed.
3. The applicant says Mr Crews had been employed by the respondent 6 months prior to the date of dismissal, and
there had not been an issue with respect to his tagging of equipment prior to this incident.
4. The applicant says that Mr Crews is also accused of refusing to obey a lawful direction by refusing to gas air
conditioners, a task for which he did not hold the appropriate licences.
5. The respondent objects to and opposes the claim.

Background
The background to the matter is as follows. Mr Crews was engaged by the respondent, an earth moving contractor which
provided services to various mining industry operations, as a fitter to maintain mobile plant and equipment. Mr Crews is a
diesel fitter by trade qualification. He has had some twenty years trade experience. Mr Crews commenced employment with
the respondent on 19 November 2001 at Wiluna. His employment came to an end on or around 11 June 2002, in circumstances
which are controversial.
3
According to the allegations raised by the respondent, Mr Crews was involved in an abuse of the site tagging system, such that
critical mobile plant was out of service when it was needed. There was also a dispute between Mr Crews and the respondent, in
relation to the taking of rostered days off. The upshot was that on the date of the applicant’s dismissal, his employment was
summarily terminated by the respondent, on the grounds of misconduct, in that he had deliberately misused the tagging system,
such that important mobile plant became unserviceable.
4
Mr Llewellyn on behalf of Mr Crews submitted that Mr Crews did not abuse the tagging system, and his dismissal was harsh,
oppressive and unfair. This was denied by the respondent.
2

Jurisdiction
After the hearing concluded, the respondent raised, by way of written submissions, an issue going to the Commission’s
jurisdiction to determine the applicant’s claim. It is of course trite to observe that a question of jurisdiction is always a live
issue, whether raised in the proceedings at first instance or not: SGS Australia Pty Ltd v Trevor Taylor (1993) 73 WAIG 1760.
6
The respondent’s submission was that the applicant union lacked the constitutional capacity under its registered rules, to enrol
Mr Crews as a member of the applicant, at the time that it commenced these proceedings. The respondent’s submission was
that Mr Crews was employed by the respondent in the earth moving industry which is not an industry covered by the
applicant’s eligibility for membership rule. It was submitted also that Mr Crews was employed as a fitter performing the work
of repairing and maintaining motor vehicles, and was accordingly, appropriately covered by the terms of the Metal Trades
(General) Award No 13 of 1965 (“the Award”). Furthermore, counsel for the respondent, Mr Arns, submitted that the Award
contains in the second schedule, reference to the industry of “earth moving contractors”, which was the industry engaged in by
the respondent at the material times.
7
It was therefore submitted, that the applicant was not competent to enrol Mr Crews as a member, and most importantly for
present purposes, was not competent to bring these proceedings on his behalf.
8
Mr Llewellyn disagreed with the submissions of counsel for the respondent. In short, he contended that Mr Crews was
employed by an employer that carried on business with respect to contracting to the mining industry and therefore was
embraced in the industry of “metalliferous mining and the production of minerals...” for the purposes of rule 4 of the
applicant’s registered rules. It was further submitted that Mr Crews was, in any event, employed primarily to service the
respondent’s site based machinery. He was therefore engaged as a serviceman.
9
The general submission of the applicant was that the eligibility for membership rule of the applicant enables it to represent the
interests of any employee engaged in the industry of metalliferous mining and the mining of minerals, without exclusion.
10 In the alternative, if the Commission found in favour of the respondent’s submissions on jurisdiction, the applicant submitted
that it would commence proceedings pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act or, apply to have the present matter “converted” to
such a claim.
5

Consideration
Whilst it is unfortunate that this matter has arisen at such a late stage, the question of jurisdiction always being at large, it is
incumbent on the Commission to deal with this question as a preliminary issue.
12 In AFMEPKIU v Monadelphous Group of Companies (2002) 80 WAIG 611 I dealt with a similar issue to that arising in these
proceedings. I adopt and apply the relevant principles that I considered in that matter for the purposes of resolving the present
question. In particular, in Monadelphous, at 611-612, I concluded that the terms of s 44(7) of the Act, where reference is made
in (a)(i) to “any organisation”, that provision must be read with s 29(1) of the Act, dealing with who may refer matters to the
Commission. In the alternative, I concluded in that case that the reference to “any organisation” in s 44(7)(a)(i) of the Act,
should import the same words of qualification contained in s 29(1)(a)(ii) in relation to persons being eligible to be enrolled as
members of the organisation, to enable the organisation to refer a matter to the Commission.
13 I now consider therefore, the terms of the eligibility for membership rule of the applicant, in the context of the evidence in this
case.
11
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Rule 4 - Membership of the applicant’s registered rules, relevantly provides as follows—
“The Union shall consist of an unlimited number of workers employed or usually employed in any of the following
industries or callings:…
(c)
Metalliferous mining and the production of minerals (including harvesting of salt, dredging and
sluicing work), the transport, storage, loading and unloading, other than the loading and unloading of
ships South of the 26th parallel of latitude, of minerals, metals and ores, the production and supplying
of electric current, mechanical engineering, the smelting, reducing and refining of ores and metals
(including charcoal iron and steel industry) and the supplying of firewood for mines.”
The question therefore to be answered is whether Mr Crews was, at the material time, employed in the industry of
“metalliferous mining and the production of minerals” such that the applicant had standing to refer the present claim to the
Commission. Unlike subsequent parts of r 4 of the applicant’s rules, the industry of metalliferous mining and the production of
minerals does not contain any express exclusions that would appear to be relevant: TWU v Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd &
Other (1985) 65 WAIG 775. For example, such exclusions and exceptions are contained in r 4 (r), (s), (t) and (z).
It seems to be common ground, that the respondent itself was not a mining company engaged in the mining industry per se.
The respondent, for the purposes of these proceedings, on the evidence, provided contracting services to various types of
mining operations, including gold and tantalite.
It is not insignificant to note, that r 4 of the applicant, refers to “workers employed or usually employed “in” any of the
following industries or callings”, and not “in or in connection with”, such industries, which phrase is of considerably wider
import. That is, for the application to be competent, it must be established that Mr Crews, was “employed in” the industry of
metalliferous mining and the production of minerals: R v Watson; Ex-parte AWU (1972) 128 CLR 77 at 95; R v Neil; Ex-parte
Cinema International Corp Pty Ltd (1976) 134 CLR 27 at 31.
The meaning of “metalliferous mining and the production of minerals” was considered by the Full Bench of the Commission in
TWU & Other v Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd & Others (1985) 65 WAIG 775. Furthermore, whether an employer and
employee are engaged in a particular industry, will ultimately be a question of fact. It is the case of course that merely by
providing contracting services to an industry, does not, by that fact alone, mean that the contracting party is engaged in the
same industry. This matter was considered in R v Moore & Others; Ex-parte Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of
Australia (1978) 140 CLR 470. In this case, the federal AWU served a letter of demand on a number of uranium mining
companies and a number of project engineers, the latter of which were engaged to design and supervise the construction of
works for the establishment of uranium mines. The construction work was to be undertaken principally by independent
contractors engaged by the project engineers. For the purposes of the federal AWU eligibility for membership rule, the High
Court held that the project engineers were engaged in activities in connection with metalliferous mining within the relevant
membership rule.
In his judgement, Aickin J referred to an earlier decision of the High Court in Re Federated Liquor & Allied Industries
Employees Union of Australia; Ex parte Australian Workers Union (1976) 51 ALJR 266 and observed—
“Much reliance was placed on the decision of this Court in Re Federated Liquor and Allied Industries
Employees’ Union of Australia; Ex parte Australian Workers’ Union (13). In that case two companies (the
“catering companies”) entered into contracts with two mining companies which carried on iron ore mining
operations in the North-West of Western Australia to supply and perform catering, cleaning, laundry,
housekeeping and garbage services in respect of buildings and housing provided by the mining companies for
their employees and their families. The A.W.U. served a log of claims on the catering companies and a consent
award was made. However, the Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees’ Union of Australia applied
for a writ of prohibition or alternatively certiorari. It was held by the Court that the employees of the catering
companies were not employees in, or in connexion with, an industry of metalliferous mining, and that
accordingly no dispute arose in respect of which the Commissioner had any authority to make an award. The
applicable principles are stated in the judgement of the Chief Justice, with whom the other members of the
Court agreed (14)—
“The Full Court of the Commission answering such submissions said: ‘We are of the view that
although the catering facilities provided by the respondent employers to those engaged in the mining
industry are necessary for those people and would not exist in their absence, the catering industry as
performed by Poon Bros. and S.H.R.M. is identifiably different from the mining industry and when a
mining employer decides to obtain the services of a contractor instead of himself catering, the
catering becomes a service and is not part of the mining industry whatever it may have been before”.
In my opinion, this was a correct view. The business of the respondent companies was quite distinct and
separate from that of the mining companies engaged in metalliferous mining. True is it that the respondent
companies served the mining companies and provided them with commodities and services the provision of
which was desirable if not indeed necessary for the maintenance of the workforce to carry on the mining
operations. But that does not mean that in contracting to provide and in providing these commodities and
services the respondent companies entered into the business of the mining companies so as themselves to be
carrying on metalliferous mining; nor were their employees employed in connexion with that industry. Their
businesses remained distinct. Though serving the mining industry, the respondent companies did not carry on
metalliferous mining or a business or industry in connexion with metalliferous mining. Although employees of
the mining companies who provided food or services of the kind furnished by the respondent companies might
have been held to be working in the industry of metalliferous mining, such work done by an independent
contractor has a different nature or quality. It cannot be said to be done as an integral part of the metalliferous
mining operation. Sir Owen Dixon in R. v Central Reference Board; Ex parte Theiss (Repairs) Pty. Ltd. (15),
thought that the separateness of the establishments in point of control, organization, place, interest, personnel
and equipment might furnish a relevant discrimen in deciding the question of fact. Sir John Latham in the same
case (16), thought that the substantial character of industrial enterprise in which the employer and employee
were concerned was decisive of the question whether the employee was engaged in an industry of given
description. Here the substantial character of the industrial enterprise in which the respondent companies are
engaged is that of catering and of providing cleaning, etc. services. That they should at a particular place
perform such work exclusively for mining companies and under contract with them does not require or permit
the conclusion that in doing so the respondent companies carry on an activity in or in connexion with
metalliferous mining or that their employees are employed in or in connexion with such an industry. None of the
reasons put forward by the applicant for a contrary conclusion, whether taken separately or cumulatively,
warrant such a conclusion
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I have quoted that passage in full because it appears to me to determine the present matter. By way of contrast, the
activities of the project engineers in the present case cannot, in my opinion, be said to be “quite distinct and separate
from that of the mining companies engaged in metalliferous mining”. Here what they are doing is itself part of the
business of metalliferous mining, and at the very least it is “in connexion with” that industry. It is, I think, equally clear
that there is no “separateness of establishments” in the sense referred to in the passage quoted because on the facts here
in question the “establishment” of each project engineer is in truth that of the mining company for the purpose for
carrying out the latter company’s mining operations during both the construction and the mining stages. Applying the
other test quoted, the substantial character of the industrial enterprise in which the project engineers and their employees
will be engaged will be in the metalliferous mining industry, notwithstanding that all, or some, of it may properly be
called construction work.”
20 In my opinion on the evidence, the activities of the respondent although described as “earth moving”, were integral to the
process of metalliferous mining and the production of minerals. The evidence of Mr Freeman, the director of the respondent,
was to the effect that the respondent engaged in mining operations, crushing, contracting work and transport. Mr Crews was
engaged in the process of maintaining and servicing trucks and other mobile equipment used for the purposes to which I have
just referred. In my opinion, it could not be reasonably said, that the respondent’s activities, and those of Mr Crews, were not
an integral part of the mining operation. A large if not the largest component of open cut mining operations is the digging and
movement of material, which is what the respondent did on the evidence. In my view, the circumstances before the
Commission presently, are quite different from those of a catering company providing ancillary contract catering services to a
mining company.
21 In my opinion, the activities of the respondent, as with the project engineers in R v Moore; Ex-parte FMWU, could not be said
to be distinct and separate from that of the mining companies themselves engaged in metalliferous mining.
22 I therefore reject the respondent’s claim that the applicant did not have standing to refer the application to the Commission.
Furthermore, whether or not the respondent was engaged in the industry of earth moving contracting under the Award is not
determinative of the issue. It is well settled in this jurisdiction, that an employer may be engaged in more than one industry for
the purposes of industrial and award coverage.
Merits
23 I now turn to the merits of the matter. The facts of this matter are relatively straight forward and are as follows. Mr Crews
testified that he commenced employment with the respondent on or about 19 November 2001. As noted above, Mr Crews was
employed as a fitter to maintain mobile plant and equipment. After spending approximately six months at Wiluna, the
respondent asked Mr Crews to move to mining operations at Bald Hill. This occurred in about May 2002. Mr Crews’ duties
were the checking and servicing of trucks and other mobile equipment which included oil checks, servicing air cleaners etc.
24 At the Bald Hill operation, Mr Crews undertook a two-day site induction. An induction booklet for the operation was tendered
as exhibit A4. On p 12 of the induction booklet, reference is made to plant and equipment tag out procedures. This refers to the
“personal danger” and “out of service” tagging system. Mr Crews testified that he was, from 20 years in his trade, well familiar
with the tagging system used in the maintenance of mobile plant and equipment.
25 It was Mr Crews’ evidence, that on 9 June 2002, he had occasion to place a number of yellow “out of service tags” on some
machinery. These included a digging unit in relation to re-torqueing of track roller bolts; truck 04 which had an oil leak on its
tail shaft; truck 05 with an oil leak on the hoist ram and also a digger which needed service on the air cleaner. The maintenance
work done by Mr Crews on this day, and the faults he found on this equipment, were recorded in his time sheet tendered as
exhibit A3. It was Mr Crews’ evidence that he properly utilised the out of service tags for this equipment, and more over, told
his supervisor Mr Harris, that evening, that he had tagged out this equipment.
26 It was common ground that the next day, Monday 10 June, was a day that Mr Crews was required to be off work.
27 On 11 June, Mr Crews testified that the respondent’s principal, Mr Freeman, came to see him on site and summarily dismissed
him for misconduct. Mr Crews was informed that he had been dismissed for misconduct, because he had deliberately
“sabotaged” the respondent’s mobile equipment, by the improper and unwarranted use of yellow out of service tags. It was
alleged against him, that he had done this deliberately, following an earlier threat to do so, if he was required to have a day off
on 10 June, in accordance with the alleged “14 day rule”, which had been imposed by the mine management. As the
Commission understands the evidence, this required all employees to have a day off work after this period. On the evidence,
this issue seemed to cause some tension between him and Mr Freeman.
28 There were some attempts apparently, by Mr Crews, for Mr Freeman to persuade on site management that Mr Crews be able to
work on this day.
29 As a consequence of these events, Mr Crews was summarily dismissed. He was driven off site by Mr Freeman on 11 June
2002 and returned to his home in Perth. Subsequently, by letter dated 14 June 2002, tendered as exhibit A6, Mr Crews was
informed in writing of his summary dismissal for gross misconduct.
30 There were also other allegations made by Mr Freeman in this letter, to the effect that the applicant had planned to travel with
his wife to England for a four week trip, without prior approval of the respondent, in the week following the relevant events
leading to Mr Crews’ dismissal. Furthermore, it was alleged by Mr Freeman, that Mr Crews, whilst still employed by the
respondent, had accepted employment with another contracting company. In summary, Mr Freeman in this letter, alleged that
Mr Crews, notwithstanding his summary dismissal for misconduct, had no intention of remaining in the respondent’s
employment beyond that time in any event.
31 I pause to observe that these allegations were strongly denied by Mr Crews in his evidence. In relation to the allegation that Mr
Crews intended to travel overseas with his wife, evidence was tendered by way of exhibit A5, containing travel information.
This document revealed that it was Mrs Crews, and not Mr Crews, who intended to travel in the week commencing 1 July
2002.
32 Furthermore, Mr Crews testified in cross-examination that he was well aware of the fact that tagging systems are not to be
abused and strongly denied that he told Mr Freeman, in response to being required to have a day off, words to the effect that if
he did not work then no one would be working. His evidence was if he intended to sabotage the operations in such a way, then
he would use red danger tags, on the equipment, that are much more difficult to have removed.
33 Mr Freeman is a director of the respondent. As at the time of the proceedings, he testified that the respondent’s business had
been sold. As noted above, Mr Freeman described the respondent’s business as mining operations, crushing, contracting and
transport. Mr Freeman testified that when Mr Crews was transferred from the Wiluna operation to Bald Hill, he was informed
of the “14 day rule”, that required employees to have a day off in their work cycle. It was his evidence, that this was a
requirement of the client and was a matter beyond his control. Mr Crews was therefore aware of this requirement, before he
went to the Bald Hill operation, according to Mr Freeman.
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It was Mr Freeman’s evidence, that during the first week of June 2002, he had a number of telephone calls from Mr Crews on
site, who was not happy in having a day off. Apparently, according to Mr Freeman, Mr Crews simply wanted to work as many
hours as possible, and receive payment accordingly. According to Mr Freeman, on the Saturday and Sunday of that same week,
further telephone conversations took place between he and Mr Crews, about the day off issue. Mr Freeman said that on the
Saturday, Mr Crews was agitated. He requested to return home to Perth on the day off, but Mr Freeman said he could not do
that, as the distance was too great.
It was in a telephone call on the following Sunday, that Mr Freeman said Mr Crews threatened that if he was not able to work
on the day off, then he “would park up the trucks and no one would work”, or words to that effect. Mr Freeman testified that he
then informed Mr Crews that if he did such an act, he would be dismissed.
On the following Sunday, 10 June, Mr Freeman attended at the Bald Hill site. He said that as he was driving towards the site,
he learned from a telephone call from a Mr Harris, a supervisor, that some yellow tags had been placed on some items of
equipment. Apparently, Mr Freeman informed Mr Harris to have the mine manager undertake an inspection of the out of
service tags.
Subsequently, when he got to site, Mr Freeman was requested to see the resident manager and was directed to remove Mr
Crews from the site, because he regarded Mr Crews’ actions, as a breach of tagging protocol. Shortly after on the evidence, Mr
Crews went to see Mr Freeman at his accommodation unit, to discuss equipment. Mr Freeman informed him that he had had a
long day, it was a day off and he would talk about the equipment the next day. The following day, Mr Freeman saw Mr Crews
in the office. He asked Mr Crews about the tagging of equipment. According to Mr Freeman, Mr Crews responded that he had
to put tags on these machines as there was no other fitter on site. In response, Mr Freeman said that he was going to dismiss Mr
Crews, because of the unnecessary tagging of equipment.
In cross-examination, Mr Freeman accepted that if a service on an item of equipment was not complete by the end of a shift,
then a yellow out of service tag should be left on the machine. He also accepted that if an oil leak was detected at the end of a
shift, then a machine may not be serviceable and an out of service tag would be appropriate. Furthermore, Mr Freeman
accepted that the use of out of service tags may be used to ensure that appropriate checks are undertaken before a machine is
operated, for example in relation to oil levels.
In relation to the specific use of yellow tags by Mr Crews, Mr Freeman accepted that in the circumstances of these events, the
leading hand would have been able to remove all the yellow tags by about 6.00am on the day in question. Mr Freeman also
accepted that the use of the yellow tags by Mr Crews, would not stop any machinery for any length of time and were minor
issues at best.
In support of the respondent’s case, a Mr Swan was called to give evidence. He is a machine mechanic for another contractor.
On the day in question, he was requested by Mr Harris to inspect the machines and remove the yellow tags if appropriate. He
testified that this was early in the morning at about 6.00am. According to Mr Swan, Mr Harris appeared to be aware of the tags
on the trucks, but did not mention anything about the digger. It was Mr Swan’s evidence that after checking the equipment, he
removed the yellow tags and the machines were placed back in service.
In cross-examination, Mr Swan accepted that he was not familiar with the history of oil leak problems with truck 04. In
relation to the hoist, he accepted it would not be unreasonable to put a yellow tag on that item of equipment, in order for it to
be checked. In relation to the air filters, he testified that the proper practice should not have been to blow out air cleaners with
compressed air, rather to replace them. In these circumstances, Mr Swan accepted that it was not unreasonable to put a tag on a
filter when it may have not been cleaned each day, so as to ensure that it was done for the next day before it was used.
Furthermore, Mr Swan agreed with the proposition that it was reasonable that if at the end of a shift a difficulty was detected
with a piece of equipment, and the servicemen would not been working the next day, a yellow out of service tag could be
placed on it.

Conclusions
There was a direct conflict in the evidence between Mr Crews and Mr Freeman, most critically in relation to the allegation that
Mr Crews threatened to effectively “sabotage” the respondent’s equipment fleet. Having closely observed the witnesses give
their evidence I prefer the evidence of Mr Crews. Whilst he appeared to the Commission to be a person of few words, I found
his evidence to have been given in a forthright fashion. Moreover, I found aspects of Mr Freeman’s evidence somewhat
troublesome. For example, his evidence that he informed Mr Crews of the “14 day rule” before he travelled to the Bald Hill
site, is inconsistent with the evidence of Mr Crews and Mr Freeman, that Mr Crews contacted Mr Freeman from site,
repeatedly, expressing dissatisfaction with the requirement to have a day off in his work cycle.
43 Moreover, in my view, Mr Freeman had a tendency to somewhat embellish events, for example references in exhibit A6 to Mr
Crews travelling overseas with his wife the week following his dismissal, and allegations he had prearranged employment with
another employer. Those allegations were not made out on the evidence. As noted above however, it simply does not make
sense for Mr Crews to contact Mr Freeman at least six times by telephone on the Sunday prior to his dismissal, as alleged by
Mr Freeman, if he was already aware of the obligation to have a day off on his work cycle.
44 I therefore do not accept that Mr Crews told Mr Freeman that he would deliberately “park up” the respondent’s vehicles, if he
was required to have a day off work.
45 In any event however, looking at the events in question objectively in light of all of the evidence, the affixing of yellow out of
service tags was not in my opinion, in any way a manifest abuse of the tagging system. It is settled that tagging procedures,
particularly in the mining industry, are particularly important: Ortuzar v Newcrest Mining Limited (1997) 77 WAIG 2397. On
the evidence however, I find that the circumstances of Mr Crews affixing yellow out of service tags to the machinery in
question, was in response to legitimate service issues with the equipment. This much at least was conceded by Mr Freeman
himself, and Mr Swan in cross-examination, when pressed on these issues. Equally importantly however, is the fact that Mr
Freeman described the relevant events as “minor”. Furthermore, I am satisfied and I find that the removal of the yellow out of
service tags, in order that the equipment was to return to service, was not a difficult process and involved a relatively short
delay in the working day in question.
46 Given that the respondent bears the burden of establishing the conduct to justify a summary dismissal for misconduct, I am not
persuaded on the evidence in this case, that the respondent has discharged that burden. I am simply not persuaded on balance,
that even if Mr Crews conduct could have been regarded as inappropriate, it struck at the heart of his contract of employment,
such that it warranted summary dismissal for misconduct. Moreover and as importantly, the evidence was that no one
conducted any from of investigation into the allegations against Mr Crews’ before he was summarily dismissed. This adds to
the unfairness of the dismissal.
47 Accordingly, I am satisfied that the dismissal of Mr Crews was harsh, oppressive and unfair.
42
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Remedy
48 At the time of these proceedings, Mr Crews had sought and obtained alternative employment. He did not seek reinstatement.
The respondent’s business has also been sold. In the circumstances I am satisfied that reinstatement would be impracticable.
Therefore, I turn to the question of compensation.
49 I assess compensation in accordance with the principles set out in Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd (1998)
78 WAIG 8.
50 On the evidence, Mr Crews was employed at the Bald Hill site at the rate of $17.50 per hour. His hours of work and rates of
pay are set out in exhibit A2, his pay slip for the last full day period prior to his dismissal. It was submitted by the applicant,
that notwithstanding the sale of the business, on the evidence, Mr Crews had a legitimate and reasonable expectation of
continuing employment, and other employees had remained with the new employer. The applicant therefore submitted, based
upon his earnings profile to date, that Mr Crews would have earned approximately $93,818.00 to the end of July 2003. In that
period, the evidence was Mr Crews worked for other employers including his present employer at the time of these
proceedings. PAYG payment summaries in this regard, were tendered as exhibits A8 and A9. By 30 June 2003, Mr Crews had
earned a total of $85,790.
51 Based on Mr Crews’ projected earnings of $93,818 from 30 June 2002 to 30 June 2003, less his total earnings of $85,790 from
other employment, the applicant claimed a total loss for the financial year end 2003 of $8,028.00.
52 Additionally, Mr Crews was paid an hourly rate with his employer from 20 September 2002 to the time of the proceedings, of
$15.50 per hour, some two dollars per hour less than his hourly rate whilst employed by the respondent. It was therefore
submitted, that in any event, beyond 30 June 2003, Mr Crews would suffer an ongoing loss of some $154.38 per week.
53 Furthermore, the applicant on Mr Crews’ behalf claimed a further actual loss of the sum of $4,165.00, for the period from
11 June 2002, his date of dismissal, to 30 June 2002.
54 The total loss claimed by the applicant, excluding the ongoing loss of $154.38 per week that the applicant was instructed not to
claim on Mr Crews’ behalf, was $12,193.00.
55 The respondent submitted that Mr Crews should not be compensated at all for any loss alleged to have been suffered by him.
This was on the basis that it was submitted that Mr Crews had been offered and he rejected, employment with the new owner
of the business. The respondent’s submission was that there was an opportunity for the applicant to mitigate his loss and he did
not take that opportunity.
56 The evidence in relation to any proposed offer of employment from the new owner of the business was not at all clear. Mr
Crews said in cross-examination that he received a facsimile from a Mr Baxter, who was not called to give evidence. The
evidence was that Mr Crews had other employment at this time and he testified that that Mr Baxter was not clear about what
was proposed.
57 The Commission is not safely able to make any findings as to an actual offer of employment and on what terms that may have
been, from the evidence. I therefore reject the respondent’s submission that the applicant has failed to mitigate his loss. In my
opinion, in promptly seeking and obtaining other employment, Mr Crews has mitigated his loss.
58 I am satisfied on all of the evidence that but for the unfair dismissal, Mr Crews would have been likely to have continued in
employment for the foreseeable future, despite the sale of the business. In my opinion, it would be inconsistent with equity and
good conscience to not compensate the applicant in these circumstances.
Order
59 The Commission therefore issues orders to the effect that Mr Crews was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his
employment on or about 11 June 2002 and orders that he be paid compensation for loss in the sum of $12,193.00.
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HAVING heard Mr M Llewellyn on behalf of the applicant and Mr P Arns of counsel on behalf of the respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”), hereby—
(1)
DECLARES that Mr Crews was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment by the
respondent on or about 11 June 2002.
(2)
DECLARES that reinstatement of Mr Crews is impracticable.
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ORDERS that the respondent pay to Mr Crews compensation for loss in the sum of $12,193.00 less any amount
payable to the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 and actually paid
within 21 days of the date of this order.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
Commissioner.
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Reasons for Decision
This matter was referred for hearing and determination following the conclusion of conference proceedings pursuant to section
44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”). The applicant union pursues this matter on behalf of its member, Mr
Jennings, who was employed by the respondent company.
2
Mr Jennings’ services were terminated on the 13th November 2002. Initially, the circumstances of his termination were that he
was told that there was a lack of work and that he was therefore redundant. After the issue of redundancy payment arose it was
subsequently ascertained by the union from the Notice of Separation of Employment Certificate that Mr Jennings’ services had
been summarily terminated because of alleged theft.
3
It is the applicant union’s contention that the dismissal was unfair and that the relief being sought is compensation for thirteen
weeks at $608.00 per week.
4
From the employer’s point of view the applicant was dismissed because he was stealing or attempting to steal property of the
employer. Mr Jennings had been observed with company property in his possession. The employer had sought to get legal
advice, however, the foreman had been advised to terminate Mr Jennings’ services because of lack of work. This was not the
real reason. It subsequently came to pass that when a separation certificate was completed the employer’s reason for
termination was set down as being that the employee had “company consumables in (his) personal possession and refused,
when confronted by (the) Managing Director to place (them) back into (the) workshop cabinet.” (Exhibit A1).
5
The issue is whether the express reason for the termination, that is lack of work, was the real reason or whether or not the
employer had reasonable grounds for terminating Mr Jennings’ employment summarily.
6
The parties confirmed that the issue of past performance was not in question in this matter.
7
Mr Jennings gave evidence. He commenced with Nix Sheet Metal Engineering operations three and a half years earlier (8th
June 1999). He was employed as a fitter and machinist.
8
According to Mr Jennings on 13th November 2002 Mr Fudlovski, the Managing Director, was in a bad mood. The previous day
there had been an accident involving another machinist. Mr Jennings assumes that Mr Fudlovski was still upset when he came
to him on 13th November 2002 and said “You’ve got my property in your tool box. It belongs to me.” The applicant’s member
states that there were packets of tool tips in his tool box and some were on his bench. He never took the tool box home other
than at Christmas and he used the tool tips only for the employer’s work. He had them in his possession which was not
unusual. Amongst his possessions were a number of tool tips which had accumulated over 35 years of employment in the metal
industry. He had a Chinese lathe at home and he kept tools at home for that purpose. Mr Jennings states that on occasions he
used his own tool tips at work for particular jobs.
9
According to Mr Jennings Mr Fudlovski wanted his tool tips sorted out there and then. Mr Jennings claimed Mr Fudlovski was
angry. He believes Mr Fudlovski lost his temper and stated that he knew Mr Jennings had a lathe at home and implied that he
was taking the respondent’s tips for his personal use. Mr Jennings says he had never taken tool tips home and they were only
used at work. Tool tips are kept in the cabinet but this had been taken away or moved at times. There was no inventory to keep
track of the tool tips. Mr Jennings claims that other workers kept tools in their tool box. No one had to get approval to take tool
bits from the cabinet. There were seven other workers working in the area and the cabinet was never locked.
10 On 13th November 2002 Mr Jennings took the tool tips from his box and gave them to Mr Fudlovski. He in turn handed them
to the foreman. Mr Jennings carried on with his work. He states it was not unusual for Mr Fudlovski to “blow up”. At 4.00pm
the foreman told Mr Jennings that he was to finish up because of lack of work. He took his tool box on a trolley to his car with
the assistance of another fitter and loaded it into his boot. Mr Jennings was told by the foreman to come back next day to pick
up his wages. He returned next day with Mr Anderton of the Union. Mr Anderton pointed out to the employer that Mr Jennings
was due for notice and redundancy payments totalling 11 weeks. According to Mr Jennings Mr Fudlovski said he would look
1
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into it next week. Subsequent to the meeting Mr Jennings received a notice from the company saying he had been dismissed
for dishonesty. He was paid his accumulated annual leave.
Mr Jennings gained other employment on the 14th February 2003.
Evidence was given by Mr Jennings about Blue Chip Engineering, a company which was run on the same premises as Nix
Sheet Metal Engineering. The two workforces operated side by side. There are no separate consumables identified as
belonging to either entity. Mr Jennings believed that Blue Chip Engineering worked on Saturdays in addition to normal hours.
On weekends people used the lathe and tools that he used during the week. According to Mr Jennings when he returned to
work on Monday, sometimes he found tool bits damaged.
Mr Jennings tendered a number of exhibits showing private work that he as client had done by the company for him, (Exhibit
A2) and for purchases of tools and tool tips (Exhibit A3).
Under cross examination Mr Jennings spoke about Mr Fudlovski as being easy going and “laid back” but quick to lose his
temper. He claimed that he would lose it weekly and vent his anger and aggression on anyone who upset him. On 13th
November 2002, according to Mr Jennings, it just happened to be him.
Mr Jennings conceded that some time previously the foreman had mentioned that because of the downturn in work someone
would have to go. Mr Jennings seemed reluctant to admit this but eventually acknowledged that things had been slow and the
factory had not been as busy as it had been previously.
Mr Jennings gave evidence that the lathe he owned was manufactured in China. He had a hobby and does work for friends but
not as a business. The lathe at work is a Colchester. The tooling for the Colchester lathe is bigger than that for the Chinese
machine.
Mr Jennings acknowledged that the same agent supplies tips for both lathes but they have different shank sizes, however, the
same size tip can be fitted both machines. He claims that orders for new supplies of tools were done through Mr Fudlovski and
the supplies would be delivered to the office. They would stay on Mr Fudlovski’s desk for some time and he would bring them
to the workshop. Mr Jennings kept the tips in his tool box (sometimes referred to as “tool bag”) and denies that he was told to
keep them in the steel cabinet. Anyway, he added “the steel cabinet had disappeared and had been moved around”. It was put
to him that the foreman would say that the applicant took his tool box home weekly. The applicant’s member denies that this
was the case. He re-emphasised that he never took his tool box home except at Christmas. He did keep personal tips in his tool
box. These were used for particular jobs including Mr Fudlovski’s work. Usually there were only one or two boxes. The new
tips that had been in his tool box were only delivered to him recently for a particular job. However, they arrived too late. Mr
Jennings states that the quantity of tips he purchased was negligible. He usually purchased them because they came with the
tool holder he was buying at the time. He said that he stored his tips at home but some that he had brought from home were in
his tool box.
It was put to Mr Jennings that on the 13th November 2002 Mr Fudlovski had brought an invoice for the purchase of tips and
showed it to him. Mr Jennings denied that this had been the case. He said that he had been approached by Mr Fudlovski two
days before with an invoice but not on the day in question. It was further put to Mr Jennings that Mr Fudlovski’s evidence
would be that this conversation did not happen two days before, it happened on the day in question; furthermore, that Mr
Fudlovski would say that when he saw him (Mr Jennings) on the 13th November he was concerned about the high number of
tips being ordered. He had said “are these tips made of gold?” Mr Jennings does not recall that but does agree that more tips
than were needed had been ordered. He acknowledged that lots of tips were being bought but the work in the factory did not
justify their purchase. Mr Jennings said that Mr Fudlovski could not resist a bargain; the tips were on special and he also
bought some. The position that Mr Jennings maintains is that the majority of tips in his bag were his own. It was put to him
that Mr Fudlovski would say that he demanded the tips and Mr Jennings looked nervous and red faced when he was confronted
with the request to provide the tips. He would say that he received two boxes of tips; one box had one tip missing. There were
four or five other boxes with several tips in them. All of the boxes were handed to Mr Fudlovski.
There was some cross examination about reference to a statement attributed to Mr Jennings about Mr Fudlovski “costing him
$18,000 and this is all I got from you”. Mr Jennings emphatically denies that he said these words. He does admit to being upset
and angry when confronted by Mr Fudlovski and being accused of taking the respondent’s tips from the workplace.
Mr Jennings says that when the foreman came to see him at 3.50 pm he was told “we are letting you go because of lack of
work.” He was told to finish up and come back next day to collect his pay. The next day he came with Mr Anderton and
enquired about his benefits. On Mr Anderton’s assessment he was due for eleven weeks’ pay. Mr Jennings states that
Mr Fudlovski said that he would look up the relevant entitlements.
Under cross examination there was a discussion about the inventory system maintained at the work shop. According to Mr
Jennings there was no strict procedure and he agreed that Mr Fudlovski was “quite a trusting soul”.
Finally, the applicant stated that he gained full time employment early in February and that his rate of pay was $2.00 per hour
more than he received whilst working with the respondent company. In the period between his termination and gaining
employment he had only two days’ full time work and that he had done some odd jobs, for which he estimates his total income
from all these sources to be about $500.00. He applied for a number of jobs via advertisements in the newspaper and had faxed
his application to a number of companies.
Under re-examination Mr Jennings stated that a discussion with the foreman about the slow down in work had taken place
some six months before his termination. He claims that the tools for the workplace had been put in the cabinet which had been
moved 20 feet from his work area. He kept a number of tools in his tool box to save walking. Mr Jennings re-affirmed that the
other machinist/fitter had helped him move his tool box to the car when he was terminated. He confirmed that the number of
boxes he had handed to Mr Fudlovski had been four or five in addition to the other two which he claims had only one tip
removed.
Evidence was called from Mr Anderton, a union organiser for the AMWU. In November 2002 he was contacted by Mr
Jennings in relation to the termination of the member’s employment. On the 14th November 2002 he attended the respondent’s
premises in the company of Mr Jennings and spoke with Mr Fudlovski and a lady. Mr Anderton stated that he was told that
Mr Jennings had been made redundant through lack of work. The company had understood that the only liability had been to
pay a week’s notice. Mr Anderton stated that he showed the proprietor the terms of the Metal Trades (General) Award and
provided the company with a copy. He requested a separation certificate and the company advised that they would look into
the redundancy claim. There was no mention of theft; the only reason that was given for the termination had been lack of work.
Mr Anderton spoke with Mr Fudlovski the following week and was told that he was still awaiting advice. The notification that
Mr Jennings had been terminated because of theft came from Mr Jennings himself when he received a copy of the separation
certificate.
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Mr Fudlovski, the proprietor of the respondent company gave evidence. He is also the proprietor of Blue Chip Engineering.
Both businesses operate from the same factory but Blue Chip Engineering is treated as a client of the respondent company for
the purposes of paying for work done through the factory.
Mr Fudlovski confirmed that Mr Jennings was employed about three and a half years ago. He and another machinist were
previous employees of an operation called Accurate Manufacturing.
It was Mr Fudlovski’s evidence that the bookkeeper had approached him expressing concern at the number of tool tips being
purchased. It was her view that the amount of work going through the factory did not justify the number of tips being
purchased. The bookkeeper showed Mr Fudlovski an invoice for tips at $18.00 plus GST for each one. He had said to her “Are
these made of gold?” Mr Fudlovski was given the invoice on the morning of the 13th November 2002 at around “smoko time”
(10.10am). He notes that he went down to the workshop to see Mr Jennings. He asked Mr Jennings about the tips “Are these
made of gold? Where are they, I would like to see them”. Mr Jennings told him that they were “over by the lathe or somewhere
down there”. Mr Fudlovski said that he would have a look but Mr Jennings followed him and told him that he would bring
them to him. Mr Fudlovski insisted that he wanted to see them. He could see that Mr Jennings was becoming nervous. He
asked Mr Jennings if they were in the tool box and Mr Jennings told him that he would give them to him in his own time. Mr
Fudlovski said that he got upset and asked why he should be told to wait when he was paying his wages and also paying for the
tips. He then stated that he told Mr Jennings that “this is the third time that I have asked you”. Mr Jennings had responded
along the lines that he would do it in his own time. Mr Fudlovski persisted and said “Peter, can I have those tips?” He refused
and Mr Fudlovski told him that if he didn’t give him the tips he would take them himself. At that time the foreman was there
and present during the conversation. At that point, it is claimed, Mr Jennings stated “You cost me $18,000. That’s all I’ve got
from you”. Mr Fudlovski says he did not understand the import of this statement and said “Peter, I beg your pardon. I cost you
$18,000 and you’re using my tips at home to make money and I am being blamed for some reason? Where’s this figure of
$18,000 come from?” Mr Jennings stated “You sent the other company I worked for broke and that’s the reason.”
Mr Fudlovski denies that this matter of the $18,000 had been discussed prior to the incident on the 13th November 2002.
Mr Fudlovski further elucidated the conversation. According to him it went along the lines that when he was confronted with
the cost of $18,000 from the company that went broke he said to Mr Jennings “Those idiots almost cost me a marriage, a
business and everything. I had to mortgage my house and I am lucky I still have my wife and kids”.
Mr Fudlovski explained that he held the belief that Mr Jennings was taking tips home because, Sharon, the bookkeeper had
pointed out to him the number of tips being purchased. Also, the salesperson from Teravin Tooling had told him to be careful
because one of his employees who had a lathe at home had changed all his tips to suit the respondent’s holders. In other words
he had changed the holder to accommodate the tips that Mr Fudlovski was purchasing. For the respondent the cost of changing
tip holders would be $400 or $500 according to Mr Fudlovski. Mr Fudlovski went on to explain that when Mr Jennings had
told him that he had cost him $18,000, he had lost trust in Mr Jennings and concluded “the person is pinching my stuff for a
long, long time without (me) realising (it) because I didn’t even know that he had a lathe or mill at home until Jack Versaci
told me about it only a few weeks before.” Mr Versaci is the vendor of tips and holders for Teravin Tools.
Mr Fudlovski stated that the packets of tool tips should have been stored in a cabinet, which is only a few feet away from the
lathe on which Mr Jennings worked. He disputes that it was inconvenient to store the tips anywhere else. He noted that the
cabinet had only been shifted twice in ten to twelve years. The cabinet was, in his view only four or five feet away from the
lathe but to get to it was about eight or ten feet. He acknowledged that Mr Jennings’ tool box was only about two feet away
from the operator’s position on the lathe, however, it was his view that tips don’t get changed every few minutes but probably
once every three or four days. Any inconvenience in getting tips from the cabinet was minimal. He only ordered the equipment
(tips) when Mr Jennings required them for a job. Mr Fudlovski is not a machinist and so is dependent upon Mr Jennings’
advice.
According to Mr Fudlovski when the salesperson from Teravin Tools was at the factory the purchases would be given to Mr
Jennings to put into the cabinet. It was only when the tips that were required weren’t available at that time and were
subsequently delivered they would be given to somebody else to sign for.
As to storage of the tips, Mr Fudlovski said that it was a rule that the tips had to be kept in the cabinet. This was because he
believed that Mr Jennings did not like working Saturdays and so other employees would have to have access to the tips from
the cabinet.
When it came to purchasing tips Mr Fudlovski was, to a large extent, dependent upon Mr Jennings’ advice. He denies that he
purchased tips just because they were cheap. However, he agrees that he would purchase a quantity of tips to ensure the best
discount.
In the six months prior to Mr Jennings’ dismissal Mr Fudlovski said that business was very quiet. Mr Jennings had been
deployed on to sweeping floors and cleaning machines on occasions. However, he believed that he could not afford to let Mr
Jennings go because he was a very good machinist.
On the purchase of tips during the period from August to October 2002, as far as Mr Fudlovski was concerned the purchases
did not warrant the level of business that was being undertaken. As to where the tips were kept, he stated that they were to be
kept in the cabinet but he didn’t know whether or not they were in fact there.
It was Mr Fudlovski’s evidence that prior to speaking with Mr Jennings he had checked the cabinet himself and there weren’t
many packets of tips at all. He stated that that was why he asked Peter Jennings to tell him where the new tips were. He stated
that he was quite surprised to see them missing because prior to that he had lost about $2,000 worth of milling tips and he had
asked Mr Jennings if he had seen them. Mr Jennings had said he didn’t know anything. Mr Fudlovski went on to say “I am not
saying that someone did take them. I have no proof who’s taken them. I’ve lost, you know, a whole box of tips that they (are)
use(d) for mill(ing) and I know that I thought, well, no one’s got a machine at home. They won’t be good to anybody at my
works, except when I found that Peter (Jennings) has (got) one of these machines at home. So as I said, it is an unfortunate
thing that the way it happened really because he said to me those words, really. I didn’t feel very comfortable anymore with
Peter.” “Those words” referred to by Mr Fudlovski relate to how Mr Jennings allegedly believed that Mr Fudlovski had “cost
him $18,000 and that was all he got from him”.
Following the exchange with Mr Jennings on the 13th November 2002 Mr Fudlovski admits that he was angry and upset. He
states that he was going to dismiss him but he had to be careful. He was worried in case he would be sued for defamation. Mr
Fudlovski contacted his lawyer but was advised that the lawyer would not be available until later in the afternoon. He
requested the lawyer to contact him and he expected a return call sometime after 2.30 in the afternoon. Mr Fudlovski stated
that he had made contact with the lawyer’s office at about 2.00pm. After that he called the foreman into his office.
According to Mr Fudlovski he told the foreman that he didn’t trust Mr Jennings anymore. He also stated that he wanted Mr
Jennings out of the workshop that day as he didn’t want him making any claim for an injury. Furthermore, he stated that he
wanted the foreman to stay with Mr Jennings and escort him to his car with his personal effects in a “proper manner”.
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On the 14th November 2002, Mr Fudlovski stated that he was confronted by Mr Anderton and Mr Jennings, with the former
stating that he wanted some payment for his client. Mr Fudlovski claims that Mr Anderton was talking about unfair dismissal
and he claims to have said “Look, at the moment we are looking at something else. Whatever needs to be done, I’ll go by the
law.” At that point he had not met with his lawyer. Mr Fudlovski agrees that Mr Anderton had spoken about payment in lieu
of notice plus redundancy payment. He further clarified his statement to Mr Anderton as being that at the moment it was in the
hands of someone else. Mr Fudlovski acknowledges that there was some discussion about a separation certificate and that Mr
Anderton said that he would be back in five or six days’ time. At some time before Mr Fudlovski’s next contact with Mr
Anderton he stated that he received advice from his lawyer that Mr Jennings’ actions had amounted to stealing. Mr Fudlovski
stated that he had another visit from Mr Anderton. They met in the carpark. He stated that Mr Anderton enquired as to what
had been done about the payment. Mr Fudlovski advised him that “As far as I am concerned, my solicitor advised me, that it is
stealing and he told me we might have to go to court.” He further stated that he told Mr Anderton that before he did anything,
before a separation certificate was provided, he would provide a good reference so that Mr Jennings did not have a bad name
on his personal record. However, after getting advice from his solicitor and discussing it with his wife Mr Fudlovski stated that
he got the company accountant to give Mr Jennings an Employment Separation Certificate (Exhibit A1).
Mr Fudlovski wasn’t able to give definitive evidence concerning the frequency with which Mr Jennings took home his tool
box.
It was not an answer to say that it was convenient to keep the tool tips in the tool box according to Mr Fudlovski. He stated that
many times he told people to put tools back into the cabinet. However, he stated that the tools that Mr Jennings used nobody
else except the other machinist, Brian, would use. He then stated that nobody else goes to the cabinet, and unless you work on
a lathe you wouldn’t need them.
Under cross-examination among matters addressed were Mr Fudlovski’s re-assessment of the time at which the discussion
with Mr Jennings took place. It was no longer morning smoko but either lunch time or afternoon smoko. Whichever it was, the
discussion occurred at around 2.00pm according to Mr Fudlovski’s re-assessment of the time. The invoice which Mr Fudlovski
says he took down to the workshop to discuss with Mr Jennings had been given to him by Sharon sometime between 10.00am
and 11.00am that morning. Mr Fudlovski’s recollection of the conversation with Mr Jennings includes the demands to hand
over the tool tips in Mr Jennings’ tool box and the retort from the employee that Mr Fudlovski had cost him $18,000 and that
“this” was all he got from him. Mr Fudlovski is emphatic that Mr Jennings referred to $18,000 and that this was the first time it
had ever been raised with him. It was put to him that this evidence had been concocted and that a discussion about tool tips and
an invoice had taken place with Mr Jennings two days before. All this is denied by Mr Fudlovski.
It was when Mr Jennings’ alleged statement was made about the $18,000 Mr Fudlovski claims he “woke up to everything.
That I felt suspicious after, when he said those things to me”.
The sequence of events that allegedly followed the discussion was that Mr Fudlovski rang his lawyer (but he was unavailable),
and then summoned the foreman. All of this happened within minutes of leaving Mr Jennings. Armed with what he considered
to be an admission of stealing, Mr Fudlovski stated that he was faced with a complication. The goods were still in his
possession, that is the tool tips, which had previously that day been with Mr Jennings. Mr Fudlovski says that he was unsure of
the legal position. However, under cross–examination about the alleged statement “that’s all I’ve got from you” he made it
clear that he understood that to mean that Mr Jennings had stolen tips in the past. This was confirmed in Mr Fudlovski’s mind
by the fact that Mr Jennings was the only employee that had a lathe at home. This he concludes from having asked some
employees and knowing that other than Brian, the other machinist/fitter, no one else in the business was a sheet metal worker
who could operate the lathe.
As to why the Union representative who attended Mr Jennings’ office the following day had not been told that the termination
of employment had been for stealing, that, according to Mr Fudlovski, was up to his lawyer “to work it (out) in the proper
way”. With his command of English Mr Fudlovski considered it prudent that his legal representative should convey the real
reason for the termination in the “right wording”.
Mr Fudlovski was unable to see his lawyer for four or five days. When he did the advice had been that Mr Fudlovski had been
“too generous” in paying Mr Jennings his accrued annual leave entitlement. Mr Fudlovski’s evidence was that it was put to Mr
Jennings that the respondent had “done the right thing by you, so you don’t have a criminal record maybe on your name. We’ll
do the right thing. We wish you all the best and all that and let’s stay in that manner, sort of, and without prejudice about things
what happened. We’ll just swallow it, I’m prepared sort of, to cop it for trusting people too much”. According to Mr Fudlovski
this was not accepted by Mr Jennings. There is no indication of when this compromise was supposed to have been put to Mr
Jennings and the matter was not pursued in cross-examination, nor in re-examination.
Another facet of the evidence which developed in re-examination was Mr Fudlovski’s discussion with the foreman that
followed on from the confrontation with Mr Jennings. According to Mr Fudlovski he said to the foreman “Look, you probably
know what’s happened” and says he then instructed him to tell Mr Jennings to leave. This conversation was brief as Mr
Fudlovski was anxious to attend his lawyer’s office. It was suggested to the foreman that the pre-text for dismissal should be
shortage of work. This was accompanied by instructions to the foreman to accompany Mr Jennings to make sure that he was
safely escorted to his car. The knowledge Mr Fudlovski attributes to the foreman about what he believed to be the real situation
with respect to Mr Jennings came about from the foreman’s presence when Mr Jennings and Mr Fudlovski had argued over the
tool tips. However, it was Mr Fudlovski’s evidence that he never told the foreman that Mr Jennings had stolen tips; he had
merely said to the foreman that he no longer trusted Mr Jennings and needed to terminate his services. In that discussion the
foreman was said to have acknowledged some understanding of the situation but admitted to Mr Fudlovski that he hadn’t heard
“the whole story”.
When Mr Mihailovski, the foreman, gave evidence, he clarified his understanding of the situation on the 13th November
2002 and his participation in crucial events.
According to Mr Mihailovski the discussion between Mr Fudlovski and Mr Jennings took place around the time of morning
smoko. He knows tips were discussed and exchanges between the two men were heated but that was the extent of his
knowledge. Mr Mihailovski’s participation had been only to receive four or five boxes of tips from Mr Fudlovski and to place
them in the cabinet. He assumes the tips came from Mr Jennings; he didn’t inspect the contents but thought that the packets
were full. They were relatively new in their appearance. Later that day, some time after lunch time, possibly 3.00pm, he was
called to Mr Fudlovski’s office and instructed to inform Mr Jennings that “we’d have to let him go” because of lack of work.
He thought Mr Fudlovski was still stressed from what had happened earlier that day. The reason for terminating Mr Jennings’
services was given in response to Mr Mihailovski’s enquiry as to why Mr Jennings was to be dismissed. According Mr
Mihailovski he was not given any other information although reading between the lines he knew it had something to do with
the argument between the two men that took place that morning, and that the basis given for dispensing with Mr Jennings’
services was not the true reason.
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Mr Mihailovski was not given any instructions about Mr Jennings’ pay, but he was told to watch over Mr Jennings while he
left. Mr Mihailovski went to Mr Jennings’ work station, told him of the termination and apologised for having to do it. He then
escorted Mr Jennings from the premises. He thought that Mr Jennings was probably assisted by someone else in lifting his
heavy tool box into the back of his car.
On the matter of the purchasing of tips, according to Mr Mihailovski, the ordering was normally done by Mr Fudlovski but
probably on Mr Jennings’ advice as to needs. In the normal course the tips would be delivered to Mr Fudlovski who would
then pass them on to Mr Jennings. According to Mr Mihailovski it was common place to store tips in the cabinet that is five
feet from the lathe. The cabinet has, on Mr Mihailovski’s recollection, been moved only once in the past five years.
It was Mr Mihailovski’s view that the volume of business had at the time of Mr Jennings’ dismissal “dropped off a fair bit”.
Although much of the evidence was presented in a disjointed manner, the respective advocates were able to bring a degree of
coherency to their respective cases in their summations.
For the respondent the almost permanent location of the tool cabinet, its proximity to the lathe and the requirement to keep tool
bits in it, establishes the regime of the workshop. It was accepted that the critical issue was what happened between Mr
Fudlovski and Mr Jennings on the 13th November 2002. For the respondent it was submitted that the pre-text for the initial
interaction between the two men was the enquiry by Mr Fudlovski about the tips for which he had an invoice. Upon being
located in Mr Jennings’ tool box there was an alleged exclamation by Mr Jennings that “you’ve cost me $18,000 and this is all
I’ve got from you.” This alerted Mr Fudlovski to Mr Jennings’ theft of tool bits. It is submitted that although Mr Jennings
denies these words were discussed, Mr Fudlovski’s evidence was credible and consistent. It was this admission of guilt,
according to Mr Fudlovski and the clarification it is alleged that Mr Jennings provided about losing his entitlements in his
previous employment and the bankruptcy of the business that caused the employer to lose trust in his employee. As far as the
respondent was concerned the words should be interpreted to mean that Mr Jennings had something to hide, he was using the
employer’s tools, probably for his own work at home. It was a breach of confidence and this precipitated the summary
dismissal. In the respondent’s view it did not make sense for such an outburst to have occurred in response to enquiries about
expenditure on tips. However, it was submitted that it did occur and that this is clearly remembered by Mr Fudlovski, as he
conveyed in his evidence.
Against this it was suggested Mr Jennings’ evidence was vague or forgetful. It was this comment that in context of the
exchange between Mr Fudlovski and Mr Jennings that caused the former to seek legal advice. That was a logical step for Mr
Fudlovski to take notwithstanding that he had already decided to terminate Mr Jennings’ employment. It was Mr Fudlovski’s
concern that the accusation of theft should have no repercussions for him that prompted his enquiry with his solicitor and the
direction to Mr Mihailovski to terminate Mr Jennings for lack of work. Delay in receiving legal advice prompted the
perpetuation of the reason for dismissal as being redundancy.
While it was conceded that there was no evidence of Mr Jennings regularly taking his tool box home, it was submitted that it
was open to infer that the tool tips could have been removed from the workshop in his lunch box.
It was submitted that the fact that the wrong reason for the termination of Mr Jennings’ services was given does not render the
dismissal unfair. Even though the business was experiencing a “slack period” it is clear that in normal circumstances Mr
Jennings’ services would have been retained. He was, on Mr Fudlovski’s evidence, the best machinist. The respondent argued
that the fact that Mr Jennings was terminated, albeit for a concocted reason, shows that there was a serious reason behind the
stated excuse. Mr Fudlovski was concerned, he was shattered by the breach of trust.
Finally, it was submitted that while the stated reason for dismissal may be wrong, that does not deprive an employer of the
justification to terminate the relationship for a true reason. (See Shepherd v Felt and Textiles of Australia Limited [1931]
45 CLR 359, Dixon, J at 378).
The applicant submitted that the chronology of relative events which should be accepted commenced with the discussion
between Mr Fudlovski and Mr Jennings at the lathe on the 11th November, 2002. It involved Mr Fudlovski’s enquiry about the
purchase of tool tips, for which he was holding the invoice. Mr Fudlovski was shown the tool tips in question and Mr Jennings
then replaced them in the tool box, where they had been prior to the enquiry. Mr Fudlovski knew that they were there and
raised no objection. It was submitted that two days later Mr Fudlovski approached Mr Jennings in a rage and demanded the
tool tips be placed in the tool cabinet. It was submitted that Mr Jennings sorted the tool bits and gave them to Mr Fudlovski
who then handed them to Mr Mihailovski, the foreman, for placement in the cabinet. This incident took place on the morning
of the 13th November. That afternoon Mr Jennings’ services were terminated by Mr Mihailovski, the reason given was because
of lack of work. The approach from Mr Anderton from the Union concerned the advice that the downturn in work had been the
basis for the dismissal.
The applicant submitted that the respondent had given three different reasons for terminating Mr Jennings’ services. Initially it
was a lack of work, then it was that he had company consumables in his possession and when confronted by the Managing
Director refused to place them in the workshop cabinet. The third reason was that Mr Jennings had committed theft.
In an attempt to sustain the allegation of theft the applicant notes that the respondent announced that evidence was going to be
presented that Mr Jennings regularly took home his tool box; the inference being that Mr Jennings would remove tool tips from
the workshop in the course of re-locating his tool box. Nothing came of this assertion. Indeed, it was noted that the foreman
provided evidence that it was unusual for anybody in the workshop, including Mr Jennings, to take home their tool box. It was
submitted that Mr Fudlovski’s claim on this matter was a self-serving fabrication.
The applicant submitted that no evidence was produced to substantiate the respondent’s assertion that there had been an
increase in the number of tool tips purchased at the time when the volume of work was decreasing. There were merely
statements attributed to the bookkeeper. However, if there was an increase in the use of tool tips then this is explicable,
according to the applicant, on the basis of the involvement of Blue Chip Engineering in the workshop. Anyway, it is submitted,
there is no inventory system in the workshop to control consumables and Mr Fudlovski never undertook an investigation to
ascertain whether or not the other employees were involved in any alleged theft.
Another piece of evidence upon which the respondent placed significant reliance in asserting theft, was the alleged statement
by Mr Jennings about the respondent costing him $18,000 and that “this” was all he had got from him. In the applicant’s view
this was a “new phenomenon”. Mr Fudlovski did not discuss it with Mr Mihailovski neither did he tell Mr Anderton; it was not
noted in a diary nor in any correspondence with the applicant’s lawyer. The allegation that this statement had been made by Mr
Jennings rests squarely in the evidence of Mr Fudlovski, who, in the applicant’s view, must be considered to be unreliable. He
did not give a truthful reason for terminating Mr Jennings’ services and the Separation Certificate he initiated was misleading.
It was submitted that inconsistency in Mr Fudlovski’s evidence went to matters dealing with the ordering and delivering of
tools, the time at which the conversation with Mr Jennings took place, the time at which he summoned the foreman to his
office and the time at which he telephoned his lawyer. In the applicant’s view, collectively this shows that Mr Fudlovski’s
recollection of events was obviously flawed and the evidence he presented was a fabrication. The situation was that on the 13th
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November 2002 Mr Fudlovski was upset over something, he had the pressure of the downturn in business and needed to
terminate the services of one machinist. The lack of work presented the opportunity but Mr Fudlovski was not aware of the
respondent’s liability to make a redundancy payment. It was asserted that Mr Fudlovski was looking for an excuse to sack Mr
Jennings and to avoid having to make a redundancy payment. It was submitted that the alleged statement regarding
$18,000 was concocted from a previous discussion with Mr Jennings. He had merely extrapolated this to suit his version of
events and should not be believed.
It was submitted that in all of the circumstances the termination of employment was unfair.
In each case where there is a claim for unfair dismissal and the termination of employment is effected summarily for alleged
misconduct, the evidential onus lies with the employer to establish the fact that gave rise to the issue (see FMWU v Cat
Welfare Society Inc (1991) 71 WAIG 2014, and PM Mouritz v Shire of Esperance (1990) 70 WAIG 2130). To discharge the
evidential onus the employer must show that on balance the misconduct had in effect occurred (Max Winkless Pty Ltd v GR
Bell & NG Bent (1986) 66 WAIG 847). It is on the balance of probabilities that the issue must be determined. That is
discharged if the Commission can say that it is more probable than not that the misconduct cited occurred. If the probabilities
are equal it is not (Newmont Aust Ltd v AWU (1988) 68 WAIG 677). It remains the case, however, that the onus is on the
applicant alleging unfairness to show that this was in fact so.
In the circumstances of this matter it is necessary to identify the alleged misconduct upon which the respondent acted to
terminate the union member’s employment. It is clearly not a lack of work nor is it the allegations set out in the Employment
Separation Certificate (Exhibit A1) which cites an alleged possession of company consumables and the refusal to place this
equipment into the workshop cabinet. It is the employer’s conclusion that Mr Jennings had stolen tool tips from the respondent
company for his own use at home. This is cited as the basis upon which the trust was shattered and so the employment was
terminated.
According to Mr Fudlovski’s evidence he had grounds for suspicion arising from the bookkeeper’s concerns conveyed to him
about the volume of tips being purchased against the amount of work going through the workshop. Next, was the advice from
the supplier of tips from Teravin Tools that one of his employees had a lathe at home and had purchased fittings which could
accommodate tips being purchased by the respondent company. Then there was Mr Fudlovski’s own investigation as to the
location of recently purchased tool tips; they were not in the cabinet. Finally, and most importantly was the alleged statement
by Mr Jennings that the respondent had cost him $18,000 and that “this” was all he had got from him. “This” was understood
by Mr Fudlovski to be tool tips. The statement was taken to be an admission by Mr Fudlovski that Mr Jennings had taken tips
from his employer for his own use. It confirmed his suspicions and it was sufficient for him to summarily terminate Mr
Jennings without more being done. Although Mr Fudlovski wanted to consult his lawyer the decision to summarily dismiss the
employee was made according to Mr Fudlovski, immediately following the discussion that took place on the 13th November
2002.
As to the substance of the suspicions there was little evidence to substantiate the extent to which the purchase of tool tips was
excessive. While it is accepted that Mr Fudlovski’s purchases were made on Mr Jennings’ recommendations it is also clear that
when ordering Mr Fudlovski ensured that he took advantage of discount opportunities. I accept the evidence provided by Mr
Mihailovski and Mr Jennings that Mr Fudlovski was involved to a significant extent in the receipt of orders of tools and tips
from Teravin Tools. It is noted that in the period from the 15th May 2001 to the 31st August 2002 Mr Jennings expended just
under $3,500 on tools and tips from Teravin Tools on his own account (Exhibit A3). These purchases included 119 tips.
Mr Fudlovski made much of the invoice for tips costing $18.00 plus GST each (the normal price of tips being around $5 each)
and his interest as to whether they were “made of gold”. That was the pretext he cited as being the basis upon which he
pursued an enquiry with Mr Jennings on the 13th November 2002. If, for a moment it is accepted that the discussion on the 13th
November 2002 was prompted by this interest and Mr Fudlovski did at that time have the invoice with him, that enquiry has no
relevance to the volume of purchases compared with the throughput of work.
Mr Fudlovski gave evidence that before he spoke with Mr Jennings he had sought to locate the tool tips. Whether this was
immediately before Mr Jennings attended with him at the lathe on the 13th November or some time prior to that is unclear.
What must be accepted is that prior to any discussion with Mr Jennings on the 13th November Mr Fudlovski had concerns
about the volume of tips being ordered, however, there was nothing presented by Mr Fudlovski to substantiate this concern by
way of an analysis of purchases and jobs being undertaken in the workshop. It is clear that there was no system of inventory
control and any number of people had access to tool cabinets located within the workshop.
Mr Fudlovski says he was alerted to the fact that one of his employees had a lathe at home and was purchasing equipment
which would enable compatibility with consumables purchased for the Colchester lathe. This information was said to be
provided by Mr Versaci from Teravin Tools. Either Mr Versaci was being cautious with the information to the extent that he
didn’t give the employee’s name or Mr Fudlovski was reticent about giving all the information that Mr Versaci conveyed to
him. Notwithstanding this, on the evidence presented Mr Fudlovski reached the conclusion that it was Mr Jennings who owned
the lathe without any further investigation. He reached this conclusion based on his knowledge of what equipment some of his
other employees did or didn’t have at home and their capabilities with respect to metal work. It is noted that Mr Fudlovski had
the information from the Teravin Tool supplier for several weeks before the incident on the 13th November 2002 and it was
within his power to have enquired into the volume of purchases of tools the respondent company had made over that period of
time. This, on Mr Fudlovski’s evidence, would have been quite easy to ascertain.
It appears from Mr Fudlovski’s evidence that some time prior to the incident on the 13th November 2002 there had been
concerns about several thousand dollars’ worth of missing milling tips. He asked Mr Jennings as to their whereabouts but was
told that he didn’t know. Mr Fudlovski concluded that they had been stolen. Later, he discovered that Mr Jennings had a lathe
at home. There was nothing to suggest that any investigation was made into this alleged theft nor indeed any change in
inventory control or ordering procedures. However, it appears that the possibility of theft weighed on Mr Fudlovski’s mind.
In each of the matters cited as giving rise to Mr Fudlovski’s suspicions there was no evidence of any investigation save but for
the alleged inquiry with Mr Jennings as to whether or not he knew the whereabouts of tips. Concerns about the volume of tips
being purchased, the advice from the supplier, Teravin Tools, that an employee had a lathe at home and had purchased tools
compatible with the respondent’s lathe, the fact that tips were not in the cabinet and the belief that milling tips had been stolen
in the past, never prompted Mr Fudlovski to pursue inquiries which would assist in establishing some facts upon which he
could confront Mr Jennings or other employees for that matter.
Notwithstanding this paucity of evidence if there was an unambiguous admission of guilt from Mr Jennings, as Mr Fudlovski
asserts, then that would give substance to the suspicions and be sufficient to remove the obligation to discharge the burden of
establishing the justification for the summary dismissal. But there was no concession from the applicant that its member made
such an admission. Indeed, it was denied that words which give credence to an admission of guilt were ever uttered by Mr
Jennings.
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As to who is to be believed, this is dependent upon the credibility of the principal parties in this matter. Not only is it the
cogency of their evidence, their demeanour and the extent to which support for their respective positions is gained from the
testimony of other witnesses, but their credibility is also drawn from their actions following the critical event upon which the
legitimacy of their respective positions is based.
Mr Fudlovski’s position rests on an acceptance that his inquiry regarding particular packets of tool tips for which he had an
invoice, was hindered by Mr Jennings. An insistence to see the tips prompted an outburst which belied an antagonism
harboured by Mr Jennings resulting from events in the past for which he held Mr Fudlovski responsible. On this scenario any
tips that Mr Jennings took from the respondent were small compensation for the wrong for which Mr Jennings saw Mr
Fudlovski, at least partially, to blame. The explanation of all of this on Mr Fudlovski’s evidence was supposed to have come in
the course of a heated discussion which could have taken no more than a few minutes and which drove Mr Fudlovski to take
immediate action.
There were no witnesses to this alleged admission. Mr Mihailovski confirmed that he was not privy to the discussion although
he knew it was heated. Everyone presenting evidence on this agrees that the incident took place on the 13th November 2002.
Mr Jennings stated that it was first thing in the morning. Mr Fudlovski claimed it was around morning smoko; then he changed
his mind to the afternoon. Mr Mihailovski at first thought that it had occurred around 10.00am then he thought it could have
been around lunch time. However he was sure that Mr Fudlovski told him to dismiss Mr Jennings in the afternoon, possibly
around 3.00pm. Mr Jennings said that it occurred at the end of the working day.
What was important in Mr Fudlovski’s evidence was that upon the retrieval of his tool tips he immediately endeavoured to
contact his lawyer and he summoned Mr Mihailovski and instructed him to terminate Mr Jennings’ services. It is difficult to
accept that when confronted with an admission of theft as Mr Fudlovski asserts he was, he didn’t immediately terminate
Mr Jennings’ services there and then. Mr Fudlovski’s evidence about being faced with the complication of tool tips being taken
from Mr Jennings still being on the premises, his need to confirm with his lawyer the legal position and then wanting to leave
it to the lawyer to use the “right words” runs contrary to the impression of urgency with which he claims to have acted in
instructing Mr Mihailovski to terminate Mr Jennings’ services due to lack of work. There is no evidence that he confronted Mr
Jennings and demanded to know the extent of the alleged pilfering. Neither did he clarify anything about the alleged admission
that tips had been taken. Against this is Mr Jennings’ evidence that when confronted by Mr Fudlovski on the 13th November
2002 Mr Fudlovski inferred that Mr Jennings had stolen tool tips. Mr Jennings had sought to explain that he had his own
account with Teravin Tools. There is no evidence of misconduct being the reason for dismissal until the applicant union was
informed by Mr Jennings, upon his receipt of the Separation Certificate. Mr Mihailovski was not told at the time of the
termination nor later, even after Mr Fudlovski had spoken with his lawyer. However, Mr Fudlovski claims that he told Mr
Anderton, from the applicant union, that as far as he was concerned Mr Jennings was guilty of stealing. This, he asserts, was
done after he received legal advice but before the Separation Certificate issued. This conversation took place in the respondent
company’s carpark. This evidence, however, was later refuted when Mr Fudlovski said that he didn’t tell Mr Anderton that Mr
Jennings had been stealing; he said that he didn’t want Mr Anderton to know. Mr Anderton’s evidence is consistent on this
point; he only learned of the alleged grounds of misconduct from Mr Jennings. A discussion with Mr Fudlovski took place
sometime later and his attendance at the respondent’s premises was in connection with the service of an application for a
conference in the Commission. Even then, on Mr Fudlovski’s revised evidence, he didn’t want Mr Anderton to know the
alleged real reason for terminating Mr Jennings’ services.
It is difficult to accept that the shared experience of Mr Fudlovski and Mr Jennings over the bankruptcy of Accurate
Engineering had not been the subject of discussion between the two before the 13th November 2002, as Mr Fudlovski asserts.
The two machinists/fitters employed by the respondent company had been employed by that venture prior to working with Nix
Sheet Metal Engineering. It is improbable that Mr Fudlovski, who lost a significant amount of money as a creditor of Accurate
Engineering, was not aware of that company’s liabilities, including its indebtedness to its employees. The fact that Mr
Fudlovski employed Mr Jennings so soon after the demise of Accurate Engineering, that they had worked together for a
significant period of time and from time to time enjoyed social interaction, makes it hard to accept that reference to Mr
Jennings’ losses from his previous employment first came up in the exchange between the two men on the 13th November. It is
probable that the demise of Accurate Engineering and their respective losses had been discussed prior to that, just as
Mr Jennings claimed.
Although the evidentiary onus is on the respondent to show that the misconduct complained of had in fact occurred, when it
comes to the issue of credibility it is just as important to assess that of the applicant’s witnesses particularly that of Mr
Jennings as it is to assess that of the respondent company’s.
Mr Jennings was a taciturn person whose responses as a witness did not go into the development of an argument. It is apparent
from all of the evidence that considerable time elapsed between when Mr Fudlovski and Mr Jennings had a verbal altercation
on the 13th November 2002 and when Mr Jennings’ services were terminated later that day. Mr Jennings’ recollection of the
discussion was constant. He maintained that Mr Fudlovski had accused him of stealing. He denied this and pointed out that he
had an account of his own with Teravin Tools. When confronted with assertions that Mr Fudlovski had attended upon Mr
Jennings on the 13th November with an invoice for tool tips, Mr Jennings’ evidence was straight forward: that had occurred
several days before the incident on the 13th November. Mr Jennings had shown Mr Fudlovski the tool tips in question and
according to Mr Jennings Mr Fudlovski had seen that they were replaced in the tool box. This occurred without comment or
objection. This evidence is credible given the scenario put forward by Mr Fudlovski that Sharon, the bookkeeper, had pointed
out the cost of the particular purchase of tool tips and Mr Fudlovski’s evidence about wanting to know whether they “were
made of gold”.
When Mr Fudlovski approached Mr Jennings on the 13th November 2002 Mr Jennings said that Mr Fudlovski was in a bad
mood. Although Mr Jennings attributed that to a breakdown in equipment the previous day that was not the case according to
Mr Mihailovski. Mr Mihailovski also refuted the evidence presented by Mr Jennings on the direction he was given to collect
his pay next day. Mr Mihailovski said that he did not tell Mr Jennings to come in and pick up his pay, however, he thought that
it must have been arranged by the office subsequently.
Neither of these issues undermines the credibility of Mr Jennings as they do not go directly to the matters in contention. If Mr
Jennings was not told to come in the next day and pick up what was owed to him, then this may explain why he attended the
respondent’s premises with Mr Anderton. As to Mr Fudlovski’s mood or frame of mind at the time of the incident,
Mr Jennings’ evidence about the way he was accused of stealing was consistent with the attitude expressed by Mr Fudlovski in
evidence, when he listed the concerns that he had at the time he approached Mr Jennings about the number of tips being used
and the information he had been given by the supplier of Teravin Tools.
After reviewing all of the evidence, particularly as it relates to events on the 13th November 2002 I am not satisfied that the
respondent has discharged the evidentiary burden placed upon it in the circumstances of summary dismissal. In my view it
cannot even be said that the probabilities of Mr Fudlovski’s rendition of events is evenly balanced with that of Mr Jennings’
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account, and that any further assessment of the evidence alters that in favour of the respondent. The summary termination in
the absence of justification is a wrongful dismissal. It is unlikely that a dismissal will be other than unfair where, according to
the assessment of evidence, the employer has wrongly exercised the power to dismiss summarily. However, the criterion is not
lawful or wrongful dismissal, but harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal. Consistent with the burden the respondent is required
to discharge, the summary dismissal without establishing sufficient justification must, in the circumstances of this matter be
considered unfair.
The applicant union identifies the loss arising from the unfair dismissal as being equivalent to 13 weeks’ pay at the rate of
$608.00 per week. This has been assessed on the basis of Mr Jennings’ period of unemployment following the termination of
his employment. In the course of cross-examination Mr Anderton for the applicant union cited the entitlements that
Mr Jennings would have received if there had been a bona fide redundancy. Being over 45 years and having completed
between 3 and 4 years’ service with the respondent the entitlement would have amounted to 11 weeks.
No issues were raised about the loss arising from breach of contract arising from the wrongful dismissal along the lines
discussed in Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 893. Indeed as that decision explains such matters
should considered within the context of the overall effect of the unfair dismissal.
It is apparent that relief other than compensation is impractical given the applicant union member’s subsequent employment.
There is no basis upon which the loss can be limited to the equivalent amount of a redundancy payment when it was never the
basis upon which termination of employment was really effected.
There is evidence that Mr Jennings received his entitlement to an amount based on his accumulated annual leave. This
payment was in line with the statutory provisions of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, 1993 (Section 4, part 3)
being payable even in circumstances of a summary dismissal. The amount of compensation should not be adjusted to take into
account this payment.
In the absence of anything else, the period of employment less the amount of income derived from other sources prior to
gaining fulltime employment (estimated by Mr Jennings to be around $500) seems to be the only ground upon which
compensation for loss can be awarded. Minutes giving effect to this decision now issue.
_________

2003 WAIRC 10043
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
NIX SHEET METAL ENGINEERING, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE
THURSDAY, 13 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
CR 253 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10043
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Application upheld and respondent ordered to pay compensation
Representation
Applicant
Mr L Edmonds, of counsel
Respondent
Mr D Jones, as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD from Mr Edmonds, of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr Jones, as agent on behalf of the respondent;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders:1. THAT Mr Jennings was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed;
2. THAT the respondent pay to the applicant an amount equivalent to 13 weeks wages at $608.00 per week gross as
compensation for the unfairness of the dismissal LESS the amount of $500.00 earned by Mr Jennings in mitigating
his loss;
3. THAT the respondent pay this amount to Mr Jennings within 21 days of the date of this order.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
____________________
2003 WAIRC 09988
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
BURSWOOD RESORT (MANAGEMENT) LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE
FRIDAY, 7 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
CR 101 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09988
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Industrial Relations (WA) – Application for order returning employee to work as croupier or redeployment to another position – Application for orders of compensation for time not paid – fitness
for work - Employer ordered to return employee to work as croupier upon conditions – cancellation of
interim order - application otherwise dismissed – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s44(9).
Application granted in part.

Result
Representation
Applicant
Ms S Northcott and Mr J. Winters
Respondent
Mr G Blyth (as agent) and Ms K. Drimatis
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
Background
1
The union brings this claim regarding its member Mr Kieran Neal who is employed as a croupier with the respondent. Mr Neal
commenced with the respondent in November 1987. For the first 10 years of his employment Mr Neal, who is colour blind,
dealt only one game, blackjack. In approximately 1998 to 1999, he dealt also Pontoon and Caribbean stud. In November
2000 he sustained an injury to his right shoulder from his dealing duties and filed a workers’ compensation claim against the
respondent for which it accepted liability. Mr Neal continued working as a croupier but no longer dealt blackjack using a king
shuffler.
2
In approximately June 2002, he experienced and reported increasing right shoulder pain dealing pontoon. He still remained
working but dealt only two games from that point onwards, they being Caribbean Stud and Minibac.
3
At the beginning of December 2002 Burswood took Mr Neal off dealing and gave him work packing plastic cutlery and doing
computer training. He continued to be paid as if he was a croupier but he no longer worked shift work. In March 2003 he
settled his workers’ compensation claim.
4
On 12 May 2003 he was sent home without pay. On 6 June 2003 he was given a paid work trial as a TAB operator although he
continued to be paid as a croupier. On 23 June 2003 he was offered the position of electronic gaming assistant subject to
confirmation that he was medically fit to perform the duties and confirmation with the Gaming Commission that that it was
possible for him to perform licenced and unlicenced work (exhibit R3). Mr Neal’s evidence is that although he wished to do
that job, he was not able to agree to the salary which was offered.
5
The respondent states that it does not have any other alternate work for Mr Neal. It states that Mr Neal has been through all
three stages of its Work Capacity programme which has endeavoured to find him alternate work. Accordingly, Mr Neal has
been advised that the termination of his employment is now likely.
6
The union brought the matter to the Commission as otherwise constituted and as a result an Order issued requiring the
respondent to re-deploy Mr Neal to the position of electronic gaming assistant pending the hearing and determination of the
claims of the union (2003 WAIRC 08920; 4 August 2003). This order was quashed on appeal: (2003) 83 WAIG 3314. A
further order issued which is current at the time of writing these reasons for decision which has required the respondent to
continue to employ Mr Neal on a full-time basis under his existing terms and conditions of employment: (2003) 83 WAIG
3426. An appeal against that order was dismissed on 6 November 2003 (2003 WAIRC 09964).
The Claims of the Union
The matter referred for hearing and determination, as finally amended before the Commission, is—
1. The union claims that its member, Kieran Neal, has been unfairly treated by the respondent because the
respondent has failed to offer work to Mr Neal, and because the respondent has failed to redeploy Mr Neal to a
suitable alternative position.
2. The union further claims Mr Neal’s terms and condition of employment should be determined by the Burswood
International Resort Casino Employees Award 2002, as amended from time to time.
3. The union further claims that Mr Neal should be paid compensation for loss of wages when he has been fit to
work but has not been offered work by the respondent.
8
At the commencement of the hearing the union informed the Commission that it sought the following orders—
1. that the respondent redeploy Mr Neal to the position of electronic gaming assistant;
2. that the terms and conditions of employment that should apply to the duties of the position of electronic gaming
assistant be as prescribed for a keno operator in the terms of the Burswood International Resort Casino
Employees Award 2002;
3. that notwithstanding orders 1 and 2 above, the respondent shall continue to pay Mr Neal wages as if he
remained a croupier; and
4. that the respondent pay Mr Neal the sum of $2,611.60 as compensation for loss of wages.
9
The union then called Mr Neal to give evidence. His evidence took the whole of the one day set aside for the hearing of the
matter. The union called no other evidence and its case then closed. The hearing was re-listed for 4 days later. At the
commencement of the hearing on the second day, the respondent submitted that there was no case to answer. After hearing
from both parties, the Commission dismissed the submission and gave brief reasons for doing so.
10 The union then sought to amend the orders sought. The union sought an order that Mr Neal be returned to work as a croupier in
addition to the orders otherwise sought. The union explained that this amendment was sought because of Mr Neal’s evidence.
In that regard, Mr Neal’s evidence was that he was still able to deal two games as a croupier; that for the first ten years of his
employment he had played only one game and that he believed that he should be returned to work as a croupier playing two
games. Any re-deployment as an electronic gaming administration assistant would be secondary to his preference to be
returned to work as a croupier.
11 The respondent objected strongly to any amendment of the orders sought at that late stage of the proceedings.
12 In my view, the respondent had every right to complain at the union amending the orders sought at that stage of the
proceedings. Mr Blyth pointed out that the union’s initial application to the Commission, and the union’s position during some
10 conferences before the Commission (as otherwise constituted), was on the understanding that Mr Neal was not able to work
as a croupier and even that it was an understanding from his workers’ compensation settlement that he would not again work as
a croupier.
7
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Nevertheless, I allowed the amendment for the following reasons. The claim brought by the union concerns Mr Neal. I am
quite satisfied from Mr Neal’s evidence that he seeks to return to work as a croupier playing two games. His evidence, which I
accept, was that although the respondent took him off working as a croupier, he only accepted the respondent’s decision until
he could take the matter up with his union. Although the union is able to be fairly criticised for not having raised any objection
with the respondent, either when informally represented or when formally represented by an officer, I have no doubt that Mr
Neal’s position is as he described in evidence before me. From when he was first taken off dealing he was hoping that “when
everything gets sorted out” he would be back “on the tables”. It is also appropriate to observe that in granting relief or redress
under the Act the Commission is not restricted to the specific claim made or to the subject matter of the claim.
14 To my mind, it would be a travesty to refuse to allow the union to pursue the order it now seeks. To do so would be to deny to
Mr Neal the opportunity to have his claims examined on their merits because of an error by the union. To do so would be to
perpetuate the error.
15 Correspondingly, the respondent had not at that stage presented its case. I allowed the union to amend the order that it sought
over the objection of the respondent but informed the respondent that I would be prepared to adjourn the proceedings in order
to allow it to further prepare its case and also to permit it to recall Mr Neal for further cross examination if it requested to do
so. In my view, this adequately addressed any prejudice suffered by the respondent from the Commission’s decision to allow
the union to amend the orders sought.
16 After a short adjournment, the respondent informed the Commission that it did not seek an adjournment and proposed to
present its case. This it then did, calling Kathleen Drimatis, the respondent’s Manager Employee and Workplace Relations, to
give evidence. It did not seek leave to recall Mr Neal.
Consideration
17 For the reasons to follow, I find it convenient to deal with the claims made in reverse order. In doing so, I will refer to those
aspects of the evidence which are relevant to my conclusions.
The Claim for Compensation
18 This claim relates to the period of time when Mr Neal was sent home without wages. Significantly, the union does not argue
that Mr Neal has a legal entitlement to be paid for that period. Indeed, it would be difficult for the union to mount such an
argument on the authorities (Automatic Fire Sprinklers v. Watson (1946) 72 CLR 435 at 471).
19 Rather, the union argues as a matter of fairness that if Mr Neal was employed as a croupier he should continue to be paid the
wages of a croupier so long as he is ready, willing and available to work as a croupier.
20 However, on the evidence before me I find as a matter of fact that from the time that Mr Neal was taken off the work of a
croupier until perhaps the proceedings commenced in the Commission, and certainly until his evidence before me, neither Mr
Neal nor the union has stated to the respondent that Mr Neal was able to work as a croupier and should be given that work. In
particular, and significantly, that view was not communicated at the time Mr Neal was sent home without wages.
21 Therefore, I also find as a fact that at that time it was the common understanding of the union and the respondent that Mr Neal
could no longer perform the work of a croupier. That being the case, there is not a reason in equity to require him to now be
paid. Neither Mr Neal nor the union at the time represented that he was able to work as a croupier. Rather, at that time the
parties were acting on the assumption that Mr Neal could not work as a croupier and there is no basis in fairness to find in
favour of the union’s claim. Fairness also includes fairness to the respondent and I find the respondent was acting according to
the accepted belief at the time. The application for an order for the payment of compensation is therefore dismissed.
13

Re-deployment as an Electronic Gaming Administration Assistant
The position to which the order seeks Mr Neal to be re-deployed is the position as contained in the letter of offer of 23 June
2003 from the respondent to the union (Exhibit R3). The letter states, in part, that the respondent has been able to combine
some tasks to form a full time role for Mr Neal. It involved the combination of the full range of TAB operator duties and one
minor task currently being performed by electronic gaming attendants, that is, the function of processing hand pays. The letter
also states that the position would be offered to Mr Neal subject to confirmation that he was medically fit to perform the duties
and to confirmation with the Gaming Commission that it was possible for him to perform both licensed and unlicensed work.
This offer would have resulted in a work trial and the position would have actually been offered upon the successful
completion of that trial and subject to a 3 month probationary period. The letter notes that the position was classed as awardfree, was based upon 80 hours per fortnight and attracted a salary of $30,000 per annum.
23 I find as a matter of fact that this offer was not accepted by Mr Neal (and note the conclusion of the Full Bench on this offer in
the appeal against the first interim order: op.cit, (2003) 83 WAIG 3314 at [32]). Indeed, the sequence of events described by
Ms Drimatis in her evidence was, with all due respect, patently correct: the offer of 23 June 2003 was not accepted. Rather, the
union put a counterproposal concerning the wages and conditions; in turn, the counter proposal was not accepted. Accordingly,
the offer was not accepted.
24 Ms Drimatis gave comprehensive evidence regarding the creation of the position. Her evidence, which I accept, was that the
opportunity to create a position came from an initiative by the Electronic Gaming Operations Manager Mr Endersby whereby
the position as described in the letter could be created to meet the circumstances then prevailing. However, the evidence of Ms
Drimatis was that those circumstances no longer apply and that evidence is supported by the statements in the letters of 15 July
2003 (exhibit A24) and 31 July 2003 (Exhibit A26) that Mr Endersby was unable to keep the TAB operator component of the
position vacant due to operational requirements.
25 It also follows that I find for the purposes of this hearing that the position to which the union seeks an order re-deploying Mr
Neal does not presently exist. It lapsed when the offer of 23 June 2003 was refused. It was re-created by the interim order of
the Commission of 4 August 2003 and on the evidence of Mr Neal, he worked in that position from a period on and from
8 August 2003 until 15 September 2003 when the order was quashed. However, the evidence before me is that the position
ceased with the quashing of the order. Indeed, I am not certain that the union suggest otherwise.
26 What the union does suggest by the order it now seeks is that the Commission itself create the position of electronic gaming
administration assistant on terms and conditions similar to those of keno attendant under the Burswood International Resort
Casino Employees Award 2002 (No. A4 of 2002), for the purpose of re-deploying Mr Neal into it. This raises a number of
considerations. On the evidence before me the position does not presently exist and the conditions which had allowed it to be
created no longer apply. There is no evidence to the contrary. It is in my view one thing for the Commission to order Mr Neal
to be re-deployed into a position that is available and into which he is able to be re-deployed. It is another for the Commission
to create a position for that purpose where one does not exist. For the Commission to make the order sought would put the
Commission in the place of the employer. It would be putting the Commission in the place of effectively running the
respondent’s operations.
22
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An object of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 is to facilitate the efficient organisation and performance of work in an
enterprise, balanced with fairness to employees in those enterprises. It seems hardly consistent with that object for the
Commission itself to order the creation of a position when, on the evidence before it, the respondent does not need such a
position for the efficient and proper operation of its business. Indeed, it does not go too far to suggest that to create a position
in those circumstances would be to create an inefficiency.
28 The union points to the letter of 23 June 2003 in support of the order it seeks. However that letter makes it clear that the
position was created to meet a particular circumstance. The later correspondence already referred to makes it equally clear that
those circumstances no longer applied at the date of the hearing. There is no evidence that the position is still required by the
respondent and in fact the evidence is that the position is not required. There is thus no evidence upon which to base an order
creating that position now. Further, it is to be noted that the order sought would create a different position from that offered in
that the employment conditions of the position are to be different.
29 For those reasons the claim for the order must be refused.
30 I also note, in the context of the evidence that was given, that it is very much to the credit of Mr Endersby and Ms Drimatis
that an attempt was made to create a full time position for Mr Neal. While Mr Neal did not find the offer attractive, the fact that
the position was created for Mr Neal’s consideration makes it very difficult for the union to argue that the respondent did not
genuinely attempt to re-deploy Mr Neal into an alternate position. The union’s task was made even more difficult by the steps
taken by the respondent to consider, and offer, alternate positions and even to teach him computer skills. These steps, as part of
the respondent’s Work Capacity programme, were entirely proper and appropriate.
27

Mr Neal Returning to Work as a Croupier
It was Mr Neal’s evidence that he is able to return to work as a croupier playing two games. This is said in the context of the
injury to his right shoulder which caused the workers’ compensation claim which was eventually settled.
32 There is, however, evidence before me which would argue against ordering his return. That evidence commences with the
evidence which led to the decision of the respondent to remove Mr Neal from his position as croupier in November 2002. As a
result of a workers’ compensation claim, Mr Neal was examined both by his own specialist, Dr Kozak, and by an occupational
physician to which Mr Neal was referred by the respondent, Dr Connaughton. The evidence is as follows—
1.
A letter from Dr Kozak of 12 June 2002 (Exhibit A6) that Mr Neal “can do three out of the four games at that
casino but he is unable to work at blackjack.” It notes Mr Neal is still experiencing pain.
2.
A letter from Dr Connaughton of 9 July 2002 (Exhibit A7) which states that overall Mr Neal felt that his
symptoms had worsened over time. He did not feel that he could return to blackjack. His other medical
conditions pose serious risk to his health including heavy cigarette smoking in conjunction with asthma and
obesity. In Dr Connaughton’s view he needs to become motivated to address those issues. He notes that Mr
Neal has been dealing Pontoon, Minibac and Caribbean Stud although seemingly unable to cope with relative
short period of trialling blackjack in the training room. Dr Connaughton notes that Mr Neal is capable of full
time duties as a croupier. The options available included Mr Neal deciding whether he was going to participate
in the process of reintroducing his previous duties or that he was re-deployed.
3.
A letter from Mr Kozak of 18 October 2002 that Mr Neal might have difficulty doing the repetitive action of
dealing cards and collecting cards. The prognosis was that his shoulder may settle down over time however, it
might continue to give him symptoms which include pain and stiffness. If Mr Neal found it too difficult to get
back to his previous routine and pre injury duties at work it might be appropriate to consider re-deployment for
him.
4.
A letter from Dr Connaughton of 18 July 2002 (Exhibit A8) that—
(a)
in his view Mr Neal’s right shoulder problems were not caused or significantly aggravated by dealing
blackjack using a king shuffler.
(b)
The pain behaviours and inconsistencies on the video surveillance film added a degree of difficulty to
objectively assessing his fitness or otherwise for work.
(c)
Mr Neal needed to be much more involved in the process of considering his vocational rehabilitation
goals and outcome. Dr Connaughton also noted his view that there is relatively little chance “that
dealing pontoon would significantly aggravate his shoulder condition”. He noted that Mr Neal had
never performed the full range of croupier duties, for example as a result of his colour vision
deficiency.
(d)
He notes that Mr Neal needed to be involved in giving serious consideration to the potential outcomes
of either participating in the process of the reintroduction of his duties or vocational re-deployment.
He notes that Mr Neal and the respondent needed to consider whether or not they were willing to
accept some, or any, degree of risk of increase in his reported symptoms.
(e)
Dr Connaughton also states that if Mr Neal continued to deal only two games (Caribbean Stud and
Minibac) that was likely to increase his risk of symptoms in view of the reduction in rotation of duties.
He suggests that Mr Neal deal three games in order to increase a game rotation and thereby reduce the
risk of further injury.
5.
A letter from Dr Connaughton of 21 November 2002 (Exhibit R1) that in view of information communicated to
him Mr Neal should be considered unfit to deal pontoon and should be re-deployed.
33 Mr Neal agreed with the suggestion put to him that he was taken off dealing because he could not deal three games. The
evidence of Ms Drimatis was that the respondent would not agree to Mr Neal returning as a dealer playing less than 3 games
because of the medical advice that playing less than three games would cause further injury which was the start of the whole
process to begin with. Indeed, to go against such medical advice could expose the respondent to a charge of negligence.
34 Further, Ms Drimatis’ evidence was that for many years the respondent had allowed croupiers to play a small number of games
even though they may have been trained in four or five games. They were not rotated. However, because of an increase in
workers’ compensation claims the respondent’s occupational health and safety branch recommended rotation. On the evidence,
figures of between 200 and 300 injury claims per annum were reduced to less than half following the rotation. The respondent
would “absolutely not” accept Mr Neal back as a croupier doing less than 3 games.
35 Ms Drimatis also pointed to the workers’ compensation settlement (Exhibit A20). This is a memorandum of agreement
recording the settlement of the claim. While it does not specifically state that Mr Neal is not able to further work as a croupier,
the component of $37,000 as part of the lump sum is, according to Ms Drimatis, a payment in recognition of that fact.
31
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I have considered this evidence. While I understand the reasoning why the respondent took Mr Neal off dealing work,
particularly the letter of 21 November 2002 from Dr Connaughton, I note that his belief that he should be re-deployed was a
significant departure from his earlier indication that Mr Neal could play pontoon.
37 Significantly I must deal with the evidence now before me some 11 months subsequent to Dr Connaughton coming to that
belief. The evidence before me is—
1.
that Mr Neal has 15 years’ service as a croupier;
36
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2.

that Mr Neal has a very good employment record in that there have been no performance issues relating to his
employment;

3.

that Mr Neal dealt one game without rotation for almost 10 years;

4.

that he has had a break of almost 11 months from doing that work;

5.

that he has taken steps to address his physical condition by giving up smoking and doing a course on diabetes to
assist in his weight problem;

6.

that he believes he can work as a croupier with two games; and

7.

that since December 2002 none of the efforts on his or the respondent’s behalves have actually addressed the
possibility of Mr Neal returning to work as a croupier in the above circumstances.

I have reached the firm conclusion that an unfairness has occurred. I do not say this with any criticism of the respondent
because, on the evidence, this possibility came to light only as a result of proceedings in the Commission.
Dr Connaughton did not given evidence in these proceedings. Given the serious consequences to Mr Neal’s employment I
consider a current medical opinion regarding Mr Neal’s ability to work as a croupier is at least necessary.
Correspondingly, I have taken particular note of the written opinion of Dr Connaughton in July 2002 (exhibit A7) that Mr Neal
needed to become motivated to address his other medical conditions and decide whether he was going to participate in the
process of reintroducing his previous duties or that he be re-deployed. The evidence of the re-deployment process which has
occurred culminating in these proceedings is consistent with Mr Neal, perhaps at the last minute, attempting to do just that.
I have also taken particular note of Dr Kozak’s letter that Mr Neal’s shoulder may settle down over time however it may
continue to give him symptoms which include pain and stiffness. The break he has had from dealing since December 2002 is
perhaps likely to have assisted in any “settling down”.
Ultimately, although Mr Neal’s declaration that he is fit to play two games demonstrates the necessary motivation on his part,
the medical opinion from the period July to November 2002 and the view that there should be rotation over 3 games shows that
caution is required. In Mr Neal’s own words, his number one choice is to return to the gaming floor “but that’s going to be
hard”.
I do not conclude that the Memorandum of Agreement to settle Mr Neal’s workers’ compensation claim provides a bar to him
returning to work as a croupier. I have considered the document as a whole and also ss.76 and 67(2) of the Workers’
Compensation and Rehabilitation Act, 1981 pursuant to which the Memorandum is made. Relevantly, the Memorandum states
only that the lump sum is made up of weekly payments of compensation “otherwise” than by way of redemption of liability to
make future weekly payments as for permanent total or partial incapacity. That, and ss.76 and 67(2), do not of themselves
preclude Mr Neal from returning to work as a croupier if he is able to do so.
This brings the issue into sharp focus. Mr Neal states that he is able to do so and the respondent, pointing at least to the letters
from Dr Connaughton and Dr Kozak, states that the medical evidence suggests re-deployment. Further the respondent has
introduced a system of rotation so that croupiers play at least three games which has reduced the number of injury claims.
On the evidence in these proceedings the resolution of the issue which is fair to both Mr Neal and the respondent, and in the
context that the respondent states that it is finding the present interim order difficult to apply practically, is for Mr Neal to
return to work as a croupier in accordance with his contract of employment. It is entirely proper and responsible for the
respondent to ensure that Mr Neal is medically fit to do the work. In what is to follow, the respondent will have the opportunity
to assess for itself Mr Neal’s present fitness to return to work in light of his evidence in these proceedings. In turn, Mr Neal
will have the opportunity to demonstrate that he is fit to return to work permanently.
On the evidence, the position of croupier is available. Given that Mr Neal continued to work as a croupier between 18 July
2002 and December 2002 while the respondent waited for a report from Dr Kozak, it is open to me to find, and I do find, that
on his own evidence Mr Neal is able to return to work as a croupier at least for a limited period of time.
At the conclusion of that time, to quote Dr Kozak, if Mr Neal has difficulty doing the repetitive action of dealing and collecting
cards then for his own health he will be unable to continue to work as a croupier. In the absence of a position into which he is
prepared to be re-deployed then his employment with the respondent may well, as it foreshadowed, come to an end.
Correspondingly, if at the conclusion of that time Mr Neal works without that difficulty then his employment as a croupier will
continue in accordance with his contract of service. Necessarily, it is in the interests of both Mr Neal and the respondent that he
be medically re-assessed during or at the conclusion of this time. This will also permit Dr Connaughton’s suggestion of 18 July
2002 that Mr Neal deal three games in order to increase a game rotation and thereby reduce the risk of further injury to be
expressly revisited in light of the passage of time and the evidence in these proceedings.
I would prefer the parties to confer and agree upon the duration of the time period I have referred to and the Minute to issue
will reflect that.
There remains the policy of the rotation of at least 3 games which the respondent has introduced for its croupiers. I understand
the logic behind that policy and its importance is evident from the reduction in the number of injury claims and the emphasis
placed upon it in Ms Drimatis’ evidence. It is also the case that in Mr Neal’s own circumstances he worked for 10 years
dealing one game. Indeed he has never dealt the full range of games in part at least due to his colour blindness and this was
acceptable to the respondent for that time. That should provide scope for him to be permitted to deal two games
notwithstanding the general policy. I conclude that this option should be re-examined in his case given his good work record
and long length of service. There should be scope in any general policy for an exception to be considered if the circumstances
warrant it and that may well be the case with Mr Neal.
Significantly, the respondent cannot fairly be accused of negligence if Mr Neal is returned to work in accordance with these
Reasons.
The minute of an order now issues which cancels the present interim order, requires the respondent to return Mr Neal forthwith
to the position and duties of a croupier, that his return be the subject of review during a period of time to be agreed, obliges the
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respondent to re-consider the application of its three-game policy to Mr Neal and obliges the parties to confer on the
information available at the conclusion of that time. A liberty to apply will be reserved to the parties in the event that they are
not able to agree upon the limited time. The application otherwise will be dismissed.
_________
2003 WAIRC 10051
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
BURSWOOD RESORT (MANAGEMENT) LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE
MONDAY, 17 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
CR 101 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10051
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Order issued.
Representation
Applicant
Ms S Northcott and Mr H. Culliford-Falconer
Respondent
Mr G Blyth (as agent) and Ms K. Drimatis
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Supplementary Reasons for Decision
A Speaking to the Minutes was held and what follows are the Commission’s Reasons for Decision in relation to the matters
raised in the Speaking to the Minutes.
2
The union sought an amendment to order (5). Order (5) proposes that the respondent reconsider the application of its threegame policy to Mr Neal. The union states that as proposed, the order will be of uncertain effect. The union submits that the
order should more properly read that the respondent should not apply its three-game policy to Mr Neal.
3
The Reasons for Decision at [50] state that there was scope for Mr Neal to be permitted to deal two games notwithstanding the
general policy and concluded that this option should be re-examined in his case given his good work record and long length of
service. In my view, the Minute as proposed properly reflects the Reasons for Decision. To make the order as the union
proposes would go further than the Reasons for Decision.
4
The union submitted in the alternative that the words “… having regard to Mr Neal’s own circumstances” should be added to
the end of the proposed order. In the Reasons for Decision at [50] I refer to Mr Neal’s own circumstances which also, in part,
are detailed from [37] onwards. While I do not exclude any of Mr Neal’s circumstances from being considered, it is apparent to
me that the Reasons for Decision envisaged order (5) being observed having regard to Mr Neal’s own circumstances. The
addition of the words suggested by the union makes that clear and accordingly they will be included.
5
The union also sought the addition of a further liberty to apply for the parties to return to the Commission if there is no
agreement from the meeting of the parties which is to occur in accordance with order (6).
6
Order (6) as proposed is designed to require the parties to confer. The Commission’s Reasons for Decision at [47] and [48]
deal with possible outcomes of the meeting of the parties prescribed in order (6). However, I tend to the view that the outcome
arising from it is not part of the matter presently before the Commission. Undoubtedly, these proceedings will form the
background to the parties’ consideration. However, in the event that an agreement is not able to be reached then recourse to the
Commission is better effected through a fresh application which is able to focus on the circumstances at that time.
Accordingly, the addition requested by the union is refused.
7
For the respondent, an amendment is sought to order (2). The respondent stated that two practical issues arise before Mr Neal
can be returned to the position and duties of a croupier. The two issues are that Mr Neal will need to be outfitted with new
uniforms and also that he be licenced appropriately. It was estimated that at the outside these might take up to five days and up
to two weeks respectively.
8
I find it is necessary for Mr Neal to be appropriately uniformed and licenced and the amendment is granted. In doing so I
record that the respondent has also stated that Mr Neal may need some re-training but that this is likely to be able to be
achieved whilst the uniforms and licensing matters are being attended to.
9
Any potential gap between Mr Neal’s employment continuing in accordance with the interim order until he is returned to the
position and duties of a croupier is able to be addressed by making order (1) subject to order (2) and this change will be made.
10 The respondent seeks an amendment to order (6) to clarify that it is the respondent who decides whether Mr Neal remains as a
croupier in accordance with his contract of employment or that his contract of employment is to come to an end. That is not a
matter that was an argued matter before the Commission. Nor could it be. It is undoubtedly the legal right of the employer to
decide whether or not to dismiss its employee. As it was not a matter that was before the Commission, it should not form part
of the order to issue. The fact that it will not form part of the order to issue does not alter the legal position. Furthermore, the
intent of order (6) is to require the parties to confer. That is consistent with the Reasons for Decision. I therefore do not agree
with the amendment sought.
11 I have indicated in the order to issue that the parties are to confer with a view to Mr Neal remaining as a croupier. It was
submitted that this may give a bias to the meeting and to this I have given some thought.
12 In the Reasons for Decision I indicated that at [47] if Mr Neal has difficulty doing the repetitive action of dealing and
collecting cards then for his own health he will be unable to continue to work as a croupier. Correspondingly, at [48], if Mr
Neal works without that difficulty then his employment as a croupier will continue. These state the two likely outcomes. I
consider within that context, however, and endeavouring to be as optimistic about the likelihood of Mr Neal continuing to
work as a croupier as was Ms Drimatis about the potential solution presented by the creation of the electronic gaming
administration position, I consider it proper that I direct the parties to confer on the medical and other information available to
them with a view to Mr Neal remaining as a croupier in accordance with his contract of employment past that time.
1
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In my view, that does not compel an outcome. Rather, it compels the parties to consider the medical and other information
available to them from a perspective which in fact is common to them both. That perspective is that this order, in my respectful
view, provides an opportunity for the respondent to continue to employ a long standing employee with good service who,
through no fault of his own, sustained a work related injury. The duration of time that Mr Neal spent in the Work Capacity
process allows the conclusion that the respondent wished to retain Mr Neal’s employment. This order also means that the
respondent will be paying Mr Neal as a croupier and receiving the work of a croupier. Correspondingly, it provides Mr Neal,
through his union, with the opportunity to demonstrate that he is capable of performing those duties and that the reservations
regarding his ability to do so are not applicable. It perhaps will not go too far to observe that this common outcome might be
seized upon by the parties as a contribution to the development of the trust between them which is necessary for their ongoing
relationship. On that basis, I propose no change to order (6).
The respondent proposes a new order providing that at any time during that period Mr Neal’s employment may be terminated
upon new medical advice that he is unfit to perform the duties or that his capacity to do so presents a serious risk of further
injury and the respondent regards that risk as unacceptable.
The Reasons for Decision at [39] state that I considered a current medical opinion regarding Mr Neal’s ability to work as a
croupier is at least necessary. In the context of my decision that Mr Neal is to be returned to the position and duties of a
croupier forthwith, the use of the word “current” is a reference to the evidence that the last medical opinion regarding Mr
Neal’s ability to work as a croupier was in December 2002. The “current” medical opinion to which I am there referring is the
medical opinion to occur following Mr Neal’s return to the position and duties of a croupier. It is open for the medical opinion
to be obtained during or at the end of the period. The consequence of it is, however, to be assessed at the conclusion of that
period in accordance with order (6).
I also draw a necessary distinction in the context of the respondent’s proposed order (7) between any medical advice received
which suggests that Mr Neal is no longer able to continue working as a croupier and the termination of Mr Neal’s employment
for that reason. The distinction is this. If Mr Neal is unable to continue working as a croupier, then at that point the respondent
is in the same position as it was in December 2002 when it decided to remove Mr Neal from those duties. While I do not
expect the respondent to “re-invent the wheel” in relation to the application of its Work Capacity process to Mr Neal, the
decision about whether there is any alternate work then available to Mr Neal is not to be made now, or on the basis of the past
Work Capacity process. It is a decision which can only be made on the information current and available at the time the
decision is to be made. For those reasons, I do not agree with the proposed order (7).
The respondent proposes an order (8) to the effect that nothing in the order prevents the termination of Mr Neal on other
grounds. In my opinion, and with respect, the intent behind the suggested order is obscured by pessimistic language. It is
accurate to say, and the order will say, that its terms do not otherwise affect the contract of employment between Mr Neal and
the respondent. Therefore, although the order to issue will require the respondent to return Mr Neal to the position and duties
of a croupier, the contract of employment between Mr Neal and the respondent still operates according to its terms. Thus for
example in the event of misconduct on the part of Mr Neal (of which there is no suggestion and no past history) then the
respondent’s disciplinary proceedings would naturally be available to it. The language is pessimistic because those disciplinary
proceedings will necessarily contain matters other than the termination of his employment, which is the only outcome referred
to in the order suggested by the respondent.
The order now issues in accordance with these Supplementary Reasons.
_________

2003 WAIRC 10050
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
BURSWOOD RESORT (MANAGEMENT) LTD, RESPONDENT
CORAM
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE
MONDAY, 17 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
CR 101 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10050
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Order issued.
Representation
Applicant
Ms S Northcott and Mr H. Culliford-Falconer
Respondent
Mr G Blyth (as agent) and Ms K. Drimatis
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD Ms S. Northcott and with her Mr J. Winters on behalf of the applicant and Mr G. Blyth and with him Ms K.
Drimatis on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act
1979 hereby orders—
(1)
THAT the respondent forthwith return Mr Neal to the position and duties of a croupier subject to the Respondent
obtaining an appropriate Casino Gaming Licence and new uniforms for Mr Neal.
(2)
THAT upon Mr Neal returning to the position and duties of a croupier the order of the Commission in this matter dated
18 September 2003 be hereby cancelled.
(3)
THAT Mr Neal’s return to the position and duties of a croupier be the subject of review during a period of time to be
agreed between the parties.
(4)
THAT liberty to apply is reserved to the parties exercisable within 7 days of the date of this order for the Commission to
decide the period of time in order (3) in the event that the parties are unable to reach an agreement.
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(6)
(7)
(8)
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THAT the respondent re-consider the application of its three-game policy to Mr Neal having regard to Mr Neal’s own
circumstances.
THAT at the conclusion of that period of time the parties are to confer on the medical and other information available to
them with a view to Mr Neal remaining as croupier in accordance with his contract of employment past that time.
THAT the terms of this order do not otherwise affect the contract of employment between Mr Neal and the respondent.
THAT the application otherwise be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
Senior Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 09979
ALLEGED UNFAIR DISMISSALS
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
EUREST (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD , RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE
MONDAY 10 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
CR 248 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09979
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result

Application alleging unfair dismissals upheld in part and order issued for compensation in lieu of
reinstatement

Representation
Applicant
Ms Northcott
Respondent
Ms Auerbach (Of Counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

2

3

Reasons for Decision
Ingrid Hanscombe, Robyn Carter, Margaret Kennedy and Jannelle Holden were employed by Eurest (Australia) Pty Ltd (“the
respondent”) until the end of September 2002. The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers’ Union, Western
Australian Branch (“the applicant”) argues that these employees were unfairly terminated when the respondent lost the contract
to provide catering services at Murdoch University effective 29 September 2002. As a result of the employees’ termination the
applicant commenced proceedings under s.44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”). Conciliation proceedings did
not resolve the claim and the matter was referred for arbitration under s.44(9) of the Act. Following is the memorandum of
matters for hearing and determination as amended at hearing—
“1.
The applicant claims the respondent made the following 4 employees redundant on 29 September 2002—
a.
Robyn Carter
b.
Ingrid Hanscombe
c.
Margaret Kennedy
d.
Jannelle Holden
2.
The applicant maintains that as the respondent did not make the payments detailed in Clause 49. – Redundancy
(sic), of the Restaurant, Tearoom and Catering Workers’ Award 1979 (the Award) to the above employees the
employees were unfairly terminated.
3.
The applicant seeks an order that the respondent compensate the employees for the loss they have incurred as a
result of the respondent’s actions.
4.
The respondent disputes the applicant’s contentions and states the employees’ contracts of employment came to
an end due to the ordinary and customary turnover of labour and the respondent disputes that Clause 49 (sic) of
the Award applies. On this basis the respondent opposes the claim and order sought.”
Amendment to the Respondent’s Name
At the hearing the applicant sought leave to amend the respondent’s name and this amendment was agreed to by the
respondent. Given the respondent’s consent to this course of action and having formed the view that it was appropriate in the
circumstances to grant the amendment I propose to issue an order that Eurest Catering be deleted as the named respondent in
this application and be substituted with Eurest (Australia) Pty Ltd.
Background
An agreed statement of facts was submitted (Exhibit 1). The respondent and its predecessor P&O had the catering contract at
Murdoch University for eight years. The respondent had 16 employees working at Murdoch University when its contract
ceased in September 2002. The terms and conditions of employment of the relevant employees were those contained in the
Restaurant, Tearoom and Catering Workers’ Award, 1979 (No R48 of 1978) (“the Award”). The four employees the subject of
this application had the following length of service at termination: Ms Hanscombe 1 August 1994 (eight years service), Ms
Carter 1 August 1994 (eight years service), Ms Kennedy 28 September 1998 (four years service) and Ms Holden 4 April
1997 (five years service).
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On 19 August 2002 the respondent gave its employees at Murdoch University written notice that its contract would cease on
29 September 2002. A copy of this letter is included at Exhibit 1. Ms Holden commenced maternity leave on 22 August
2002 and has not returned to work with the respondent since that date. Even though the respondent advertised alternative
position for its employees at Murdoch University the three remaining employees listed in the schedule did not obtain
employment with the respondent at other sites after ceasing employment at Murdoch University. Ms Carter and Ms
Hanscombe accepted casual employment with the incoming contractor at Murdoch University in early October 2002 and they
worked for the respondent for one day on a casual basis on 30 September 2002 at Edith Cowan University, Churchlands.
The respondent is part of a large organisation with approximately 8,000 employees, 200 of whom work in Western Australia.
The respondent contracts to undertake catering at various facilities including mine sites, tertiary institutions and hospitals.
Employees are employed either full-time, part-time or on a casual basis. If an employee is employed part-time the usual hours
are from 20 to 37 hours per week. Employees are retained by the respondent at a specific workplace as long as the respondent
maintains the contract and contracts usually cover a period of between one to three years. Since 1999 the respondent has lost
approximately 12 contracts.
Applicant’s evidence
Ms Carter stated that she worked approximately 37 hours per week at Murdoch University. She stated that she was no longer
employed by the respondent when the respondent’s contract at Murdoch University ceased. She confirmed that throughout
September 2002 job vacancies for positions with the respondent were listed on the respondent’s staff notice board at Murdoch
University. Ms Carter did not apply for any of these advertised positions because she considered they were not suited to her
experience, or the hours were insufficient or some of the jobs were outside of Perth’s Metropolitan area. She had discussions
with the new contractor’s representatives at Murdoch University prior to ceasing employment with the respondent and in the
week before the end of September 2002 she was offered casual employment with the new contractor. She worked with the new
contractor until the end of November when she left for personal reasons. She stated that when she ceased employment with the
respondent she was paid pro rata annual leave entitlements and annual leave loading. She did not receive any other payments.

7

Ms Carter stated that in August 2002 she attended a meeting called by the respondent and was informed that there was
uncertainty about the future employment of employees working at Murdoch University. A second meeting held in September
2002 was a meeting to farewell staff. Ms Carter stated that the respondent sent her a letter dated 19 August 2002 which gave
her the option of joining the respondent’s casual pool of employees if suitable alternative employment was not available with
the respondent (Exhibit 1). She was aware that some of the 16 other employees at Murdoch University were transferred to
alternative positions with the respondent. Ms Carter stated that throughout August and September 2002 she was only aware of
four alternative jobs with the respondent that were possibly relevant to her skills. She stated that she was not qualified for some
of the positions on offer and the other positions had insufficient hours. It was put to Ms Carter that a number of permanent
part-time positions working 25 to 30 hours per week were available at this time. Ms Carter stated that these positions were
given to other employees and were never offered to Ms Carter. She stated that no-one from the respondent approached her
personally about taking up any positions.

8

Under cross-examination Ms Carter confirmed that when she initially commenced employment with the respondent her job
application form contained reference to the possibility of transferring to another site as a condition of her employment (Exhibit
R2). Ms Carter also agreed that she was aware that if the respondent lost a contract that she may be required to move to another
site in order for her to retain her job. Ms Carter confirmed that the average hours she worked was approximately 31 hours per
week when university breaks were taken into account. She stated that after the respondent lost its contract at Murdoch
University she wanted to continue working with the respondent however, there was not a suitable position with the respondent
at the time for her to undertake. Ms Carter stated that some of the positions which were on the respondent’s notice board had
already been filled and were not available and she confirmed that the respondent did not transfer her to an alternative position.
Ms Carter confirmed that she is currently working at Murdoch University and is working between 25 to 30 hours per week.

9

Ms Hanscombe stated that she would have been due for long service leave in February 2003 but because the respondent lost its
contract at Murdoch University at the end of September 2002, she was unable to access this entitlement. She raised the issue of
here long service leave entitlements with the respondent but was told that because she had not completed 10 years of service
she was ineligible to receive her long service leave entitlement. Ms Hanscombe stated that when her last two employers at
Murdoch University had lost their contract her entitlements were rolled over to the new contractor and eventually the
respondent. She confirmed that at the end of September 2002 she completed a form indicating that she was prepared to go onto
the respondent’s casual list. On or about 21 September 2002 Ms Hanscombe was offered a casual position with the new
contractor at Murdoch University and she remained working with this contractor until its contract finished at the end of
December 2002. Subsequently Ms Hanscombe was unemployed for a period of approximately two and a half months. Exhibit
A3 is a copy of the job seeker diary for the positions that she applied for during this period. She managed to obtain another
position on 10 March 2003.

Ms Hanscombe confirmed that she discussed possible employment options with the respondent in September 2002 and that she
was aware that some jobs were advertised on the respondent’s notice board. She recalled that one position was for a tavern
manager at Edith Cowan University for which she was not qualified. Another position was for a counter hand and she stated
that as this job was for only 18 hours per week this was insufficient as it was significantly less hours than her existing position.
The advertised positions at Hollywood Hospital and the Galleria were also inappropriate because the positions were for
significantly less hours than her current position. Although jobs were available at mine sites she stated that these were for chefs
or managerial positions which were positions for which she was not qualified. She stated that when she ceased employment
with the respondent she lost her long service leave accrual (nearly 10 years), plus her sick leave which she was counting on to
use to have an operation in 2003. Ms Hanscombe stated that she did not resign from her employment with the respondent. She
confirmed that she applied to be put on the respondent’s casual list as she was told at the time if she did not she would be
terminated. To the best of her knowledge Ms Hanscombe still remains on the respondent’s casual list. Ms Hanscombe was
aware that a number of the respondent’s employees at Murdoch University transferred to other jobs prior to 29 September
2002. Ms Hanscombe stated that in some instances she was unaware that the jobs taken up by these employees were available.
She enquired about the prospect of taking up alternative positions with the respondent but was informed that only those
positions that were advertised on the respondent’s notice board were available. She confirmed that she had a meeting with Mr
Alan Yeardley about the possibility of working elsewhere with the respondent. She told him that she was interested in
remaining employed by the respondent but she did not hear back from him.
11 Ms Hanscombe stated that she accepted employment with the new contactor at Murdoch University even though this position
was casual as she was hoping that something may come up in the future with the respondent. Ms Hanscombe is currently
employed at Murdoch University at the Aroma Café.
10
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Respondent’s evidence
The respondent’s State Manager Mr Richard Ream gave evidence that the respondent was aware in approximately September
2001 that there was the possibility of losing the Murdoch University contract and employees were informed of this when the
contract came up for tender. He stated that the respondent had a policy of promoting employees and transferring them
internally before advertising positions to the general public. As a result of this policy, staff members working at Murdoch
University were given the opportunity to take up positions that the respondent had available at the time. He stated that a
number of positions were advertised at Murdoch University and many were similar to the duties undertaken by the employees
the subject of this application. He stated that he understood that the hours of the advertised positions were between 20 to
37 hours, depending on the scope of the contract. He confirmed that eight employees were transferred from Murdoch
University to alternative positions. Most of the jobs were counter hand/kitchen hand positions with weekly hours between 20 to
37 hours. As a result of employees being transferred they retained their entitlements to long service leave and sick leave.
Mr Ream understood that prior to the cessation of the Murdoch University contract three meetings were held with staff. He
held a meeting with Murdoch University staff approximately one year prior to losing the contract to advise staff personally that
the contract was up for renewal. He understood that Ms Beryl Beard and Mr Yeardley personally approached employees about
alternative positions and he understood that details about each available position were put on the respondent’s notice board. Mr
Ream stated that at the end of September 2002 the respondent had four vacant positions which were not filled and that all
employees at Murdoch University were given the opportunity to apply for these positions. As a result the respondent had to
advertise these four vacancies externally. He confirmed that Ms Holden was currently on maternity leave and he understood
she would be indicating her long term intentions to the respondent next month. In support of this he tendered Exhibit R7 which
confirms that Ms Holden remains an employee of the respondent, on maternity leave. He stated that Exhibit R7 confirms that
Ms Hanscombe, Ms Carter and Ms Kennedy remain on the respondent’s relief pool. He confirmed that Ms Hanscombe, Ms
Carter and Ms Kennedy all completed applications to undertake casual work with the respondent.
In cross-examination it was put to Mr Ream that in September 2002 some of the respondent’s employees were terminated
because the contract with Murdoch University was lost. He said that this was not the case as employees were either transferred
to another site or they resigned and took up employment with another employer. He understood that Ms Hanscombe and Ms
Carter remained on the respondent’s casual list therefore they had not been terminated. It was put to Mr Ream that a job with
18 hours work per week was different to one encompassing 31 hours per week. He stated that he understood that it was a
condition of each employee’s contract of employment that set hours were not always guaranteed. It was his view that Ms
Hanscombe could have undertaken the tavern job as she had experience serving liquor and could have easily gained the
required licence. He stated that he was of the opinion that the jobs offered to all employees at Murdoch University constituted
acceptable alternative positions. He confirmed that employees were not forced to transfer to the advertised positions against
their will because it was up to the individual to assess whether or not the advertised position was suitable for them. It was his
view that it was the respondent’s role to make employees aware of available positions and offer them the opportunity to take
up these positions. He stated that existing employees did not have to apply for the advertised positions as would normally be
the case and that all of the respondent’s employees at Murdoch University were efficient and valued employees who the
respondent wished to retain as employees. He confirmed that Ms Hanscombe, Ms Carter, Ms Kennedy and Ms Holden were
the only Murdoch University employees who had not worked with the respondent since 30 September 2002. He understood
that this was their choice as they had not contacted the respondent seeking employment. Mr Ream stated that if Ms Holden
wished to return to work after maternity leave then it was his understanding that there would be a position for her with similar
hours to what she previously worked.
Mr Yeardley is currently the respondent’s Catering Manager at Edith Cowan University. Prior to taking up this job he worked
as the respondent’s Catering Manager at Murdoch University. He has worked on and off with the respondent for approximately
seven years and he understands that notwithstanding the occasional time off between jobs his service with the respondent has
been continuous. As catering manager at Murdoch University he ran the café, cafeteria, restaurant and tavern and oversaw the
day to day running of the respondent’s operations. It was also his role to hire and fire staff. He stated that every endeavour was
made to place existing staff at different sites when the respondent lost its contract at Murdoch University and that this
relocation process commenced three to four months prior to the contract finishing. Mr Yeardley stated that he was transferred
to Edith Cowan University in late August but continued to also work at the Murdoch University site as he was still in charge of
this site. He was aware that the respondent had other jobs available at Galleria and at other university campuses. He also
understood that there was a pot washer position at Hollywood Hospital. He stated that some of the available positions were on
a permanent part-time basis and others were casual. He stated that except for the tavern job the duties of these positions were
the same as the duties of staff employed at Murdoch University. He confirmed that 12 staff were transferred from Murdoch
University to other jobs. He agreed that he had no discussions with Ms Holden about alternative positions because she was on
maternity leave and he understood that Ms Kennedy was not interested in a transfer as she was moving east. He confirmed that
there was a minimum and maximum number of hours permanent part-time employees worked and that the hours worked each
week varied. He understood that Ms Carter wanted to remain working at Murdoch University because of the travel involved
and that Ms Hanscombe wanted to take her chances with the new contractor at Murdoch University.
Submissions
The applicant maintains that the four employees named in the schedule were terminated on 29 September 2002. Apart from
one day of casual work undertaken by Ms Hanscombe and Ms Carter on 30 September 2002 none of the four employees
worked with the respondent subsequent to this date. The applicant argues that as no suitable alternative employment was made
available by the respondent for Ms Hanscombe and Ms Carter when they were terminated on 29 September 2002 they were left
with no alternative but to take up casual employment with the new contractor at Murdoch University. The applicant conceded
that the respondent posted a number of jobs on the staff notice board in the lead up to the end of September 2002 and that
employees were encouraged to apply for these positions however the advertised positions were unsuitable for Ms Hanscombe
and Ms Carter. The applicant relies on the authority contained in Clothing & Allied Trade Union of Australia v Hot Tuna Pty
Ltd (1988) 27 IR 226 in support of this contention.
The applicant argues that the employees the subject of this application were given notice of their termination when they were
sent the letter dated 19 August 2002 (attached to Exhibit 1) which was written five weeks prior to the respondent’s contract
expiring at Murdoch University.
The applicant argues that the employees named in the schedule were treated unlawfully and thus unfairly because they were
not paid redundancy entitlements at termination (Frederick John Rogers and Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG
3551). Clause 48 – Redundancy of the Award states that when an employee is made redundant an employee is entitled to a
redundancy payment if an employee is not transferred to lower paid duties or where the employer has not applied to vary the
redundancy payments due pursuant to Clause 48(6) of the Award. The employees were treated unfairly because they were long
term employees with lengthy service who were not compensated for the loss of non transferable entitlements in relation to sick
leave and long service leave, which was particularly severe in Ms Hanscombe’s case.
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The applicant maintains that each employee was made redundant and not terminated due to the ordinary and customary
turnover of business and relies on a number of authorities in support of this proposition (The Forest Products, Furnishing and
Allied Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. v Dancroft Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Concept Contract Interiors (1994)
74 WAIG 1885, and Short v. F.W. Hercus Pty Ltd (1993) 46 IR 128, 137).
The applicant submits that as all four employees were unfairly terminated they should be compensated at least the amount of
the Award redundancy entitlement due to them.
The respondent maintains that the employees the subject of this application were not dismissed nor made redundant. The
respondent claims that its employee numbers were organised according to the number of contracts the respondent held and
once the respondent finished a contract then it was normal for employees to transfer to other sites operated by the respondent.
As the respondent lost its contract at Murdoch University due to its contract expiring and not due to an economic downturn the
respondent thus argues that when the employees ceased employment with the respondent it did not constitute a redundancy
situation. The respondent argues that if the normal feature of a business is to operate on the basis of winning and losing
contracts this constitutes the ordinary and customary turnover of business therefore the employees named in the schedule were
not made redundant. The respondent relies on the Australian Industrial Relations Commission Termination, Change and
Redundancy Case (1984) 8 IR 34 and Short v F W Hercus Pty Ltd (1991) 58 SAIR 868 in support of this contention. The
respondent also argues that a redundancy situation occurs where an employer no longer needs an employee and in this case the
evidence was clear that the respondent wanted to continue employing the four employees in alternative positions.
The respondent argues that all employees at Murdoch University were offered suitable alternative employment and all
employees the subject of this application (except Ms Holden) chose not to take up these offers of their own volition. As Ms
Hanscombe and Ms Carter arranged new jobs with the contractor at Murdoch University prior to the respondent’s contract
finishing it was clear that they had no intention of continuing their employment with the respondent. The respondent maintains
that Ms Holden has not been terminated as she is currently on maternity leave. Ms Kennedy is interstate and the respondent
understands that as a result of her long term plans to relocate she had no interest in undertaking alternative employment with
the respondent. She could have transferred to another job with the respondent but chose not to. The respondent maintains that
there was no excuse for Ms Hanscombe not making sufficient enquiries about the tavern job which was available and argues
that if she had accepted this job then she would not have lost her long service leave accrual. The respondent argues that as
alternative employment was available to all employees then it is not open for the applicant to argue that the four employees
were made redundant. The respondent also argues that as Ms Hanscombe and Ms Carter accepted alternative employment with
the new contractor at Murdoch University they suffered no loss and therefore should not be compensated.
Findings and Conclusions
Credibility
I listened carefully to the evidence given by all witnesses. In my view they gave their evidence honestly and to the best of their
recollection. On this basis I accept the evidence given by each witness.
Was suitable alternative employment offered to each employee?
The test for determining whether alternative employment offered to an employee should be taken up by an employee is an
objective one (Clothing & Allied Trade Union of Australia v Hot Tuna Pty Ltd (supra)). In applying an objective test to this
circumstance it is my view that the factors that require consideration are whether the new position to be performed is within the
same range of duties previously undertaken by the employee, whether the terms and conditions of employment of the new
position are similar to the employee’s existing contract of employment and whether the employee could be expected to
undertake the new position under the terms of their existing contract of employment. It is also relevant to consider that even if
some employees find offers of alternative employment suitable this does not make the offer of alternative employment suitable
to all employees.
It is my view that the respondent did not offer Ms Hanscombe and Ms Carter suitable alternative employment subsequent to
the respondent losing its contract at Murdoch University in September 2002. I accept that the respondent had some job
opportunities available at the time that it lost the contract at Murdoch University and that these jobs were advertised on the
respondent’s notice board at Murdoch University. I also accept that existing employees working at Murdoch University were
encouraged to take up the advertised positions and many employees at Murdoch University did so. However, I find that the
respondent has not demonstrated that the jobs available at this time for Ms Hanscombe and Ms Carter to transfer into
constituted suitable alternative employment.
I accept Ms Hanscombe’s and Ms Carter’s evidence that the positions advertised by the respondent immediately prior to their
termination were unsuitable for them. Some of the positions were to work outside of the metropolitan area, and others involved
skills that were not equivalent to the skills being exercised by Ms Hanscombe and Ms Carter in their existing positions. For
example the tavern manager position required a person to be licensed. I also accept that the hours involved in some of the
advertised positions were considerably less than the existing hours that Ms Carter and Ms Hanscombe had been working for a
lengthy period in their existing positions. Even though there was a range of hours that the respondent’s part-time employees
could work, I find that as some of the jobs advertised had significantly lower hours than the existing jobs of Ms Carter and Ms
Hanscombe then these jobs did not constitute suitable alternative employment. I also find that the respondent did not
thoroughly negotiate the possibility of taking up available positions with Ms Carter and Ms Hanscombe even though Ms
Hanscombe gave evidence that she had some discussions with the respondent about possible employment options.
Negotiations may well have resulted in either Ms Carter or Ms Hanscombe undertaking training in order to take up the position
of tavern manager. I am unable to make findings in relation to Ms Holden and Ms Kennedy in this regard as they did not give
evidence in these proceedings. As it is not apparent why Ms Kennedy did not take up alternative employment with the
respondent I am unable to find that Ms Kennedy was not offered suitable alternative employment. I also take into account that
some of the positions available to Ms Kennedy involved the same duties as her existing position. I thus conclude that Ms
Carter and Ms Hanscombe were not offered suitable alternative employment by the respondent.
Where the employees terminated?
In this case a determination needs to be made as to whether the four employees were terminated and if so whether the
employees were terminated due to a redundancy situation or due to the ordinary and customary turnover of labour.
In Mohazab v Dick Smith Electronics Pty Ltd (No 2) (1995) 62 IR 200 at 205, the Full Court of the Industrial Relations Court
of Australia said—
“termination at the initiative of the employer” involves a “termination in which the action of the employer is the principal
contributing factor which leads to the termination of the employment relationship”.
“[A]n important feature is that the act of the employer results directly or consequentially in the termination of the
employment and the employment relationship is not voluntarily left by the employee. That is, had the employer not taken
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the action it did, the employee would have been remained in the employment relationship”. See Macken, McCarry and
Sappideen’s Law of Employment 4th Edition page 227-228.
It is my view that each employee, except Ms Holden was terminated at the initiative of the respondent when they ceased
working for the respondent on 29 September 2003. It was common ground that as at that date, Ms Carter, Ms Hanscombe and
Ms Kennedy had not been transferred into new positions. The only formal offer of continuing employment was on a casual
basis. The contents of the formal advice sent to the respondent’s employees on 19 August 2002 confirms that each employee
was advised that in the event that an employee was not offered a position by 29 September 2002, or alternative employment
was unable to be found then each employee would be offered casual work at other sites. Even though Ms Carter and Ms
Hanscombe went onto the respondent’s causal list they were not offered work for more than one day. In the circumstances it is
my view that the change to each employees’ contract of employment from permanent part-time to casual with no additional
work being offered to each employee (apart from one day) constitutes a termination at the initiative of the employer.
The issues relevant to the definition of ordinary and customary turnover of labour were canvassed by the Full Bench in The
Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. v Dancroft Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Concept
Contract Interiors (supra) at 1886.
This decision related to a definition of redundancy which is in essentially the same terms as the definition of redundancy in the
Award covering the four employees the subject of this application. Clause 48. – Redundancy of the Award defines redundancy
as occurring “when an employer decides that the employer no longer wishes the job the employee has been doing to be done
by anyone and this is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of labour”. The redundancy clause that was discussed in
The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. v Dancroft Holdings Pty Ltd t/a
Concept Contract Interiors (supra) defined redundancy as “Where an employer has made a definite decision that the employer
no longer wishes the job the employee has been doing done by anyone and this is not due to the ordinary and customary
turnover of labour…”.
In this decision His Honour the Acting President Fielding stated—
“There is, in reality, no challenge to the primary facts as found by the learned Magistrate. Rather, it is the conclusion he
draws from those findings which is attacked by the Appellant. As the Appellant contends, the issue in question is really
one of interpretation of Clause 20A of the Award.
It is beyond question that the relevant provisions of Clause 20A had their genesis in the decisions of the Australian
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission in the Termination, Change and Redundancy Case (1984) 8 IR 34 and (1984)
9 IR 115. Equally, there is no question that the provisions of subclause 20A(3) were intended to apply to employees who
were made redundant within the meaning of that term as explained in R. v. The Industrial Commission; ex parte Adelaide
Milk Supply Co-Operative Ltd ( 1977) 16 SAR 6 (see: Short v. F.W. Hercus Pty Ltd (1993) 46 IR 128, 137). In handing
down its award in the Termination, Change and Redundancy Case (supra), the Commission said at (1984) 9 IR 128 that it
“did not intend the redundancy provisions to apply where an employee is dismissed for reasons relating to his/her
performance, or where termination is due to a normal feature of a business”. Thus the Commission inserted into the
award, of which Clause 20A is a copy, the requirement that the provisions of the clause were not to apply to the “ordinary
and customary turnover of labour”. True it was, as the Respondent asserts, that the words were derived from the decision
in Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association (NSW) v. Countdown Stores (1983) 7 IR 273. In that case, which
concerned the provisions of the Employment Protection Act 1982 (NSW), the President of the New South Wales
Industrial Commission noted at page 294 that there was a need to mark off collective dismissals by way of retrenchment
on economic grounds “from the ordinary turnover of labour not related to the pressure of present economic recession”.
Reference to the economic recession was made because the President had held that the provisions of the Act were
principally designed to provide machinery to compensate for hardship of other employees as the result of being dismissed
because of circumstances beyond their control “predominantly in the present economic recession”. It does not follow, as
the Respondent contends, that the only persons who fall within the instant provisions of the Award are those who are
made redundant as the result of general economic considerations rather than through economic considerations peculiar to
the employer. Indeed, as the Australian Commission noted in the Termination, Change and Redundancy Case (supra) at
page 128 “we decided that there should not be any fundamental distinction, in principle, based on the cause of
redundancy”. As Gray J observed in McGarry v. Boonah Clothing Pty Ltd (1993) 49 IR 66 at 77 “a broad view should be
taken of the reach of the clause”.
In Short v. F.W. Hercus Pty Ltd (1991) 58 SAIR 868, Parsons SM of the Industrial Court of South Australia held that—
“... in using the expression ‘the ordinary and customary turnover of labour’ in the redundancy provision of the Metal
Industry Award, the Full Bench intended to limit to (sic) right to severance pay to those employees whose jobs are no
longer required by the employer to be done by anyone and this occurrence is not a normal feature of the business of
the employer. Thus seasonal employees or intermittent employees such as building workers would be excluded from
the operation of the redundancy provision as would other employees on fixed contracts or engaged for the duration of
a specific contractual commitment of the employer. The redundancy provision seeks to distinguish between those
particular employees and another category of employee who has an expectation of continuity of service. The
redundancy provision compensates the latter category for the loss of non- transferable credits and the hardship and
inconvenience of termination”.
With respect I agree with that interpretation. It is consistent with the general concept of redundancy, as explained in the
Termination, Change and Redundancy Case (supra). Furthermore, it is consistent with the interpretation placed on similar
words, albeit in a different context by Rich J in Downs Distributing Company Pty Ltd v. Associated Blue Star Stores Pty
Ltd (In Liquidation) (1948) 76 CLR 463, which was referred to by the Supreme Court of Western Australia in DouglasBrown v. Isles In Re Vetter Trittler Pty Ltd (Receiver and Manager Appointed) (In Liquidation) [( Unreported) - Coy No.
109 of 1991 - 2nd September 1992].
In the final analysis, whether a dismissal falls within the description of being in the ordinary and customary turnover of
labour is largely a question of fact. Thus in the present case the Respondent contends that the dismissal of Mr Alvarez
was in the ordinary and customary turnover of labour because it did not result from a general economic recession, but the
simple failure by the Respondent to win sufficient contracts to enable him to continue to be gainfully employed.
Furthermore, the Respondent’s agent argues that the Respondent had a history of engaging extra employees where
necessary to satisfy its workload and conversely when there was a diminution in the workload, it reduced manning levels.
Mr Richardson, as agent for the Respondent, pleaded with the Full Bench not to accept a narrow meaning of the
expression “ordinary and customary turnover of labour” and in particular not to look at Mr Alvarez’s dismissal in
isolation of the Respondent’s labour history.
In the present case the evidence indicates that at or about the time Mr Alvarez was dismissed from his employment, there
were approximately 12 others dismissed because the Respondent had been unable to attract sufficient work. Further, the
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uncontradicted evidence is that earlier in the year the Respondent reduced its workforce by approximately 10 following
the completion of a large contract for Coles-Myer. The uncontroverted evidence of the Respondent’s contracts manager,
Mr Johnson, is that most of those were “fairly short term employees”. Moreover, the evidence is that shortly after Mr
Alvarez was terminated, the Respondent shifted to a smaller factory. Mr Johnson testified, and again his evidence was not
seriously questioned, that in recent years a number of companies had gone into liquidation and ceased trading “purely
through a lack of work or low profit margins”. He further testified that although some companies were busy, they were
“literally buying work to try and survive” at what he described at “ridiculous margins” which in the end became too low
for the Respondent to entertain. In short, the evidence was that the Respondent was priced out of business by unorthodox
pricing policies of competitors.
The learned Magistrate appears to have concluded that Mr Alvarez’s dismissal was in the ordinary and customary
turnover of labour because it resulted from the Respondent’s failure to win sufficient work, which inferentially he seems
to have regarded as an ordinary feature of commerce. With great respect to the learned Magistrate, that was not the issue.
The issue, as the decided cases suggest, was whether it was a normal feature of the Respondent’s business to reduce its
workforce by dismissing those employees with a significant length of service, such as Mr Alvarez, following the loss of
contracts. In my view, had the learned Magistrate approached the matter in the way indicated by the decided cases, which
regrettably were not put to him as they ought to have been, the evidence admits of only one conclusion; that is, that the
termination of Mr Alvarez was not made in the ordinary and customary turnover of labour. Although the evidence shows
that in the past the Respondent may have taken on additional staff to enable it to perform a specific contract, the evidence
does not reveal that it was usual and customary for it to reduce the size of its operation to the level which occurred on or
about 31 August last. Indeed, the fact that not long after Mr Alvarez’s employment was terminated the Respondent moved
to a smaller factory after being in the other for so long does not suggest that it was a normal occurrence. There is no
evidence to suggest that it was a normal incident of the Respondent’s business to dismiss long serving employees. At best
the evidence suggests that it was customary for the Respondent to turn over short term employees where there was a
reduction in work.
Although each case must be determined on its facts, the facts in this matter are not materially different from those
considered by the Industrial Court of South Australia in Short v. F.W. Hercus Pty Ltd (supra) where an employee
dismissed through a downturn in business and who was not replaced was held to come within the scope of an identical
provision to that now in question, under Part II of the Metal Industry Award 1984. That decision was ultimately upheld by
the Full Court of the Federal Court in Short v. F.W. Hercus Pty Ltd (1993) 46 IR 128. A similar decision was reached
McGarry v. Boonah Clothing Pty Ltd (supra) where large scale dismissals were found to have been effected in order to
scale down the operations of the employer. Furthermore, in Metals and Engineering Workers’ Union v. Bundaberg
Foundry Engineers Ltd [1991] 7 CAR 516 the Australian Industrial Relations Commission found that, although there was
a substantial history of turnover of labour, an employee with a long and faithful history of service had a reasonable
entitlement not to expect to be dismissed as part of that custom and thus was entitled to the benefit of a similar provision
under Part I of the Metal Industry Award 1984 (see also: Metals and Engineering Workers’ Union v. Orford Pty Ltd
[1991] 7 CAR 248).”
When applying this authority I find that Ms Carter and Ms Hanscombe were made redundant and were not terminated due to
the ordinary and customary turnover of labour. It was not in dispute that as a result of the respondent losing its contract at
Murdoch University there were no longer any positions available for the respondent’s employees at Murdoch University.
Further, Ms Carter and Ms Hanscombe had an expectation of ongoing work with the respondent as the respondent had a policy
to redeploy its employees to other sites if work was available elsewhere. This was confirmed by Mr Ream when he stated that
the respondent’s policy was not to terminate employees when a contract finished, but to offer employees alternative
employment at its other work sites. Generally the ordinary and customary turnover of labour involves an employee having
some knowledge and understanding that their employment is of a limited duration, such as a seasonal worker or where
termination was a normal feature of an employer’s operations. In this instance the respondent’s employees had a reasonable
expectation that their employment would be ongoing (each employee already had lengthy years of service with the respondent
at termination) and the employees were aware that if the respondent lost a specific contract there was the possibility of being
redeployed elsewhere in the respondent’s operations. I therefore find that when the respondent’s employees were terminated as
a result of the respondent’s loss of the contract at Murdoch University this was not a termination due to the ordinary and
customary turnover of labour but due to a redundancy situation.
34 Redundancy is itself a sufficient reason for dismissal (Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of Western
Australia and Other v Australian Shipbuilding Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (1987) 67 WAIG 733). Despite the requirement to
accord procedural fairness, not every denial of procedural fairness will entitle an employee to a remedy. No injustice will result
if after a review of all the circumstances of the termination it can be said that the employee could be justifiably dismissed
(Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891; Byrne v Australian Airlines Ltd (1995) 185 CLR 410 at 430 per Brennan
CJ, Dawson and Toohey JJ and at 466 per McHugh and Gummow JJ). If a decision is made to make an employee redundant
based on the operational requirements of the company that can be a valid reason for the dismissal. In this case I am of the view
that Ms Carter, Ms Hanscombe and Ms Kennedy were made redundant and thus terminated for a valid reason. Given no
evidence to the contrary I accept Mr Ream’s evidence that Ms Holden continues to be on maternity leave and remains an
employee of the respondent. I am thus in no position to find that Ms Holden has been terminated due to a redundancy
situation.
35 Having said that it is appropriate to consider any unfairness in relation to the process used in effecting the employees’
redundancy, as well as all of the circumstances surrounding the termination of their employment having regard to s.26 of the
Act. The question to be determined by the Commission is whether the legal right of the respondent to dismiss the employees
has been exercised harshly or oppressively against the employee so as to amount to an abuse of that right (The Undercliffe
Nursing Home v The Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch
(1985) 65 WAIG 385).
36 The employees’ contract of employment was governed by the terms of the Award. Clause 46. – Changes With Significant
Effect and Redundancy of the Award provides as follows—
“(3) Where an employer has decided to—
(a) take action that is likely to have a significant effect on an employee; or
(b)
make an employee redundant,
the employee is entitled to be informed by the employer, as soon as reasonably practicable after the decision has
been made, of the action or the redundancy, as the case may be, and discuss with the employer the matters
mentioned in sub-clause (4) of this clause.
33
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(4) The matters to be discussed are -(a)
the likely effects of the action or the redundancy in respect of the employee; and
(b)
measures that may be taken by the employee or the employer to avoid or minimize a significant effect,
as the case requires.
…
(6) (a) An employee who has been informed that he or she has been, or will be, made redundant is entitled to
paid leave of up to 8 hours for the purpose of being interviewed for further employment.
(b)
The 8 hours need not be consecutive.
(c)
An employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave under paragraph (a) is to provide to the employer
evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person of the entitlement.
(d)
Payment for leave under paragraph (a) is to be made at the rate the employee would have been paid if
the leave was not taken.”
Clause 46 of the Award provides that where an employer has decided to make an employee redundant the employee is entitled
to be informed by the employer as soon as is reasonably practicable after the decision has been made of the redundancy and
discussions are to be held with the employee about the likely effects of the redundancy and measures that may be taken to
avoid or minimise its effect. In this case these requirements were met to a certain extent. It is clear that there was some
discussion about the possibility of Ms Hanscombe taking up alternative positions with the respondent but there was no
evidence that discussions were held with Ms Carter. Clearly, the respondent had an obligation to consult with Ms Carter and
Ms Hanscombe about the impact of the redundancy on each employee (such as transferring over sick leave and long service
leave entitlements to the new contractor) and to discuss impediments to taking up alternative positions given that Ms Carter
and Ms Hanscombe did not indicate that they were interested in transferring to any of the alternative positions available at the
time. Any uncertainties, such as the necessity to have a licence for a particular position could have thus been addressed.
Further, it appears that the employees were not given the opportunity to access paid leave for interviews. However, as Ms
Carter and Ms Hanscombe obtained work with the incoming contractor at Murdoch University prior to ceasing employment
with the respondent, I do not find this issue to be significant.
It was not in dispute that all employees were covered by the terms and conditions of the Award. Clause 48 – Redundancy of
the Award provides that when an employee is made redundant he or she is due to be paid redundancy entitlements. As I have
found that each employee (except Ms Holden) was terminated due to a redundancy situation in my view the respondent acted
unlawfully and each employee was thus treated unfairly as they were not given a redundancy payment as provided in Clause
48 of the Award.
In all of the circumstances I find that Ms Hanscombe, Ms Carter and Ms Kennedy were terminated unfairly and were not
afforded “a fair go all round” (Undercliffe Nursing Home v. Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia, Hospital
Service and Miscellaneous WA Branch (supra)).
Compensation
I now turn to the question of relief in this case. Ms Hanscombe and Ms Carter and Ms Kennedy are not claiming reinstatement
and in my view, given the particulars of this case reinstatement is impracticable. It is clear on the evidence that Ms Carter and
Ms Hanscombe have satisfied the onus on them to seek out alternative employment.
I have found that the respondent failed to fully comply with the requirements of Clause 46 of the Award. As a result of being
made redundant Ms Carter and Ms Hanscombe have lost access to accrued sick leave and long service leave entitlements
which they built up over many years of service with the respondent. Ms Carter and Ms Hanscombe have also had to suffer the
uncertainty which arises when seeking out employment after losing their employment through no fault of their own. As Ms
Kennedy may have been offered suitable alternative employment with the respondent I am unable to find that she has suffered
any loss. In Ms Holden’s case I accept the respondent’s evidence that she currently remains as an employee of the respondent.
I therefore find that Ms Holden has not been terminated and no loss has been sustained. I consider Ms Carter’s and Ms
Hanscombe’s loss to be a period which would have enabled discussions concerning suitable alternative employment and the
ramifications of termination on each employee, as well as measures which could have been taken to minimise the effect of the
termination on Ms Hanscombe and Ms Carter. I find this period in this case to be two weeks’ pay. This is in addition to the five
weeks’ notice that each employee was given at termination. As no details were given in the proceedings about Ms Carter’s and
Ms Hanscombe’s rate of pay I require the parties to confer on the amount of compensation to be awarded to Ms Carter and Ms
Hanscombe within seven days of the date of this decision.
_________
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Order
HAVING HEARD Ms S Northcott on behalf of the applicant and Ms J Auerbach of counsel on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
1
DECLARES THAT the dismissal of Ingrid Hanscombe, Robyn Carter and Margaret Kennedy by the respondent
was unfair and that reinstatement is impracticable;
2
ORDERS the respondent to pay Ingrid Hanscombe compensation in the sum of $841.60 gross and Robyn Carter
compensation in the sum of $928.80 gross within seven (7) days of the date of this order.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

____________________
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Reasons for Decision
Maxine Joy Park was employed by Hillarys Primary School Parents and Citizens’ Association (Inc) (“the respondent”) until
her employment ceased with the respondent on 31 December 2002. As a result of Ms Park ceasing employment with the
respondent the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers’ Union, Western Australian Branch (“the applicant”)
commenced proceedings under s.44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 alleging that Ms Park’s dismissal was harsh,
oppressive and unfair. Conciliation proceedings did not resolve the claim and the matter was referred for arbitration under
s.44(9) of the Act. The respondent denies that it harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed Ms Park.
The schedule of matters for hearing and determination (as amended at hearing) is as follows—
“1. The applicant claims that when the respondent instructed the applicant’s member Maxine Park, not to commence
work in 2003, Ms Park was harshly, unfairly or oppressively dismissed. The applicant seeks an order that the
respondent compensate Ms Park for this unfair termination, as Ms Park is not seeking reinstatement.
2.
The respondent claims that Maxine Park refused to renegotiate a written contract of employment at the end of
2001.
3.
The respondent argues that Ms Park’s employment with the respondent was governed by a fixed term contract
which ceased in December 2002.
4.
The respondent argues that Ms Park has been paid all entitlements due to her under her contract of employment.
The applicant maintains that some entitlements due to Ms Park remain outstanding.
5.
The respondent rejects any claim that the applicant was unfairly dismissed and opposes the order sought.”
Applicant’s evidence
Ms Park gave evidence that from May 1988 to 31 December 2002 she was employed to supervise the operations of the
respondent’s canteen. She stated that she undertook some training for this position at Carine TAFE prior to commencing
employment with the respondent. She usually worked 27.5 hours per week and from 1992 she worked pursuant to a series of
written contracts that continued until 31 December 2001. Even though end dated written contracts covered each year of her
employment from 1992 until the end of December 2001 her contract was not always finalised at the end of each school year for
the following year.
Ms Park’s conditions of employment and duties remained essentially the same until changes were made in early 2000 relating
to her entitlement to sick leave and long service leave. As a result of these changes a written contract covering her employment
was not finalised until August 2000 and it was agreed between Ms Park and the respondent that this contract would continue
until 31 December 2001. It was no in dispute that each of Ms Park’s contracts contained a provision for the contract to be
terminated by either party giving “a fortnight’s notice” and Ms Park’s annual leave entitlement was to be taken in the
December/January school holidays.
Even though there was no written contract governing Ms Park’s contract of employment for the period 1 January 2000 to
14 August 2000 her contract and entitlements continued as normal. Throughout 2002 Ms Park did not have a written end dated
contract of employment however her conditions of employment and entitlements remained unaltered from the previous year,
apart from an increase in her hourly rate of pay from $11.00 per hour to $14.01 per hour.
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On 1 December 2001 Ms Park attended a meeting relating to the employment of school canteen employees where she
discovered that it was possible that she was being underpaid by the respondent as her hourly rate was less than that provided
for in the Restaurant, Tearoom and Catering Workers’ Award (No R48 of 1978) (“the Award”). Ms Park understood that as a
result of this meeting she was sent a letter dated 19 December 2001 from Ms Campbell, the respondent’s then canteen
committee co-ordinator, stating that there may have been an error in the wages paid to her and that this matter would be
investigated by the respondent in the following year. The letter also referred to an updated contract being presented to Ms Park
as soon as possible for her approval and signature (Exhibit A3).
Ms Park stated that at this point she was not concerned about not having a written contract covering her employment because
she understood that her terms and conditions of employment were as detailed in the Award.
At the beginning of 2002 Ms Park obtained a copy of a document sent to the respondent by the Western Australian Council of
State School Organisations Inc. (“WACSSO”) (Exhibit A5). This document, headed Canteen Workers’ Employment Issues,
refers to the conditions of the Award being the basis of the terms and conditions of employment for employees employed by
Parents and Citizens’ Associations who were not engaged under a registered workplace agreement (Exhibit A5) thus
reinforcing Ms Park’s view that she was covered by the Award.
On the basis that Ms Park understood she was owed back pay as a result of the Award applying to her employment with the
respondent and given Ms Campbell’s comments, Ms Park asked the respondent’s President, Mr Geoff Henderson what was
happening to the back-pay owing to her in June 2002. To assist with her claim Ms Park calculated how much she believed she
was owed and advised the respondent accordingly. In response Mr Henderson stated that he would seek legal advice about the
issue (Exhibit A6). Ms Park then contacted the applicant for advice about the back pay owing to her and she confirmed that the
applicant wrote to the respondent on her behalf in relation to this matter at this time and again on 29 July and 7 August 2002.
On 12 September 2002 Ms Park wrote to Mr Henderson stating that she wished to resolve the underpayment issue without
taking legal action (Exhibit A7).
On 7 November 2002 Ms Park received two letters from Mr Henderson on behalf of the respondent (Exhibits A8 and A9).
Exhibit A8 stated that after seeking legal advice the respondent was of the view that Ms Park was not covered by any award
thus she was not owed any back-pay. Exhibit A9, also dated 7 November 2002 informed Ms Park that the respondent had
concerns about her conduct. The letter noted that from time to time Ms Park’s attitude towards students was inappropriate. As
Ms Park was upset about these complaints she approached Mr Henderson to discuss the respondent’s concerns. Ms Park was
told that one issue related to icy poles not being frozen on sports day. She stated she had done her best on this particular day to
ensure that the children had access to frozen icy poles. Ms Park was also accused of once refusing to give a child lunch and she
stated that this had never happened. A special meeting of the respondent’s canteen committee was held on 14 November
2002 to discuss these concerns. In attendance at the meeting was Ms Park, Mr Henderson and Mrs Ailsa Builder, the
respondent’s canteen committee co-ordinator. Exhibit A12 is a copy of minutes of the meeting. Ms Park stated that the minutes
were an accurate reflection of what took place at the meeting except for the reference to her being abrupt. Ms Park’s behaviour
as well as the issue of insufficient canteen volunteers being available towards the end of the school year was discussed and Ms
Park was told that a new contract would be drawn up for her for next year and that her rate of pay would need to be negotiated
and finalised.
On 16 November 2002 Ms Park wrote to Mr Henderson advising him that the issue of her back pay was being placed in the
hands of the Department of Consumer and Employment Protection (“DOCEP”) (Exhibit A13).
On 28 November 2002 Ms Park received a letter from Mr Henderson stating (formal parts omitted)—
“As you are aware, you have worked this year without a formal contract of employment. The P & C and yourself have
operated in the last twelve months as if there has been one in place.
At the last P & C Meeting on Tuesday 26th November 2002 it was decided to comply with WACSSO guidelines and
declare the position of Canteen Supervisor vacant for the year 2003. This means the position will be advertised and the
most suitable applicant will be chosen. You are invited to apply for the position.”
(Exhibit A14)
Ms Park stated that she became stressed when she received this letter as she was anxious about her ongoing employment with
the respondent. As a result of her illness she obtained a medical certificate from her doctor and took sick leave from
2 December 2002 through to 20 December 2002. Whilst on sick leave Mr Henderson rang her and asked her to return all
canteen documents. He also wanted to know why Ms Park was not at work. Ms Park responded that this was a matter between
her and her doctor. She stated that Mr Henderson said he would ring her doctor to obtain further information about her illness
and that if all the of respondent’s documents that she had in her possession were not handed over to Mr Henderson, he would
initiate a search warrant. She stated she did not hear any further from Mr Henderson until she received a letter from him on or
about 18 December 2002. The contents of this letter follow (formal parts omitted)—
“I am writing to advise you that the position of Canteen Supervisor at Hillarys Primary School is currently being
advertised, with the deadline for applications being Saturday 28th December. I invite you to apply for the position for the
year 2003 and look forward to hearing from you.”
(Exhibit A15)
Ms Park responded on 20 December 2002 and the letter reads as follows (format parts omitted).
“I write in reply to your letter dated 18th December, 2002.
I intend to continue in the position of Canteen Supervisor as I have for the past 15 years.
I seek your confirmation that you do not purport to terminate my employment.”
(Exhibit A16)

Ms Park was aware that the respondent advertised for a canteen supervisor for Hillarys Primary School on three occasions
between 15 December 2002 and 26 December 2002 and copies of these advertisements were tendered (Exhibit A17). Ms Park
received a letter from the respondent on or about 22 December 2002 stating that the respondent had voted to declare Ms Park’s
position vacant from 1 January 2003 and that the position of canteen supervisor would be advertised (Exhibit A18). Mr
Henderson stated in the letter that the respondent had not terminated Ms Park’s contract of employment. He confirmed that
Ms Park was paid wages up to 31 December 2002 at the rate of $14.01 per hour even though the respondent did not believe
that this was the appropriate rate of pay for Ms Park and Ms Park was encouraged to apply for the advertised position by
2 January 2003. On 30 January 2003 Ms Park asked Mr Henderson if she was to commence employment as usual at the
beginning of February 2003 and Mr Henderson informed her that she was not to attend work on that date.
16 On 3 February 2003 Ms Park commenced employment as a teacher’s aide. In this position she is working 16½ hours per week
and is earning $100 gross per week less than what she was earning when she was employed by the respondent.
15
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Under cross-examination it was put to Ms Park that her contract of employment was negotiated and renewed at the end of each
year. Ms Park stated that she understood her position was an ongoing permanent part-time position which was reconfirmed
each year and she understood that this was the same process that applied to the previous canteen supervisor.
It was put to Ms Park that she refused to sign a contract for 2002 because of the dispute about her back-pay claim. Ms Park
stated that this was not the case. She stated that she was never given a contract to sign in 2002. She confirmed that she had
discussions with Mr Henderson in October 2002 about her contract but as it was so late in the year it was decided that a
contract would not be signed for that year. Ms Park stated that as Ms Campbell had indicated to her that she was covered by
the Award it was not necessary for a written contract to be in place.
It was put to Ms Park that as the respondent had asked her to apply for the position of canteen supervisor three times that the
respondent had no intention of terminating her employment. Ms Park agreed that on three occasions she was asked to apply for
the position of canteen supervisor for 2003 but she stated that she had never been asked previously to apply for her position in
her 14 years of employment with the respondent. As the respondent was advertising the position Ms Park understood this to
mean that the respondent was looking for someone else to fill the position. Ms Park stated that she applied for a teacher’s aide
position after the school year finished at the end of 2002 because she understood that the respondent did not want to employ
her under award conditions. Ms Park stated that she was not happy to return to her previous position with the respondent
because of the threats made to her by Mr Henderson.
Respondent’s evidence
Mr Henderson has been a member of respondent’s P & C Association for approximately two years. Not long after he was
elected president in 2002 it was brought to his attention that the canteen supervisor’s contract of employment needed to be
addressed. He thus approached Ms Park about this issue and delegated the negotiation of Ms Park’s contract to the canteen
committee co-ordinator, Ms Campbell.
Mr Henderson understood that Ms Park did not sign a contract for the year 2002 because of a dispute over the accrual of Ms
Park’s sick leave entitlements, issues relating to Ms Park’s rate of pay, back pay owing to her and whether or not Ms Park was
covered by an award. He stated that he understood that a contract had been presented to Ms Park for 2002 but she declined to
sign it. He stated that the respondent was placed in a difficult position when Ms Park refused to sign her contract of
employment for the year 2002 as the respondent was uncertain whether or not Ms Park wanted to continue working at the
canteen. The respondent was also uncertain if the canteen would continue to operate as there were insufficient volunteers to
assist Ms Park and the canteen looked like it would close on certain days. The respondent had the view that the uncertainty
about Ms Park continuing to work at the canteen could jeopardise the service that was offered to the children and staff at
Hillarys Primary School. Mr Henderson stated that in order to address this issue the respondent decided to advertise the
position of canteen supervisor.
He confirmed that Ms Park was sent two letters inviting her to apply for the canteen supervisor position on 28 November
2002 (Exhibit A14) and 18 December 2002 (Exhibit A15). On 2 January 2003 Ms Park was again contacted by the respondent
about applying for the canteen supervisor position.
Mr Henderson confirmed that Ms Park did not apply for the canteen supervisor position and that at the end of January 2003 he
indicated to her that the position had been filled. He confirmed that the respondent did not dismiss Ms Park from her
employment as canteen supervisor.
Under cross-examination Mr Henderson stated that there was no issue with Ms Park’s performance or conduct that placed her
employment in jeopardy. Mr Henderson was asked to explain the letter dated 28 November 2002, sent by him to Ms Park,
which refers to declaring the position of canteen supervisor vacant for the year 2003 to comply with WACSSO guidelines
(Exhibit A14). Mr Henderson was asked which guidelines the respondent relied on as the basis for declaring a position vacant
and advertising the canteen supervisor position. Mr Henderson confirmed that there were no guidelines in the WACSSO’s
document saying the respondent should declare a position vacant and then advertise this position. He stated that the respondent
understood the canteen supervisor position was vacant as at 31 December 2002 because Ms Park’s contract of employment
ceased on that date and the respondent understood that Ms Park’s contract would not normally be automatically renewed. It
was therefore his view that Ms Park was not terminated on 31 December 2002. Mr Henderson understood that Ms Park had a
contract which ceased on 31 December 2002 therefore her contract of employment with the respondent was at an end. Mr
Henderson agreed that Ms Park did not have a written contract for 2002 which ceased on this date but that the respondent was
operating as though one had been in place. Mr Henderson understood that Ms Park had been presented with a contract which
covered the period through to May 2003 however he was not personally involved in this contract being put to Ms Park.
Mr Henderson stated that the respondent decided in November 2002 not to renew Ms Park’s contract for 2003.
Mr Henderson was asked about the issue of the problem with volunteers and the uncertainty of the canteen operating in
2003 because of this issue. He confirmed that he did not raise this issue with Ms Park apart from discussing the difficulty of
getting volunteers on some days to work in the canteen.
The affidavit of Vicki Lorraine Monroe was tendered into evidence by consent (Exhibit R2). Ms Monroe has been a member of
the respondent’s organisation for approximately nine years. She was a member of the respondent’s canteen committee and was
involved in negotiations relating to Ms Park’s contract of employment. She confirmed that at one stage Ms Park was offered a
contract for a period of 18 months due to delays in negotiating her contract and that during the period where no contract was in
place Ms Park was paid according to her existing contract.
The affidavit of Rose Lillian Minnie Ginbey was also tendered into evidence by consent (Exhibit R3). Ms Ginbey has been a
member of the respondent’s organisation for approximately 10 years and has been a member of the respondent’s canteen
committee for approximately two years. Whilst on the canteen committee she was involved in negotiations relating to Ms
Park’s contract of employment. It was her understanding that there was no award covering Ms Park’s contract of employment
and that she had received advice to this effect from the Department of Productivity and Labor Relations. She confirmed that in
mid 2000 there was a discussion with Ms Park about the terms of her contract of employment and as a result of further
discussions a final contract was agreed but it was not signed until 15 August 2000. She confirmed that this contract expired on
31 December 2001.
Jennifer Kaye Baynham is the Hillarys Primary School representative on the respondent’s canteen committee and is a staff
member at the School. She confirmed that approximately two years ago Ms Campbell approached her expressing concerns that
the respondent was possibly underpaying Ms Park and that the applicant was claiming award coverage on Ms Park’s behalf
and that the respondent could be exposed to a claim for back-pay. This concerned Ms Baynham because she understood that
Ms Park had always been employed under a contract as agreed between Ms Park and the respondent. Ms Baynham stated that
at the beginning of 2002 the respondent was concerned that Ms Park had not signed a new contract despite one having been
given to her at the end of 2001. She understood that discussions were held with Ms Park at the time regarding a new contract
but she acknowledged that she was not directly involved in these discussions and that she did not see a copy of this new
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contract. As the respondent became concerned towards the end of 2002 that Ms Park was working without a written contract
the respondent decided to advertise the canteen supervisor position and Ms Park was personally invited to re-apply.
Under cross-examination Ms Baynham confirmed that it was the respondent and not the canteen committee that negotiated Ms
Park’s contract. Ms Baynham understood that as Ms Park did not have a written contract the respondent was able to advertise
the canteen supervisor position. She stated that the respondent was seeking to employ someone who was prepared to sign a
contract. She understood that throughout 2002 Ms Park was employed on a casual basis therefore, when the respondent took
the decision to advertise the canteen supervisor position, Ms Park was not terminated.
Submissions
The applicant maintained that Ms Park was summarily terminated and that no reason was given for her termination. Ms Park
was last paid on 24 December 2002 and it was not made clear until Commission proceedings at the end of January 2003 that
there was no longer a position for Ms Park with the respondent. The applicant maintained that Ms Park’s contract of
employment did not cease due to the effluxion of time as Ms Park did not have a written fixed term contract for the year
2002 and it was not disputed by the respondent that there was no written contract covering Ms Park’s employment for the year
2002. It was clear that when Ms Park’s position was advertised in January 2003 that the respondent had unilaterally decided
that it no longer wished to be bound by the existing contractual arrangement that it had with Ms Park therefore the respondent
terminated Ms Park. The applicant maintained that Ms Park had an ongoing permanent part-time contract with the respondent
and that Ms Park did not always receive and sign a written contract prior to the start of each year. It was unfair that in January
2003 Ms Park was required to apply for her existing position given that she had an expectation that her contract of employment
was permanent and ongoing. One indication that Ms Park’s contract of employment was ongoing was the accrual of Ms Park’s
long service leave entitlements (Exhibit A2).
The applicant argued that Ms Park was not given any notice in December 2002/January 2003 that her contract of employment
was to be terminated. When Ms Park was informed that her position was to be advertised, no reason was given to her as to why
she was unable to continue in her existing position and no specific date was given to her as to when she was terminated. Even
though Ms Park was invited to re-apply for her position she advised the respondent that she intended to continue in her position
and received no advice to the contrary from the respondent (Exhibit A16). The applicant maintained that Ms Park’s termination
was linked to the complaint that she made about back-pay owing to her.
The applicant argued that Ms Park has mitigated her loss. She sought and gained alternative employment in the first week of
February 2003. As she was not paid wages for five weeks Ms Park should be compensated for that period as well as the
$100 gross per week less that she is earning in her new position. The applicant is also claiming that Ms Park be compensated
for injury. Even though the respondent is a non-profit organisation, the respondent had WACSSO Guidelines to assist it in
appropriately dealing with employment matters. On this basis full compensation should be ordered to be paid to Ms Park.
The respondent maintains that Ms Park was not terminated, and that Ms Park’s contract of employment ended due to the
effluxion of time on 31 December 2002. Even though the respondent agrees that there was not a written contract in place
covering Ms Park’s employment for 2002 the respondent relies on an agreement between Ms Park and the respondent that her
2001 contract with the respondent would be rolled over for 12 months from December 2001 through to the end of December
2002. The respondent also maintains that the normal practice was that at the end of each year Ms Park re-negotiated her
contract with the respondent. In support of its argument that Ms Park’s contract of employment came to an end due to the
effluxion of time as Ms Park was on a fixed term contract of employment the respondent relies on the authority contained in
Robert Gallotti v Argyle Diamonds Pty Ltd [2003] 83 WAIG 919.
The respondent maintains that there was no unfairness in the way in which it decided to advertise the canteen supervisor
position in January 2003. There was no suggestion that Ms Park would be unsuccessful if she applied for this position and Ms
Park was asked by the respondent on three occasions to apply for this position. There was no issue with Ms Park’s
performance and it may well have been the case that she would have been selected for the position. The respondent argued that
advertising the canteen supervisor position would provide certainty for the respondent’s canteen operations for the year 2003.
The respondent maintains that Ms Park had no intention of continuing her position with the respondent in 2003 because she
was already seeking alternative employment by the end of December 2002.

Findings and Conclusions
Credibility
36 I listened carefully to each witness whilst they gave their evidence. In my view Ms Park gave her evidence honestly and to the
best of her recollection. I have the same confidence in the evidence of the other witnesses except for Mr Henderson. Mr
Henderson’s evidence about the reason for Ms Park’s termination was inconsistent with the weight of evidence and appeared
to be constructed to support the respondent’s case. For example, Mr Henderson’s evidence about the canteen not operating on
certain days in 2003 due to the possibility of insufficient volunteers being available was never raised with Ms Park and appears
to have been deliberately raised by him in these proceedings to support the respondent’s case that there was uncertainty about
Ms Park’s position with the respondent in 2003. Given this reservation about Mr Henderson’s evidence, I treat his evidence
with some caution.
Jurisdiction
The respondent argues that the Commission does not have jurisdiction to deal with this application as it claims that as Ms Park
was employed on a fixed term contract which expired on 31 December 2002 no termination occurred.
38 On the evidence given in these proceedings I make the following findings in relation to Ms Park’s contract of employment. I
find that there was no evidence given in these proceedings that Ms Park was employed on a fixed term contract which expired
on 31 December 2002. Further, there was no evidence of any agreement in place between Ms Park and the respondent that her
2001 contract was rolled over and would expire on 31 December 2002. It is my view that Ms Park was employed by the
respondent on a permanent part-time basis and that her employment continued on an ongoing basis subject to satisfactory
performance. I find that even though Ms Park was subject to an end dated written contract expiring on 31 December 2001 her
employment with the respondent continued after this date on an on-going basis with no specific end date. I find that Ms Park’s
contract of employment was subject to re-negotiation on a regular basis usually at the beginning of the school year after Ms
Park had returned from taking paid annual leave. It was not always the case that Ms Park’s contract was negotiated on an
annual basis. Indeed in 2000 Ms Park’s contract was not finalised until August of that year. It is clear on the evidence that Ms
Park’s conditions of employment remained on foot, even when her contracts expired, until her contract was varied by a new
written contract which usually occurred early the following year after the respondent’s canteen committee became operative. I
am supported in reaching this view by a review of Ms Park’s written contracts of employment covering years 1999, 2000 and
2001 (Exhibit A1 and A2). These contracts provide for paid annual leave to be taken by Ms Park subsequent to the expiry date
on the contract in preparation for Ms Park re-commencing with the respondent the following year.
37
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As there was no evidence given in these proceedings confirming that Ms Park had a written or verbal contract of employment
ending on 31 December 2002 I therefore do not accept the respondent’s contention that Ms Park’s contract of employment
with the respondent came to an end due to the effluxion of time on 31 December 2002. Throughout Ms Park’s lengthy
employment with the respondent it is my view both the respondent and the applicant had an expectation that Ms Park would
continue in her position at the school whilst the canteen continued to operate. The only rider to this was whether or not Ms
Park continued to perform satisfactorily and when the parties agreed that the employment relationship would have a specific
end date. As I have found that Ms Park was not employed on a fixed term contract which ceased on 31 December 2002, it
follows that Ms Park was terminated by the respondent at the end of 2002 when the respondent no longer required her to
undertake her normal duties as canteen supervisor. I therefore find that I have jurisdiction to deal with this application.
Was Ms Park unfairly dismissed?
The test for determining whether a dismissal is unfair or not is well settled. The question is whether the employer acted
harshly, unfairly or oppressively in dismissing the applicant (see Undercliff Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers
Union of Australia, Hospital Service and Miscellaneous WA Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385). The onus is on the applicant to
establish that the dismissal was, in all the circumstances, unfair. Whether the right of the employer to terminate the
employment has been exercised so harshly or oppressively or unfairly against the applicant as to amount to an abuse of the
right needs to be determined. A dismissal for a valid reason within the meaning of the Act may still be unfair if, for example, it
is effected in a manner which is unfair. However, terminating an employment contract in a manner which is procedurally
irregular may not of itself mean the dismissal is unfair (see Shire of Esperance v. Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891 and Byrne v.
Australian Airlines (1995) 61 IR 32). In Shire of Esperance v. Mouritz (op cit), Kennedy J observed that unfair procedures
adopted by an employer when dismissing an employee are only one element that needs to be considered when determining
whether a dismissal was harsh or unjust.
I am concerned about the respondent’s behaviour in relation to the events leading up to Ms Park’s termination. Even though
Ms Park was told by the respondent that her existing position was being advertised at the end of November 2002 Ms Park
indicated in response that she would continue in her existing position and the respondent did not then inform Ms Park that she
was terminated or that her services may not be required in the following year. In my view Ms Park was treated inappropriately
by being expected to apply for the job which she had undertaken successfully and continuously since 1988 and the respondent
should have made it clear to Ms Park of its intentions in relation to her ongoing employment. The respondent’s actions in this
regard fell well short of what Ms Park deserved given her many years of loyal service to the respondent. I am also concerned
about Mr Henderson’s treatment of Ms Park after she went on sick leave due to stress in December 2002. In reaching this
conclusion I take into account Ms Park’s evidence about Mr Henderson’s behaviour in regard to seeking reasons for her illness
and his threats to initiate a search warrant if canteen documents were not returned.
In my view Ms Park was treated unfairly when she was terminated in December 2002. It was clear that there was no issue of
any substance in relation to Ms Park’s performance as confirmed by Mr Henderson. Thus, there was no substantive reason for
terminating Ms Park. I am also of the view that the respondent’s unwillingness to deal with Ms Park’s claim for back pay and
to resolve the issue of the application of the Award to Ms Park impacted on the respondent’s attitude towards Ms Park. In my
view the respondent attempted to deal with Ms Park’s ongoing pay and award dispute by terminating her. Even though Mr
Henderson undertook to deal with these issues he did not do so, which in my view further brings into question the respondent’s
motives for terminating Ms Park. I conclude that Ms Park’s employment with the respondent would have continued beyond
December 2002 if there had not been issues with Ms Park’s rate of pay and award coverage. I thus find that the dispute as to
Ms Park’s rate of pay and whether or not the Award applied to her contract of employment influenced the respondent’s
decision to terminate Ms Park and advertise her position.
As the respondent had the view that Ms Park’s contract of employment expired at the end of December 2002 due to the
effluxion of time Ms Park was terminated without notice. Further, given the way Ms Park’s termination was handled she was
not given any opportunity to respond to the respondent’s view that her position should be advertised, nor was she given any
opportunity to negotiate with the respondent about its decision to terminate her.
In all of the circumstances I find that Ms Park was not given ‘a fair go all round’ and was therefore unfairly dismissed.
Compensation
Although I have found that Ms Park was treated inappropriately by the respondent prior to her termination and even though the
manner of her termination left much to be desired I find that Ms Park has not demonstrated that she suffered injury over and
above that normally associated with an unfair termination, therefore I decline to award a sum for injury.
I am satisfied on the evidence that the working relationship between Ms Park and respondent has broken down such that an
order for re-instatement would be impracticable.
I therefore now turn to the question of compensation. I apply the principles set out in Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia
Pty Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 3635 and Tranchita v Wavemaster International Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 1886. On the evidence, I
am satisfied the applicant took reasonable steps to mitigate her loss. She obtained alternative employment after five weeks of
unemployment and is earning $100.00 less per week in her current job than in her previous position with the respondent.
I am satisfied Ms Park had an ongoing expectation of work with the respondent for at least 12 months after termination
because the respondent continues to operate its canteen and there was no issue with Ms Park’s ability to undertake the required
duties.
I find Ms Park’s loss to be as follows.
Lost wages for 12 months (in my view, a reasonable time after the dismissal to have worked for the respondent)—
52 weeks by $385.27 (27.5hr per week @ $14.01 per hour) equals $20,034.04 gross.
Minus income earned since termination of $5,990.67 (21 weeks @ $285.27) equals $10,043.37 gross.
The sum that I have identified as being lost totals more than the equivalent of six month’s remuneration for Ms Park.
As s.23A of the Act caps the awarding of compensation at six month’s remuneration I therefore order that an amount
equivalent to six month’s remuneration be awarded to Ms Park. Having regard to all of the circumstances I therefore order that
Ms Park be paid $10,017.02 gross as compensation for her unfair termination.
A Minute of Proposed Order will now issue.
_________
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Result

Application alleging unfair dismissal upheld and order issued for compensation in lieu of
reinstatement
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
WHEREAS on 20 October 2003 the Commission published its Reasons for Decision and Minutes of Proposed Order in relation to
this application; and
WHEREAS on 5 November 2003 the Commission conducted a Speaking to the Minutes of Proposed Order; and
WHEREAS the respondent advised the Commission that the calculation in relation to six months’ wages for Ms Park was incorrect
as she only worked 40 weeks each year and in addition had four weeks of paid annual leave per year; and
WHEREAS the respondent also advised the Commission that they would not be able to comply with an order to pay within 21 days
the amount ordered by the Commission and would need to get further instructions from members of the respondent’s committee
before making a proposal as to when the payment could be made; and
WHEREAS the applicant argued that the Commission should issue the order as set out in the Minutes of Proposed Order and stated
that the Commission had the power under s23A of the Act to order payment to Ms Park her income over a 52 week period and that
the respondent had had sufficient time to consider the issue of time to pay; and
WHEREAS the Commission was of the view the respondent should have further time to put a proposal in writing in relation to time
to pay and the respondent was requested to provide the proposal by the close of business on 5 November 2003 and the applicant
was also given the opportunity to reply to the respondent’s proposal by close of business 6 November 2003; and
WHEREAS by facsimile dated 5 November 2003 the respondent advised the Commission that they were unable to provide such a
proposal; and
WHEREAS the applicant by facsimile dated 6 November 2003 requested the Commission to issue the proposed order without
amendment; and
WHEREAS the Commission was of the view that the correct calculation for six months’ wages for Ms Park was 22 weeks at the
rate of $385.27 per week and that the respondent had been given sufficient time to put submissions in relation to time to pay;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission having heard Ms S Northcott on behalf of the applicant and Ms L Allen of counsel and later
Mr G Henderson on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
1
DECLARES THAT the Commission has jurisdiction to deal with this application.
2
DECLARES THAT the dismissal of Maxine Joy Park by the respondent was unfair and that reinstatement is
impracticable.
3
ORDERS the respondent to pay Maxine Joy Park compensation in the sum of $8,475.94 gross within 21 days of
the date of this order.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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Reasons for Decision
Pioneer Construction Materials Pty Ltd (“Pioneer”) operates 26 concrete plants and 7 quarries and sand mines in this State. It
operates 139 commercial vehicles for travel in total on average 6,830,000 km per annum on public roads and accesses
thousands of customer sites over a course of a year. It employs approximately 250 employees the majority of whom operate
commercial vehicles. It also engages as many as 50 contractors on any given day.
2
Pioneer has introduced a fitness for duty policy as part of a revision of its health and safety program to better address the
overall fitness, wellbeing and safety of its employees. During May 2003 industrial action was taken by union members over
two days after two employees were stood down for refusing to take a urine drug test. Pioneer then withheld the introduction of
random alcohol and drug testing but introduced the balance of its fitness for duty policy whilst three matters are dealt with by
the Commission. Those three matters are—
(1)
The company’s right to conduct urine testing (as opposed to saliva testing which the union seeks);
(2)
The company’s requirement that employees declare and provide an appropriate doctor’s certificate in respect of
any over-the-counter medication which could lead to a positive test; and
(3)
The requirement that where a health assessment is required by the company and an employee chooses not to
attend for assessment with one of the company recommended medical practitioners (at the company’s cost) that
an employee’s attendance at his or her own medical practitioner is at the employee’s expense. Employees say
the company ought bear the cost.
3
Pioneer called evidence from Ms Alyson Vinciguerra, Pioneer’s Risk Manager in Western Australia; from Associate Professor
David Joyce who is Associate Professor of Pharmacology at the University of Western Australia and Head of the Department
of Clinical Pharmacology and Toxicology at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital; Dr John Lewis who is a Toxicologist, a Visiting
Fellow at the National Drug and Alcohol Research Centre at the University of New South Wales and Head of the Department
of the Unit of Toxicology at Northern Sydney Health.
4
The union called evidence from John Cain, an organiser with the union for some 11 years.
The Evidence
5
What follows is a summary of the evidence which I have found to be directly relevant to the issues to be decided. Ms
Vinciguerra stated that Pioneer’s objective is to create a work environment that encourages employees to achieve and maintain
a good level of fitness and health. A safer workplace, and a more productive workforce, will assist Pioneer and its employees
in meeting safety obligations imposed by Worksafe Western Australia Regulations, the Department of Industry and Resources
Regulations, Occupational Health and Safety Legislation and common law obligations. She stated that National Heavy Vehicle
Accreditation Guidelines place strong emphasis on fatigue management and reducing driver impairment.
6
Ms Vinciguerra’s evidence was that over the last three years she has been aware of Pioneer’s employees occasionally being
refused opportunities to work on some projects because the customer requires employees to pass a preliminary drug screen.
Some employees have requested a delay before submitting to customer testing because there was a potential for them to return
a positive drug screen. A number of Pioneer employees have also failed customer drug and alcohol tests.
7
Ms Vinciguerra’s evidence was that Pioneer Road Services Pty Ltd, a related company, introduced a drug and alcohol policy to
its work sites throughout Australia in 2001. A blind random urine drug test at a number of its sites tested 48 employees. Fifteen
tested positive to marijuana and 4% tested positive to amphetamines. In 2002, 51 employees at its Hazelmere and Bunbury
depots were tested and 18% of those tested positive to marijuana. In September 2002, 64 employees were tested of whom 8%
tested positive to marijuana. In September 2003, 37 employees were tested and 11% tested positive to marijuana.
8
She stated that in 28 April 2003, after notifying its employees six months in advance, Pioneer conducted blind drug and
alcohol testing at its work sites. One hundred and eighty eight employees and contractors voluntarily participated. Nineteen
employees refused to participate. The results were that 8% of employees who did provide a urine sample tested positive. THC
(the principle active constituent of cannabis) accounted for 43% of the positive results. Additionally, during the rollout of the
program certain employees confessed their recreational drug consumption as being regular and frequent and indicated to
Ms Vinciguerra their intention to maintain that lifestyle. About 30 of Pioneer’s employees have stated their belief that they
were working alongside employees who are possibly affected by drugs or alcohol.
9
In relation to its own testing process, Ms Vinciguerra said that Pioneer looked for a testing method that was accurate,
verifiable, reliable, repeatable, and consistent in its application. Pioneer considered a range of methods for drug testing
including testing blood, hair, saliva and urine. Each had advantages and disadvantages. Pioneer acknowledges that none of
those methods can determine whether an employee is actually impaired in the performance of his or her duties. Within those
limits Pioneer’s objective is to adopt a test that will allow Pioneer to reliably identify those employees who are were at risk of
being impaired while performing their duties.
10 After a consideration of the alternative testing methods urine testing is regarded by Pioneer to be the most suitable method.
Saliva is not considered to be suitable having regard to its lack of accuracy and reliability to test for the various drug types.
Pioneer is particularly concerned that it should not adopt a testing technique that might indicate a positive result when the
employee being tested has not taken any form of drug. This risk is greater from saliva testing than it is from urine testing.
Pioneer concluded that urine testing was more accurate than saliva testing.
11 In cross-examination, Ms Vinciguerra gave a commitment that as soon as saliva testing is supported by an Australian Standard,
Pioneer will consider it as a testing method. Pioneer regards its review process as ongoing.
12 Associate Professor Joyce has direct experience in saliva, urine and blood analytical methodology and interpretation. The
laboratory that he directs is equipped to perform confirmatory analyses on urine for all commonly tested drugs of abuse and on
saliva for certain drugs. He has carried out research on an instrument designed for on-site workplace saliva testing for drugs.
He had toured two of Pioneer’s sites to observe the work performed by employees.
13 He spoke of Australian Standard 4308 which outlines the recommended practice for the collection, detection and quantification
of drugs of abuse in urine. It includes standards for laboratory practice and “cut off” concentrations for reporting urine samples
as positive. He confirmed that urine drug concentrations indicate drug use but do not confirm intoxication or impairment at the
1
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time of testing. The person tested may or may not be impaired. The cut off standards in AS 4308 are designed to detect
virtually everyone who is at risk of impairment but will also detect some drug users who are not impaired. His evidence is that
saliva screening will not detect unimpaired workers but nor will it reliably detect impaired workers.
Associate Professor Joyce stated there is no Australian Standard governing saliva collection, drug analysis or drug level
interpretation. To his knowledge no other standards body or government agency has issued standards for saliva testing. In his
opinion, the most important consideration is not any theoretical advantage from saliva testing, it is whether it is possible to
practically realise those advantages. He stated that saliva testing as it is carried out with most tests is insensitive to drug use
compared to urine testing. In the case of cannabis screening for example urine tests will detect drug use in both impaired and
unimpaired workers. Saliva screening will be less likely to detect the unimpaired worker and will fail to detect a proportion or
perhaps almost all truly impaired workers.
Associate Professor Joyce reported on his testing of two saliva drug testing kits. He found them both unsuitable, particularly in
detecting cannabis use. In his opinion a system that is ineffective in detecting cannabis use is probably almost useless for
workplace screening or driver screening. The overall sensitivity, accuracy and specificity of saliva testing are inadequate for a
workplace screening program. Therefore, urine testing is more sensitive for detecting drug use than saliva testing.
Associate Professor Joyce concluded that if saliva testing methods were technically good enough, saliva would probably be the
fluid of choice for drugs of abuse testing. Although Professor Joyce had clients who used saliva screening, those clients use
saliva screening on the understanding that it has substantial limitations. The on-site methods are not good enough to realise the
potential advantages. The theoretical advantages of broader acceptability and better capacity to distinguish recent opiate use
from previous use would be outweighed by the unacceptable cost of likely widespread screening failure.
In relation to over-the-counter drugs, his evidence is that over-the-counter drugs can confuse screening tests yet low doses of
codeine may yield a positive result without posing any threat to safety.
Dr John Lewis has been involved in conducting workplace drug testing since 1988. He is Chairman of the Standards Australia
committee which is responsible for the production of Australian Standard AS 4308. The committee has been asked to
investigate the feasibility of producing a standard on saliva testing and he is familiar with the current international status of
saliva testing including its advantages, limitations, problems with technology and interpretation.
In Dr Lewis’ opinion, all drugs listed in AS 4308 cause impairment. The cut off levels are set so as to minimise false positives
and false negatives. In relation to saliva testing there are no Australian Standards and no on-site devices that are reliable for all
drug groups. There are major problems with sensitivity for some drug groups especially marijuana. There are major problems
with collection devices and inherent difficulties in measuring exact volumes of saliva.
He said that for some drugs, where there is an equilibrium between blood and saliva a measurable saliva level would be more
indicative of very recent use than a urine level. However, there is no such equilibrium in the case of marijuana. Also, it is
particularly difficult to measure sedative drugs (benzodiazepines) in saliva. A person could be impaired by these drugs and
have no measurable levels in saliva. There are no saliva testing devices on the market with an ability to produce only true
positives and true negatives. None have the required sensitivity to consistently detect recent ingestion of marijuana.
Dr Lewis’ evidence was that, unlike urine testing which has been in existence for over 30 years, saliva testing is in its infancy.
Although urine testing has been attacked because it does not measure impairment, neither does saliva testing. However urine
testing does reliably identify illicit drug use and it is that use that presents a risk of impairment and subsequent accident or
death. Drugs first appear in urine within hours of use and it is within and after this period that acute impairment would occur.
Dr Lewis did not regard providing a urine sample as invasive. No part of a person’s body is touched by another and giving a
urine sample at work is no different from providing a urine sample at a doctor’s surgery. He acknowledged that it is an emotive
issue.
For the union, Mr Cain’s evidence was that the union’s members had taken industrial action after two members had been stood
down at Harvey. Drug testing has always been an issue throughout the transport industry. It is often divisive. The union does
not have any difficulty in attempting to resolve these sorts of divisive issues. The union’s members prefer saliva testing. In
particular, union members have recently said to him that if the Victorian Government is trialling saliva testing, why not
Pioneer? He gave his understanding of the position of the Pioneer companies in the other States of Australia. He understood
that urine testing was accepted in Queensland, in New South Wales for the Hymix operation but not in Pioneer, it was not
accepted in Victoria, and it was accepted in South Australia. The union agreed to urine testing in construction and on mine
sties. Some members had said to him that they did not like to urinate into a bottle. The union has difficulty in not defending a
member who is stood down without pay or dismissed because of a “risk” of impairment. He acknowledged that the Pioneer
policy provided that it was not until the third occasion of failing a test that termination of employment became an option.
The union tendered documentary material including a 1999 Workforce Issues Paper on Alcohol and Other Drugs in the
Workplace; papers on drug testing and privacy from the American Civil Liberties Union, workplace drug testing from the WA
Network of Alcohol and other Drug Agencies and an article on the analysis of Drugs in Saliva. There were also letters from
two other trucking companies stating that they have introduced saliva testing and from a third stating an intention to introduce
saliva testing. It included joint papers on workplace drug testing by Steven Allsop, then Director Clinical Education and
Research of the WA Drug and Alcohol Authority and Mike Phillips, then Senior Lecturer Centre for Advanced Studies in
Health Sciences, Curtin University of Technology.

Submissions
The union stated that it has a strong commitment to pursuing the highest levels of safety for its members. The union actively
promotes a drug and alcohol free workplace and recognises that the employer has a duty of care to all employees to provide a
healthy and safe work environment and that employees have a duty of care to look after their health and safety and the health
and safety of other employees. The union encourages the development of appropriate policies that are achieved with a great
degree of employee consultation and involvement through a recognised occupational health and safety committee.
26 In this case, the union does not oppose the introduction of the fitness for duty policy and has agreed to the introduction of
random drug and alcohol testing but takes issue with certain aspects of the policy. The union nationally is presently drafting a
national policy. The union opposes urine testing but will agree to saliva testing. Further, employees should not be required to
provide information on over-the-counter medication. Pioneer should fund visits to the employee’s doctor if it requires the
employee to have a health assessment.
27 The union stated that in its view there is no conclusive evidence as to impairment created by drugs detected in urine and it
would be fair to say that an employee is more likely to be impaired by drugs in his bloodstream as opposed to residual drug
traces stored in fat cells. As it is unreasonable to perform blood tests the next closest method is saliva testing. The union listed
the benefits of saliva testing and the pitfalls of urine testing as the union saw them.
25
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In relation to the provision of certification for over-the-counter medication the union submitted that readily available over-thecounter medication need only be declared and not certified by a doctor. This will negate the need for employees to make an
unnecessary trip to a doctor at the employee’s expense and in an employee’s own time. Employees should be reimbursed for
this time and expense incurred. In situations where a health assessment is forced upon an employee the employee should have
the right to choose his or her own medical practitioner at Pioneer’s expense.
29 The union also submitted that the fitness for duty policy was being introduced by Pioneer in breach of the “no extra claims”
clause in each of the agreements it has with Pioneer. Further, the union submitted that the fitness for duty policy compared
unfavourably with the random drug testing program reviewed by the Commission in Court Session in the BHP case (BHP Iron
Ore Pty Ltd v Construction Mining Energy Timberyards Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of WA (1998) 78 WAIG 2593).
The union also referred to the Victoria Police force recently introducing saliva testing as a means of testing whether motorists
are under the influence of drugs while driving.
30 Pioneer submitted that the ultimate objective of the policy is that an employee be fit for duty for the sake of their own safety as
well as the safety of others. Elements of the policy which apply a penalty are to be seen in the context of other elements of the
policy such as the education of employees about their health and wellbeing and the provision of support to address any matters,
including issues concerning drugs or alcohol, so as to assist employees in maintaining their health and wellbeing. Random
testing assists in achieving these overall objectives. The company stressed the unreliability of results obtained from on-site
screening of saliva as against on-site screening of urine. The company relied upon the evidence it had brought and highlighted
some of the aspects of that evidence.
31 Pioneer contended that the EBAs in question were not within term but in any event the no extra claims commitment contained
in them does not preclude the company from seeking to implement measures designed to enhance occupational health and
safety. Further, the terms of the EBAs have now expired. In relation to over-the-counter medicines, the evidence is that these
can have adverse interactions with drugs and it is not unreasonable to require employees to declare those medicines and have a
doctor’s certificate for them. Pioneer is prepared to pay the employee’s reasonable medical costs of obtaining such a
certificate.
32 Further, Pioneer is prepared to pay the employee’s reasonable medical costs of obtaining such an assessment from their own
doctor.
Conclusions
33 Random drug and alcohol testing has become a common feature in many workplaces throughout the country. Its use in this
State was given in-principle endorsement by this Commission in the BHP case referred to earlier. On that occasion, the
Commission was asked to make an assessment of the complete drug and alcohol testing program which BHP proposed to
introduce. It gave approval noting some of the features that were then proposed.
34 The situation before the Commission on this occasion is somewhat different. While the Commission has been provided with
the detail of the overall fitness for duty policy, it is not being asked to endorse the policy overall. On this occasion there is
broad agreement between the union and Pioneer regarding the policy. The Commission on this occasion is being asked to
decide only three matters.
35 The Commission recognises, however, that random testing for drugs, in particular, is a controversial issue. It is a controversial
issue in this case notwithstanding the broad agreement between the union and Pioneer regarding the fitness for duty policy.
The controversy arises for a number of reasons. One of those is that testing for the presence of drugs in an employee’s urine
does not establish whether or not that employee is impaired in the performance of their work. An employer is not interested in
whether or not an employee is taking illicit drugs as such. The interest of the employer is to ensure that the employee is fit for
work and not in danger of injuring themselves or others. Accordingly, penalising an employee for having tested positive for the
presence of drugs in their urine will always leave open the argument that even though the employee has tested positive for
drugs, the employee has not been thereby shown to have been impaired and the penalty is unfair.
36 There is therefore much to be said for the development of a reliable test for detecting drug related impairment in preference to
testing for the presence of a drug. However there is no suggestion in the evidence before me that such impairment tests
presently exist. In the BHP case Associate Professor Allsop (the joint author previously referred to in these Reasons) was
quoted as saying that such tests are in their infancy.
37 It is agreed that the use of saliva testing of itself will not test whether or not a person is impaired. Like impairment testing,
saliva testing, too, is in its infancy as Dr Lewis has stated. With saliva testing, at least there has been a greater development of
saliva testing kits and steps are being taken to develop an Australian Standard for saliva testing. There is evidence that two
trucking companies have introduced saliva testing. Another intends to do so. The information that the Victorian Police have
commenced a trial of saliva testing of motorists for drugs is significant. These developments suggest that the present
limitations of saliva testing shown in the evidence before me may well be eventually addressed.
38 However, the evidence before the Commission on this occasion is that—
39
(1)
There is no standard in Australia to detect the presence of drugs in saliva but there is to detect the presence of drugs in
urine.
40
(2)
There is no saliva testing kit currently available that reliably detects the classes of drugs which are more reliably
detectable using the Australian Standard for urine testing.
41
(3)
In particular, saliva testing kits do not accurately measure the presence of cannabis in any meaningful way. This is
most significant given Ms Vinciguerra’s evidence that 43% of the positive results from its blind drug and alcohol
testing at Pioneer in April 2003 were for cannabis.
42
(4)
At present, saliva drug testing presents a greater chance of an employee who does not have a drug in their system
returning a positive saliva test, suggesting they do have a drug in their system, than there is with urine testing. It
should be of concern to all employees that they may falsely be accused of having taken drugs.
43
(5)
The opposite also is true: there is a greater chance that saliva drug testing may show that an employee does not have a
drug in their system when in fact they do. This increases the likelihood of not detecting an employee who is likely to
be impaired by drugs at work and who poses a risk to themselves and fellow employees.
44
(6)
The chance of being falsely accused of having taken drugs is significantly less with urine testing because of the
Australian Standard.
45
(7)
The Australian Standard cut off levels for testing in urine have been mathematically designed as a reporting level. It is
neither a low level nor a high level. It is set so as to minimise false positives and false negatives. It is devised to get a
very good correlation between on-site results and confirmation of those results in a laboratory.
46
These conclusions arise from the evidence before me and I accept that evidence.
28
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It is said that saliva testing will address other aspects of the drug testing program that are controversial. Those aspects include
the embarrassment of providing a urine sample. I acknowledge that those embarrassments may exist according to the
individual employee’s circumstances. However, this has to be balanced against the fact that a urine test is not of itself
“invasive” and also that the only conclusion available on the evidence before me on this occasion is that at this point in time
testing for the presence of drugs by way of a urine test is the more reliable and accurate method of assessing likely impairment
than testing for drugs by the use of saliva.
48 It is therefore not without significance that the indirect evidence before me about the Victorian Police introducing saliva testing
for drivers suggests that it is a trial. If the union wished to rely on this in support of its case, direct and reliable evidence of
what in fact is occurring would have been necessary. There is a significant difference between trialling a testing method and
actually adopting that method. The fact of a trial does not counter the direct expert evidence before me regarding the
limitations of saliva testing however the outcome of the trial may be of relevance in the future.
49 I therefore record and endorse the quite proper evidence from Pioneer that as soon as saliva testing is supported by an
Australian Standard, Pioneer will consider it as a testing method. In the context of its drivers’ attitude, it may well be
appropriate for that fact to be recorded in the fitness for duty policy. Pioneer states that its review of its fitness for duty policy
does not have a timeframe and is “ongoing”. There is no reason why the union and Pioneer could not agree to meet regularly in
order to ensure that developments in saliva testing are regularly reviewed as they occur.
50 Although there have been recent developments in the testing for drugs by saliva testing, the expert evidence before the
Commission shows that there are still practical limitations to its use. Those same practical limitations also mean that it is not
practicable to have on-site saliva testing followed by a confirmatory urine test if the saliva test is positive. Therefore, the
company’s intention of introducing urine testing is not unreasonable at this point in time. This conclusion is not inconsistent
with the position in Pioneer’s Queensland and South Australian operations, although not in Victoria, and in Hymix in New
South Wales.
51 The Commission does not discount the evidence before it that Pioneer’s drivers are opposed to urine testing. That evidence
means that Pioneer now has the task in front of it to inform its drivers regarding the advantages to them of urine testing and the
present limitations of saliva testing. After this decision, the union too has a role to play in this with its membership.
52 Further, the evidence that the Victorian Police may be trialling saliva testing motorists for drugs suggests that more
information will become available in the relatively near future once the outcome of the trial is known. Pioneer’s commitment
to an ongoing review process should mean that as the outcome of this trial, and perhaps trials elsewhere or in other States,
become available the practicability of saliva testing in Pioneer’s operations will be able to be re-visited by Pioneer and the
union, with recourse to the Commission if necessary.
53 I do not regard the provisions of the EBA no extra claims clauses as preventing the introduction of the fitness for duty policy.
This is at least because those clauses refer to no extra claims for the life of the agreement. The life of an agreement is set by its
term. I am informed that the terms of the EBAs have expired. Section 41(6) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 keeps an
EBA in force after its term has expired but that does not alter the fact that the terms has expired.
54 In relation to over-the-counter medicines, the evidence shows that the use of over-the-counter medicines, particularly where
the correct dosage is not followed, may have an impact on an employee’s drug test result. In that event, that part of the policy
which requires the employee to declare the use of those drugs and the provision of a medical certificate to that effect is not, in
general, unreasonable. I have paid particular attention to the privacy requirements of the policy as described in Ms
Vinciguerra’s evidence and have no reason to believe that these will not be strictly observed. I regard the Pioneer proposal that
the company meet the reasonable costs incurred by the employee to be reasonable and find accordingly.
55 I also find Pioneer’s preparedness to pay the employee’s reasonable medical costs of obtaining a health assessment from their
own doctor to be reasonable and find accordingly.
56 The Commission believes the most appropriate method of determining these issues is by issuing a declaration—
57
(1)
That the proposal to conduct urine testing as part of the fitness for duty policy is reasonable.
58
(2)
That urine testing for drugs is able to be re-visited in the future in accordance with Pioneer’s ongoing review of its
fitness for duty policy.
59
(3)
That it is reasonable that employees declare and provide an appropriate doctor’s certificate in respect of any over-thecounter medication which could lead to a positive test provided that Pioneer pay the employees’ reasonable medical
costs of obtaining a certificate from their own doctor.
60
(4)
That it is reasonable that Pioneer pay the employees’ reasonable medical costs of obtaining a health assessment from
their own doctor for the purposes of the fitness for duty policy.
61
The minute of that declaration now issues.
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Declaration
HAVING HEARD Mr T. Caspersz (of counsel) and with him Mr C. Taylor (of counsel) on behalf of the applicant and Mr N.
Hodgson and with him Mr J. Cain on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby declares—
(1)
THAT the proposal by Pioneer Construction Materials Pty Ltd to conduct urine testing as part of its fitness for
duty policy is reasonable.
(2)
THAT urine testing for drugs is able to be re-visited in the future in accordance with Pioneer’s ongoing review
of its fitness for duty policy.
(3)
THAT it is reasonable that employees declare and provide an appropriate doctor’s certificate in respect of any
over-the-counter medication which could lead to a positive test provided that Pioneer pay the employees’
reasonable medical costs of obtaining a certificate from their own doctor.
(4)
THAT it is reasonable that Pioneer pay the employees’ reasonable medical costs of obtaining a health
assessment from their own doctor for the purposes of the fitness for duty policy.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
PERSONNEL CONTRACTING PTY LTD T/A TRICORD PERSONNEL, HANSSEN PTY LTD,
RESPONDENTS
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
DATE
THURSDAY, 13 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 1036 OF 2003, CR 168 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10030
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Correction order issued
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Correction Order
WHEREAS on 23rd October 2003 a Decision was issued in CR 168 of 2003, Application 1036 of 2003 Citation 2003 WAIRC
09788; and
WHEREAS there was an error in the Decision at paragraph 6; and
WHEREAS paragraph 6 should have read—
On 4th July 2003 the CFMEUW filed an application for an enterprise order under s.42I of the Act. This application appeared to
be an error because it left out the necessary step of applying for a declaration under s.42H of the Act. An amended Notice of
Application was accepted by the Commission but it became clear that Tricord had a jurisdictional objection to the making of
any declaration under s.42H of the Act and by consent between the parties it was agreed that both matters would be listed to
have the jurisdictional issue determined as a preliminary matter. This took place on 12th September 2003.
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NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission hereby orders—
THAT paragraph 6 of the Decision be substituted with the following paragraph—
On 4th July 2003 the CFMEUW filed an application for an enterprise order under s.42I of the Act. This application
appeared to be an error because it left out the necessary step of applying for a declaration under s.42H of the Act. An
amended Notice of Application was accepted by the Commission but it became clear that Tricord had a jurisdictional
objection to the making of any declaration under s.42H of the Act and by consent between the parties it was agreed that
both matters would be listed to have the jurisdictional issue determined as a preliminary matter. This took place on 12th
September 2003.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 10062
ENGINEERING TRADES (GOVERNMENT) AWARD 1967
No’s 29, 30 and 31 of 1961 and 3 of 1962
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
ON THE COMMISSION’S OWN MOTION
TRADES AND LABOR COUNCIL OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
& INDUSTRY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIAN MINES & METALS ASSOCIATION
INC. AND THE MINISTER FOR CONSUMER AND EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE
TUESDAY, 18 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 569 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10062
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Correction Order issued
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
WHEREAS an error occurred in the General Order dated 5 June 2003 issued in application 569 of 2003, the Commission, in order
to correct this error and pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders –
THAT the Variation Schedule attached to the Order dated 5 June 2003 with respect to the Engineering Trades
(Government) Award 1967 No’s 29, 30 and 31 of 1961 and 3 of 1962 in Application 569 of 2003 be amended in the terms
of the following Schedule.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
_________

1.
(5)

SCHEDULE
Fifth Schedule – Building Management Authority Wages and Conditions: Clause 5. – Wages: Delete subclause
(5)(a) of this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof—
Wages—
(a)
The wages for Building Management Authority employees on and from 5 June 2003 will be as follows—
On
Engagement
$

Safety Net
Adjustment
$

Total Rate
Per Week
$

Engineering Tradesperson:
Level 4 - Group A
Group B
Group closed
Level 3A
Level 3B
Level 2
Level 1

492.60
502.30
511.70
465.40
457.70
442.00
436.00

123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
125.00
125.00
125.00

615.60
625.30
634.70
588.40
582.70
567.00
561.00

Engineering Employee
Level 4 - Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D
Level 3
Level 2

406.20
392.70
384.20
381.70
370.00
363.00

123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00

529.20
515.70
507.20
504.70
493.00
486.00

Classification
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Classification
Level 1

Classification
Engineering Tradesperson:
Level 4 - Group A
Group B
Group C
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On
Engagement
$
341.90

Safety Net
Adjustment
$
123.00

Total Rate
Per Week
$
464.90

After One Year of
Service
$

Safety Net
Adjustment
$

Total Rate
Per Week
$

498.60
508.30
517.70

123.00
123.00
121.00

621.60
631.30
638.70

Level 3A
Level 3B
Level 2
Level 1
Engineering Employee:
Level 4 - Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D

471.10
462.60
447.30
441.20

123.00
123.00
125.00
125.00

594.10
585.60
572.30
566.20

411.10
397.10
388.20
383.90

123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00

534.10
520.10
511.20
506.90

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

374.50
367.10
346.00

123.00
123.00
123.00

497.50
490.10
469.00

After Two Years of
Service
$

Safety Net
Adjustment
$

Total Rate
Per Week
$

Engineering Tradesperson:
Level 4 - Group A
Group B
Group C
Level 3A
Level 3B
Level 2
Level 1

503.60
513.30
523.10
475.50
467.30
451.50
445.60

123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
125.00
125.00

626.60
636.30
646.10
598.50
590.30
576.50
570.60

Engineering Employee
Level 4 - Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

415.00
401.10
391.90
386.90
378.00
370.80
349.10

123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00
123.00

538.00
524.10
514.90
509.90
501.00
493.80
472.10

Classification

The rates of pay in this award include arbitrated safety net adjustments available since December 1993, under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle.
These arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset against any equivalent amount in the rate of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 above the rate prescribed in the award except where such absorption is
contrary to the terms of an industrial agreement.
Increases in rates of pay otherwise made under the State Wage Case Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 10052
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
JULIE ANNE THORNTON, APPLICANT
v.
ALLWISE ASSET PTY LTD AS TRUSTEE FOR ASSET TRUST, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
DATE
MONDAY, 17 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 917 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10052
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Correction Order
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Correction Order
WHEREAS on 15th August 2003 at a conciliation conference before Deputy Registrar Anne Mullins a confidential settlement was
reached between the parties; and
WHEREAS on 19th August 2003 an Order in this matter reflecting the settlement was deposited in the Office of the Registrar; and
WHEREAS on 12th November 2003 the Respondent in this matter advised the Commission by facsimile that the application lodged
on 16th June 2003 had specified the wrong name as the Respondent and there was an error in the Order made on 19th August
2003 and therefore the Order could not be enforced; and
WHEREAS on 13th November 2003 the Commission was advised on contacting the Respondent by telephone that it consented to
the issuance of a correction order to reflect the correct name of the Respondent; and
WHEREAS that Order should have read—
ALLWISE ASSET PTY LTD AS TRUSTEE FOR THE ASSET TRUST, RESPONDENT
NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
THAT the Order should be corrected to read—
ALLWISE ASSET PTY LTD AS TRUSTEE FOR THE ASSET TRUST, RESPONDENT
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS AND ORDERS—
2003 WAIRC 08256
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
PAMELA JEAN THOMSON, APPLICANT
v.
LONGDEN BURKE & CO, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
TUESDAY, 15 APRIL 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 2009 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 08256
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Extension of time granted
Representation
Applicant
Ms P Lampropoulos As Agent
Respondent
Mr K Trainer As Agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1.

2.

3.

Reasons for Decision
The substantive application before the Commission is a claim by Pamela Jean Thomson that she was unfairly dismissed by the
respondent, Longden Burke & Co, on or about it seems, in accordance with the particulars of claim, 5 November 2002. The
particulars of claim assert that the applicant was employed as a full-time hairdresser by the respondent on or about 10 June
2002.
It is said by her in the particulars of claim that she was dismissed on or about 5 November 2002 in circumstances that she
regards as harsh, oppressive or unfair. Furthermore, in the particulars of claim for relief the applicant acknowledges that she
commenced employment on or about 14 November 2002, but claims compensation for loss of wages, compensation for stress
and humiliation, damage to reputation and shock.
Furthermore, the applicant makes a claim in relation to the handing back of client cards, which in my opinion is not a matter
within the Commission’s jurisdiction.
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4.

The application was filed on 4 December 2002. Given the date of termination of employment, that being 5 November 2002, the
28-day time limit expired on 3 December 2002. Furthermore, lodged on 10 December 2002 in the Registry was a document
setting grounds of the application seeking an extension of time.
5. Those grounds assert four factors that in essence go to a complaint that the applicant was dismissed without any proper
grounds and she felt she had been dealt with harshly, unjustly and unethically. The position before the Commission based on
the evidence which at this stage of the matter is necessarily scant is essentially this. The applicant testified that she was,
without effective warning, dismissed on 5 November 2002 by the principal of the respondent’s business, Ms Longden.
6. She concedes, however, that on the evidence that on occasions prior to that time the applicant’s timeliness in completing duties
was raised. Although Ms Longden, to her credit, conceded in evidence that she at no time advised the applicant in terms that
her employment was in jeopardy and the applicant may be liable to dismissal in the event that the employer’s concerns were
not addressed.
7. In terms of the delay, the applicant testified that she received a copy of the notice of application form it appears, either from the
Registrar of this Commission or some other source. She was aware at the time that it was received, or some time thereafter,
that there was a requirement that the notice of application be filed within the 28-day time limit imposed by the terms of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”).
8. Indeed it would seem from the declaration attached to the notice of application that the applicant signed and completed the
notice of application on or prior to 25 November 2002, which of course was some nine days, or thereabouts, prior to the expiry
of the 28-day time limit for commencing these proceedings.
9. The applicant’s explanation for the delay was in essence that she had commenced employment shortly after her dismissal and
according to her own evidence she was in two minds in relation to whether she ought to file the application because of a
concern about the potential effect on her new employment.
10. In terms of the relevant factors, the Commission has regard to its decision in Azzalini v Perth Inflight Catering (2002)
82 WAIG 2992, in particular the relevant factors cited by the Commission as presently constituted at para 28, and I adopt and
apply those principles for the purposes of determining this matter.
11. In relation to the length of delay, in my opinion the delay is self-evidently a very short delay, that being one day outside the
time limit for the purposes of filing an application, and therefore it is essentially neutral in my opinion; albeit recognising the
shortness of the delay.
12. As to the reason for the delay on the applicant’s evidence, I accept that she had genuine reservations as to whether she would
commence the proceedings in relation to the prospects on her new employment, although I note she was aware of the
requirement to file the application within 28 days, but did not do so, and in fact the evidence is she filed the application by
post, it seems, on the day of the 28th day expiring. That would have been 3 December.
13. There was an assertion that the applicant was unwell on or about that time but the Commission is unable to make any findings
in that regard, given the nature of the evidence. Thirdly, in relation to the steps taken by the applicant to evidence nonacceptance of the termination of employment and that it would be contested, there is no evidence that apart from the
commencement of the proceedings as such that factor is satisfied.
14. In relation to the merits of the substantive application, the evidence before the Commission at this stage is necessarily brief on
this question. However, I am persuaded on all of the evidence thus far that there is at least an arguable case, and in my view,
therefore, that is a positive factor in support of the extension of time application.
15. Having regard to all of these factors, I am of the view that on this occasion the application for an extension of time ought be
granted. In particular I am persuaded by the fact that the application was only filed one day out of time. Secondly, is the merits
of the application, which in my view raise an arguable case.
16. Although I have some oscillation about the applicant’s reasons for not filing the application within time, I accept that the
reason that she advanced was a genuinely felt one and in my view in the circumstances, this should not be held against her at
this stage of the matter.
17. Accordingly there will be an order that the application be accepted out of time and secondly that the matter be referred to a
Deputy Registrar for the purposes of conciliation pursuant to s 32 of the Act.
_________
2003 WAIRC 08147
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
PAMELA JEAN THOMSON, APPLICANT
v.
LONGDEN BURKE & CO, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
TUESDAY, 15 APRIL 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 2009 OF 2002
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 08147
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Extension of time granted
Representation
Applicant
Ms P Lampropoulos As Agent
Respondent
Mr K Trainer As Agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING heard Ms P Lampropoulos as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr K Trainer as agent on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the referral of the herein application be and is hereby accepted out of time.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
____________________
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2003 WAIRC 10082
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
MARTIN PRESTAGE PRODUCTION MANAGER METSO MINERALS (AUSTRALIA),
RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
DATE
THURSDAY, 20 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 548 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10082
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Discontinued
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
WHEREAS on 1st May 2003 The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers –
Western Australian Branch applied to the Commission for an order pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and
WHEREAS a hearing was listed for 30th May 2003 before the Commission and at the request of the Applicant the matter was stood
over for 30 days pending further advice; and
WHEREAS there being no contact from the Applicant the matter was listed For Mention on 13th June 2003 and later adjourned at
the request of the Applicant for the matter to be stood over; and
WHEREAS there being no contact from the Applicant the matter was listed for a Show Cause hearing on 15th September 2003 and
the matter was stood over for 30 days; and
WHEREAS on 24th October 2003 the Applicant advised the Commission the matter was settled and the Commission decided to
discontinue the proceedings.
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders—
THAT the application be, and is hereby, discontinued.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
____________________

2003 WAIRC 09649
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
MICHAEL CHARLES JOHNSTON, APPLICANT
v.
MCJ PTY LTD AS TRUSTEE FOR THE PIONEER INDUSTRIES UNIT TRUST TRADING AS
PIONEER CAMPER TRAILERS, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE
MONDAY, 6 OCTOBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 1116 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 09649
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Direction issued
Representation
Applicant
Ms L Nickels Of Counsel
Respondent
Mr G Mohen Of Counsel
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Direction
HAVING heard Ms L Nickels of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr G Mohen of counsel on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs—
1. THAT each party shall give discovery on affidavit by 14 October 2003.
2. THAT inspection of documents shall be completed by 28 October 2003.
3. THAT evidence in chief in this matter be adduced by way of signed witness statements which will stand as the evidence
in chief of the maker. Evidence in chief other than that contained in the witness statements may only be adduced by leave
of the Commission.
4. THAT the parties file and serve upon one another any signed witness statements upon which they intend to rely no later
than 21 days prior to the date of hearing.
5. THAT the parties give notice to one another of witnesses they require to attend at the proceedings for the purposes of
cross-examination no later than five days prior to the date of hearing.
6. THAT the applicant and respondent file an agreed statement of facts (if any) no later than five days prior to the date of
hearing.
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8.
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THAT the applicant and respondent file and serve an outline of submissions and any list of authorities upon which they
intend to rely no later than five days prior to the date of hearing.
THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 10087
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
METHODIST LADIES COLLEGE, APPLICANT
v.
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
DATE
THURSDAY, 20 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 1281 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10087
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Discontinued
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
WHEREAS on 26th August 2003 Methodist Ladies College applied to the Commission for an order pursuant to the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979; and
WHEREAS the Commission listed the matter for hearing and determination for 15th September 2003 and the matter was stood over
pending further discussions between the parties; and
WHEREAS on 20th November 2003 solicitor for the applicant advised the Commission the matter had been settled and the
Commission decided to discontinue the matter.
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 10154
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
AVON LOVELL, CARL YOUNG, LAURENCE SHANE O’BYRNE, APPLICANTS
v.
COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL,
PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGIN & ELECT DIV, WA
BRANCH, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DATE OF ORDER
FRIDAY, 28 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO/S.
APPLICATION 1475 OF 2003, APPLICATION 1476 OF 2003, APPLICATION 1484 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10154
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Directions issued
Representation
Applicants
Mr G Mccorry As Agent
Respondent
Mr J Murie
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
The Commission, having heard Mr G McCorry on behalf of the applicants and Mr J Murie on behalf of the respondent, and having
determined that the following orders and directions were necessary and expedient for the just hearing and determination of the
matter, it is ordered and directed as follows:1. THAT the dates of 12 to 14 January 2004 inclusive have been set aside for the hearing and determination of these
matters;
2. THAT evidence-in-chief be adduced by way of written witness statements;
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THAT no evidence-in-chief may be adduced which is not contained in the said written statements of witnesses without
leave of the Commission;
THAT the applicants by close of business Thursday 11 December 2003 do file and serve their written witness statements;
THAT the respondent by close of business Wednesday 24 December 2003 does file and serve its written witness
statements;
THAT a witness in respect of whom a written statement as foresaid has not been filed shall not give evidence without the
leave of the Commission;
THAT the parties complete mutual discovery by close of business Wednesday 24 December 2003;
THAT the applicants and respondent by close of business Thursday 8 January 2004 file and serve their outline of
submissions.
(Sgd.) S. WOOD,
Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 10060
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
SANDVIK MATERIALS HANDLING PORT HEDLAND REGIONAL OFFICE, RESPONDENT
CORAM
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
DATE
TUESDAY, 18 NOVEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 1504 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10060
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
s 32A Order Issued
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
WHEREAS on 14th October 2003 the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western Australian Branch applied to the Commission for a s 42H order pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and
WHEREAS on 14th November the matter was listed for arbitration and the Commission heard Mr L Edmonds (of Counsel) on
behalf of the Applicant and Mr M Borlase on behalf of the Respondent; and
WHEREAS during proceedings the Commission decided to exercise the powers vested in it under s 32A wherein the functions of
the Commission relating to conciliation and arbitration may be performed at any time and from time to time when their
performance is necessary or expedient; and
WHEREAS the Commission has decided to order the parties to conduct conciliation over the next 30 days with the aim of making
an Enterprise Bargaining Agreement; and
WHEREAS in conducting that conciliation the parties will be required to bargain in good faith which includes doing the following:
(a)
stating their position on matters at issue, and explaining that position;
(b)
meeting at reasonable times, intervals and places for the purpose of conducting face-to-face bargaining;
(c)
disclosing relevant and necessary information for bargaining;
(d)
acting honestly and openly, which includes not capriciously adding or withdrawing items for bargaining;
(e)
recognising bargaining agents;
(f)
providing reasonable facilities to representatives of organisations and associations of employees necessary
for them to carry out their functions;
(g)
bargaining genuinely and dedicating sufficient resources to ensure this occurs;
(h)
adhering to agreed outcomes and commitments made by the parties; and
WHEREAS the matter will be adjourned for 30 days and be re-listed to hear further from the parties after which this application
will be determined.
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by s 32A of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby
orders—
1.
The parties are to conduct conciliation over the next 30 days from the date hereof.
2.
The parties will be required to bargain in good faith which includes doing the following things—
(a)
stating their position on matters at issue, and explaining that position;
(b)
meeting at reasonable times, intervals and places for the purpose of conducting face-to-face
bargaining;
(c)
disclosing relevant and necessary information for bargaining;
(d)
acting honestly and openly, which includes not capriciously adding or withdrawing items for
bargaining;
(e)
recognising bargaining agents;
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(f)

3.
[L.S.]

providing reasonable facilities to representatives of organisations and associations of employees
necessary for them to carry out their functions;
(g)
bargaining genuinely and dedicating sufficient resources to ensure this occurs;
(h)
adhering to agreed outcomes and commitments made by the parties.
The matter will be adjourned for 30 days and be re-listed to hear further from the parties after which this
application will be determined.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
Commissioner.

____________________

2003 WAIRC 10173
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES
SCOTT WILLIAM WINTER, APPELLANT
v.
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, RESPONDENT
CORAM
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE OF ORDER
TUESDAY, 2 DECEMBER 2003
FILE NO.
APPLICATION 1686 OF 2003
CITATION NO.
2003 WAIRC 10173
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result
Order issued
Representation
Appellant
Ms C Adams (Of Counsel) On Behalf Of The Appellant
Respondent
Ms C Conley (Of Counsel) On Behalf Of The Respondent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Order
HAVING HEARD Ms C Adams (of counsel) on behalf of the Appellant, and Ms C Conley (of counsel) on behalf of the
Respondent, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by Part IIB of the Police Act 1892 and the Industrial Relations Act 1979, the
Commission hereby orders—
1.
That the Appellant file two copies in the office of the Registrar, and serve one copy of the Notice of Application of
Appeal on the Respondent within seven (7) days of the date of this order.
2.
Within twenty-one (21) days of service of the Notice of Application the Respondent shall file three copies of an answer in
the office of the Registrar and serve one copy on the Appellant.
3.
The Respondent’s answer shall set out—
(a)
The Respondent’s reasons for deciding to take removal action, together with a summary of facts or issues of law
relied upon by the Respondent including any relevant matters set out in s 33Q(4) of the Police Act; and
(b)
any matters the Respondent wishes to raise in reply to the Appellant’s case.
4.
At the time of filing an answer, the Respondent shall file in the office of the Registrar and serve on the Appellant—
(a)
a list and copy of all materials that were examined and taken into account by the Respondent in making his
decision to take removal action; and
(b)
a copy of the notices given by the Respondent under section 33L(1) and (3) of the Police Act 1892.
5.
Within twenty one (21) days of filing an answer the parties shall file with the Registrar
(a)
a list and copy of any new evidence agreed to be adduced by consent of the parties; and
(b)
a list and copy of any other new evidence sought to be adduced and the grounds on which leave will be sought
to tender that evidence.
6.
Liberty to apply.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

____________________
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2003 WAIRC 10161
CSR BUILDING PRODUCTS (WA) ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 2003
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
CSR BUILDING PRODUCTS (WA) AND TRANSPORT WORKERS’ UNION OF AUSTRALIA,
INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, RESPONDENTS
COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
TUESDAY, 2 DECEMBER 2003
AG 265 OF 2003
2003 WAIRC 10161
Name of Respondent changed.
Mr J Nicholas
Mr D Seeto On Behalf Of Csr Building Products (Wa)
Mr N Hodgson

Order
HAVING heard Mr J Nicholas on behalf of the Applicant, Mr D Seeto on behalf of the Respondent, CSR Building Products (WA),
and Mr N Hodgson on behalf of the Respondent, Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western
Australian Branch, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders that—
THAT the name of the Respondent, CSR Building Products (WA), be deleted and that be substituted therefor
the name, CSR Limited.
(Sgd.) J. H. SMITH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT—Notation of—
Agreement
Date of
Name/Number
Registration
Bondor Pty Ltd Canning N/A
Vale Certified Agreement
2000
AG 172/2001
CSR Building Products
2/12/2003
(WA) Enterprise
Agreement 2003
AG 265/2003
Good Samaritan Industries 3/12/2003
(State) Industrial
Agreement 2003
AG 283/2003

Leader Construction
Cabling Commercial
Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 2003
AG 263/2003

14/11/2003

Parties
Metecno Pty Limited
trading as Bondor

Commissioner

The Construction,
Coleman CC
Forestry, Mining and
Energy Union of Workers

Australian Liquor,
CSR Building Products
Smith C
Hospitality and
(WA) , Transport
Miscellaneous Workers
Workers’ Union of
Union, Western Australian Australia, Industrial Union
Branch
of Workers, Western
Australian Branch
Good Samaritan Industries Hospital Salaried Officers Beech SC
Association of Western
Australia (Union of
Workers) , Australian
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers
Union, Western Australian
Branch
Gregor C
Communications,
Leader Construction
Cabling Pty Ltd (WA)
Electrical, Electronic,
Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing, and
Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engin & Elect
Div, WA Branch

Result
Discontinued

Agreement
Registered

Agreement
Registered

Agreement
Registered
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Agreement
Date of
Name/Number
Registration
Methodist Ladies’ College 2/12/2003
Non-Teaching Staff
(Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 2002
AG 287/2003

Mizco Construction
Electrical Certified
Agreement 2003
AG 264/2003

18/11/2003

Murdoch College
Enterprise Agreement
2003
AG 284/2003

2/12/2003

Pyrotronics Fire Protection N/A
Pty Ltd ABN
73102333899 Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement
2003
AG 272/2003
Swan Brewery Enterprise 8/09/2003
Agreement 2003
AG 175/2003
The Lake Joondalup
Baptist College Inc
Schools’ Non-teaching
Employee (Enterprise
Bargaining) Agreement
2002
AG 271/2003

2/12/2003

1/12/2003
Theatrical Employees
(BOCS Ticketing and
Marketing Services)
General Agreement 2003
AG 285/2003

Parties
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Harrison C
The Independent Schools (Not applicable)
Salaried Officers’
Association of Western
Australia, Industrial Union
of Workers , Australian
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers
Union, Western Australian
Branch , The
Construction, Forestry,
Mining and Energy Union
of Workers , The
Australian Nursing
Federation, Industrial
Union of Workers Perth ,
Methodist Ladies’ College
Communications,
Mizco Electrics, Agencies Gregor C
& Metals
Electrical, Electronic,
Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing, and
Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engin & Elect
Div, WA Branch
The Independent Schools (Not applicable)
Harrison C
Salaried Officers’
Association of Western
Australia, Industrial Union
of Workers , Murdoch
College
Communications,
Pyrotronics Fire Protection Coleman CC
Electrical, Electronic,
Pty Ltd
Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing, and
Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engin & Elect
Div, WA Branch
Swan Brewery Company The Breweries and
Wood C
Pty Limited
Bottleyards Employees’
Industrial Union of
Workers of Western
Australia
Harrison C
The Independent Schools (Not applicable)
Salaried Officers’
Association of Western
Australia, Industrial Union
of Workers , Lake
Joondalup Baptist College
, Australian Liquor,
Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers
Union, Western Australian
Branch
Beech SC
Media, Entertainment and Director General,
Arts Alliance of Western Department of Culture and
the Arts
Australia (Union of
Employees)

Result
Agreement
Registered

Agreement
Registered

Agreement
Registered

Discontinued

Agreement
Registered

Agreement
Registered

Agreement
Registered
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NOTICES—Appointments—
Industrial Relations Act 1979
I, the undersigned, the HONOURABLE DAVID KINGSLEY MALCOLM AC CitWA, Chief Justice of Western Australia, in
exercise of the powers conferred on me by section 85(6) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), DO HEREBY NOMINATE
THE HONOURABLE NICHOLAS PAUL HASLUCK, a Judge of the Supreme Court of Western Australia, to be the Deputy
Presiding Judge of the Western Australian Industrial Appeal Court from 1 December 2003.
As witness my hand this 19th day of November 2003.

CHIEF JUSTICE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Industrial Relations Act 1979
I, the undersigned, the HONOURABLE DAVID KINGSLEY MALCOLM AC CitWA, Chief Justice of Western Australia, in
exercise of the powers conferred on me by section 85(6) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), DO HEREBY NOMINATE
THE HONOURABLE ERIC MICHAEL HEENAN, a Judge of the Supreme Court of Western Australia, to be an Ordinary
Member of the Judge of the Western Australian Industrial Appeal Court from 1 December 2003.
As witness my hand this 19th day of November 2003.

CHIEF JUSTICE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Industrial Relations Act 1979
I, the undersigned, the HONOURABLE DAVID KINGSLEY MALCOLM AC CitWA, Chief Justice of Western Australia, in
exercise of the powers conferred on me by section 85(6) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), DO HEREBY NOMINATE
THE HONOURABLE JOHN RODERICK MCKECHNIE, a Judge of the Supreme Court of Western Australia, to be an Acting
Ordinary Member of the Western Australian Industrial Appeal Court from 1 December until 31 December 2003 or until the
completion of the hearing and determination of any proceedings his Honour may be participating in at the expiration of that period .
As witness my hand this 28th day of November 2003.

CHIEF JUSTICE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Industrial Relations Act 1979
I, the undersigned, the HONOURABLE DAVID KINGSLEY MALCOLM AC CitWA, Chief Justice of Western Australia, in
exercise of the powers conferred on me by section 85(6) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), DO HEREBY NOMINATE
THE HONOURABLE CHRISTOPHER JAMES LONSDALE PULLIN, a Judge of the Supreme Court of Western Australia, to be
an Ordinary Member of the Judge of the Western Australian Industrial Appeal Court from 1 December 2003.
As witness my hand this 19th day of November 2003.

CHIEF JUSTICE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

83 W.A.I.G.
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Industrial Relations Act 1979
I, the undersigned, the HONOURABLE DAVID KINGSLEY MALCOLM AC CitWA, Chief Justice of Western Australia, in
exercise of the powers conferred on me by section 85(6) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), DO HEREBY NOMINATE
THE HONOURABLE CHRISTOPER DAVID STEYTLER, a Judge of the Supreme Court of Western Australia, to be the
Presiding Judge of the Western Australian Industrial Appeal Court from 1 December 2003.
As witness my hand this 19th day of November 2003.

CHIEF JUSTICE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

RECLASSIFICATION APPEALS—Notation of—
File Number
PSA 35 of 1999

Appellant

Respondent

Thomas Ratajczak

Metropolitan Health Service,
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital

Commissioner
Scott C.

Decision
Dismissed

Finalisation
Dat
e
8/10/2002

